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Preface 

Today, it would be hard to imagine life in the United States without Na-
tional Public Radio. It is not an exaggeration to say that America's understanding 
of itself and the world would be significantly diminished. Of course, commercial 
broadcasting, both television and radio, also provides information and entertain-
ment every day. Some of it is highly laudable. But nowhere else in American 
broadcasting is there as much high-quality journalism provided for no other rea-
son than the well-being and education of the intelligent listener. Instead of deliv-
ering a mass audience of consumers to advertisers, NPR's purpose is to speak to 
citizens of a democracy, providing information that a free society cannot live 
without. That is the "big idea" behind NPR. Sound Reporting: The National Public 
Radio Guide to Radio Journalism and Production is the map with the details we use 
to get there. 

When Frank Mankiewicz, then president of NPR, wrote a preface for the 
first version of this book (called Telling the Story) in the early 1980s, he rejoiced in 
the fact that radio in America was surprisingly alive and flourishing. He gave 
credit to National Public Radio for this "second age" of radio and modestly pre-
dicted that quality radio journalism would continue to attract a new generation 
of listeners, as well as a hardy breed of radio journalists. He was right on both 
counts. 

In 1981, National Public Radio was made up of 270 noncommercial stations 
and counted a weekly audience of about 7 million people. Today, there are al-
most 450 NPR stations around the country, and the weekly audience has grown 
to more than 13.7 million people. The audience tuning in just to hear NPR news 
programs has tripled during the past 10 years, from 3 million to more than 9 
million people. And not coincidentally, the number of NPR news programs has 
also increased. A decade ago, there were only ALL THINGS CONSIDERED and 
MORNING EDITION. Today, with W EEKEND EDITION on Saturday and Sunday 
mornings, a national weekday call-in program called TALK OF THE NATION, and 
newscasts nearly 24 hours a day, there are live news programs seven days a 
week—mornings and evenings. 

This growth has required more reporters, editors, and news bureaus. In 
1981, NPR had just one foreign bureau—in London. Now there are a dozen re-
porters abroad, from Moscow to Hong Kong, Southern Africa to South America. 
Domestically, in addition to major NPR bureaus in New York, Chicago, and Los 

Vil 



viii Preface 

Angeles, there are half a dozen other cities with NPR reporters. In many other 
locations NPR member stations have strong news operations. Altogether, a staff 
of more than 160 professional journalists write, edit, and produce NPR's distinc-
tive brand of radio journalism. 

Finances are always tight in public radio, but this evolution over time has 
meant that, in general, NPR is now likely to have its own reporters on the scene 
at important news events. They were present, for example, to witness the fall of 
the Berlin Wall, the war in the Persian Gulf, and the death of Communism in the 
Soviet Union. Instead of interviewing reporters from other news organizations—a 
staple of the early years of NPR—NPR programs now rely on our own reporters 
to provide stories and documentaries. Indeed, NPR reporters now regularly find 
themselves interviewed by other networks. 

Despite such changes, what remains as true today as when the network first 
went on the air in May 1971, is the NPR emphasis on high-quality radio journal-
ism. It was Bill Siemering, the first producer of ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, 
who spelled out four guiding principles more than 20 years ago. The NPR staff 
knows these by heart, and it is worthwhile to repeat them here. From the begin-
ning, Siemering emphasized: 

• Excellent writing: using crisp, clear, memorable language. 

• Imaginative production: exploiting the advantages of sound to the fullest ex-
tent possible. 

• Authentic approach: getting out of the studio as much as possible to hear real 
people speaking, while respectfully celebrating the human experience in all its 
diversity. 

• Conversational style: making programs accessible through normal voices, 
comfortably earnest and honest. 

Today's audience still hears news and features in which accuracy and in-
depth analysis are constants, but also where natural sound ambience brings sto-
ries alive in carefully produced reports that combine fine writing with 
imaginative tape editing. Such sound portraits and fully mixed, or produced, 
pieces have always been NPR's hallmark, providing reports of a style and con-
tent heard nowhere else. 

That NPR sets a high standard for quality journalism was confirmed in a 
survey by the Times Mirror Center for the People and the Press. In a nationwide 
poll of business leaders, educators, government officials, and journalists, the 
Times Mirror Center found that of all media, National Public Radio has had the 
single most positive influence on American journalism. That survey was publish-
ed in November 1989, but there is every indication that NPR's stature has only 
grown since then. Increasingly, NPR is becoming the broadcast of record—the 
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place where people turn for accurate, understandable information vital to a de-

mocratic society. 
So, welcome to the world of radio journalism where the mission is to inform 

the audience at the highest level of understanding—and where not everyone 
wants to be on television. Sound Reporting: The National Public Radio Guide to Radio 
Journalism and Production contains practical tips, personal insights, and fundamen-
tal policies that underpin this unique brand of American broadcasting. Its 
authors are the best in our business; all are current or former NPR staff members, 
and their advice comes from their own hard-won experience. In my own case, 
working as a reporter for NPR was the single most difficult, demanding, and en-
joyable job I ever had—and that has never changed. As Robert Krulwich said 
during my first week on the job in 1978, "The work doesn't get any easier over 

time, but it does get better." 
This book is dedicated to that idea. Nothing worthwhile comes easily, but 

hard work and steady improvement go hand in hand. Few other news organiza-
tions do what NPR does. To do our job, we need more skilled and dedicated 
journalists willing to engage in the fine art of radio journalism. I hope Sound Re-
porting will guide you in that direction. 

William E. Buzenberg 
Vice President, News and Information 
Washington, D.C. 
April, 1992 



Introduction 

by Marcus D. Rosenbaum and John Dinges 

How does an upstart radio network on a shoestring budget metamorphose 
into a respected, mainstream news organization? Simple. It produces programs 
like ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, MORNING EDITION, W EEKEND EDITION, and TALK OF 
THE NATION. Everyone who listens to National Public Radio knows it is unique. 
This book will tell you what makes it so—its sound on the air, its approach to 
the news, its rapport with its listeners. And it will teach you how NPR does it— 
how we define journalism, and how we practice it. In the process we hope to 

encourage you toward a career in radio journalism. 
To be sure, radio journalism is a lot of work. It is more difficult than print to 

produce, and it offers a lot less glamour than television. But it also can make for 

the best, most compelling journalism there is. 
If you decide that radio journalism is for you, there are certain skills you 

must have to succeed: 

• You must be an excellent journalist. This is not a medium of pretty faces—or 
just of pretty voices. Nor is it only a medium of high-tech equipment and 
fancy production. Radio journalism is first and foremost journalism: explaining 
the world in a way that expands people's knowledge and helps them under-
stand their surroundings. That means you need an inquisitive mind and the 
ability to ferret out the truth. You need to develop good news judgment—to 
decide what is important and what is not—and you need to understand what 

is fair and what is balanced. 

• You must be an excellent writer. Once you've learned the facts, you need to be 
able to tell them to others. And radio requires the most precise, most melliflu-
ous writing of any medium. 

• You must be an excellent producer. Reporting the story and writing the story 
are only one part of the process. You also need to produce your story—recording 
it on broadcast-quality equipment, mixing the sound at the appropriate levels, 

xi 
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and cutting the piece together with seamless edits. In many instances, in addition 
to being an excellent journalist, you also must be a skilled recording engineer. 

• You must be an excellent listener. This is sometimes called having a "good 
ear." Radio is, after all, an aural medium in which you must be able to listen 
to something and understand it the first time through and to distinguish one 
sound from another. 

This book is designed to help you learn about all of this. It is divided into 
four parts. 

• Part I, Defining the News, is a basic introduction to journalism in general and 
reporting in particular. It opens with a chapter on ethics and then explains 
story selection, reporting skills, and interviewing techniques. 

• Part II, Telling the Story, begins with a discussion of the role of the editor, who 
is involved in every stage of the process. It then offers a guide to writing news for 
radio and concludes with a chapter on how to use your voice to tell a story. 

• Part III, Features, offers two approaches to reporting and writing features, as op-
posed to news stories, and also contains a chapter on how to produce a feature. 

• Part IV, Recording, Tape Editing, and Production, is full of advice about the 
technical side of radio journalism. There are chapters on field recording, tape 
editing, and studio production. 

After Part IV is the first edition of The NPR Stylebook, which will be pub-
lished separately for internal NPR and member station use. The complete Style-
book consists of the three chapters presented here—on usage, grammar, and 
pronunciation; editorial and production guidelines; and the law—plus an addi-
tional chapter on standards and ethics. 

We believe this book will be helpful to anyone interested in the field of 
radio journalism—students who are just entering the profession, experienced 
journalists who want to try out a new medium, and practicing radio journalists 
at NPR and at NPR member stations who want to improve their skills. Indeed, 
the NPR Training Department will use the book in its workshops and other pro-
grams. For more information about NPR Training, write the department at Na-
tional Public Radio, 2025 M Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 

A note on using this book: Certain words used in this book are presented 
in boldface. Definitions of these words are included in the glossary. 

Acknowledgements: We want to thank the authors of all the chapters of this 
book, who took time from their busy schedules to share their knowledge. Special 
thanks goes to Flawn Williams, whose assistance ensured the technical accuracy 
of this book; Mary Morgan, whose careful copy editing omitted many needless 
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words; Alice Taylor, whose additional copy editing omitted many more; Karen 
Kearns, who had the original idea to update Telling the Story; Bill Buzenberg, 
who found the financial resources to make this publication possible; and Doug 
Bennet for his overall support for this project. 
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1 
The Rules of the Game 

John Dinges 

The news programs produced by National Public Radio have a short his-
tory—the first one went on the air in 1971. From the beginning, NPR reporting 
and production were intended to be carried out within the finest tradition of 
American journalism, both print and broadcast. That tradition prescribes a free 
press that aspires first and unconditionally to independence, nonpartisanship, 
and the pursuit of truth. NPR also embraces the idea that the news media have 
an explicit mission of public service and play a vital and constructive role in de-

mocratic society. 
NPR's view of itself, and its aspirations, were described in a mission state-

ment written in 1979: 

Through its programming services, NPR will respect differences among peo-
ple and will celebrate the human experience as being infinitely varied by 
speaking with many voices and dialects; it will reflect the joy and satisfaction 
of life as well as its problems and frustrations; it will encourage individual 

growth and active, constructive participation in society. National Public Radio 
programs will explore, investigate, analyze, and interpret issues and ideas that 
help listeners better understand themselves, their government, their institu-

tions, and their natural and social environments. As public trustee of resources 
and expertise for the production, stimulation, and distribution of noncommer-
cial radio programming, NPR and its members will take advantage of the in-
herent values of the aural medium—immediacy, actuality, ubiquity, economy, 

and the ability to capture and stimulate the imagination. 

3 



4 Defining the News 

In attempting to live up to these objectives, NPR strives to produce a mix of 
domestic and international coverage that uses intelligent writing, a variety of 
voices and opinions, and a relaxed, accessible style. And whatever else might be 
said about NPR journalism, NPR does it with an amazingly small budget. 

Journalism at NPR 

Coverage. The old joke in NPR's earlier, even leaner years was that NPR 
did the news a day late and called it analysis. No longer. With a staff of reporters 
in all parts of the United States and foreign correspondents stationed around the 
world, NPR can cover most major stories on location. 

Nevertheless, NPR editors constantly try to avoid mistaking staged "events" 
for real news. The orchestrated White House "press opportunity" may be on all 

the daybooks, but it should get minimal mention from NPR if it doesn't advance 
the story. We try to resist the temptation to give such events more coverage than 
they deserve simply because they provide a fresh sound bite. 

Analysis. In addition to providing up-to-the-minute coverage, NPR uses in-
terviews and long-form features to examine the most important questions raised 
by the news. On the eve of the president's State of the Union message in an elec-
tion year, for example, reporters in four regions of the country explored people's 
questions and expectations for the country's leadership. To track the momentous 
changes in Russia after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, ALL THINGS CONSID-
ERED sent a reporter to visit and revisit the same small city to get to know the 
people there and track how their lives were changing. 

NPR analysis also includes reports that examine historical causes and back-
ground, personalities and ideologies. It is a conscious attempt to counteract the 
often-heard charge that Americans forget their own past and ignore that of oth-

ers, and it is the kind of journalism that imputes a high degree of intelligence, 
interest, and social awareness to its listeners. 

Voices. One of the most important characteristics of NPR journalism is that 
it lets people speak for themselves. Newsmakers, opinion-makers, experts, average 
citizens, the weak, and the powerful are the voices of NPR interviews. In conversa-
tion with an NPR host, each is given a full opportunity to explain, argue, cajole— 
even to bluster or whine. The style is direct but friendly. There is time for the 
interviewer to probe for contradictions, for a guest to outline an elegant philoso-
phical insight, and for the listener to sense a moment of genuine emotion. Some 

interviews run more than 10 minutes on the air. Most are four or five minutes 
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long. But that is still many times the length of the typical television interview.* 
And in newspapers the interview format is becoming a rarity. 

The extensive air time devoted to interviews is both an opportunity and a 
responsibility. It provides a forum for a vastly broader spectrum of voices than is 
available in any other medium. There is time and interest for the traditional and 
the avant garde, the mainstream and the marginal, the comforting center and the 
disquieting voices on the edge. But in stepping beyond the ordinary, NPR must 
make sure that the choice of interview subjects is carefully balanced and fair. 

Style. There is clearly an NPR style, recognizable to listeners and highly 
valued by most of them. It distinguishes NPR from commercial radio and from 
television news. Adjectives sometimes used to describe this style include unpre-
tentious, self-effacing, irreverent, iconoclastic, compassionate, culturally diverse, 
relaxed, outgoing. On the same program, NPR News can alternate between ear-

nest discourse and April Fool's jokes. 

Editing. Everything that goes on the air is subject to NPR's rigorous edito-
rial process. In most cases, at least two editors must hear and approve a piece 
before it is broadcast—the reporter's supervising desk editor and the show editor 
or producer. The desk editor shares the reporter's responsibility for the accuracy, 
integrity, and fairness of a report, and therefore must pay attention to all the 
details of a script as well as its overall structure. The show editor or producer 
provides a more detached ear—and a final check before broadcast. Show inter-
views are conducted in the presence of an editor or producer who shares with 
the host the responsibility of avoiding omissions or misrepresentations. These 
editing procedures apply as well to the highly produced, long-form features that are 
a staple of NPR news programs. These features offer an opportunity for 
experimentation in writing and production techniques. They follow looser structural 
forms and often employ less formal language. They are vehicles with which 
producers and editors may strive for originality, to push the limits of radio. No 
matter how original, however, features are held to the same strict stan- dards of 
journalism as other NPR stories—standards that guarantee what goes on the air is 
fair, balanced, thoroughly researched, and includes all elements the listener needs to 
form an independent judgment about the story. In other words, advocacy reporting, 
point-of-view writing, and the use of production devices or "hot tape" to slant a 
piece toward a position not warranted by the facts is no more permissible in feature 
production than in news writing. (Other elements of the craft of editing for radio are 
discussed in Chapter 5, "The Editor.") 

*Even in interviews used as "actuality" within a reporter's piece, the NPR rule is to allow enough 
time for the expression of a concise but fuHy coherent thought. That usually means that an actuality 
on NPR runs longer than the eight or nine seconds typical of television or commercial radio. 
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Ethics and Standards 

Journalism in the United States has evolved over the course of many genera-
tions. A press once unabashedly at the service of particular business and political 
interests has been replaced by media avowing strict standards of independence. 
Still, each organization's claim that it cannot be bought is a claim that must be 
defended constantly and openly in day-to-day practice. Guidelines vary from or-
ganization to organization; knowledge of what is appropriate may vary even 
more widely from one journalist to another, particularly when an individual has 
had little formal training in a newsroom environment. 

There are many books that discuss general ethical principles and their appli-
cation. The aspects included here are some of the questions that arise most often 
at NPR. 

Conflict of Interest 

For individual reporters, the rules are straightforward: They receive nothing 
of value from those about whom they report or who are sources of information 
for their reporting. Likewise, NPR does not pay for information or for access to 
sources of information. There are common-sense exceptions: Sharing a meal and 
picking up a check, or accepting a dinner invitation at a source's home, are often 
essential elements of the reporting environment; the amounts involved are not 
significant enough to allow even the impression of a bribe or influence peddling. 
Free transportation may be acceptable if it involves only a ride in an automobile, 
but inappropriate if the ride is in a Lear jet. Likewise, although a reporter should 
not accept free lodging from someone promoting the story being covered, few 
would question the ethics of a reporter who stayed overnight in a priest's home 
in a remote village where human rights violations had occurred, even though the 
priest was passionately interested in the story's getting out. 

Free tickets to a movie or play, when such tickets generally are made avail-
able to the press, are acceptable if intended for use in on-air coverage and as 
long as the decision to cover or not to cover such an event is not made on the 
basis of the availability of free tickets. Likewise, NPR accepts promotional copies 
of books whose authors may be interviewed. Unsolicited books and tickets are 
the property of NPR—the news organization to which they were sent—not the 
staff members who happen to receive them, and it is up to news managers to 
determine their disposal. 

Free-lance reporters and producers are required to tell their NPR assignment edi-
tor if they have received funding or payments of any kind in relation to their assign-
ment; it is also the responsibility of assignment editors to ask about outside funding, 
especially when the story involves travel or other expenses not paid by NPR. 
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Institutional funding. It is a truism that all money comes with interests. In 
the commercial media, the acceptance of advertising, even when editorial decision-
making is rigorously shielded from contact with those who sell ads, is enough to 
raise charges that news content is muted to avoid offending advertisers. And 
there are enough examples of commercial advertisers threatening to pull lucra-
tive ads in protest over treatment of their product to make this more than a theo-
retical concern. 

Although NPR does not accept advertising, conflict-of-interest questions 
arise because NPR solicits and accepts money earmarked or "restricted" for cov-
ering specific subjects. Because of NPR's noncommercial status, such grants are 
often a vital supplementary source of revenue without which NPR's news cover-
age would be significantly diminished. NPR President Douglas Bennet has issued 
the following guidelines governing the acceptance of such funds: 

Policy for Accepting Project Grants 

To avoid conflict of interest or the appearance thereof, when National Public 
Radio's News Division accepts project grants through the Development Of-
fice,* the policies below should be followed: 

I. Associations, corporations, foundations, and other interest groups, in-
cluding governments both domestic and foreign, can contribute to the 
News Fund* for general support. 

II. Restricted grants must not be so narrow in concept as to coincide with 
the donor's area of economic or advocacy interest—e.g., an automobile 
corporation supporting coverage of the car industry. 

III. When deciding whether to accept restricted grants from domestic or 
foreign government sources, NPR will take account not only of the con-
siderations in II, but also of whether the structure of the donor agency 
provides adequate safeguards against interference or the appearance 
thereof. 

IV. In a case that seems unclear, a final determination will be made by the 
vice presidents of News and Development. No contacts with funders shall 
be made by anyone in the News Division other than news managers and 
then only in conjunction with a member of the Development Office. 

Needless to say, these guidelines require interpretation using good common 
sense on a case-by-case basis. Their purpose is to ensure that NPR makes editoria.! 

*NPR's Development Office raises funds from foundations and corporations to support NPR opera-
tions. Funds for general support of NPR News go into the News Fund. 
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decisions based solely on sound news judgment, and that it does not leave the 
perception that those decisions are affected by the wishes of its funders. This 
principle is key: The idea for coverage must originate from NPR, not from the 
funder. Funders may not be directly involved in story assignments or any other 
part of the editorial process. 

Two examples illustrate the guidelines. The Ford Foundation has a distin-
guished record in funding projects that promote the study of foreign affairs. This 
broad interest, because it does not extend to lobbying or other forms of advocacy 
of specific policies, is not a barrier to NPR's receiving money from the founda-
tion for the coverage of Eastern Europe. Applying the same standards, clearly a 
conflict would exist—and be perceived as such—if General Motors funded I\TPR's 
coverage of the auto industry or international trade issues. In that case, even if 
GM had nothing to do with the choice of stories, or their content, there would 
still be the inevitable impression that NPR was tailoring its stories on those sub-
jects to please the automaker. 

Between these two obvious cases are many others that are less clear and 
must be decided by applying the guidelines, good common sense, and the "Cae-
sar's wife" maxim—that NPR as a journalistic institution must not only be virtu-
ous, but appear to be virtuous. 

Funding is a difficult subject in public radio, no less so at the station level than 
at the network level. These practical rules can help guide day-to-day decision-
making: 

• News staff should have as little contact with funders as possible. Under no 
circumstances should news staff contact hinders directly to propose grants for 
projects in which they would personally benefit through assignments or travel. 
Reporters and editors working on grant-funded projects should not speculate 
about whether what they are doing will please or displease the hinder, nor 
should they attempt to limit or expand coverage according to what they be-
lieve the grant requires. 

• The separation of funding from editorial content should be evident on the air. 
News personnel should not read funding credits. 

• A news organization should pay its own way when gathering news. NPR and 
many other news organizations acknowledge exceptions to this rule when the 
story is of paramount interest and access is difficult without special assistance. 
The most obvious example is accepting military transportation to a battle zone. 
In such cases, special care must be taken in writing and editing to ensure that 
the special treatment does not slant the stories in favor of the organization pro-
viding assistance. 
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Ethical Decision-Making 

Ethics, by definition, involves the collective wisdom about what is right and 
wrong within the context of a group with shared values. Do not try to make 
decisions in a vacuum, or simply by reading a chapter on journalistic ethics. 
Make every effort to avoid confronting ethical decisions on deadline. Anticipate 
them at the assignment level and during the reporting process, and give yourself 
and your colleagues reasonable time to talk the problem over and air all opinions. 

Usually, the process will have several stages: an initial gut reaction about 
what is right or wrong; a second stage exploring rules or guidelines that might 
apply; and a final period of reason and reflection in which a decision is made. 
The gut reaction often is right, particularly among veteran journalists, but it is 
risky to trust that first reaction until it has been measured against the conclusions 
of the second and, if necessary, the third stages. 

This chapter contains few rules and no dogmas. It is not a substitute for 
good judgment and common sense; the best guidance comes not in statements of 
policy but in a strong sense of mission as journalist, citizen, and human being. 

Politics and causes. People do not leave behind their opinions, experi-
ences, specialized knowledge, and pet peeves when they become journalists. 
They are not and never have been automatons devoid of emotion and critical 
intellect. Many come into the profession and leave it with their sense of outrage 
intact, with a deep and probing concern for what is wrong with society, and with 

a living compassion for their fellow human beings. These qualities are considered 
assets for NPR reporters, editors, and producers. Callousness and cynicism are 
recognized liabilities. 

Some of the thorniest decisions we face concern whether and to what degree 
a journalist may be personally involved in advocacy organizations and politics. 
Most news organizations restrict news staff from personal involvement in activ-
ity, especially political activity, that reasonably could be perceived as compromis-
ing their journalistic independence in reporting on such activity. Clearly this does 
not apply to the exercise of a reporter's right and duty as a citizen to vote. It may 
apply to electoral campaign activity, speech writing, lobbying, and public en-
dorsement of candidates. Other public and leadership roles in advocacy activities 
also may be a conflict. 

In general, however, there are only a few activities that would be out of 
bounds for all news staff, say, running for Congress. In almost all cases, our 
judgment depends on several factors: First of all, does the reporter, producer or 
editor make editorial decisions about stories affecting the interest of the cause he 
wants to promote. Does he have a major role in those decisions, i.e. is his role 
more than peripheral? If the answer is yes, there may be a conflict, and the jour-
nalist should discuss the situation with colleagues and editors. It is a good idea 
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to ask oneself whether those on the other side in a controversy involving the 
cause would consider a reporter fair if his advocacy role were known. 

As journalists, we are free to be active in our professional organizations, re-
ligions, communities, schools, philanthropic and service organizations. The pre-
sumption is on the side of freedom of action. We should be concerned only if a 
reasonable and substantive argument is likely to be made that the activity calls 
our impartiality into question. 

These ethical considerations, of course, do not apply to relatives of news 
staff. But in cases in which a direct family member (spouse, companion, parent, 
sibling) is involved in activities about which the news staffer may make editorial 
decisions, common-sense ethics requires that the staffer disclose the relative's ac-
tivities to an editorial supervisor. 

Speeches. Journalists are often asked to make speeches in the area of their 
expertise, and few news organizations discourage this activity. A potential con-
flict of interest can arise, however, when substantial payments are involved. A 
reporter who covers an interest organization or trade association would have dif-
ficulty justifying the acceptance of payments from those groups, whatever the 
reason. 

Fairness and Objectivity 

NPR is committed to the strictest principles of fairness in reporting. Some 
people have a problem with the term "objectivity." I have always understood it 
in the very simple sense of fact-based reporting. Everything that goes on the air, 
from the most straightforward news voicer to the most elaborate news analysis, 
is anchored in the pursuit and description of facts—those verifiable bits of infor-
mation that are the raw material of accurate communication. 

The reporter's first duty is to get the facts—all the facts that are relevant—to 
be honest with the listener about the facts that could not be found or verified, 
and to put the information in intelligible context. Fairness is a natural byproduct 
of fact-based reporting. 

Reporting the facts from all relevant points of view is the first tenet of fair-
ness. "I just reported what I was told" is the dodge of a lazy reporter. It is the 
reporter's most basic obligation to seek out the other side, the third side and the 
fourth side, and not to rely on the one-dimensional, possibly biased version 
provided by those who may have promoted the story. 

To report and write a story without attempting to contact those who are 
involved and are likely to disagree is unprofessional and unethical conduct. Like-
wise, honesty in reporting dictates that a reporter not mislead listeners by failing 
to disclose relevant information, such as the possible political motives and parti-
san interests of a person accusing another of wrongdoing. 
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In describing people and their points of view, be sure to use terms that the 
person you are describing would consider accurate. Avoid loaded terms that be-
tray your personal bias—terms such as "claim" when "said" would do; "re-
fused" to comment when "declined" is accurate; "admit" when "said" or 
"acknowledge" would suffice. Similarly, take care with descriptions. Describing a 
female political leader's hair, giving an Italian politician's nickname, and com-
menting on physical traits are not necessarily inappropriate, but may inadvertently 
feed into possible stereotypes. Was it fair, for example, for news reports to dwell on 
General Manuel Noriega's facial scars and to repeat the term "pineapple face"? 

Fairness is particularly important in stories involving people who are not 
public figures. People asked to appear on the air or involved by no design of 
their own in a prominent story are entitled to protection of their privacy and 
dignity in every way possible. They should never be exposed to ridicule or 
derogatory description of any kind. Nor should anyone else with access to the air 
be allowed to make derogatory or belittling remarks about people not otherwise 
in the public eye. 

Keeping an open mind is indispensible to fair reporting and must be prac-
ticed at every stage of the editorial process, from assignment to final edit. It is 
good mental discipline—and a hallmark of sound journalism—to assume during 
editorial discussions that you do not know the personal views of your colleagues. 
This is especially important when discussing coverage of controversial issues like 
abortion. 

Sources, Credit, and Plagiarism 

it is the reporter's responsibility to attribute all facts to a reliable source and 
to identify that source as accurately and completely as possible. The only excep-
tion is background information so widely known that it constitutes general 
knowledge. The more important and controversial the information, the stronger 
the sourcing must be. In general, a reporter must have at least two sources, both 
of whom have independent ways of knowing the information. For facts of great 
importance, such as the winner of an election, the beginning of the ground offen-
sive against Iraq in the Gulf War, an indictment of a public figure, the two-source 
rule is absolute unless there has been an official, public announcement. The rule 
is not based on arithmetic and should not be applied mechanically. In some cases 
even two sources are not enough if the sources' access to the information is at all 
questionable. If the source of information is providing an eyewitness account, a 
single source, properly described, may be enough. 

A source who declines to be identified greatly diminishes the value of the 
information. Reporters should make every effort to persuade sources to speak on 
the record. When you promise a source confidentiality, be sure the source under-
stands that an editor may decide not to allow the anonymous information on the 
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air. The source also should understand that confidentiality is the joint responsi-
bility of the reporter and the editor; an editor may require the reporter to tell him 
the name of the source if it is necessary to judge the source's credibility. 

It is not uncommon for journalists to be manipulated by unnamed sources, 
particularly government officials who use anonymity to avoid accountability for 
unsubstantiated political rhetoric. Whenever possible, a reporter should identify 
the political interest the source may have in revealing the information. When an 
opposing political camp leaks anonymous information, that information must be 
independently verified. If verification depends solely on anonymous sources, the 
political interest of those sources must be revealed in the report. 

Plagiarism is the misappropriation of another writer's work, either writing 
or reporting, and passing it off as one's own work. The Washington Post's former 
executive editor, Ben Bradlee, called it "one of journalism's unforgivable sins." 

Clearly, you should not copy someone else's work. But even when you write 
something based on information contained in wire service reports, for instance, 
avoid lifting phrases and verbatim descriptions. This is not a legal issue; you 
simply should not convey a wire service's descriptions and analytical points as if 
they were your own, because they are not. Write it in your own words. And 
when information is based on the exclusive report of another news organization, 
always give full credit. Likewise, identify the source of tape obtained from an-
other organization's broadcast. 

Correcting Errors 

Mistakes are an unavoidable part of daily journalism. When they happen, 
and are more than trivial, the errors should be acknowledged and corrected on 
the air (and in the transcript of the program). Often the letters segment of a pro-
gram provides an appropriate format for corrections. But serious errors should 
not wait for the arrival of a complaining letter to be corrected. 

Ego and Personal Style 

The broadcast media, even more than the print media, have fomented an era 
of "ego journalism." Highly paid, often glamorous reporters and anchors are 
foisted on viewers in much the same way advertisers sell products. Although 
some are indeed top-notch professionals, they are marketed not for their journal-
istic skills but for their ability to drive up ratings. 

At the other extreme, mostly in the past, were the virtually anonymous re-
porters who turned out stories like so many cookies, with little or no personal 
identification with the product. Virtue, said the wise man, usually stands in the 
middle. A reporter's earned reputation and public image are invaluable assets 
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and should be cultivated. Not only does a good reputation help get your calls 
returned, it instills pride and responsibility. 

In radio, a reporter's voice and identity are part of the story's presentation. 
That is as far as it should go. A reporter should not get directly involved in the 
story by frequently using the first person in writing or using tape that calls atten-
tion to the reporter rather than the story's subject. Personal experience, when edi-
torially relevant to the story, should be described in as straightforward a manner 
as possible, using the first person. 

A reporter is one of a news organization's most public representatives. His 
public demeanor should be in keeping with that role. Reporters do not resort to 
subterfuges, such as assuming false identities, in order to get a story. Nor do they 
tape record another person without that person's express permission. 

Going after the Tough Stories 

High standards and strict ethics are not self-censorship. They more often 
dictate what should be added to a story than what should be left out. Ethical vio-
lations frequently involve faintheartedness in confronting a source and the omis-
sion of hard-edged material out of fear of offending a valued news contact. 

The best journalism is green-light journalism—a professional newsroom at-
mosphere imbued with solid traditions of fairness, sensitivity, and the confident 
exercise of news judgment. In such a newsroom, reporters and editors are not 
looking over their shoulders to avoid criticism that their stories have offended 
some special interest group or failed to measure up to someone's idea of political 
correctness. Rather, they are going for the jugular, seeking out the toughest, not 
the easiest, stories to cover. 

It was that attitude that led NPR into some of its biggest stories—for exam-
ple, its ground-breaking coverage of the AIDS epidemic, its controversial reports 
on the Anita Hill-Clarence Thomas sexual harassment charges, and its investiga-
tion of the Challenger disaster. 

Some of us were brought up with the social rule that in polite company you 
don't bring up religion and politics. Being polite has never been the top priority 
for the best journalists. They find and write about human problems that have the 
fewest pat answers, stories without good guys and bad guys, rife with moral am-
biguity and social polarization—stories about abortion, religious experience, race, 
guns—yes, even sex, drugs, and rock 'n' roll. 

John Dinges is NPR's managing editor. Before coming to NPR in 1985, he was an editor and reporter on the 
foreign desk of the Washington Post and reported extensively on Latin America. Ile is the author of Our 
Man in Panama: The Shrewd Rise and Brutal Fall of Manuel Noriega (Random House, Times Books, 
1990, 1991) and (with Saul Landau) Assassination on Embassy Row (Pantheon, 1980). He has a B.A. in 
English, studied theology for three years in Austria at the University of Innsbruck, and received an M.A. in 
Latin American studies from Stanford University. 
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Getting Started 
Christopher Koch 

Every journalist, whether broadcast or print, must answer one crucial ques-
tion: What is news? There are probably as many definitions of news as there are 
journalists, but all definitions seem to have common threads. News generally in-
volves an event that is observed either by the journalist or another individual, 
and this observation is then reported to an audience. It is helpful to remember 
that news isn't news until someone decides that it is: News is the report of an 
event, not the event itself. 

You can waste time trying to do news stories on vague ideas. Broadcast 
journalists, in particular, get into trouble when they try to do pieces about pov-
erty, poor education, crime in the streets, corruption, inflation, freedom of 
speech, and other abstractions. These may be good topics for columnists and pro-
fessors, but abstractions alone are not news stories. If journalists are interested in 
these things and want to do stories about them, they will look for events. 

A march by poor people or the formation of a welfare rights organization 
are legitimate stories about poverty. A patrol of a big city park by a local vig;k-
lante group or the police routine at precinct headquarters are ways of doing 
news stories about crime in the streets. Unemployment lines, pandemonium on 
Wall Street, or the release of the latest economic indicators may be legitimate 
ways to cover inflation. Look for events. 

In general, the more powerful the event, the easier it will be to do a story, 
because strong stories tell themselves. If you are working on a story about prison 
conditions and a riot breaks out, your only problems are getting to the riot, re-
cording the right sounds, asking the right questions of the right people, and get-
ting out in one piece. But if the prison is quiet, you will have to look for the 
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events that evoke prison life—perhaps the slow movement of a new prisoner 
through a tough entry procedure, or the sounds of the night lock-up, or the Sun-
day sermon at the chapel, or the conversations of guards and prisoners about 
past events. 

There are different kinds of events and correspondingly different kinds of 
news stories about them. These stories are given different names, and, even 
though the names are by no means precise (popular jargon varies from place to 
place), it is helpful to keep some distinctions in mind before you go to work. 

Hard news generally refers to the breaking, daily stories that make up the 
front page of the newspapers, the bulk of the TV news shows, and the leading 
articles in the newsweeklies. Hard news stories are about those political, military, 
economic, and social events that appear to have a shaping influence on our lives. 

The basic hard news story will convey the sense of such events—the taking 
of American hostages, the concession speech of an incumbent president, the 
agony of people's uncertainty after a volcanic eruption. 

On extended news programs—those that go beyond the capsule summary of 
the day's main events—these major stories will be accompanied by sidebars, re-
ports that spin off from the main event and help explain it. 

Types of Sidebars 

If the major story is new or complicated, then it may be important to explain 
the events that led up to it. In these backgrounders, reporters are interested in 
events that took place in the past. In radio, they will need archival tape and in-
terviews with people who can describe earlier events. 

Interviews with newsmakers also provide a useful type of sidebar. So do news 
analyses drawn from several participants or knowledgeable observers of the events. 

The sound portrait is another typical sidebar. Here a reporter gathers sound 
from a series of small events and weaves it with interviews, creating a sound 
impression of persons, places, or things. 

"Vox pop"—from the Latin vox populi (voice of the people)—provides com-
ments of ordinary people, collected at random, usually in public places. Some-
times the vox pop is strung together in a montage of different voices (one 
following the other) with no narration or linking comments by the reporter. 
Other times the reporter is heard asking questions. 

Other types of sidebars may include stories on related topics and commen-
taries. 
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Know the Show 

You can learn several different things by listening carefully to the news pro-
grams you hope to work for—and to other news programs as well. For one thing, 
you can begin to develop critical standards that you can apply to your own 
work. 

Listen carefully and consistently with a notebook in hand, asking yourself 
questions like these: Which reporters appear most frequently? Does anything dis-
tinguish their work from the work of reporters who file less frequently? What 
pieces compel your attention and why? 

Record the show and select several particularly interesting stories for closer 
study. How long are they? What is the ratio between the narration (the things 
that reporters say) and actualities (the voices and sounds that they record)? How 
many different interviews have been used? What other kinds of sounds have 
been incorporated into the report? 

Transcribe the narration and analyze stories that seem particularly well-
written. How long are the sentences? Are they full of vivid images, packed with 
information, or are they sparse links between actualities? No one way is necessar-
ily any better than any other. Nor should you try to imitate anyone. You are only 
figuring out what works and why. Everyone has a different style, and you 
shouldn't be afraid to develop your own. Good journalism can happen even 
when rules are broken. 

Each news program has its own style, and that is another thing to listen for. 
Some programs give straight interviews to reporters, and others insist that hosts 
do all one-on-one interviews. Some news shows are designed for a national audi-
ence, and others are regional or local. If it's a national show, your stories will 
have to be interesting to a national audience. This does not necessarily mean you 
should look for national personalities who are visiting your local area. Usually, 
the news staff of a national news organization will have access to these public 
figures and will prefer to do their own interviews. 

Look, instead, for the local stories that address issues shared by people na-
tionwide. And remember: If you listen carefully to the news programs, you'll get 
a much better idea about what might interest their editors and producers, the 
range of styles they will accept, the gaps in their coverage you could fill, and 
other things that will help you file effectively and frequently. 

Selecting a Story 

An infinite number of things happen every day, but not many of them are 
news. What makes something news? Primarily, enough interest in the event. In 
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order to make people interested, the story needs to have an angle. This is not an 
opinion or a point of view, but the approach to a story that gets the audience to 
pay attention. It's part of your job as a reporter to find the angle and work it 
clearly into the story. Without it, you'll waste time pursuing ideas that never 
quite work out. 

What follows are some truisms that should be chanted regularly or other-
wise impressed on the mind of every beginning journalist. 

• Never do a stony because people ought to know about it for their own good or 
the good of the republic. Journalists are not professional moralists, and they 
have no special insight into what people ought to know. Leave moralizing to 
preachers and politicians. 

• People care about things that affect them. A famine in North Africa is less 
interesting to most Americans than an earthquake in California, even though 
the famine may kill thousands more people. 

• Bad news, like gossip, travels more quickly and farther than good news. Let's 
face it, you may hear about Uncle Harry's divorce faster than you hear about 
his marriage. Grandma calls when Junior breaks his leg, but you may never 
hear about Junior winning a school trophy. The completion of a new wing at a 
local prison may get brief mention on local programs, but a riot at the same 
prison could be national news. 

• Unusual events are more interesting to people than ordinary ones. Thirty-five 
successful landings at a local airport are not newsworthy (unless the airport is 
under siege or the controllers are on strike), but the crash of the 36th plane is 
news. 

These are general principles that will help you recognize good stories. They 
may also help you structure a questionable assignment by reminding you to look 
for an angle that will get people to listen to the story. 

Where do the story ideas themselves come from? 

• Read the wires. The international, national, and local services of the Associated 
Press (AP), United Press International (UPI), and Reuters carry the major sto-
ries on their wire services. If you have access to the wires, check them regu-
larly. (If you don't, you should look into joining one of the many computer 
databases that will give you access.) When you get an assignment, pull the 
wire copy. It will give you a head start on your research. But don't trust the 
wire services (or anyone else, for that matter) to be accurate or thorough. Do 
your own checking. 

• Keep in touch with the local papers. Read them carefully, and don't ignore the 
small stories on page 10. Many news stories work their way to the front page 
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over a period of time. Pay particular attention to specialty newspapers and 
magazines. They will announce events and cover stories that could be interest-
ing to a national audience before the major news organizations discover them. 

• Cultivate your sources. The best ideas frequently come from sources. These are 
people who, for one reason or another, know about events before you do. 
Sources may work inside organizations and recognize good stories when they 
see them. They may be other reporters who can't use a particular good idea. 
They are frequently people on whom you have reported in the past, people 
who respect your journalism and trust you. 

• Keep your story ideas and your sources in a notebook. Don't expect them all to 
be useful to you when you first hear about them. In many cases local stories 
can wait for a national news peg—a major news story to which you can tie a 
minor one. For example, if a national news program decided to do a piece on 
the worker-ownership of failing companies, it could give you a peg for a local 
story on a specific experiment in your community. If Congress were to with-
draw funding from the food stamp program, you could do a story on the ef-
fect of that legislation in your area if you talked to the local grocers, 
government officials, welfare rights leaders, and poor people who might be af-
fected. 

• Keep your eyes and ears open for events that nobody else has noticed. Be curi-
ous about the world around you. When you see something unusual, find out 
about it. Often the best stories are the ones that have not been in the news-
paper yet. 

Understand the Assignment 

Sometimes you will be assigned a story. Sometimes you will think up the 
idea yourself and get it accepted by the program for which you are filing. Occa-
sionally, you will be working entirely on your own. In any case, someone is 
going to have to act as your editor and give you an outside, independent critique 
of your story idea. If this editing can be done by the people for whom you are 
filing, so much the better. They can help you tailor your story to their needs. If 
not, find a friend who can function as your editor. 

Although editors are sometimes the final arbiters of what gets on the air, 
when they are working with reporters they should not act as judge, censor, or 
professor deciding on a grade. Editors do not usually know more about the story 
than reporters. In their editing capacity, they are essentially surrogates for the 
audience. They listen to the reporter's story idea with the ears of an intelligent 
listener, raising all the questions that any listener might raise. What do we need 
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to know to understand this story? What story elements are redundant or obvious 
or too specialized? When does the story need more information to make sense? 

If, in addition to being an intelligent, inquisitive listener, the editor knows 
something about the possibilities of broadcasting, he can be helpful in making 
the piece more "effective radio," but that isn't essential. It is essential to have 
some outsider listen to your work before it goes on the air. 

Before you begin to work, you and your editor should have a common un-
derstanding of the idea, the reason the story is of interest, the length to file, the 
number of different components to include, the amount of research expected, and 
the conditions and amount of your payment, if any. Decide on a deadline for 
filing and make sure that the time available is realistic for your story. 

These early decisions should not lock you into any final conclusions. The 
story may change as a result of your research and field interviews. But your 
original conception will serve as a road map, and your subsequent conversations 
with your editor will help you discuss the story from common premises. 

The key here is outside input. You need to talk your pieces through with 
other people, getting as much advice and input as you can. Of course, the advice 
sometimes will be conflicting, and in the end you will have to rely on your own 
news instincts. The quality of your judgment in these instances will measure 
your skill as a journalist. 

Getting Started 

If the story is dramatic enough, getting started is easy. If a ghetto is burning, 
or a plane has crashed, or prisoners are rioting, grab your tape recorder and head 
for the action. But sooner or later you are probably going to have to do your 
homework and go back to the place most stories begin: in research. 

You can start your research with a press release, a wire story, a newspaper 
clipping, or a tip from a source, but you will soon be on the phone. Because 
news is timely, there is rarely an extensive written record to look at. Because you 
are working under a deadline, there is seldom time to spend hours in the library 
or the county clerk's office. 

Talk to the people involved in the story. What do they have to gain or lose? 
The losers are usually more valuable than the winners, by the way. Having al-
ready lost, they tend to be more reckless and more honest. 

As people present their cases to you, they will buttress their arguments with 
information. Check the key points with the primary source of the fact if you can. 
Remember, people frequently disagree on the facts. If it's a quote, the primary 
source is the person who said it. If it's a statistic, the primary source is the per-
son who compiled it. 
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When you are talking to people in sensitive positions or about sensitive is-
sues, make sure that you distinguish between information given on the record 
and off the record. If it's on the record, you can attribute the information to your 
source, and you will probably want to record it on tape. If it's off the record, you 
must protect the confidentiality of your source despite pressure from some 
prosecutors and courts to reveal the name—or your credibility as a journalist will 
be ruined. 

The amount of research you do will depend on the story and the time avail-
able. You could prepare a story on a prison riot from notes gathered during an 
afternoon at the scene, or you could research the causes of the riot for six 
months. 

When you have finished your research, you should know the key people, 
the major issues and conflicts, and the upcoming events. You should be in a posi-
tion to rework your original idea, to structure your story, and to make some pre-
liminary decisions about what to record and what to look for in the field. 

Before you set out, have a second conversation with your editor. Decide 
how you want to tell the story. You can simply write and read a script, or you 
can produce a mini-documentary with all the sounds and devices of a full-scale 
documentary—interviews, recordings of events, and different kinds of ambience 
(the sound environment of the story). You need to know what kind of story you 
plan to do so you can collect the right kind of tape in the field. 

Keep in mind that you are telling a story. It should have a beginning, a mid-
dle, and an end. At the beginning the audience must be involved: Something 
dramatic is going to happen; some goal important to us all is going to be con-
tested; the situation of people we care about is going to change. In the middle we 
may meet other characters and listen to pros and cons about the issues. We may 
get additional information and be exposed to other situations that bear on the 
main event. The end should tie the various threads together and take the listener 
to a stopping place. The expectations set out in the beginning should be fulfilled. 

Objectivity and Fairness 

Objectivity is always hotly debated in journalism. Today there is a school of 
journalists who argue that objectivity is impossible to achieve, so reporters might 
as well abandon the attempt and put all their own values and biases directly into 
their reporting where the audience can see them clearly and take them into ac-
count. 

Some compelling journalism has been done this way, such as Hunter 
Thompson's account of his time with the Hell's Angels and Michael Herr's ex-
traordinary look at the Vietnam War, Dispatches. But a lot of drivel has been writ-
ten in the name of "new journalism," too. Unless the reporter's perceptions are 
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particularly revealing, unless his experiences are as powerful as the story that's 
being told, the reporter's biases just get in the way of the main event—and they 
are usually boring to boot. 

Of course, objectivity and fairness are impossible goals in an absolute sense. 
Any story is infinitely complex and any telling of it is a massive simplification. 
The reporter talks to some people but not others, uses some remarks and not 
others, records certain sounds and ignores others. 

At every point in the reporting process, the journalist is making decisions 
about what to look for, what to ask, where to go, and what words to use to 
describe the things he has heard and seen. All these decisions are made on the 
basis of each reporter's unique instincts, biases, and preconceptions. Different 
journalists tell the same story differently. 

However, even though there may be no such thing as complete objectivity, 
you can strive for it by keeping your own opinions out of the story and making 
sure you are absolutely fair. 

• Be self-critical. Bend over backward to hear all sides and make a particular 
point of trying to understand the arguments of all sides. 

• Be skeptical. Pay the most attention to people closest to the event—their biases 
will be most obvious, their recollections more vivid, and their explanations less 
filtered through value systems. Distrust secondary sources. 

• Be specific. Stay with things that are actually happening and avoid speculation 
about motives, causes, feelings, meanings, and all such imponderables. Trust 
what you observe. Distrust the theories that people use to explain things. 

If the people who appear in your piece feel comfortable with the way you 
have portrayed them—including those on opposite sides of some controversial 
issue—then you probably have been objective and fair. Honest journalism inevi-
tably will anger some people. Be prepared for that and make sure your facts sup-
port your portrayal. 

Final Planning 

Do one more thing before you go out to record. Sit down with your note-
book and plan your field recordings and your production schedule. If you 
haven't already talked to the people you want to interview, do so before you 
arrive ready to record. Keep the conversation general. Find out what is on their 
minds. Be a good listener. You will find out more if you are sympathetic and 
genuinely want to get their story. Save your key questions for the taping. Most 
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people say it best the first time. After that, they are more cautious and rehearsed. 
Make appointments and keep them. 

If your story includes events, you will want to plan your interviews around 
them. For example, if you want to talk to people about why they are going to do 
something, it's best to interview them before they do it. If you want a vivid reac-
tion to an event, talk to them as the event is going on or immediately afterward. 
Obviously, if you want to know what effect the event has had on them, you will 
have to wait until it's over. 

Make some preliminary decisions about how you will record the event. 
What elements are important to your story? Where do you have to be, and when 
should you be there? What other sounds do you need to enrich your report? 
These may be background sounds that help place the story in a concrete location: 
the sounds of a receptionist answering a busy phone, the sounds of a car leaving 
a paved highway and turning onto a gravel road, the din of a factory in full 
production, or the hollow emptiness of a factory shut down during a strike. 

Music can add realism and convey feeling, particularly if it's part of the lo-
cation or the event, such as the Muzak of a hospital waiting room conveying the 
long and restless waiting in a public place, or a radio or television clip that re-
lates to the story, or the songs of demonstrators. According to FCC regulations, 
you must get written permission to rebroadcast another (American) TV or radio 
station. (See Part III of the NPR Stylebook, "A Legal Guide for the Radio Journal-
ist," for details.) 

Make a list of the information you need to collect to complete the story and 
ask people in the field for it. The more you get down as you go along, the less 
likely you are to get stuck later trying to collect it over the phone. 

Make some preliminary judgments about your recording ratio—the relation-
ship between the raw tape you bring back and the length of the final story. New 
reporters tend to record too much. If you keep some ratio in mind—say 20 to one 
(that's one hour's tape for a three-minute piece) you will remind yourself to stay 
focused on the story and avoid an editing nightmare when you start putting the 
piece together later. 

Finally, remember that when you are in the field, the best laid plans may 
become irrelevant. Problems can occur that you didn't foresee, or the story may 
go in a direction that you couldn't anticipate. Despite the pre-interview, the per-
son to whom you are talking may have a whole new story to tell. Go with the 
story in the field even when it takes off in a different direction. Your advance 
planning may help you get back on course. At the very least, it will provide a 
yardstick against which you can measure your new story idea. But don't let 
yourself be locked into a weaker idea when a stronger one emerges. 

Journalism is fascinating because the world is unpredictable and irreconcil-
able. Every situation has a craps-game quality that eludes the moralists and ide-
ologues. People are far more complicated, and good and had are distributed far 
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more randomly, than the true believers and social planners want to accept. The 
moral and social ambiguity of real events is apparent to all good journalists. True 
believers frequently call that recognition cynicism, but it can just as easily be 
called compassion. If you infuse your reporting with a search for the truth and a 
respect for different points of view, you won't go far wrong. 

Christopher Koch has spent 30 years in radio and television production, working for the ABC Documentary 
Unit program, "Close-Up," the Public Broadcasting Service, and NPR, where he was executive producer of 
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED. Koch currently has his own TV production company, Koch TV Productions 
Inc., in Cabin John, Maryland. His work has won many awards, including three national Emmys, the Over-
seas Press Club's Edward R. Murrow Award, an Alfred I. Dupont-Columbia University Award, a George 
Polk, several Gold Cindys, an Ohio Sate Award, and a National Headliners Award. He graduated from Reed 
College in 1958, and, in 1959, on a Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship, earned a masters degree with 
honors from Columbia University. 
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The Reporter 
Ted Clark 

There are two ways to approach journalism. You can simply report the 
story, or you can advance it. You can simply report the information at hand, or 
you can push beyond it. You can wait for developments to move the story for-
ward, or you can move it forward yourself by reaching for new information and 
new insights. 

The purpose of real journalism is to add to the body of information. That's 
why people listen. If your story adds nothing to what your listeners already 
know, it is simply a recounting of events—well written perhaps, professionally 
delivered, but just a recounting. 

It's especially important for broadcast journalists to bear this in mind. It's 
tempting to think you have performed a service by taking a print story and ren-
dering it for broadcast. Getting politicians to say the same thing on tape that they 
said in the morning paper may seem like a useful endeavor, but it's a recipe for 
mediocre journalism. Newspapers generally have more reporters than radio sta-
tions, and it's tempting to let newspapers do the real reporting while you simply 
transform it into radio. But don't yield to that temptation. Advance the story. 

Try to find questions that haven't been answered. Eavesdrop on conversa-
tions in the bus, on the street. Find out what people are asking each other about 
the issue. Chances are they're asking some questions that haven't yet occurred to 
the reporters. Find answers. 

Some reporters keep a "call list" of community leaders, interest groups, or 
just thoughtful people—people to be telephoned on a regular basis. Their insights 
help to advance stories, and often they can provide tips about stories that are not 
yet in the news. 

25 
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Reporters always call "the other side" in a story, but not just because it 
helps assure a fair story. It also helps advance the story, because the other side 
will have researched the issue in a different way to find new information in its 
own defense. 

Think the story "forward." Imagine it's a game of chess and you have to 
think three or four moves ahead. For example, Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in 
August 1990 raised vital questions about the future. Would Iraq continue its ad-
vance and take over Saudi Arabia's oil fields? What would that mean for U.S. 
energy supplies, and those of U.S. allies? Would the United States go to war to 
protect those energy supplies? Would the United States be able to act unilater-
ally? Would Arab states in the region ask for U.S. help? Did the United States 
have the military strength to repel the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait? How would the 
Iraqi invasion affect the Israeli-Palestinian conflict? These were questions asked 
within hours of the Iraqi invasion by reporters who tried to think the story forward. 

You should think the story "outward." What were the secondary effects of the 
Iraqi invasion on the rest of the Arab world? On the Muslim world? On oil prices? 
On Israel—already worried about Iraqi military strength? On Jordan—economically 
intertwined with Iraq? On the United Nations? On U.S.-Soviet relations? 

Think the story "backward." What were the origins of the Iraqi-Kuwaiti bor-
der dispute? How had Iraq behaved in earlier confrontations? Why had the Arab 
world become so mistrustful of Europe and the United States? Why did the 
world fail to see the Iraqi invasion coming? 

Another way to advance the story is to profile the key players. What kind of 
men are Iraqi President Saddam Hussein, King Fahd of Saudi Arabia, the Emir of 
Kuwait? In profiling the newsmakers, you provide insights into the news. The 
point is to make the listener think new thoughts. 

With that in mind, there are times you should try to abandon the popular 
assumptions about a story. For example, consider the Panama Canal story. The 
popular assumption in the United States was that this country had won friends 
in Latin America in the late 1970s by agreeing to return the waterway. But the 
story is very different if you begin with the assumption, common in Central and 
South America, that the United States had no right to the canal in the first place. 
Pursue that assumption, and you'll gather very different information. You'll ad-
vance the story. Then try out a very different assumption about the Panama Canal— 
that the United States should never have returned the canal because it is vital to our 
national security. If you had done that in 1978, you might have met many of the 
people who later were swept into power with the Reagan Administration. 

By trying out different assumptions, you'll be exploring the meaning of the 
story. Almost any story can be made more interesting this way. So push beyond 
the obvious. Transcend boring assignments; advance the story. 
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Some of the Perils 

As a journalist, you deal in an elusive commodity: truth. Truth changes with 
every new piece of information. And perhaps the greatest peril of reporting is think-
ing that you know the truth about the stony before you begin—that you know the truth 
and all you have to do is to gather the evidence. Reporters with that attitude are 
often blind to facts before their very eyes. They talk when they should be listen-
ing. They miss opportunities to advance the story. 

In 1948, with all the experts predicting that Thomas Dewey would easily 
defeat President Harry Truman, one newspaper boldly went to press announcing 
that Dewey had won before all the votes had been tallied. Harry Truman, of 
course, served another four years, much to the newspaper's chagrin. 

While journalists shouldn't be too sure about the truth, they can, and 
should, be sure about their values. Journalists must never lose the capacity to be 
angered, when the facts justify their anger. 

One thing that is sure to raise journalists' ire is when they face another peril: 

lies. Not just outright lies, but incorrect or misleading information from the best-
intentioned people—inadvertent distortions, lies of omission, lies of dissimula-
tion. There are many kinds. 

There are artful denials. Political candidates sometimes allow their campaign 
workers to launch smear campaigns against opponents. The candidates say they 
did not approve the smear campaigns—and can even disavow them. Candidates 
who do this are being truthful only in the narrowest sense of the word. 

There are diversionary techniques. After the 1989 massacre of pro-democ-
racy students in Tiananmen Square, an American reporter asked a Chinese offi-
cial about the incident. The official's response: "I understand you Americans also 
shot your students at Kent State University." 

There are attempts to belittle the truth. Watergate was a "third-rate bur-
glary," according to White House Press Secretary Ron Ziegler in 1972_ There is 
disinformation, stories planted in the press by governments eager to discredit 
their enemies. There are flat-out lies when the stakes are high enough. And there are 
innocent untruths, told not out of malice, but out of simple ignorance. If reporters 
pass along any of these lies unchallenged in their stories, they become accom-
plices to some degree. Their reports circulate the lies more widely. 

There are other hazards. You will be flattered by people you are covering. 
Press secretaries will tell you they admire your work. Watch out. It will be a little 
harder to be critical the next time. Richard Dudman, who wrote for the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch, once told this story: "[Former Secretary of State Henry] Kissinger 
asked my opinion on what he should say, in some great matter, and for a second 
I felt the headiness of being an important guy. But the truth is, Kissinger couldn't 
have cared less what I thought—it was a form of flattery. Reporters have to re-
member they are not sought out in Washington for their charm." 
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You will hear things out of context. A White House reporter had just heard 
President Ronald Reagan talk about the decline of Communism. Later, the re-
porter overheard a couple of the president's advisers chatting. One said, "The presi-
dent told me, 'It's the end of one era, but the beginning of another.'" The reporter 
thought Mr. Reagan had been elaborating on his earlier remarks about Communism 
and said so in the report he filed. But it later turned out the president had been 
talking to his aides about the sale of a major league baseball team in Chicago. 

You will encounter the trappings of power, and you will be awed. Huge 
front offices, receptionists with frosty voices, countless reminders that you are 
about to talk to a very busy person. You might want to rush through your ques-
tions, and you will not think to follow up on them. Or perhaps you will find that 
the official is charming, witty—like the "good cop" after the "bad cop." And 
your skepticism might fail. Just remember that powerful people are well schooled 
in these techniques. 

And finally, you will occasionally cover people or causes you deeply 
admire. The perils here are obvious. It helps to bear in mind that honest and 
even harsh criticism is constructive and should be welcomed by people or causes 
that are honest. 

General Assignment Reporting 

The appeal of general assignment reporting is its variety. There are a million 
stories to choose from. While the diet of a general assignment reporter is varied, 
there are a few staples. 

One of these is the press conference. It's not the place to go for scoops, but a 
press conference is often where news is announced. Press conferences are most 
useful to reporters who prepare before they go, who read the clip file, who "call 
the other side," who have questions ready. 

At a press conference, you'll be sharing the newsmaker with many other re-
porters, and it can be difficult to get your question in. You should learn to seize 
the pauses. The first pause comes after the initial introduction and presentation: a 
brief instant of awkwardness when no one knows who should talk first. Ask 
your question then, before the others do. Not only have you managed to get your 
first question in, you've made an impression on the person holding the news 

conference. You have become more visible, and it's easier to ask the next question. 
Once the question and answer session (the "Q and A") is underway, if 

you're in a particularly competitive crowd of reporters, you may have to get the 
jump on them by asking your question before there's a pause, just as the speaker 
is concluding a sentence or a thought. This technique borders on the obnoxious, 
and if you don't want to risk seeming obnoxious you can often go up at the end 
of a press conference and pose a few questions quietly. 
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But while it's important to get your questions in, it's also very important to 
let the collective intelligence of the press conference work. Each reporter brings a 
different perspective and different information to the press conference, and the 
overall questioning can be much more provocative as a result. If a successful line 
of questioning is going on, join in if you like, but try not to interrupt it. 

The press conference is an occasional event, but press offices are forever. 
Every general assignment reporter encounters them in corporations, in govern-
ment, and in sports. Often they arrange daily briefings. The people who work in 
these offices are called "public information officers" or "press officers." Remem-
ber: Press offices are there to make their bosses look as good as possible. 

Providing useful information is not always the primary goal of press offices. 
But if you want on-the-record reactions, if you want someone to describe the 
mayor's position on rodenticides, if you want to get an interview with just the 
right official on a non-controversial subject, if you want information on schedules 
and itineraries—press offices can help. 

Be prepared to go around them at times. A press officer may not want re-
porters to talk to controversial figures, and they may warn the officials not to talk 
if it's known you're trying to contact them. Similarly, if you're onto a story that's 
damaging to the institution in question, the press office will probably steer you 
away from the people who know what you need to know. 

The Defense Department press office did not help Seymour Hersh break the 
Mylai Massacre story. He walked quietly into Lt. Calley's barracks one day, be-
fore anyone understood the enormity of what had happened at Mylai, and had a 
long talk with Calley about that day in March when U.S. troops opened fire on 

Vietnamese civilians. 
The White House press office did not help Woodward and Bernstein with 

the Watergate story. 
You may not always be able to talk to officials about controversial stories in 

their offices. Call them at home if necessary. 
If you want to tape telephone interviews, remember that the people on the 

other end of the line have no way of knowing that they're being recorded unless 
you tell them. Make it clear that you want to tape and then make it clear when 
you've started the tape. In some cases the law requires it; in all cases fairness 
does. A young reporter once lost his job because the congressman he interviewed 
on the phone didn't know his comments were being recorded. The reporter 
claimed he had abided by the letter, if not the spirit, of the rules. He began the 
interview by saying: "Hello, this is Jack taping." The congressman thought the 
"taping" was the reporter's last name. 

As with press conferences, it's good to have a list of questions ready when 
you interview someone. The list can be liberating, allowing you to explore tan-
gents without worrying that you'll forget to ask an important question. 
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Before the interview, many reporters think about when to ask the controver-
sial questions. If they're likely to anger the interviewee, reporters will hold these 
questions until after they have the non-controversial answers they need. If report-
ers already have those answers and are looking for an unrehearsed reaction, they 
will often ask the provocative questions right away. 

When you talk to people in their official capacity—as representatives of the 
local steel mill, for example, or the school board—you should operate on the as-
sumption that you have every right to ask them questions. Their actions affect 
the public, and the public has the right to know about them. 

For private individuals, or the private lives of public individuals, the ethical 
considerations are different, and so is the law. (See Part III of the NPR Stylebook, 
"A Legal Guide for Radio Journalists.") You don't automatically have the right to 
know what they are thinking or doing. If you want their stories, you may have to 
use gentle persuasion. 

On a Beat 

The time may come when general assignment reporting loses its allure. The 
excitement of covering a different story every day may give way to frustration. 
You can rarely do that follow-up story. You can't develop any real expertise. 

That's the time to try a beat. It could be city hall, it could be crime, it could 
be Japan, it could be the arts. But whatever your beat, the first thing to do is read 
all about it; read everything you can get your hands on, even articles that are 
marginally related. Become voracious for information about your beat. 

Next, you must develop sources. Official spokespersons are not usually consid-
ered sources. Sources are people who do policy work within the organization you're 
covering. Many beat reporters try to meet mid-level sources to begin with: not the 
mayor, but the mayor's assistants; not the company president, but the vice-president 
in charge of operations. The big names make pronouncements, but the mid-level 
sources often develop policy and can help a reporter to understand it. In addition, 
they can describe their bosses' motives, fears, regrets, and follow-up moves. 

Some reporters meet sources by simply inviting them to lunch. They say, 
"I'm covering city hall and believe that you can help me understand what goes 
on here. Your insights would make my reporting more fair. Let's have lunch." 

Some reporters simply walk into the office of a potential source and intro-
duce themselves. And some reporters make a point of going up to the dais after 
a press conference and introducing themselves to the newsmaker there. In every 
case, the idea is to get acquainted, get familiar with each other, so the reporter 
doesn't have to call out of the blue on the day of the really big story. 

Sources usually have pet products or projects, and reporters will sometimes 
admit to having filed stories on these primarily to cultivate the sources. Another 
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way to get acquainted is to do a series of portraits of people behind the scenes. 
Try not to pass up opportunities to meet sources. 

Sources won't always want to be named. The confidentiality of sources must 
be protected when they ask for it and the reporter agrees to accept the informa-
tion on that condition. 

What motivates sources? Often it's a sincere desire to inform the public. 
Sometimes sources want to get air time for their point of view when a policy 
decision is pending. Sometimes they want to sabotage an opponent. And some-
times the object is to lull a reporter into complacency, to lure a reporter into the 
family, or worse—to sandbag a reporter by giving false information at a critical 
moment. As you cultivate your sources, be aware of their motives and motivations. 

Pack Journalism 

If you are covering a beat, you're likely to be with the same group of report-
ers for long periods of time, and it's easy to start writing for them rather than for 
your real audience. The "pack" can end up deciding what is or isn't the news. 
The New Republic once compared the Washington press corps to the pigeons in 
Lafayette Park, which tend to take off all at once, race madly around in a flock, and 
then settle together in another corner of the park, all without apparent reason. 

But there are also benefits of being part of the group. Reporters on a beat often 
"pool" resources. ("You stake out the back door, I'll stake out the front, and we'll 
share whatever we get.") They can share insights and even sources on rare occasions. 

To be or not to be part of that group is a dilemma with no easy answer. The 
late I.F. Stone, for many years one of the best-informed reporters in Washington, 
opted out of the "family." He once said, "You pay something for everything you 
got. The establishment reporters, without a doubt, know a lot of things I don't 
know. But a lot of what they know isn't true. And a lot of what they know that is 
true, they can't print." 

Putting the Story Together 

Some reporters have daily deadlines; some have weekly deadlines; many have 
monthly deadlines. You can't avoid them. Sooner or later you have to take all that 
information and extract the news. You have to write it down clearly and engagingly. 

Paradoxically, the more you know about a story, the easier it is to write, 
once you have a basic outline in mind. If you know more than you need, you'll 
write with greater confidence. You'll know which word is exactly right. You 
won't have to be equivocal. Your syntax will not be tortured by your doubt. 
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Reporters who learn more than they file find the information valuable later. 
When you're gathering information, put out lots of calls. Really work the phone. 
Reporters can't afford to be idle while they're waiting for people to return their 
calls. There's almost always someone in another agency, in another office, or in a 
nearby town who has some useful information. Nearby colleges are often over-
looked as sources of valuable information. Political science, history, and fine arts 
departments are full of experts and activists. 

If there is just one person who knows what you need to know, be persistent. 
Don't be shy about calling back before that person has returned your call. Ex-
plain that you're on a tight deadline. 

Wire services can provide useful information, but they should be used judi-
ciously. They are especially useful close to deadline when they can bring news of 
late-breaking developments across town. But the wires should be a supplement, 
not a substitute for your own reporting. The more you use wire service information, 
the more your report- will sound like dozens of others. And, of course, it's important 
to confirm information taken from the wires before you put it into your story. 

Contact your editor. (You should already have talked to the editor at the 
beginning of the assignment. See Chapter 5, "The Editor.") Most reporters find 
that once they've managed to explain the story to the editor, it's easier to explain 
it on the radio. 

As you talk to your editor, decide on your lead. A lead is the opening shot 
in a news story. In newspapers, the lead is one or two sentences long, contains 
the most important information, and conveys a sense of where the story is going. 
In radio, there's another factor. You must think about ways to divide the lead 
with the person anchoring your newscast. If you don't give the anchor something 
provocative or newsworthy to say about your story, the anchor will seem vacu-
ous. Your report will not be an integral part of the news program, but only at-
tached by the most tenuous of phrases: "And now for the latest on the economy 
we turn to . . . ." And no one will listen. 

Many reporters find it useful to write the intros to their own stories, in con-
sultation with the program editor. That way, there's the smoothest possible flow 
from anchor to reporter. 

If it's a hard news story, you might give the anchor the latest development 
to report, or perhaps the most important development. Your report should then 
begin in the most vivid way possible. It's a kind of partnership: the anchor gets 
listeners interested, and then you take them to the scene of the action. 

So while a newspaper story could begin this way: "Today the Senate Ethics 
Committee recommended unanimously to expel Senator X, amid growing evi-
dence that the full Senate will concur," a radio program would have the anchor 
saying something like: "The vote was unanimous. The Senate Ethics Committee 
has recommended expelling Senator X. If the full Senate goes along, and that 
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seems more and more likely, it will be the first time since the Civil War that 
Senators have thrown out one of their own. More from . . . ." 

And your radio report could then begin: "It was painful for Senator X and 
his colleagues. The committee chairman announced the decision in a subdued 
voice, as the committee members looked on silently." 

When you've settled on a lead, you have the heart of the story, and you should 
take a moment to sketch a rough outline. It will set your mind free. You can concen-
trate on writing, and not worry about forgetting an important element of the story. 

As you write, remember that editors are there to be careful, reporters are 
there to be clear. Write as simply and forcefully as possible. Your editor should 
keep you from painting with too broad a brush. 

Write conversationally. Many broadcast reporters read their stories out loud 

as they write them. They say each sentence, each paragraph. It's the best way to 
guarantee a comfortable, conversational style. 

In radio, the active voice almost always sounds better than the passive voice. 
People usually talk in the active voice. They don't say, "It was announced by the 
mayor today . . . ." They say, "Today the mayor said . . . ." But sometimes the pas-
sive voice is unavoidable. Sometimes you won't know who did something, and 
you'll have to write, "A young man was killed in his apartment last night . . . ." And 
sometimes reporters use the passive voice to help the pacing of their stories. (See 
Chapter 6, "Writing News for Radio," for more detailed information on writing.) 

When the story is completely written, go back to your editor for the final edit. 

Delivery 

Before they go on the air, most reporters read their scripts as many times as 
possible. Then, when they're on the air, or when they're recording, the words sound 
spontaneous and the script is almost secondary. Delivery is a very personal matter, 
but there are some general guidelines, which add up to: Be natural. Pause when 
you need to, breathe normally, swallow if you have to. Let your voice respond to 
what you're reading just as it would in normal conversation. 

A frequent problem for beginning reporters is speaking too quickly. Reading 
tends to make people talk faster, and you may have to make a deliberate effort to 
read more slowly than you think you should. Also, there's the danger of sounding 
"singsong." When you read out loud, your voice often rises and falls arbitrarily, and 
you may find your voice placing the same emphasis at the end of every sentence. 
You may find your pitch rising in the middle of every sentence, then falling at 
the end. In both cases, it's not natural—it's your voice doing arbitrary things. If 
you are really familiar with what you're reading, you can concentrate on the sub-
stance of it, and you'll find that your voice falls into more natural patterns. Some-
times, reporters will underline words that should be emphasized until reading 
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comes to them naturally. Sometimes, they write cues to themselves (or use sym-
bols) in the margins of their scripts to denote "pause here," or "read deliberately 
here." 

Use the voice you were born with, not the one you think a broadcaster 
should have. The latter rarely fits. 

To enliven your delivery, if that's a problem, you might try smiling while you 
read. It's something you can get away with in radio because no one can see you. 

The point is to feel what you are reading. If you do that, your voice will 
assume the proper tone. It's almost like acting. In fact, hosting a newsmagazine 
or delivering a news report is a kind of performance. But in radio journalism, 
acting skills are used for the effective presentation of fact, not fantasy. (See Chap-
ter 7, "Delivery: Using Your Voice," for more details.) 

Being an Editor 

The division of responsibility between reporters and editors can be seen this 
way: A reporter should know everything about something, and an editor should 
know something about everything. 

A good editor has the same sensibilities as a good reporter, and the ethics 
are pretty much the same. But an editor's concerns are "macro." An editor 
provides the context into which reporters place their pieces. So, as you move 
from the role of reporter to that of editor and back to reporter again, you'll have 
to adjust your world view. 

As editors make assignments, they try to create a good "mix" of stories: not 
just hard news; not just features. This mix helps to assure a lively and well-paced 
news program. And, of course, the assignment process is a consultative one. 

Reporters and editors will have arguments, but their conflicts should be con-
structive. A better story often will emerge from that inevitable tension. Good editors 
respect reporters who are prepared to fight to keep an important point of informa-
tion or style in their reports but will listen and make changes where necessary, too. 
It's a sign of intellectual rigor. And good reporters welcome tough editors who 
pay close attention. For when editors care about stories, they really care about the 
reporters who write those stories, and about the listeners—most important of all. 

Ted Clark is diplomatic correspondent for National Public Radio. His reports on U.S. foreign policy are heard 
on MORNING EDITION, WEEKEND EDITION, and ALL THINGS CONSIDERED. From 1983 to 1987, 
he was executive producer of ALL THINGS CONSIDERED. From 1981 to 1983, he was NPR's White 
Flouse correspondent, and from 1979 to 1981, he was editor of ATC. Before working at NPR, Clark was 
Washington bureau chief for Pacifica Radio. In 1987, he was a Jefferson Fellow at the East-West Center in 
Hawaii. He was awarded a 1990 George Foster Peabody Award for his coverage of Mozambique. Clark re-
ceived his B.A. from Harvard University in 1968. 
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Interviewing 
Robert Siegel 

An interview for radio easily can be mistaken for a spontaneous conversa-
tion. After some editing, it often resembles one. Good interviews, though, are 
studied, calculated events that—when they succeed—convey the impression of 
conversation. On ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, I have found that my favorite inter-
view situations are barely conversations by any common definition. 

In fact, I prefer pre-taped interviews with a guest in a remote studio, con-
nected by satellite or fiber optic line, to those where the guest is in the studio 
with me. The sound quality is about the same, and, during the guest's answers, I 
can write and consult notes, talk with my editor by intercom, and address the 
microphone without struggling to maintain eye-contact. 

Some of my favorite face-to-face interviews are with foreign-language speak-
ers and interpreters providing consecutive translation. They permit me to do the 
interview and think about it at the same time: While my question is being trans-
lated, and during the untranslated answers, I have time to plan my strategy for 
the next question. 

In both these situations, the illusion of conversation is absent in the taping 
but may, as a result, be more evident in the finished product. 

For example, during 1990 and 1991 I conducted several telephone interviews 
with Vytautas Landsbergis, the president of Lithuania. The audience heard it this 
way: I would ask a question in English. Then Landsbergis would begin to answer 
in Lithuanian. His voice would then fade under an interpreter, speaking in Eng-
lish. At the end of the answer, I would return with a second question in English. 

At times these interviews, during the days when Moscow was trying to pre-
vent Lithuanian independence, were dramatic exchanges that led ALL THINGS 
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CONSIDERED. They usually ran about four minutes on the air. In the taping, how-
ever, they were typically 15 minutes of consecutive translation. Landsbergis was 
in Vilnius, the interpreter was on a conference call from Arlington, Va., I was in 
the studio, and my editor was in the control room. We could virtually edit the 
interview in progress. 

Situations like this happened often: 

Interpreter (completing Landsbergis' previous answer): We are the rightful govern-
ment of a rightful independent nation. 

Siegel: Mr. Landsbergis, the United States does not recognize your republic's in-
dependence. The State Department says you don't control the territory of 
Lithuania. Moscow has ordered Soviet troops into the streets of Vilnius. 
What hope do you have of achieving real independence at this rate? 

Landsbergis might speak for, say, 20 seconds. The interpretation would tell 
us it was rhetoric repeating what he had said earlier. The question was misfiring. 
The previous answer was definitely good, but not this one. The editor might sug-
gest in my earphone, "Ask if the U.S. has indicated it might change its standard 
for recognition." I would then strategize. With my previous question destined for 
the trash, we would lose the facts of U.S. non-recognition and Moscow's dispatch 
of troops to Vilnius. So I would pose the next question this way: 

Siegel (recalling end of earlier question): President Landsbergis, you speak of a right-
fully independent nation, but Moscow has ordered Soviet troops into the 
streets of your capital, the U.S. says you don't control the territory of your 
nation, and, without that control, it won't recognize you. Do have any indi-

cation the United States might change its standard for recognition? 

In this hypothetical (but entirely plausible) exchange, we made a mental 
"cut" while the interview was under way and adjusted the questioning accord-
ingly. Don't try this in a social conversation. 

Obviously, my guidance for interviews reflects my own experiences, prefer-
ences, and the job I perform at NPR. Interviews vary in purpose, place and qual-
ity. But there is one thing they all have in common. They all require preparation: 
editorial, technical and psychological. 

Before You Start, Know What You're After 

Bone up on the stony. Before the interview, check recent newspaper and 
wire service reports; if your radio station did a story on the same subject, get the 
tape and listen to it. If there are aspects to the story you don't understand (what 
is a debenture? a carotid endarterectomy? a Yazidi?), consult a reference book or 
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call an authority on the subject. (Local college faculties are full of people in pos-
session of esoteric knowledge that has not aroused the genuine curiosity of a stu-
dent in years. They would be flattered by a call from the press.) 

Find out all that you can about the person you're about to interview. What 
is his organization? Or her most important achievement? What do his detractors 
think of him? What facts might he know that aren't widely known to the public? 
What would her harshest critics want to ask her? 

Above all, decide what it is you want to get out of the interview. What is 
the question you want to make sure gets answered on tape? Then, make a list of the 
things you want to ask about in a reporter's notebook, think of some questions you 
intend to ask, and rehearse a couple of them to yourself—out loud, if possible. 

I find scripted questions or an entire menu of questions can get in the way 
of hearing the answers and following up on them. I like to write down subjects 
in my notebook, rather than the questions themselves, because the questions can 
become too narrowly crafted. 

That once led to the most stunning, nearly catastrophic event of my report-
ing career. I was in London, based at NPR's office at the BBC on the day Pope 
John Paul II was shot. I had heard that a suspect, not Italian, had been appre-
hended. I had taken a year of college Italian to satisfy the requirements of a 
French literature major and so devised the following plan: I told a BBC secretary 
that the instant the suspect was identified she should telephone the Rome em-
bassy of the suspect's country of origin. I recalled barely enough Italian to re-
hearse the line: "Is there someone there who speaks English? If not, French?" The 
plan worked. It turned out that the suspect, Mehmet Ali Agca, was a Turk, and I 
was almost instantly questioning a Turkish diplomat in French. 

Siegel (in nearly grammatical French): Do you know any details about this man, 
Mehmet Ali Agca—where he lived in Italy, what he did there, what kind of 
visa the Italians gave him? 

Diplomat: I don't have any details. 

Siegel (nearly grammatical and disheartened that this wasn't going to yield any news): 
Do you know when he entered the country? How long his visa was for? 

Diplomat: No. I don't know any of that. 

Siegel (dejected): No details. 

Diplomat: None. 

With no other questions on my list, I resolved to end the interview, until the 
diplomat piped up . . . 

Diplomat: . . . except that he is the most famous convicted murderer in Turkey, 
who escaped from prison after assassinating the editor of one of our major 
newspapers. 
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Going after a Quotation 

When searching for actuality, you are trying to elicit statements that run 15-25 
seconds. Your questions are probably going to end up on the floor, although one 
may survive as linkage between two brief answers. In general, don't worry about 
illogic or repetition in your questions if they're not going on the air anyway. 
They are the stimuli; you want responses only. 

Ask the same question over and over. If you are interviewing people who 
escaped a burning building, the only important questions may be: "What did 
you do then?" "What did you see then?" "What happened next?" Don't worry 
about asking these same questions repeatedly. Even if you utter the words: 
"What happened then?" 50 times in four different interviews, they may only ap-
pear on the air once, if ever. The audience will not suffer from your lack of origi-
nality in questioning. 

Also: Don't be afraid to ask for cooperation in getting a short, pointed an-
swer. People nowadays know that interviews are edited for brevity. After some-
one gives you a two-minute answer describing what being inside a burning 
house felt like, you might ask: "If you had to explain to someone in just one 
sentence what it was like in there, what would you say?" Your question might 
not work, but it's always worth a try. 

The Interview To Air as an Interview 

Here your questions count for as much as the answers. They provide the 
thread of logic that runs through the interview. I assume that the first question I 
ask will be replaced by an introduction that I, or a tape editor, will write after 
the taping. But the other questions may go on the air. One of the most frustrating 
problems in an interview is making a factual error in a question. That may re-
quire editing out the question and, consequently, the answer it provoked. 

Make sure the assertions in your questions are accurate. Master the vocabu-
lary of the story so that when you are called upon to utter a strange word (de-
benture, carotid endarterectomy, Yazidi), you pronounce it with confidence. 
Speak grammatically and at a pace resembling the one you use when reading a 
story. If the interview is being prerecorded (as are nearly all interviews on ALL 
THINGS CONSIDERED), take advantage of the tape editing that will follow. For ex-
ample, if the guest is slow to answer, don't feel obliged to stretch out your ques-
tions to fill dead air until he leaps in with a response. Let him pause. You can 
always cut the pause out later. 
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Some Questions for All Occasions 

'The High Hard One' 

Never forget to ask the one question that you want to hear the person an-
swer on tape. Scott Simon, of NPR's W EEKEND EDITION, says this is the kind of 
question he starts his interviews with. Let's say the real purpose of your inter-
view is to find out how Mayor Jones defends herself against the perception that 
she is no less corrupt than any of her predecessors. Ask her bluntly: "Are you 
any less corrupt than your predecessors?" 

You can then follow with more detailed questions ("Your water commis-
sioner is awaiting trial. The building commissioner is in jail. How do you explain 
that?") 

By asking the underlying question of the interview, you avoid a common 
pitfall: spending 20 minutes with someone and never getting him on tape re-
sponding to what may be the lead of your story. 

But you should be aware of the potential downsides to asking "the high, 
hard one." Many people you interview may be willing to open up to you and 
respond to your toughest questions. But others may respond differently: If you 
completely antagonize them, the interview may effectively end right at the begin-
ning. At worst you might be asked to leave. And if the interview proceeds frost-
ily, you may get no useful answers in response to softer, but nevertheless 
important and useful, questions. To guard against that possibility, many inter-
viewers try to get the soft questions out of the way first and save the potential 
door-slammers for later. 

You may also find that the rapport you establish in the less confrontational 
questions will pay dividends when you pose the tough ones. You are not out to 
make a friend in an interview, but you are a potentially sympathetic, or unsym-
pathetic ear to that person. If you are perceived as sympathetic, "the high, hard 
one" may receive a more candid response. 

Be careful, though. If the interview is for actuality in a story you're report-
ing, your posturing will end up on the floor, lost to posterity. If the interview is 
to be broadcast intact as an interview, it will be heard. While I believe in report-
ers asking bad questions so long as they get good answers, the questions hosts 
ask are partially posed on behalf of the audience. Fawning on others' behalf, 
without their consent, is presumptuous. 

Getting Someone Else To Ask the Tough Ones 

If it sticks in the craw to ask Mayor Jones "the high, hard one," you can 
always invent straw men. 
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For example, there is the highly placed straw man: "I've heard some of your crit-
ics say you're no less corrupt than your predecessors. What do you say to them?" 

There is the common man as straw man: "A couple of days ago, I told a cab 
driver I would be interviewing you. And here's what he said: 'I used to think 
Lolita Jones was different from all those other guys, but now I can't see the dif-
ference. She's as crooked as the rest.' What do you have to say that man?" I 
suppose the best cut of tape you could get in response to that would be this 
response from the mayor: "I want to say to him, 'When is your hack license up 
for renewal?' " This might not be equally good news for any cab drivers you 
have recently patronized, but, then, whoever said the comments of cab drivers 
are off the record? 

There is even the most odious straw man of all: "My news director told me I 
had to ask you this one . 

But best of all, you can try the straw man as another person you have inter-
viewed for this story: "Here's what Sam Green wrote in his column in Tuesday's 
Bugle: 'Lolita Jones used to be . . . but now . . . ' etc." 

The invocation of straw men or real players in the dispute you're covering 
can add a lot of heat to an interview, but it may keep the heat away from you. 
You are converting the conversation between yourself and the mayor into a con-
versation between the mayor and her nastiest critics on the City Council, or on 
the local op-ed pages. You remain a neutral in the dispute, but you present ques-
tions in the personae of other people who are not. 

Definitions 

Many of the best stories I have heard on NPR are simply definitions. "What 
does overheating the economy mean?" "What is a pardon?" "A smart bomb?" 
"What is AIDS?" This is a useful way to think of questioning, too. One of the 
main purposes of good journalism is to translate from narrow jargons of profes-
sionals, experts, and those bent on obfuscation into a common spoken English. 
Very often the people you interview will use words in a self-serving fashion. It's 
often fruitful to ask them to define their terms. "Mayor Jones, how do you define 
corruption?" 

The Dozing Psychiatrist's Question 

This is a question of last resort to pose when you haven't the slightest idea 
what to say, you've asked everything about every subject you listed in your re-
porter's notebook, yet the interview just doesn't feel complete. Repeat the last 
phrase of the person you're interviewing. 

Reporter (asking your last question): Will you fire Commissioner Smith if he pleads 
guilty to a misdemeanor? 
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Mayor: I will do what I will do, in keeping with my responsibilities. 

Reporter (caught without a clue): In keeping with your responsibilities? 

This may or may not yield a more elaborate answer. At least it will give you 
some time to figure out what to do next. It is a close cousin to: 

The Blank Silent Stare 

At the end of an answer, no question at all is a statement on your part. It 
says: "Surely you don't think I think that's the end of your answer to my ques-
tion." This tactic may get you more of an answer. It also may get a blank silent 
stare in return. 

Parting Words 

One last word of advice: You are not a collaborator with the people you 
interview, but you are not their enemy, either. You may ask a tough question 
right after a frivolous voice-level exchange. And you may let a person who has 
become tongue-tied restart his answer to a crucial question. Being polite is not 
the equivalent of being a patsy. 

Robert Siegel is a host of NPR's ALL THINGS CONSIDERED. Ile has served as NPR's director of news and 
information programming, and, prior to that, opened NPR's London Bureau as senior editor. 
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The Editor 
Marcus D. Rosenbaum 

Everyone needs an editor. Good reporters want good editors; they know 
good editors are reporters' allies, not their enemies. Good editors will help them 
focus their stories, protect them against making stupid mistakes, save them from 
bad grammar, and help them tell their stories most effectively. 

This chapter will explain what editors do and will give you some tips on 
how to be a good editor. Of course, this will be most useful to those of you 
who are or want to be an editor full time. But if you are a reporter, this chap-
ter also will help you understand what your editors do and how they can best 
help you. 

The Role of the Editor 

Editors have the ultimate responsibility for the content of everything that 
goes on the air. Their job is to ensure that the right stories are covered, that those 
stories are covered properly, and that they are broadcast in a way that is respon-
sible and accurate. In other words, they make the assignments, supervise the cov-
erage, and guide the stories through production. 

Some organizations split editors' assignment functions from their production 
functions. They have assignment editors, who dispatch reporters to cover the 
day's news and make sure that all the reporters don't show up in the same 
place at the same time. And they have copy editors or production editors, who 
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shepherd the reporters' stories onto the air. Other organizations lump these func-
tions together.* 

Whatever their specific job, editors always play two very different roles si-
multaneously: As a surrogate for the listeners, they ask the "dumb questions" 
and ensure that stories are understandable on first hearing; as the reporters' su-
pervisor, they ask the "smart questions," ensuring that stories are complete and 
accurate and fair. 

Editors and reporters are in the same profession, but they have different in-
stincts. Reporters thrive on the actual pursuit of the story—the developing of 
sources, the phone calls, the difficult interviews, the long stakeouts. Editors, on 
the other hand, are more interested in the big-picture questions about the story 
idea and in the details of how the finished story will sound on the air. This does 
not mean that editors and reporters never talk with each other during the course 
of an assignment; indeed, editors and reporters often work closely all the way 
through a story. But for the most part, editors focus on the beginning and the 
end—the assignment and the production. 

The Assignment 

In their assignment role, editors are likely to receive dozens of press releases 
each day. They also are likely to know of many other important events taking 
place. And they are not going to have enough staff available to cover every-
thing—or enough air time to broadcast it even if they did. So an editor's first 
responsibility is to utilize scarce resources effectively. 

News Judgment 

Editors do this by exercising what is called news judgment—deciding 
which stories need to be covered and which ones can be skipped; which ones 
must get on the air now and which ones can be delayed; whether to cover an 
event or to devote the resources to an in-depth investigation. 

Good news judgment is difficult to teach. Much of it comes from experi-
ence—learning what works and what doesn't from the good and bad decisions 

*At NPR the assignment and production functions are combined, but there are still two different 
kinds of editors—desk editors and show editors. Desk editors function much like desk editors on 
newspapers; they deal most closely with reporters, supervising them directly, making the assign-
ments, and usually editing the reports. There are four main desks at NPR—Foreign, National, 
Washington, and Science. Show editors have overall responsibility for the content of their pro-
grams. They coordinate with the desk editors to make sure that reporters are assigned in accor-
dance with their shows' needs; and they work closely with the program hosts, prepping them for 
interviews, suggesting questions before and during the interviews, and editing host-produced reports. 
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you make yourself, and listening to other, more experienced editors justify their 
decisions. Good news judgment requires you to answer key questions like these: 
What is new about the story? What makes it interesting? Will I learn something? 
How can the news be advanced? What are the unanswered questions? Is there a 
way to cover the story that will go beyond the obvious? 

To be able to answer those kinds of questions, you need to be knowledge-
able about the world around you, abreast of the news, and ahead of upcoming 
events. There is no single way to do all of that. But there are some tricks of the 
trade: 

• Read as much as you can. Good story ideas usually do not arrive over the 
transom, and when they do, you need to be able to recognize them for what 
they are. Daybooks, news releases, and public-relations hacks may let you 
know about events, but it is up to you to turn those events into news stories or 
features. To do that, you need to develop enough background and knowledge 
to get beyond the event itself to its meaning—so that you will know the 
"dumb" and "smart" questions you should ask. You develop that knowledge, 
in great part, by reading. Read all of your local paper every day, of course. But 
also read the suburban weeklies, the neighborhood shoppers, the city maga-
zines. And then read at least one national or regional newspaper every day, 
too—the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the Chicago Tribune—and as 
many magazines as you have time for. These national journals will give you a 
broad perspective on the news that will bring depth to local stories and help 
you recognize when a local story has national implications. 

• Listen to your reporters. Because they spend more time in direct contact with 
the public, reporters are likely to come up with many good story ideas on their 
own. They also are likely to be good sources to help you focus your own ideas. 
Run even partially formed story ideas past them. Listen to what the reporters 
say, and use the information wisely. 

• Watch the wires and the daybooks. Follow the wires closely. Not only will 
they give you quick reads on events that can help you develop broader stories, 
but they also are an excellent short- and long-range planning tool. The short-
range information often comes in the form of advisories or daybooks. The 
wires will send an advisory when they get word of an important news confer-
ence, for instance. Their daybooks will list events for the upcoming day (or 
week or month). You also should get as many other calendar services as you 
can. Often local organizations publish their own events calendars and will be 
happy to put you on their mailing lists. Other calendars you may have to buy. 

• Set up a futures file. Long-range information from the wires and from news-
papers and magazines usually comes buried somewhere in a story. A piece 
about a local banker's arrest, for instance, may include a line that says his trial 
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has been scheduled for March 23. Clip the story and put it in your futures file. 
There are many different ways to keep a futures file. You can do it electroni-
cally on your computer, or you can have a set of file folders, one for each day 
or each week, which you rotate so the most recent ones are in the front. Devise 
your own system, but be sure it's easy to use. 

• Trust your instincts. You are, after all, a citizen as well as a journalist. If you 
are really puzzled about why the mayor said what she did, there's a good 
chance a lot of other people are puzzled, too. Maybe an explanation is in 
order. If you see inconsistencies in U.S. relations with Country A and its rela-
tions with Country B, maybe you should have a reporter ask the State Depart-
ment for an explanation. 

Whom To Assign 

After you decide that a story should be covered, the next step is to decide 
what is the best way to cover it: Should it be a reporter piece, a host interview, host 
copy, or even a commentary? There are logistical issues to consider; they have to 
do with juggling scarce resources and time. But there are editorial issues to con-
sider as well: Some stories are too complex to be done as a host interview; others 
will be more telling as an interview than as a report. As the editor, you have to 
decide. 

The reporter piece. A reporter is usually your most flexible choice. Report-
ers can cover events on the scene, thus giving the listeners the best sense of being 
there. Reporters can handle complex and contentious ideas, giving all sides the 
opportunity to be heard and explaining what they say "between the lines." And 
reporters can analyze stories from a detached perspective that your listeners have 
come to trust. But be careful in your assignments. Reporters' time is scarce, and 
when they are covering one story, they are not covering another. You may miss 
important events if you make the wrong assignments. Some stories can be han-
dled just as well—if not better—in another way. 

If you decide the story should be covered by a reporter, you then have to 
decide which reporter. In many news organizations, some of the reporters have 
beats—that is, specialized areas of interest like education, the White House, city 
hall, Congress, police, etc. If the story falls within a beat, you probably will as-
sign it to the beat reporter. But there are always other considerations, regardless 
of whether a beat reporter is involved: How complex is the story? How quickly 
does it need to be done? Does one reporter have a particular interest in the sub-
ject? Does it tie in with another story? Reporters have different strengths and 
weaknesses. Obviously, in making assignments you want to play to their 
strengths and not to their weaknesses. 
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The host report. At NPR, program hosts often do reporter pieces. The same 
considerations go into assigning a host report as go into assigning reporter 
pieces. But to do major stories the hosts must be away from their programs, 
which may cause scheduling problems. 

The host interview. The host interview (or "two-way," as it has come to be 
known at NPR, to suggest that the host and the interviewee both have something 
to contribute) comes in many different flavors. 

There is, first, the newsmaker or participant interview. An interview with 
Lech Walesa by a well-briefed host may be a much better way to cover the Polish 
president's visit to your city than assigning a reporter to cover his speech. News-
maker interviews also work very well as sidebars to reporters' news stories. A 
program may lead with a report from Moscow on Boris Yeltsin's latest actions on 
the economy. Following that with a host interview with Yeltsin, or his spokes-
man, would be an excellent way to get some of the toughest questions asked—if 
not answered. However, remember that you're only getting one side of a story. 

Participant interviews can be dangerous when the story is contentious or has 
more than one perspective. In some cases the interviews will work anyway, if the 
host is completely up-to-speed and asks tough questions.* Just be sure you are 
clear about what you are doing, because many participant interviews are inher-
ently unbalanced. It would be fine to interview someone on a political campaign 
staff to get reaction to a just-revealed scandal about the candidate, for instance. 
But it wouldn't make sense to interview one of the candidate's committed sup-
porters—or opponents—to find out how voters in general were reacting. 

One of the best kinds of participant interviews is the eyewitness interview. 
If there's been a bank robbery, for instance, a fascinating and perceptive descrip-
tion might come from someone who actually saw it happen. 

Closely related is the light phoner. Someone has invented a way to clean 
her entire house automatically. Talk to her and let her describe it herself. Doesn't 
everything get wet? 

On a more serious note, the expert interview is often the best way to get 
background and an overview of a subject, particularly when it is used as a side-
bar to a news story. Be careful; sometimes experts have axes to grind, and if they 
do, you need to make your listeners aware of them. Many local universities have 
faculty members who are qualified to talk about their areas of expertise—and 
usually will be happy to do so. 

Another possibility is to do a three-way—that is, the host plus two participants, one from each side. 
Three-ways can become unwieldy, however, so be careful. And think closely about how it will 
sound: If both participants are men, will the listener be able to tell them apart without the host's 
having to identify them every time they speak? Should one of them be on a phone line so his voice 
will be easily distinguishable from the other's? 
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Finally, there is the reporter two-way. Sometimes, this format comes from 
necessity: The president makes a major announcement at 4:45, and there is not 
enough time for your White House reporter to write a story before going on the 
air at 5. At other times, however, the reporter two-way is the best choice. For one 
thing, the story may be one for which there is no tape—a federal trial, for in-
stance, when the participants won't speak outside the courtroom—and the mate-
rial cannot be crammed into the maximum-length voicer (usually three minutes 
or so). Breaking up the reporter's voice with the host's allows the story to run 
longer. In addition, two-ways are less formal than reporter pieces, and it is often 
easier to analyze events in a discussion than in a formal report. 

Host copy. There are times when 30 seconds of host copy can be just what 
is needed. Add a choice cut of tape and you can cover important aspects of a 
story in just a minute or so. Maybe it is enough to tell the whole story. Maybe it's 
just added information to fill out another story. Either way, hosts can be excellent 
ways to plug up holes. 

Commentary. Sometimes, you can even tell a story best with a commen-
tary. Say it's Valentine's Day. You surely don't want to assign a reporter to do a 
story on it. Last year you did the Valentine's-ads-in-the-newspaper interview. 
What do you do this year? Suddenly, one of your commentators hands you a 
Valentine's love-letter to her husband. It's the perfect way to commemorate the 
day. 

Making the Assignment 

The first and most important rule in making an assignment is to be as explicit 
as possible. An event or an idea may be the basis for a story, but it is not the story 
itself. 

Assigning reporters. "Bill, cover the school board meeting tonight" is not a 
good assignment. Instead, you should say: "Bill, I need you to cover the school 
board meeting tonight. They're going to be discussing how to cut the budget. 
We've already reported on why they need the cuts. But we haven't done enough 
on the competing interests—the janitors vs. the teachers vs. the administrators, 
and so on. There are going to be a lot of teachers demonstrating tonight, and I 
hear that the janitors' union will be out in force, too, so you ought to be able to 
get some good sound. Ask them why they think their budgets shouldn't be cut, 
of course. But ask them whose budget should be cut. And then bounce their re-
sponses off the people who would be affected. Try to talk to some people in cen-
tral administration to find out why their jobs aren't on the line. If you can't get 
anyone there to talk, let's question the school board members themselves about 
this. Does this sound like a good way to go to you? What do you think? Let's 
shoot for four or so minutes on this. OK?" 
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Note in this example that the editor (a) gave details about what was going 
to happen, (b) explained in some detail the approach the reporter should take to 
the story, (c) gave some initial ideas about how the reporter should go about it, 
and (d) opened up the door to dialogue with the reporter to further refine and 
focus the story idea. 

Now this example is the kind of discussion you might have with a begin-
ning reporter. With more experienced reporters, of course, the dialogue would be 
much less one-sided. In fact, you probably would be coming to them for advice 
and ideas about how to cover an event—or even whether the event should be 
covered at all. Or they would come to you with many ideas of their own. Listen 
to them. Don't be afraid to take their advice. Many times I have called reporters 
in the field about stories that cross the wire—or with questions that cross my 
mind—to find out whether they should do a story. Sometimes the reporters say 
yes, sometimes no, and sometimes my initial idea sparks their interest in an angle 
that neither of us had considered before. 

Whatever the reporter's level of experience, however, at the end of the dis-
cussion you both must be clear about what the assignment is—what the reporter 
is going to look for, what questions will be asked, and what questions will be 
answered 

Assigning hosts. For a host interview, a good approach to the assignment 
is to think through what specific questions you want answered, discuss with the 
host what questions the host wants answered, and then come up with a gen-
eral outline of the flow of the interview. It also can be helpful to conduct a pre-
interview to get the interviewee's ideas about what should be included. This isn't 
always possible with newsmakers, but it often can be very useful with experts. 
Once, when I was editing W EEKEND EDITION, we had set up an expert on nego-
tiations to talk about how well the Mideast peace talks in Madrid were going. 
Because he was going to have to react to the news as it was breaking, we sched-
uled the interview for right before air. There would be little time to cut the tape, 
so we wanted to keep the interview as close to its scheduled length as possible. 
By calling him ahead, I learned that he wanted to talk about how he thought the 
negotiators should approach the issues that faced them. Initially, we had thought 
we would talk only about the negotiating process itself—deciding on the shape 
of the table, the rotation of the meetings, and so on. But by constructing the inter-

view so that he could discuss his ideas about the real issues, he was able to 
broaden a simple process story into one of complexity and substance. It made for 
an excellent and interesting interview—and it was right to time. 

Unlike the example in the preceding paragraph, most interviews are not re-
corded to time. Often, there will be four or five times as much tape as will end 
up on the air. In those cases, editors who are not cutting the tape themselves will 
need to explain to the tape editor what should remain and what should be cut 
out. (See Chapter 13, "Tape Editing.") Again, be explicit. While the interview is 
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under way, listen carefully. Take notes if you want. You should be thinking 
about how it will hold together on the air. Make sure the host asks all of your 
questions: At times you will want to feed the host questions during the inter-
view; at other times you will want to wait until the end. After the interview, 
discuss your ideas for how to structure it with the tape editor. Don't walk out of 
the studio and hand the tape to someone with the words, "Here, get this down 
to four minutes." At the very least say what the point of the interview is and 
what parts of the interview explain that point the best. 

Before the Edit 

There are some reporters who thrive on regular, sustained contact with their 
editors. One reporter comes immediately to mind. He was an investigative re-
porter, and during his investigations he would develop his questions and his an-
alysis by talking the story over with me—daily and in as much depth as we had 
time to spare. In fact, we talked so often and so thoroughly as the story devel-
oped that the actual edit was virtually pro forma. All the issues had been ironed 
out ahead of time, an outline had been thoroughly vetted, and the analysis had 
been closely examined for flaws. 

In most cases, however, time does not permit such an approach—and many 
reporters don't need or want it. They appreciate the focus at the assignment 
stage, but they pretty much want to be left alone. There will be times, of course, 
when the story changes, or when the reporter learns something that makes the 
initial approach unworkable. Then an editor-reporter discussion can keep the as-
signment on track. 

As long as you trust the reporter's judgment (and if you don't, one of you is 
probably in the wrong job), there is nothing wrong with a hands-off approach. 
However, a certain minimal amount of contact is necessary after reporters have 
returned from the field and before they start to write or produce their stories. 
This is the time you refine the assignment. The reporters will tell you whether the 
original assignment panned out, and if the story changed, how it changed. Ask 
them to give you a line—a one- or two-sentence synopsis. It will help both of 
you to focus the story idea into something that is manageable. Watch out for 
reporters who can't distill their story into one or two sentences; they're probably 
so mired in the details that they have lost sight of the big picture and will have 
difficulty writing. 

Use this opportunity to make sure reporters are on the right track and to ask 
any lingering questions you have after hearing their description of their stories. 
(You don't want to wait until the edit to resolve those issues.) You also can tell 
them about related stories that will run with theirs, so they can structure their 
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pieces accordingly. As you talk through their stories, you will gather enough in-
formation to give to the shows so they can plan properly. 

These discussions have a practical, logistical purpose, too. They are when you 
schedule the edits. They are also when you find out whether the reporters are in 
trouble: Will they meet their deadlines? If not, you can alert the show. Do they 
need any help? If so, you can work on the intros; someone else can cut tape; etc. 
If you're going to have to shift into crisis-management mode, be sure you know 
about it as early as possible. 

If you're on a tight deadline, you will want the reporter to give you the host 
introduction to the piece as early as possible. Especially in news stories, it is es-
sential that reporters write their intros first. This will allow you to ensure that 
they really say something and that they fit in with the preceding pieces. It also 
will help the reporters focus their stories. 

The Edit 

After reporters finish writing and before they record their voice tracks, you 
will give them an edit. If this were print journalism, the reporters would turn 
their stories in, and you would edit their copy—either by hand or, more likely, 
on your computer screen. But because this is radio, the edit works differently: 
Here, the reporters will read their scripts and play their tape while you run a 
stopwatch. (If possible, they will do this in person; if they are at a remote site, 
they will do it by telephone.) What matters, of course, is not what the scripts 
look like in print, but what they sound like; not how many pages they are, but 
how many minutes they are. 

It is here that the editor's skills are put to the biggest test. As the last person 
to hear the report before it goes on the air, the editor must make sure that it 
makes sense, is complete, is to time, and contains no mistakes. But a good editor 
will do more: A good editor also will collaborate with the reporter so that the 
story is told in the best way possible. 

Different editors take different approaches, but good editors need to operate 
on several different levels simultaneously during the edit. They need to pay at-
tention to the big matters like content and accuracy, but at the same time they 
have to deal with prickly little things like grammar and production. As the listen-
ers' surrogates, they need to be sure that ordinary people will understand the 
piece the first time they hear it and that there aren't any questions left unan-
swered. As the representative of their radio station or network, they need to be 
sure the piece meets the highest journalistic standards. It's a tricky balancing act: 
Editors need to know enough about the subject of the reports they edit to be able 
to catch errors, but not so much that they fail to notice when an ordinary listener 
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would not understand its complexities. The trick is to know which questions to 
ask—and not to be afraid to ask them for fear of sounding "dumb." 

• Listen for content. Does the story make sense? Is anything important left out? 
Is it interesting? Do any facts need to be checked? Do you understand the 
point? Was the lead right, or was it overstated? Was the analytical ending 
backed up by the facts in the story? Did the ending fall flat? Was the reporter 
too hesitant in the conclusion? Did the facts seem to substantiate more than the 
reporter actually said? 

• Listen for balance and objectivity. Was the story weighted one way or the 
other? Did all sides get their say? Were loaded words ("claimed" or "main-
tained," for example, instead of "said") used without justification? Here is 
where you need to ask the "smartest" question of all: How do you know that? 
Make sure that the reporter's knowledge is based on reliable information— 
from reliable sources (note the plural), reliable texts, and so on. When report-
ers say they know something because someone told them, don't hesitate to ask 
how the other person knew it. 

• Listen for structure. Did the story flow logically? Did you understand it the 
first time through, or did it bounce around? Is there a better way to tell the 
story? Did the intro work? Are there parts of the piece that duplicate what's in 
the intro? If so, you may be able to make them "second reference," so they 
don't sound like duplication. 

• Listen for pacing. Did the piece keep moving, or did it bog down? Where did 
it bog down, and what can be done to perk it up? Was it all interesting, or did 
your mind drift during parts of it? Maybe those parts need trimming. Was the 
tape used well? Did it help move the piece along, or did it duplicate the 
script? On complex long-form pieces, pay particular attention to the scenes. 
How did they flow from one to another? Could you follow the shifts, or did you 
end up places without knowing how you got there or why you were there? 

• Listen for grammar and usage. Make sure that bad grammar or usage does not 
get on the air. Little mistakes can ruin a story, because listeners who hear these 
little mistakes are likely to distrust the reporter on the big issues. If you don't 
know something for sure, look it up. 

• Listen for time. Too long? Where do you trim? Too short? Should something 
be added? How? 

It is not easy to do all of this at the same time. But it is necessary. It requires 
that you train your ear to listen very, very carefully. In fact, the first three rules of 
editing are concentrate, concentrate, and concentrate. It is absolutely essential that you 
do this. You will not be able to improve the story—or even catch the mistakes—if 
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you're thinking about tonight's dinner or last night's date. Give the reporter your 
undivided attention. Shield yourself from telephone calls and other interruptions. 

And concentrate. 
Before you start the edit, make sure you are prepared. Do you know what is 

on the wires? Do you know what was in the morning paper (so you can be sure 
the report advances the story and doesn't just repeat it)? Some editors like to re-
view all of this just prior to the edit. Personally, I prefer a little more distance 
unless it's a breaking story; I feel it helps me in my role as the listener's surro-
gate. Either way, it's important that you have a clear idea of what the stony is about 

before you begin to edit the report. 
Different editors have different techniques for conducting an edit, but here 

is mine: 

1. Get out your stopwatch. Tell the reporter when you're ready to begin. Should 
you read along with a script? Some editors do this, but I advise against it. The 
listener at home, after all, is not going to have a script. If I can't understand it 
the first time through, how can I expect the listener to? And there may be times 
when there is no script to look at, because the reporter is in a faraway place 
and on a tight deadline. So I recommend that you not read along, but just lis-
ten carefully. (A script is helpful to have after you've been through the piece 
the first time; it's an easy way to isolate your questions and your problems.) 

2. Take notes. Don't interrupt the reporter, but when you have questions, jot 
down something so you can return to the problem areas after the reporter 
has finished. Some editors take a lot of notes; others take only a few. De-
velop your own style. But don't think about your questions too much or you 

will miss part of the report. 

3. Give initial feedback. When the reporter has finished, it's your turn to talk. I 
find that it's helpful to begin this phase of each edit with a comment about 
my overall impression: "It was really good and I have just a few minor 
problems." Or, "I think there's something that doesn't work about the struc-
ture in the bottom third of the piece, but let's go through it top to bottom." 
Or, "It's really good, but we need to cut 30 seconds." Or sometimes, unfor-
tunately, "It doesn't work. I think we need to rework it." 

4. Give detailed feedback. I try to be honest without being harsh, but whatever the 
initial comment, good or bad, I always stress that it's a collaborative venture, a 
partnership, and that we both have something at stake. If I have problems with the 
report, it's not because I want to lord over the reporter. It's our report that we need 
to fix. Keep in mind, however, that it is the reporter's story. Try to keep as much 
of the reporter's style and wording as possible. Don't change something just be-
cause you would have done it differently. But do change it if it's confusing, and do 

offer suggestions for making it better. 
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Unless the report is a total disaster, I find it's easiest to go back through 
it from the top—in what I call chronological order—after my initial com-
ments. Asking my questions from top to bottom (rather than, say, most im-
portant to least important) has two advantages: (1) It maintains the report's 
linear nature and thus makes it easier to think through the whole idea. And 
(2) it mixes up the important and the less important and thus discourages the 
reporter from second-guessing what your problem is. In effect, it helps the 
reporter to listen to what you are saying. 

When you criticize, be specific. And always offer a suggestion for how to 
do it better. The worse the piece, the more important this becomes. Never 
say to a reporter, "Take it back and rewrite it." Always give direction. Even 
if the report needs a complete rewrite, give the reporter some ideas about 
how to do it; explain why the first version did not work, and collaborate 
with the reporter to devise a better way. In extreme instances—such as a 
fast-approaching deadline—you may need to do the rewrite yourself, with 
the reporter helping you. But even here it's a collaboration and must be 
treated as such. 

5. Listen as you revise. Some problems, such as incorrect grammar or usage, 
can be fixed without further discussion. On the other extreme, there may be 
problems that will take additional reporting. And in the middle, some prob-
lems will require you to listen carefully to the reporter's explanations. The 
reporter may have had a specific reason for saying something in a certain 
way. This does not mean that the copy should not be changed. Trust your 
initial reaction. You are the listener's surrogate, and if you had a problem 

with that part of the story, it is a problem. If you didn't understand the sen-
tence without the additional explanation from the reporter, the listener 
won't understand it, either. So explain to the reporter why you didn't un-
derstand the sentence, and then collaborate to revise it in such a way that 
the additional explanation is included or becomes unnecessary. 

6a. If you have time, go over the entire stony again, top to bottom, running a 
stopwatch and listening carefully as if from scratch. If you have made a lot 
of changes, you may find that when you hear the whole piece again, it 
doesn't hold together and needs further changes. 

6b. If time is short, prioritize what you're going to fix. You may not be able to fix 
everything, but some things you cannot let on the air: factual errors, bad gram-
mar, confusing syntax, unattributed information. You'll have to compromise in 

*Its important when you're pushing through a piece on a tight deadline to keep an accurate ac-
count of the piece's length, so if it's long you can trim or beg for more time from the show. If you 
don't have time to hear the entire piece again, you'll need to time only those sections you've 
changed, and then add or subtract the time from the sections' original lengths. 
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other areas:* the sentence that could have been a little stronger, the cut that 
was a little long, etc. Set your priorities as you edit, so you won't have to 
think about it later. But no matter how little time you have, remember 
that nothing can go on the air without first being checked by an editor. Two brains 
have twice the chance of catching errors as one. 

Who's the Boss? 

An editor must approve the content of everything that goes on the air, so in 
a very real sense, when disputes arise, the editor's word is final. But as an editor, 
you should do your best to avoid situations in which you need to impose your 
will. Usually by explaining your objections carefully and listening closely to what 
the reporter says, you can work collaboratively toward a solution acceptable to 

both of you. 
There are occasions—usually brought on by tight deadlines—when there 

simply isn't time for a long discussion, or even a short one. In those cases, of 
course, you don't discuss; you act. But if your general approach to editing is a 
collaborative, thoughtful, discussion-oriented one, you will develop the respect of 
the reporters you edit. They will understand the circumstances, and they will 

trust you without question. 

Should You Be an Editor? 

Here are some of the qualities of a successful editor. How many of them fit 

you? 

• Do you have broad knowledge and interests? Do all those little factoids tend to 
stick with you? Can you shift easily from one subject to another? Are you 
naturally curious about many different things? 

• Do you instinctively ask the "big picture" questions? Can you explore beyond 
the obvious and focus on what's behind the event rather than just the event 
itself? Are you willing to ask "dumb questions" because you don't think 
they've been answered adequately? Of who, what, when, where, and why, do you 
find yourself pondering over the why more than the other questions? 

• Are you a stickler for details? Do you flinch at bad grammar? Do bad tape 
edits make you cringe? Do you want everything to be perfect? 

• Do you have an analytical mind? When events occur, do you always try to find 
out why? When you read the morning paper, do you usually have unanswered 
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questions about what you've read? When you are faced with a problem, do you 
easily come up with ways to solve it? When you hear a mistake, can you 
quickly figure out how to correct it? 

• Do you understand the principles of journalism? Do you have an unwavering 
sense of fairness? Do you know when a premise has been proved and when it 
is speculation? Do you know the difference between fact and opinion, between 
analysis and bias? Do you know what it takes to get a story? Have you ever 
been a reporter? (You will be a better editor if you have experienced the diffi-
culties reporters have in pursuing stories.) 

• Do you have an excellent knowledge of the English language? Do you know 
how to use words correctly? Do you use good grammar? 

• Are you a good writer? It's the editor's job to push writers beyond serviceable 
prose. News writing can be lackluster. It doesn't need to be. 

• Are you a teacher? Although being an editor is a good way to learn about the 
world around you, editors often need to be teachers, too. When you correct 
reporters' errors, if you see your role as a teacher, you can help them avoid 
making the same mistakes again. 

• Are you articulate? Can you explain why you like or don't like something in a 
clear and concise way? Can you quickly summarize the most important ele-
ments of a story? 

• Do you have a good attention span? Can you concentrate and listen closely 
during an edit? 

• Can you work under pressure? The producers, not the reporters, will be 
screaming at you as deadlines approach. Can you handle it? 

• Do you have confidence in your abilities? An editor is in a leadership position. 
People will not follow you if you aren't self-confident. 

• Are you willing to let someone else take the credit? You're unlikely to become 
famous being an editor. It's the reporter who goes on the air, not you. Does 
this bother you? 

An editor's job is not an easy one. Editors must be able to use many differ-
ent skills simultaneously. And they do not always get an adequate evaluation of 
their work. Although editors usually know when they have committed a major 
error—they're always the first ones to hear when there's a fact wrong or bad 
grammar or some other flaw in a story—they rarely get substantial feedback on 
how good they really are. Reporters don't criticize directly; after all, you're their 
boss. And your boss, particularly in radio, seldom hears the original version of a 
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story and therefore has no way of knowing how much of the finished product 
comes from you. 

Yet there can be great satisfaction in being an editor. The reporters know 
how good you are; even if they don't tell you directly, you'll find them maneu-
vering to avoid going to another editor, or you'll notice them queuing up outside 
your door while you're editing someone else. 

And being an editor is a marvelous way to satisfy your intellectual curiosity 
without having to do all the legwork. You get to ask all those dumb questions 
you've always wanted to ask—and have someone else find out the answers. 

Marcus D. Rosenbaum has served in many editing capacities at NPR. He was NPR's first foreign editor, the 
senior national editor, and editor of ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, weekend ALL THINGS CONSIDERED and news-
casts. Rosenbaum came to NPR in 1978 after a decade in print journalism. In 1988 he went to Congressional 
Quarterly Inc. as editor of Editorial Research Reports. In 1991 he returned to NPR to fill various editing 
positions. He is now senior producer of TALK OF THE NATION. 
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Writing News for Radio 
Carl Kasell 8c Marcus D. Rosenbaum 

"The writer of news for radio must write the purest, most readily under-
stood prose of any medium," veteran broadcaster and journalism professor Ed-
ward Bliss Jr. once wrote. "The reason is no secret. The writer for radio, unlike 
the writer for magazines or newspapers, must write so as to be understood the 
first time. The words are spoken and, once spoken, are irretrievable. There is no 
calling them back for review." 

Mr. Bliss's words may be even more important today than they were when 
he wrote them a decade ago, because today's listeners get such a large part of 
their news from broadcast media. But the principle of writing for broadcast re-

mains unchanged: Write for the ear. A radio report is written to be heard, not 
seen. Thus, it must be linear in structure—stories need a beginning, a middle, and 
an end. And it must be conversational in presentation—sentences must be short, 
direct, and simple; words must be readily understood or explained. 

Now "short" does not mean that all sentences need to be just four or five 
words long. Too many short sentences will make your writing sound choppy. 
That's not the way you talk, so that's not the way you should write. A good 
story will have sentences of varying lengths. 

But a good sentence for radio generally will contain only one idea. It will not 
be cluttered with useless words. It will be simple, the language uncomplicated. 

Pity the listener who has to endure this: 

Stocks closed sharply higher in active trading yesterday, after a blue-
chip rally helped the broad market shake off an initial weakness, which 

65 
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The Middle: Using Tape 

Now you have thought through the point of your story, isolated your tape, 
figured out the report's structure, and written the host introduction. The rest is 
easy. You just need to link it all together in your script. Tell the story in a logical 
way that progresses from beginning to end. Each element—each sentence of your 
script, each actuality—should carry the story forward. The end of Point A should 
lead logically to the beginning of Point B, the end of Point B should lead logically 
to the beginning of Point C, and so on. 

Listen to this example from MORNING EDITION in early March 1992—a re-
port by Mike Shuster from Moscow. Note how the elements hold together, how 
the script flows into the tape, which flows into the script. Note how the intro sets 
the piece up. And note the linear nature of the piece, how it has a beginning, a 
middle, and an end. 

Host: In Russia, Boris Yeltsin's government has now made public the elements of 
the next stage of its economic reform plan. Yeltsin's advisers believe the first 
shock of price rises, which began in early January, is over, and that the 
country must move on to face additional price hikes and austerity measures 
designed to hasten the transition to a market economy. 

The new reforms are also meant to conform to the wishes of the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, which stands ready to provide additional loans to 
Russia if the reforms are implemented. NPR's Mike Shuster reports from 
Moscow. 

Shuster: There is little doubt that economic conditions in Russia are changing. 
Prices on most goods are sharply higher than they were at the end of last 
year, but more goods are available in many stores—especially grocery 
stores. And what was most unexpected, the attitude of the majority of Rus-
sians to the price reform has been grudging acceptance, not rebellion. This 
led Finance Minister Yegor Gaidar to declare cautiously on national televi-
sion two days ago that the first phase of the reform has been a success. 

Gaidar: [ Voice in Russian established, then under for voiceover] Now to the surprise of 
many, you can see that the reforms are working. Maybe slowly, maybe 
badly. We better than others know how weak these first signs of stabiliza-
tion are, how easy it is by some clumsy actions to throw our economy back 
into sharp decline, into the catastrophe of hyperinflation. 

Shuster: Nevertheless, the government has now made public its plans for further 
economic reforms, which are bound to shock the Russian public . . . perhaps 
even more deeply than the price rises. Not all prices were freed in January. 
Some basic food items, such as bread and milk, although now more expen-
sive, are still regulated. That, according to Konstantin Kagalovsky, a member 
of Yeltsin's economic team, will end in March. 
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Kagalovsky: [ Voice in Russian established, then under for voiceoved Firstly, what we 
all expect in the nearest future is the further freeing of prices. We are going 
to free all prices for consumer goods, with the exception of baby foods and 
medicine. 

Shuster: Although Russian consumers might be alarmed to see the price of milk 
and bread climb higher, the Russian government is ready to take a step, ac-
cording to Kagalovsky, that will certainly spark another round of sharp in-
flation throughout the economy. 

Kagalovsky: [ Voice in Russian established, then under for voiceoved After the end of 
the heating season in our cold country, about the middle of April, we are 
going to free prices on fuels, including oil and oil products. 

Shuster: The price of electricity and natural gas will remain under state control. 
Fuel rises will hit the Russians most at the gas pump. A liter of gasoline 
now costs just over 1 ruble—three times its price in December. Crude oil 
could rise an additional seven times when its price is decontrolled in April, 
bringing sharp hikes at the fuel pump. Russian government officials estimate 
that such price increases will lead to a 10 to 15 percent drop in domestic fuel 
consumption. Finance Minister Gaidar says this will certainly worsen the 
overall performance of the Russian economy. 

Gaidar: [ Voice in Russian established, then under for voiceoved The increase of fuel 
prices will inevitably cause a decline in production. There has been no ex-
ample of a post-Communist country in the world that has made the transi-
tion to the market with an industrial decline of less than 20 percent. 

Shuster: Such a slump would come on top of production declines of some 30 per-
cent over the past two years—in effect, a continuing depression of the Rus-
sian economy of at least three years' duration. Among other reforms the 
Russian government is planning is a tax on oil and oil products of 50 per-
cent. It is with this tax that the Russian government plans to cover the better 
part of its budget deficit. The goal of the Russian government is to eliminate its 
enormous deficit by the end of the year, and in the process stabilize the shaky 
Russian currency. Other elements of the reform package include the rapid pri-
vatization of land and state business, which should begin immediately. 

These reforms are meant to lead to Russian membership in the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund . . . probably in late April . . . and the establishment 
after that of a multi-billion dollar fund to stabilize the ruble. It is a plan of 
economic austerity that is bound to throw millions of Russians in heavily 
subsidized state enterprises out of work. Many here worry that the reality of 
unemployment in the coming months will be much harder for the Russian 
public to take than price rises to which they have already become accustomed. 

This is Mike Shuster in Moscow. 
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Remember that you are writing for the ear. Your script is not the finished pro-
duct; the finished product is your delivery on the air. So write the way you talk. 
Think of your script not as words to be read, but as a guide to help you tell a story. 
This does not mean that your script should not be carefully honed and polished. 

As mentioned above, a lot of your script will consist of writing in and out of 
actualities, so that the actualities carry the story along. One good way to do that 
is to start out with actualities that are too long and cut them down as you 
write—putting one thought in your script and leaving the other for the actuality. 
For instance, you may have a rough-cut of tape that goes something like this: 

There are three reasons people should vote yes on the bond issue. First, the 
schools are overcrowded. They were built for, uh, 4,000 students, and there are 
now more than 6,000. And next year we're expecting to have even . . . uh . . . 
One survey shows, uh, 700 new students next year alone. Second, uh, the, uh, 
teachers are underpaid. I mean, they're starting as low as $19,000 a year. Who 
can afford to live on that in this day and age? And then, you know, the big-
gest thing is that this community can afford it. We have one of the highest 
income levels in the state, but our schools are ranked near the bottom. This is 
a rich county. Our children are our future. We should do better by them. 

With that much tape, you can script the top and let the actuality run at the 
bottom: 

Reporter: Jones said the schools are overcrowded. They were built for 4,000 stu-
dents but now have more than 6,000 . . . with more expected next year. And 
he said the teachers are underpaid . . . starting at only 19-thousand dollars a 
year. But in Jones' opinion, the most important reason the bond issue should 
be passed is that the community can afford it. 

Jones: We have one of the highest income levels in the state, but our schools are 
ranked near the bottom. This is a rich county. Our children are our future. 
We should do better by them. 

This is not to say that you should pare your tape down to a distorted mini-
mum. To the contrary, it is very important that you not cut speakers off in mid-
thought. Your actualities should express complete ideas, not truncated fragments 
of ideas. For that reason, actualities at NPR often run much longer than they 
would in commercial broadcasting. But length is not so important as content. 
Some will be long, some short. Just be sure that the actualities fit with your 
script, so that together they tell a compelling and thorough story. 

Print vs. broadcast. As noted earlier, using actualities in radio journalism 
is not the same as using quotations in print. Here's an example from a Boston 
Globe story about literacy: 
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While many of the adults on literacy waiting lists do indeed hold jobs, busi-
ness leaders say productivity is lost both because of errors made on the job 
and the exorbitant cost of training workers who cannot read. 

"Billions of dollars are being spent each year retraining workers with poor 
skills," noted Paul O'Brien, chief executive officer of New England Telephone 
Co. and co-founder of the Boston Adult Literacy Fund. 

"The quality and capability of the work force upon which we draw is a 
direct reflection of how productive we will be in the future. If we do not in-
vest in public and private education and our people are ill prepared, we will 
have to provide remedial training at costs that will increase services or pro-
ducts or force us to import talent. Either way, that puts us at a disadvantage." 

For print, that section works fine. Note how the reporter made a statement 
and then backed it up with a quotation. In radio, the quotation is a much more 
integral part of the story; it carries it forward. The same information in a radio 
script would be something like this: 

Reporter: Paul O'Brien . . . the chief executive officer of New England Telephone 
Company . . . says the future of American productivity is at stake. Many 
adults on the literacy waiting lists do have jobs . . . but they can be very 
expensive employees. He says businesses are caught in a dilemma. 

O'Brien: If we do not invest in public and private education and our people are 
ill prepared, we will have to provide remedial training at costs that will in-
crease services or products or force us to import talent. Either way, that puts 
us at a disadvantage. 

Reporter: O'Brien, a co-founder of the Boston Adult Literacy Fund, says it's cost-
ing American businesses billions of dollars each year to retrain workers with 
poor skills. 

Bad places for tape. One other point about tape: Don't start or end your 
report with an actuality. Starting your report with an actuality is usually just a 
cheap shortcut. There's almost always a better way. Besides, if you start with 
tape, it's extremely difficult to write a host introduction. So start your report with 
your own voice and move that great cut of tape a little lower in the piece—or, if 
it really needs to go first, put it in the host intro. 

Ending a report with tape is also a weak approach. In print writing, particu-
larly for magazines, a quotation at the end is often the perfect conclusion. It can 
sum up the whole idea of the story in a very succinct way. But it doesn't work so 
well in radio. The reason is that in print the quotations carry more credibility 
than the reporter; the reporter is virtually invisible. In radio, however, it's the 
other way around; the reporter has the most credible voice in the story. So even 
if the actuality is the perfect summation for your report, you should say some-
thing after it. Or, in some rare cases, you can use the perfect quotation—but in 
your own voice. "As Jones put it, this city has one of the highest income levels in 
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the state, but its schools are ranked near the bottom" may be a stronger end to a 
story than an actuality of Jones saying the same thing. 

And So . . . the Conclusion 

Take special care with your conclusion, also known as the and so. In broadcast 
writing, it often is the most important part of your report. It is when you sum up 
your report and prepare the listener for the next possible development in the story. 

There's an old saying that if a story doesn't have an "and so," it isn't worth 
doing. That's not always true, of course, but listeners best remember the last 
words you say, so stories that say something important in their conclusions are 
most likely to stick with listeners. 

Avoid being trite: 

And so, this much is clear: Only time will tell whether it's just the tip 
of the iceberg. 

If you have thought through the point of your story and organized it cor-
rectly, everything should lead up to the end, and you should not have trouble 
writing your conclusion. 

Listen to this news spot by Anne Carrels from March 1992. It's instructive 
not only for the "and so," but for the way she explained a very complicated sub-
ject in a very short amount of time. 

Newscaster: The Bush administration and Congress have been trying to find a 
way around their disagreement over 10 billion dollars in loan guarantees to 
Israel. But NPR's Anne Carrels reports they are still at an impasse. 

Garrets: The administration has linked the loan guarantees to a freeze on settle-
ments in the West Bank and Caza. Israel's supporters on Capitol Hill oppose 
linkage. So Senator Patrick Leahy, a Democrat from Vermont, suggested a 
compromise—appropriate the money now, so it's at least available, and 
leave it to the administration to negotiate the terms later. But pro-Israel 
senators continue to balk at the tough terms . . . insisting Israel be granted at 
least two billion dollars in loan guarantees with no conditions to help reset-
tle émigrés. But the administration is likely to veto this formula . . . so 
there's a good chance there will be no loans and no bill this year. I'm Anne 
Carrels in Washington. 

Newscasts 

A reporter generally covers a single story at a time. A newscaster's job is to 
cover many stories. On any one subject, newscasters may not have the same expertise 
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as a reporter, but they need to have a good working knowledge of most stories that 
cross the desk. This is why good newscasters do a lot of homework. They read as 
much as possible to learn about as many different subjects as they can. 

Using the Wires 

Wire copy is the source of newscast stories at all levels of broadcasting— 
local and national. The wires are good sources and should be regarded as just 
that: sources. Remember, they can be wrong, so you shouldn't hesitate to ques-
tion anything that appears mistaken. One way to question a fact is to check an-
other wire. (This is just one reason to have more than one wire service; another is 
that one wire is likely to have details about a story that another wire does not.) If 
the wires are inconsistent, or if a fact on a single wire doesn't seem right, call the 
wire service or try to check the facts with a phone call to the source of the report. 

As you use the wires, be aware of the fact that stories written on the news 
services' "A" wires are written in newspaper style. They have to be translated 
into language for the ear. Stories on the "broadcast" wire are written for radio, 
but they tend to be superficial. Good newscasters always rewrite the wires. 

In fact, the best newscasters don't even look at the wires while they're writ-
ing, except to check an occasional fact. They'll read the wires, digest what is in 
them, and then write their story. It's the best way to make sense of an event; it 
ensures that you understand it before you say it on the air. 

Fully understanding a story also makes it much easier to update, and if 
you're on the air at regular intervals during the day, you'll constantly be updat-
ing and rewriting to make the story fresh. Sometimes there's a development in 
the story that makes the updating easy. But face it: There are only so many ways 
to say, "A gunman is holding 10 hostages in the State Capitol. The siege has been 
underway for 48 hours." That's when you look at the bottom of the wire copy or 
question reporters covering the scene to find some element you may have missed 
in your earlier newscasts. Your listeners are tuning in to hear something new. 
You should try to give it to them. 

Putting the Newscast Together 

As a newscaster, you (and your editor) will decide which stories to use, how 
much time to spend on each one of them, and in what order to present them. The 
key criteria are how newsworthy and how new each item is. The less newswor-
thy and the older the story, the less likely it is to be used, and, if it is used, the 
less time it will receive and the later in the newscast it will appear. 

Generally, you will start with the most important story of the hour. Most of 
the time, one story will stand out and clearly be the lead item. At other times, 
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however, two or three items may qualify, so you may decide to rotate them from 
one newscast to the next. 

Group stories according to subject. To bounce from Congress to China to 
New York to Paris to the White House to London to Cape Canaveral makes no 
sense if the stories are not somehow tied together. So you probably would want 
to have a section on Washington stories (Congress and the White House), a sec-
tion on foreign stories (China, London, Paris), and a section on national stories 
(New York, Cape Canaveral). But if the New York story is about the economy, 
and the Congress and White House stories are about the same thing, you obvi-
ously would have something to link them together. 

When you go from one story to another, let your audience know you are 
changing subjects. You can interrupt the flow with a change in pitch or inflection 
or reading speed. Listen to how good newscasters do this and emulate them. 

The heart of any newscast is sound. Reporter news spots and actualities put 
the listener at the scene of the story. They break up your copy and allow you to 
catch your breath, and they lend credibility to your newscast. But they must be 
used properly. Don't bunch all the sound at the top of the newscast. Don't put it 
all at the end, either. Spread it out. Don't be afraid to use two bits of actuality in 
the lead story, but save some other sound to use later in the newscast. 

The key to a good newscast is that it should hold together. It should be 
thorough without sounding choppy. So vary the lengths of your stories. Spread 
out the sound. And organize your newscast in a way that the listener will easily 
understand. 

Hints 

Most of this chapter has been devoted to conceptualizing your report or 
your newscast and organizing your ideas. Now here are some hints that will help 
you when you put fingers to keyboard. You can find additional tips in the "NPR 
Stylebook," which is reprinted later in this book. 

Use the present tense. Newspapers and the wire services write almost 
everything in the past tense. Broadcasters should make more use of the present 
tense—even if, at times, it violates that difficult grammatical rule called sequence 
of tenses. The reason is, that's the way we talk. It sounds stiff to say out loud, 
"John Doe said he thought Christmas was a good idea." More natural (although, 
technically speaking, grammatically incorrect) is, "John Doe said he thinks 
Christmas is a good idea." Or better yet (and grammatically correct), "John Doe 
says he thinks Christmas is a good idea." 

Use the active voice. It brings life to your copy. The passive voice usually 
is deadly. 
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No: Combat troops were sent by the president to . . . 
Yes: The president sent combat troops to . . . 

Advance the stony. Listeners assume you are reporting what is happening 
now or something that happened in the immediate past. So even if the mam part 
of the story occurred yesterday, use the element that carries it forward to today. 
Such as, 

The White House says President Bush will veto the jobs bill that Con-
gress passed yesterday. 

Use contractions. Contractions are part of our everyday speech, so to keep 
your copy conversational, use them. Be careful, however, that you are not misun-
derstood. "Joe Newsmaker says he can't take it" sounds a lot like "Joe News-
maker says he can take it." 

Put attributions high in the sentence. When writing for print, it is custom-
ary to put attributions at the end of sentences. Not so when writing for broad-
cast. 

No: The nation's economy will show great improvement in the third quarter, 
according to a report from the Federal Reserve Board. 

Yes: The Federal Reserve Board says the nation's economy will improve 
greatly in the third quarter. 

Also, be specific in your attributions. Attributing information to unnamed 
"experts," "analysts," or "sources" really adds nothing to a story—except to 
demonstrate that you are unsure about your information. 

Titles. Don't put too many titles and names close together in a sentence. 
Consider this: 

Secretary of Commerce Joe Scrivnek announced that James Scribner, 
chairman of General Motors Corporation, has succeeded Ralph Blumer, 
chairman of General Electric, as chairman of the Business Advisory 
Committee. 

Not only is such a sentence awkward to read, but it's confusing to hear, too. 
Many titles can and should be reduced to their bare essentials. Thus, "chair-

man of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence" becomes "Senate Intelli-
gence Committee chairman" and, on second reference, "chairman." 

Avoid clichés. In fact, as the Stylebook says, "Avoid them like the plague." 
The familiar ones are easy to identify- and eliminate. But try as you might, when 
you least expect it, a less common one sneaks into your copy. Often it's one of 
those new words or phrases. "At this point in time" became a cliché during the 
Watergate era—and it still grates on the ear today. 
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Labels can become hackneyed. "Conservative" Senator Jesse Helms, "contro-
versial" football player Duane Thomas. These labels were used so often with 
these people they became almost a part of their names. Don't follow the pack. 

Use proper grammar and good English. Good grammar and usage are the 
way we understand each other, and they are your road map to good journalism. 
They give you credibility. Don't believe it? Try using bad grammar deliberately 
on the air sometime. Then count the phone calls and letters. The "NPR Style-
book" (see page 229) will help point you in the right direction in this regard. 

Nouns and verbs. Don't turn nouns into verbs. Impact is a noun. Use a 
word like affect for the verb. 

Verbal booby traps. To repeat some advice from the beginning of this 
chapter: Read your copy aloud. It is an excellent way of self-editing, and it helps 
you avoid words and phrases you have trouble reading and should not use. 
Some people can't say "statistics." Others have problems with combinations of 
words, like "three tree twigs" or "the Joint Chiefs' chairman" or "the Earth's first 
space" or "in an uninhabited," and so on. Be aware of phrases that cause you 
trouble, and write around them. If you read your copy aloud before you go on 
the air, you'll never be caught before a microphone trying to say "six sick Sikhs." 

Watch for homophones—words that sound alike but have different mean-
ings—or near-homophones. They are understandable for the eye but can cause 
problems for the ear. Some examples: 

aides AIDS 
brake break 
cache cash 
deceased diseased 
formally formerly 
miner minor 

Take care with the order of your words, especially modifiers. Take, for ex-
ample, "the handsome airline pilot." Is it the airline that's handsome or the pilot? 
Or "the black doctor's bag." 

Don't waste words. We hesitate to end this chapter with a quotation from 
a print essayist, but, in this case, the words fit—for content and for style. They 
are from E.B. White's The Elements of Style. (If you haven't read it lately, by the 
way, do so; it's a wonderful little book and easy and fun to read.) The book is 
White's version of a book of the same title written by his English professor, Wil-
liam Strunk Jr., in 1919. 

This passage, from the introduction, not only carries a worthwhile message, 
but it does so with a quality of imagery and style that is rarely heard these days. 

"Omit needless words!" cries the author ..., and into that imperative Will 
Strunk really put his heart and soul. In the days when I was sitting in his 
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class, he omitted so many needless words, and omitted them so forcibly and 
with such eagerness and obvious relish, that he often seemed in the position of 
having shortchanged himself—a man left with nothing more to say yet with 
time to fill, a radio prophet who had outdistanced the clock. Will Strunk got 
out of this predicament by a simple trick: he uttered every sentence three 
times. When he delivered his oration on brevity to the class, he leaned forward 
over the desk, grasped his coat lapels in his hands, and, in a husky, conspira-
torial voice, said, "Rule Seventeen. Omit needless words! Omit needless 
words! Omit needless words!" 

Now this passage may seem to violate one of the first rules of radio writing: 

The sentences are long. But how easy they are to read! There are places for 
breaths, and the pacing is comfortable. We should only hope that we all write as 
well as E.B. White—and follow Will Strunk's advice while we're at it. 

Carl Kasen has been a morning newscaster for National Public Radio since 1977. He got his start in radio at 
WGBR in Goldsboro, N.C., in 1950. Marcus D. Rosenbaum, a long-time NPR editor, wrote Chapter 5 of this 
book. 
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Delivery: Using Your Voice 
Karen Kearns 

The last step in preparing a radio report is telling the story to the listener. 
Human beings have been sharing information through spoken words much 

longer than through written language, so telling your story may seem like the 
easy part of reporting. But reading aloud while sounding as if you are speaking 
spontaneously is one of the hardest radio skills to master. Radio journalism is 
really electronic story telling. 

Radio is an intimate, person-to-person medium. It is a conversation between 
you and one other person even though there may be thousands in the listening 
audience. You are not announcing to someone, you are talking with that person. 
MORNING EDITION newscaster Carl Kasell says he imagines he's talking to "Aunt 
Martha." When the president gives a speech, he imagines calling Aunt Martha 
and saying, "Did you hear the president tonight?" Aunt Martha says, "No, what 
did he say?" Then he sums up the main points of the speech for her. The sum-
mary is the copy in Carl's newscast, and the delivery is his conversation with 
Aunt Martha. 

The Voice 

The voice is an instrument that requires training. Just as you wouldn't give a 
musical recital with an instrument on which you had never practiced, so you 
shouldn't go on the air without practicing your delivery. Remember that the 
radio audience hears the story through your delivery, and if your delivery doesn't 
clarify the meaning of the story, it can become a distraction. 

81 
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In most public speaking, there is immediate feedback from the audience— 
eye contact, facial expressions, and vocalizations. If the feedback is negative— 
raised eyebrows or frowns, for instance—the speaker can adjust content or 
delivery to help the audience understand the message more clearly. 

In broadcasting, it's different. There is no immediate feedback, so you don't 
know how the message is being received. It's just you, the microphone, and the 
copy. Read alone in the studio, the most polished script can become a monoto-
nous collection of words. Having your imaginary listener give you feedback 
about your story can help you avoid this problem. Teddy Handfield, an associate 
professor of drama at Catholic University in Washington, D.C., says an effective 
radio communicator has three goals when voicing a story. 

• Clarity. Your phrasing and emphasis should give listeners a clear under-
standing of the story. They immediately should get it. You should emphasize 
the words that illustrate the point of the story. You should pause to give the 
listener a chance to understand the message. 

• Change. Your pitch, rhythm, and pauses should change with the thought pat-
tern of the story. The delivery should be alive and melodious, but it should 
illustrate the meaning of the sentence. It should not be predictable. 

• Humanity. Your voice should reflect the life of your mind. It should not be 
mechanical, but driven by the way you think and feel about the story. It should 
be spontaneous, natural, and dynamic—not computer-generated monotone. 

Training the voice and practicing delivery are not intended to make every-
one sound alike. Each voice is unique. Everyone has some regional accent or 
combination of accents. An accent is part of the uniqueness of the voice and only 
presents a problem if it distracts from the meaning of the story. Training your voice 
should allow you to find your style of delivery. Training should not force you to 
change your dialect or to become an "announcer." Rather, it should enable you to 
develop good speaking habits and techniques that will enhance your delivery. 

In this, NPR differs from much commercial broadcasting. Commercial style 
can have a sense of artificial urgency. Some of that comes from the time con-
straints put on commercial news. When you have only one or two minutes to tell 
everything, it's hard to sound conversational. NPR allows more time for stories 
and details, so this allows slower, more expressive delivery. But there's more to it 
than that. As Carl Kasell says, "We think we don't need to shout at or preach to 
NPR listeners. We are talking to them rather than announcing the news." This is 
the personal contact that NPR develops with its listeners. 

This does not mean that any delivery is good delivery. Far from it. Good 
delivery depends on voice quality, pitch, tempo and rate, and volume. All of 
these elements can be improved through practice and listening. "When you work 
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for NPR there's a delivery style, and the way to learn it is through keen listen-
ing," says Lynn Neary, host of weekend ALL THINGS CONSIDERED. "I just think a 
good ear is the bottom line of everything in radio, and that includes delivery." 

You can improve your delivery by recording your voice on a tape recorder 
and varying these elements for a more natural sound. There are many books 
available that offer exercises to improve diction and voice quality. However, you 
may have trouble doing this alone. Most people do not recognize their own voice 
the first time they hear it recorded. It takes time to adjust to hearing your voice 
emanating from outside of your body. Working with a speech or voice teacher, 
who will target specific areas for practice, can help you improve more quickly. 

Voice Quality 

Physically, the voice is produced by pushing air through the vocal folds of 
the larynx. The sound resonates in the hollow spaces of the head and neck. The 
size of the vocal folds and the hollow spaces give each voice its own quality. It is 
similar to the difference between musical instruments. You can play middle C on 
a piano and a violin, and while the pitch is the same, the quality of the tone 
varies because of the difference in the size of the instruments' wooden bodies 
and strings. 

The breath is the motor that powers the voice. You breathe more deeply for 
speech. The air is taken in quickly and released gradually. Sitting or standmg 
erect with relaxed shoulders allows the diaphragm to expand and contract for 
proper breath control. The movement of your mouth, tongue, and neck controls 
the resonance of the voice. The physics of sound production directly affects the 
quality of the voice. 

But voice quality is more than physics. It also has to do with emotions. "An 
expressive face," says voice coach Marilyn Pittman, "creates an expressive 
voice." We are drawn to people who sound "warm" and "friendly," and we 
avoid people who sound "strident" or "unhappy." It's the difference between an 
open, resonant sound or a pinched, sharp, high-pitched sound. You can alter the 
quality of your voice by relaxing, releasing tension in the throat, shoulders, and 
neck, and opening your mouth more widely when you speak. A nasal sound car 
result from the back of the throat being closed by tension or poor posture_ 

The way you interpret a sentence can reveal your emotions. To make your 
copy work, synchronize the emotional state of your voice with the meaning of 
your copy. You must first understand what you are saying to make the connec-
tion between your mind and your voice. If you are reading copy about a fatal 
plane crash, it is inappropriate to have a "smile" in your voice. 

Blending the physical nature of sound production with the appropriate emo-
tional state for the content will make your delivery sound more natural and 
pleasant. 
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Pitch 

The highness or lowness of your voice is determined by the pitch. We have 
many vocal stereotypes about pitch. For example, we expect people with high-
pitched voices to be small and those with low-pitched voices to be large. Women 
are expected to have higher pitched voices than men. We believe lower pitched 
voices belong to stronger, more decisive people, and for the most part we find 
them more pleasant than high-pitched voices. In the early days of radio, women 
were not allowed to speak as announcers because their voices were considered 
too high-pitched to be pleasant. Ironically, women's voices are easier to under-
stand over short-wave broadcasts because the higher pitched frequency is trans-
mitted more clearly. 

You probably have experienced the fallacy of pitch stereotypes when you 
have met people with whom you only have spoken over the telephone. Most 
likely their actual physical appearance didn't match the image you created. To 
help your listeners form the best mental image of you, it is important to know 
how to control the pitch of your voice. 

Each person has a pitch range of approximately two octaves. The pitch of 
men's voices lowers dramatically after puberty. Women, however, also add three 
or four lower tones after puberty. These tones add depth and maturity to the 
voice. To maximize the effective range of your voice it is important to determine 
your optimum pitch. Your optimum pitch is usually about one-third of the way 
between the lowest and the highest notes you can sing. You can find your range 
on a piano keyboard: First sing down the scale to the lowest note you can reach. 
Then, sing up the scale to the highest note you can reach. You have marked out 
the perimeter of your voice range. Now, travel up the scale five notes from your 
lowest tone. You will find yourself at or near your optimum pitch. This is the 
pitch you should be using most often when speaking. 

Now that you have your optimum pitch, you should compare it with your 
habitual pitch. This is the pitch you normally use most often when speaking. 
Choose some copy and record yourself reading. Play back the recording, and 
find the note on the piano that is closest to the average pitch of your reading. 
You may find that you are speaking several notes higher than your optimum 
pitch. You probably also will discover that you don't use all of the notes above 
your optimum pitch to the top of your voice range. Your voice pitch and range 
give life and vitality to your voice. 

Inflection is the change in pitch and stress that occurs within a word while 
you are producing sound. Speaking in a monotone creates audio wallpaper and 
bores the listener. The upward and downward inflection in delivery keeps the 
listener's attention. Inflection adds melody to the voice, but the inflection must 
have meaning. The inflection in your voice should coincide with the meaning of 
the words you are saying and should stress the appropriate points in the sentence. 
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Inflections that are not tied to the meaning of the words simply create a "roller 
coaster" or "singsong" effect and detract from your message. 

Iverson Warriner, a drama coach from Louisville, Kentucky, illustrates the 
use of inflection and stress in sentences with this chart: 

LEVEL 4 
LEVEL 3 
LEVEL 2 
LEVEL 1 

Special Emphasis 
Primary Stress 
Home Base 
Finality 

high in voice range 
up slightly in range 
optimum pitch 
low pitch 

Level 2, "Home Base," is the pitch for your natural speaking voice. This is 
the pitch that you should use for most of your message. Level 3, "Primary 
Stress," is the pitch you should use for key words or points in the sentence. Your 
voice will go up several notes from home base to warn the listener that this is the 
main point. Level 3 also should be used at the end of an interrogative sentence. 
Level 1, "Finality," is the pitch to use at the end of sentences or ideas. It is down 
one or two pitches from home base. Level 4, "Special Emphasis," is very high in 
pitch and probably won't be used much unless you are a sportscaster. This is the 
level at which you indicate extreme agitation or excitement. Cheering for your 
favorite team or screaming "Fire!" take place at Level 4. The following examples 
outline a simple use of this system: 

Statements of fact and command: 
Interrogative sentence: 
Questions with interrogative words: 
Fright or excitement 

"Now tell him." 
"Is he ready?" 
"Where is it?" 
"Fire!" 

2-3-1 
2-2-3 
2-3-1 
4 

Rate and Tempo 

Your message determines the rate and tempo at which you speak. Serious 
messages are delivered slowly, with thoughtful pauses. Complicated or technical 
subject material also should be delivered at a slower rate to allow the listener 
more time to understand the concepts. Light, humorous messages are spoken 
much more quickly. 

You can measure the rate of speech by counting the number of words spoken 
per minute (w.p.m.). There will be some variance because of the different length of 
words, but it will give you a rough estimate. Oral reading rates can range from 
140 to 180 w.p.m. A slow reading rate, 140 to 160, can become tedious if the 
listener is familiar with the subject matter. There are regional differences in the 
rate of normal conversation. The fastest speakers-180-190 w.p.m.—are usually 
from the Northeast. The slowest speakers-150-160 w.p.m.—are from parts of the 
South. The rest of the country averages between these two. 

It's useful for anyone working in radio to be able to talk to time. This skill 
takes practice. Many people read too fast because they are nervous. Choose a 
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prose selection from a book or newspaper. Read it aloud for a minute. Stop and 
count the number of words you have read. This will give you a measure of your 
normal speaking rate. Now select a serious story and a humorous story. Read 
each story for two minutes. Stop and count the number of words you read and 
divide by two. This will give you the words-per-minute rate. Does your rate vary 
between the two stories? The content of different types of stories will affect your 
rate and pitch. If you start a newscast with a story about Congress but end with 
an obituary, you will vary the rapid pace of the hard news story to a slower, 
more sombre tone for the obituary. If the last story is a light, humorous story, 
you will read faster and play with the pitch and pacing. If you are speaking con-
versationally and delivering meaning, this will be natural. 

Tempo in speech is related to tempo in music. In music, the beat reflects the 
timing of a composition, and divides the music into equal units of time. In 
speech, words-per-minute is similar to the beat in music. The musical tempo de-
termines the pace of the music—how fast or slow the beat will be played. In 
speech, the tempo is determined by the meaning of the words. The tempo gives 
the emotional interpretation of the content. Tempo in speech comes from the 
phrasing of words, duration of the syllables, and the use of pauses. We often 
stretch the key words in a sentence to increase the attention drawn to them. 
Tempo creates the unpredictable quality of human speech that makes it interest-
ing. A concerto could have 72 different tempos. A radio story also should have 
different tempos that match the interpretation of the words being spoken. Vary-
ing the tempo and "playing" the pauses is necessary for the life of both a musi-
cal and a spoken composition. 

Volume 

The volume or loudness of your speech depends on several things: the 
acoustics of your environment, the microphone, the recording equipment, the 
style and atmosphere of the story, and the style of your radio station. Achieving 
an appropriate volume level is seldom a problem in broadcasting if you have 
proper microphone placement. You will need to place yourself close enough to 
the microphone to be in its pickup pattern. Always talk across the axis of the 
microphone, not straight into it. Maintain the same microphone placement 
throughout the recording. (See Chapter 12, "Field Recording: Techniques," for 
more detail on microphone placement; see Chapter 14, "Studio Production," for a 
discussion of perceptions of loudness.) 

Read the story copy aloud to preset the level for the microphone. Deliver 
the story in the style that you will use when you are recording. Inexperienced 
announcers often say "Test 1, 2, 3," to check the mike level. This gives a false 
volume level for the voice because it doesn't reflect the copy or style of the per-
formance. The preset mike level is often lower than the actual level you will use 
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when recording and could cause distortion. If you are recording with music or 
natural sound in the background, you are likely to talk louder. Preset your voice 
level while playing the music or natural sound in your earphones to prepare for 
the recording. Remember, your volume level should reflect the intimacy of the 
conversational style of radio. 

Writing is the Key 

Writing is the most important component of delivery. "For me, being con-
versational comes from my writing," says Lynn Neary. "When I'm reading an 
introduction written by another person, I may change the writing to make it 
more natural for me. For instance, if someone gives me copy with long sentences, 
I usually break it down to shorter sentences. I find shorter sentences more con-
versational." You may even want to read your copy aloud as you write. It will 
show you if you are creating any delivery traps. Wendy Kaufman, an NPR corre-
spondent in Los Angeles, says she reads her copy aloud up to five times before 
going in the studio. "If I stumble over a word or phrase more than once, it isn't 
written well for the radio. I'll rewrite the copy because the writing really dictates 
the delivery." 

The pacing and speaking style of the tape in the story also affects delivery 
style, so be sure to write your copy while listening to the tape, and matching the 
style and even the phrasing. Listen to the tape cuts while recording your tracks 
whenever possible. "If you have tape cuts that are slow, expressive and emo-
tional, you can't come out of the tape cut delivering rapid-fire facts," says Kaufman. 
"You need to balance your tone of voice and pacing with the person on tape." 

Mark your script so you will remember where to emphasize, where to slow 
down, where to speed up, and so on. Underline words you want to stress; use 
slashes to indicate pauses; spell out difficult words phonetically so they are easier 
to pronounce. "It takes a lot of energy to sound natural," says Neary, "but too 
much energy can also sound phony. Commercial radio usually sounds too fre-
netic, and NPR style is often too laid back. The best delivery may be somewhere 
between the two styles." 

The most important thing is to know your copy. If you read it with mean-
ing, you won't sound singsong. 

Warming Up 

Before any recording session, it is wise to use some vocal warm-up and re-
laxation techniques. Begin by taking several deep breaths from your diaphragm. 
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Relax your shoulders and slowly roll your head in a complete circle three times 
to the left and three times to the right. To improve the circulation in your face, 
open your eyes, mouth, nose, ears, and throat as far as you possibly can. Hold 
that extreme position for a few seconds. Then constrict the same muscles as 
tightly as you can and hold for a few seconds. Exaggerating facial expressions 
will add energy to the voice. It doesn't matter what you look like as long as you 
sound animated. 

If needed, drink some warm water with a slice of lemon before going into 
the studio. The warmth releases the tension in the muscles and restores moisture 
to the mouth. The lemon cleanses your mouth and dilutes the saliva. Don't drink 
soft drinks with sugar before recording. The sugar coats your mouth and in-
creases mouth noise. You might also want to try some vocalizations. Inhale 
slowly and exhale the sound ahhh very slowly several times. Say the sound "eee" 
on a scale from the highest note you can reach to the lowest and then back up 
again. Next, try some tongue twisters to improve your diction. Voice-over actress 
Susan Blu suggests Good blood, bad blood and Red leather, yellow leather as two 
phrases that exercise your mouth, lips, and tongue. Repeat each phrase five or six 
times, increasing the speed and exaggerating the delivery.* Voice coach Marilyn 
Pittman suggests repeating all of the consonants, "cacaca, dadada, fafafa, gagaga, 
etc." to warm up the articulators. Use other phrases that exercise your diction 
weak spots. Any voice and diction book will have a variety of exercises from 
which to choose. 

This warm-up will help you release the "fight or flight" symptoms that 
come during a performance: When the body is frightened, it sends blood to the 
arms and legs and stops the digestive process. That causes your mouth to dry up 
and your arms and legs to quiver. Deep breaths can slow down the adrenalin 
and refocus your energy. Breathing is a key to sounding natural and relaxed. 
Each exhalation will release the tension. Use yawns and sighs to help relax the 
body. Mouth noise comes from dry lips and tongue smacking while speaking. 
Drinking warm water or placing a flat cough drop between the cheek and gum 
can help relieve mouth noise by increasing saliva in the mouth. 

Q-TIP 

Teddy Handfield uses the acronym "Q-TIP" to help her students remember 
the elements of good delivery, quality, timing, intensity, and pitch are necessary to 
transfer the appropriate meaning to the listener. Carl Kasell says: "You want to 

*Susan Blu and Molly Ann Mullen, Word of Mouth (Los Angeles, Calif., Pomegranate Press, Ltd., 
1987), p. 23. 
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read and take the ink out of it and put yourself in its place so you find yourself 
expressing ideas simply by talking to another person." 

Practice "cold readings" to improve your spontaneous delivery. A cold 
reading is simply reading, without practice, copy you have never seen before. 
Listen for the meaning of the words. Are you tempted to slip into a melody not 
related to the meaning of the sentence? Is your rate appropriate for the content? 
Do you vary the tempo spontaneously? Is your voice concerned or connected 
with the listener? 

Finally, there are three "P's" that are necessary for good delivery. The first 
is pronunciation. It's important to pronounce all words, especially proper names, 
correctly. Many parts of the country and the world have idiosyncrasies in the 
spelling and pronunciation of names. I worked as a newscaster for the Wisconsin 
network and learned this lesson the hard way. There are many Native American 
names for towns in northern Wisconsin. I encountered the town, Shawano, in 
copy one day and said Sha-wah-no. The phones began to ring because the correct 
pronunciation is Shah-no. Be sure to check the pronunciation of any tricky words 
before going on the air. The wire services usually distribute a daily pronunciation 
guide for difficult names in news copy. 

Another "P" is performance. You are performing each time you record your 
tracks. Edward R. Murrow majored in speech and theater. Undoubtedly, this 
training helped his broadcast journalism career. Taking a speech class or an act-
ing class may help improve your performance skills. 

There is no substitute for the final "P," practice. Reading aloud every day is 
the best practice. Recording your reading will give you a chance to critique your 
performance. Save these recordings and review them. I save samples of record-
ings from all points in my career. They show the way the voice matures and the 
changes in interpretation that come from practice. You will be encouraged by the 
improvement you have made when you review your work. Maintaining good 
vocal delivery, like staying proficient at playing a musical instrument, requires 
continual practice. 

Karen Kearns is a professor of radio, television and film at California State University, Northridge (CS UN). 
She has been a producer for L.A. Theatre Works and KCRW in Santa Monica on the radio adaptation of 
Frank Norris' novel, McTeague. Before teaching at CSUN, she worked as a newscaster for ALL THINGS 
CONSIDERED and as associate director of NPR's Education Services Department. She has won a George Fos-
ter Peabody Award, three CINDY Awards, and a Golden Mike for her work at NPR and KOST-FM in Los 
Angeles. She has also worked as a newswriter for Voice of America. Kearns received an M.A. in communica-
tion arts from the University of Wisconsin and a B.A. in theater and an M.A. in speech communication from 
Southern Illinois University. 
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Conceiving Features: 
One Reporter's Style 

Robert Krulwich 

Every feature begins with an idea, and developing that idea for the radio is 
much more than a writing job. For me, the writing part—sitting at the typewriter 
and knocking out a script—comes second to last. My features go through five 

stages: 

1. Finding the Idea 
2. Creating an Outline 
3. Isolating the Tape 
4. Writing 
5. Refining 

Finding an Idea for a Feature Story 

There are basically two ways to do feature stories: find them yourself, or 

follow up someone else's story. 
When editors assign features, they usually take the second approach. Often 

they ask reporters to get the "local angle" on a major news story, so if the United 
States has just landed a man on the moon, editors across the country will want to 
know if anyone in their towns, or any relative of someone in town, was part of 
the effort. These stories are called sidebars, soft pieces, or color stories. Seasonal 
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stories, "Area Jews Celebrate Passover," are in the same category. Follow-up fea-
tures are generally more fun if you think them up yourself; that is why it's best 
to read the morning paper before you get to work and hold on to any story that 
makes you so curious you want to know more. 

So, if you read in the paper that 17 out of the 18 lawyers the governor nomi-
nated to be judges were not approved by the state legislature, you might wonder 
how the 18th lawyer got through. Or, if you see a story announcing, "Paul Smith 
has been appointed president of the Hills School, replacing John Jones, who held 
the job for the last four months," you might wonder what happened to Mr. 
Jones, and why the school has such a high turnover. If this doesn't come 
naturally, pick out a few stories, and force yourself to think of some aspect that 
the paper overlooked. 

Another tip: If you read the morning paper and discover that you know a 
central figure—or better, someone who is friends with, related to, works with, or 
bowls with that figure—you've got yourself a source. Give your source a call, if 
possible, before you see your editor. Then ask your source, "Your son was at the 
Hills School when John Jones got there. Was Jones a good principal? Why did he 
leave?" 

The other way to get feature story ideas is hard to explain. Some people can 
get up in the morning and, by the time they get to work, they have seen some-
thing odd in a store window, overheard a suspicious conversation, or met a man 
whose wife is about to be named ambassador to Trinidad. Good reporters are 
always making mental notes. They never stop reporting. The littlest thing can get 
them going: 

• A friend mentions that a friend of hers is training a) to become a pilot; b) to 
become a shoe salesman; e) to stop smoking. And the reporter thinks maybe 
there are features here. . . . 

• The local movie theater has been showing the same film for nine weeks; there are 
only 30,000 people in town. Everyone who wants to see the movie has seen it. A 
reporter may wonder: Why is it still there? There must be some explanation. . . . 

The key is, anything that makes you curious could turn into a feature. Anything. 
Suggest your idea to your editor or news director. If you have thought the story 
through and are excited about the material, you will have a good chance of sel-
ling others on your idea. 

Here are a few do's and don'ts: 

• Do follow up a lead. A friend of yours says in passing, "Strange, but that's the 
third boy to get leukemia in the same neighborhood. In fact, they live on the 
same street." If you think there may be more than coincidence involved, ask 
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for the boys' names, the name of the street, the hospital they went to, and 
write the information down. Don't trust your memory. 

• Do check out stories promptly. Don't sit on a lead. Call right away. Someone 
else could get the story. 

• Don't quit a stony because the first interview goes badly. If the person you 
talked to was abrupt, insulting, confusing, or gave you too much information, 
that is not a reason to stop. Don't let yourself be intimidated. Try one more 
call. The second call is almost always easier. 

• Don't be embarrassed to ask the friend, relative, or acquaintance for an inter-
view, even if asking is awkward. Being a little pushy is part of being a re-
porter. You will constantly be amazed at how many doors can be opened just 
by asking forcefully (but politely). Reporters are forever imagining privacy dif-
ficulties that don't materialize. If you have ever been interviewed, then you 
know the experience: At the start, you are nervous and careful, but, as the con-
versation warms up, you find yourself saying all kinds of things you never 
expected to say, and only afterward do you wonder, "What came over me?" 
Whatever it is, it comes over almost everyone. This does not mean you should 
betray confidences. Some exchanges, even if they would make good stories, are 

really off the record. 

• Don't trust newspaper accounts. They are not always accurate. Before assum-
ing a statement to be true, check it out yourself. "Mrs. Lesko, the Chronicle says 
your collie dug up $48 in the front yard. Is that right?" 

Creating an Outline: How To Organize a Feature Story 

A straight news story offers facts in order of importance; the classic struc-
ture of a hard news story will cover who, what, when, where, why, and how 
over the course of the piece. These questions will be answered with appropriate 
supporting paragraphs in the appropriate order. But features flow any way they 
have to to hold an audience. So I cannot tell you how to structure a feature. But 
you must have a structure. 

Features require a peculiar way of thinking common to reporters and story-
tellers. Experience has to be turned instantly into narrative outline. For example, 
suppose my editor tells me he had heard that a famous music magazine has de-
cided to change its name from Crawdaddy to Feature. He wants to know why. 
"Check it out," he says. 

The beginning reporter is likely to rush over to the magazine without fur-
ther thought. The reporter will arrive on the scene, find the person in charge, and 
say something like, "Excuse me, I hear you are switching names. Tell me about 
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it." This doesn't work very well. Asked a general question, a source will usually 
give a general answer like, "Yes, we're changing names. The new one comes out 
next month." This lets your source shape your story, and it may not be until you 
are back in the office that you will notice a small remark that could have been 
the focus of your story, if only you had followed up on it. A better approach is 
to try to imagine a possible shape for your story before you start interviewing. 

Scene I: Publisher notices two newsstands downtown where Crawdaddy 
has been put next to the sports magazines. It sits between Trout 
and Stream and Reel 'n Rod. He wonders why. 

Scene II: Publisher gets a marketing report that says two out of every five 
newsstand dealers think Crawdaddy is about Southern fish. 

Scene III: Publisher sends colorful mailing to 10,000 news dealers saying 
that Crawdaddy is about music, and belongs next to Rolling Stone 
and High Times. 

Scene IV: Nothing changes. Publisher decides to get a new name. 
Scene V: News dealers react. 

Not one word of this has been verified. It is probably entirely untrue. But, 
with an outline, however imaginary, I have something that gets me going and 
guides my way. I now have a better sense of what to do next. 

First, the story line (as I imagine it, anyway) seems a little nutty, so I am 
excited. This is important. If the editor's suggestion had triggered a dull scenario, 
I would have argued that it was a dumb idea, and I should be assigned some-
thing else. But I like it. So I am motivated. Second, my five scenes suggest a defi-
nite line of questioning: What was wrong with the name Crawdaddy? Who 
discovered the problem? Why change to Feature? Were there competing alterna-
tives? How will they explain the change to customers? Third, I can guess at a 
short list of people to talk to: a) whoever discovered the problem; b) the per-
son(s) who decided to change the name; c) readers; d) maybe news dealers, if my 
hunch is correct. 

Now I am on my way. I make calls, ask questions. But let's suppose that my 
first interview, with the publisher, goes terribly. Let's assume that he is dull, 
frightened, and monotone. Unfortunately, he was the one who discovered that 
Crawdaddy was, indeed, placed with the wrong magazines on the newsstands— 
not the fishing magazines, as it happens; it was stacked alongside Teen Scene and 
Teen Age and the comic books. Crawdaddy is intended for 16- through 35-year-old 
readers, not the 8-14 set, so the wrong people were seeing it. I also learned 
(again from my dull, monotone publisher) that he ordered an investigation and 
found that when news dealers looked at the cover design and the funky name 
Crawdaddy, the magazine so resembled other teen/fan magazines that the dealers 
just assumed they belonged together. 
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Yes, there was a meeting, but the publisher says everyone who was at the 
meeting is too busy to talk with me. Yes, they decided to make the magazine 
look more adult. Yes, that is why they dropped Crawdaddy and chose Feature. 
Feature, he says, has definite adult appeal. End of interview. 

What to do? My original scenario assumed a colorful, bright narrator who 
would tell the magazine's story. Then I would talk to readers and news dealers. 
But my narrator is a drag, and no one else on the staff has permission to talk on 

tape. 
I know my original outline won't work. If I let the publisher tell his story for 

three or four minutes and throw in the news dealers at the end, the audience will 
never stay with the piece—too dull—and if the dealers are any good, all my 
strong tape will come in a jumble at the very end. So I decide on a new outline 
that will introduce the dealers earlier in the story. I imagine: 

Scene I: Publisher sees magazine in the wrong place. 
Scene II: Dealers say they thought it was a teeny-bopper magazine. 
Scene III: Publisher redesigns cover; changes name. 
Scene IV: Dealers react. 

That feels more lively. It depends less on the publisher, and it switches back 
and forth from the executive to the newsstand. It won't be dull. So with this sub-
stitute outline in my head, I go to interview the news dealers. I tell them what 
the publisher has said, and ask them to react, step-by-step, to his narrative. 

They are marvelous. One tells me yes, he put Crawdaddy with the comics, 
but he knows they are changing the cover, and from now on Feature will be 
where it belongs—with the literary magazines. That is what he remembers being 
told. The other dealer says Crawdaddy's problem is not its name. "It stinks. It 
won't sell if they called it Newsweek," he says. 

As we are talking, I can feel the story falling into place. 

Scene I: Publisher sees his magazine in the wrong place. 
Scene II: Dealers say they thought it was a teeny-bopper magazine. 
Scene III: Publisher redesigns cover; changes name. 
Scene IV: Dealer No. 2 says it won't work. The magazine stinks. 
Scene V: Publisher talks of plans to "educate" dealers. 
Scene VI: Dealer No. 1 tells me from now on it goes with the poetry journals. 

Because I have a working outline in my head, I walk away from those deal-
ers with a story that is almost finished. I don't have to dub off the full inter-
views, only the parts I need. Walking back to the office, I can start composing the 
introduction in my head. When I am up against a short deadline, having that 
outline constantly on tap is a terrific help. 

However, I must be careful. Because I begin most interviews with a precon-
ceived outline, it is easy to miss a better story if one should come along. Should 
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one of the dealers mention that Feature is going to cut its price in half, and so is 
Rolling Stone, bells should go off. If I am alert, I must immediately switch scenarios: 

Scene I: Feature starts a price war among music magazines. 
Scene II: Rolling Stone reacts and drops its price. 
Scene III: So does Record World. 

Now I have a business story. I don't completely ditch my earlier Crawdaddy 
scenario. I can go back to it if the business story proves uninteresting, or incor-
rect, but I decide to switch gears. Also, I have to be willing to let my outline 
become more complicated. My initial scenarios are often fairy-tale simple. The 
characters always tell the truth. 

Suppose, however, that some of the dealers tell me that they hear Feature 
may never be delivered. The magazine, they understand, is too deeply in debt 
and is about to go under. If they are right, I am going to look very foolish talking 
for four minutes on the radio about a name change when the product itself is 
about to disappear. So, I have to check their story, and, if the publisher won't 
deny it, then I would ask my editor whether we want to run the story at all. We 
would have to restructure the outline to include the magazine's financial prob-
lems—which could get unwieldy. 

But, if I had gone from person to person with no structure in my head, I 
could never have controlled my interviews as effectively. I would have been less 
certain about what to ask, what to emphasize, whom to talk to, and, most of all, 
when to stop. And once I stopped, with no structure in my head, I would have 
to re-listen to all my interviews and superimpose an outline. That takes too much 
time. To make deadlines, reporters have to be efficient. 

Isolating the Tape 

This part is easy. When I am interviewing somebody, I always know when I 
have just had a good moment. Sometimes it is a concise answer that fits perfectly 
into my outline (or creates a good alternate outline). Sometimes it is a funny ex-
change that will be easy to listen to. Sometimes (and these are best), it is a re-
mark that is perfect as a cap to my story and will fit wonderfully at the very end 
(I can hear myself signing off immediately afterward). As soon as I have such a 
moment, I think, "I can use that," and it goes into the outline that is building in 
my mind. When I am walking back to the office, I play that moment back on my 
cassette recorder to hear if it was as good as I thought. 

Beginning reporters too often feel compelled to use tape segments that con-
tain official or "important" statements. For example, the mayor intoning in his 
official voice, "This was the worst earthquake we've had in eastern Michigan in 
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50 years." In fact, you can say that just as well yourself, in your script ("Mayor 
Jones called it the worst earthquake. . ."). 

You will find you can usually convey information more succinctly than the 
person you interview. The tape that is best is the tape that conveys mood, emo-
tion, involvement, or context—things you can't convey as well yourself. 

A word of warning, however. Since vivid tape (or good pictures) is so help-
ful to broadcast reporters, we often structure our stories around those moments, 
even if we have to take a weird detour to make them fit This is dangerous. I 
have a weakness for nice tape that is as strong as the next fellow's, and I don't 
like to let a good moment go, but I know that I must not distort a point or break 
a narrative flow just to accommodate a few seconds of flashy tape. Sometimes, 
tape must go. I have found that if I postpone the surgery to a later stage (the 
"writing" stage that follows), it is much less painful. 

Therefore, after I have finished my interviews, I select all the "best mo-
ments"—even the ones that don't quite fit my outline. I arrange them in order of 
probable appearance, as suggested by my outline, on a single reel. Each moment 
is separated by leader tape (colored or paper tape that cannot be recorded on, 
used for visual identification of parts of a reel; see Chapter 13, "Tape Editing"), 
so when I play the reel through I can hear my story in rough outline, minus the 
connecting, scripted parts. I listen through at least once, mentally "writing in" 
the connecting material. Then I sit down to write. 

Writing 

As I said earlier, for hard news, the form is all important: hard news always 
begins with the hard lead, followed by supporting material, spoken in the neu-
tral, natural voice. Features, on the other hand, can have a personality. The re-
porter can become a character in the story by allowing his or her personality to 
be heard, or give a minor player a major voice, or let the scene play itself exactly 
as it was recorded. The choices are so varied that I cannot lay down hard rules 
for feature writing, but I can offer some tips. 

You are allowed to use "I." When I write a story about an experience I had, 
I choose the first person form. I try to write my script as though I were talking to 
a friend across a table. 

I compose out loud. I sit at a typewriter, write a paragraph, and then speak 
it. If it sounds like me talking, I move on. If it sounds like my written self, I try 

again. 
I am not offended by laughs, grunts, snorts, giggles, and sighs—my own or 

anyone else's. It is okay to make human noises on the radio. When appropriate I 
will give myself a stage direction in the script, "Sigh here." 
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When is that appropriate? I find that when I am writing out of tape that 
finishes with lots of people laughing, it is sometimes correct not to break the 
mood. If they were laughing at a joke, I may keep the laughing going for an 
instant more, or at least speak my next lines smiling. 

A mood or tone established on tape does not have to end just because the 
tape runs out. That is true before a tape cut too. If I have a bad scene on tape 
that begins with a woman crying, I anticipate the mood. My words may look 
neutral on paper ("I met Janet Jones in her apartment. The door was open and I 
just walked in. . ."), but I know what's coming. This is going to be sad, so I put a 
little sadness in my voice ahead of time. A mood is established that makes the 
transition smoother. That way, the audience is not distracted when I move from 
script to tape, and the story flows more easily. I do change moods, but only 
when it fits the narrative. 

There is a tendency, especially among beginning reporters, to draw too clear 
a line between tape and script. Tape and script are not separate entities, standing 
side by side; they must sound like two interdependent parts of a whole. 

Suppose I go out and do a feature on acute depression. It is my first feature, 
and I get an interview with a famous psychiatrist, who has just written a book on 
the subject. He says there are four types. He describes Type A beautifully; he is 
brief, clear, and to the point. On Type B, he has a stuttering attack, which makes 
him nervous and hard to follow. On Type C, he is so-so and Type D takes too 
long. 

I come back to the office. My outline is obvious. I will report on all four 
categories of depression. Since the tape on Type A is good, I will use it. To avoid 
the stuttering episode, I throw away the tape on Type B and script that section. I 
have to have more of the doctor in the story, so I go back to the tape for Type C 
and I write up Type D. 

I end up with a story that moves like a fox trot; four steps, tape-script-tape-
script, each separate, each equal. Boring. When a story moves in so predictable 
and regular a rhythm, the audience knows what is coming, and, if listeners aren't 
that interested in the subject, they will nod out. Each segment is self-contained, 
like unfriendly neighbors in an apartment house. Each makes its point, then 
ends. Novice reporters often fall into this pattern. 

There are other options. You could start with tape segment A, where the 

doctor does well, then roll into segment B, still on tape, until the doctor begins 
his stuttering fit, and then just pick up in script after his second or third stam-
mer. That way, the reporter appears to be rescuing the doctor. That adds a di-
mension to the story (it is interesting when a psychiatrist stutters), but, more 
important, it is a more lively transition from tape to script. 

When you finish describing Type B depression, you don't have to go back to 
the doctor for Type C. Begin describing the third category yourself, and pass off 
to the doctor only when he was at his best in that segment, even if you give him 
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just two or three sentences. A short tape cut is okay. There is no such thing as 
too long or too short for tape or script segments. I have inserted a one-word cut 
of tape that lasted one second. I do whatever suits me, as long as it moves the 
story along, keeps the audience listening, and is faithful to the material. 

Remember, there are all kinds of ways to alter the rhythm of a story. Not 
everyone agrees about these techniques, and not everyone can make them work. 
The first suggestion I am offering tends to be controversial. Make sure you know 
the opinion of your editor before cutting too much tape. Here are some sugges-
tions for altering the rhythm of a story: 

1. Start a sentence in the script and have someone on tape finish it. 
Script: "Yes, doctors say they are working on a cure. . 
Tape: "But we won't have one for another 10 years . . 
Script: ,,. . . says Dr. T. B. Gross." 

2. Don't return to script between each cut of tape. Go from script to several 

consecutive tape cuts. 
Script: 
Tape of Dr. Jones: 
Tape of Dr. Smith: 
Tape of Dr. Gray: 

"Doctors say they are working on a cure . . ." 
"Yes, but that's a long way off . . ." 
"I'd say 10, 11 years . . ." 
"At least that or maybe more. . . ." 

(Notice that each tape cut is quite short. This works best if the three voices 
are very distinctive. So it would be nice if Dr. Smith were a man, and Drs. Jones 
and Gray women, so the voice changes would be obvious.) 

3. Start the stony in a specific location (a hospital laboratory) and then leave 
the scene. The change in, or absence of, atmosphere will alter the rhythm. 
Tape Ambience: hospital/hospital/hospital/ 

hospital/studio/studio/studio/studio 
Script: "The doctors are still looking for a vaccine. But, 

they are out of money." 

4. Use tape to punctuate a script. Take a single word (an enthusiastic "yes!"), or a 
short sentence ("yes! yes!" or "Oh non, and drop it in to break up your script. 

"He drew the line in . . . slowly . . . and then he 
saw the fish. . . ." 
"YES!" 
"It was a beauty!" 

"She says she looked up, and that was when she 
saw him." 
"Oh no!" 
"He was hanging off the balcony. . . ." 

Script: 

Tape: 
Script: 

Script: 

Tape: 
Script: 
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Refining 

It is time to make my final cuts. Now that I have completed the first or 
rough cut, my story will get much shorter. In this last review, precious moments 
on tape hit the floor. Beautiful lines drop away. I am editing for a consistent, 
even pace. 

I not only cut, I sometimes add. I might mix in some new sound recorded at 
one of the places I visited—background sound of people playing or street traf-
fic—because I find that a bed of non-studio sound can pull a section together. 

This can be a dangerous time, too. I sometimes get so carried away tighten-
ing and cutting that I will chop out a minor, but important, detail so that a com-
plicated idea becomes too simple, and the story is no longer as precise, or as 
clear or honest as it should be. So I have devised a test. It is the last thing I do 
before I go into the studio to record. 

The 'Squirm' Test 

I ask myself, "Can I bring all the people I interviewed for this story into this 
studio and read this script and play this tape right in front of them without 
shame, and when I finish, can I look them in the eye (all of them) and defend 
everything I have just said?" 

If I can, I go in and record. 

Robert Krulwich is a business and economics correspondent for CBS Television and a regular contributor to 
public television. He developed his speciality—explaining complex economic, legal, and diplomatic news in a 
style that is clear, compelling, and entertaining—on radio. Before joining CBS in 1985, Krulwich was busi-
ness and economics correspondent for National Public Radio and NPR's national editor. He still contributes 
to NPR's WEEKEND EDMON. Krulwich has won numerous awards for his reporting, including Gainsbrugh 
Awards from the Economics Broadcasting Association, a Champion Award from the Amos Tuck Business 
School, and PBS's special award for programming excellence. He covered the Watergate hearings for Pacifica 
Radio and was the Washington bureau chief of Rolling Stone magazine. Krulwich has a B.A. in history from 
Oberlin College and a J.D. from Columbia University School of Law. 
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Writing for the Ear: 
A Personal Approach 

Scott Simon 

Several years ago I was part of a documentary team a well-regarded and 
civilized producer took to a spot in the western part of this country. We were to 
produce a one-hour program that would leave the listener with an accurate and 
compassionate sense of the community that we'd inhabited for one week, and an 
appreciation for a way of living that was odd and unknown to most of our audi-
ence. We taped everything, soaking up sound with shotgun microphones, hand-
held microphones, wireless microphones strapped into improvident places, 
microphones strung out of trees and over tanned, hard and mostly soundless 
prairies. "What I'd like to do," said the producer, "is create a whole hour of 
sound that will communicate this story with no script at all. I guess that's some-
thing we always shoot for." 

After several months of difficult stereophonic production, the documentary 
was ready. I listened to it while kneeling on the rug, my ears purposefully 
trained at the identical height of the woofers (or was it tweeters?). A great deal of 
it I liked. But sound spattered unexpectedly; squeals, jangles, chimes, and com-
motion bustled across the speakers and tramped over my mental interior, as if I 
were overhearing an intruder and trying to determine exactly where he is in the 
house and what he's stealing. After a' while, it was only tedious. 

What was missing from the mix was good writing: a voice that could have 
poked about, implored, queried, become friendly or abrasive, empathetic or in-
structive. The voice of a piece, which is what your writing becomes, is what 
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provides the vision to a story. It is the eyes of the audience—and the nose, the 
fingers, the mind. Good writing can give unexpected worth (even if it's just the 
shine of style) to a piece that is otherwise unremarkable. It can turn good report-
ing into memorable reporting. Bad writing can leave brilliant reporting in ruins. 

Nothing can offer identifiable character to your work as well as your good, 
sensitive, imaginative writing. It is the first skill most of us are told to master in 
this craft, yet often the first one sacrificed—to the crunch of deadlines and the 
constraints of air time. 

Getting Started 

There is a tendency in the news business to define a story according to cer-
tain italicized designations: hard-news, soft-news, profile, personality, investigative, 
retrospective. The hazard in this is in believing that writing technique and writing 
standards change from category to category. I do not believe they do. Our minds 
don't have switches—on/off, humorous/serious—that we throw one way or the 
other, depending on the story. When you want to highlight humor, you should 
remember that you still want to respect the facts and use the language well. 
When you have to be unrelievedly serious, remember that small glints of good 
feeling, if not outright humor, can help the listener weigh the seriousness of the 
situation. 

Be wary of developing one style for reporting on an audition of chickens for 
a role in a Broadway show (one of my first assignments, by the way) and another 
for an analysis of logistics during the Gulf War (a more recent one). The same 
voice should be recognizable in both. Soft news stories need to convey informa-
tion no less than hard news; profiles should be investigative; hard news must 
have enough retrospective to lend context; and so on. 

Defining the story. Little else is worth worrying about in writing a story 
until you've answered this question: What is the story? 

The story may seem too obvious to worry about defining it, such as 

Mayor Proposes Tax Increase. 

However, the real story is found in the questions underneath the headline: 
Is the mayor increasing taxes because of budget deficits, or to fund an increase in 
certain city services? If new taxes are necessary, who will be affected most by the 
proposed ones? Does the increase represent a reversal of campaign promises? Is 
the city forced to compensate for the loss of federal or state revenues, or has it 
just been overspending? 

For the sake of example, let's say that federal revenues have been shrinking 
while city crime has been growing, and the mayor has promised to hire more 
police. The story then gets more complicated: 
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Despite reductions in city revenues caused in part by a loss of federal aid, 
the mayor wants to hire more police, so she has proposed a tax increase. 

To get from the more complex question to actually writing the story, try this: 
Identify three points in a story you want listeners to know if they absorb nothing 
else between distractions. In our example, the three points might be these: 

1. The city needs more money to hire more police. 

2. Sources of revenue are shrinking. 

3. The mayor seemed short-tempered. 

Some of these points will seem obvious; others unexceptional, but perhaps 
telling. Don't be reluctant to include the latter type in your short list. During the 
war in the Persian Gulf, I wrote an essay about waiting with the troops for 
ground combat to begin. The three points I wanted most to communicate were: 

I. Intelligence estimates said that ground combat would be necessary to 
spur large Iraqi surrenders. 

2. Soldiers were anxious for ground combat to begin soon, because they 
saw it as the quickest way to be done with the war and return home. 

3. Many soldiers eat Froot Loops breakfast cereal. 

Now I am confident that most listeners understood and comprehended all 
three of these points. But I still hear from people who remember the Froot 
Loops—and nothing else. It may have seemed like the least critical point, but it 
easily was the most memorable, because it seemed to symbolize the youth of the 
soldiers and the concept of their fortifying themselves to die. 

Outline. After you have determined your three points, outline the way you 
think the piece should sound. An academically correct, categorized and subcatego-
rized outline is not necessary, but some black-and-white scribbling of the themes and 
points you want to make, the scenes and details you wish to describe, will help you 
plot the proper approach. Too many radio reporters care for little more than those 
parts of a story that can be acquired through the business end of a microphone. If you 
rely solely on information that can be recorded or remembered, you may be cheating 
the audience out of the benefit of a reporter's practiced, firsthand observations. 

Isolate and Characterize 

Some large, endlessly unfolding stories (wars, economic crises, political cam-
paigns) can be made fresh and worth hearing by isolating a smaller element from 
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them and using that to suggest the contours of the whole event. An example of 
this is a story I filed before the Persian Gulf ground war began in 1991. The 
story, which was about the U.S. logistics operation, tried to convey a sense of the 
overwhelming amount of materiel and personnel accumulating in the desert for 
lethal purpose: 

Simon: Operation Desert Storm has brought American-style truck convoys to the 
remote northern desert on roads laid down like pipelines in the scattering 
sand where Saudi Arabia runs up against Kuwait and Iraq. (Natural sound of 
music up full, then under.) An American lieutenant pins the pedal of a jeep 
above 120 and cranks a country-music tape above the buzz of the emergency 
alarm for much of the 10-hour drive toward the border. There is no rush 
hour and no letup along this highway. Trucks, troop carriers, mtssile launch-
ers, and ammo vans loaded up and lashed down with all the war commodi-
ties of today's armed forces. Quarter-of-a-ton artillery shells, some already 
inscribed, at the factory or dock, "Eat this Saddam." Bags of holiday candy 
sent with the best wishes of American and British school children, Tow Mis-
siles, and tampons. The man who is overseeing this methodical expansion of 
so much American resources is Army Major General William "Gus" Pagonis. 

Pagonis: Well, it's probably the largest logistical operation deployment, reception, 
armored movement, and sustainment ever done of a force in history. And it 
was done in an extremely rapid, short period of time. 

Simon: General Pagonis was one of the first ranking American generals to arrive 
in Saudi Arabia. A notably short, silver-haired man, he plays basketball with 
his staff several times a week, which may seem a surprising enthusiasm for 
a man his size except, say his aides, the game they play consists of passing 
the ball to the general for him to take shot after shot. General Pagonis, how-
ever, seems more generous in passing off credit for such an apparently rapid 
and effective deployment. He likes to tell about the time last fall when he 
ordered a young lieutenant to design and install Vietnam-style latrines. 

Pagonis: Well, immediately I could see by the expression on his face he had no 
idea what I was talking about. Then I realized: At his age, he probably 
didn't participate in Vietnam, which is obvious. And then he looked at me 
and—a very aggressive kid—he said, "Well, I saw the movie Platoon, and I 
saw the latrines. Is that what you want?" And I said, "Absolutely!" So he 
went out and within 24 hours designed it, had the Saudis design a proto-
type, and they were off the production line within three days. It's fortunate 
he saw the movie. 

Simon: During that last major American war, the Vietcong used to ridicule 
American soldiers for what was taken to be their inability to make war with-
out sit-down latrines, the latest music tapes, and familiar snack food. But 
General Pagonis believes that attending not only to the needs but the comforts 
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of American soldiers—delivering fresh fruit and hot shower tents into the 
field, as well as artillery shells—will make them stronger and better moti-
vated than most of the Iraqi soldiers across the border. 

Pagonis: Our medical and sick rate here is the lowest in the history of any war. 
It's even lower than peacetime. So according to our Article 15, which is our 
Uniform Code of Military Justice, it's the lowest it's ever been . . . court mar-
tials, everything. The morale of the troops is high. Well, to keep morale high 
you have to provide them those services that will help keep their morale 
high and their sanitation and everything else. 

Notice the way the details accumulate to tell the big picture. Mentioning to-
gether items as large as Tow missiles and as small as tampons gives the listener 
an understanding of the scope of the American logistical effort much more viv-
idly than raw tonnage statistics. Describing the fact that the general, who is not 
tall, plays basketball—and how he plays it—tells as much about the man as sev-
eral paragraphs of psychological speculation, especially when it's combined with 
the story about the young soldier and the latrines. 

Often we believe that if we simply pile on statistics—hard facts—we will 
convey the whole story. This is not so. The late Chicago journalist Ben Hecht 
used to complain that his analysis of courtroom cases was outdated and forgot-
ten the morning after a verdict. Maybe so. But his picturesque descriptions of 
defendants, his rendering of the interplay of judges and defendants—all of that 
survives as a human story we take pleasure in reading today. 

Using Tape 

Of course, in most of your pieces, a substantial portion of your script is al-
ready in existence before you start writing: on tape. Your words must bounce off 
and between the words of those you have interviewed or taped in some proceed-
ing. With the possible exception of traffic reports, all scripts we write must set 
off, expand, or integrate the words of others. Indeed, this is where real radio ex-
ists: conversation, verbal wordplay, the sound of people running through their 
thoughts or reliving moments. 

Log your tape. Know what's there. Sometimes, what you think you heard is 
not there. Machines malfunction. The mind misremembers. More pleasantly, 
sometimes something you did not hear is there, waiting to be heard, discovered, 
and used. 

So for feature writing I prefer the method of carefully auditing and logging 
each second of tape recorded for a story—taking care to star (t) those moments 
that stand up best, then deciding which tape to use, and in what order—rather 
than scripting before locating tape to fit. 
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Let the tape tell the story. I prefer tape that is active and expressive, 
something that contains the sound of thinking, musing, recollection, or events ac-
tually unfolding. In some rare instances you may interview people whose sense 
of self and narrative is so complete and entertaining that your log is lined with 
stars. In such cases let the tape play, and apply script only sparingly, as a high-
light rather than a base. Here's a segment of a piece we did on a telephone an-
swering service in New York City, featuring its founder, Clifford Harris: 

Harris: (into phone) Can I help you? . . . Yes, I can, who is this? . . . What do you 
want, Lena? . . . Well, you can't have messages. No one calls you. You're not 
pop-u-lar. (ringing phone) Well, look, I gotta run. I'm being made famous. 
OK, bye-bye. (to Simon) Anyway, what was the question? 

Simon: One thing I can't help but think about, and it does hearken back to that 
old Judy Holliday movie about an answering service. She became infatuated 
with one of the clients. . . . Does that happen? 

Harris: Yes, it does. The problem is, you build up these crazy fantasies in your 
mind about them, over the phone. And they never quite live up to what you 
expect them to be, so it's not really fair to them, because I meet them, and 
after a half an hour I'm very disappointed with them, and I think that they 
can tell it. And no one wants their answering service to, like, be disap-
pointed in them. 

Simon: As you may have gathered, this small office off of Broadway, with a win-
dow that fronts on an alleyway, is actually an interesting place from which 
to watch New York—or a part of it. And Clifford Harris likes that about 
it—that, from a telephone on a scarred desk, he can clue together an idea of 
the kinds of people he services. But still, he speaks of leaving the business. 

Harris: It's just the fact that I'm tired of taking other people's messages. I want to 
go out and make my own. The first thing I'll do is go and get my own an-
swering service, and I will drive them insane. You kind of, like, find out 
what other people are doing in the city while you're sitting here doing noth-
ing. You realize that there are a lot of things that go on in this city—a lot of 
people who are just, like, out on the fringe. 

Simon: And everywhere around the room, cellophane-taped from the ceiling to 
the baseboard, there are thousands of pictures of his clients, 8-by-10 posed 
publicity glossies that are sent to agents and directors by those looking for 
work. Their names and telephone numbers run beneath their set smiles. And 
Clifford Harris can find this sad. 

Harris: Because this is just, like, a small part of it. There are many, many more 
actors and actresses than this. And very, very few of these people will be 
even able to make a living at it, much less obtain any kind of status. (ringing 
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phone) It is kind of, well, it's real sad. I'm depressed already. Excuse me. . . . 
(to phone) Can I help you? 

Simon: This is Scott Simon in New York City. 

Harris: (continuing into phone) Oh, we are always sharp this early in the morning. 
You sound like you're better than you were . . . (fades out) 

This piece rendered into script underscores the point that's too easily forgot-
ten: The tape of a piece and your script are equal partners in the ultimate product. Dull, 
witless actuality debases, rather than enhances, good writing. Dull, witless, 
thoughtless, or uninspired writing only frustrates good tape. 

The benefits of careful and imaginative writing are most apparent, I think, in 
those stories in which good writing illuminates good tape and makes it whole; 
words, sounds, phrases that might be puzzling and incomplete if left to them-
selves can be lifted up by good writing. Here's an example: a summer evening in 
1979 I spent in the emergency room of an animal hospital in New York City. 

(Traffic sounds) 
Simon: The New York City Animal Medical Center sits just below the bridge at 

59th Street looking over the East River into the borough of Queens. And at 
night you cannot see the traffic, really, but you hear it . . . iron sounds rat-
tling out from under the girders . . . (sounds up full, then under) An emer-
gency room facility at a veterinary hospital is unusual, . . . and here, the 
waiting room winding off of the second-floor ramp looks like something be-
tween a New Yorker cartoon and a more ordinary trauma center, with some 
dogs sitting primly in plaster splints or gauze muzzles . . . families strug-
gling to leash in their St. Bernard from lunging at a cocker spaniel .. . and a 
pair of women grinding tears from their eyes, the lid of an empty cat-carrier 
thumping onto their chairs. The chief of staff in the emergency room is Dr. 
John Cave. 

Doctor: So what's up? 

Woman: She's growing weak, and for about the past three days, she hasn't hardly 
eaten a thing. 

Doctor: She's about 15 now? 

Woman: Yeah, well, she's in her 16th year. 

Doctor: OK, what about vomiting? 

Woman: Well, no, not that I know of . . . (fading under) 

Simon: The cat is named Cassandra. Her fur is ticked brown, black, and white, 
and she seems quite slender, peering around the doctor's fingers as he 
presses the palms of his hands in carefully below her ribs. (tape up full) 

Woman: She's very weak. She couldn't jump up on the table today by herself. 
(tape under) 
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Simon: Dr. Cave seems quietly, clearly concerned over the condition of his pa-
tient, who slumps without complaint as he takes her temperature, but 
squirms her face away from the cradle of his elbow as he tries to feed her 
beef liver baby food from the tip of his finger. Most alarmingly of all, Cas-
sandra has not groomed herself in several days, whether from weakness, the 
summer heat, or advancing disinterest. The human equivalent of that might 
be a man so dispirited he refuses to rub the sleep from his eyes each morn-
ing. (tape up full) 

Doctor: (fading in mid-sentence) . . . I can't foreclose anything. I'm reluctant to give 
her a clean bill of health. That's not really legitimate in a cat her age . . . 
(fading under) 

Simon: And as Dr. Cave leaves the room for the paperwork to admit Cassandra, 
the woman who's lived with her for 16 years holds the cat's ear against her 
cheek. 

Woman: (consoling Cassandra) I love ya .. . even if you do smell bad. 

This example suggests how your writing can be used to expand the scope of 
a scene. The conversation between the doctor and the pet owner may be compel-
ling on its own. But it is the writing that conveys the greater feeling—the look of 
the waiting room, the beef-liver baby food and the fingertip of a gentle doctor, 
the cat running short of interest in life, the woman whispering into the ear of a 
loved one. These details increase our understanding of that single line at the end: 
"I love ya . .. even if you do smell bad." 

Balance between tape and script. Some people recommend an arbitrary 
ratio of tape to script. I can't. Some pieces—news spots, obviously, but also 
many essays—will be entirely script. Others, like brief sound portraits, may be 
entirely tape. The point is: Engage, inform, and even entertain listeners with 
whatever ratio is required. 

Nevertheless, there are some general guidelines from which you can deviate 
when the story dictates. Straight news pieces commonly run about 65 percent 
script, 35 percent tape. Features commonly run closer to 50/50, or even the re-
verse of straight news—that is, 65 percent tape, 35 percent script. If it works, fine. 
Reporters who are more comfortable with tape-editing than with writing usually 
will use a higher proportion of tape; reporters who are more confident in their 
writing are likely to apply more prose. Either approach can accomplish the task. 

But do not assume—as many radio professionals do—that the audience 
somehow listens to tape more intently than to script. My own experience over 
the years has been that the audience hears what is most listenable. An Andrei 
Codrescu commentary can draw a deeper response than a sound-portrait. Radio, 
remember, uses the sounding board of our minds for resonance. The first great 
radio pieces—by Edward R. Murrow, Eric Sevareid—are still enthralling to listen 
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to, although they do not begin to meet our contemporary expectations for tape. 
The elements of drama and rhythm are there—in the writing. 

Elements of Writing 

Strive for rhythm in your words. There may not be a more difficult con-
cept to convey about writing than this one. It has to do with bringing a balance, 
harmony, even a certain melody to your scripts. It is not "moon, June, spoon" 
writing. It is, I have become convinced, the way the human mind most abun-
dantly absorbs words. 

Thomas Paine's, "These are the times that try men's souls," sticks with us 
because of the alliteration of the t's. Would it have been correct to write, "These 
are difficult times"? Well, a good many people have. But we remember Paine. 

Winston Churchill could have said something like, "I'm not saying it's over, 
but the first phase might be drawing to a close," rather than, "It is not the begin-
ning of the end; but it may be the end of the beginning." I like to think of some 
bright counselor telling him, "Oh, no, minister, too obscure," but Churchill himself 
knowing that the alternative also would have been more ordinary and forgettable. 

Of course, we cannot—and should not—write news spots with a rhyming 
dictionary nearby. And even if such constructions occur to us naturally, too 
much use becomes abhorrent—as in Spiro Agnew's (actually, William Safire's) 
"nattering nabobs of negativism." But vivid, harmonious language succeeds best 
in the spoken word. 

Describe. Probably the most surprising, best-obscured virtue of radio is 
what it provides to the eye. The mind's eye can be stimulated by vigorous writ-
ing, directed and filled with selected detail, which might not be noticed on film 
or video. It can offer the powerful sensation of "being there," by offering, in 
close-up phrasing, the small glints of detail that can reflect the feel and texture of 
an event. Describe. Here's an example from an early 1980s piece about the offices of 
the City News Bureau of Chicago. I think you might almost be able to re-create 
sections of an artist's drawing from the opening description of the inner-city wire 
service: 

(Newsroom noises) 
Simon: The City News Bureau occupies the corner office on a floor 15 stories up 

from the street. It hangs like an opera box over the tracks of the West Loop 
elevated train. . . . And in this confusing period of Chicago spring, as the 
afternoon warms, windows are wrenched open to the clatter of trains, 
sprinting past. There are no video displays in this newsroom; the desks are 
glazed in grime. And reporters type, sometimes listing to the side, so as not 
to sit on the bared inner coil of a desk chair. 
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(Sound of Teletype) 
Simon: There are actual iron Teletype machines in here that slug, swipe, and slam 

out words, not squirt them quietly in inky whispers as on more contempo-
rary units. The sound, the swelter, the crunch of soot, cigar ash, and coffee 
grounds aren't intended to make employees of this organization entertain 
the idea of spending a comfortable career here. 

Royko: Most people who worked at the City News Bureau, at least in the years I 
was there, recall it the way Marines recall boot camp. 

Simon: Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist Mike Royko, who began as an editor at 
City News. .. . 

Again, look for the details that tell the larger story. If you're profiling an 
individual, it's often good to begin by scrutinizing the distinct traits of physical 
appearance, especially as they seem to bear on character or career. Here's the 
way I began an election-year profile of Timothy Hagen, the former "boss" of the 
Cuyahoga County (Cleveland, Ohio) Democratic organization: 

Music: ("Happy Days Are Here Again") 

Hagen: (into phone) Hello, is Ethel Kennedy in? Tim Hagen from Ohio. 

Simon: Something used-up and unpleasant can come into the face of someone at 
the close of a long political campaign. It's a skin-bleaching, really . . . a 
bloating of the cheeks, neck, and eye sockets . . . a swelling collar of pastry, 
glazed doughnuts, acid-sour coffee, room service hamburgers, and dulling, 
late-night drinking all swallowed in full stride between engagements. Tim 
Hagen has been campaigning, more or less full time, for 12 years. 

Hagen: Ethel? . . . How are you? . . . I don't know, did the senator call you last 
night or yesterday at all? You're scheduled to come into Toledo on Sun-
day.. .. Do you know that yet? 

The odd point about that passage is that you would still find it difficult, 
despite the metaphors and similes, to recognize Tim Hagen on the street. My de-
scription nowhere mentions the color of his hair, his eyes, his height. But this is 
one of those times that radio pictures can tell more than real pictures; in the real 
pictures, the visual details can get in the way. For the mind's eye, I hope, my 
description of Tim Hagen told the listeners more than they ever could see in an 
8-by-10 color glossy. 

Particularize. If something is large, how large? If small, is it small as a Pe-
kinese dog? Small as a child's tricycle? Small as a baby elephant, which, in turn, 
is much larger than a baby ferret? The point is to detail descriptions and actions 
not only for their narrative worth, but in the interest of precision and accuracy in 
telling a story. 
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In all your writing, however, be careful: It is possible to be excessive. Here's 
what I wrote for a piece on Quebec's then-Premier René Lévèsque: 

Simon: Amiable, animated, Napoleon-small, an incessant smoker, the ash from a 
cigarette sprinkling onto his shoulders often, as he pulls back twines of his 
concrete-gray hair horizontally across the half-crescent of his head before 
public appearances . . . René Lévèsque's last major rally of the referendum 
campaign was held this weekend in a hockey stadium in Verdun West on 
Montreal Island. He was introduced thunderously, looking fuzzy and indis-
tinct through the veil of flame-blue cigarette smoke, like an ill-tuned televi-
sion picture. The premier seemed exhausted, wan, his skin a mottled 
nicotine orange under stage light. 

"By the time you were done with him," said my editor, "I didn't know if he 
was blue or orange or what-the-hell color he was." He preferred a phrase I had 
used in describing a rancher from western Canada who had urged Premier 
Lévèsque to stay within the Canadian confederation. I said the rancher had come 
to Quebec with "his newly learnt French pinching like a pair of tight boots." "It's 
the difference," said my editor, "between the rich tapestry of an Elizabethan 
work, and the isolated beauty of an uncluttered Japanese flower arrangement." 

Use a thesaurus, and don't feel you need to keep it hidden. Using it should 
be no more a cause for embarrassment than a physician's occasionally referring 
to Gray's Anatomy. The English language, as we have noticed, is rich and subtle 
and varied; you cannot be expected to remember all of it. But having all of it 
available for your discriminating selection can make your writing stronger. 

Write the way you talk. A radio script is spoken language. This is not an 
excuse for ill-considered, sloppy language, but a conversational tone often helps 
to communicate. Therefore, use "don't" instead of "do not" except where the lat-
ter is needed for emphasis. 

Avoid the overly complex sentences and hyphenated phrasing that some-
times finds its way into newspaper writing: "Mikhail Gorbachev, the precedent-
setting Communist apparatchik-turned-reformer, today conceded his obvious 
slippage of public support in the rapidly dissolving former Soviet Union and re-
signed the presidency of a nation that no longer legally exists since the formal 
establishment of the new Confederation of Independent States by Russian Presi-
dent Boris Yeltsin and 12 other leaders of former Soviet republics." 

That summarizes the story (although I know many print editors who would 
rework that kind of newspaper prose, too). But if ears could gag, they would do 
so on such clotted phrasing. Talk that way aloud (go ahead—try it), and people 
will likely say, "Good grief, get with it!" 

Read while you write. As you write, read your words aloud to test the 
rhythm, the sense, and the ease with which you can read your words in a studio. 
I once worked at a desk just 15 feet behind a local sports reporter who bellowed 
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as he did this, chanting and barking out scores and predictions. Unfortunately, 
he had three sportscasts scheduled each day, and it was a bit like trying to write 
while seated beneath the amplifier-speaker at a commuter railroad station. A soft, 
just scarcely audible reading to yourself should suffice—and help maintain 
friendly relations with those around you. 

Get bogged down. If we tell ourselves, "I'll go back and get it right later," 
too often we never will. That's too much like leaving certain struts and braces 
out of a building until it's topped off, then trying to return and install them in a 
completed structure. To build rhythmic sentences that flow from one to the other, 
get your first draft as right as you can. Then you can return to your script to 
revise for clarity and conciseness and to smooth out rhythms. 

This was the opening of a piece we did on the 50th anniversary of Twinkies 
snack cakes: 

(Sounds of unwrapping, munching, and chewing, down for voice-over-sound.) 
Simon: There may not be a more familiar, friendlier-looking insignia of American 

life than these tiny, twin, almost-orange confections sealed into cellophane 
wrap 

Voice: (chewing) I dunno . . . Twinkies . . . 

Simon: They're sold over the counter in snack-shops, supermarkets, gas stations 
. . . in the vending machines of car washes, at cigar stands along Park Ave-
nue . . . where they teeter over copies of the Wall Street Journal and Paris-
Match. . . . They're with us always, Twinkies . . . like elevator music . . . 
sold, we're told, in the PX of Army camps in Thule, Greenland . . . plastic-
wrapped ambassadors . . . in their way . .. from the abundance of American 
life. . . 

The words are meant to strike off one another in a certain order. It is neces-
sary to have "familiar" before the phrase "friendlier-looking insignia of Ameri-
can life" to balance the sentence. "Tiny, twin, almost-orange confections sealed 
into cellophane wrap" builds from the alliteration of the two t sounds, into the 
assonance of "almost-orange," into the play of s sounds in "sealed into cello-
phane wrap." It would have been perfectly accurate, of course, to write some-
thing like "small, paired, reddish-brown baked goods wrapped in 
cellophane"—but not, I think, as interesting. 

A Final Caution 

If you begin to develop a distinctive style—a separate and identifiable voice 
in your work, which is your own—you may also begin to invite imitation, or, some-
what less welcome, parody. Or, worse, self-parody. This is the opening passage of a 
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piece we did purporting to report on the success of a scientific program re-
searching communication between homo sapiens and coho salmon: 

Simon: As the spring drifts to Warnock, Wisconsin, the winter's overlay of ice, 
like a great white goose-down quilt spread out like the robe of a thorough-
bred horse over the shoulders of Lake Michigan, begins to recede . . . and 
deep beneath the moss-colored cover of the lake, coho salmon begin to 
swirl, as the lake, slapping sloop and shore, begins again to take on life. 

That is, of course, pure crap. But to those not listening with great attention, 
it sounded plausible; it sounded, unfortunately, like me. That, of course, is dis-
tressing. It is, however, a risk worth taking. It is the easiest price to suffer for 
trying to be original. 

Scott Simon is host of NPR's WEEKEND EDMON on Saturdays. During the first two months of 1991, he 
covered the Persian Gulf War for NPR. Simon joined NPR in 1977 as chief of its Chicago Bureau. Since 
then, he has reported from 49 states, covered presidential campaigns and three wars, and reported from Cen-
tral American, Africa, India, the Middle East, and the Caribbean. Simon has received numerous honors for 
his NPR reporting including a George Foster Peabody Award for his 1989 radio essays, a Robert F. Kennedy 
Journalism Award, a CINDY Award, and a Major Armstrong Award. Simon also hosts public television series, 
including the quarterly newsmagazine American Pie. He holds a B.A. from the University of Chicago. 
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Deborah Amos 

A radio story is a shared experience between you and the listener. Prelimi-
nary research is as important as taking notes in the field, but your tape and your 
script tell the story and give this shared experience a beginning, a middle, and an 
erd. The tape and the script allow the listener to share not only your experience 
but also the experience of the people involved in the story. 

How do you turn hours and hours of tape into a finished radio story? This 
chapter will explore some of the ways to do that. There are plenty of approaches 
to producing a radio piece, almost as many ways as there are producers, but 
some techniques are common to all productions. Take what you can use, and 
invent new techniques as you go along. 

It all begins with the tape—what you record in the field or the studio. You 
can engage listeners in the story only if they can identify with the people in-
volved. Even if the story is about something, rather than someone, you must find 
a way to put a person in the story. It is that simple. Every something affects 
someone, and people must be heard talking about your subject. The more com-
plicated the story is, the more this holds true. The writer John McPhee, in his 
book The Curve of Binding Energy, made nuclear engineering understandable and 
interesting simply by telling the story of one nuclear engineer. In one scene, 
McPhee had his subject explain atom-splitting as he and McPhee were playing 
billiards. It was a concrete metaphor that worked wonderfully. Of course, the 
same scene would work in a radio story, too. 
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A Thanksgiving Goose Story 

There are many different ways to prepare a story, but there are some gen-
eral approaches that are common to all of them. To illustrate them we'll use a 
good radio technique: We'll focus on one specific assignment—a story about 
goose hunting at Thanksgiving—as a way of explaining the broader principles. 

Let's go back to the beginning of the assignment. For a Thanksgiving Day 
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED we were assigned to produce a documentary on goose 
hunting on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. Every winter nearly a million geese 
fly south to nest in the corn fields and ponds of Maryland. Thousands of hunters 
come to the area during hunting season; many take home a bird for Thanksgiv-
ing dinner. The story was to be about hunting. 

Story preparation begins on the phone. We called the local newspapers to 
find out when the season opened. One newspaper had run articles about goose 
hunting in Maryland with the names of hunters, so most of the research was 
already done for us—including leads to sources (hunters, guides, etc.). Some 
books about hunting pointed out that: 1) hunting dogs were important; 2) hunt-
ing guides were a skilled part of the hunt; and 3) a duck/goose blind would 
probably be a pretty noisy place. From this research we compiled a list of all the 
types of interviews and sounds we would like to gather for the piece. 

Before You Leave 

Before leaving on an assignment, have a few interviews set up. Work the 
phone hard before you leave, and even harder after you get to your destination. 
Ask all the people you interview for names of others you should talk to. If the 
story is controversial, ask them who their most worthy opponents are, and then 
interview the opponents. Talk to officials and professionals and shop clerks and 
parking lot attendants. Know what you must cover, and cover those subjects 
with a number of interviews. It is better to have too many than too few choices 
back at your editing station—better to be in a position to use only your best in-
terviews in the finished piece and to discard the others. Remember, if you just go 
out to fill in the blanks of a story you have already done in your mind, you 
won't have the story—not the real story. 

When you are in the field and sense the story starting to evolve, that's the 
time to trust your judgment and to follow the flow of the story. When we asked 
a couple of hunters to name their most worthy opponent, they directed us to the 
"meanest" and strictest federal game warden in all of Maryland. We called him 
for an interview. We had expected a dry discussion about the law and law en-
forcement. Instead, he talked about the personality quirks of hunters, and he 
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filled our tape with stories of agents hiding in a corn field all night to document 
hunters breaking the law. His stories were as passionate as the hunters' stories. 
We knew we would use this interview in the final production. 

We interviewed many hunters for our goose hunting story, but one man 
seemed different from most of the others. He had spent most of his life training 
hunting dogs. He talked about his animals with a warmth and sincerity that 
could be heard in his voice. When he called to his dog during the interview, the 
dog walked over to the microphone and whimpered just loud enough to be re-
corded. It was a lovely moment, and it captured the contradictions of the 
hunter—a person who loves the outdoors, nature, and animals, but who shoots 
beautiful birds out of the sky. 

We had recorded many hunters but used only this interview in the final 
story. It was a great find. The other interviews didn't go to waste, however, be-
cause each interview gave us a few more details about hunting, which we used 
as research. You can never do too many interviews, but don't be afraid to leave 
the bad ones on the editing room floor. 

Location Recording 

The principle of sound recording on location is simple: Get it all, get every-
thing, keeping in mind that you only use 10 or even 5 percent in your completed 
production. Remember that each interview has a distinct environment, and the 
listener should be able to hear that place. The sound you record on location will 
set the stage. When you are in a quiet room interviewing the mayor, record the 
sound of the room. Use that sound under your narration. When interviewing the 
local elementary school principal near a playground, record some extra sound on 
that playground. Record the playground without the principal speaking. These 
pieces of sound are called ambience beds or ambience tracks. Because no fore-
ground voices are recorded, these pieces of sound are like pictures, and they can 
be used as a source of sound mixed under your script. It places you and the 
interview in a place—the school yard, a quiet office—and it gives the listener a 
picture of where you are. 

Record long ambience tracks. Look at your watch as you record an ambience 
track: Whether 30 seconds or five minutes, record as much as you may need for a 
long script passage, and then record some more. It is often the sound you didn't 
bother to record that turns out to be the sound you really need. 

For the opening of the story about goose hunting, we needed to use a lot of 
descriptive copy to set up the premise of the story, and we wanted to bring the 
Eastern Shore of Maryland, the hunters, and the geese to the listener. Here's what 
we did: 
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The day before the hunting season opened, we set up our microphones in a 
cemetery. This cemetery serves as a bird sanctuary, and 10,000 geese were spend-
ing a quiet Sunday feeding, chattering, and flying about. We recorded more than 
two hours of "ambience." During those two hours of taping the wind blew, a car 
drove by, an airplane flew overhead, and all the geese decided to fly up in the 
air in an enormous swell of sound. 

In the editing room we located about two minutes of useable goose squawk-
ing without wind noise or cars or airplanes. We also had the lovely piece of tape 
with the sounds of birds flying up in the air. We mixed the birds with sounds of 
shotguns being loaded and of shotguns being fired. Two pictures, the hunters 
and the birds, made a third picture when mixed together—a picture of the East-
ern Shore of Maryland during goose hunting season. We had the opening of our 
story. 

During our trip to the Eastern Shore, we discovered a goose-calling contest 
at the local high school. We recorded hours of tape at the contest. We recorded 
from the stage, with the microphones close to the contestants and the announcer 
on stage. We recorded the audience applauding a winner. We recorded the audi-
torium from the back of the hall and the hubbub of a crowd of people waiting 
for the event to begin. When we got the tape back home, there were plenty of 
possibilities. After the production was finished, there was also plenty of tape on 
the editing room floor. The more angles you try in the field, the more choices you will 
have when it's time to edit the tape. 

Listening in the Field 

Listening sessions in the field are also essential. It's the only way to be really 
sure you got what you came for. Listen to all of the material on good earphones 
while you're on site. If something isn't working, record it again. Better yet, to cut 
down on technical mistakes in the field, always wear headphones when you are 
recording. Most interviewees won't feel uncomfortable when you slip on the 
headphones if you explain they are necessary to make everything sound right. In 
fact, most of the people you interview want to be as helpful as they can and 
want to sound as good as they can—they'll do it again for you if they have to. 

Finally, if you have time to listen, log the tape while you're in the field. 
Mark the good parts, and build on them for your next interview. A gap in the 
story may occur to you in the afternoon as you're listening to an early-morning 
interview. You will still have time to fill in the gap. 

Early one morning, in a duck blind with two hunters, a dog, and a hunting 
guide, we recorded a flock of geese coming toward the blind. The guide was 
calling the geese closer to the hunters, and the hunters stood and shot at the 
birds. They missed, and the birds flew away. Tension subsided in the blind. 
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Much later, in the afternoon, we were to interview the hunting guide, so we had 
time to listen to the sequence recorded that morning in the duck blind. We de-
cided it was probably going to go into the final piece and fashioned our after-
noon interview to tie in with our morning sound recordings. 

When we finished all the interviews, it was time to head home with the 
tape. Some words of caution here. There can be no excuse for not getting the tape 
back safely. A lot of time, effort, money, and emotional strain is on those tape 
reels or cassettes, so label them clearly, number them in the order they were re-
corded, put all of them into one bag, and never let go of that bag, except to have it 
hand-inspected by airport security. There is some disagreement over the relative 
safety of X-rays and audio tape, but I believe it is always best to play it safe. 

Cataloging Your Material 

Some producers like to start right in working on the story they've just re-
corded in the field. Others want time for the experience to settle. This should be 
a personal choice, but deadlines usually dictate the decision. You should try for 
at least enough time away from the tape so that the material is fresh again. 

All the material should be logged. Use a stopwatch, or the tape counter in 
your recorder, to keep running times or location references for material on the 
tape. Make detailed notes on the content and quality of each segment of tape. Put 
some kind of mark next to the notes on the tape you may want to use. Some 
producers transcribe verbatim everything that was recorded. Some producers 
write little at all. Whatever you do, in the end you will need to know what ycu 
have and where it is so you can retrieve it. When it comes time to listen, you'll 
find you have three distinct types of tape: 1) hot tape, 2) explanatory tape, and 
3) sound tape. 

Hot Tape 

Remember our hunter? All of his interview was hot tape. He told hunting 
stories, old hunter stories, and good dog stories, and it was hard choosing the 
best of the best tape for the finished story. But the best tape came by accident: 
our hunter, sitting in his chair, calling his dog. It was a moment most listeners 
can share because they can hear how it feels. 

Hot tape makes the story interesting. Hot tape grabs your ear. It can be emo-
tional—a strong statement spoken with energy and feeling—or, like the hunter 
and his dog, sensitive. Hot tape sounds like people are involved with the story. 
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When looking for hot tape, forget editorial aspects for a moment. What 
you're listening for are statements made interestingly, with humor, with passion, 
with pathos. This is not to say that every good radio piece has to contain tape of 
people crying. Emotion is easy to use and can be just a quick and cheap way to 
tell a story. Hot tape answers the question, "How did it feel?"—without asking 
the question itself, which often can be demeaning. 

There are many ways to get the answer. You will hear it after the premise, 
especially if you have asked people to tell you stories that explain the premise. 
You will hear it if you have asked them to tell you the best story they've ever 
heard that explains why such and such is so. Always keep in mind that the pre-
mise can usually be written better and more concisely than it can be done extem-
poraneously on tape. 

Explanatory Tape 

Explanatory tape is a close cousin of, but not the same as, hot tape. It is tape 
on which a person explains the premise of the story, what the situation is, what 
the situation means, or gives an opinion about the issue. Explanatory tape is 
needed to present the premise in someone else's voice. For explanatory tape to 
work, the premises must be stated in complete thoughts—sentences that are com-
plete and do not need lots of script to explain or string together. Sometimes, en-
tire features can be put together with just the people involved in the story, and 
without use of a reporter/narrator. (It's much easier to do this with features than 
with news reports, and, as Scott Simon points out in Chapter 9, it carries some 
risks.) 

The explanatory tape in the goose hunting piece came from the federal game 
warden. He told us the laws a hunter must obey, the number of geese a hunter 
may legally kill, and the kind of work a game warden does. 

Sound Tape 

Sound tape is the ambience bed. When listening to this kind of tape, it's 
important to have a stopwatch and to make careful notes about what sort of 
sound you have. You must know what ambience beds you need and how long 
they must run. If they are too short, you'll have to budget production time to 
double, triple, or infinitely loop the sound. (See Chapter 14, "Studio Produc-
tion.") 

Listen for the quality of the ambience material. Sometimes authentic ambi-
ence will not work behind your interview because it is acoustically too dense or 
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too thin. For example, you wouldn't use an alarm bell under a narrator. Some 
sounds are just too heavy to use as voice-over ambience. A woman's voice will 
not sound right if placed over ambience of other women talking in the back-
ground; the frequencies will compete, and the ear will become confused. 

We recorded many hours of ambience tape for our goose hunting produc-
tion: geese at a sanctuary; the street ambience of downtown Easton, Maryland, 
during the annual Water Fowl Festival; a goose-calling contest; a hotel lobby with 
hunters milling around at 4 a.m.; a small ferry carrying cars full of hunters; a 
restaurant kitchen where wild goose was being prepared; the CB radio in the 
game warden's office. We gathered a lot and used very little, choosing only the 
very best sound tape and matching it with the best interviews. 

It may help to think in cinematic terms. Take notes of your full-up (or fore-
ground) sounds: A train whistle, a loud dog bark, a car door slam, a gun shot are 
like close-ups in film. They convey single images, and the listener must be able to 
recognize them without being able to see the image and without narration to de-
scribe it. You can use these sounds to make transitions or to end scenes. You 
should also note full-up sounds that can possibly be used as ambience beds. 

Don't forget that once you have recorded something in a long shot, from a 
distance, you can't expect to be able to use it up front in the mix. It just won't be 
strong enough. But if you record as close as you can, it's then easy to place the 
sound in front. Occasionally, close-up sound can be mixed up in the background, 
using echo, equalization, and level reduction to simulate a background. 

Our full-up sound in the goose piece included a goose-calling contestant 
practicing in a hallway, a telephone conversation between a hunter and a guide, 
a clock in a hotel lobby striking 4 a.m., a hotel clerk making wake-up calls to 
sleepy hunters, a crackling fire, a series of shotgun shots, a gun reloading, a con-
versation among hunters, a truck door slamming followed by the hunters driving 
away on their way to the blind, and a hunting dog sniffing at our microphone. 

You should devise your own system for keeping records of what tapes 
you've brought back. The system should be keyed to plans for including the tape 
in the production. Repeated listening and note-taking will make you familiar 
with the material so that ideas for structure, and especially for links and transi-
tions, will start to come into your mind—even in your sleep. Let it work for you: 
Find a quiet moment, and juggle the material around in your head. A natural 
starting point will become clear. Eventually, the ending will become obvious as 
well. When stuck for a beginning, ask yourself, What is the best piece of tape I 
have from the field? Put it first. Try to grab the listener right at the beginning, 
and structure the piece from there. (This doesn't always work, of course. News 
pieces, for example, are structured by the logical pattern of information.) 

During this process of reviewing your raw tape, you should check your 
notes and research material because you are into the difficult phase of deciding 
how much weight to give a piece of tape, a sound, a fact you've learned. This is 
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the time to put a lot of tape on the editing room floor. If it doesn't fit, if it's not 
important, if it takes away from the main points of the story, don't use it. 

There is always the danger of emotional involvement in the story, of liking a 
piece of tape too much. You may really think it is super material, needing just 
some editing and an introduction and a little script at the end to sum it all up. 
But you may really need to let go of it for the sake of the overall story. 

Outline Structure 

One of those people who weighs such things once said, "There are no good 
stories, just good ways to tell stories." But how are you going to do it? You have 
now separated your tape into three categories, picked the best interviews, and 
stored everything else on an outtake reel. You now face a radio jigsaw puzzle. 

One way to start is at the end. Find, in your tape or notes or research, an 
ending. In radio, the last thing is often the most important, because it sticks with 
the listener. It's the stopping point, the "and so," the summation, the element 
that pulls everything together. But make your ending a good one, not one that 
starts "And so, as the sun sinks slowly in the west, the issue is still undecided, and only 
time will tell. . . ." And if you have to restate what has been told in the rest of the 
report, then something is drastically wrong. At the end of our goose hunting 
piece, we used the sound of the killing of a goose. 

Now back to the start. A simple way to structure production was developed 
at the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) as a means of training print 
journalists to be radio producers in a hurry: Structure a piece in three-element sec-
tions—sound, script, interview. The first element, the sound, is always a full-up 
sound—a school bell, for example. The second element, the script, read over the 
ambience (such as the fading school bell or a schoolyard), is the issue of contro-
versy. And the third element, the interview, would be the teacher, explaining 
why it's necessary to hit the kids when they won't pay attention. 

It is possible to put together long news features using no other structure 
than this simple, three-element device. And, if you have to work very fast, not 
having to think about the structure can help a lot. Just do those three elements at 
a parent's home, and then do another three outside on the playground talking to 
the kids. It's a formula, but one that works if it's not overused. 

Perhaps the CBC style is not your style, but do you have a style? Just when 
you figure out how to do a piece one way, you should be trying to figure out 
another way and then another. Keep on trying until you have a repertoire, a trick 
bag you can choose from to fit the material. Remember: Content always determines 
structure and style. 

The best way, I think, to study structure for radio is to study other media. The 
opening and closing scenes of movies translate wonderfully into audio devices. 
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Short story scene-setting tricks can come from television commercials. These are 
often made by good people working in other media who are doing (every day 
and very well) exactly what you're trying to do in your radio story. Tell the story; 
tell it right. But make it interesting, moving, and memorable. 

When the story's done, edited, written, and almost finished, put it away for 
a while if you can. Go read a book or see a movie, or work on another project. 
And then, without listening to the tape again or reading the script over, go over 

it with your editor. 
This is your first chance to test the material on a listener. Read the script 

and play the tape cuts in your final production. You know the story well, but 
your editor, like a radio listener, is hearing the story for the first time. Talk about 
the piece. Does it explain the story? Is the tape interesting? What is missing? Is 
anything unclear? Is the presentation too long or without details? Your editor's 
first impressions are important. Use those first reactions to clarify the story. 

Putting It All Together 

The goose hunting story was assembled as a series of scenes. We began by 
stating the premise of the story: Every year thousands of geese come to the East-
ern Shore of Maryland from Canada. Thousands of hunters come to the Eastern 
Shore every hunting season to walk in the woods, sit in a cold, dank duck blind 
all day, and test their skill in bringing home a goose. Next we presented the high 
school goose-calling contest. It explained that goose calling is an art in that part 

of the country. 
We then used the interview with the hunter to explain why dogs are impor-

tant to the process. Our hunter also gave a little insight into the character of the 
hunters, the locals, and the outsiders. Then it was on to the lobby of a local hotel 
as the hunter and his buddies gathered at 4 a.m., talking about the geese and the 
day's hunt. Next, the game warden revealed more about the character of the 
hunters and the conflict with managing natural resources. 

The last scene took place in the duck blind with the hunters, a hunting 
guide, a dog, a couple of dead geese, and a beautiful morning sky. We used the 
sound of shooting and an interview with the guide. 

The production was a team effort. Noah Adams prepared the script and nar-
rated the piece, Flawn Williams recorded the sound in the field and mixed the 
tape in the final production, and I cut and structured the piece. 

You are at the end of the process. You have structured your piece, cut it, 
mixed it, written and recorded a script, and had the piece edited. You're ready to 

put it on the air. 
Listen to the way it sounds on the radio. It's always different from the way 

it sounds in the studio. If someone liked it, ask what was wrong, what could 
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have been done better. There are usually methods for improving even a very 
good story. 

The final test should only come two or three months later. Get the tape out 
and listen—you'll probably like what you hear. 

Deborah Amos is based at NPR's London Bureau. She covered the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and the Gulf 
War and often works as NPR's Middle East correspondent. Since joining NPR in 1977, Amos has reported 
from Poland, Afghanistan, Lebanon, Israel, China, and many other countries. She also has worked as a docu-
mentary producer and as director and producer of weekend ALL THINGS CONSIDERED. She has received nu-
merous awards for her work, including the International Prix Italia, the Alfred I. duPont-Columbia 
University Award, and the Women, Men, and Media "Breakthrough Award" for her coverage of the Gulf War. In 
1991-1992, she was a Neiman Fellow at Harvard University. Her book on the Gulf War, Lines in the Sand: 
Desert Storm and the Remaking of the Arab World, was published by Simon & Shuster in May 1992. 
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Field Recording: 

Equipment 
Flown Williams 

Technical advances in portable tape recorders over the past decade have 
made it much easier to get good field recordings. But field recording is still in-
herently less predictable than studio recording. It requires that you pay attention 
to where you're recording, how you're recording, and what your listeners will hear 
from the tapes you make. 

This chapter and the next one will describe a kit of basic equipment for field 
recording, how to operate it to your best advantage, how to analyze the acousti-
cal environment you're recording in, and how to spot problems and know how 
to deal with them. The kit consists of a portable tape recorder, one or more mi-
crophones, and some helpful accessories and supplies. The kit should be small 
enough to fit into a briefcase or shoulder bag, to keep you truly portable. 

Because most news reporting is monaural, we will concentrate on basic 
mono tape recording techniques for the reporter or producer. Stereo recording 
adds complexities best saved for another day. 

Portable Tape Recorders 

What's a portable tape recorder? For the purpose of your work, it is one that 
weighs less than five pounds, can operate on battery power, and can record and 
play back sound on tape with good fidelity. 
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Some portable tape recorders use open-reel (reel-to-reel) tape, while others 
use cassettes. Recording on open-reel tape has some advantages: its wider tape 
and faster recording speeds offer better fidelity, and you can edit the original 
tapes on studio machines. In contrast, field recordings made on cassettes must be 
dubbed—that is, transferred in the studio to open-reel tape before editing. 

Digital audio tape (DAT) cassette recorders can make even better field re-
cordings, although with these machines, as with standard audio cassette re-
corders, you'll still need to transfer material to open-reel before splice-editing is 
possible. 

But for the radio producer on a budget, standard analog cassettes are prob-
ably the way to go. They make satisfactory recordings. Analog cassette recorders 
are lighter than open-reel recorders. And they are easier to operate, cheaper, and 
use less power than open-reel and DAT. So we will concentrate on helping you 
get good field recordings with a portable cassette recorder. Most of what is said 
here, however, should still be applicable if you use a portable open-reel or DAT 
recorder. 

Basic Features of Portable Cassette Recorders 

Although the exact operating details will vary from machine to machine, al-
most all portable cassette recorders share some basic features: 

• A PLAY button, a mechanically interlocking button for playing the cassette 
(you can't press PLAY and STOP or a fast-motion button at the same time). 

• Another mechanically interlocked button marked RECORD for recording on 
the cassette (often you have to engage both the RECORD and PLAY buttons). 

• Buttons for fast-winding the tape back toward the beginning (REWIND, some-
times marked REVIEW) or toward the end (FAST FORWARD, sometimes 
marked CUE). 

• A PAUSE button or switch for interrupting the tape motion momentarily while 
recording or playing. 

• A digital counter or aid in locating particular sections of the tape (not a 
minutes-seconds readout, just a relative numerical reference). 

• The ability to use disposable batteries, and also (often with optional accessories) 
house power, rechargeable Nicad (nickel-cadmium) batteries, or the electrical 
system in a car or a boat. 

• A jack to plug in an earphone to monitor what's going on during recording or 
playback. 
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• Volume and tone controls to adjust the loudness and crispness of the sound dur-
ing playback. 

• A small loudspeaker for field playback (not found on most smaller cassette 

recorders). 

Not all portable cassette machines offer adequate recording quality or the 
necessary features to make tapes for broadcast work. You can expect to pay $200 
or more for a decent broadcast-quality portable cassette recorder. And what will 
you get that's different from an inadequate machine? Here are some features to 
look for. 

There should be a jack (typically marked MIC or MIKE IN) for connecting a 
separate microphone to the cassette recorder. Some recorders only permit record-
ing with a built-in microphone. This might be acceptable for transcribing meet-
ings, but it is not good enough for broadcast. We'll describe later what types of 
microphones you should use, but make sure at this point that your recorder has 
a jack for a microphone. 

There must be some means of controlling the volume level of what is being 
recorded. If the recording is made at too low a volume level, the noise of the tape 
(hiss) will be objectionably loud compared with the recorded sound. If the re-
cording is made at too high a level, the louder sounds will be distorted and un-
usable for broadcast. In portable cassette recorders, there are three methods for 
controlling recording level: 

• Automatic Level Control (ALC) monitors what's coming in from the micro-
phone or other sound sources and automatically adjusts itself up or down to 
ensure a safe average recording level. This is a good system for avoiding dis-
tortion and noise when you can't pay much attention to the recorder during 
recording. But there's a drawback: The resulting sound isn't as "natural" as 
with other techniques. The background sounds are constantly getting louder or 
softer in response to the nearer, louder sound. This constant variation also 
makes tapes recorded with ALC harder to edit unobtrusively. (On some ma-
chines this function is called automatic gain control, AGC.) 

• Manual Level Control, found on better portable cassette recorders, leaves the 
control of recording level up to you. The recorder provides a meter to show 
how loud the sound being recorded on the tape is. Your job is to set the record 
level knob at the proper position so that the loudest sounds you're recording 
move the needle on the meter to its highest recommended position, and no 
farther. Some adjustment of the record level knob during recording may be 
necessary, but if you can find a good setting and leave it set for the duration of 
the recording, the resulting tape should sound more "natural" than one re-
corded with ALC. 
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• Manual Level Control with Limiter is available on some of the better re-
corders. This offers sonic advantages of manual control, with an added protec-
tive feature. The limiter senses any sounds that would be loud enough to 
distort the recording at the record level you've set, and it lowers the recording 
level very briefly, just long enough to prevent distortion. 

The most useful recorders for broadcast field recording offer a selection of 
level control options. You can choose ALC for situations in which you have to be 
away from the recorder and can't monitor what's being recorded, but when 
you're able to monitor, you can make better recordings using the manual or man-
ual-plus-limiter feature. 

Other Convenient Features of Portable Cassette Recorders 

Some portable cassette recorders offer other features, like these, that are use-
ful for making field recordings: 

• Automatic Shutoff or End-of-Tape Alarm. This lets you know when you've 
run out of recording tape. Some recorders even warn you a few minutes before 
you run out of tape. 

• Variable Playback Speed (Varispeed) can save some crucial recordings. If you 
record something when your recorder's batteries are weak, the tape may run at 
slower-than-usual speed during the recording. Played back later with normal 
power or good batteries, the tape will run at normal speed, and the recording 
will sound faster and higher-pitched than it should. With Varispeed, you can 
slow down the playback speed to match the errant recording speed and trans-
fer the recording to another tape at proper speed. Varispeed is also invaluable 
for saving time by speeding up tapes while playing them back. 

• Cue and Review are features that let you listen to what's on the tape during 
fast-forward and rewind, respectively; this helps locate a particular section of 
tape quickly. 

• Off-Tape Monitoring lets you listen to the sound you're recording a fraction of 
a second after it gets recorded on tape. With an ordinary cassette recorder, the 
sound may seem fine during recording, but if there's some problem with the 
recording process or with the tape itself, you may not know it until you replay 
the tape. If your cassette recorder has off-tape monitoring, you can listen to 
what's actually recorded on the tape, while the recording is going on. "Three 
head" machines have this feature. 

• Noise Reduction, such as Dolby or dbx, is helpful in making recordings with 
less of that objectionable tape hiss. Typically, noise reduction is available only 
on stereo cassette recorders. These machines can, however, be used for monaural 
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recording too. Some are equipped with a stereo/mono switch that places one 
microphone input on both channels. Remember that to get good natural sound 
and less noise, the noise reduction must be turned on during both recording 
and playback. 

• Ability to Use Higher Quality Cassette Tapes. If you've been shopping for cas-
settes, you've already run into a wide range of different types of tape. Greatly 
improved recordings can be made on premium tapes, but only if your cassette 
recorder is capable of recording properly on them. Check your recorder to see 
whether it has selector switches for different tape bias or EQ settings. (These 
are explained in greater detail in the next section.) 

Decent quality portable mono cassette recorders with most or all of the 
above features are available for $200 to $300. And for those seeking excellent per-
formance from cassettes, higher quality stereo units are available for $300 to $800. 
By comparison, a portable open-reel tape recorder might cost from $2,000 to 
more than $8,000, and portable DAT decks run from $700 to $10,000.* 

Once you have acquired a portable cassette recorder, read the instruction 
manual carefully. Follow the step-by-step directions for inserting a cassette, for 
playback and recording of tapes, and for checking battery strength. You should 
be familiar enough with the "feel" of the recorder to operate its mechanical con-
trols without looking at them. 

Cassette Tapes 

The "Compact Cassette" was developed by Philips Electronics in the 1960s. 
Its case measures 2.5 inches by 4.0 inches and is 0.5 inches thick; it uses tape that 
is .150 inches wide, commonly referred to as 150 mil tape. (More recently, an 
even smaller analog cassette, called a "micro-cassette," has been introduced for 
dictation and note-taking use. Generally, recorders using these smaller cassettes 
do not make broadcast-quality recordings and should be avoided.) 

The plastic housing encloses two spools. The one on the left is the feed 
spool, and the one on the right is the take-up spool. When you begin recording 
on a cassette, the tape should be on the feed spool. As recording progresses, the 
tape unwinds from the feed spool and passes by a series of open slots in one of 
the long sides of the cassette (see Figure 11.1). First, the tape passes over the 
erase head of the cassette recorder (where any previously recorded information 
on the tape is obliterated), then over the record and playback heads (which are 

*These are 1992 prices. The price of DAT machines will probably go down as their numbers increase. 
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often a single head). The tape then passes between a metal rotating drive-shaft of 
the cassette recorder called the capstan and a rubber roller called the pinch roller. 
When the tape is pressed against the capstan by the pinch roller, it is propelled 
at a constant speed. The tape then winds onto the take-up spool. 

When all the tape has been shuttled from the feed spool to the take-up 
spool, the cassette can be ejected from the recorder, flipped over, and reinserted 
with the other side of the cassette facing up. Now the tape is once again on the 
left-hand spool, and recordings can be made on the other half of the tape 
(referred to as a "side" of the tape, even though sides are recorded on the upper 
and lower halves of the same surface). 

If you've made a recording on Side A of the cassette that you want to pro-
tect against accidental erasure, find the small plastic tab on the back edge of the 
cassette, on the feed-reel, or left side (as viewed from Side A). Breaking out this 
tab will prevent the cassette recorder from being put into record mode when that 
side of the cassette is loaded into the recorder. If, later, you want to record new 
material on Side A of that cassette, place a piece of adhesive tape over the open 
slot where the tab was; the cassette should now record properly. The same proce-
dure applies to the B side. 

There is, on most cassettes, a small scale of dots or lines marked 0-100 just 
beneath the clear plastic central window. This is a rough scale for locating posi-
tions on the cassette, and is not a reference to minutes or any other accurate esti-
mate of time or tape length remaining. 

Cassettes vary in the type and quality of tape they use, duration of record-
ing time, type of housing, and quality of construction. What's best for your pur-
poses? Here's a guide to some of the variables. 

Tape Types 

There are three different types of tape currently being manufactured: Naturally, 
they are called Types I, II, and IV. (Type III, ferrichrome, didn't have enough advan-
tages of its own and eventually was dropped by the tape manufacturers.) 

To achieve good recording results, each type of tape must be used with a 
recorder that is capable of handling it properly. Most portable cassette recorders 
are only capable of handling Type I tapes, but many of the better recorders have 
switches or automatic sensors to select the proper recording characteristics for 
Type I, Type II, or Type IV tapes. 

Type I: Referred to as normal or standard, also as low noise or high output tape. 
Requires normal bias (see below) and normal (120-microsecond) equalization 
(EQ) (see below). Uses ferric oxide particles. 

Type II: Often referred to as chrome type, since most tapes in this category are 
made with chromium dioxide (Cr02) particles. Requires high bias and 70-
microsecond equalization. 
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Figure 11.1. The Anatomy of a Standard Phillips-Type Compact Cassette. 

Type IV: The newest, called metal, requires yet another combination of bias and 
EQ, and higher-than-normal recording power, which only the most expen-
sive machines can provide. Uses particles of pure metal instead of oxides. 
The higher recording power also consumes batteries faster than recording on 
Type I or II tape. 

Bias refers to a high-frequency signal added to the sound during recording 
to make the magnetic patterns flow more smoothly onto the tape. Equalization, 
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or EQ, refers to an electronic manipulation of the sound, which must be done in 
both recording and playback functions. Each of the three types of tape requires 
different bias and equalization settings. 

If your cassette recorder does not have a switch for using different types of 
tape, you will have to use Type I tapes. But if it does have a switch, you can 
substantially improve the quality of your recordings by using one of the Type II 
or Type IV tapes. Although Type II tapes cost more than Type I tapes, the difference 
in quality is worth it. Remember, too, that you can reuse cassettes many times, so 
the cost-per-use of good tape isn't much more than that of mediocre tape. 

Tape Lengths 

Cassettes have a standard labeling system for length. The number is twice 
the recording time available on one side of the cassette. The most common are 
C-60 (30 minutes per side) and C-90 (45 minutes per side); other common lengths 
are C-30, C-46, C-100, and C-120. 

It's hard to pack so much recording time into such a small package. To get 
their extra recording time, the C-90, C-100, and C-120 cassettes use thinner tape 
than the other cassettes. While results are usually good with cassettes up through 
C-90, cassettes as long as the C-120 are more prone to jamming, tape tangling, 
dropouts, and other mechanical problems. Avoid them. 

Cassette Shell Construction 

Some cassettes are held together with five small screws, while others are 
welded together. This isn't all that important—until your tape breaks or tangles 
and you need to get inside the cassette to repair or retrieve the tape. You'll find 
the job to be much easier with the screw-type shells. Screw shells are also an 
indication of better overall construction quality. 

Cassette Quality 

For use with most portable recorders, the best type of tape may not be 
necessary, but you should still stick with the better name-brands. Each makes 
tape of all types. The local drug store ads are always offering cassettes at ridicu-
lously low prices, but you can be sure that the quality is just as ridiculously low. 
High-quality, name-brand cassettes don't cost much more, when you weigh the 
increase in sound fidelity and the decrease in heartache. 
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Tips on Using and Storing Cassettes 

• Avoid recording on the first 30 seconds or the last 30 seconds of each side of a 
cassette. These areas are the most likely to have wrinkles or other problems in 
the tape surface, which cause momentary dropouts in the sound. 

• Erase old recordings that are no longer needed before reusing the cassette. You 
can do this with an accessory called a bulk eraser (also known as a de-
gausser), or by running the cassette through the recorder set in the "record" 
mode, but with no sound being fed in. Either way, erasing tapes helps avoid a 
lot of confusion when you begin a new recording. 

• Store cassettes in a cool, dry location when possible. Cars are not a good 
place to keep cassettes because of heat, vibration, and dirt. 

• Don't try to splice cassette tapes, except in a dire emergency to repair a broken 
tape. When you need to edit the material you recorded on a cassette, transfer it 
to an open-reel tape. (See Chapter 14, "Studio Production.") 

Microphones 

The microphone is one of the most critical components of your portable re-
cording system. You may have to go to a bit of trouble to get a good profes-
sional-quality microphone to use with a cassette recorder, but the better 
recordings you get will justify the trouble. 

What's a microphone? It's a transducer, a device that changes mechanical 
vibrations (sound) into electrical signals (or vice-versa, as with loudspeakers). In 
this sense, the microphone acts just like your ear, which translates the mechanical 
energy in sound waves into electrical impulses that your brain can understand. Like 
your ear, the microphone can pick up nearby sounds and more distant ones as well. 

Many different microphones are available. Some are useful in a variety of 
situations; others have specialized uses. They can be divided several different 
ways: by pickup pattern, by transducer type, by impedance, and by special features. 

Microphone Pickup Patterns 

The pickup pattern of a microphone describes the direction in which the 
microphone is most sensitive to sound. Some microphones are equally sensitive 
to sounds from all directions; these are referred to as omnidirectional micro-
phones. If you drew a picture of an omnidirectional microphone's sensitivity, 
you'd see something like Figure 11.2A, roughly spherical. 

Another popular microphone pickup pattern is unidirectional. Mikes with 
this characteristic are most sensitive to sounds coming from the front and sides, 
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obscures the sound you're trying to record. Dynamic mikes are better than 
condenser mikes for outdoor recordings where wind is likely to be encoun-
tered. Omnidirectional mikes are less sensitive to wind and blast than cardioid 
mikes. In addition, some mikes are built with metal mesh or plastic foam 
screens to help break up wind. For extreme situations, you can get an extra 
foam wind screen to slip over the mike. 

• Handling and contact noise. Moving your hand around on a microphone, or 
placing the mike on a surface where it can pick up vibrations or concussive 
sounds, will cause noise. Both dynamic and condenser mikes share this prob-
lem; it is a little less severe with an omnidirectional mike than with a cardioid. 
Some microphones are built specially to minimize this problem. Their pickup 
elements are shock-mounted within the microphone casing. 

• Recording in a noisy environment. In this situation, the cardioid mike can give 
you much better results than the omnidirectional. By pointing a cardioid mi-
crophone at someone who is speaking in a noisy room and getting to within a 
foot or so of the speaker's mouth, you can get more direct sound from the 
speaker and less of the general room noise. To get the same ratio of direct-to-
background sound with an omni mike, your mike would have to be within a 
few inches of the speaker's mouth, which might be close enough to make the 
speaker uncomfortable. It is the cardioid microphone pattern, not its type (dy-
namic or condenser), that makes it more suitable in noisy environments. 

So far, we've presented a mixed case for choosing an omnidirectional or car-
dioid mike for your field recording kit, and a fairly strong case for choosing a 
dynamic mike over a condenser mike. Condenser mikes, in general, have greater 
sound fidelity than dynamic mikes, and better high-frequency response, but they 
are more difficult to use in the field. If you are limited to acquiring one or two 
mikes for field recording, get dynamics. As to the choice of omni or cardioid, 
both are useful. If your budget can handle it, you should get one of each. But if 
you're restricted to one microphone, the omni is the safer, more versatile choice. 

Other Characteristics of Microphones 

There are still some details to know about your prospective microphone. 
One is its impedance, a measure of its electrical "resistance" that must roughly 
match that of the tape recorder input. Most microphones you'll come in contact 

with are low impedance or LO-Z mikes; typical values you'll see range from 50 
to 500 ohms. But there are some mikes that are high impedance, or HI-Z, which 
have values from 10,000 to 50,000 ohms. These will not function properly with 
most cassette recorders, so you should avoid them. 
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Another factor is whether a microphone's output (the signal it is producing) 
is balanced or unbalanced. Most professional microphones are capable of operat-
ing in either a balanced or unbalanced mode; this has to do with how the mike is 
internally wired and externally connected to the tape recorder, not with how the 
mike responds to gravity. Most portable cassette recorders' microphone input 
jacks require unbalanced signals. Figure 11.4 shows how to connect a balanced-
output mike to the unbalanced-mike input jack of a cassette recorder. 

The last characteristic we'll examine is the type of support a microphone re-
quires. The most versatile mikes are designed to be hand-held, or attached to a 
stand or other support with an accessory clamp. Some mikes are so large and 
awkward, or susceptible to handling noise, that they should be used only when 
attached to a stand. And some specialized mikes are designed to be attached to the 
person whose voice you're recording: 1) lavalier mikes hang by a strap around the 
speaker's neck, dangling at chest level; 2) tie-tack mikes can be clamped onto a tie 
or other clothing. These mikes are usually omnidirectional and can give quite good 
results when used as designed, but they are not versatile enough for other field 
recording needs. Lavalier mikes are familiar to viewers of TV newscasts, where 
they are valued for their unobtrusive visual characteristics. However, to get a 
good intimate recording for radio, you'll do better with a hand-held mike. 

It's possible to make almost any of the microphone types discussed in this 
chapter into a "wireless mike" or "radio mike." In essence-, the mike is attached 
to a small, battery-operated radio transmitter; then a special radio receiver can 
pick up that signal, and you can feed the received audio into your recorder. 

This equipment is very popular in TV and film work, where it's helpful not 
to have a cable tether connecting the mike to the camera/recorder, or where 
keeping the mike invisible is a high priority. But even the best quality wireless 
mikes add noise and distortion to the sound, and if they are not carefully used 
and monitored, they can cause complete loss of sound. For most radio reporting 
needs, avoid wireless mikes. 

The Importance of Using Quality Microphones 

When you get a cassette recorder, it often comes equipped with a small, 
built-in condenser mike, for which the manufacturer often makes great claims. Or 
a separate condenser mike may be offered as an optional accessory, for which 
even greater claims are made. But for the exacting requirements of broadcast re-
cording, most of these microphones are inadequate. Your field recording system 
requires a rugged, versatile, dependable microphone, and those qualities don't 
come cheap. Professional microphones offer: 

• Good sound quality, with sensitivity to a wide range of sounds from low bass 
to high treble. This is called "good frequency response." Response should be 
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both wide (covering almost the entire audio range, 50-15,000 Hz) and flat 
(without much variation through the range of frequencies). 

• Ruggedness, in order to take the punishment of field work. Most professional 
mikes are made from die-cast aluminum or other metals, not from plastic. 

• Protection from some of the problems of wind, blast, concussive noises, and 
distortion. Most good mikes will have enough protective screening built in to 
protect against plosives, although they probably will need an additional foam 
wind screen for outdoor work. 

• Versatility, the ability to put them where you need them and to record what you 
want your listeners to hear. A versatile mike can be hand-held, placed on a table 
stand or floor stand, attached with a clamp to other objects, hung in midair— 
wherever you judge to be a good listening perspective. This also may involve the 
use of long extension cables so the mike can be placed at a distance from the 
cassette recorder. A professional low impedance mike is best for this purpose. 

Connecting the Microphone to the Cassette Recorder 

Most professional microphones sold in the United States do not have a per-
manently attached cable to connect the mike to the equipment with which it is 
being used—a tape recorder, a mixer, or an amplifier. Instead, the mikes use a 
particular type of built-in jack, which has three pins arranged in a triangular pat-
tern and surrounded by a metal collar. The corresponding plug on the cable, 
which "mates" with this jack, has three holes in the same triangular pattern. The 
plugs and jacks are called XLR connectors. They're also sometimes referred to as 
Cannon connectors, referring to the original manufacturer, but many companies 
currently produce plugs and jacks that are compatible with the Cannon XLR 

series (see Figure 11.3A). Plugs or jacks that have protruding pins are called XLR 
male; plugs or jacks with holes are called XLR female. XLR plugs and jacks are 
sturdy and safe. When connected together, they lock with a spring latch, so that 
it takes positive action to disconnect them. They are also suited for carrying bal-
anced connections (which require three wires, including a ground/shield wire), 
or unbalanced connections (which require only two wires). 

Unfortunately, no cassette recorder under $300 has a corresponding mike-input 
jack of the XLR type. Most cassette recorders' mike-input jacks are of the type that 
accept only "mini" or quarter-inch phone plugs (see Figure 11.3B and 11.3C). 

To compound the problem, few stores carry the adapter cables you'll need. 
The manufacturer of the microphone will generally include a cable with the 
proper XLR plug on one end and bare wires on the other. Once you know what 
type of mike-input jack your cassette recorder has, you'll need to purchase an 
appropriate plug to attach to the bare-wire end of the cable. This requires solder-
ing the bare wires onto the terminals inside the plug. If you don't have the 
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Figure 11.3. Plugs Commonly Used in Connecting the Microphone to the Cassette 
Recorder. (a) XLR or "Cannon" Connection. (b) Mini Plug. (c) Quarter-inch Mono Phone 
Plug. 

proper tools for this job, or don't want to attempt it, you can ask an audio repair 
shop, broadcast maintenance engineer, or radio hobbyist to make one—plus a 
spare—for you. (See Figure 11.4 for the details of wiring the cable.) Often the 
adapter cable is made from scratch using a retractable "coily cord" with the ap-
propriate connectors attached to each end. Once you have this adapter cable, your 
life will be much easier. If you need to move the microphone farther away from the 
cassette recorder than the adapter cable can reach, you can use additional cables 
with XLR plugs on both ends between the microphone and your adapter cable to 
extend the cable run as needed. These cables are readily available. 
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Using More Than One Microphone 

You can record some events better if you use more than one microphone. 
But the typical monaural portable cassette recorder has only one microphone 
input jack. It is physically possible to construct a cable that can connect two mi-
crophones to one input jack; it looks like a "Y" and is called a Y-adapter. This 
technique has many disadvantages. It alters the sound quality of both micro-
phones. It doesn't give you a separate record level for each microphone. And it's 
prone to pick up buzzes and other spurious noises. 

A better idea, if you need to use two microphones, is to get a mixer. There 
are a wide variety of mixers available, from the small, simple kind, which can 
mix two to four mikes, to the semi-portable ones, which can mix 20 or 30 mikes. 
Basically, they all perform the same function. You connect the mikes you want to 
use to the mixer and adjust a separate level control on the mixer for each mike. 
The mixer then combines all the mikes into one signal that you can connect to 
the auxiliary or line input of your cassette recorder. 

Another way to record two mikes on one cassette recorder is to use a stereo 
cassette recorder. The stereo recorder will have a separate mike input jack for 
each of the two channels. You can connect one mike to each jack and record 
them on separate channels. Later, when you get back to the studio, you can mix 
the two channels of the stereo cassette down to one monaural sound. This gives 
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Figure 11 À. Wiring for Cable Connecting Mike and Cassette Recorder. (a) XLR female 
plug connected to mini plug or quarter-inch plug using single-conductor shielded cable. 
(b) Same plugs connected using two-conductor shielded cable. 
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you the additional flexibility of being able to vary the relative levels of the two 
mikes in the studio after the event, instead of worrying about getting an exact 
sound balance between the mikes while recording. There is one drawback to this 
method. The tape noise on the two channels of the recorded cassette will add 
together when the two channels are combined to make the monaural mix. 

Storing and Transporting Microphones 

Even rugged professional microphones will last longer and make better re-
cordings if you take proper care of them. Keep mikes away from extreme heat, 
humidity, smoke, dust, and especially iron filings (remember, there's a magnet in 
every dynamic mike). Whenever you don't need to have the mike handy and 
connected, put it away—in the box supplied by the manufacturer, in an old sock, 
a pouch, or some other protected place. If you're carrying a briefcase or shoulder 
bag for accessories and supplies, set aside a protected corner for your microphone. 

Accessories for the Recording System 

The following items will help you make better use of your cassette recorder 
and microphone(s) when you're in the field: 

Accessories for the Microphone 

• The all-important adapter cable to connect the mike to the recorder. Don't forget 
to make and carry a spare adapter cable. 

• A desk stand, which is a small support for the microphone. It's good for record-
ing someone sitting at a table. Some look like small tripods, while others have 
a wide base and small pole. 

• The stand adapter clip supplied with the mike by the manufacturer lets you at-
tach a mike to a desk stand or other support. 

• A clamp is used to attach the microphone to a podium or other upright sup-
port. Some excellent clamps are made for supporting cameras (one is marketed 
by Rowi), and can be adapted to support a microphone. 

• A gooseneck can be used to extend the height of the desk stand or clamp. It's a 
flexible metal tube, generally six to 18 inches long. 

• Extra plastic foam windscreens will protect against wind noise or vocal blast. 

• A floor stand and boom arm won't fit into the standard briefcase kit, but they 
can come in handy for recording situations where you don't want to have to 
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hold a microphone for a long time. Also, a mike on a stand placed close to 
someone is not as disturbing as a mike held close by someone. The inanimate 
stand doesn't violate personal space the way an arm does. 

• A microphone mixer is useful for situations where two or more mikes are 
needed to get a better recording of an event. 

Accessories for the Cassette Recorder 

• Extra batteries. You should know how many and what size your recorder uses, 
and how long one set of batteries will last in the machine (in the record mode). 

• A rechargeable battery pack is needed for longer trips when there's time to re-
charge between recording sessions. 

• An AC power cable or external power supply for the cassette recorder, plus an AC 
extension cord, will help preserve batteries. 

• A car/boat power adapter is useful if your work includes driving or boating. 

• Earphones are used for monitoring during recording and later private listening. 

• A shoulder strap and carrying case will protect and support the recorder if 
you're not carrying it inside a briefcase or shoulder bag. 

• Accessory cables for special needs include a mini-plug-to-mini-plug cable or an 
RCA-stereo-to-RCA-stereo for connecting your cassette recorder to another cas-
sette recorder for copying cassettes, and a mini-plug-to-alligator clips cable for 
connecting your cassette recorder to a telephone. (See Chapter 12, "Field Re-
cording: Techniques.") 

• Extra cassettes. Pack up to twice as many as you think you'll need. Make sure 
they're the proper type for your machine. 

General Accessories 

• Pad and pencil. 

• Adhesive tape, such as the metallic-gray gaffer's or duct tape, for securing micro-
phone cables, and such. 

• Blank cassette labels are helpful when you're reusing old cassettes. 

• A briefcase or shoulder bag large enough to carry the cassette recorder, micro-
phone(s), accessories, and supplies. Make sure you leave room for printed mat-
ter and other materials you'll pick up in the course of making field recordings. 
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Maintenance of Your Cassette Recorder 

The only item in your field recording kit that needs frequent routine mainte-
nance is the cassette recorder. Check the recorder's instruction manual for exact 
maintenance details. However, here's a set of general guidelines and procedures 
applicable to most recorders: 

Cleaning the Tape Path (after every 10 hours of use) 

This small bit of maintenance can make the difference between noisy, dis-
torted recordings and good ones. 

• Use cotton swabs and denatured alcohol, which are available at drugstores. 
Ordinary rubbing alcohol contains water, which could cause heads to rust. 

• Remove the cassette from the recorder, then lock the recorder in the PLAY 
mode for better access to the heads and other components. 

• Clean everything with which the tape comes in contact—heads, guides, pinch 
roller, capstan. 

• Don't use the so-called "head cleaner cassettes," which claim to clean the 
heads and tape path while running in the machine. They don't live up to their 
advertising. 

Demagnetizing Cassette Recorder (after every 25 hours of use) 

Heads and other metal parts that come in contact with the tape can become 
gradually magnetized. This can lead to loss of high-frequency sounds and even-
tually to gradual erasure of tapes that are played many times. 

• Obtain a small hand-held demagnetizer. 

• Disconnect the cassette recorder from the power source, and remove the batter-
ies; then lock the recorder in the PLAY mode for better access to heads and 
other components. 

• Following the instructions supplied with the demagnetizer, plug it into power 
while still a few feet away from the cassette recorder. Slowly bring it as close 
as possible (without touching) to each metal part in the tape path (heads, 
guides, capstan). Pass over each part and withdraw the demagnetizer. Discon-
nect from power again when you are a few feet from the cassette recorder. 

• Take care that you do this procedure properly. Otherwise, you may wind up 
with heads more magnetized than before you started! 
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Maintenance to Refer to a Technician 

Your recorder should be checked at least twice a year (sooner if audible 
problems develop) by a qualified service technician. If you work at a radio sta-
tion, the engineering staff there may be able to handle these needs. Otherwise, 
cultivate the friendship of a repair person at your local stereo store. Things that 
should be checked include: 

• Record bias and equalization. Give the technician a sample of the particular 
type and brand of cassette you've decided to use. Have the technician optimize 
the recorder's performance for that tape, then continue to use that type and 
brand of tape for the best results. 

• Head alignment. Often severe loss of recording quality can be traced to mis-
aligned heads. 

It's a good idea to buy a repair manual for your recorder to help you or the 
person handling your maintenance know what's going on (or what's gone 
wrong) inside the recorder. They're available from the manufacturer for a few 
dollars. 

Other Suggested Maintenance 

• Clean the metal contacts of your connecting cables periodically with denatured 
alcohol. 

• Tighten set screws on XLR connectors on mike cables. 

• Check adapter cables for loose connections. 

• Check cable insulation for damage, and replace damaged cables. 

• Tighten external screws on the outside of the cassette recorder. 

• Remove batteries before storing cassette recorder or microphone. 

Flawn Williams has been a technical producer and instructor for NPR since 1978. His field recordings and 
studio production have enhanced many award-winning documentary features. He was technical director of 
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED from 1983 to 1985. Ile is now the bureau engineer in NPR's Chicago Bureau. He 
has also produced more than 70 folk and traditional music albums for various labels from his Bye concert and 
studio recordings. He's written for TV Guide, Radio World, Broadcast Engineering, and NPR's Engi-
neering Update magazines, and taught workshops at public radio stations across the country. 
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Field Recording: 
Techniques 

Flown Williams 

If there is one word that can guarantee you a better chance of success in 
field recordings, the word is practice. This involves not only the rudimentary 
practice of familiarizing yourself with how your tape recorder and microphone 
work, but also simulating interviews and other recording assignments. Draft a 
co-worker or friend to serve as a guinea pig, and stage a mock interview. This 
will give you a better sense of what it takes to pay attention to both the interview 
and the recording process. And, if you listen carefully to your recordings of these 
mock interviews and pay attention to the sound, you will learn to improve your 
technique. 

Recording Checklist 

Here's a list of reminders and helpful hints to prepare you for recording in 
the field. 

Before you leave for the recording assignment: 

• Load tape into the tape recorder. 

• Attach the microphone to the recorder. 

149 
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• Put the recorder in PLAY mode, and check the battery strength. 

• Put the recorder in the RECORD mode, and check the record meter or other 
visual indicator. Also, listen to the recording with earphones. 

• Play back the test recording, and listen to it through the built-in loudspeaker 
or earphones. 

• Rewind the tape to the beginning; then move the tape past the leader, zero the 
index counter, and turn off the recorder. You should now be ready to record. 

When you're ready to start recording a real interview: 

• Set up the recorder as before, plugging into AC power if it is available. 

• Start recording about 10 seconds before you're ready to start asking questions. 
This gives you a bit of the "ambience" of the recording location. And if you're 
recording with Automatic Level Control (ALC), it gives the ALC sensor time 
to sense what the average loudness of the recording will be. (Never hide the 
fact that you're recording. Tell the person you're interviewing when you're 
about to "roll tape.") 

• During the recording, if you're not recording with ALC, check the record level 
meter or other visual indicator, and adjust the record knob to make sure the 
highest meter readings fall within the range advised by your recorder's in-
struction manual. 

• Monitor the recording with a good pair of earphones, listening for cable-bang-
ing, mike-handling, or other concussive noises—wind blast, popping P's, etc. If 
necessary, adjust the mike position to eliminate the problem. 

• Look at the tape occasionally to confirm that it is still moving. 

• If your recorder has a separate playback head that allows "off-tape monitor-
ing," occasionally throw the switch and monitor the tape to confirm that some-
thing is actually being recorded. 

• At the end of your interview or the event you're recording, let the tape run on 
for an additional 30 seconds or so with the mike held in the same place, but 
with no conversation. This gives you "clean ambience" or "room tone," which 
will help you when assembling the final produced tape in the studio. 

After you complete the recording: 

• Rewind the tape a bit, and listen to the last part to confirm that the recording 
was satisfactory. 
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• If you're recording on cassette and wish to protect the new recording from 
accidental erasure, break out the protection tab on the rear edge of the cassette. 
(See Figure 10.1.) DATs also have a protection tab on their rear spine. It slides, 
so it can be reset more easily. 

• Load fresh tape into the recorder before putting it away, so you can be ready 
to record again quickly if the need arises. 

Recording Ambience in the Field 

When you're making field recordings, "ambience" is the "sound" of the 
space where you're making the recording. Often, it's an important part of the 
story itself, a way of telling your listeners something about a place or an event 
without using words. 

When you're in the field, listen for characteristic sounds of the environ-
ment—airplanes, machine noises, birds, children playing, church bells, barking 
dogs, etc. Record these sounds with no conversation or interview going on 
nearby, and do it from various distances and perspectives. Think in the jargon of 
film or television; get close-ups, medium shots, and long shots. You can use the 
close-up recordings of a sound to focus the listener's attention on a location, en-
vironment, or mood. You can mix in medium- and long-distance perspectives of 
the same sound behind the narration or interviews. But you can't do any of this 
if you don't record different perspectives of the ambient sound in the first place. 

When recording voices in their natural ambience—that is, someone speaking 
with audible background environment sound—it's difficult to get a good balance 
between the voice and the ambience. If your mike is too far away from the 
speaker's mouth, the background sound may obscure what the speaker is saying. 
Also, editing the speaker's words may be more difficult, because the listener will 
hear abrupt jumps and changes in the background ambience at the points where 
edits are made. One solution to this problem is to record your interviews, mono-
logues, and narration in a quiet location, and mix them later with the sounds for 
the story. (You should never make people appear to be someplace they are not or 
otherwise mislead the listener, but careful use of sound can bring the listener 
closer to the story.) 

Always record more ambience than you think you ever could use. Look at 
your watch when you record, or you may not record enough. It's better to have 
too much when you're ready to assemble the piece than to have too little. Be sure 
to bring enough recording tape and batteries, and allow yourself enough time to 
make recordings of ambience as well as voices. 
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Controlling the Environment 

In many instances, you won't have any control over where something you 
want to record takes place. News events happen where they happen, or where 
the newsmaker wants them to happen. But you can have some influence on 
where you conduct an interview. Paying attention to the acoustic environment 
can result in tapes that sound much better and are easier to edit. In general, con-
duct the interview in the quietest, "deadest" place you can find. If the local 
sound is important to telling the story, record that separately and mix it in later. 
Here are some acoustic traps: 

• Fluorescent lights emit a buzzing or humming sound that may not be distract-
ing when you're in the room. But you'll hear it when you play the tape back in 
the studio. Buzz or hum makes sound harder to edit unobtrusively, and the 
constant noise is tiring to your listeners' ears. 

• Air conditioning (or forced-air heating) makes a great deal of background 
noise, which again is fatiguing to your listeners' ears. Is it possible to turn off 
the blowers for the duration of the interview? Similar problems occur with of-
fice machines, refrigerators, space heaters, computer hard disks, and other ap-
pliances that use motors or blowers. 

• Wind noise can be a problem if you're recording outdoors. Try to find some-
place that is sheltered from the wind, such as the leeward side of a building. 

• Traffic is a bigger problem if you're recording outdoors. Cars, trucks, trains, 
and airplanes may all be a part of your story, but they can be disruptive in an 
interview. Recording inside a moving car also creates problems, because the 
pitch and volume of the engine will change noticeably during the recording. 

Be cautious also about recording indoors in rooms with lots of hard sur-
faces: uncarpeted linoleum or wood floors, stone, cinderblock or plaster walls, 
drapeless windows, etc. The sound will reverberate, and one spoken word will 
carry over into the next. This makes for noticeable jumps in sound if you attempt 
to edit out words or phrases. Music from a radio or stereo in the background 
also makes jumps noticeable when you edit. 

Paying attention to the recording environment and seeking out a quieter 
place to record an interview has another benefit: It can give your guests the im-

pression that their particular interview is important to you. This can make them 
feel more important, and you may get a better interview as a result. 
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Microphone Placement and Handling 

Much of your recording work will consist of holding the microphone in one 
hand to record your own voice, someone else's voice, or appropriate sounds. 
When "mildng" your own voice, try to find a place to hold the mike that is close 
enough to make you sound "on-mike" but not close enough to cause "popping" 
when plosive consonants like P, B, or T are pronounced. If you're using an omni-
directional mike, you may be able to bring the mike as close as two or three 
inches from your mouth. In any case, don't hold the mike directly out in front of 
you; instead, hold it below your mouth and a bit to one side. Keep it close to 
your chest, pointed at your mouth (see Figure 12.1 A). This will help minimize 
breath noise. 

When miking someone else in a situation where you and the other person 
are standing or seated together, many of the same rules apply. You'll be search-
ing to find a happy middle ground between getting too close (where you'll get 
popping P's, breath noise, etc.) and too far away (where the voice will sound 
distant, less distinct, "off-mike"). 

Social distance problems also affect mike placement. (See Chapter 4, "Inter-
viewing," for more detail on social distance.) 

The only remedy is not to be afraid to place the mike in the best place for 
good sound. Push the limits of social distance a bit if you need to. If you keep 
the mike low and pointed up, rather than straight at the speaker, it will be less 
intrusive. 

Don't hand the microphone over to the interviewee to hold. You will relin-
quish control over the interview. Interrupting to ask questions or changing the 
direction of the discussion is more difficult if you don't have control over the 
microphone. 

One decision you should make before starting any particular interview is 
whether you need your questions on tape. If you don't, you can concentrate on 
keeping the microphone aimed properly at the person you're interviewing, thus 
producing a stable aural perspective that is easy on the listener. 

Unless you're really certain that you won't need your questions in the final 
version, though, it's much safer to record both your questions and the inter-
viewee's answers with equal quality. You'll have to move the mike back and 
forth. When doing this, you need to be even more conscious of social distance. 
You'll have a strong tendency to hold the microphone closer to you than to your 
interviewee. Try to err a bit in the opposite direction by overcompensating to 
make the interviewee sound a little bit closer than you. With practice, you will 
find the right balance. 

When recording with a hand-held mike, watch out for noises caused by mov-
ing your hand on the mike or bumping the mike cable. They often can occur when 
you move the mike back and forth between you and other speakers. But by listening 
with good earphones while recording, and by checking your tapes afterward, you 
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Figure 12.1. Milting Techniques. (A) Try miking from this angle, close to the moth with 
the microphone off-axis relative to the mouth. (B) But not this angle—this posit' n Is the 
most likely to accentuate plosive pops and other breath noises. (Photos by An ony 
Buttitta.) 
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can train yourself to hold your microphone without making these distracting 

noises. 

Recording with Stationary Mikes 

When you can choose a quiet place to do a "sit-down interview," you can 
avoid most of the noise associated with hand-held mikes by mounting the micro-
phone on some stationary object before starting the interview. When recording 
with just one mike, this technique is useful for getting a good recording of just 
the interviewee. If the interviewee is seated at a table or desk, use a desk stand 
for your mike; have the person talk while you test a few positions to find the 
best-sounding spot for the mike. If the person is seated in a chair or couch, you 

may be able to use a clamp and gooseneck extension bar to position the mike 
where you need it. In this situation, a floor stand with boom arm can also be 

helpful. Keeping the mike in one position will avoid any jarring shifts of acousti-
cal perspective on the tape. But be careful that the person you're interviewing 
doesn't move away from his original position or "talk around" the mike instead 

of into it. 
If it's necessary to have both you and the interviewee on tape, and you have 

only one mike, this stationary miking technique will not work. But if you can set 
up two separate mikes—one for yourself, another for the interviewee—you can 
record both of them and get good results. Two mikes can be combined with a 
mixer and then recorded on a monaural recorder. Or two mikes can be recorded 
on a stereo tape recorder, and the resulting two-channel tape mixed together to 
mono later in the studio. (See "Using More Than One Microphone" in Chapter 
11 for details.) 

When two mikes are used, try to position yourself and the interviewee far-
ther apart than you would if you were conducting an interview with a single 
hand-held mike. As a rule of thumb, the distance from your mouth to the inter-
viewee's mike should be at least three times the distance from your mouth to your mike, 
and vice versa (see Figure 12.2). Even more distance would be helpful, so that not 
too much of each voice is picked up in the other person's mike. 

When recording two speakers with two separate microphones, the distance 
of the far microphone should be at least three times the distance of the close 
microphone. From the interviewer's perspective, "B" should be at least three times 
"A"; from the interviewee's perspective, "D" should be at least three times "C." 

Lavalier or tie-tack microphones can also be useful in this kind of two-mike 

sit-down interview. If you use this kind of mike, you still need to separate your-
self from the interviewee by at least that three-to-one ratio of distances. Also, lis-
ten for noise from the microphone or cable rubbing against clothing and for the 
sounds of the interviewee fiddling with the mike cable. Lavalier mikes are notori-
ous for these problems. 
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Interviewer II Interviewee 

Mid Mic 2 

Figure 12.2. Distance Ratios for Recording with Two Mikes. 

Recording a Speech or News Conference 

Generally, in this situation, one or more people will be seated at a table or 
standing at a podium. If this is true, you should be able to get your mike rela-
tively close to the person speaking by using a desk stand or mounting clamp. 
Often you will need a gooseneck extension to get the mike into the best location. 

Add microphone extension cables to your mike if necessary, so that you can 
keep your tape recorder with you where you are sitting. It's awkward to have to 
get up and run to the podium to change tapes, and if you have to leave the 

recorder at the podium or press conference table, it's impossible to monitor the 
recording and make notes of index counter readings. 

Occasionally you'll need to record someone giving a speech who is not 
standing at a podium or seated at a table. The only way to get a good recording 
of this event is to get the mike close to the speaker. Try to convince the speaker 
to wear a lavalier or tie-tack microphone, which you supply, or, if you must, 
have the speaker hold your microphone. If there is little need for movement, the 
speaker might be willing to talk into a stationary, floor-stand mike, but if the 
speaker is going to move around, the lavalier or tie-tack (with enough extension 
cable) will give better results. In any case, make sure the speaker is aware that 
the microphone is for recording purposes, and not for the public address (PA) 
system. Otherwise, your tape of the event will begin with those immortal three 
little words, "Is this on?" If there is a PA system, locating your recording mike 
near the PA mike (by clamping or taping ) is essential (see "Recording From a 
Public Address System," below). 

If none of these options is practical, you may be able to get a usable record-
ing using a highly directional microphone such as a hypercardioid or shotgun 
microphone from a relatively long distance. You would probably need to hand-
hold the microphone and track the speaker's movements with the mike. 
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Recording from a Public Address System 

Recording a speech, press conference, or other event can be helped or hin-
dered by the presence of a public address system (also called a "sound reinforce-
ment system"). A PA system usually consists of a microphone, amplifier, and 
loudspeaker designed to reinforce a voice or other sounds so that large numbers 
of people can hear what's going on. 

In many cases, the presence of a PA system will mean that the people who 
are speaking will tend to stay close to the mike for the PA system, so if you can 
position your mike next to the mike that is connected to the PA system, you 
stand a good chance of getting a usable recording. But a PA system may also 
cause the same kind of problem as a reverberant room: The sound bounces 
around the room and takes a long time to die away, and some sound from one 
word will be lingering when the next word is spoken. This makes the recording 
difficult to listen to and to edit. The closer YOUR mike is to the speaker, the less of this 

unwanted background sound you'll get. 
In some cases, if you can locate the person operating the PA system, you 

may be able to attach your tape recorder directly to the PA amplifier. The mike 
for the PA system thus becomes the mike for your recording as well. You'll need 
an adapter cable with one end having the proper plug for your recorder's AUX 
or LINE IN jack (do not plug this feed into your recorder's mike jack) and the other 
end having the proper (and probably different) connection for the PA system's 
record output jack. Most PA systems use a quarter-inch phone connector or 
RCA phono connector. The person operating the PA system may be able to help 
you make the connection. 

If you're using a direct connection from the PA system to make your record-
ing, be sure to make a test recording to check the sound quality you'll be getting. 
Watch out for electrical buzz or hum, often a problem with direct connection to a 
PA system. 

If you can't attach a mike near the PA system's mike, or make a direct con-
nection to the PA system's amplifier, try putting your mike close to one of the 
PA system's loudspeakers. If necessary, you can use a clamp, stand, or adhesive 
tape to attach the mike to the loudspeaker. You won't get a perfect voice quality 
with this method, but you'll often get a more intelligible sound than with certain 
other techniques, such as holding a mike somewhere in the audience. 

Recording from a MuIt Box 

When an event is being covered by many reporters, a mult box (sometimes 
called a splitter box) often will be set up by one of the media organizations or by 
the organizers of the event. This allows the newsmaker to speak into one micro-

phone that is connected to a large box with many jacks on it. Each reporter can 
then connect a tape recorder to one of the jacks on the box and receive a signal 
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from the microphone. This saves the reporters the trouble of having to set up 
their own mikes and reduces the visual clutter of a forest of mikes in front of the 
newsmaker. 

When mult boxes are designed to provide your recorder the same kind of 
connection and the same kind of electrical signal as a normal professional quality 
microphone, the boxes are referred to as "operating at mike level." So you 
should be able to plug into the mult box with the same cable you'd use for your 
mike (the mult box replaces the mike). Sometimes mult boxes will have different 
connecting arrangements, so it's a good idea to bring along a variety of adapter 
cables, such as those you'd use for hooking up to PA systems. You may want to 
check with the event's organizers in advance to find out what type of equipment, 
if any, will be available. 

MuIt boxes can be a source of added noise, hum, or buzz in your recording. 
So check the audio quality of the feed you're getting from the mult box as soon 
as you arrive at the event. If there's a problem, let the mult operator know about 
it. And if the problem persists, be ready to be assertive about putting your own 
mike on the podium to circumvent a bad-sounding mult box. 

Recording the Output of Another Tape Recorder 

If you have the proper connecting cables, you can transfer sound directly 
from one tape recorder to another. This provides much better quality than, for 
instance, playing a tape on one machine and aiming a mike from another re-
corder at the loudspeaker of the first machine—a practice definitely not recom-
mended. 

The direct connection is accomplished by plugging a cable into the EAR-
PHONE or LINE OUT jack of the machine playing the tape, then plugging the 

other end of the cable into the AUX or LINE INPUT jack of the machine on 
which you want to make the copy. Adjust the playback level and tone controls 
on the first machine to somewhere in the middle of their range; then adjust the 
record level control (if any) on the second machine to get proper peak readings. 

Note that, in this arrangement as well as when recording from a PA system, 
you must connect to the AUX or LINE IN jack on your recorder, not to the MIKE 
jack. This is because output signals from amplifiers and tape recorders are much 
stronger than the signal from a microphone. If you plug an amplifier or tape ma-
chine's output into a tape recorder's MIKE input jack, the resulting recording will 
be grossly distorted. 

You should, of course, listen to a sample recording—making whatever ad-
justments are necessary—before proceeding to record an entire event from a line-
level source. 

If your tape recorder doesn't have an AUX or LINE IN jack—if it has only 
a MIKE-level input jack—then in order to be able to connect your recorder to 
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line-level sources such as the ones described above, you'll need a special cable 
called a level-dropping or "attenuating" cable, which is available from electron-
ics specialty stores. The cable will allow you to plug line-level sources into the 
MIKE input jack of your tape recorder. 

You can also use the technique of connecting the input of your recorder to 
the output of another recorder to help get good recordings of events in an emer-
gency. Let's say you arrive at an event and discover that you don't have enough 
microphone extension cable to reach all the way from the podium, where the 
newsmaker is speaking, to the area where you need to sit. But another reporter 
has already set up a mike on the podium, run her cable over to where you both 
will be sitting, and connected the cable to her tape recorder. If she's willing, and 
if you have the proper adapter cable, you probably can get a satisfactory record-
ing by connecting from the EARPHONE output jack of her recorder to the AUX 
or LINE IN jack of your recorder. It is always best, however, to have your own micro-
phone up on the podium as close to the speaker as possible. Your colleague may stop 
recording or have technical problems or otherwise be unable to provide you with 
satisfactory sound. 

Transmitting Tape and Voice over the Telephone 

For breaking news stories—where it's important to get what you've taped 
on the air as quickly as possible--it may be worth trading a loss of some sound 
quality for speed of transmission back to the studio by using the telephone. Tele-
phones have a restricted frequency response (about 300 Hertz to 3,000 Hertz)— 
hardly high fidelity. Much bass, treble, and intelligibility are lost. There is also a 
lot of background noise and substantially more distortion than you'd get if you 
took the tape back to the station. But, in many cases, time is of the essence, so 
your station should have some way of taping what comes in on its telephone 
lines. 

Head for the nearest telephone. Don't attempt, except in the direst of emer-
gencies, to send sound over the telephone by holding its mouthpiece close to the 
tape recorder's loudspeaker. The inferior-quality carbon microphone in the tele-
phone adds distortion; background noise from the room where you're using the 
telephone will leak in; and the resulting sound that reaches the radio station over 
the telephone will be virtually unintelligible. 

Instead, you should play your tape directly into the phone. Here's how to 

do it: 

• Have a cable that can connect your recorder's EARPHONE output to a pair of 
alligator clips (spring-loaded clips) (see Figure 12.3). 
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• Unscrew the mouthpiece of the telephone. (Note: You can't do this with many 
styles of telephone, including pay phones whose mouthpieces are sealed. Go 
find another phone if you can't remove the mouthpiece.) 

• Remove the loose disc inside the mouthpiece. This is the carbon microphone. 
Underneath it should be two exposed metal posts. 

• Connect the proper end of the cable to the tape recorder, and connect the alli-
gator clips on the other end of the cable to the posts. It does not matter which 
clip goes to which post. 

• Play the tape in your recorder. Listen through the telephone earpiece and ad-
just playback volume and tone controls for the loudest, clearest sound without 
undue distortion. 

You may also be able to read live narrations through this setup with better 
quality than by using the carbon mike in the telephone. With the tape recorder 
connected as described above, put blank tape in the recorder. Plug your mike 
into the recorder, set the recorder to RECORD mode, and activate the PAUSE 
control. If your recorder has "feed-through" capability, your voice should be 
heard down the telephone line. 

Modern technology is blessing (or cursing) us with a wider variety of new 
telephones. With most of these, it's harder to use the alligator-clips feeding 
method described above. But other options are becoming available: 

• Modular connections. It's now possible to buy adapter boxes that will plug 
into the small modular port that normally connects a telephone's handset, let-
ting you send and/or receive sound through a direct cable hookup. Or you 
can use a modular adapter to hook up one of these boxes in parallel with the 
phone set, similar to connecting an answering machine. 

• Cellular phones. If you or your station are investing in cellular phones, make 
sure you get the type that have a modular connector built in. This will allow 
you to hook up your tape recorder's output directly to feed tape and voice to 
the station. Many broadcast-supply houses sell a variety of accessories for 
hooking up ancillary gear to cellular phones. 

• New dial-up services. For those situations where you file frequently from a 
particular location, such as city hall or the county courthouse, phone compa-
nies now offer dial-up digital circuits, which carry much more information 
than a standard phone line. By installing one of these "switched 56" circuits 
and some digital audio encoding equipment, you can file reports back to the 
station with sound approaching full FM-radio quality, for a dial-up charge 
only about twice the cost of a normal phone call. 
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Conclusion 

There isn't enough space in this book to describe all the different recording 
and feeding situations you'll run into as a radio journalist. But if you've prepared 
your equipment and practiced with it, you should be ready to solve problems as 
they come your way. And if you pay attention to the recording environment, and 
keep your ears open for the sounds that tell the story, you'll communicate your 
story in an effective and listenable way—and avoid many problems during the 

production process. 
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Unscfewing the receiver mouthpiece by twisting d counterclockwise. 

(Note: Many pay-phones are permanently sealed, and will not 
permit this.) 

Removing the microphone by lifting it out of the receiver. 

The alligator clip is attached in this fashion to provide the firmest 

connection. Its teeth grip thightly across the edges of the "tongue," 

rather than gripping the flat, smooth surface, from which the clip 

could slide off. 

To orevent the clips from touching each other, rubber or plastic 

sheaths are recommended. This receiver is now ready for 

"phone-feeding." 

Removing the mouthpiece cover, revealing the carbon microphone. 

Attaching the first alligator clip to one of the receiver's longues." 

The second chp is attached in a similar manner . It doesn't matter 

which clip goes to which tongue, as long as the clips don't touch 

each other. 

In some parts of the country, GTE style ("Automatic Electric") 

phones are found They use two bars instead of longues." 

Figure 12.3. Playing tape through the telephone. 
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Tape Editing 
Jonathan "Smoke y" Baer 

Broadcast journalism is not a process of transmission as much as one of syn-
thesis. You may spend three days on a story, record more than an hour of tape, 
and have to distill the entire experience into a five-minute report. Real time is 
different from radio time. And in radio, there is no more useful tool in packaging 
information than skillful tape editing. 

When Scott Simon produced his award-winning report for ALL THINGS CON-
SIDERED on an American Nazis' rally in Chicago, he condensed a six-hour event 
into 17 minutes. He selected the telling details—not necessarily the obvious ones. 
And by using short snippets of tape gathered in the crowd, interspersed with 
well-written, highly detailed narrative, Scott gave the listener a sense of what it 
was like to be at the rally. Just as a painter or photographer carefully selects what 
to include inside a frame, he constructed a picture of that event. 

But people don't have entire days to immerse themselves in all the stories 
and issues pertinent to them. They must rely on media to transmit information to 
them in short, digestible bits. 

Radio time is compressed time. Translating real time to radio time necessarily 
compresses information. When I worked on a program about the Americans held 
hostage in Iran, I selected a passage of tape acquired from an American who'd 
been living in Tehran at the time of the Iranian revolution. He'd recorded his 
thoughts as he stood on the roof of his apartment building surveying the revolu-
tion in progress. The sound of people shouting in the streets could be heard un-
derneath his voice. This segment of tape provided little practical information, 
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such as economic or religious explanations for the Iranian revolution. What it did 
provide was an environment for the listeners, a context for understanding what was 
to follow in the program and an emotional experience to which they could relate. 
It ushered the listeners into radio time; it engaged their intelligence and imagina-
tion and prepared them for the "harder" segments that followed. 

Imagination is the key to radio time. Radio takes place in the mind of the lis-
tener. Humorist Stan Freberg once developed a promotion for a national radio-
sales convention that answered the question, "What can radio do that television 
can't?" He created an audio gag about how Lake Michigan had been drained and 
filled with hot chocolate. Then he brought in a 500-foot mountain of whipped 
cream and had the Royal Canadian Air Force drop a 10-ton maraschino cherry 
on top, all to the cheers of 25,000 screaming extras. "Try that on television!" was 
the tag line. 

While editing tape is a physical task (cut the tape, join it together again), tape 
editing is a creative process that is as demanding and rewarding as fine writing. 
Like a writer attending to grammar, a tape editor must be careful to make clean 
splices that leave the listener unable to distinguish edited material from unedited 
material. An editor must also take professional (i.e., ethical) responsibility for 
content. The power to change someone's comments and leave listeners with the 
impression that what they heard is what the speaker said is awesome and easily 
abused. A good editor can listen to a passage, understand what is being said, 
and then present the passage in an easy-to-understand manner with the least 
possible distortion of the sense of the original material. 

Introduction to Tape Editing 

Just as you can cut and paste and rearrange written words on a page, you 
can also manipulate audio information with tape editing. Words, sounds—even 
breaths and pauses—all have locations on magnetic tape. A trained editor can 
mark the location of a sentence, word, or syllable and remove it. 

Tape is not as easy to edit as the printed word. That's because tape editors 
must preserve the qualities of speech that linguists call suprasegmentals, the ca-
dence and inflection of the voice. This is audible information that you can't see in 
a transcript but that is picked up and processed by the ear and the brain. Just 
listen to a bad edit. The text makes perfect sense, but your ear knows something 
is amiss. There may be no breath where the speaker should have taken one, or 
there may be changes in background sounds, or the speaker may have abruptly 
moved far away from the microphone. 

Unfortunately, no written guide to tape editing can show you how to make 
an edit. But this chapter will introduce you to the process. And if someone with 
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knowledge of editing can give you a 10-minute demonstration, you can sit down 
and practice on your own to become an adept tape editor. 

The Tape 

Audio recording tape is made of plastic. It is 1/4-inch wide, and usually 1.5 
mil (.0015 inch) thick (see Figure 13.1). Each side of the tape—the backing and 
the oxide—has its own distinct function and appearance. The backing provides 
structure for the tape. It holds the oxide and carries the material that actually 
stores the audio information. The oxide side faces the playback head, which 
senses the magnetic flux contained in the material on the tape.* Though the two 
sides have different appearances, the variety of tapes on the market makes it dif-
ficult to give an absolute rule for determining which side is which. For Scotch 
176, the backing side is shiny brown, and the oxide side is dull browr. For 
Ampex 406, the backing is a dull flat black, but the oxide side is a shiny brown. 

The tape winds onto reels of 5, 7, or 101/2  inches in diameter. The largest 
reels are the best to use for editing because their hubs (centers) have the largest 
diameter. This makes them easy to rock back and forth. When all the tape is on 
one reel, you say it is either heads out (that is, the beginning of the tape is on the 
outside of the spool) or tails out (the end of the tape comes first, so the tape must be 
rewound before it can be played back). Blank tape is assumed to be heads out be-
cause it is placed on the feed or supply (left) hub of the tape recorder. 

The Machine 

The first step in making the tape machine work is to thread the tape (see 
Figure 13.2). Put the reel of tape (if it is heads out) on the left-hand, or feed or 
supply hub. Put an empty take-up reel on the right-hand hub. Thread the tape 
around the idler arm and idler wheel, past the tape heads, between the capstan 
and pinch roller, and finally around the take-up reel. 

When the tape is secured in this fashion, the buttons will operate the ma-
chine if the tension arm (which activates an interlock) is in the "up" position. 
Sometimes when you press PLAY, this arm will drop too low and the machine 
will automatically stop. Be sure that the tape is threaded tautly and that the tape 
tension switches are correctly set. Professional machines have controls for adjust-
ing the tension on the threaded tape. These controls select tensions for small reels 
(5 or 7 inches), large reels (101/2  inches), or a combination of the two. It is always 

*Sometimes, tape gets twisted and the backing side faces the playback head. You recognize this 
because the sound of the tape is "bassy"; there are no higher frequencies. You can correct this by 
simply untwisting the tape. In the unlikely event that the entire tape is wound on the reel incor-
redly, just put a twist in the tape and wind it onto another reel, so the tape rolls up with the 
backing side facing the outside of the reel. 
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PLAYBACK HEAD 

BACKING SIDE  

Figure 13.1. Tape Structure. 

OXIDE SIDE 

best to use the same size reels on both the supply and take-up reels. Proper ten-
sion settings will prevent stretched or broken tape. 

Besides the tension-select switches, modern professional tape machines have 
buttons that make the machine play, stop, run at fast-forward, rewind, and oper-
ate in the edit mode. The functions of the first four buttons are obvious. The edit 
button puts the machine in the play mode, but instead of the tape winding onto 
the take-up reel, it spills onto the floor. Essentially, this button disables the take-up 
reel motor, engages the capstan and pinch roller, and overrides the tension arm 
switch. This function is convenient when you are deleting long portions of tape. 

Reproduction of Sound 

Reproducing sound from tape is made possible by the motion of the tape 
past the playback head. The playback head senses the magnetic information 
stored on the tape. Professional machines have three heads (see Figure 13.3). 
From left to right, they are the erase head, the record head, and the playback 
head. When you are editing, you will be dealing with the playback head. 

Again, moving tape past the playback head is essential to the reproduction 
of sound, .and the speed at which the tape passes the head is critical. Seven-and-
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Figure 13.2 Tape Path (Photo by Pheobe Chase Ferguson.) 

a-half inches per second (ips) is the broadcast standard speed of 1/4 -inch, reel-to-
reel tape machines. Other speeds occasionally used are 33/4  ips and 15 ips. The 
slowest speed is not normally used because it produces sound that is too poor in 
quality. The highest speed is easier to edit because there is twice as much space 
between words, but you use twice as much tape. At 15 ips, an hour-long program 
would require two 101/2  inch reels—and a reel change during broadcast. For speech, 
71/2 ips is an economical and convenient speed for recordings. When working with 
music, where fidelity tolerances are more exacting, 15 ips is highly desirable. 

Finding the Edit Point 

Let's say you have these three sentences on tape, and you want to remove 
the middle one: 

President Bush spoke about the energy situation. His manner was grim but optimistic. 
He indicated there would be no gasoline shortage once the price per gallon reached two 
dollars. 
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TAPE CONFIGURATION 

\ 

LEFT TRACK 
• 
• 

RIGHT TRACK 

 ‘ 63° •  
45° 

RECORDING DIRECTION 

Figure 13.8. Two-Track Stereo Tape Configuration 

Figure 13.9. Cutting Tape. (Photo by Pheobe Chase Ferguson.) 
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recording tape together with no space in between them. Apply the splicing tape 
centered left-to-right over the splice. Some people stick the splicing tape on their 
razor blade and use the blade as a lever for proper positioning (see Figure 13.10). 

You can check the splice by inspecting the oxide side of the tape to make 
sure the pieces of tape are touching. Then, to be certain the splice is strong, rub 
your fingernail over the splicing tape until all the air is forced out of the space 
between the adhesive and the tape backing. You'll know this has happened when 
the color of the splicing tape resembles the color of the tape itself (see Figure 
13.11). If, for any reason, the splicing tape is not aligned with the recording tape 
and parts of the sticky side spill out over the sides, start again. To pry apart the 
splice, hold the tape, oxide side up, forming an upside-down "U" with the tape, 
then rock the tape with your fingers so the apex of the "U" rides back and forth 
across the cut. This should force loose one of the edges of the cut and give you 
enough tape to hold to pull the splice apart. 

Never reuse splicing tape. It's not worth the risk of a splice breaking. If, 
when new splicing tape is reapplied, some adhesive from the first splice remains 
on the tape, be sure to remove it by rubbing it off with your finger. (Or press 
some masking tape on the back of the magnetic tape, and remove it quickly.) 
When wrapped on a reel, the adhesive could wind up on the front side of the 
tape and gum up your machine. 

Organizing Tape 

A far more important question than how to edit is what to edit. The standard 
joke is, Take out the bad and leave in the good. By definition, it is a subjective proc-
ess. But here are some hints that can help you decide: 

The Outtake Reel 

Some people make initial decisions the first time they hear the tape—and 
start cutting right away. Others listen first and take notes. Logging tape is more 
time-consuming, but for some people it may shorten the effort in the long run. It 
helps if your tape machine has an electronic counter; otherwise, you always will 
have to stop and start the tape and your stopwatch simultaneously. Jot down 
particular phrases, questions, or ideas along with the time into the tape at which 
they occur. When you're done, you have a rough outline of the tape. Using the 
log of your tape, it should be easy to pick out, locate, and order the segments of 
tape you want. 

Whether you log the tape depends on the amount of time and patience you 
have, and is ultimately a matter of personal style. But whatever you do, don't be 
afraid to cut the tape for fear of locking yourself into an idea you may want to 
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Figure 13.10. Applying Splicing Tape with a Razor. (Photo by Pheobe Chase Ferguson.) 

change. One of the wonderful things about tape editing is that you can always 
change your mind. The key to avoiding problems is don't throw away those sections 
of tape you think you don't want. Put all these outtakes on a separate reel. This 
way, when you're done with the first listen, you can edit the keeper reel to 
tighten, rearrange, and simplify the content. But if you find you've edited your-
self into a corner or left something important out, you still can reclaim material 
from your outtake reel. 

The outtake reel can also be a great aid during the final editing process. 
Sometimes you need a pause, breath, or even a sound (like an off-mike telephone 
ringing) to throw into your tape to make an edit sound right. Consider your out-
takes a reservoir of room ambience and speech effects (coughs, uhms, ahhs, etc.) 
that you can use to maintain the natural cadence of a person's voice. You can't 
necessarily mix outtakes, though. The ambient sound of a certain place is closely 
related to microphone placement. A person's voice recorded, say, during a tour 
of a very large room, might change timbre as he or she moves through the room. 
Taking a breath or a phrase recorded in one part of the room and editing it into 
a portion of tape recorded in a different location may or may not work. Let your 



Figure 13.11. A Complete Splice. 

ears be the final judge. If it sounds natural, leave it in. If it doesn't work, take it 
out and look for another section of tape to help you solve your problem. 

An outtake reel is also a defense against the most common error in editing— 
upcutting. An upcut results when you've cut off a bit of the sound or word you 
intended to keep. "He," for instance, might sound like "e" if you upcut the h. 
This is easy to repair, as long as you've kept what you cut out. Simply resplice 
the h you saved from the original material to the e on the keeper reel. 

Of course, you don't need to keep every last bit of tape you remove from 
your keeper reel. Outtake reels are probably only used if you're working on 
something quite long and you'll be removing sections of tape that are 30 seconds 
or longer. Once you have your tape pared down, and the bits you're taking out 
are short sentences and phrases that you're certain you don't want, just toss the 
material in the garbage. But make sure every cut works before you throw away 
any tape. 

Frequently, you'll be undecided about a clip of tape. If it's long, put it on 
the outtake reel. If it's short, you can use masking tape to stick it to the wall or 
some other convenient place, such as the tape recorder top. Be sure to stick the 
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masking tape at the "heads out end" and on the backing side of the tape so no 
adhesive gets on the oxide side. You can label the clip on the masking tape. 

Pacing and Cadence 

Not enough can be said about the value of maintaining the pace and ca-
dence of a speaker. This does not mean that everybody on the radio should 
speak flawlessly. On the contrary, they should speak characteristically. The editor 
should be sensitive to a speaker's speech pattern and work to preserve it, despite 
editing. Listen to where speakers pause, how often they say "ahh." Do their sen-
tences run on? Are they given to multiple metaphors? Taking advantage of a 
speaker's traits can help you hide an edit. A well placed "uhm" can make a shift 
in conversation seem absolutely normal. If the interviewee tends to jump around 
conceptually in real time, you can use that to your advantage when editing real 
time to radio time. If the speaker builds arguments with tight logic, then the edit-
ing must reflect that. You can't leap to a conclusion after cutting out the keystone 
of a person's argument. The most important thing to remember is let your ears be 
the judge. Experiment until the tape sounds right. Your worst enemy is boredom. 
Tape is a lot of fun to work with, so don't let yourself become bored. Use your 
imagination to find the answers to editing problems. 

Special Effects 

Tape editing does not end with interviews and reports. You can edit music, 
sound effects, and background sounds. Creative editing can produce an abstract 
whole from diverse sounds and words. Once you become comfortable with edit-
ing, you'll probably start to play games with it. For a lark, splice together coughs, 
uhms, and ahhs. Cut together in rapid succession people's responses to a single 
stimulus—like an audio pie-in-the-face. Create a narrative by cutting together a 
series of sounds. When you can edit tape well, you can arrange time in ways to 
suit your fancy—within the constraints of journalistic ethics. 

Music editing is probably the most exacting kind of editing. Shortening a 
song or lengthening it to fit your production needs is difficult to do without leav-
ing an audible sign that you've been there. The key is staying with the beat. Like 
speech, every song has a rhythm. This rhythm cannot be violated. The best way 
to follow the beat is to concentrate on the drum track of a song (for pop music). 
You can usually hear the downbeat and drums provide sharp, clear edit points. 
The problem, of course, is that other instruments are playing at the same time, 
often overlapping the beat you can cut. Sometimes you can just concentrate and 
hear the drum. Other times you may have to follow a different instrument. The 
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piano is a good one. Editing music is so complex that my best advice is to record 
some music onto tape and practice. Your ears are the best guide. 

Tape loops are endless circles of tape. You can take a sound, music, or even 
a sentence, splice the ends of the passage together so you have a loop, and play 
it, round and round, continuously. The section of tape must be long enough to fit 
around the head assembly, but once threaded around the heads and between the 
capstan and pinch wheel, all you have to do is keep tension on it so it is tight 
and flat against the playback head. Hold the tape outstretched, but in the same 
plane as the tape deck, with a pencil. 

Loops are particularly useful in lengthening background sounds for mixing 
under interviews. Just be sure the sound is nondescript or your listeners will no-
tice that it is being repeated. Music can be looped, too. You can transform a par-
ticularly catchy four-measure phrase into a rhythm bed for something you want 
to lay on top of it. (See Chapter 14, "Studio Production," for more on tape loops.) 

Housekeeping 

Leader Tape 

Leader tape is used for visual identification of sections of a reel of tape, 
such as the head, tail, or internal sections. Leader tape has no oxide, and thus 
cannot be recorded on. It is manufactured in several colors (e.g., white, yellow, 
and red), or in white and colored stripes. Each production facility has its own con-
vention for the meaning, if any, of the different colors. One common convention: 

Color of Leader 
White 
Red 
White with red stripes 

Denotes 
head end of reel; or internal tape segment 
tail end of reel 
head end of stereo reel 

NPR stores tape tails out (even temporarily), uses white head leader, no tail 
leader, and narrow red adhesive tape to attach the tail end of a reel to one out-
side face of the reel. The possibilities are endless. Establish whatever conventions 
you need and stick to them. 

Reusing Tape and Reels 

It is best to use only virgin tape and new reels when recording. Obviously, 
many stations and independent producers cannot afford to do this and must 
reuse tape from outtakes or recorded programs. There are several pitfalls to this 
practice: 
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• Improper splices. They will cause dropouts (lost instants of sound) when re-
corded over. 

• Sticky splices. With time, the "stickum" from most splicing tape will bleed 
onto one layer above, causing the tape to stick to a capstan or guide, or to the 
next layer of tape on the reel. The listener will hear an objectionable low 
"wow" in the speech or music. 

• Hidden internal leader. Although you're likely to spot long lengths of leader 
tape on a reel, you may miss short ones buried within a reel of used tape. If 
you do, nothing will be recorded on them as they pass the record head, and 
you may lose crucial information. 

• Bent or cracked reels. Metal reels can be bent out of "true"; plastic reels often 
crack. Don't use an imperfect reel—you may lose an entire reel of tape in re-
wind or fast-forward mode. Tape may also get momentarily stuck in a crack in 
a reel and distort during playback. 

Storage of Tape 

Completed programs designated for medium- to long-term retention should 
always be stored "tails out," uniformly wound onto reels or hubs (see below), 
and stored under controlled conditions of temperature and humidity. Most ma-
chines cannot produce uniform winds at fast-wind speeds. See tape manufactur-
ers' literature for further information. 

Hubs 

Some facilities handle tape without a feed or take-up reel, or both. Rather, 
they wind the tape tightly onto a small piece of plastic that goes around the hub, 
usually with one side of a metal reel (called a platen) underneath to guide the 
wind. Tapes wound onto hubs are sometimes called pancakes. Never rewind or 
fast-forward onto a hub—your tape will likely end up all over the room. 

Added Considerations of Editing Tape 

Once the mechanical skills of editing tape become second nature to you, edi-
torial concerns will blend in with the technical process. Some people assume a 
preference for smooth editing is a preference for style, or form, over content. It is 
not. At the editing level, the two are the same. When making editing decisions, 
you are the sole arbiter of how someone's comments are going to be presented. 
Editing balances style and content. It is not an either/or question. 
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By editing tape, you can control a person's ability to express himself to oth-
ers. This is a heady responsibility. Within the constraints of working with what's 
given to you, there is still a lot of leeway for determining what somebody means 
to say, what needs to be said, and what remains to be said. I believe editors must 
be certain that their work does not distort the intended thought of a speaker. 
Don't edit a tape to turn it into something you think the speaker should have said. 
You should aim to make it into something he or she would have said. The highest 
compliment a tape editor can receive is to have someone hear himself on a highly 
edited tape, and turn to the editor and say, "I thought you were going to edit 
this." 

Jonathan "Smokey" Baer first learned to edit tape in 1968. Ile was working at WBFO in Buffalo, N.Y., when 
someone came up to him, pointed at a tape on a machine, handed him a razor blade, and said, "Here, kid, put 
leader on that." He's been editing tape ever since, primarily for ALL THINGS CONSIDERED. Smokey also 
served as NPR's associate producer in Chicago from 1979 to 1983. He describes his work by borrowing from 
A.I. Liebling: "I edit tape better than anyone who can edit tape faster, and edit faster than anyone who can 
edit better." 
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Studio Production 
Skip Pizzi 

A good radio producer must be a good radio listener. The primary purpose 
of producing for the radio is communicating with listeners, and the production 
techniques we will talk about here are merely tools to that end. In many ways, 
radio production is an art, and although we can discuss artistic techniques here, 
this book cannot teach you "radiophonic art." That must come from within you, 
the producer, as you develop and hone the techniques of making good radio. 

As you do so, you should remember that journalistic responsibility must al-
ways take precedence over imaginative production when you're doing radio 
news and features. That thunderstorm sound effect on your CD may be the per-
fect thing for a drama or music production, but sounds in a journalistic piece 
must be recorded on location for that piece. 

Most importantly, always remember that radio production is a means to an 
end. Even the most experienced radio producer can fall prey to the temptation to 
let production form overwhelm content. This only defeats the purpose of produc-
tion: enhancing the presentation of information and entertainment to listeners. 

The Elements of Radio Production 

There are four basic elements of radio production—the tools that will help 
your radio production affect listeners the way you want. 

1. Level (or "Loudness") Control 
2. Mixing 
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3. Transition 
4. Timing 

Level (or "Loudness") Control 

Perceptions of loudness. The ear is a complicated and amazing instrument. 
It senses sound in a way that is far more advanced than our best sound record-
ing and reproduction equipment. As radio journalists, we are constantly chal-
lenged to fulfill this hungry sense with interesting sounds. 

Handicapping us right from the start is the fact that although we may begin 
with real, live sounds, the listener finally hears approximations of those sounds. 
Most sounds go through a number of replications before they finally reach the 
listener's ear, and each replication degrades the sound. The process includes re-
cording, playback, re-recording (sometimes several times), broadcast, and recep-
tion by the listener (see Figure 14.1). The highest quality equipment will 
minimize sound degradation (we will discuss ways to reduce the number of 
steps later in the chapter), but with any equipment, the better the sound going in, 
the better the sound coming out. With this in mind, let's go back to the ear, and 
the way it determines loudness. 

There are several factors involved. First, look at an oscillograph (see Figure 
14.2 A). This is a graphic representation of the electrical impulses produced by a 
microphone responding to sound waves. Note in this example that the peaks, or 
highest electrical values, occur at the oscillograph line marked +10. Figure 14.2B 
is an oscillograph of another sound; the maximum values also reach + 10, but 
note that more of the other (non-maximum) electrical impulses' peaks come 
closer to +10 than those in Figure A. This means the average level of Figure B is 
higher than Figure A, because higher valued peaks occur more often in B. To the 
ear, the sound in Figure B sounds louder than the sound in Figure A, even 
though their maximum electrical values are equal. This is the heart of the concept 
of "subjective loudness," or the ear's qualitative judgment of sound intensity. 

Spectral density. Another important factor in loudness is the spectral den-
sity of sound. Sounds as they occur in nature are combinations of fundamentals 
and harmonics. In other words, most sounds are a composite of several different 
frequencies. The fundamental is the lowest and loudest frequency component of 
a sound; it determines a sound's pitch. Harmonics are multiples of the funda-
mental frequency and occur at lower amplitude levels than the fundamental. For 
example, a given piano note has a fundamental frequency of 440 Hertz (Hz), or 
cycles per second, meaning that the piano strings for that note vibrate 440 times 
each second. Secondary vibrations—harmonics—occur on those strings at 880 Hz 
(440 x 2), 1320 Hz (440 x 3), 1760 Hz (440 x 4), 2200 Hz (440 x 5), and so on. The 
number of harmonics that occur, and their respective intensities, determine the 
timbre or tonality of the sound. 
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TYPICAL AUDIO PRODUCTION CHAIN 
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Sound waves are disturbances of the air, created by me- tape, a form in which they can be stored for later use. 
chanical vibration. Molecules of air bounce against each These magnetic signals can be reconverted to electricity 
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molecules hit the diaphragm of a microphone, it will waves and broadcast. The radio listener's receiver con-
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Figure 14.1. Audio Path. 
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Figure 14.2. Oscillographs. (A) Osciilograph of a sound whose maximum peak energy 
reaches the value arbitrarily called + 10. ( B) Oscillograph of another sound whose 
maximum peak energy also reaches + 10, but whose average intensity is higher than that 
of the sound represented in A. To most people, the sound depicted by oscillograph B will 
seem louder. (Photos by Skip PizzL) 
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The spectral density of the sound is the amount of harmonic energy it con-
tains. Loudness is also affected by spectral density. The higher the spectral density 
(i.e., the more harmonics in the sound), the louder the sound will seem to the ear. 
Meters or other level-sensing devices are not sensitive to this effect. A flute 
(which has relatively few harmonics) and a violin (which has many) recorded at 
the same "level" on a tape recorder's meters will have different loudnesses. The 
violin will sound significantly louder, due to its higher spectral density. 

The only way to determine how loud the listener will think a sound is, is to listen 
to the sound yourself. We will encounter various meters and other level-sensing 
devices, but none of them can judge subjective loudness as accurately or as sim-
ply as the ear. One of the cardinal rules of radio production, then, is to accustom 
your ear to a particular volume in your monitor speakers or headphones, and leave the 
volume there for the duration of your production session. The listener will not want to 
make frequent adjustments to the radio volume, so the producer should listen at 
one constant and comfortable level and adjust the production's contents to that 
level. This will ensure that the program has a consistent overall listening level. 
When a voice is followed by music, or even by another voice, be careful to match 
the subjective loudness of the two elements, avoiding a sudden jump or drop in 
the apparent level. Abrupt changes in loudness can cause the listener's attention 
to wander. If sound level variations require listeners to adjust their volume con-
trols, they may adjust their tuning knobs to other stations instead. 

Volume. Not only is it important to keep the monitoring level constant, but 
the absolute volume at which the producer listens is critical. Another phenome-
non of human hearing is at work here. Studies have shown that the ear's sensitiv-
ity to sound varies with the sound's frequency. In other words, at a comfortable 
volume for "mid-range" (voice range) sounds, the ear usually cannot hear bass 
or high treble sounds as well. In addition, frequency sensitivity changes with the 
volume of the sound; the louder a sound is, the better the ear hears the low (or 
bass) frequencies of that sound, and vice versa. For example, if you are listening 
at a very loud level when producing a radio piece, you may think it has too 
much bass, but, to the audience, listening at a moderate level, the bass content 
will be normal. 

The loudness button on some stereo equipment is designed to compensate 
for this effect. When it is turned on, more bass is automatically applied as the 
volume knob is turned down. 

Loudness as a production tool. There are situations where you may want a 
change of loudness to achieve a certain effect. For example, we have all heard the 
musical portion of a radio, TV, or film soundtrack swell suddenly to heighten the 
emotional impact of a scene. The same scene might fall flat without it. Creating 
an element of surprise is another example. Here, an abrupt loudness change can 
provide an attention-riveting shock. But these are special cases; unless you are 
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trying to achieve such an effect, keep the program's loudness comfortable and 
consistent. 

Mixing 

Radio production is a dynamic art form, meaning that it exists not as an ob-
ject in space (like sculpture), but as an event in time. In this respect it is akin to 
music, and mixing radio elements, like creating a musical composition, involves 
controlling and blending volumes and placement of several different audio 

sources. 
Mixing as a production tool. The power of sound mixing in radio produc-

tion is enormous. It can present listeners with two or more events recorded at 
separate times and/or separate places as if they had been simultaneous. Things 
that happened independently can be tied together; ideas can be emphasized or 
paraphrased; vast distances or time gaps between two events can magically dis-
appear. The possibilities for manipulating and juxtaposing time are endless.* 

In addition, you can vary the relative loudness or levels of the sounds being 
mixed so that one is louder than the others. This emphasizes the louder sound, of 
course, but you can continually adjust sound levels to shift the listener's primary 
focus from one element to another, while keeping the other sounds in close aural 
proximity. Moreover, you can do this discreetly so the listener is not distracted 
by the mixing effect, but is engaged by the content. 

Mixing is also used to add music and sound effects to the spoken word for 
dramatic or comedic effect. These effects, usually mixed below the voice level, 
can enhance otherwise dry readings. The so-called "Golden Age of Radio" owes 
much of its success to the early mastery of this technique, and to the stimulation 
of listeners' imaginations. Even a minimal use of these effects can evoke sus-
pense, humor, pathos, and other emotions, along with a great deal of believabil-
ity. In some sophisticated productions, dozens of effects tracks will be mixed in at 
different levels in a layering technique to create surreal or convincing radio tab-
leaux. And in nondramatic productions, effects can add to the listener's under-
standing or involvement. 

Transition 

The popularity of amusement parks and their thrill rides attests to the fact 
that people enjoy being transported in exciting and surprising ways. Successful 

*A producer of radio journalism can put all these techniques to good use, but must strive to make 
sure that the manipulations and juxtapositions don't result in misrepresentation of the ideas and 
opinions gathered in the reporting phase of the project. Mixing, like editing, requires that content of 
the story be the determining factor in style. 
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radio production takes this into account when it moves the listener from place to 
place or idea to idea with transitions in sound. 

On a more basic level, transitions are instrumental in presenting complex 
ideas on the radio. An orderly sequence of voices can improve the listener's com-
prehension and increase his attention span. A transition from one sound to a re-
inforcing sound, avoiding repetition, can stress the importance of an idea. News 
reporters often will follow a description of an event with an eyewitness ac-
count—a simple and quick transition that works. In a more involved production, 
transitions may be slower or more complex. 

Timing 

Timing is closely related to transition. Timing is to radio production what 
tempo is to music. The overall length of a radio production should be appropri-
ate to the subject. A good rule of thumb: When in doubt, make it shorter or faster. 

Usually, listeners are only subconsciously aware that timing is influencing 
their interest in a program. This is as it should be; if the listener notices tech-
nique, form has overtaken content. In longer or highly produced programs, an 
effect can be introduced gently, then subtly intensified or enhanced as the pro-
gram continues. The first use of the effect should not shock, but entice, the lis-
tener. Subsequent occurrences can employ more radical treatments and build a 
climax, as a good work of fiction does. 

Finally, the overall pacing of a radio production must be consistent with, as 
well as appropriate to, the subject matter. Strike a balance between boredom and 
sensory overload. Let ideas flow at a rate the listener finds comfortable; don't 
disturb the rate once you establish it. 

Preparing for Production 

The real workplace for radio production is the production studio. The speci-
fic equipment and functions of a studio are not standardized. In fact, there are 
probably no two production studios exactly alike. But to a good producer, chang-
ing from one properly equipped studio to another is no more difficult than 
changing from one car to another. 

One significant variable is who actually operates the equipment. In many 
studios, the producer does everything—both the mental and the manual work. 
This is usually referred to as a combo operation. In some studios, an engineer 
operates the equipment according to the producer's instructions. In either case, 
the producer must understand the basic workings of the studio so he can per-
form or explain the procedures necessary to accomplish the production. 
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The first step in radio production is preparing to use the studio. Studio time 
is extremely valuable; preparation can save more studio time than any other pro-
duction technique or shortcut. Before entering the studio, you should know the 
exact nature and order of the work to be done and, especially in the combo situ-
ation, exactly how to do it. You should have a prepared script, and your tape 
should be edited (and leadered, if on open-reel tape), put in the proper order, 
and, if necessary, timed. Plan the production in the simplest possible way, not 
just for efficiency in the studio, but because planning usually results in the most 
effective production. Some production sessions are complicated, so it's often 
worthwhile to work out a plan on paper. Take the final work plan or production 

script with you into the studio. (See Appendix G, "Sample Production Plan.") 
One decision you need to make before entering the studio is whether the 

piece will be mixed or cut-together. Cutting-together requires less time and equip-
ment than mixing. It is a quick and simple method of putting uncomplicated 
radio pieces together by splicing. If you use this technique, the subjective loud-
ness of all the elements must be nearly equal to avoid objectionable level jumps. 
If you are going to mix the piece, all the elements will go through the console 
and be re-recorded, so matching their original levels is not as critical. 

The decision to mix or cut-together is usually determined by the complexity 
of the production and the time available to do it. If you are doing a simple news 
spot, you probably will read your script, play a recording (an actuality), and then 
read a conclusion. This piece could be cut together if the actuality has been prop-
erly recorded. If, however, you want a sound bed underneath the entire spot, 
using sound recorded at the scene, you will need to mix the spot. 

It is important to assess the capabilities of your particular studio and what is 
feasible in it before planning a production. The number of sound sources (play-
back machines) available at any one time is one important consideration. (See 
Appendix B, "Assessing the Studio.") 

Setting Up the Studio 

Assuming you have made proper preparations, the first step upon entering 
the studio is to set up the equipment. First, clean all tape recorder heads, cap-
stans, pinch rollers, tape guides, and other parts of the tape path (see Figure 
13.2). Next, line up all the tape machines to the console. This means adjusting all 
the tape machines' meters so that a "0 VU" (volume unit, pronounced "zero V-
U") reading shows up on them whenever that same reading appears on the con-
sole meter (see Figure 14.3). Adjust digital recorders' inputs so their input meters 
read "-15." On digital machines "0" is the maximum recordable level, so a meter 
setting of "-15" gives plenty of headroom. On analog recorders, "0 VU" is a 
nominal recording level allowing about 10 dB (decibels) headroom above "0 VU" 

for occasional louder sounds (see Figure 14.6). 
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Lining up tape machines requires an oscillator. The oscillator produces an 
electrical signal at a steady frequency (or pitch) and at a constant level. It creates 
a pure sine wave with no overtones at a given frequency. The studio operator can 
control both of these parameters. Select a frequency somewhere in the center of 
the audio range, usually 1 kilohertz (1 kHz, also known as 1000 Hertz), although 
you can use anywhere from 400 to 2000 Hz. Send the output of the oscillator into 
the console (on some consoles it is a built-in feature), and adjust it to make the 
console meter(s) read "0 VU." Then, set each tape machine's monitor switch (see 
Fig. 14.4) to SOURCE, INPUT or RECORD (the name used for this setting varies 
from one brand of tape recorder to another). Adjust the input level, or record level, 
or gain (all names for the same thing) so the tape machine's meter reads "0 VU." 
(If the tape machine is two-track or multi-track, follow these procedures for each 
channel.) The tape machine is now lined up to the console. 

Perform this process on all tape machines that are hooked up to record from 
the console. Now, as you observe good levels on the console VU meter, you can 
be sure the tape machines recording audio from the console have the same level. 

Achieving Unity Gain 

Next, set the output of each open reel tape machine in the calibrate position 
(CAL or SRL). (For machines without a calibrate function, see the set-up procedures 

Figure 14.3. 0 VU Meter Reading. A 
"0 VU" reading on the standard VU 
(volume unit) meter. Note that the 
scale above the line is calibrated in 
dB (decibels) relative to "0" or 
"reference level," and the scale 
below the line is calibrated in 
percentage of modulation for 
broadcast transmitters. "0 VU" 
equals 100% modulation. (Photo by 
Skip Pizzl.) 
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at the end of this section.) With the oscillator still sending a "0 VU" level, record 
a minute or so of the 0 VU tone from the oscillator onto a blank tape of the type 
for which the machine is set.* Record the tone at the tape speed that will be used in 
the production. Professional broadcasters in the United States use 71/2 inches per 
second (ips) or 19 centimeters per second (cm/s) for most voice recording and 15 
ips (38 cm/s) for music. As the tone is being recorded, change the monitor switch 
to respond to signals coming from the tape (TAPE, REPRO or PB). This does not 
affect the recording; it only changes the point to which the meter and output are 
connected. When the switch is made, the meter should remain at "0 VU," or at 
least stay between -1 VU and + 1 VU. If the meter moves by more than this when 
you switch from SOURCE to TAPE, or INPUT to PB, etc., and the output is in the 
calibrate position while recording a mid-frequency (1 kHz) tone, then the tape 
machine is improperly set up or malfunctioning. If the meter stays at approxi-
mately 0 VU after switching to PB or TAPE, adjust the RECORD GAIN or INPUT 
LEVEL as needed to return the meter to exactly "0 VU." An adjustment of the 
knob will take a half-second or so to show up on the meter, because the knob 
you are adjusting is changing the level going onto the tape via the record head, 
but what you are watching on the meter is coming off the tape from the playback 
head (see Figure 14.4). The delayed reaction results from the time it takes for any 
point on the tape to travel from the record head to the playback head. (This phe-
nomenon also provides for some interesting special effects—see Appendix E.) 

Now you have recorded a bit of 0 level tone on the recording machine. You 
will use this tape to align the output of all playback machines. Rewind the tone 
tape and turn off the oscillator. Next, play back the tone tape on the machine it 
was recorded on. Adjust the tape machine's OUTPUT, if necessary, so the meters 
read "0 VU." Adjust the console fader (also known as a pot, short for potenti-
ometer) that the tape machine is playing back through until the console meter 
reads "0 VU." Mark the position of the fader at this point. 

Then, rewind the tone tape, and use it to repeat this process on each play-
back machine. Don't forget to check the OUTPUT of each playback machine be-
fore moving to the console. Again, mark each console fader at the point at which 
"0 VU" tone on tape makes the console meter also read "0 VU." Marking the 
console (using a wax pencil, magic marker on masking tape, colored adhesive 
tape or any other non-defacing technique) allows you to reset the fader to the 
same point at any time. When the fader is set to this mark, unity gain is 

'To "set up" a tape machine, a technician adjusts its playback electronics to an industry-stand-
ardized test tape. Once adjusted, any tape will play back properly on this machine. The technician 
also records tones from an oscillator onto blank tape, and adjusts the recording functions of the 
machine to adhere to the same standard. These adjustments will differ from one type of tape stock 
to another. Therefore, the type of tape used to adjust the machine is the only kind of tape that 
should be used for recording on that machine, but any kind of tape can be played back with proper 
fidelity. 
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Figure 14.4. Tape Monitor Switch Position. The monitor switch selects the point at which 
audio is sampled and sent to the meter and output. In position A. the meter and output 
get audio as it comes into the recorder from a mixer or microphone. In position B, meter 
and output get audio as it comes off the tape. For playing back a tape, the monitor 
must be in position B. For recording, the switch can be in either position. Position A is 
called SOURCE, INPUT, or RECORD depending on your tape machine; Position B Is called 
TAPE. REPRO or PB. 

achieved. (It is called "unity" because nothing is added or subtracted from the 
level of the signal as it travels from one tape machine to another through the 
console; in mathematical terminology, unity means multiplied by a factor of one, i.e., 
equivalence.) By the way, the unity gain point should fall between 12 o'clock and 
three o'clock on rotary faders, and around the -10 to -15 mark on linear faders 
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Figure 14.5. Unity Gain Point 
on Pots or Faders. The unity 
gain points are shown in their 
appropriate positions for rotary 
pots or linear faders. 

(see Figure 14.5). If this is not the case, the console is not set up properly and 
needs adjustment by electronics maintenance personnel. 

The preceding set-up procedures may seem rather complex, but after you 
perform them a few times, they will become routine. Until they do, you may 
want to refer to this abbreviated review of set-up procedures: 

1. Use an oscillator to set console meter to "0 VU" with approximately 1 
kHz tone. 

2. Set tape monitor switches to SOURCE or INPUT, and adjust record lev-
els (inputs) to "0 VU" on tape machines' meters. 

3. Place tape machines' outputs in CAL or SRL position. 
4. Change monitor switches to TAPE or PB, and readjust record gain to "0 

VU" on meters if necessary. 
5. Record about 60 seconds of tone onto blank tape of proper type. 
6. Turn off oscillator, and rewind tapes. 
7. Play back tone tape on each tape machine, setting each console fader 

for "0 VU" on console meter. 
8. Mark console at each fader where "0 VU" point occurs. 

Preparing To Mix 

Once the set-up is complete, the next step is to dub any music or other ma-
terial on vinyl records onto tape. This not only saves time during retakes but 
saves records as well. Repeatedly playing the same section of a record in a short 
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Figure 14.6. Dynamic Range Chart. This is a 
conceptual diagram of the limitations in volume 
extremes inherent in all audio systems. Too high a 
level causes distortion; too low a level causes the 
audio to be masked by system noise. A happy 
medium, or " reference level," has both sufficient 
headroom (15 to 20 dB) between reference level and 
distortion and sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (60 dB or 
more) between reference level and the system noise 
level, or " noise floor." 

period of time causes serious, irreparable damage to the record surface. This is 
especially disturbing when the dramatic impact of a sound effect is accompanied 
by the easily recognizable clicks and pops of record-surface noise. Clean records 
thoroughly before dubbing them. (Repeated playings of compact discs will not 
damage them, but you may obtain more precise control over any music and ef-
fects by transferring them to tape first.) 

When dubbing the LP or CD, make sure the level going to the tape is opti-
mum, peaking the VU meters between -3 and 0 VU. (If your console is equipped 
with peak reading or other meters instead of or in addition to VU meters, see 
Appendix C.) 

Now place the various elements on the tape machines or cart machines in 
accordance with your production plan. A cart, or cartridge machine, is a tape 
deck that uses tape contained in a plastic cartridge. The tape is wound in a con-
tinuous loop inside the cartridge. The major advantage of the cart is its ability to 
"re-cue" itself, by means of an inaudible tone put on the cart when it is recorded. If 
any carts need to be recorded, they should be done at this time. Carts are especially 
useful for inserting sound effects. A wide assortment of them can be kept on 
hand and dropped into a mix quickly and conveniently, because they don't re-
quire cueing or threading and have a fast start-up. 

There are disadvantages to carts, however. Their wow and flutter (speed varia-
tions) can be audible, especially in music. Their noise and distortion performance is 
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usually inferior to reel-to-reel recording, and their high-frequency response is 
often deficient as well. (In stereo work, tape skewing, an up-and-down motion of 
the tape as it passes the heads, can cause an even greater problem—phase can-
cellation of the high frequencies for the mono listener. Phase cancellation occurs 
when the time relationship between two signals is not synchronous. When the 
two signals are combined [summed], some frequencies are lost.) 

Recording Voices 

For complex productions, make sure the voice tracks are precisely recorded, 
edited, and leadered. For simple sessions, you may be able to record voice tracks 
live as you produce your piece. If you have an engineer in the control room, give 
him the tape elements with a script, then go into the studio to read the voice 
tracks.* 

When tracking (recording voice), the voice level and loudness must match 
the level and loudness of other principal elements. If the piece you're producing 
is going to be cut together (as opposed to mixed), play the actuality cut(s) at 
unity gain (adjust the tape playback fader on the console to the mark you made 
during set-up), and match your voice level (by ear) to the tape level by adjusting 
the microphone fader. 

Watch the meter to ensure you are not exceeding any electronic parameters, 
but perform the level matching process by listening. This may be difficult in a 
combo studio, when you have to listen live to your own voice on headphones. 
Do a little trial and error. Play the first sentence of a sample voice track recording 
back at unity gain and check its loudness against the first actuality at unity gain. 
Once the levels are balanced, record your voice tracks onto blank tape, and as-
semble the piece by intercutting them with your previously recorded actuality. 
(There is no need to rerecord the actuality, unless it is a complicated production 
or the tape is not in suitable condition and needs fixing.) For mixing, especially if 
the work is to be done combo, it is usually best to prerecord your voice tracks. 

Beware of plosives, also known as P-pops. You can avoid these by position-
ing the microphone off to one side of your mouth rather than dead center in 
front of you. You can feel the "plosive region" by placing your open palm two or 
three inches in front of your mouth as you say the letter p. You will feel the 
sudden burst of air hitting your palm, but if you continue to make that sound 
and move your hand gradually to one side, you will find that the width of the 
wind-burst is limited and is barely noticeable at the corners of your mouth. This 

"The term "studio" is often used here to denote both the control room and the studio per se. The 
control room is where the console and tape machines are located; the studio is the adjacent room 
used only for microphone pickup of acoustically produced sound—voices, instruments, etc. In the 
combo situation, the control room also serves as a studio. 
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is where you should place the microphone.** (See Chapter 12, "Field Recording: 
Techniques," for illustrations of mike placement techniques.) 

Sibilance is a related problem. It is the excessively sharp whistling sound 
associated with the letters c, f, and s. When you say words containing these 
sounds, you force air through very narrow mouth spaces. Close miking accentu-
ates this sound, but to eliminate it you would have to move too far away from 
the microphone for acceptable voice tracking. However, an electronic device 
called a dynamic sibilance controller, more commonly known as a de-esser, can 
help. (See Appendix E.) 

Mixing Techniques 

Once you are ready to mix, just follow your plan, remembering to set a com-
fortable monitoring level and leave it there for the entire session. When fading 
sounds down, take them down smoothly and decisively, and leave them at a 
level that doesn't fight with the new sound introduced over them, but not so low 
that they are indistinguishable. 

Get into the habit of using the RECORD SAFETY or SAFE switches when 
loading tapes onto decks for playback. These switches ensure that the record 
functions, which would erase the tape, cannot be accidentally engaged. In fact, 
it's best to keep your tape decks in the SAFE mode, and only place a machine 
into the READY mode when you are preparing to record. 

A/B Reels 

If you have five elements to be placed consecutively with a bit of overlap-
ping of each, they can be set up on A/B reels, where elements #1, #3, and #5 are 
on one reel (the A reel), and elements #2 and #4 are on a second reel (the B reel). 
Separate all elements by two or three seconds of leader tape. Put each reel onto a 
different tape machine, and alternate the cuts. As cut #1 ends on the A reel, start 
cut #2 (the first cut on the B reel) on the other machine. Meanwhile, stop the first 
machine and cue up cut #3 in the cue or audition channel of the console. As cut 
#2 runs out, start the first machine again with cut #3. Now cue cut #4 on machine 
two, and so on (see Figure 14.7). 

Other consonants are plosives as well. The letter b makes a plosive burst in the same area as the 
p, but it is usually much less severe. The t and the k can be a problem, but their plosive region is 
located below that of the p. Using the open palm again, the rush of air from t or k can be felt out in 
front of the chin, as it proceeds at a downward angle from the mouth. This is another reason to 
select the corner of the mouth as the "plosive-free" area for mike placement. 
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Figure 14.7. A/B Reels. As shown, odd-numbered cuts are assembled onto the A reel, 
and even-numbered cuts go onto the B reel. When played back from Iwo tape decks 
through a mixing console, the cuts alternate between reels for the proper sequencing, 
with short mixes between them. 

Pickup Edits 

In long or complex mixes, it is often impossible to perform all the required 
operations in one take. At these times, the pickup edit becomes invaluable, in-
stead of attempting to mix a long section in one take, do it in several shorter 
sections, which you can edit together later. To do this, you must select pickup 
points in the mix—the places where the short sections can be edited together. 

For example, if a piece begins with a mix of several elements, followed by a 
voice track (on tape), followed by more mixed elements, the voice track can serve 
as your pickup point. This means that you can record the first mix through the 
voice track and stop. Then note the position of the fader on which the voice track 
was just payed, and prepare for the second section. Now begin to record the 
second section, rerecording the same voice track that ended the first section, 
played at tile same level as the first section. After the second mix, rewind the 
recording just made and find a suitable edit point, like a hard consonant, in the 
voice track section of both mixes. Then just splice the two mixes together at the 
edit point (see Figure 14.8). 
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Figure 14.8. Pickup Edits. This is the timing plan of a two-section mix with a pickup edit in 
the announcer bridge between them. Mix elements C and D are ambience tracks or 
sound beds for each section. C fades out under the beginning of the announcer bridge, 
and D fades up under the end of the announcer bridge. The pickup point is any loud 
consonant in the announcer track where the announcer's voice is " In the clear," i.e.. 
without any other elements mixed under it. The producer/engineer was careful to have 
the announcer's voice level exactly the same during the recording of both mix sections 
to avoid any level jump at the pickup edit. 

Overlapping 

A related technique is called overlapping. Consider a situation where you 
must repair or replace a 30-second section in the middle of a long program. You 
can't just cut out the old section and replace it because of an extended mixed 
passage surrounding it. 

Begin the overlapping procedure by playing the master tape and rerecording 
it onto blank tape about 15 seconds ahead of the problem area, with the playback 
machine's console fader at the unity gain mark. At this point, you are really just 
dubbing. When you reach the problem, roll in whatever changes or additions are 
required to improve the problematic section. For example, you might mix in an-
other sound effect as the master rolls by, or you might stop the master, roll in an-
other element, and then restart the master. You also could fade down the master 
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Figure 14.9. Overlapping. Original has problem between points B and C. Dub is made 
at unity gain starling at point a and running through point D on original, but with original 
levels changed and/or new elements mixed in between points B and C on original. Dub 
is virtually Identical to original between points E and F and between points G and H. 
Between F and G is a new, fixed section. Points X and Y are found (easy edit points in 
the unchanged section) on both the original and the dub, and the section between X 
and Y on the original is removed and replaced by the same section from the dub. New 
original is one generation down between X and Y but is also repaired between F and G. 

momentarily under an added new element. Or you might just make a simple 
level correction to the original mix. 

In any case, after you pass the problem area and are back into the good 
territory of the original mix, bring the master tape's playback fader back to unity 
gain (if it was moved during the fix), and roll for about 15 more seconds, making 
sure that all other input channels are closed. Then stop both the record and the 
playback machines. Those last 15 seconds were also just dubbing. Now find an 
easy edit point on the original master and the same point in the new recording, 
during those 15-second-long sections before and after the "fix." Cut out the 
flawed original section and cut in the new, fixed recording. There should be no 
noticeable change at the splices, because both versions are essentially identical at 
the splice points (see Figure 14.9) 

When picking edit points for overlaps, select a good, loud, transient or per-
cussive sound. The change of tape generation at the splices will change the hiss 
level, making the splice noticeable or even objectionable if it occurred during a 
soft passage. If a splice takes place at a loud event or word, the sound will mask 
any hiss change. 

The Art of Mixing 

Mixing makes it possible for radio production to ascend to true art: You can 
discreetly introduce and remove subtle effects, add layers of ambience for real-
ism, and inject music for emotional impact. Enter and exit elements slowly and 
carefully, without abruptness. An operator must become familiar with the taper of 
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With multitrack, just as with multimachine mixing, you can use the tech-
nique of pickup editing to break the mixing process into manageable sections. In 
fact, with multitrack you don't have to find places in the piece where there's only 
one sound source to do a pickup. All you have to do is remember the relative 
volume settings of all tracks that are in the mix at your pickup point, and set the 
mixing console appropriately. 

Multitrack recorders come in 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, and even 48 tracks, in analog or 
digital recording formats. Some use open-reel tape; some are cassette-based; some 
use a variety of proprietary tape formats. There are even "virtual multitracks" 
where the audio is stored on hard disk or other computer storage format, but 
treated like a multitrack tape recorder. Some of these "virtual multitracks" allow 
you to adjust the relative timing of individual elements after you've assembled 
the backbone. This can give you the assembling ease of a multitrack coupled with 
the timing flexibility of multimachine production. 

Sound Effects 

When using sound effects in a production, you often will get significantly 
better results if you record the sound effects yourself on location (although many 
are available commercially on CD, LP, or tape). "Rolling your own" is almost 
always worth the extra effort required, and in journalistic pieces the sound must 
be real, not generic. 

In dramatic productions, sound effects are crucial to the credibility of the 
program. Some studios specializing in sound effects use something known as 
"Foley-work" equipment. Named after a well-known sound-effects man from 
the "Golden Age" of radio, it usually is set up in the form of a multiple-sec-
tioned sandbox on the studio floor. Each section contains a different walking sur-
face (flagstone, dried leaves, grass, twigs and branches, gravel, sand, etc.). 
Someone walks in place in the appropriate box to create the effect of movement 
of the characters within their aural environment.* Another typical accoutrement 
of such a studio is a small portable door and frame (about 2' x 4'), which is used 
to denote the entrances and exits of characters. Portability is important, because 
placement in the studio and proximity to the microphone(s) affect the aural per-
spective of the sound effects. 

It is critical that effects appear to be in the same "space" as the characters, 
and in the correct proximity. "Off-stage" sounds should not be miked as closely 
as the "on-stage" actors' voices, for example. This is another problem with prere-
corded sound effects, since their acoustical space is predetermined. If you 
must use "canned" effects, however, you can sometimes place them in the 

*In addition to footsteps, today the term "Foley" generally is applied to any live sound effect per-
formed in studio by a 'Foley actor." 
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proper perspective. If, as is often the case, the sound effect on the record is close-
miked and "dry" sounding, and you need a more distant sound, you can rere-
cord the effect by playing it through a speaker in the studio and picking it up 
through a mike (or mikes) arranged to place the sound in the proper space. The 
acoustics of the studio are thus added to the sound. Artificial reverberation can 
occasionally help, too. (See Appendix E.) 

Using Music 

Music plays an important role in radio production, of course. As with any 
effect, it should always be appropriately styled and not used gratuitously or just 
for the sake of the effect. A proper level ratio between the music and other ele-
ments is critical. A speaking voice over a singing voice (voice-over-vocal) should 
usually be avoided, because the two voices will compete for the listener's attention. 

Eacktiming. Voice-over-music often works well when the voice is placed 
over an instrumental section and ends just before the vocals in the music start. 
This is a traditional and effective timing technique, and can easily be achieved by 
a process called backtiming. This is the basic technique behind most timing ef-
fects in radio production, and it is simpler to perform than to read about. 

Essentially, backtiming is deciding at which point in time two events must 
occur &multaneously, and then measuring back in time so you know when each 
element must start to reach that magic point. If you are using tape machines with 
built-in time counters, backtiming is a pretty straightforward calculation. But, if 
your tape machine doesn't have this feature, you may be able to use a mechani-
cal technique called reverse threading. You can do this on most tape machines, 
as long as the capstan and pinch roller are exposed and not enclosed within the 
head assembly housing (see Figure 14.11). 

Instead of threading the tape to pass straight through the capstan and pinch 
roller in the normal way, you reroute it as shown in Figure 14.11. When you 
press PLAY, the tape is pulled in the opposite direction from its normal, forward 
movement, but at the same approximate speed. Tape-to-head contact is often 
radically impaired in this mode, so don't attempt critical playback or dubbing in 
this mode; it is purely a timing technique. 

Only use this process with professional standard thickness (1.5 mil) tape. 
The extremely sharp turns of reverse threading place unusual stress on the tape, 
and can stretch thinner tapes. However, if you must perform backtiming on 1.0 
mil or thinner tape, or if your tape machine does not have an exposed capstan 
and pinch roller, you can exchange the supply and take-up reels and use the nor-
mal play function to roll the tape. The machine will be rolling forward, but the 
recorded sound will be moving in reverse. After the backroll, exchange the reels 
again, resetting the tape in the forward direction. 
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Figure 14.11. Reverse Threading. This shows one method of reverse threading a tape for 
backwards playback, used in the backtiming process. Arrows show the direction of 
motion when the PLAY function is engaged if the tape is threaded around the capstan 
and pinch roller in the fashion shown. To accomplish this alternate threading, pull a little 
tape slack off the take-up reel, make an S-loop out of the slack, and slip it around in 
front of the capstan and behind the pinch roller, instead of the usual threading straight 
through between the capstan and roller. 

For example, assume you have a piece of music with a 15-second instrumen-
tal introduction followed by vocals. You also have a voice track (more than 15 
seconds long) that you want to mix over that introduction, and have the music's 
vocals start just after the voice track ends. Cue the voice track tape up on the end 
of the last word, set up the tape for reverse threading, push PLAY, let it roll 15 
seconds, and stop it. The point on the tape at the play head of the machine is 
now 15 seconds before the end of the voice tape. Mark the voice tape carefully 
with a wax pencil against the playback head. Undo the reverse threading, and 
add a horizontal wax stripe mark just ahead of this point on the voice track tape 
(see Figure 14.12). Recue both elements to their beginnings. Start the music when 
you see the wax stripe pass the play head of the voice tape's machine, and the 
music's vocals will begin at the end of the voice track. 
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Figure 14.12. Wax-Striping a Tape. To draw a wax stripe on a tape, line the wax-marked 
cue point up to a tape guide, head-lifter, or roller (not a tape head), then press the wax 
pencil, holding it as shown in a sort of sideways method, onto the mark. With the other 
hand, slowly turn the feed reel clockwise, while pressing the pencil against the tape. (It Is 
advisable to scrape any excess wax off the tape with the thumbnail after drawing the 
line.) When playing this tape back, the line serves as a visual warning to prepare for the 
passing of the cue point, which follows at the end of the line. A six-inch line usually is 
adequate for 71/2 ips; double this for 15 ips. (Photo by Phoebe Chase Ferguson.) 

Better still, instead of timing the intro of the music with a stopwatch, then 
backrolling the voice track by so many seconds, combine the processes into a 
quick and easy single step. Perform the cueing and reverse threading process de-
scribed, but, instead of backrolling and watching 15-seconds tick off, play the 
music (forward on another tape machine or turntable) simultaneously. As the 
music starts, hit PLAY on the reverse-threaded voice track machine; when the 
vocals start, stop the voice track. Now, carefully mark the voice tape with a wax 
pencil at the playback head, and undo the reverse threading around the capstan 
and roller. Add a wax stripe on the tape, frust ahead of the wax mark. Recue and 
set up both machines for mixing, and proceed as above. 

Sometimes the pacing isn't quite right, and a bit more or a bit less space is 
required between the end of the voice track and the beginning of the vocal. You 
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Figure 14.13. Deadrolling. Assume that a program must be produced to a 29:00 length. 
The program without closing music Is 28:17. The theme is 2:30 long. Start a clock when 
the program begins (or the tape timer available on some machines can be used), and, 
when that clock reads 26:30, start the closing theme, but keep the fader down. As the 
program body ends, fade In the already rolling music. Since it is 2:30 long, and was 
started at 26:30. It will end at 29:00 on the clock. 

can redo the mix, this time starting the music tape a bit after the end of the stripe 
passes the play head (if more space or a looser cue is desired), or starting the 
music tape while the stripe is still passing over the head (for a "tighter cue" or 
less space). After a few attempts, you'll become comfortable with it, and develop 
variations as necessary. (Don't forget to clean the playback head of accidentally 
applied wax—before you begin your mix.) 

Deadrolling. Let's say you are producing a 29-minute program, and you 
want it to end with a piece of theme music or sound. You have 28 minutes, 17 
seconds of program material, plus a 21/2 -minute closing theme. As the clock you 
are running on the body of the program (or timer for a prerecorded program) 
reaches 26:30 (29:30 minus 2:30), you deadroll the closing theme—that is, you 
start it but do not open its fader, so it is not heard at first. Then, about 15 or 20 
seconds later, as the program begins to wrap up, you fade up the closing theme 
and bring it up full as the program ends. As the clock reaches the required 29:00 
endpoint, the music will end exactly on time (see Figure 14.13). Deadpot is a 
synonym for deadroll. 

Tape Loops 

The loop is used to extend the useful length of a short bit of ambience, or to 
repeat a sound effect or section of music to create a rhythmic, repetitive, or hyp-
notic effect. 

An electronic device called a sampler is the best way to loop a short section 
of audio. The audio is recorded from whatever source is available into the digital 
memory of the sampler and stored. The start and end points of the sampled 
audio can be edited, and the sampler can be set to play that segment over and 
over again. 
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Most samplers have only enough memory to record a maximum of a few 
seconds of audio. For longer looping needs, splice an actual loop of tape and 
play it back over and over for the desired running time. 

It is not difficult to make a loop, but select the sound carefully. For an ambi-
ence loop, it must be free from noticeable sounds, such as coughs, shouts, clat-
ters, etc. And the level or tonal quality of the ambience must not change from the 
beginning to the end of the section. For music loops, observe proper timing so 
the beat or meter of the music is not disturbed. When playing back a loop, since 
the tape is not on a reel, you must provide tape tension creatively, depending on 
how long the loop is, and how much slack needs to be taken up. You can double 
(or halve) the tape length of a given loop by dubbing to the next higher (or 
lower) tape speed. 

The loop has to be at least long enough to make it around the head assem-
bly. You can take up slack with a pencil held vertically or with a soda can (see 
Figures 14.14 A and B). If the loop is long enough, you can place it around a reel 
hub on the take-up spindle. It is usually advisable to keep the take-up reel sta-
tionary either by holding it or by using the EDIT function of the tape machine (if 
the machine has one) instead of the PLAY function. For longer loops, you can use 
a plastic five or seven inch reel to take up slack, and hang it over the edge of the 
tape deck (see Figure 14.14 C). Or, you can use a stationary reel on another adja-
cent machine or a reel on a pencil in mid-air. You must supply enough tension to 
provide good tape-to-head contact, but not too much, or the tape speed will 
slow, and the tape may stretch. Music loops are particularly sensitive to speed 
changes because they affect the pitch of the sound, and pitch changes are quite 
noticeablE to the ear. It is best to set up a music loop without any sharp turns 
(soda can or reel hub rather than a pencil), with a very short piece of splicing 
tape on tfe splice, and with fixed tension corners (i.e., don't use hand-held de-
vices to provide tension). If you use a reel hung over the side of the tape ma-
chine, it is best to attach the reel to the side of the machine with a piece of 
adhesive tape to keep the reel from turning or bouncing. 

Working with an Engineer 

If you're working with an engineer rather than in a combo situation, the key 
to success is teamwork. A lot depends on the people involved and their attitudes; 
without a gcod working relationship, the production session can be inefficient 
and frustratir g. 

The producer can help things get off to a good start by being completely 
prepared with materials, a production plan, and all tapes properly leadered, la-
beled, and heads out. Clearly establish the sequence of work. Don't Confuse the en-
gineer by overwhelming him with excessive detail all at once, or with unnecessary 
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Figure 14.14. Tape Loops. (A) Tape loop held with pencil. (B) Tape loop held with a 
soda can and reel. (C) Longer tape loops can be handled by using a five or seven inch 
reel hung over the edge of the tape deck. (Photos by Phoebe Chase Ferguson.) 
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information. Show engineers that you are conversant with the production proc-
ess, but don't try to impress them with your knowledge of the studio. Maintain a 
professional attitude at all times, even if things aren't going well. 

If you're stuck, ask the engineer for a suggestion or feedback on the content, 
not just on technical matters. The engineer may hear something that you don't, or 
he may have the objectivity you lack after spending three weeks in an edit booth 
with your material. But the responsibility to make the final decisions is the pro-
ducer's. The pacing and flow of a production is an important aspect of the art of 
radio production. Getting the right "feel" is essential. But remember that the 
most important criterion for including any production idea or sound element is 
its meaning. Do not include anything that doesn't have a purpose or doesn't fit. 

Skip Pizzi is the technical editor for Broadcast Engineering magazine, published by Intertec Publishing 
Corporation in Overland Park, Kansas. Skip spent 13 years at National Public Radio headquarters in Wash-
ington, D.C., serving in various technical production and technical training positions. Programs that he 
engineered or directed during his tenure there have won numerous national and international broadcast 
awards. His recording work is still heard daily on NPR newsmagazines' themes and music bridges. Skip has 
developed training programs for producers, managers, and engineers at NPR and its member stations. A 
member of the Society of Broadcast Engineers and the Audio Engineering Society (AES), Skip has presented 
papers at both of those societies' conferences and at the National Association of Broadcasters convention. He 
is a contributing author to the NAB Engineering Handbook, and has written articles for db, Mix, Journal 
of the AES, Radio World, Billboard, and BME. Skip has also been a guest lecturer at universities and 
chair of the Committee for Digital Radio Broadcasting (CDRB), an industry group formed to foster education 
and discussion about digital radio broadcasting technology. 
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Emerging Technologies 
and Techniques 

Flown Williams 

Advances in the field of computers have brought the dream of combined 
audio, video, and text information closer to reality. Faster operating speeds, 
cheaper memory, and increased data storage capacity mean that computers are 
now more ready to handle the mountains of data that it takes to store and ma-
nipulate sound and pictures. 

In fact, both audio and video production are benefiting from the computer 
industry's research and development work. Computers are a far larger industry, 
and more research and development dollars are being invested there. Develop-
ment of audio and video tools is becoming a story of building peripherals for 
computers, and finding better ways to turn sound and pictures into the digital 
data that computers love to crunch. 

More and more audio equipment is being designed to work alongside video 
gear. Witness the emergence of audio recorders and MIDI (musical instrument 
digital interface) control devices designed to synchronize sound with film or 
video images via "time code." And some audio products engage in wholesale 
borrowing of video technology. A case in point is digital audio tape (DAT), an 
audio recorder whose rotary-head helical-scan recording system comes right out 
of home camcorders. 

This headlong rush into development of "multimedia producing platforms" 
is fraught with headaches, though. Innovation is placed ahead of standardization, 
and the resuit can be a Tower of Babel. We're faced with clusters of miracle 
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boxes, each of which can work wonders with audio within its own "environ-
ment." But try to get information out of one box and into the next, or get one 
box to talk to another, and the headaches begin! 

Amid all the hoopla about multimedia and hypermedia, there is a place for 
radio. Listening to something without a visual accompaniment can still stimulate 
the imagination best. And our listeners tell us they can absorb information by ear 
while doing other things like driving, throwing clay pots, jogging, or washing the 
dog. In fact, they say, the combination of listening and doing is more satisfying 
than either activity alone. 

Still, as you continue to produce audio programs for radio or other distribu-
tion in the future, you may find that you'll be doing it on equipment that is built 
for video and text as well. 

The Switch to Digital 

What has made all this integration possible is a stream of advances in trans-
forming sound and pictures into digital data. This isn't easy. After all, sound ex-
ists as a continuous series of pressure ridges and troughs in the molecules of air 
between the sound's source and your ears. How can you turn that into packets of 
ones and zeros, and then be able to change it back into sound for your listeners? 

The first order of business is to change the sound to analog audio. This is 
done with a microphone, which responds to the continuous stream of pressure 
ridges in the air by producing a continuous electrical signal that varies in the 
same way the sound waves did. The microphone, if you will, is making an elec-
trical analogy of the sound. 

Next we can take this analog audio signal and make periodic electrical 
measurements of it. In practice, to get high-quality audio through this process, 
this measuring needs to take place more than 40,000 times per second! 

The value we've measured at each point in time could still fall on an infinite 
number of positions between the upper and lower limits. Each value needs to be 
quantified as a discrete number, which requires rounding off. This rounding off 
process is called quantizing. That is, we can set up a stepladder of discrete posi-
tions, and then round off each measured value to the nearest step. (For "CD-
quality" digital sound, there are 65,536 steps-2 to the 16th power—on the 
stepladder from the minimum to the maximum limit. This is what is called "16-
bit resolution.") 

At this point, we've succeeded in converting our continuous audio signal 
into numerical data: a string of discrete values. If we identify each of the steps on 
the stepladder of values with a binary number—a string of ones and zeros—then 
all of our data will be in digital form. 
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Fgure 15 L Sound Pressure Waves. In the top illustration, sound travels away from a 
vibrating surface as pressure ridges (alternating areas of compression and rarefaction). A 
microphone senses these changes in air pressure and produces an electrical signal thal. 
fluctuates in a similar fashion. 

Once the information has been translated into these binary numbers, the 
awesome power of modern computers can be tapped to store or manipulate the 
data. To change the data back into sound, the computer chip in your CD player 
or other digital source plays a very fast game of connect-the-dots, and recon-
structs an analog audio signal. From there, the audio can be amplified and sent 
to loudspeakers, where it is changed back into sound pressure waves by the 
pushing and pulling of the cones (woofers and tweeters) in the speakers. Com-
puters need to do all this data manipulation very quickly, of course: The digital 
audio from a stereo 16-bit compact disc spits out data at a rate of about one and 
a half million bits per second! 

Why Bother With Digital Audio? 

At first glance, digitizing sound may seem like more trouble than it's worth. 
It requires huge quantities of memory to store, large chunks of radio spectrum to 
broadcast, and lots of computer power to accomplish such a seemingly simple 
task as changing the volume setting. Also, while analog audio quality deterio-
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Figure 15.2. Sampling an Audio Signal. The top graph 
shows an audio signal being sampled at intervals of 
time. The bottom graph shows the results of that 
sampling plotted along the same axis, where the 
actual samples can be compared to a stepladder of 
discrete values (in this case, between 0 and 7). For 
each point in time, the position of the "x" can be 
rounded off to the nearest step on the ladder. Doing 
this produces a string of numbers: 5,6,4,1,0,4,5,6,4,1,0. 
There are eight steps on this stepladder. Eight is the 
same as 2 to the third power, so this graph shows 
"three-bit resolution" encoding. Using binary numbers 
Instead of base- 10, the string of numbers is 
101,110,100,001,000,100,101,110,100,001,000. That's 
digital! 

rates gradually as you raise the recording level beyond the capabilities of the sys-
tem, digital audio quality stays pristine right up to its ceiling, and then suddenly 
degenerates into noise and static when its limits are exceeded. Digital audio is 
like the nursery-rhyme girl: "When she was good, she was very, very good, and 
when she was bad, she was horrid!" 
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BASE TEN 
NUMBERS 

DIGITAL NUMBERS 
(16 BIT RESOLUTION) 

O 0000000000000000 
1 0000000000000001 
2 0000000000000010 
3 0000000000000011 
4 0000000000000100 
5 0000000000000101 
6 0000000000000110 
7 0000000000000111 
8 0000000000001000 
9 cœoolDociimoolool 

10 iDocioocicicioiDoomuci 

65,536 1111111111111111 

Figure 15.3. Digital Numbers and 
Their Base- 10 Equivalents. The 
numbers we use in everyday life 
are base- 10. That is, we start with 
zero, count up through nine, then 
add a place and start over. In 
digital (binary) counting, only 
ones and zeros are used, so 
places are added much more 
often. For 16-bit resolution, binary 
numbers are carried out 16 places. 

But in the long run, digital's advantages probably outweigh its disadvan-
tages. First, digital gets away from analog audio's shortcomings. From the point 
where sound is changed to audio by the microphone, until it's changed back to 
sound for your listeners, it may go through dozens of conversions: through am-
plifiers and equalizers, changes from electronic signal to magnetic pattern (on 
tape) or mechanical pattern (the surface of a vinyl LP), back to electronic, then 
into a radio wave, then back to an electronic signal. In each of those conversions, 
tape hiss, LP surface noise, speed variations, and other distortions are unavoid-
able, and they add up through each generation of change the audio goes through. 
Digital storage media—digital audio tape (DAT), compact discs (CDs), computer 
hard discs, and the various newer formats of recordable disc and tape—avoid 
this degeneration. Variations in speed, momentary losses of data, and other po-
tential corruptions of the audio can be corrected electronically, so the data com-
ing out can be identical to the data going in. 

Once sound is converted into digital data, it's also possible to perform vari-
ous transformations, some of which are difficult or impossible to do using analog 
equipment. Using digital signal processing (DSP), you can adjust volume levels; 
change the tonal character of the sound, using equalization; add reverberation, 
echo, or other sense of acoustic space to the sound; shift pitch without changing 
timing; remove most pre-existing noise and hum from audio; and more. DSP 
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Figure 15.4. Digital to Analog Conversion. The 
digital-to-analog converter takes the sampled values 
from the digital information and uses it to create a 
new analog audio signal. In order to avoid audible 
errors in the decoding process, the data must be 
encoded with high resolution and sampled at a very 
fast rate. 

even allows you to compress or expand the running time of audio without 
changing its pitch, making it possible to shorten or lengthen a segment slightly 
without editing out or adding material. 

Data Compression and Psychoacoustic Coding 

Digital audio, however, can strain the ability of computers and digital re-
corders to store and transmit all the data it generates. It is possible to reduce the 
amount of room this digital audio takes up, either by lowering the sampling rate 
(the number of times each second that the analog-to-digital converter takes a 
measurement), or by reducing the resolution of the encoding (fewer steps on the 
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Figure 15.5. Compact Disc Player. (Photo by Anthony Buttitta.) 

stepladder of values, see Figure 15.2). But each of those changes carries a stiff 
penalty of reduced quality. Lowering the sampling rate cuts down on the fre-
quency response of the sound, removing its crispness and clarity; lowering the 
resolution makes the digitized version of the sound less smooth to the ear. 

But using DSP, there are other ways to cut back on the data without as 
much audible penalty. These are a variety of techniques under the heading of 
psychoacoustic coding. These methods grow out of research on the nature of 
human hearing.* The research shows that humans don't hear all pitches equally 
well. According to the "Equal Loudness Principle," in the low bass range or in 
the high treble area, we hear only very strong sounds, but in the midrange our 
hearing is more acute (see Figure 15.6). 

The same research indicated that our ears' ability to hear a particular sound 
may be masked by a louder sound close to the same pitch at the same time, or 
by an even louder sound of different pitch happening shortly before or after that 
particular sound. These phenomena are known as frequency masking and tem-
poral masking. 

*Harvey Fletcher, Speech and Hearing, (Van Nostrand Co., 1929). This includes published results of 
psychoacoustic studies done at Bell Labs. 
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Figure 15.6. Frequency Masking. Human hearing responds differently to 
sounds depending on the frequency (heard as pitch) of the sound. Sounds in 
the low bass range must be 60 dB more powerful than sounds around the 
midrange (2-5 kHz) to be heard with equal loudness. A similar fall-off in 
sensitivity occurs as the pitch rises above 10 kHz. The solid dark line denotes 
the threshold of audibility; sounds that fall in the shaded area are inaudible. 

- 

Psychoacoustic coders, using DSP, can take a full 16-bit, 44.1 kHz sampling-
rate digital signal (like that used for CDs) and examine the data in little packets 
(1000 or so per second). The coder applies psychoacoustic rules to analyze which 
sounds in each packet will be audible and which will not. It then removes the 
inaudible sounds from the data. This coding can reduce the amount of data by a 
factor of five or six, with little audible impact on the quality of the sound. 

Data compression using applied psychoacoustics is enabling the develop-
ment of several new technologies, including Philips' Digital Compact Cassette 
(DCC), Sony's Mini Disc recordable magnetic-optical disc, and various proposals 
for over-the-air digital audio broadcasting. In all these cases, the smaller quanti-
ties of data made possible by psychoacoustic coding make it feasible to deliver 
high-quality stereo sound using constricted storage space or broadcast spectrum. 

But coding is not without its problems. As a final delivery mechanism for 
broadcast, tape, or disc, it accomplishes its purpose handily. But audible noise 
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may show up in the sound if it is run through several cycles of encoding and 
decoding, or if equalization and other processing is applied to the sound after 
psychoacoustic coding. This may limit its usefulness in field recording or studio 

production. 
Also, the number-crunching required to do the coding takes a small fraction 

of a second to accomplish. It's amazing how much is being done in that short 
inter/al. But if you're a radio announcer, speaking into a mike that's being 
broadcast "live" through a coder and a digital radio system, what would that 
small delay mean to you? If you're monitoring the off-air signal of your station 
with headphones, you'll hear your own voice delayed by that fraction of a sec-
ond. Just try talking normally while hearing a delayed version of yourself! 

Changing Techniques of Radio Journalism 

Tfese changes in technology aren't altering many of the fundamental proc-
esses involved in making good information radio. But over the next few years 
you'll probably need some new skills to do your work. 

Just as the computer has virtually replaced the typewriter for text work, 
audio and video editing and production capabilities will shift to the computer, 
too. There will still be production studios for more complex work, but much of 
the editing and simpler production that's been done in studios and edit booths 
will move to the desk top. 

As field recorders using discs become available, it may become practical to 
do all yoar production without transferring audio from one medium to another. 
Currently, reporters gather material in the field on analog cassettes, then transfer 
actualities to open-reel tape for editing or to carts for convenient playback. But 
by making original recordings on a random-access disc—or transferring them to 
such a disc—you could turn the editing process into just the preparation of an 
edit list of playback instructions for the disc player. There would never be any 
destructive cutting of the original material. Digital editing machines that do this 
already are being manufactured. The best of them sound and feel like tape edit-
ing machires: They have a wheel of some sort that allows you to "rock" the 
"tape," "mark" it, and "cut" it—all actions that are really taking place only in a 

computer's memory. 
Even the filing of news reports from the field to the station is changing. The 

quality of phone-fed material has been improving as phone systems are up-
graded with digital switches and transmission systems. Now people in Tokyo can 
sound to your listeners as if they're on a phone in the next room, if they can 
place a call ' Pon the fiber" (digital transmission over fiber optic cable). 

And thanks to all those other computer users out there who are demand-
ing telephone links that carry more data than their current modems, telephone 
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companies around the world are installing dial-up lines that can carry data at 
56,000, or even more, bits per second. Using psychoacoustic coding equipment 
with these Switched 56k or Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN) lines, it's al-
ready possible to send a mono signal that is almost equal to FM sound quality 
over one of these dial-up data lines. Gradually, live reports from the field will 
lose the stigma of "phoner quality"! 

Field Recording: Digital Options 

Most sound and radio interviews recorded outside the studio are recorded 
on analog cassettes or open-reel tape. But that's changing, due to the availability 
of several formats for making portable digital recordings. In general, these offer 
better sound quality than analog cassettes, and the new machines rival analog 
cassettes in size and weight. 

One major drawback of these digital formats, at least in their infancy, is that 
they need more power to operate than their analog counterparts. For long record-
ing stints using batteries, you may find that you must change a battery each time 
you change a tape or disc. 

Among the digital formats vying for favor are: 

• Digital Audio Tape (DAT). This tape format uses a rotary-head recording sys-
tem, similar to that found in video recorders, to record up to two hours of 
CD-quality stereo sound on a DAT cassette, without using data-compression 
techniques. It also offers four hours of recording at FM-radio sound quality, 
using a lower sampling rate to cut down on data. 

DAT is a proverbial ugly duckling: Planned and introduced as a con-
sumer format, it was stymied by the threat of litigation from music copyright 
holders concerned about DAT's ability to make "digital clone" copies with no 
loss of quality. An agreement with the music industry concerning copyright 
infringement in home DAT recordings was reached in 1991. Its mechanical 

complexity also has kept its price on the high end of the consumer market's 
audio products. But radio professionals and recording studios have embraced 
it as a less-expensive alternative to other professional digital formats, and the 
computer industry has adapted DAT for use as a data-storage tape. 

• Digital Compact Cassette (DCC). Developed by Philips, the same European 
company that brought out the analog cassette in the 1960s, DCC is a station-
ary-head digital recorder. It uses psychoacoustic coding to reduce data to fit 90 
minutes on a tape. DCC machines can play regular analog cassettes, as well as 
record and play digital tapes, giving some added playback life to old analog 
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cassettes. The digital cassette is auto-reverse, but there is a break in the sound 
while the tape is reversing. 

• Mini Disc. Developed by Sony, it, too, uses psychoacoustic coding to help fit 
up to 74 minutes of stereo sound on a 21/2 -inch disc. The disc format can actu-
ally transfer data to and from the disc much more quickly than the data-com-
pressed audio signal requires. This leaves time to check each burst of data, and 
rerecord it if necessary, if jostling caused the first recording attempt to go 
awry. During playback, data are read from the disc into a small memory buffer 
at high speed, then drawn out of memory at the steady rate needed to recreate 
the audio. If the disc player is bumped during playback, the sound will con-
tinue uninterrupted as long as the laser inside can find its way back to the 
right spot on the disc within three seconds. These error-correction techniques 
make this a much more dependable disc format than the early portable CD 

players. 

• Other Optical Disc Formats. At this writing, recordable CD technology is 
being slowly introduced into the high-priced studio equipment market, but no 
battery-operated portable recorders other than Sony's Mini Disc have been 
shown. The advantages of getting the original recording onto a random-access 
disc, though, will make development in this area inevitable. 

Editing and Mixing 

The ability to edit quickly and simply with a razor blade is one of the 
strengths that will keep open-reel analog tape a major player in broadcast pro-
duction for some time to come. Electronic editing is on the rise, though, and 
many of the recording and production formats being introduced will handle only 

electronic editing. 
It is possible to do some kinds of editing electronically on an open-reel re-

corder. You do this by transferring the desired bits of audio one after another 
onto the open-reel tape in sequence, in what is called assembly editing. Or some 
new audio can be rerecorded over an existing section using insert editing (some-
times called a punch-in). 

Most video editing also uses these techniques. For assembling programs 
where all the elements are already known, this is a very efficient system. But 
what happens when you find, at the last minute, that you need to remove a sec-
ond or two of material from the middle of a tape, to shorten its running time? 
With electronic editing, you would have to redub all the material after the edit 
onto the produced tape; with razor editing, you just cue up to the desired cut 
points, make two cuts and a splice, and you're done! 
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• Accuracy: Computer editors can zoom in to choose an edit point to the nearest 
44,000th of a second. To get that accuracy with a razor blade, on tape recorded 
at 15 inches per second, your mark would have to be within 1/6000th of an 
inch! And video editors are typically able to edit with only video-frame accu-
racy, about 1/30th of a second. 

• Crossfade Edits. When a video-style editor or electronically edited open-reel 
recorder makes an edit, generally there's an abrupt transition from the old ma-
terial to the new. A razor-blade splice is a little easier on the ears: it's actually 
a quick mechanical 20-millisecond crossfade from the old material to the new, 
as the diagonal cut gradually reduces the tape ahead of the splice and widens 
the tape after the cut. But a computer editor allows you to choose either an 
immediate cut or a variety of styles of crossfades, and choose how long you'd 
like the crossfade to last. This can make edits far smoother to the ears, and 
more difficult for a listener to spot in your final program. 

• Easy Repetition of Material. The laborious process of making tape loops to 
lengthen sound or music beds (detailed in Chapter 14, "Studio Production") 
can be replaced with easy computer commands. You can mark a section of 
audio data and have the computer repeat it as many times as you need, with a 
seamless crossfade from repeat to repeat. 

Mixing 

Digital technology's first inroads into the broadcast audio production room 
have come in those areas where it offered the most improvement: in recording 
and storage, and in signal processing functions, such as adding reverberation and 
echo. But there are still some areas where analog offers better quality and/or 
cheaper, easier design. The most noticeable instance is in basic volume control 
and mixing of audio signals. So, for some time to come, you'll be dealing with 
"islands" of digital audio in an analog "sea." 

Another factor slowing the arrival of the all-digital production system is the 
difficulty of connecting several pieces of digital audio equipment with direct 
digital links. In an era of rapid technological development, manufacturers place 
more importance on new features than on standards. So the optical disk you've 
recorded on one brand of digital recorder probably won't play back properly on 
another brand of machine. And the computer editor on which you've assembled 
your report may not be able to feed its data directly into a DAT recorder, even 
though both pieces of gear may profess to implement the same digital intercon-
nection "standard." 

The interim solution, until these headaches are resolved, is to keep doing the 
mixing and interconnecting in analog audio form, letting each piece of digital 
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gear encode the analog audio into its own particular digital code and then de-
code back to analog on the way back out of that digital box. 

As the number-crunching power of computers gets faster and cheaper, 
though, it will gradually become practical to create a computer "workstation" 
that will perform the duties of all the equipment in a traditional radio studio: 
recorders, mixing console, editing station, carts, and all. This kind of integrated 
mixing and production environment will be best suited to high-quality produc-
tion of complex programs, but with some design ingenuity it will be possible to 
make these things as simple to operate as the analog gear they replace. 

The "mixing," or relative volume control of several audio sources, can be 

automated in various ways within these workstations. The simplest control se-
lects a fade-in ramp for each element, then a steady volume setting for the dura-
tion of that segment, then a fade-out ramp. This rudimentary level control is not 
nearly as precise or intuitive as what can be done by hand with an analog mixer. 

A better form of level control is accomplished through snapshot automa-
tion. Once you have all the audio elements in the computer and arrange them in 
a time line, you choose a series of points in time. For each point, you specify a 
volume control setting for each audio element in the mix. Then, as the computer 
"mixes' the final version, it gradually adjusts the level of each audio source from 
its settirg at one "snapshot" to its setting at the next. 

The most elegant form of automated mixing is dynamic automation. This 
mimics the functions of a mixing board, and lets you make continuously varying 
adjustments of the volume of one or more elements in a mix. The computer then 
remembers what your hands did on the volume controls, and plays it back for 
you. You can update settings for one source or for various sources to fine-tune 
the mix without having to perform the whole mix from scratch each time. 

An important part of this work is the interface provided by the computer. 
Simple, snapshot automation is often done using a computer mouse or keyboard 
commands to mark the desired fade points and levels, or to control the faders on a 
virtual mixer displayed on the computer screen. A mouse may be a wonderful 
controller for some kinds of computer work, but sound mixing can be done 
much more intuitively with faders you can actually put your hands on. The best 
digital workstations will provide a' control surface that looks a lot like a tradi-

tional audio mixing console. 

Multisource Production 

A computer workstation has the potential to give you the advantages of a 
multitrack recorder (see Chapter 14) and eliminate the biggest disadvantages. 
Some workstations let you bring in many elements and arrange them in time re-
lative to the other elements, just as you would do in the process of laying up 
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elements onto a multitrack tape. This saves the quality that would be lost by 
going down another generation of analog tape. 

Another disadvantage of multitrack tape production, as opposed to multi-
source techniques, is that once the various elements are laid up on the multitrack 
tape, it's very hard to move one element earlier or later in the piece without af-
fecting the timing of other elements. Some computer workstations mimic multi-
track tape techniques so closely that they share this limitation. But the better ones 
let you change elements and give you the choice of keeping all the following 
elements in their original places or adjusting them to follow the changed element. 
This makes for a flexible production environment, and, when combined with dy-
namic automation of volume settings, makes for the best of both worlds. 

Getting It To Your Audience: Digital Audio Broadcasting 

When the day arrives that all of your field recording, editing, and mixing of 
sound is being done with digital equipment, and even the link from your studio 
up to the station's transmitter is digital, the audio still must be changed back to 
analog in order to be broadcast. FM and AM radio are analog transmission sys-
tems, and all the AM/FM radios your listeners use are essentially analog receiv-
ers, even if they sport "digital tuning" or other control features. 

There are already audio distribution channels on many cable-TV systems, 
though, that can deliver digital audio directly to the home. The next challenge is 
to find ways to let AM and FM broadcasters send digital signals directly to their 
listeners. This has many potential benefits. First, the sound will have "CD qual-
ity," with its wider frequency response and dynamic range. All schemes for digi-
tal broadcasting proposed as of this writing use some sort of psychoacoustic 
coding and data compression, so they're not precisely CD quality, but they defi-
nitely offer better sound than analog FM or AM. 

Also, digital error-correction techniques can eliminate most of the reception 
problems encountered in FM or AM radios. When you pull up to a stoplight in a 
crowded city, your FM radio may fade into static, but clear up when you move 
the car a few inches. This is caused by multipath interference: Your antenna 
picks up the direct signal from the radio station, and also the same signal re-
flected off nearby buildings or hills. These delayed reflections interfere with the 
main signal. But digital receivers can actually put these delayed reflections to use 
to make reception better, not worse. Digital broadcast coding techniques also can 
reduce the lightning-induced crackles, fade-outs under bridges, and generally 
noisy sound common to AM radio. 

Even in data-compressed form, though, digital radio takes a large chunk of 
valuable space in the electromagnetic spectrum. It has to compete with other new 
demands, everything from garage-door openers to high-definition TV, for a new 
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band in the broadcast spectrum. Or methods must be developed to allow the 
broadcast of digital signals alongside the analog signals on the same frequencies 
currently used by FM and AM stations. 

Most other countries that have started or are considering digital broadcast-
ing are using satellites to broadcast directly to homes and cars, using small ter-
restral transmitters to fill in where the satellite's signal is blocked by buildings 
or terrain. But in the United States, both economic pressures and the tradition of 
broadcasting strongly favor having digital radio be a locally broadcast service, 
rather than a national satellite service. Perhaps some hybrid system will emerge 
that will allow both techniques to be used. This should also make it easier to 
build radios that will work in many different countries, which in turn will make 
manufacture of those radios cheaper. 

The More Things Change . . . 

Al.' these new technologies have altered broadcast production, and the pace 
of change is likely to accelerate. But the basic techniques of producing radio jour-
nalism will remain the same, even as some new techniques and work patterns 
emerge: 

• Interviewing. Newer recorders will make it easier to get clear recordings, and 
there will be fewer interruptions to change tapes, or discs, or memory chips, or 
whatever recording medium wins out. But the speaking, research, and listen-
ing skils that make you a good interviewer will continue to be your strongest 
allies. The best interview on radio will continue to be a person speaking to a 
person 

• Editing. The computer workstation will make the technical process of condens-
ing and rearranging sounds and words far less difficult. But in doing that, it 
will increase your ethical responsibility to your "editees" and your listeners. 
You'll need to be more careful to ensure that your edits don't cause a misrep-
resentation of opinions, syntax, or speech patterns. 

• Being a Sound Reporter. The ability to listen for good environments to record 
interviews will still make for compelling radio reports free from acoustic dis-
tractions. Better microphones and recorders will let you record interesting 
sounds, even those that are so quiet that they'd be buried in tape hiss if re-
corded on a typical cassette recorder. But you'll still need the "awareness of 
ears," an ability to listen and find those sounds, and the know-how to use 
them to enhance the production of engaging radio reports. 
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Usage, Grammar, 
Pronunciation 

compiled by 
Marcus D. Rosenbaum and John Dinges 

"What's the big deal with grammar?" we often hear. "I mean, like, people 
know what I'm saying anyway!" 

Maybe yes, maybe no. The simple fact is that people don't always know 
what you are saying. Proper English is the way we communicate clearly, avoid 
ambiguity, and know that others will understand us. 

At NPR, our desire to use proper English goes even deeper than that. For 
one thing, bad English cheapens our work. When we use bad grammar or use 
words ir correctly, our listeners hear our mistakes—and, often, only our mistakes. 
They may miss altogether the important things we are saying. And even if they 
do understand what we are trying to say, they are likely to think, "If they're 
wrong about the little things, how can I trust them on the big stuff?" 

There's also another reason to use proper English at NPR: Radio, where the 
spoken word is the only word, is the single best medium to preserve the lan-
guage and to guide its growth. At NPR, all of us should see ourselves as guardi-
ans of the language, keeping it alive and vibrant. After all, if we don't protect it, 
who will? 

A stylebook must do more than merely point out the incorrect. It also must 
set standards for consistency's sake. It is sloppy, for instance, for one person on a 
radào program to pronounce a word one way, and for another to pronounce it 
another way—even though both usages technicaby may be correct. When a host 
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introduces a piece from Port-oh-PRINS, and the reporter calls his location Port-
oh-PRANZ, it sounds as if the reporter hadn't heard the host, or vice versa. 

Thus, in addition to listing items that are commonly misused or misunder-
stood, this stylebook serves to arbitrate competing "correct" usages. To be consis-
tent, once NPR style is determined, we all should follow it. 

Although we recognize there are acceptable regional variations in American 
English, it is important to be consistent. For further details, see the "American 
English" and "foreign words, foreign pronunciations" entries below. 

Certain reference books are considered standard for NPR usage. They are 
the Associated Press Stylebook, the NBC Handbook of Pronunciation (Fourth Edition), 
Theodore M. Bernstein's The Careful Writer: A Modern Guide to English Usage, or a 
good dictionary, such as Webster's New World (Third College Edition). 
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-A-

a, an—Use a as the indefinite article be-
fore consonants, including aspirated 
h's (house, historic, etc.) and before 
u's pronounced yew. Use an before 
vowels (except u's pronounced yew) 
and before consonants that are not 
aspirated (hour, honor, etc.). Exam-
ples: In an hour, we will hear about a 
historic event from a U.S. senator with 
an unusual perspective. See historic, 
historical. 

abbreviations, acronyms, and initial-
isms—Except for a few very well-
known examples (e.g., CIA), make 
sure you give the entire name of an 
organization before you use its ini-
tials or acronym. And don't use too 
many initialisms or acronyms in any 
on. story; it too easily can end up 
sounding like gobbledygook. 

ABC—Acceptable in all references for the 
television network that is part of 
Capital Cities/ABC Inc. 

abortion—No one set of terms is accept-
able to all sides of this controversy, 
so avoid labeling as much as possi-
ble. When you must, use the term 
anti-abortion to refer to people who 
are opposed to abortion, and use 
abortion-rights for people who are in 
favor of legalized abortion. Pro-life 
and pro-choice may be used as part 
of an organization's proper name. 

accused—Someone is accused of a crime, 
not accused with a crime. 

active voice, passive voice—Generally, 
use the active voice rather than the 
passive voice. Preferred (active 

voice): The dog bit the man. Not pre-
ferred (passive voice): The man was 
bitten by the dog. Too often, sloppy 
writing leads to writing in the pas-
sive voice because it seems to be 
more formal or more official. Avoid 
these tendencies. As Bernstein puts 
it: IT1he active voice . . . conveys 
greater force, greater speed, greater 
vigor. . . . The passive voice, used 
without cause, tends to weaken 
writing. It also usually requires the 
use of more words. Which may be 
another way of saying the same 
thing. Compare . . . Our seas have 
been plundered by him with He has 
plundered our seas." Nevertheless, 
Bernstein offers four situations in 
which he says the passive voice is 
desirable: "(1) When the agent per-
forming the action is thought of as 
too unimportant or too obvious to 
mention and is less significant than 
the object of the action. The mail was 
delivered at 11 o'clock this morning. 
Jones was indicted for the kidnapping. 
(2) When the agent performing the 
action is indefinite or unknown. Silk 
hats are not worn these days. (3) When 
the intention is to emphasize the 
doer or the thing done by placing 
that element at the end of the sen-
tence, which is an emphatic posi-
ton. The play was written by Eugene 
O'Neill. We can't drive because our car 
is being repaired. (4) When the inten-
tion is deliberately to avoid strong 
language, to play it pianissimo. 
Science and diplomacy, two fields in 
which equanimity is the advisable 
attitude, particularly favor the re-
strained statement. It has been sug-

oh boat, oi boy, oo noon, oor poor, or for, ow now, sh sheep, th thank, th/that, u under, uh ago, 
ur burr, uu hook, zh azure 
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gested that 0.06 gr. of mercury sali-
cylate can be given three days before 
each dose of the Tryparsamide. The Rus-
sian delegation is of the opinion that 
certain positive work has been done." 

adverse, averse—Adverse means unfavor-
able: There were adverse weather condi-
tions. Averse means opposed to 
something or reluctant. He was averse 
to speaking frankly. 

African-American—Interchangeable with 
black when referring to Americans of 
African descent. 

ages—Avoid using before a person's last 
name, although it is acceptable to 
use an age before a person's full 
name or occupation. Wrong: The 42-
year-old Smith is a good ballplayer. 
Right: Smith, who is 42 years old, is a 
good ballplayer. Right: Forty-two-year-
old Bill Smith is a good ballplayer. 
Right: The 42-year-old ballplayer has a 
good throwing arm. 

AIDS—Acceptable in all references for 
acquired immune deficiency syn-
drome. AIDS is a disease that weak-
ens the body's immune system. The 
disease is caused by the human im-
munodeficiency virus, or HIV. Do 
not say HIV virus, because this is re-
dundant; say HIV, the virus that 
causes AIDS. Most "AIDS tests" are 
really tests for antibodies that the 
body has developed to fight HIV; a 
positive test does not mean that the 
person has AIDS, but is only evi-
dence of infection with the AIDS 
virus. 

alcoholic—Alcoholics who have stopped 
drinking are recovering, not reformed, 
alcoholics. 

allege—Use the word carefully. You must 
not indicate that you are making the 
allegation, but you should be sure to 
say who is. You should use the word 
to indicate that something is not a 
proven fact (the alleged theft took place 
on Wednesday). But beware of redun-
dancies. You can say: The prosecutor 
charged him with murder. Or: The 
prosecutor alleged that he committed the 
murder. But not: The prosecutor 
charged him with allegedly committing 
the murder. Also, don't overuse al-
lege; use synonyms. 

alumnus, alumni, alumna, alumnae— 
Alumnus (uh-LUM-nuhs): A man 
who has attended a school. Alumni 
(uh-LUM-niy): Men, or a group of 
men and women, who have at-
tended a school. Alumna (uh-LUM-
nuh): A woman who has attended 
a school. Alumnae (uh-LUM-nee): 
Women who have attended a school. 

American English—Because NPR is an 
American radio network, we use 
standard, American (i.e., U.S.) Eng-
lish. This does not mean that all 
voices on NPR should sound the 
same. Far from it. We've always had 
regional accents on the air, and such 
diversity is one of the many things 
that distinguishes NPR from the rest 
of the electronic media. 

NEE-thler and NIY-thler, AWNT 
and ANT, ROOF and RUUF are re-
gional pronunciation differences that 

a bat, ah farm, ahr bard, air fair, aw saw, ay ray, ch birch, e net, ee beet, eer near, g good, hw 
when, ih is, iy fry, j job, o on 
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are a matter of reporter preference. 
Likewise, a reporter from New York 
might prefer to say standing on line, 
where other reporters would say 
standing in line. The principle is that 
regional language variations are ac-
ceptable as long as they do not 
make the piece unintelligible to lis-
teners elsewhere in the country. 

Non-American reporters and 
commentators are not expected to 
lose their accents, but their editors 
should take care that departures 
from basic American pronunciation 
and usage are minimal. Examples: 
It's SKEI-ool, not SHEI-ool. It's They 
were taken to the hospital, not They 
were taken to hospital. Collective 
nouns take singular, not plural 
verbs. 

amicable—AM-ih-kuh-buhl, not uh-MIK-
uh-buhl. 

among, between—Generally, use between 
for two items. Among is used for 
more than two. 

anxious, eager—Both terms mean desir-
ous, but anxious connotes a sense of 
apprehension or anxiety. Right: I am 
anxicus to get the exam behind me. 
Wrong: I am anxious to go swimming. 
Right: I am eager to go swimming. 

apartheid—uh-PAHR-tayt. 

arbitrate, mediate—The terms are not in-
terchangeable. An arbitrator hears 
both sides and hands down a deci-
sion. A mediator hears both sides and 
tries tc bring them to an agreement 
acceptable to both. 

Arctic, Antarctic—AHRK-tihk, ant-AHRK-
tihk. Pronounce the k. 

Argentine—AHR-juhn-teen. A native of 
Argentina, or an adjective referring 
to Argentina. 

as . . . as—This is correct. As . . . than is 
incorrect. Wrong: Four times as much 
is spent on Florida than on Texas. 
Right: Four times as much is spent on 
Florida as on Texas. 

astonished, surprised—This story tells 
the difference: A man comes home 
to find his wife with another man. 
"Matilda," he says, "I'm surprised!" 
"No, dear," she replies, "I'm sur-
prised. You're astonished." 

attorney general, attorneys general 

-B-

backward—Not backwards. 

bad, badly—Bad is an adjective; badly an 
adverb. However, it is He feels bad 
(not badly) because it is idiomatic 
usage for He is in bad health. He feels 
badly would mean that he has a bad 
sense of touch. 

because, since—When there is a cause-ef-
fect relationship, use because. Because 
he stepped off the curb into traffic, he 
was run over by the oncoming car. 
Since is acceptable when one event 
led to another but was not its direct 
cause: Since he was going to the store 
anyway, he bought a watermelon. 

Beijing—bay-JEENG, not bay-ZHEENG. 

bemuse—Do not confuse with amuse. Be-
mused means muddled, plunged in 
thought, bewildered. 
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between—See among, between. 

biweekly—Every other week. Twice a 
week is semiweekly. 

British Broadcasting Corp.—BBC is ac-
ceptable in all references. 

brutalize—It means to make brute-like, as 
in Alcohol brutalizes families. It is 
wrong to say, Saddam brutalizes his 
people, if you mean that he is brutal to 
his people. 

burglary, larceny, robbery, theft—Legal 
definitions vary, but generally bur-
glary means entering a building (not 
necessarily breaking in) with the in-
tention of committing a crime. Lar-
ceny means unlawfully taking 
property; the non-legal terms are 
stealing and theft. Robbery is larceny 
with violence; theft is larceny with-
out violence or threat. USAGE 
NOTE: You rob a person, bank, 
house, etc., but you steal the money 
or jewels. 

but despite—Don't use but before the 
word despite. It is superfluous. 

-C-

Canadian Broadcasting Corp.—CBC is ac-
ceptable on second reference. 

CBS—Acceptable in all references for 
CBS, Inc., the broadcasting network. 

Ceaucescu—chow-SHES-koo. 

celebrant, celebrator—A celebrant is 
someone who conducts a religious 
rite. A celebrator is someone having a 
good time. 

Centers for Disease Control—With head-
quarters in Atlanta, the centers (note 
plural) are run by the U.S. Public 
Health Service. They take a plural 
verb. But its abbreviation, CDC, can 
be followed by a singular verb. 

character, reputation—People's character 
refers to their moral qualities. Their 
reputation is how they are regarded 
by others. 

chauvinism, chauvinist—The words refer 
to having an unreasonable devotion 
to one's race, sex, country, etc., with 
contempt for others'. When referring 
to men who have an unreasonable 
devotion to their sex and contempt 
for women, the words must be 
preceded by male. The words, by the 
way, are a reference to Nicholas 
Chauvin, a soldier of Napoleon I 
who became famous for his devo-
tion to lost causes. 

chief justice—William H. Rehnquist's title 
is chief justice of the United States, not 
chief justice of the Supreme Court. 

clichés—It is a truism to say that a cliché 
is a usage that should be avoided. 
But watch out. Clichés can creep up 
on you unexpectedly, especially in 
two-ways and other conversations. 
It brought tears to my eyes. It blew my 
mind. The list, unfortunately, seems 
endless. Avoid them like the plague. 

climax—The word comes from the Greek 
word for ladder, so, strictly speak-
ing, it means a series of words or 
phrases arranged in order of ascend-
ing forcefulness. Of course, in mod-
ern usage, the word also has come 
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to mean the highest point. However, 
it should never be used to mean the 
lowest point. Wrong: The decline in 
the president's popularity climaxed 
when he announced yet another trip 
abroad. 

CNN—Acceptable in all references for 
Cable News Network. 

collective nouns—In American English, 
collective nouns—class, company, 
family, group, etc.—take a singular 
verb. 

collide, collision—A collision takes place 
olly when both objects are moving. 
The car collided with the truck. A car 
cannot collide with a telephone pole. 

colloquialisms—Generally, colloquial-
isms—words like yeah, gads, done in, 
and gab—are best avoided. Do not 
use them merely as shortcuts for 
proper usage, but they can be used 
deliberately in certain circumstances. 
Just be sure their use fits their con-
text. 

colored—In some societies, including the 
United States, the word is consid-
ered derogatory and should not be 
used. In some places, particularly in 
South Africa, the term denotes 
someone of mixed racial ancestry. 
When used in this context, be sure 
to define it. 

Common Market—Use European Commu-
nity ineead. (Second reference: E.C., 
not E.E.C.) 

compared to, compared with—This is a 
complicated concept, but generally, 
use compared with, not compared to. 
Compared to illustrates only similari-
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ties (not differences), and is always 
used without elaboration: Mr. Bush 
compared himself to George Washing-
ton. Compared with can illustrate 
similarities or differences. Compared 
with the stairs, the elevator was much 
faster. The Kenyan's time in the ntara-
thon compared favorably with the 
Swede's. 

compose, comprise—Compose means to 
put together or to create, and it may 
be used in the active or the passive 
voices. He composed the tune. Iowa is 
composed of 99 counties. Comprise 
means to embrace, to contain. It 
takes a direct object; it is not fol-
lowed by of. Use it only in the active 
voice: Iowa comprises 99 counties. Tip: 
This sentence provides an easy way 
to remember the difference: The 
whole comprises the parts. 

contagious, infectious—A contagious dis-
ease is communicated by touching; 
an infectious disease is communi-
cated by air or water, and it may or 
may not be contagious. 

contrasted to, contrasted with—The use 
is similar to compared to and com-
pared with. Use contrasted to only for 
items that have opposite charac-
teristics; there should be no elabora-
tion. He contrasted her appearance this 
year to her disheveled look last year. 
Use contrasted with for similarities or 
differences. As with compared, con-
trasted with is usually the better 
choice of words. 

Copenhagen—KOH-puhn-hay-guhn. 

copyright—,(n., v., and adj.) Copyrighted is 
the past tense of the verb; it is not 
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the adjective. /t was a copyright story. 
He copyrighted the story. 

court-martial, court-martialed, courts-
martial 

courtesy titles—Generally, courtesy titles 
(Mr., Mrs., Miss, Ms.) are not used 
in news stories, and the last name 
only is used in second references. 
However, in features—as well as 
some softer news stories—courtesy 
titles may be appropriate. But be 
sure to be consistent: Don't call one 
person Mr. Jones and the next person 
Smith. (Exception: For the president 
of the United States, first reference is 
President Bush; subsequent references 
are the president or Mr. Bush. Be care-
ful in stories involving politics or 
other heads of state that the use of a 
courtesy title for the president does 
not denigrate the status of others in 
the story. For instance, if the story is 
about a debate between President 
Bush and Senator X, do not say Mr. 
Bush and X answered questions. 
Rather, say Mr. Bush and Mr. X an-
swered questions. Likewise, do not 
say Mr. Bush and Yeltsin spoke for 
four hours. Say Mr. Bush and Mr. 
Yeltsin spoke for four hours. Remem-
ber: Courtesy titles always can be 
used.) 

credit, responsibility—Terrorists are said 
to take responsibility, not credit, for 
dastardly acts. 

criterion, criteria—Criterion is singular 
and takes the singular verb; criteria 
is plural and takes the plural verb. 
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Croat, Croatian—Croatian is preferred, 
but Croat is acceptable. It is pro-
nounced KROH-aht, not KROHT or 
KROH-at. 

-D-

damage, damages—Damage is destruc-
tion: The damage from the earthquake 
was enormous and could total billions of 
dollars. Damages are awarded by a 
court: The jury awarded her one million 
dollars in damages. 

data—A plural noun, data normally takes 
the plural verb. DAYT-uh is the pre-
ferred pronunciation. 

datelines—Generally, say where you are 
in your outcue. For more details, see 
the datelines and identification sec-
tions in Part II of this Stylebook. 

daylight-saving time—Not savings. 

decimate—Literally, it means to take one-
tenth of. It can be extended to mean 
to do away with a large part of. It 
does not mean to destroy, or to do 
away with completely. 

demolish, destroy—The words mean to 
do away with something com-
pletely. Something cannot be par-
tially demolished or partially destroyed. 
And it is redundant to say totally de-
molished or totally destroyed. 

demonstration, protest—A demonstration 
is a public display of feeling or 
opinion, so public demonstration is re-
dundant. A protest, however, may be 
either public or private. 
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different—It never takes the preposition 
than. The proper preposition to fol-
low different is from. 

discomfit, discomfort—Discomfit and dis-
comfort have nothing in common, ex-
cept a similarity in spelling. 
Discomfit means to rout or to over-
whelm; it also means to thwart or 
frustrate the plans of. Discomfort 
means to make someone uncomfort-
able, or uneasy; in its noun form, it 
means being in an uncomfortable 
state. To quote Bernstein, "If you 
suffer discomfiture, you suffer discom-
fort, too, but the reverse is not neces-
sarily (or even usually) true." 

disinterested, uninterested—Use disinter-
ested to mean impartial; uninterested 
lacking interest. 

dissociate—Not disassociate. 

dive, dived, diving—The past tense is not 
dove 

drunk, drunken—Use drunk after the 
verb to be, when it's not followed 
by a noun. Use drunken before a 
noun. He was drunk. He was a 
drunken driver. 

-E-

eager—See anxious, eager. 

either—It means one or the other, not 
both. Right: She said either road would 
get us there. Wrong: There were trees 
on either side of the yard. Right: There 
were tree on each side of the lawn. There 
were tree on both sides of the lawn. 

either . . . or, neither . . . nor—The verb 
must agree with the noun that is 
nearer the verb. Either the girls or Bob 
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is going. Neither Bob nor the girls are 
going. 

elderly—Listen to the AP's advice: "Use 
this word carefully and sparingly. It 
is appropriate in generic phrases 
that do not refer to specific indi-
viduals: concern for the elderly, a home 
for the elderly, etc. If the intent is to 
show that an individual's physical 
or mental capabilities have deterio-
rated as a direct result of age, cite a 
graphic example and give attribu-
tion for it. Apply the same principle 
to terms such as senior citizen." 

entitled—Books are titled, not entitled. 
Right: The book was titled War and 
Peace. She was entitled to a promotion. 

essential clauses, non-essential clauses— 
These terms are used instead of re-
strictive clause and non-restrictive 
clause to convey the distinction be-
tween the two in a more easily re-
membered manner. Both types of 
clauses provide additional informa-
tion about a word or phrase in the 
sentence. But an essential clause cannot 
be eliminated without substantially 
changing the meaning of the sentence. 
The non-essential clause, however, can 
be eliminated without altering the 
basic meaning of the sentence. 

PUNCTUATION, VOICING: In 
the written language, an essential 
clause must not be set off from the 
rest of a sentence by commas; a non-
essential clause must be set off by 
commas. The commas that set off a 
non-essential clause in a radio story 
should be heard to avoid the kind of 
confusion that is described in these 
examples: 
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—Reporters who have not read the 
stylebook should not criticize their editors. 
(The writer is saying that only one 
class of reporters, those who do not 
read the stylebook, should not criti-
cize their editors. If the who . . . sty-
lebook phrase were deleted, the 
meaning of the sentence would be 
changed substantially.) 

—Reporters, who have not read 
the stylebook, should not criticize their 
editors. (The writer is saying that all 
reporters should not criticize their 
editors. If the who . . . stylebook 
phrase were deleted, this meaning 
would not be changed.) 

USE OF THAT, WHICH: In 
general, for inanimate objects, use 
that to introduce essential clauses. 
Use which to introduce non-essential 
clauses, separating the clause from 
the rest of the sentence with com-
mas/pauses. 

USE OF WHO, WHOM: Use 
who or whom for people; do not use 
that. Wrong: He's the kind of guy that 
likes to hang out in bars. Right: He's the 
kind of guy who likes to hang out in bars. 

experts, sources—See sources, experts. 

-F-

fallout—If you insist on using this as a 
daily metaphor for consequences, 
then what do you do when Cherno-
byl comes along? Use fallout as a nu-
clear term. Substitute aftermath or 
similar word in other uses. 

farther, further—Farther refers to physical 
distance; further refers to time or de-
gree. He ran farther than his opponent. 
She took the idea one step further. 
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fewer, less—Use fewer for individual 
items, less for bulk or quantity. The 
farmer harvested fewer bushels this year 
than last year. The farmer harvested 
less corn this year than last year. 

filibuster—To filibuster is to make long 
speeches in an attempt to block leg-
islation. A legislator who filibusters 
also is a filibuster, not a filibusterer. 

first, firstly—In a list or series, use first, 
second, third, etc., not firstly, secondly, 
thirdly. 

flaunt, flout—To flaunt is to make an os-
tentatious or defiant display. To flout 
is to show contempt for. He flaunted 
his knowledge of the language. She 
flouted the law. 

flounder, founder—A flounder is a fish; to 
flounder is to flop around like a fish. 
To founder is to sink or to become 
disabled. For hours the ship floundered 
in rough seas before it foundered. 

flush—To become red in the face. See 
livid. 

flutist—Not flautist. 

following—The word usually is a noun 
(he has a large following), verb (the 
water skier was following the boat), or 
adjective (the following ideas are good 
ones). To avoid potential confusion 
for the listener, it is best to use after 
for the preposition. After the dinner 
he went to sleep. Not: Following the 
dinner he went to sleep. 

forbid—Past tense is forbade (pronounced 
fuhr-BAD). 
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foreign words, foreign pronunciations— 
The general principle is to sound as 
much like American English as pos-
sible without compromising too 
much. Therefore: Use Anglicized 
pronunciation for well-known places 
and those that have an established 
English pronunciation: PAR-uhs, not 
pah-REE; nik-uh-RAH-gwuh, not nee-
ka-RAAH-wah. Do not attempt 
sounds that do not exist in English: 
umlaut-O's, trilled r's, etc. But do 
determine the accurate pronuncia-
tion of names that may not be pro-
nounced the way they are spelled: 
va-WEN-sah for Walesa. However, 
without neglecting these principles, 
pronounce peoples' names as nearly 
as possible to the way they do them-
selves: DAN-ye! Zwerdling, but dan-
YEL Ortega. It is important for the 
network to be consistent. When in 
doubt, ask for guidance. 

formidab;e—FOR-muh-duh-buhl. 

formula, formulas 

forte—As a noun, meaning something 
that someone does well, it is pro-
nounced FORT. As an adjective or 
adverb, it is a musical term for loud 
and is pronounced FOR-tay. 

fortuitous—Strictly speaking, it only 
means that something happened by 
chance. It is not a synonym for 
lucky or fortunate. 

forward—Not forwards. 

founder—See flounder, founder. 

fulsome—It means excessive to a disgust-
ing degree. It does not mean lavish 
or profuse. 

-G-
gender—Gender is a grammatical term, 

denoting whether a word is classi-
fied as masculine, feminine, or neu-
ter. This is only occasionally 
important in English. Gender is not a 
substitute for sex—but, as Bernstein 
says, "What is?" 

gibe, jibe, jive—Gibe means taunt, sneer, 
or scoff at: They gibed her about her 
grades. Jibe means to shift direction; 
colloquially, it means to agree: His 
story didn't jibe with hers. Jive means 
hip language: He told her he couldn't 
understand her jive. 

good, well—Use in accordance with bad, 
badly entry. 

gourmand, gourmet—A gourmand likes 
food and eats too much; a glutton. A 
gourmet likes fine food and is an ex-
cellent judge of culinary matters. 

government, junta, regime—These words 
may not be synonymous. Here is 
AP's explanation: "A government is 
an established system of political 
administration: The U.S. government. 
A junta (HUUN-tuh) is a group or 
council that often rules after a coup: 
A military junta controls the nation. A 
junta becomes a government after it 
establishes a system of political 
administration. The word regime is a 
synonym for political system: a democ-
ratic regime, an authoritarian regime. 
Do not use regime to mean govern-
ment or junta. For example, use the 
Franco government in referring to the 
government of Spain under Francisco 
Franco, not Franco regime. But: The 
Franco government was an authoritarian 
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regime. An administration consists of 
officials who make up the executive 
branch of a government: the Reagan 
administration." 

governor general, governors general 

-H-

half -mast, half-staff—Ashore, except at 
naval installations, flags are flown at 
half-staff for mourning. On ships and 
at naval stations ashore, flags are 
flown at half-mast. 

handicapped, disabled, impaired—De-
scribe someone as disabled or handi-
capped only if it clearly is relevant to 
the story; and be sure to state clearly 
what the handicap is and how much 
it affects the person's physical or 
mental performance. Some terms are 
offensive per se to some people with 
disabilities. Here are the AP's sug-
gestions for usage: "Disabled (a gen-
eral term used for a condition that 
interferes with an individual's abil-
ity to do something independently). 
Handicap (a term that should be 
avoided in describing a disability). 
Blind (describes a person with com-
plete loss of sight; for others use 
terms such as partially blind). Deaf 
(describes a person with total hear-
ing loss; for others use partial hearing 
loss or partially deaf). Mute (describes 
a person who physically cannot 

speak; others with speaking diffi-
culty are speech impaired). Wheelchair-

bound (do not use this or variations; 
a person may use a wheelchair occa-
sionally or may have to use it for 
mobility; if it is needed, say why)." 

hang, hanged, hung—Whether talking 
about a picture, a criminal, or one-
self, the present tense is hang. The 
past tense and passive is hanged for 
executions or suicides, hung for 
everything else. 

harass, harassment—huh-RASS, huh-
RASS-muhnt. The controversy sur-
rounds not only the act, but the 
word itself. Here's how William 
Safire explains it: HAR-ass-ment "is 
no longer in the mainstream of pro-
nunciation preference. The increased 
preference for ha-RASS-ment is un-
mistakable, and has been reflected in 
the change in most leading diction-
aries. . . . Today, the original HAR-
ass remains British English; the 
newer ha-RASS is preferred in 
American English." 

his, her—Don't presume maleness in a 
sentence, but don't use constructions 
like his or her, either. Try, first, to re-
vise the sentence; if you cannot, use 
the pronoun his when it refers to an 
antecedent that may be male or fe-
male. Wrong: An editor must be kind 
to his or her reporters. Right (but use 
this construction only when neces-
sary): An editor must be kind to his re-
porters. Preferred: Editors must be 
kind to their reporters. 

historic, historical—A historic event is an 
important one that stands out in his-
tory. Anything that occurs in the 
past is a historical event. Note that 
the indefinite article preceding either 
word is a, not an. Just as you would 
not say an history book, don't say an 
historic document. 
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hone, home—Hone means sharpen, as in 
to hone one's skills. Home, usually fol-
lowed by in, means zero in, as in to 
home in on the target. 

hopefully—It means in a hopeful man-
ner, not it is hoped or we hope. 
Right: We hope it won't rain. Wrong: 
Hopefully, it won't rain. Right: He 
spoke hopefully about his pay raise. 

hurricane—Use the pronoun it, not he or 
she for hurricanes. Hurricane Bob is 
50 miles from shore. It is expected to 
reach land tonight. 

-I - 

impact—Do not use as a verb (intransi-
tive or transitive), except when 
referring to teeth. Wrong: Let's see 
how the bad decision impacts on him. 
Wrong: Let's see haw the bad decision 
impacts him. Right: He has an impacted 
wisdom tooth. Right: Let's see whether 
the bad decision has an impact on him. 
Right: Let's see how the bad decision af-
fects him. 

impeachment—The constitutional process 
by which an elected official is ac-
cused of a crime as part of an at-
tempt to remove the official from 
office. It is not a synonym for con-
victed or removed from office. In 
the federal government, the House 
of Representatives impeaches an of-
ficial, and the Senate tries the offi-
cial. When the president is 
impeact ed, the chief justice presides 
in the Senate trial, and conviction re-
quires a two-thirds vote. 

imply, infer—Speakers imply something 
by what they say; listeners infer it 
from what is said. 

index, indexes—The plural indexes is pre-
ferred to indices. 

innocent victim—Be careful of the term 
when it could imply that other vic-
tims somehow can be blamed for 
their calamity, as in distinguishing 
among AIDS victims. 

interpreter, translator. See translator, in-
terpreter. 

in the wake of—This has become a cli-
ché, so use it only in its literal sense. 
The water skier followed in the wake of 
the speedboat. 

ironically—This is a word that seldom 
should find its way onto the air. 
Irony should be perceived on its 
own, without a signboard. 

irregardless—A double negative. Regard-
less is correct. 

it—Use it, rather than she, in references to 
nations, ships, and hurricanes. 

-J-

jail—Not the same as prison. See the 
prison, jail entry. 

jibe—See gibe, jibe, jive. 

junta—(FIUUN-tuh) See government, 
junta, regime. 

-K-

kilometer—kuh-LOM-uh-tuhr. 

kudos—(KY00-dahs, not KOO-doz) The 
word is singular. It takes a singular 
verb. It means praise. 
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Ku Klux Klan—K00-KLUX-KLAN, not 
KLOO-KLUX-KLAN. 

-L-

lady—Do not use as a synonym for 
woman. 

last—Be careful if you use it as a syn-
onym for latest, because it might 
imply finality. It's probably okay to 
say, It rained the last time I went to the 
store. But The last show was a good one 
could leave the listener wondering 
whether you meant, The final show 
was a good one. As for days or 
months, go for clarity. In December 
1991 your listeners probably would 
know that last February meant Febru-
ary 1991. But in March 1991, they 
might think that last February meant 
February 1990. 

late—Do not use it to describe something 
someone did when he was alive. 
Wrong: The late CIA director may have 
lied to Congress because he was not 
dead when he did so. 

latter—Latter refers to the second of two 
things. It does not mean the last of 
more than two. Right: Both Bill and 
Bob are cowboys, but only the latter can 
rope a steer. Wrong: Bill, Ted, and Bob 
are all cowboys, but only the latter can 
rope a steer. Right: Bill, Ted, and Bob 
are all cowboys, but only Bob can rope a 
steer. 

lay, lie—Here's how AP sorts this out: 
"The action word is lay. It takes a 
direct object. Laid is the form for its 
past tense and its past participle. Its 
present participle is laying. Lie indi-
cates a state of reclining along a 

horizontal plane. It does not take a 
direct object. Its past tense is lay. Its 
past participle is lain. Its present 
participle is lying. When lie means to 
make an untrue statement, the verb 
forms are lie, lied, lying." For good 
examples, see the AP Stylebook. 

lend, loan—Lend is the preferred verb. 

lie—See lay, lie. 

lie in state—Only people entitled to a 
state funeral may lie in state. In this 
country, it occurs in the Capitol Ro-
tunda. 

like, as—Like is a preposition, which 
quires an object: He writes like 
amateur. Use the conjunction as 
introduce clauses: He writes as 
amateur would. 

re-
an 
to 
an 

lists, series—In a list or series, use first, 
second, third, etc., not firstly, secondly, 
thirdly. 

lingerie—LAWN-zhuh-RAY (by popular 
demand). 

literally—An often-misused word. Listen 
to Bernstein: 'Picture this in your 
mind, if you can: The job of selecting 
the jury was carried out in a courtroom 
that literally bulged. And this: But yes-
terday the United States Court of Ap-
peals literally put the money in his 
pocket. What the writers of those 
sentences were afraid of was that we 
would take them literally, but in-
stead of escaping from the danger 
they plunged more deeply into it. 
Literally means true to the exact 
meaning of the words. What most 
writers (and speakers) mean when 
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they use literally is figuratively, which 
is just about its opposite. When they 
do not intend to warn us against 
taking what they say literally, they 
use the word as a mere means of un-
derlining a thought; usually the 
thought needs no underlining." 

livid-A person who turns livid with rage 
turns white or gray, not red or 
green. 

long-lived—LAWNG-LIYVD, not LAWNG-
LIVD. 

-M-

major—The word is a comparative adjec-
tive that means greater in impor-
tar ce (or size, value, etc.) than other 
similar things. Because it is com-
parative and not superlative in de-
gree, major should not be preceded 
by the word the. One may speak of a 
majcr artistic achievement, but not the 
major artistic achievement. In addition, 
the word is overused. Use important 
instead. 

majority, plurality—Majority is more than 
half; plurality is more than the next 
highest number. For details on com-
puting majority and plurality, see 
the AP Stylebook. 

media—A plural noun that takes a plural 
verb. 

metaphors—Be careful that a metaphor's 
literal meaning does not interfere 
with its metaphorical one. It would 
be inappropriate, for example, to say 
in a story about how Congress had 
appropriated money for AIDS re-
search ti-at the fight against AIDS got 
a much needed shot in the arm. 
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midnight—It stands alone; never say 12 
midnight. It is part of the day that is 
ending, not the day coming up. 

minuscule—Often misspelled and mis-
pronounced. It's not miniscule. (It's 
MI HN-uh-skyool, not MIHN-ih-
skyool.) 

modifiers—Adjectives and adverbs can 
bring a story alive, but make sure 
the words say something. Don't 
fudge reality with cheap modifiers. 
Examples: Skydiving is a solo sport. 
Even if you leave the plane as part of a 
group, you're ultimately on your own 
as soon as you pull the rip cord. Why 
ultimately? It added nothing to the 
sentence. Here's another: Despite the 
inherent danger, he still jumped on the 
tracks. Why inherent? Or: His last film 
was so outrageous it forced Hollywood 
to create an entirely new ratings cate-
gory. Does the sentence really need 
entirely? Robert Siegel, who brought 
the Creeping Cheap Modifiers Syn-
drome (CCMS) to our attention, 
added the following: "This may be 
the general stylistic tick that I had 
previously noticed only in one vari-
ety. I used to tell reporters to insist 
on the right word, rather than split 
the difference between a powerful 
word and a weak modifier. This 
happens when a reporter or news-
caster is about to call Adolph Hitler 
'the worst mass murderer in his-
tory.' Overcome with doubt about 
this assertion, the writer changes it 
to, 'Probably the worst mass mur-
derer in history.' Perhaps we devote 
so little effort to choosing the right 
noun or the right adjective that we 
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have taken to overseasoning the bad 
cut of meat with cheap modifiers." 

more than—Preferred to "over." 

Moscow—MOS-koh, not MOS-kow. (This 
is an exception to NBC.) 

Mulroney—Brian Mulroney (Mul-R00-
nee), the prime minister of Canada. 

Muslim(s)—The preferred term for ad-
herents to Islam. Not Moslem. (This 
is an exception to AP.) 

-N-

National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People—NAACP 
(N-double-A-C-P) is acceptable on 
second reference. 

National Institutes of Health—This 
agency is part of the Department of 
Health and Human Services. It is the 
government's biomedical research 
agency. It consists of the National 
Library of Medicine and 12 separate 
institutes: National Cancer Institute; 
National Eye Institute; National 
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; 
National Institute of Allergy and In-
fectious Diseases; National Institute 
of Arthritis, Metabolism, and Diges-
tive Diseases; National Institute of 
Child Health and Human Develop-
ment; National Institute of Dental Re-
search; National Institute of Diabetes 
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; 
National Institute of Environmental 
Health Sciences; National Institute of 
General Medical Sciences; National 
Institute of Neurological and Com-
municative Disorders and Stroke; 
National Institute on Aging. 

National Organization for Women—Not 
of. NOW is acceptable on second ref-
erence. 

NBC—Acceptable in all references for the 
National Broadcasting Co., Inc., a sub-
sidiary of General Electric Co. Divi-
sions are NBC News and NBC-TV. 
NBC Radio Network is now a subsidi-
ary of Westwood One Inc. and is not 
affiliated with NBC. Mutual Broad-
casting System also is a subsidiary 
of Westwood One. 

Nevada—The state is pronounced Nuh-
VAD-uh, not Nuh-VAHD-uh. 

no one—It is followed by the singular 
pronoun. If the sex of the people in 
question is not known, or if it refers 
to men and women, the proper pro-
noun is his, not their: No one gets 
what he wants. If this construction 
sounds strange because of the mixed 
nature of the group, change the sen-
tence around. Try using plurals: 
They cannot get what they want. 

non-controversial—All issues are contro-
versial. There is no such thing as a 
non-controversial issue; it is redun-
dant to talk about a controversial 
issue. 

non-restrictive clauses—See essential, 
non-essential clauses. 

none—It usually means no single one and 
takes singular verbs and pronouns. 

noon—It stands alone; don't say 12 noon. 

notorious—Well-known, usually in an 
unfavorable sense. Do not use as a 
synonym for famous. 
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nuclear—N00-klee-uhr, not NOO-kyoo-
luhr. 

-0-
oasis, oases 

obscenities, profanities, vulgarities—See 
the objectionable language entry in 
?art II of this Stylebook. 

obsereance, observation—An observance 
is an act in accordance with a tradi-
tion, custom, or duty. An observation 
is a perceiving of something. Bern-
stein offers this example to make the 
distinction clear: A little boy finds a 
vantage point for observation of a pa-
rade in observance of the Fourth of July. 

off of—The of is unnecessary. He fell off 
the couch. Not: He fell off of the couch. 

often—AWF'n is preferred to AWF-ten. 

on the heels of—This has become a cli-
ché, so use it only in its literal sense. 
The puppy dog left the barn on the heels 
of its mother. 

Oregon—OR-uh-guhn, not AHR-uh-guhn 
or OR-uh-gawn. 

outcues—For descriptions of standardized 
outcues, see the identification sec-
tion of Part II of this Stylebook. 

-P-

panacea—The word means a cure-all, or 
remedy for all ills. It does not mean 
a remedy for specific ills, so it gen-
erally shouldn't be followed by a 
phrase beginning with for. Wrong: 
This tiny pill is a panacea for headaches. 

passer-by, passers-by 

PBS—Acceptable on second reference for 
the Public Broadcasting Service (not 
System). 

Peking—See Beijing. 

penitentiary—See prison, jail. 

people, persons—Use person for the sin-
gular, people in all plural forms. 
(This conforms with AP, but is an 
exception to Bernstein.) 

personal pronouns—Do not use them 
when discussing U.S. foreign policy. 
You should ask the secretary of 
State, What should the United States do 
next? not What should we do next? 

phenomenon, phenomena—Phenomenon 
is singular, phenomena plural. Make 
sure verbs agree. 

pianist—pee-AN-uhst is the preferred 
pronunciation. 

picket—Verb and noun. Do not use pick-
eter. 

plead, pleaded—Pled is colloquial for the 
past tense. 

plurality—See majority, plurality. 

politics—Usually it takes a plural verb: 
His politics are liberal. When it is 
used as a study or science, it takes a 
singular verb: Politics is hard to teach. 

practicable, practical—Practicable means 
capable of being done; practical 
means capable of being done in a 
way that is useful or valuable. 

predominant, predominantly—Not pre-
dominate, predominately. The verb, 
however, is predominate. 
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grammar. Would expresses a custom-
ary action: We would use good gram-
mar at work. 

Smithsonian Institution—Not Smithsonian 
Institute. 

sound-bites--We call them cuts or actuali-
ties because we want to avoid emu-
lating the nine-second TV sound-
bite. In news reporting, actualities 
should express full and interesting 
thoughts. Avoid the quick inanity— 
unless, of course, your purpose is to 
show the speaker is being inane. 

sources, experts—There is a temptation to 
use these words to cover a reporter's 
own opinions or even legitimate 
analytical points. This is a tempta-
tion to avoid. There are two things 
to keep in mind if these words are 
used: First, the words are plural and 
mean that the reporter is quoting 
more than one expert or more than 
one source. Second, when reporters 
use these words, they should de-
scribe the experts' expertise or the 
sources' reliability, even if the ex-
perts and sources cannot be named. 

spokesman, spokeswoman—Not spokes-
person. Use another word (official, 
representative) if you don't know the 
sex of the person. 

stadium, stadiums 

subjunctive mood—AP has a good expla-
nation of when to use the subjunc-
tive: "Use the subjunctive mood of a 
verb for contrary-to-fact conditions, 
and expressions of doubts, wishes, 
or regrets. If I were a rich man, I 
wouldn't have to work hard. I doubt 
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that more money would be the answer. I 
wish it were possible to take back my 
words. Sentences that express a con-
tingency or hypothesis may use 
either the subjunctive or the indica-
tive mood depending on the context. 
In general, use the subjunctive if 
there is little likelihood that a con-
tingency might come true: /f I were 
to marry a millionaire, I wouldn't have 
to wornj about money. But: If the bill 
passes as expected, it will provide an im-
mediate tax cut." 

Supreme Court of the United States—It 
is chief justice of the United States, not 
chief justice of the Supreme Court. 
Other justices are associate justices. 
Before the name: Chief Justice and 
Justice. 

surprised, astonished—See astonished, sur-
prised. 

-T-

tablespoonful, tablespoonfuls, teaspoon-
ful, teaspoonfuls—not -spoonsful for 
the plurals. 

Taiwan—Use Taiwan, not Formosa. 

temblor—Not tremblor for earthquake. 

terrorism, terrorist—Terrorism is the act of 
causing terror, usually for political 
purposes, and it connotes that the 
terror is perpetrated on innocents. 
Thus, the bombing of a civilian air-
liner clearly is a terrorist act, but an 
attack on an army convoy, even if 
away from the battlefield, is not. Do 
not ape government usage. The Is-
raeli government, for instance, rou-
tinely refers to PLO actions as 
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terrorist. A journalist should use in-
dependent criteria to judge whether 
the term is accurate. 

that—Use it to introduce a dependent 
clause if the sentence sounds clumsy 
without it. When in doubt, use it. 

that, which—See essential clauses, non-
essential clauses. 

theft—See burglary, larceny, robbery, 
theft. 

think—Reporters are paid to think, but 
hearing them speculate and express 
opinions on the air not tied to the 
facts they are conveying is a danger-
ous departure from the journalist's 
roe. In interviews with reporters 
avoid the "What do you think?" 
questions when they elicit opinion 
going beyond journalistic analysis. 
Leave the opinion-making to the 
pur dits and the newsmakers. 

Third World—Refers to the developing 
nations of Asia, Africa, and South 
America. Don't substitute non-
aligned, which is a political term. 

tonight—You can say 8 o'clock tonight or 8 
p.m. today, but 8 p.m. tonight is re-
dundant. 

toward—Nat towards. 

translator, interpreter—A translator 
renders written words into another 
language. An interpreter does the 
same for spoken words. Thus, in ex-
plaining actualities, it is almost al-
ways He spoke through an interpreter. 
Note: Remember that our listeners 
may understand the foreign lan-
guage that is being heard in an actu-

ality before the English voiceover. 
Make sure what is heard in the for-
eign language is heard in English. 

trustee, trusty—A trustee (trus-TEE) is a 
member of a board of trustees. A 
trusty (TRUS-tee) is a person who 
can be relied upon, especially in a 
prison. 

-U-

Ukraine—yoo-KRAYN, not Y00-krayn. 
It is not preceded by the. 

United Nations—Generally, use the full 
name as a noun, U.N. as an adjective 
only. 

United States—Generally, use the full 
name as a noun, U.S. as an adjective 
only. 

-V-

volatile—It refers to something that 
evaporates rapidly; it is not neces-
sarily explosive. 

vulgarities—See the objectionable lan-
guage entry in Part II of this Style-
book. 

-W-

weapons—See the AP Stylebook for good 
descriptions of different kinds of 
weapons. 

weather terms—See the AP Stylebook for 
detailed descriptions of various 
weather terms. 

whence—It's an old-fashioned word that 
should be avoided, except for effect. 
If you do use it, remember that it 
means from which place or from 
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which position. Thus, from whence is 
redundant. 

whether or not—Usually, the or not is su-
perfluous. 

which—See essential clauses, non-essen-
tial clauses. 

who, whom—Whom is the word for 
someone who is the object of a verb 
or preposition: Whom do you want to 
go? Be careful with whomever: Give it 
to whomever. (Whomever is the object 
of the preposition to.) But: Give it to 
whoever wants it. ( Whoever is the sub-
ject of the clause whoever wants it.) 

-X-Y-Z-

zoom Here's one you probably didn't 
know, courtesy of Bernstein: "Aside 
from its meanings connected with 
sound and camera, zoom, originally 
an aviation term, denotes rapid up-
ward motion. Both the following 
sentences are therefore incorrect: 
Melville zoomed down the incline in 
2:15.2, a full second ahead of Tommy 
Burns of Middlebury. At least 12 large 
hawks are making their homes atop city 
skyscrapers and zooming down to 
snatch pigeons. Both writers may 
have had in mind the word swoop. 
Swoop is usually down; zoom is al-
ways up." 
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Part II 

NPR Editorial and 
Production Guidelines 
compiled by Marcus D. Rosenbaum 

and John Dinges 

Datelines Do not say you are somewhere you are not, but use a location in 
your outcue unless you have a good reason not to do so. The most common good 
reason not to use a location is that you have gone to City A to report a story, but 
returned to City B to produce it. If you are close enough to report on a story in a 
nearby city, use the location where you are. When in doubt, use a location in 
your outcue. Examples: Natalie Nipper, a staff reporter who is based in Washing-
ton, goes to Kalamazoo to report on an exciting city council race. She returns to 
Washington to produce the story. Her outcue is, I'm Natalie Nipper, or, I'm Natalie 
Nipper, reporting. Joe Nipper (no relation) is a staff reporter based in Denver. He 
reports or a plane crash in Aspen by contacting his sources by telephone. His 
outcue is, I'm Joe Nipper in Denver. Joe Nipper does a national survey story about 
horse racing from his home base in Denver. He collects some tape on his own, 
does some telephone interviews, and has some station reporters send him tape 
they have gathered. His outcue? I'm Joe Nipper in Denver. 

Election coverage It goes without saying that NPR's coverage of politics 
should always be balanced and fair. Nothing should give even the impression of 
bias, and reporters and editors must take great care that they do not unwittingly 
give one candidate—or one side on an issue—an unfair advantage. 
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The trickiest time is Election Day and the day before Election Day, when 
extra-special care must be taken. There are two principles at play: (1) Balanced 
coverage requires that potential voters have the opportunity to hear all the cover-
age, and (2) Candidates (and advocates of issues) must always have the opportu-
nity to answer all charges. For these reasons, most substantive election reports 
should not be carried on Election Day. News spots or short reports about turn-
out, for instance, would be acceptable. But on Election Day, an eleventh-hour 
charge by one candidate against another would not (the other candidate would 
not have the opportunity to respond). Nor would the last in a series of in-depth 
reports on the race be suitable; the series might be balanced overall, but many 
voters might not hear the last report before they voted, so they would not be able 
to hear the full balanced coverage. 

Election-eve coverage that goes beyond a horse-race status report carries 
similar dangers and should be approached with extreme caution. 

Identification The designation NPR's is reserved for on-air identification of 
NPR staff reporters and, in some cases, for reporters working on a contract 
(rather than free-lance) basis with NPR. Examples: (1) Joe Nipper is the I\TI'R de-
fense correspondent. He should be identified as NPR's loe Nipper. When it is rele-
vant, he also can be identified as NPR Defense Correspondent Joe Nipper; this 
would be particularly appropriate if his report is analyzing defense topics. (2) 
Karen Contract is working in a foreign country on an NPR contract. She should 
be identified as NPR's Karen Contract. (3) Randy Retainer is based in the United 
States and working for NPR on a retainer contract. He should be identified as 
Randy Retainer. (4) Susie Stringer is a free-lance reporter. Wherever she is based, 
foreign or domestic, she should be identified only as Susie Stringer. Free-lance 
reporters should not be identified according to other news organizations they 
string for, unless there is a special reason; for instance, if Susie Stringer wrote an 
exclusive report for the Washington Post and we did a two-way with her, we 
would mention the Post. (5) Sam Station is a reporter for KQED in San Francisco. 
He should be identified as Sam Station of Member Station KQED. 

In outcues, the rule is: A reporter not identified as NPR's in the intro should 
SOC* out, For National Public Radio, I'm (or this is) Susie Stringer, Randy Retainer, 
or Sam Station [in SomewheresvilleJ. Reporters who are identified as NPR's should 
not say for National Public Radio in their SOCs. See datelines for a discussion of 
when a reporter's location should be included in the SOC. 

BBC's: Only BBC staff reporters receive the designation BBC's on our air. Do 
not assume that a report taken off the BBC feed is by a BBC staffer. The reporter 
may be a stringer who also strings for NPR. If he is a stringer—or if you're in 
doubt—say So-and-So filed this report for the BBC. 

*SOC is an abbreviation for standard outcue. 
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When interviewing staff reporters from other news organizations, identify 
then with the name of that organization. 

Internal editing of tape At NPR we take care that whenever we cut a piece 
of tape, we maintain the integrity of its meaning. There are times, however, when 
we should not make internal edits at all. Generally, these occur when our listen-
ers are likely to hear the same actuality from other sources—television, newspa-
pers, etc. If they hear the actuality one way on NPR and a different way 
elsewhere, they will realize that NPR has cut it. And even though we know we 
have not changed the speaker's meaning, our listeners may suspect otherwise, 
and we may lose their trust. This is particularly true in dealing with tape of the 
president of the United States. The NPR rule, therefore, is that there should be no 
internal editing of the president. 

Objectionable language NPR's policy is to avoid offending our listeners. 
We are, in a genuine sense, a family network. Under normal circumstances, we 
do not allow offensive language to be broadcast without a specific and strong 
justification. Our policy is to avoid any gratuitous or unnecessary use of such 
language. In cases when offensive language is contained in actualities, and can-
not be edited out, it should be electronically blocked ("bleeped"). In the rare in-
stances in which the reporter, the editor, and the producer all agree that certain 
offensive language is vital to the meaning and journalistic integrity of a report, 
NPR mandates certain procedures, including advance notice to stations, before 
the language may be broadcast (see below). Again, the use of such language on 
the air will be approved in only the rarest of cases. 

Definition: It is difficult to provide a precise definition of obscene or offen-
sive language and impossible to provide one agreeable to everyone. Language 
that is objectionable to some people is considered by others to be within accept-
able norms. Therefore, the criterion an NPR editor, producer, or reporter uses in 
this regard is not personal attitudes and sensibilities, but rather a considered, 
journalistic judgment about what may be offensive to others. Webster's New World 
Dictionary, in attempting to define "obscene," calls it something that is "offensive 
to one's feelings, or to prevailing notions, of modesty or decency." (For a discus-

sion of the legal aspects of this issue, see p. 271.) 
In general, what is offensive under "prevailing notions" includes graphic 

language about sexual activity and excretory functions; curses and expletives; 
epithets derogatory to racial, ethnic, or religious groups, or to women or men; 
and vivid descriptions of violence and gore. In many cases it is not the words 
themselves that are offensive but their use in a way that is sensational or appeals 
to prurient interest—i.e., intended to be sexually provocative or exciting. 

The so-called "seven dirty words" listed by the FCC are always considered 
offensive in the context of broadcasting. For your information, if not enlighten-
ment, they are shit, piss, fuck, cunt, cocksucicer, motherfucker, and tits. Their use is 
always subject to NPR approval and notification procedures. Other words are 
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also obviously in the category of offensive language, slurs like nigger, kike, bitch, 
and faggot. 

On the other hand, most Americans would not be offended by hearing rela-
tively mild expletives like hell or damn. Of course, a reporter or commentator 
should not use these words in a script without a special reason, but when they 
occur in an actuality, they would not need to be bleeped. Nor would they trigger 
NPR approval and notification procedures. 

For the myriad of words and expressions in between, it is a matter of taste 
and judgment. You may wish to ask yourself whether your parents or your 
grandparents would object, and, if they would, think twice about how vital the 
words are to the story. Can another word be substituted without loss of mean-
ing—for example, using a Latin derivative instead of its Anglo-Saxon equivalent? 
Remember, though, that while clinical descriptions generally are less offensive 
than graphic ones, even clinical descriptions may offend some. 

We can be careful without being prudish. For a description of a sex act, you 
may wish to ask yourself what you would do if your 10-year-old child heard it. 
Would you be embarrassed? Would you have to explain it to the child? Would 
that be easy or difficult? For descriptions of gore and bodily functions, you may 
want to ask whether it would affect your digestion if you heard it during a meal. 

A general rule-. Err on the side of caution. Taste and sound judgment are a 
better guide than rigid application of a set of rules. When in doubt, don't trust 
the decision to yourself alone. Ask your colleagues for their comments. 

Procedures: When the reporter, the editor, and the producer all agree that 
offensive (or potentially offensive) language cannot be edited out or electronically 
blocked and that its inclusion in a report is vital to the meaning and integrity of 
that report, the following procedures must be followed, even though these steps 
require extra time and work: 

1. The vice president of news or, in his absence, the managing editor must 
give prior approval. Each request should include a considered explana-
tion of why the offensive language must be used and a copy of the 
tape. No report containing offensive language may be broadcast with-
out this approval. 

2. If the vice president or managing editor gives approval, the stations 
must be notified via DACS message. 

How to DACS the stations: A separate early DACS (12-24 hours before 
broadcast, not just part of a show rundown) must be sent to stations explaining 
what the offensive language is, and how it appears in context. The DACS should 
say precisely where the wording is in the report (how many minutes and seconds 
from the start) and give the complete paragraph, with sentences before and after, 
as it is actually used. This extra wording is essential to allow stations to cut away 
from the program if they so choose. 
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In addition to the early DACS, the show rundown should provide a warning 
about the offensive language. It may also be appropriate in many cases to advise 
listeners on the air (in the introduction to the piece, for example) that the upcom-
ing report contains potentially offensive language or descriptions parents may 
not deem appropriate for their children. 

//. . . prepared this report" Avoid starting a report with tape. For the most 
part, such construction is only a poor substitute for good writing. You also will 
have to make sure that the listener does not think that the first voice after the 
intro is the reporter's. The intro cannot say NPR's Joe Nipper reports if the first 
voice the listener hears is Senator George Mitchell. The easiest way around this 
problem has been to write, NPR's Joe Nipper prepared this report. But over the 
years that construction has become hackneyed. Use your imagination. Often a 
way can be found to take into account the beginning of the report: NPR's Natalie 
Nipper reports on an unusual Sunday session of the Senate, which opened with a state-
ment from Senator George Mitchell. Corollary: If a piece opens with natural sound, 
it is not necessary to use the words prepared this report. 

Tape use in newscasts and shows The relationship between newscasts and 
the shows in which they appear is a tricky one, especially when it involves the 
use of zape (actualities and reports). The principle to follow is this: Listeners 
should not hear the same material repeated within only a few moments of the 
first time they hear it. You don't want an ALL THINGS CONSIDERED half-hour to 
start with a billboard containing a tease cut of tape, followed by a newscast with 
the same actuality, followed by the lead story with the same tape. For the same 
reason, a reporter's news spot should not appear within close range of the re-
porter's piece in a show. But just as reporters' spots and pieces can appear in the 
same program if they are separated by enough air time, so, too, can those good 
cuts of tape. 

".. told NPR" This construction should not be used to enhance other-
wise routine reporting, as in The ambassador told NPR that 4,000 people had died. 
Its purpose is to point out not just that someone talked with us, but that the 
discussion was exclusive and that NPR is breaking the news and advancing 

the story. 





Part III 

A Legal Guide for the 
Radio Journalist 

William E. Kennard and Jacqueline R. Kinney 

National Public Radio is committed to providing comprehensive, accurate, 
and thoughtful news coverage. Fulfilling this commitment requires that NPR re-
porters and editors—as well as radio station managers—fully exercise the rights 
guaranteed under the First Amendment. NPR not only uses free press and free 
speech guarantees to defend its news coverage and practices when problems 
arise, but also considers the active assertion of those rights a part of every re-
porter's and editor's daily job. The surest way to lose one's freedom is to take it 
for granted. 

Journalists must recognize, however, that the First Amendment does not 
sanction all behavior merely because it occurs m,hile you are covering the news. 
Certain fundamental rights of individuals are balanced against the right to free-
dom of the press. These include individuals' rights to privacy, not to have false 
statements made about them, not to have their reputations unjustly destroyed, 
and not to have their solitude disturbed on their private property. Generally, you 
will avoid infringing these rights simply by practicing good journalism—by 
checking all facts carefully, writing fair and balanced stories, and using good 
judgment. Eut familiarity with basic legal principles will go a long way toward 
minimizing the chance of being sued. You should be able to recognize potential 
legal problems. The ultimate goal, of course, is to ensure that you spend your 
time on the news, rather than in court. 
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A general knowledge of the law also is necessary to produce the kind of 
stories that meet NPR's standards. You must be able to use state and federal laws 
granting access to government information, records and meetings. You must 
know how the law protects you against being forced to identify your sources and 
other news-gathering information. You should know how far the First 
Amendment lets you go in seeking to give listeners the best and most accurate 
information. 

Finally, you must be sensitive to the fact that aggressive exercise of the First 
Amendment can be an expensive proposition. Given the high cost of defending 
against legal claims, even a victory can take a huge financial toll. Plaintiffs sue 
news organizations for a variety of reasons, often the least of which is a meritori-
ous claim. They sue to intimidate, to create the appearance that they have been 
wronged, or to generate publicity for themselves or for a cause. For anyone cov-
ering the news, there is no foolproof method to avoid being sued. But there are 
steps you can and should take to lessen the likelihood of a lawsuit, and to mini-
mize the inconvenience and expense of one should it arise. 

Defamation: Libel and Slander 

Inaccurate, sloppy reporting accounts for a high percentage of libel suits 
against media organizations. The pressure to be first on the air with a breaking 
story can result in broadcasting statements before they can be verified. And if 
false statements also defame and harm someone, a libel suit is likely to follow.* 

The rules governing libel claims—what a libel plaintiff must prove and what 
defenses are available to the accused—are generally a matter of state law, al-
though because of the First Amendment, all libel plaintiffs must provide fault in 
order to collect damages. Thus, while basic principles are generally uniform 
throughout the states, the case law and libel statutes of the relevant state should 
be consulted when problems arise. 

Elements of Libel 

To collect damages, a libel plaintiff must prove that the defendant broadcast 
a false statement that defamed the plaintiff's reputation or good name, causing 
injury. The defamatory statement need not have been made by an employee of 
the defendant. A free-lance reporter, a commentator—even a call-in listener—can 
libel someone. And every time a libelous statement is rebroadcast, a new claim 

"Technically, "libel" refers to a written defamation and "slander" refers to an oral defamation, but 
the legal standards governing both are similar. 
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may arise. So check and doublecheck your facts, particularly if your story could 
cast someone in a negative light. 

Some statements are defamatory per se—those, for instance, that accuse 
someone of criminal action, morally reprehensible behavior, business impropri-
ety, bad business practice, mental illness, or a disreputable disease. A plaintiff 
who can prove that such a statement is false can collect damages without having 
to prove any actual injury to reputation. 

Other false statements can be libelous even though their defamatory nature 
is not readily apparent. Extrinsic facts about someone or the context of a particu-
lar statement in a story can make it defamatory. For instance, a false statement 
that a businessman had flown to Paris on a certain weekend would not be libel-
ous in and of itself. But it might be if the statement were part of a story about a 
bank fraud in which a key meeting was held in Paris on that same weekend. 

Because a libel plaintiff must be identified by name or by reference, the 
manner in which a person or group is accused of wrongdoing is also significant. 
When a statement refers to a group, no single member of the group is libeled 
unless there is enough detail to identify the individuals in the group. For exam-
ple, if a story about a big city police force falsely stated that "some members of 

the police department are crooks," it would be difficult for any one officer to sue. 
Of course, if the details of the story more clearly indicated specific individuals, 
the identifiable persons would have a better case. 

Public figures vs. private individual. The required proof of fault for broad-
casting a libelous statement depends on whether the plaintiff is a public offi-
cial/public figure or a private person. A public official/public figure must show 
that the defendant acted with "actual malice." "Actual malice" is a legal term 
that has little to do with the common usage of the word "malice." Instead, it 
means that the reporter or the news organization had actual knowledge that the 
published statement was false, or had a reckless disregard for the truth or falsity 
of the statement. A private person need only show that the reporter was negli-
gent in publishing a false statement. 

To illustrate the difference, assume a reporter's story falsely states that a 
local politician and a school bus driver were both leaders of an organized crime 
ring. The politician would have a more difficult time collecting damages in a libel 
action. As a public official, he would have to show that the reporter either knew 
or should have known that the statement was false or that the reporter did not 
really care whether it was true and broadcast it anyway. The school bus driver, 
on the other hand, is not a public figure or public official, and therefore merely 
has to show that the reporter failed to take reasonable steps to determine the 
truth of the statement—such as asking the bus driver whether the statement was 
true to attempting to verify the statement independently. 

Sometimes an otherwise private person may be deemed a "limited purpose" 
public figure if he voluntarily involved himself in the controversy that gave rise 
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to the libel claim. In such cases, the plaintiff must meet the actual malice, not the 
negligence, standard. 

Defenses Against Libel Claims 

A general awareness of the defenses available to a libel claim can help you 
minimize the basis for a libel suit. Keep in mind, however, that these defenses, 
particularly the scope of the testimonial and public-record defenses, vary from 
state to state. 

Truth. Truth is an absolute defense to claims of libel. But truth is rarely a 
simple matter. Thus, reporters should keep notes of all information that will help 
demonstrate the steps taken to verify the facts in a story. 

Testimony taken during court and legislative hearings. Statements made in 
official judicial and legislative proceeding are immune from libel claims. Be sure 
to attribute those statements to the official proceeding; if you were not there to 
hear them yourself, be sure the transcript is official or from a reputable source. 

Fair and accurate reports of public records. Reports based on the contents 
of public records typically are immune from libel claims as long as the reports 
are fair and accurate. Carefully attribute all such statements to the precise public 
record in which they appear, describing the nature of the document if necessary. 
Check state open-records laws to determine which records are public. 

Consent. If the plaintiff made statements to you knowing that you are a 
reporter and that the statements would be broadcast, you may reasonably 
infer consent. If in doubt, ask for written consent, because consent is a defense 
to a libel claim. Be aware, however, that the defense is limited by the scope of 
the consent. If consent is conditioned upon review of the story by the subject, 
then only those statements that have been reviewed by the speaker or his 
agent may be broadcast. NPR policy is not to allow such conditional consent agree-
ments. Do not agree to let anyone you interview hear your report before it is 
broadcast. 

Opinion. Stations that editorialize or air editorials or commentaries should 
be aware that a statement of opinion is not necessarily immune from a libel 
claim. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that opinion can be libelous if asser-
tions of facts underlying the opinion are defamatory. Thus, like any other broad-
cast, an editorial or commentary can be libelous if it contains false assertions of 
fact. 

Corrections and retractions. NPR policy is to correct errors. More to the 
point of this chapter, a carefully worded correction or retraction may let you 
avoid a suit, or at least mitigate damages. Retraction statutes vary from state 
to state, and you should be extremely careful not to admit fault or otherwise 
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preclude defenses in case a claim is filed later. Always have legal counsel review 
any such correction or retraction before it is broadcast. 

Invasion of Privacy 

Claims of invasion of privacy can arise not only from stories broadcast but 
from reporting practices as well. NPR reporters must be sensitive to the fact that 
the immediacy of radio and the necessity to record sound make them especially 
vulnerable to violating someone's personal privacy. Like libel, privacy is a matter 
of state law. 

Invasion of privacy is divided into the following principal areas: 

Intrusions. This branch of privacy is aimed at protecting a person's private 
space or solitude. Regardless of the story that is broadcast, the act of reporting 
may be an invasion of privacy if it involves trespassing or otherwise intruding 
into a plaintiff's reasonable realm of privacy. To avoid an intrusion claim, al-
ways try to obtain consent before entering private property for news-gathering 
purposes. 

Public disclosure of private facts. A story that reports private, intimate, 
embarrassing facts about a person—such as details about personal hygiene or 
sexual conduct—is likely to cause legal problems if those facts are highly offen-
sive to a reasonable person. Truth is not a defense, but "newsworthiness" is. 
Thus, as long as the information is lawfully obtained, stories may lawfully dis-
close such facts if they are of legitimate public concern. The public has a legiti-
mate interest in information about the public lives of public figures and even 
some aspects of public figures' private lives, for instance. But the newsworthiness 
defense is generally much more difficult to use successfully in claims brought by 
private individuals. Private individuals must be directly involved in a newsworthy 
event before such a defense is available. 

False light invasion of privacy. Stories involving a plaintiff's private life 
that cast the plaintiff in a false light also may cause legal problems. Although the 
false light cause of action technically is an invasion of privacy, it includes ele-
ments of defamation (libel). If the story involves a public figure, for instance, the 
plaintiff must show that the statement was broadcast with knowledge of, or in 
reckless disregard for, its false nature. And the statement's truth is a defense in 
this area of privacy law. 

Misappropriation. The tort of misappropriation is rare, and it does not 
apply to satire or political commentary. But it is an area of concern. Misappro-
priation typically occurs when a well-known person's name is used to endorse 
a product without obtaining the person's permission. Avoid including seg-
ments in stories that may create a seeming endorsement of a product or service. 
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Impersonations of famous persons are also troublesome and may give rise for 
misappropriation in some states if the impersonations are used to promote pro-
ducts or services. 

Consent as a Defense 

Consent is always a defense to a claim of invasion of privacy. You cannot 
invade someone's privacy if he or she allows you access knowing that you will 
broadcast the information. If questionable statements concern a minor or incom-
petent person, however, be sure to get the consent of a parent or guardian. 

Use of Recording Devices 

In addition to providing a basis for a claim for invasion of privacy, certain 
uses of recording equipment may also violate federal or state wiretap statutes. 
The key to avoiding legal problems when taping a conversation is consent— 
knowing when it is needed and being sure to get it. Again, the law varies 
from state to state. 

Generally, you can record speeches and conversations where the recording 
would be reasonably expected under the circumstances. Recording a face-to-face 
interview when the subject can see the recorder is permissible because consent 
can be presumed. If a recorder is not visible, or the conversation takes place over 
the telephone, consent of the other party may be required, depending on the state 
where the call or interview takes place and how the material will be used. When 
a conversation is being recorded for the purpose of a live or later broadcast, the 
FCC requires you to state your intent to broadcast the conversation, unless the 
other party is already aware the conversation will be broadcast. 

Both federal and state laws apply to interstate telephone conversations. 
You must be familiar with the law of the state in which the call originates and 
the law of the state in which it is received. The federal government and most 
states allow the taping of a call when one party (i.e., the caller) consents. Eleven 
states, however, require the consent of both parties.* Even in the states where 
one-party consent generally is allowed, the laws vary greatly, so do not presume 
it is legal to use material from a call to which only one party has consented. 
When in doubt, consult an attorney. 

Whatever the legal requirement, NPR policy is clear: The person being recorded is 
always told. There is no surreptitious recording. 

*The 11 states that require both parties to consent before a telephone call can be taped legally are 
California, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Montana, New Hamp-
shire, Pennsylvania, and Washington. 
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The Reporter's Privilege 

On the eve of the U.S. Senate's vote on the confirmation of Judge Clarence Tho-
mas as a Supreme Court Justice in October 1991, NPR reporter Nina Totenberg 
and Newsday reporter Timothy M. Phelps reported allegations by Anita Hill that 
Thomas had sexually harassed her while she worked for him at the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission. As a result of the reports, the Senate Judici-
ary Committee delayed the confirmation vote and held many hours of additional 
hearings to investigate the allegations. Although Thomas ultimately was con-
firmed, the dramatic hearings riveted the nation and sparked national debate 
over sexual harassment and the process of selecting Supreme Court justices. 

Totenberg and Phelps learned about Hill's allegations from a confidential 
source or sources. The committee, which was poised to vote on Thomas before 
the NPR and Newsday stories, apparently had planned not to disclose the allega-
tions. Some senators, believing that the information had been "leaked" to the 
press to prevent Thomas' confirmation, called for an investigation and appointed 
a special independent counsel to investigate. The independent counsel issued 
subpoenas and demanded that the reporters identify who told them about Hill's 
allegations. Totenberg and Phelps refused to comply, claiming that the First 
Amendment protects against compelled disclosure of news-gathering information, 
particularly when the information is not essential to prosecution of criminal charges. 

Ultimately, the Senate did not require the reporters to comply. But the story 
focused attention on a classic conflict between journalists and the legal process. 

Promising a source confidentiality often is the only way to obtain informa-
tion about such matters as government wrongdoing. If reporters are not able to 
keep names secret, some of their most valuable sources will dry up, and the pub-
lic will be deprived of vital information about government and other institutions. 

Because of high-profile cases like the Anita Hill-Clarence Thomas contro-
versy, most reporters recognize the reporter's privilege issue in connection with a 
government demand to identify a confidential source. But reporters and news or-
ganizations frequently are served with subpoenas or other informal demands for 
a whole range of news-gathering information, including requests to turn over 
notes, tapes and outtakes, to testify at trials or depositions, and to reveal confi-
dential background information not included in a story. Government prosecutors 
and law enforcement officers are a common source of such demands, but crimi-
nal defendants, civil litigants, and other private persons often ask reporters for 
information as well. Indeed, many view subpoenaing an enterprising investiga-
tive journalist as a quick and inexpensive alternative to a private investigation. 

The U.S. Supreme Court has determined that the First Amendment does not 
afford journalists an absolute privilege against compelled disclosure in all cir-
cumstances. Countervailing interests, such as guaranteeing a criminal defendant 
access to all evidence that might exonerate him, may require you to identify a 
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confidential source or turn over tapes from the scene of a crime—or face the pos-
sibility of being in contempt of court. 

Whether you must endure the expense and hassle of compliance (or fighting 
compliance) with such requests depends on the jurisdiction. Many state courts 
have recognized a qualified privilege to refuse to disclose the sources for a story. 
Twenty-eight states have shield laws affording varying degrees of protection 
against subpoenas.* To overcome the privilege, the person seeking disclosure 
typically must show that the information sought is material and relevant to a 
probable violation of law, that the information is not available from alternative 
sources, and that there is a compelling, overriding interest in the information. 

The privilege protecting news gathering is weakest when a criminal defen-
dant seeks information that might prove his innocence, especially when that in-
formation is not available from any other source. In such cases, the defendant's 
constitutional right to a fair trial may outweigh the First Amendment right to 
protect news sources. You are less likely to have to comply when requests from 
civil litigants seeking information for private claims when alternative sources of 
the information have not been exhausted. No countervailing constitutional con-
siderations are present in such cases. 

It is essential that you consult your editors and your news organization's attorney 
before complying with any subpoena or demand for news-gathering information. Never 
simply ignore a subpoena, and never destroy tapes or other materials after they 
have been requested. Ultimately, the decision to comply or to suffer the conse-
quences of protecting the source is yours. But your editors and attorneys can 
help you decide how and whether to comply with an official demand. If a sub-
poena requests only tapes of materials that already have been broadcast, there 
may be little reason not to turn them over. When unpublished or confidential 
information is sought, however, an attorney can determine whether it is appro-
priate to refuse to comply based on a state's shield law or common-law privilege. 
Note that partial compliance is problematic because it may be deemed a waiver 
and deny you the privilege against future disclosure of related material. 

Access to information and Places 

All good journalists know the information that comes easily usually is not 
the basis of ground-breaking stories. Good stories, which provide listeners with 

'The states are Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Delaware, Georgia, Illi-
nois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, 
New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, 
Rhode Island, and Tennessee. 
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significant information, come from relentlessly pursuing leads, staying at "rou-
tine" government meetings until final adjournment, and pouring over govern-
ment documents. But even the best, most hardworking reporters have trouble 
securing information from government officials or access to official proceedings. 
When polite requests are refused, you need to know how to use the law to gain 
access to information. 

Become familiar with the federal and state statutes that guarantee public ac-
cess to records, meetings, and judicial proceedings. Often government officials 
then-selves will not know that they are compelled by law to provide access. In 
such cases, merely explaining the law may be all that is necessary. But when ac-
cess is refused, you should know how to compel officials to let you in. 

Access to Public Records 

State public records laws and the federal Freedom Of Information Act 
(FOIA) guarantee public access to government records and are an indispensable 
tool of journalism. The public records laws vary from state to state, but, like 
FOIA, they generally make all government documents public unless they fall 
under specified exemptions. Documents typically exempt from access are those 
pertaining to national security, personal privacy, and law enforcement investiga-
tion. A government agency or office that refuses to release a document usually 
must specify the reason for the denial, so be persistent in making a request un-
less the information sought is clearly exempt from disclosure. If the reasons given 
to deny access to a significant document seem unjustified, appeal the decision to 
withhold the information. 

Access to Meetings and Official Proceedings 

Open meetings laws, or "sunshine" laws, guarantee the public—and, thus, 
journalists—the right to attend meetings of government officials. State law gener-
ally specifies which governmental bodies must comply and what procedures 
must be followed, such as giving advance notice, publishing agendas and main-
taining transcripts. 

Knowledge of the relevant open meetings law usually is most useful when a 
governmental body holds a closed meeting. Typically, the laws permit closed ses-
sions but only to conduct certain business, such as personnel matters, and only if 
they comply with specified procedures for closing the meeting. Always demand 
an explicit reason for closing a meeting, and request a summary of action taken 
during the closed session. 

et. 
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Access to Courts 

Criminal court proceedings generally are presumed to be open to the public, 
and reporters cannot lawfully be denied access.* Access to civil proceedings is 
more restricted, however, and varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In any 
case, always demand an explanation when any court proceeding is closed. 
Judges are required to hold a hearing when deciding to close a proceeding, and 
news organizations can challenge a decision to close the proceeding. Ask the 
judge for an opportunity to object as soon as you learn that a proceeding may be 
closed. The closure may then be temporarily delayed, giving you time to consult 
with an attorney about how to object to the closing. 

The Federal Communications Commission 

Because radio stations are licensed by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion, radio journalists must concern themselves with compliance with FCC rules 
and regulations. Although prohibited by statute from censoring programming di-
rectly, the FCC administers several rules and policies that affect programming 
content. 

The Political Broadcasting Rules 

You should be particularly aware of FCC regulation in the political broad-
casting area. The FCC administers a rather comprehensive system of rules and 
regulations designed to ensure that broadcasters do not use the public airwaves 
to favor one candidate over another during an election. The commission also has 
stated that one of its objectives in administering the rules is to encourage maxi-
mum coverage of political campaigns. As a general rule, these regulations do not 
come into play with regard to the kinds of news programming produced by 
NPR. 

The equal opportunities provision. The "equal opportunities" provision of 
Section 315 of the Communications Act is commonly (and incorrectly) referred to 
as the "equal time" provision. If a broadcaster allows a legally qualified candi-
date for public office to "use" a station's facilities, the broadcaster is required to 

afford equal opportunities to all other opposing, legally qualified candidates for 
the same office, provided that another candidate requests the opportunity within 
seven days. 

*Special rules may apply for juvenile courts. 
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A "use" of a broadcast station by a candidate is now defined as an appear-
ance of a legally qualified candidate that is controlled, approved, or sponsored by 
the candidate or the candidate's authorized committee. Section 315 specifically ex-
empts the following types of broadcasts from the equal opportunities provision: 

• Bona fide newscasts; 
• Regularly scheduled bona fide news interview programs, such as CBS's Face 

the Nation; 
• Bona fide documentaries, if the appearance of the political candidate is inci-

dental to the presentation of the subject of the documentary; 
• Live coverage of bona fide news events. 

In addition, the FCC has said that under certain conditions candidate de-
bates and news conferences are bona fide news events and exempt from the pro-
vision. To be exempt, the broadcast of the debate or news conference must be 
intended to inform the public rather than to favor or disfavor any candidate. It 
also must be covered live or broadcast reasonably close to the time of the debate 
or news conference. If these provisions are met, a news organization may decide 
to include only major candidates in a debate. Debates may be sponsored by the 
broadcaster or by a neutral third party, e.g., the League of Women Voters. 

If your broadcasts don't meet these conditions, you may be required to pro-
vide air time for all the other legally qualified candidates. This may cause you 
little consternation in a general election for city council with only a Republican 
and a Democrat on the ballot. But what about the gubernatorial election with a 
Republican, a Democrat, a Libertarian, a Socialist Worker, and 15 other "legally 
qualified" candidates? 

What's more, when you provide the air time, you cannot edit or censor the 
candidate except for obscenity (although you can restrict the length of the broad-

cast if it unreasonably disrupts the station's daily programming). Thus, even if 
the proposed broadcast contains libelous statements, you cannot reject the broad-
cast, althoigh you would be exempt from liability under state libel and slander 
laws. 

The equal opportunities rule extends beyond the candidates themselves 
through something called the "Zapple Doctrine." It requires a broadcast station 
to extend equal opportunities to the supporters of political candidates. A station 
that affords air time to supporters or representatives of one candidate during a 
campaign period must afford comparable time to the supporters or repre-
sentatives of opponents. Again, bona fide news programs are exempt. 

The personal attack rule. A station is subject to this rule if, during a broad-
cast presentation of views on a controversial issue of public importance, someone 
attacks the "nonesty, character, integrity, or similar personal qualities of an iden-
tified person or group." Station editorials are subject to this rule, but legitimate 
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news broadcasts are exempt.* If an attack covered by the rule occurs, the station 
must take the following actions within one week: 

• Notify the person or group attacked of the date, time, and title of the program 
on which the attack was made. 

• Send the person "attacked" a script or tape of the attack, or an accurate sum-
mary if either is available. 

• Offer a "reasonable opportunity" to answer the attack on the air. (The station 
does not have to allow the attacked individual on the air to respond as long as 
it reads his response.) 

Station editorializing. The FCC defines an "editorial" as comments reflect-
ing the viewpoints of the licensee of the station. A station editorial can be made 
by the station manager or any other employee permitted by the licensee to speak 
for the station. A statement may be an editorial even if it is not labeled as such. 
For example, if the station manager endorsed a referendum issue on the air, this 
would constitute a station editorial. 

Public radio stations are prohibited by statute (47 U.S.C. 399) from support-
ing or opposing political candidates but are allowed to editorialize about issues. 
Commercial stations, which are allowed to support and oppose candidates, come 
under the FCC's political editorializing rule. Thus if a commercial station has en-
dorsed a candidate in an editorial, the station is required to provide notification 
of date and time of the broadcast, provide a tape or transcript, and offer reply 
time to other legally qualified candidates. 

To avoid triggering the equal opportunities rule, the commercial broadcaster 
may comply with the rule by offering either the candidate or the candidate's rep-
resentative the opportunity to respond to the editorial. The station must notify 
the candidate within 24 hours of the editorial, unless the editorial is broadcast 
less than 72 hours before the election. In this case, the notification must be sent 
out sufficiently in advance of the broadcast of the editorial to allow the candi-
dates or their representatives to respond before Election Day. 

The Fairness Doctrine 

Remember the fairness doctrine? The fairness doctrine required broad-
casters to ensure the balanced presentation of opposing viewpoints on issues 
of public importance. In 1987, the FCC determined that the fairness doctrine 
could be unconstitutional and was contrary to the public interest, and abolished 

*The personal attack rule also does not apply to attacks made by candidates or their campaign 
associates on other candidates, nor to attacks on anyone else made during a candidate's "use" of a 
station's facilities as part of the equal opportunities rule. 
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it. This controversial action was upheld in the courts, but Congress has consid-
ered legislation to resurrect the fairness doctrine each year since the FCC abol-
ished it. None of these Congressional efforts has been successful thus far, but there is 
strong sentiment for the fairness doctrine from the Democratic leadership in Congress. 

Obscenity and Indecency 

Radio stations that broadcast obscene or indecent material are subject to 
fines and license revocation. In extreme cases, the FCC can refer the case to the 
Department of Justice for criminal prosecution. Obscenity and indecency are dif-
ficult areas because the stakes are high, but the standards for determining 
whether a broadcast is obscene or indecent are subjective and not altogether 
clear. 

Material is obscene if a reasonable person applying contemporary commu-
nity standards would find that the material appeals to "prurient interests" by 
describing sexual conduct in a "patently offensive manner," and if the material 
lacks any serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value. At the risk of over-
simplifying, obscenity is truly hardcore pornographic material without any re-
deeming social or scientific value. Material held to be obscene is prohibited from 
the airwaves altogether. 

By contrast, it is legal to broadcast indecent material—but only during cer-
tain hours. The FCC defines indecency material as "language or material that de-
scribes, in terms patently offensive as measured by contemporary community 
standards for the medium, sexual or excretory functions." The determination of 
whether material is indecent depends upon the circumstances of each case. The 

FCC considers not only the material itself, but the context in which it is broad-
cast. The FCC would be unlikely to deem indecent a reading of some of James 
Joyce's more ribald passages during a radio program devoted to literary discus-
sion. But it would be more likely to rule the other way about a morning talk 
show routine in which the announcers repeatedly use double entendre and innu-
endo to refer to various types of oral sex. 

Most radio journalists have few occasions to be concerned about obscenity 
and indecency. News or documentary programming typically provides a suffi-
cient context to eliminate concerns about running afoul of prohibitions against 
obscenity and indecency. But if you are in doubt, be sure to consult your editors, 
attorneys, and station manager. Obscenity and indecency are determined by ref-
erence to prevailing community standards, so it never hurts to get a number of 
people to assist you in dealing with a questionable story. 

Also, note that in March 1992 the U.S. Supreme Court let stand a lower 
court ruling that the FCC's 24-hour ban on indecent programming was unconsti-
tutional. As a result, the FCC plans to develop new standards for determining 
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when children are not likely to be in the listening audience. During these "safe 
harbor" time periods, broadcasters will be able to air indecent programming le-
gally. The current safe harbor period is 8 P.M. until 6 A.M., although most broad-
casters delay questionable material until 10 P.M. 

NPR's policy is to avoid gratuitous use of offensive language. When such 
language is used, it is to preserve the meaning and journalistic integrity of the 
report. This policy goes beyond the question of whether language is legally 
obscene or indecent. Policy and procedures regarding the journalistic decision to 
allow such offensive material on the air are set out in the section on objectionable 
language in Part II of this Stylebook. 
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Appendix A 

Buying Equipment 

There are many different sources for the equipment described in Chapter 11, 
"Field "Recording: Equipment." Much of it is available through your local stereo 
shop or music-and-sound emporium. Prices range from list price down to 50 per-
cent off list, depending on where you buy. Discount stores, however, are not 
necessarily the best places to shop. If you value good advice, the availability of a 
service department, or a better selection of equipment, consider spending a bit 
more money and getting a lot more in return. 

Many mail-order establishments sell cassette and DAT recorders, micro-
phones, accessories, and tapes at discount prices. Look for their ads in the classi-
fied sections of audio magazines.* With a bit of detective work and bargaining 
skill, though, you may be able to do as well in your local area. 

Cassette Recorders 

Top honors for portable cassette recorders go to Japanese manufacturers. Sony, 
Marantz, and Aiwa have the most popular models among reporters in the field. 
Sony's stalwarts are the TCD5 Pro II, a deluxe, stereo machine, and the TCD5M, a 
less expensive model with 1/4 -inch mike inputs instead of XLR jacks. Sony's WM-D6 
"Pro Walkman" is a favorite of reporters who value light weight and small size. 

Marantz's PMD-222 is, at this writing, the only mass-marketed mono cas-
sette deck with an XLR input jack. It's more suitable for reporter uses—from 
phone feeding to tape logging—than the stereo Sony machines. 

*It used to be that you could save the cost of sales tax when you ordered something from out of 
state by mail, but that's not always the case now. Many states are enforcing what are called "use 
taxes" on out-of-state purchases. 
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Cassette recorder models used in broadcast reporting aren't updated as 
often as other consumer electronics, but check with your dealer for the latest in-
formation on current models. 

DAT Recorders 

The turnover of models has been faster for DAT, befitting the latest technol-
ogy. Panasonic's SV-255 and Sony's TCD-D10 Pro were the first stalwarts, but at 
this writing, smaller machines are coming into the market from Aiwa, Denon, 
and several other manufacturers, all of them potentially useful for field record-
ing. None of these DAT decks does a very good job of feeding a phone line with-
out an accessory amplifier, so if your work involves filing by phone, consider 
using analog cassette decks instead of DAT. 

Microphones 

Broadcasters' favorites in the microphone category have not changed much 
over the years. Omnidirectional mikes like Electro-Voice's 635A and RE50 and 
Shure's SM63 get a lot of use; the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) issues 
its reporters AKG D130 omnis. NPR reporters use Beyer's M58 at present. 

One of the few recent advances in basic microphone technology is the use of 
neodymium magnets, which offer stronger electrical output than iron-core mag-
nets. Shure's VP 64 is the first hand-held omni mike to take advantage of this. 

Finding a cardioid mike that works well when hand-held is a tough job. 
Many popular broadcast studio mikes, such as the Sennheiser MD421, the Elec-
tro-Voice RE20, and the Shure SM7, are awkward for hand-held use; check out 
the Electro-Voice RE15, RE16, or RE18, or the Shure SM57 or SM58 instead. 

Many manufacturers, lured by the market for highly directional mikes that 
can be attached to video cameras, have brought out "short shotgun" mikes that 
can be hand-held. Low-cut filtering in the mikes reduces handling noise, and you 
can cut it further by using a pistol-grip isolation mount to hold the mike. 

Accessories 

Most of the major items listed above are widely available. But some accesso-
ries are harder to locate: the special mike cables with XLR and phone or mini 
plugs, telephone interface boxes, and specialized clamps for attaching mikes to 
podiums or stands, to name a few. If you can't find a broadcast supply dealer in 
your area, try Audio Services Corporation (800-228-4429) on the West Coast, Full 
Compass Systems (800-356-5844) in the Midwest, or Bradley Broadcast Sales 
(800-732-7665) on the East Coast. You also can find suppliers by checking ads in 
Broadcast Engineering, Radio World, or Broadcasting Magazine. 
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Assessing the Studio: 
A Checklist 

1. Number and Type of Sources Available: Reel-to-reel tape machines, cart 
machines and erased carts, cassette machines, mike inputs, phone 
patches, turntables, compact disc players, DAT machines? 

'7. Quality and Format of Mastering Recorders: Full track, two-track, four-
track, multi-track, DAT, other? Machines and heads clean and up to 
spec? Machines biased for your tape stock? 

3. Quality of Playback Sources: Cart noise, turntable rumble, sampling rate 
match, wow and flutter, hiss, hum? 

4. Operation of Equipment: Remote controls for tape and cart machines, 
turntables, CDs, DAT? 

5. Special Console Functions: Auxiliary mix ability, mix-minus ability, 
equalization, "solo" function, patch points, pan pot, phantom power, 
metering, cue positions, talkback? 

6. Outboard Equipment Available: Reverberation, delay units, compressors 
and limiters, filters, equalizers? Clocks, tape timers and counters? 

7. Unity Gain Set-Up: Board master pot(s) and recorder input/output cali-
bration (system design-centering)? 

8. Fader Action: Taper-type? Smooth, noise-free operation? Track uniformity? 
9. "Hotpot" Ability on Playback Sources: Can machines be started with the 

pot open without hearing "clicks" or "thumps"? 
10. Quality of Monitoring Sources: Secondary monitors available? Mono-ste-

reo switching? 
11. Quality of Studio and Control Room Acoustics? 
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Meters 

Audio equipment has a wide variety of meters. Some use a moving needle 
to show audio levels; others use light-emitting diodes (LEDs), liquid-crystal dis-
plays, or fluorescent-light segments in a bar graph. What do meters tell you? It 
depends on which type you're looking at, and the nature of the audio driving it. 

"VU" Meters 

The standard "VU" meter used by broadcasters to measure audio levels is 
actually a holdover from the past. In the early days of broadcasting, audio sig-
nals didn't extend into the high frequencies (not much beyond 5 kHz), and all 
equipment in the audio path used tubes. Today, we have wide-bandwidth audio 
systems (20 Hz to 20 kHz) and mostly solid-state or transistorized audio chains. 

The slow "average-responding" VU meter was adequate in the past because 
the small audio bandwidth ignored any very fast, high-frequency "transient" 
sounds. Moreover, because the audio signal was passing through tubes, distor-
tion increased gradually as the audio level increased, so the "averaging" VU 
meter display was accurate enough to avoid it. Transistors, on the other hand, 
keep distortion very low and constant as the level increases to a certain point. But 
when that :evel is exceeded, there is extreme and sudden distortion ("clipping") in 
most cases. So in today's wide-bandwidth, transistorized audio systems, a more ac-
curate ("absolute" rather than "averaging") meter to display levels is better. 

An additional concern is the difference between audio levels as displayed by 
a meter (any meter), and the audio's "perceived loudness"—that is, how loud it 
sounds to the human ear. Although the VU meter is designed to visually display 
audio levels in a way that is analogous to perceived loudness, it really doesn't do 
that; the meter shows when the operational parameters of an electrical circuit or 
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system are being exceeded, not how loud or soft something sounds. The problem 
with the VU meter is that it doesn't show very exact information about the electri-
cal levels, either! 

The Peak Reading Meter 

Instead of measuring a short-term average of audio levels as the VU meter 
does, the peak reading meter reads the absolute maximum, instantaneous, peak 
levels of audio. 

The peak meter does not really do the job as far as perceived loudness is 
concerned, either, but it does display with greater accuracy the audio levels it 
measures. Because high-frequency transients and wide-bandwidth signals are de-
sirable and feasible elements of today's audio—and because fairly exact distor-
tion tolerances must be observed—a peak meter would seem to be the obvious 
choice over a VU meter. 

Why, then, the proliferation and longevity of the VU meter? One answer is 
that the VU meter has been standardized throughout the international audio 
world; the peak meter has not (at least not in the United States). The confusing 
variety of peak meter types can be disconcerting to anyone used to the good old 
VU. 

The "PPM" 

In Britain and parts of Europe, one type of peak meter has been established 
as the standard, and it is used by the BBC and others. It is called the Peak Pro-
gramme Meter, or 'PPM," and works very nicely as a peak reading meter, with 
some limitations. Visually, its pointer rises somewhat faster than the VU meter, 
and falls much more slowly, so it does take some getting used to for someone 
familiar with the response of VU meters to audio signals. The PPM is a much 
more accurate absolute audio measurement device, designed to convey maxi-
mum audio levels to the human eye; it does not attempt to relate them to the ear 
at all. 

The PPM is beginning to be accepted in the United States, and it is probably 
the only meter other than the VU found here to any great extent, but there are 
still far fewer PPM than VU meters. However, the fact that the PPM is a standard 
meter is helping dissolve one reason the VU is preferred. As the PPM becomes 
more accepted in the United States, perhaps it will push aside the VU and pro-
vide a more accurate standard meter. 

One further note on the PPM standard: Although the meter's operation is 
standardized, its calibration and meter face notations are not. The meter shown 
in figure C.1 is the EBU-A scale meter, which is perhaps the easiest to get used to 
for those familiar with VU meters. If you set it up according to manufacturer's 
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Figure C.1. The Peak Programme 
Meter (PPM), with EBU-A scale. 

instructions, you can observe levels much as you would with a VU meter, so that 
the pointer does not go above "O." Once you adjust to the timing response of the 
meter, it's smooth sailing. 

Non-Mechanical Meters 

Advances in fluorescent and liquid-crystal displays and their associated cir-
cuitry have made possible meters with no moving parts, which can respond in-
stantly to audio signals and don't suffer from mechanical inertia. But because 
people are used to working with mechanical-needle meters that do have lag time, 
many of the new displays are designed to offer either "VU" or "peak reading" 
characteristics. Some of them also offer separate "overload" indicators or peak 
memories with numerical readouts that retain the highest peak values. 

One manufacturer, Dorrough, markets an add-on meter that displays both 
peak and average levels (see Figure C.2). An arc of LEDs is arranged like the 
curve of a VU meter face; audio signals cause the LEDs to light up starting at the 
left and moving to the right for louder signals. A single LED indicates the peak 
audio levels, while at the same time a solid band of LED shows the average lev-
els weighted to adjust for perceived loudness. The relatively high cost of this me-
tering system has limited its penetration of the general meter market. 

Metering for Digital Equipment 

VU and peak-reading meters for analog equipment both set the "0" refer-

ence to leave a little "headroom" above "0"—that is, the needle can go a little bit 
above "0" before reaching the point of distortion. In part, this is because different 
pieces of gear offer varying amounts of headroom, and because the relationship 
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Figure C.2. The Dorrough Meter. 

between actual electrical levels and meter movement varies with meter mechan-
ics and the type of program material being metered. 

Digital recording offers a much more black-and-white decision process for 
metering: "0" on a digital meter is the highest signal a digital recorder can record. 
Any signal stronger than digital "0" will be distorted significantly; the digital 
process cannot "describe" that signal because it has run out of l's and O's. (See 
Chapter 15, "Emerging Technologies and Techniques," for more information on 
digital audio.) 

The trick with digital recording, then, is to keep the highest audio peaks as 
close to "0" as possible without going past "O." In practice, most manufacturers 
recommend that a test tone showing at "0" on a VU meter be adjusted to show 
-15 to -20 dB on a digital recorder's meter. This leaves 15 to 20 dB of headroom 
above the program operating level. 
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Tips on Recording from 
the Telephone 

For news and information programming, audio from the telephone is a sta-
ple. Even in these days of satellite transmission, fiber optics, and digital technol-
ogy, the telephone remains the most common conduit for on-location sound 
(actuality) that must hit the air quickly. And despite the fact that improvements 
in audic technology have made telephone audio even more of an "earsore," a 
phone feed often is the only way to get something newsworthy from a remote 
location on the air in a timely manner. And it's likely to remain so for some time 
to come. 

Programmatic Concerns 

Your first approach should be to keep the use of "phoners" to a bare mini-
mum. Don't use a phone feed for anything other than a breaking story, and keep 
it as short as possible. Feature pieces or other non-dated productions should 
never use phone-quality audio. (Below are some ways to avoid the use of phon-
ers entirely for distant interviews.) 

Interfacing 

When you record phone audio, be sure to use the proper equipment. Re-
cording from the phone in the studio is more difficult than feeding into the phone 
from the field. 
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One simple device for recording from the studio phone is the voice coupler. 
This small box is permanently wired into a phone or line and provides a quarter-
inch phone jack output for feeding a line-level signal to a console or recorder 
input. When using a coupler, it is most convenient to have the telephone instru-
ment on-line equipped with a push-to-talk switch on its receiver. This is because 
the telephone receiver has to be "off the hook" while the feed is coming in, and 
the push-to-talk switch turns off the receiver's mouthpiece microphone when it is 
not depressed, thus ensuring that studio noise and conversation will not be in-
cluded in the recording. (The coupler also allows feeding a line-level signal into 
the phone line as well, in lieu of "clipping on" to the receiver.) 

For professional-quality phone feeds, two-way phone recordings, phone in-
terviews, or broadcasts, you need a much more complex arrangement that usu-
ally involves a variation on the "speaker phone" or "telephone hybrid." This is 
beyond the scope of this book. 

Improving Phone Audio Quality 

Once the phone has been properly interfaced with a line-level input on a 
console or similar device, some amount of audio processing is usually in order. 
This can be done as the phone feed is being recorded, or the feed can be re-
corded "flat" (without processing) and then processed during subsequent pro-
duction or dubbing. The audio processing that is useful for phoners can be 
divided into three steps: filtering, equalization, and compression. 

Filtering. The first step, filtering, should use a device with a very steep 
"shelving"-type high frequency roll-off (a "low-pass filter"). This should be set 
to roll off at three to four kHz (but adjusted by ear to each phone feed). There is 
little or no audio above this frequency on a standard phone line, but there is 
noise. The longer the distance of the call, the more noise there will be on the line, 
generally. The filter's roll-off point should be adjusted relative to the amount of 
noise on the line. The trade-off to removing much of the noise is loss of high-fre-
quency audio (i.e., intelligibility), so not all the noise can be filtered out. Your ear 
will determine the exact adjustment for the filter on that particular line, balancing 
the amount of noise removed to the amount of intelligibility lost. It is better to 
err on the side of intelligibility here, meaning that a little noise left in is prefer-
able to a quiet but "dull" phone voice, which is more difficult to understand. 

On some phone calls, or with some phone interfacing devices, low-fre-
quency noise ("hum") is a problem. This can generally be removed without fur-
ther audio quality degradation by the use of a "shelving"-type low-frequency 
roll-off ("high-pass filter"), set to around 150 Hz. So called "notch-filters" can 
also be used to remove this hum or any other discrete tones found on phone 
lines. A good device of this kind is the UREI 565 filter set. 
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Equalization. The next step is equalizing the phone line to increase intelli-
gibility. Using an equalizer (see Appendix E) to reshape the frequency response 
of the phone line within its audio bandwidth can result in marked improvements 
in intelligibility. The equalizer should be patched into the audio chain following 
the filter(s). (Many processing devices offer high-pass and low-pass filters plus 

equalization together in a single, multi-stage unit.) 
Although equalizer settings will be different for every phone line, the fol-

lowing basic curve is usually helpful, with the sections of the curve listed in de-
creasing order of importance. 

1. 6 dB CUT at 400 Hz, wide bandwidth 
2. 3 dB BOOST at 2.5 kHz, narrow bandwidth 
3. 3 dB BOOST at 200 Hz, narrow bandwidth 
4. 2 dB CUT at 800 Hz, moderate bandwidth 

Basically, what this equalization curve does is decrease the energy in the middle 
of the phone line's bandwidth and increase the energy on both ends, in an at-
tempt to flatten out the frequency response. The typical phone line's excess of 
energy in the 400 Hz region has a particularly negative effect on intelligibility. 
Reducing 400 Hz region energy alone will improve almost any phone line's 

sound. 

Compression. Because of the reduction in energy caused by equalization, 
the phone line's intelligibility is improved, but its overall volume or loudness is 
reduced. For this reason, a moderate amount of compression after equalization is 
recommended. This will restore or even enhance the loudness of the phone line, 
which further improves its listenability, beyond the intelligibility increase from 
equalizat.on. Compression can also serve as a protection device by helping to 
catch any excessive audio peaks that the phone line signal may have. (These 
peaks may even have been exaggerated by the equalization.) 

More importantly, when the phone audio is going to be mixed with other 
full-fidelity audio (i.e., a phone interview, where the interviewer is in the studio 
and the guest is on the phone), compression of just the phone audio can help 
increase its apparent loudness relative to the studio voice. Without such compres-
sion, proper loudness-matching of the elements to the ear will result in widely 
divergent VU meter readings between the studio and phone audio. (Typically, an 
uncompressed phoner hitting 0 VU will match the loudness of a close-miked stu-
dio voice reading around -10 VU.) This can result in difficulties when matching 
that studio-voice recording to other studio-voice-only recordings in the same pro-
gram, in which the studio voice is generally recorded at a much higher VU level. 
It is also an inefficient use of the dynamic range available on the tape, resulting 
in an overall noisier ("hissierl recording. 

One drawback to compression is that while the phone audio's apparent 
loudness is increased, so too is any background noise on the phone line. In many 
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cases, this noise level is rather high to begin with, and compression just makes it 
worse. Therefore, as with any audio processing tool, use it with moderation. 

Dynamic Noise Filtering 

Another effective processing device for phone improvement is the Dynamic 
Noise Filter or "DNF," manufactured by dbx, Symetrix, Audio and Design Re-
cording, and others. This device serves to filter out noise between the words of 
the voice on the phone, and can often clean up a noisy line without much nega-
tive effect on the desired audio. Some DNF units are easy to operate, and other, 
more flexible designs are quite complex. Some are designed specifically for tele-
phone audio. Beware of using a DNF on digitally processed phone lines (such as 
the ITT/ROLM system and others), or other extremely noisy, satellite-fed long 
distance lines. In these cases, the "gating" (opening and closing around the 
words) effect of the DNF may make the noise more distracting by its "coming 
and going" with the words than if it were just there at a constant level all the 
time. In many standard phoner situations, however, a good, simple DNF can be a 
useful and expedient tool for improving phone audio. 

Additional Enhancement 

Some people have experimented with phoners played back through so-
called aural exciters, with some favorable results. These devices are patented 
processors intended to enhance the realism or richness of high-fidelity record-
ings, but seem to have some ability to improve the intelligibility and listenability 
of phoners, without a trade-off in excessive noise increase. These devices are 
manufactured by Aphex, EXR, and others, and are expensive. They must be used 
with moderation, but often they can help to put the "edge" back in otherwise 
dull-sounding phone audio. 

The Tape-Sync 

A technique that can eliminate the phone sound entirely from an interview 
done by phone is one called the tape-sync or phone-sync (also called a "double-
ender" or a "simul-rec"). It requires more production time, and is therefore gen-
erally inappropriate for breaking news stories, but can be helpful in feature-type 
stories or other highly produced pieces, where putting phone-quality audio on 
the air is especially inappropriate. 

The process requires a stereo console and two-track machine at the studio 

end, and any good recording equipment at the remote end. At the studio, assign 
the studio voice only to the left channel console output and record it only on the 
left track of the tape. Assign the phoner output only to the right channel console 
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output and record it only on the right track of the tape. (It is helpful if the inter-
viewer in the studio can hear a mono sum of both tracks in the headphones.) 

Meanwhile, on the remote end, the guest merely conducts a normal phone 
conversation with the interviewer, speaking into and listening from the telephone 
receiver. However, someone at that location simultaneously makes a high-fidelity 
recording of the guest's end of the conversation by placing a microphone near 
the guest's mouth and rolling tape. This requires no interface with the telephone. 
In fact, it is important that no phone audio "leak" into the microphone from the 
telephone receiver earpiece, so the technician should be sure to place the mike on 
the opposite side of the guest's mouth from the telephone receiver and instruct 
the guest to hold the phone tightly to the ear and not to move around a lot. 

Once the interview is completed, the recording made at the remote location 
is sent to the studio. There, put the recording on one tape machine and cue it to 
the beginning of the interview. Cue the studio (two-track) recording to the same 
point, which you find by listening to the right (phoner) track. Then start both 
machines at the same time, mix their outputs, and make a new, combined record-
ing on a third recorder. Use only the left (studio mike) track of the studio record-
ing in this mix. 

Use the right track purely as a reference, since it is the only common ele-
ment (or "sync-track") between the two tapes. Monitor this track occasionally in 
"cue," to see how far apart in timing the two tapes are drifting (which they al-
ways do). Once the two tapes have drifted sufficiently far apart to affect the dy-
namics of the conversation, stop all recorders, leave fader levels untouched, 
rewind the two playback machines a few seconds, re-sync them, and re-start the 
recording.You can make a pick-up edit in the new mix recording later. Any audi-
ble leakage on either end will make sync-drift instantly apparent, whereas with-
out leakage, a full half-second or so of drift is often tolerable before re-synching 
is required. 

If you're careful, and there is not a lot of background noise on either tape, 
you can re-sync "on-the-fly," by stopping the machine that is getting ahead for a 
second or two, and then restarting it (while the person on the lagging machine is 
speaking, of course). Quick fades down and up around the stop usually help. By 
the way, varispeed (varying the tape speed) during the synching process is not 
recommended, because it usually creates more error than it fixes, except when a 
gross speed error exists on either the studio or (more likely) the remote-end re-
cording. 

You can add audio processing to either side of the conversation inde-
pendently, in an attempt to match acoustics, or whatever. Differences in micro-
phones can be readily apparent to the listener in such a situation, so make every 
effort to put the remote guest in a quiet, "dead" environment, and use identical 
or similar sounding mikes on both ends. 
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Should the remote tape be lost in transit, or not arrive in time, you can mix-
down or "sum" the studio two-track recording with optional audio processing 
on just the phone track. Regular phone-interview recording is the result; nothing 
lost, except time. 

Other Tips 

Remember that in most cases, you need not be satisfied with the quality of a 
phone line on the first attempt. Redial the call if the first connection is noisy, 
distorted, or low-level. If the call is long distance, call the operator and say, "This 
is station KXYZ, and we have been unable to get a broadcast quality line to 
(phone number). Can you please help us get one?" Occasionally the words 
'Tress Urgent" have some effect, especially when dealing with overseas opera-
tors. Of course, if IDDD (International Direct Distance Dialing) is not available to 
the desired location and a call must be ordered for later delivery, you take what 
you get. 

When someone is speaking into a regular telephone receiver on a phone 
feed or interview (especially from an outdoor pay phone) and the sound is 
muddy or distorted, ask the person to rap the receiver mouthpiece sharply 
against a hard surface a few times. This serves to break up any coagulations of 
carbon granules in the microphone that humidity may have caused (much like a 
saltshaker in the summertime). Often this will improve the sound. 
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An Introduction to Audio 
Processors 

Audio processing is defined as the artificlal manipulation of audio. It can be 
divided into three areas: manipulation of frequency response, dynamic range, and 
time. In the first case, the processors are called equalizers or filters; in the second, 
compressors, limiters, expanders, and gates; and in the third, reverberation and 
delay units of various types. There are occasional hybrids between categories. 

Equalizers and Filters 

These devices are designed to change the frequency response of an audio 
signal, so the resulting sound has a different tonal balance after being filtered or 
equalized. A "dull"-sounding recording can be "brightened" by having its pro-
portion of high frequencies increased or "boosted" by an equalizer. A "tinny"-
sounding recording can be "mellowed" by having its high frequencies reduced 
or attenuated (or "cut") by a filter. An equalizer can usually boost or cut, and 
generally a filter can only cut frequencies. 

The actual design and layout of an equalizer or filter varies from unit to 
unit, but equalizers are generally denoted as being of the graphic or parametric 
type, with the hybrid "paragraphic" showing up now and then (see Figures E.1 
and E.2). Filters are generally referred to as low-pass (filters out highs), high-pass 
(filters out Imps), or band-pass/band-reject (filters around/filters out a certain mid-
dle band of frequencies). An extreme version of the latter is the notch filter, 
which can severely attenuate a very narrow band of frequencies, and leave all 
other frequencies basically untouched (see Figure E 2). 
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Compressors, Limiters, Expanders, and Gates 

Compressors, limiters, expanders, and gates are all devices that change the 
dynamic range of an audio signal. For example, if a voice recording has VU 
meter readings that vary from -10 VU to 0 VU, a compressor can make that same 
voice read from -10 VU to -5 VU, or from -5 VU to 0 VU, or whatever. In other 
words, it reduces the dynamic range of a sound, or makes the difference between 
its loudest and quietest extremes smaller. A limiter does the same thing, but in a 
somewhat more brutal fashion. It acts as a sort of brick wall that does not allow 
any audio level to exceed a certain point, generally for protection purposes to 
avoid overmodulation, distortion, or tape saturation. Compressors can be used in 
a more creative fashion to increase the perceived loudness of a sound without 
increasing its maximum audio level. In other words, the meter never goes into 
the red, but stays at a higher level more often due to compression, which to our 
ears sounds louder. The average level over a period of time can be increased with-
out the absolute maximum level being made any higher (see Figure E.3). 

Expanders and gates are much less useful devices that basically do the op-
posite of compressors and limiters, respectively. They increase rather than reduce 
dynamic range, and are rarely used in broadcast productions. 

Reverberation and Delay 

These devices are used almost exclusively for special effects or in music and 
drama recordings. They can simulate a different (larger) acoustic space than the 
one in which the sound was really recorded. They can also be used to create surreal 
or "spacey" kinds of sounds, and can be quite entertaining and convincing. 

A tape recorder can also be used to create a similar (though less versatile) 
effect by feeding its output back into its input. While the tape machine is record-
ing something from a mixing console, put its monitor switch in the PB or TAPE 
mode, and carefully bring the recorder's output up into the mix on the console, 
so that now the recorder is recording the original sound plus a bit of its own 
recording of it, with the latter delayed in time by the amount of time it takes for 
a point on the tape to travel from the record head to the playback head (see 
Figure 14.4). You can experiment with tape speed as well; 15 ips produces a 
faster tape echo than does 7-1/2 ips. 

The Dynamic Sibilance Controller 

This device, usually referred to as a de-esser, combines some functions of an 
equalizer and a compressor/limiter, in an attempt to reduce some of the exces-
sive "S" sounds that some close-miked voices exhibit. They cut high frequencies 
in this sibilant region (roughly 5 to 8 kHz), but only when sibilance is present. In 
this way, non-sibilant audio in this same frequency area is not lost, but when a 
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quick burst of it comes along, the "de-esser" drops the level of this frequency 
bard very quickly, and equally quickly restores things to normal once the sibi-
lance has passed. Excessive use of this device can make a person seem to have a 
severe speech impediment, so exercise care in its use (see Figure E.2). 

Summary 

These devices are handy tools to help solve problems, but they are never a 
primary solution. There is almost always a better way to fix the problem, but 
wher worse comes to worst, audio processing may help. Moderation is the key 
here; overuse of any of the devices is a common trap, so beware. When using any 
one of these devices, experiment to become intimately familiar with its operation 
and its effect on various sounds before you use it on serious production. This 
will improve your eventual results as well as save you much time in the heat of 

the production battle. 
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Figure E.1. A Parametric Equalizer 
(Ward-Beck Systems). This model is 
built into a mixing console. 

Figure E.2. A Rack of Audio Processing 
Equipment. From top to bottorn: a " de-e§ser" or 
dynamic sibilance controller, a telephone 
interfacing device, a paragraphic equalizer, a 
notch filter, another paragraphic, and another 
notch filter. This system could be used to 
separate phone lines simultaneously, or cne 
stereo tape. 

Figure E.3. A pair of simple compressors. 
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Analog Tape Track 
Configurations 

CASSETTE FORMAT 

CASSETTE FORMAT-

MONO 

SIDE B 

-A> SIDE A 

1 (8" TAPE 

Figure F.1. Cassette format—Mono. Almost all mono cassette recorders use this 
bidirectional format, operating at 1-7/8 inches-per-second (ips). Cassette tape's 
width is 0.150 inches, or slightly more than 1/8 of an inch. 
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CASSETTE FORMAT 

CASSETTE FORMAT-

STEREO 

(L) 

(R) 
SIDE A 

1 / 8" TAPE 

I 
I I 1 

(L) 
(R)>SIDE 8 

Figure F.2. Cassette format— Stereo. Stereo cassette recorders use two adjacent tracks in 
this bidirectional format. Playback of a stereo cassette on a mono cassette machine 
provides a compatible mono sum of the two stereo tracks at the playback head. 

REEL-TO-REEL FORMAT 

REEL-TO-REEL FORMAT-

FULL TRACK MONO 

1 / 4" TAPE 

Figure F.3. Reel-fo-Reel format ( 1/4 inch)— Full- Track Mono. This monaural 
format uses the entire width of the tape in one direction oniy. Standard 
tape speeas for all reel-to-reel formats can run anywhere from 15/16 ips to 
30 ips, but professional broadcast (non-multitrack) recorders use 1/4 inch 
tape at 71/2  ips and 15 ips. 
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REEL-TO-REEL FORMAT 

REEL-TO-REEL FORMAT— 

/2 TRACK MONO 

- -Di> SIDE A 

.41-- SIDE B 

1 / 4" TAPE 

Figure F.4. Reel- to- Reel format— Half-Track Mono. This monaural format uses half 
of the width of the tape in a bidirectional format. 

REEL-TO-REEL FORMAT 

(L) 

(R) 

REEL-TO-REEL FORMAT— . r 
2 TRACK STEREO 

1, 4" TAPE 

Figure F.S. Reel-to-Reel format—Two-Track Stereo. This Is currently the most 
commonly found professional broadcasting format. This format splits the tape 
into two tracks with a rather wide "guard band" in between, for stereo 
recording, only in one direction. (Format shown is the U.S. two-track: European 
formas use wider tracks and a narrower guard band.) Also known as 
"half-frock stereo." When this format is used for monaural recording, it is 
occasbnally referred to as "twin-track mono." The upper track corresponds 
to the left channel Input/output and the lower track corresponds to the right 
channel. (Half-track mono plays back compatibly on this format, but provides 
a left-channel-only output). 
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REEL-TO-REEL FORMAT 

REEL-TO-REEL FORMAT- (.." 

1 / 4 TRACK STEREO 

(L) 

(R) 

(R) 

10 (0 SIDE B 

SIDE A 

1 / 4" TAPE 

Figure F.6. Reel-to- Reel format—Quarter-Track Stereo. This format splits the tape into 
four bands with guard bands in between, for use as two pairs of stereo tracks in a 
bidirectional format. Unlike the cassette format, the two tracks of each stereo pair are 
not adjacent but alternate, such that the top track is the left channel, and the third 
track (from the top) is the right channel of the side playing forward. Tracks #2 and #4 
are the right and left channel respectively of the "other side." Mono summing can 
only be done electrically after stereo playback. 

CART FORMAT 

CART FORMAT-

MONO 

1 / 4" TAPE 

(CUE) 

Figure F.7. Cart format— Mono. This two-track, one-direction format Is used on all 
mono broadcast (continuous loop) cartridge machines at 71/2 ips. The upper 
track is for audio, the lower track is for cue tones. 
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CART FORMAT 

CART FORMAT-

STEREO 

(L) F 

(R) ) 

1.1" TAPE 

(CUE) 

Fire F.8. Ccrt format—Stereo. This three-track, one-direction format is used 
ol all stereo broadcast cartridge machines, usually 71/2  ips. (Some cartridge 
rrachines have a 15 ips option.) The upper track is usually for left channel 
audio, the middle track for right channel audio, the bottom track for cue 
tones. 
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Sample Production Plan 

Sample Technical Plan for Music Program 
Technica! Notes Program Material 

Bring up music (guitar), hold for : 35, 
then bring under for Insert A (Music 
peaks at +3 dB). 

Add applause cart (: 10 secs) at end 
of music. Crossfade to ambience cart 
and roll Cut #2, MC Wallace. . . 

0 level—should be -6 dB on MC. 

Backtime the applause for Peg Leg 
Sam :06 secs from the end of MC 
Wallace, and mix into master tape "A" 

Level 0 dB, then jumps to +3 dB at 
1:00 into Talk. Level normal at start of 
song "Greasy Greens." 

Equalization needed on "Greens". 
roil off bass, boost high end slightly 

Check ambience change at splice— 
occurs at 3:15 into Hard luck story 

Fade applause after second "thank-
you" (occurs : 10 secs into applause) 
and roil Insert B 

Doc & Merle Watson 
Cannonball Rag 2:00 

Insert A (Announcer) 
in: "That's some pickin'. . . 
out". . . our MC onstage." 

MC Wallace 
in: 11We!come to the . . . 
out: ". . . Peg Leg Sam." 

Peg Leg Sam 
(set begins w/applause) 

1:15 

1:45 

:11 

Talk and jokes 1:24 
Greasy Greens 3:24 

Hard luck story 4:00 

out: 16 secs applause; and 
"thank-you's" 

Insert B (Announcer) 1:24 
in: " At this 3rd annual. . ." 
out: ". . Malvina Reynolds" 
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Appendix I 

Library Research 
by Robert Robinson 

Taking a look at what other people have written about your topic can be 
helpful. The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature (RG) is the basic low-tech 
index to magazine articles in the popular press (Time, Newsweek, People, McCalls, 
Aviation Week, Science, etc.). Reader's Guide is those thick green volumes available 
in just about every school and public library in the United States and Canada. 
But now in many libraries, Reader's Guide is available on a compact disc (CD) that 
you access with a personal computer (PC). You just type in what you are looking 
for (a name, a subject, etc.), and it tells you where to find stories related to that 
subject. Similar to Reader's Guide, and also available on CD, is Magazine Index, 
which indexes about 400 magazines back to the early 1960s. Another standard 
resource is National Newspaper Index which covers the New York Times, Wash-
ington Post, Los Angeles Times, Christian Science Monitor, and Wall Street Journal 
back to the late 1970s. 

If your library has a PC and CD drive, it probably has several other indexes 
or full-text products on CD that will be helpful to you. Many major newspapers 
and magazines are available on CD now, as they have been available for years on 
microfilm. Many encyclopedias and other large, expensive reference works are 
also available on CD and often sell for less than the printed versions. One advan-
tage of the CD versions is that by typing in a few search terms, you can instantly 
find and display the full text of stories and print them on the printer attached to 
the PC. This '90s speed and ease makes library research far less painful and more 
productive than it used to be. 
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If you need to find information more specialized than that in the popular 
press, one of the on-line databases may have what you need. Dialog is a collec-
tion of 350 different databases, each with specialized medical, business, environ-
mental, news, or scientific information. The advantage of on-line databases is the 
cost, as little as $2 (1992 pricing) for instant acquisition of data. This depends on 
the amount of time needed on line to access the information. On-line rates are 
similar to telephone charges and are reduced during non-business hours. Many 
Dialog databases are available in Knowledge Index, a cheaper "after dark" serv-
ice that is also available through Compuserve. Other on-line databases worth ex-
ploring are NewsNet (mostly newsletters and news wires), VU/Text and 
DataTimes (each has at least 50 full-text newspapers), Nexis (full text of hun-
dreds of magazines, newspapers, news wires, and broadcasts, including NPR 
broadcasts), and Burrelle's (full text of television news and NPR broadcasts). 

Libraries have many books that reporters find to be gold mines of informa-
tion, but the following directories are particularly useful: The Directory of Associa-
tions can quickly tell you what groups have an interest in your topic and how to 
get in touch with them. The Washington Information Directory lists, by interest 
area, the federal government agencies, congressional committees and subcommit-
tees, and interest groups in the Washington, D.C., area. People can be located 
and their biographical data verified with Who's Who in America, or Current Biogra-
phy, or Contemporary Authors, or Contemporary Musicians, or Contemporary News-
makers. Thomas' Register tells you which companies manufacture a certain 
product; Standard and Poors or The National Directory tells you where a company 
is located. 

Robert Robinson has been library director in National Public Radio's news library since 1975. He began 
working at NPR in 1974 as the assistant program librarian in the tape library. Robinson has also worked as 
an editor on NPR's national desk and produced news stories for ALL THINGS CONSIDERED and MORNING 
EDITION. He received a B.A. in Psycholinguistics from Allegheny College in 1972, and an M.L.S. from the 
University of Maryland in 1973. 



Glossary 

A-wire—The main wire service news 
wire for newspapers. 

A/B reels—Odd-numbered cuts are as-
sembled onto the A reel, and even-
numbered cuts on the B reel. When 
p.'ayed back from two tape decks 
through a mixing console, the cuts 
alternate between reels for the 
prDper sequencing, with short mixes 
possible between them. 

acoustical distance—The perceived dis-
tance a sound source is from a mi-
crophone. 

actuality—An interview or on-location 
voice recording in a news story. 
Also known as "cut," "act," or 
"sound bite." 

adapter cable—Cable with different input 
and output plugs used to connect 
one audio source to another. 

advisories—Notices on the news wire to 
alert subscribers about upcoming 
stories. 

alligator clips—Spring-loaded clip con-
nectors used to make temporary 
electrical connections. 

ambience— In acoustical terms, the sur-
rounding or pervading acoustic at-
mosphere, the sound environment. 

ambience beds or ambience tracks— 
Sounds, recorded on location, that 
can be mixed under narration and 
actualities. 

analog audio—An electrical sound sys-
tem that responds to the continuous 
stream of pressure ridges in the air 

by producing a continuous electrical 
signal that varies in the same way 
the sound waves did. The result is 
an electrical "analogy" of the sound. 

anchor—The primary on-mike or on-cam-
era speaking talent during a news 
program. NPR uses the term "host" 
instead. 

and so—The conclusion of a report. In 
broadcast journalism, it often is the 

element that the listener most re-
members. 

ang!e—The element that gets the listener 
to pay attention; a new approach to 
a topic. It is not an opinion or a 
point of view. 

assembly editing—Dubbing audio ele-
ments from one or more sources 
onto a tape in sequence. 

assignment editor—A person who as-
signs stories to reporters and man-
ages the traffic flow of news stories. 

aural exciter—A patented processor in-
tended to enhance the realism or 
richness of high-fidelity recordings. 
It can also improve the intelligibility 
and listenability on phoners, without 

a trade-off of excessive noise increase. 
automatic level control (ALC)—A gain 

system that monitors what's coming 
in from the microphone or other 
sound source and automatically ad-
justs itself up and down to ensure a 
safe average recording level. Also 
known as automatic gain control 
(AGO. 
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auxiliary (AUX)— An additional line-level 
input usually found on home stereo 
equipment. 

axis—A vertical line on a graph marking 
the center of a microphone's pickup 
pattern. 

backgrounders—Stories that explain the 
events leading up to the main story. 

backing—The side of plastic magnetic 
tape that provides structure for the 
tape. Edit marks are placed on the 
backing. 

backtiming—The process of deciding 
where two sounds must occur to-
gether, and then measuring back in 
time to determine when each ele-
ment must be started to arrive at 
that point simultaneously. 

balanced connection—A three-wire audio 
connection in which two wires carry 
mirror images of an audio signal 
and one wire acts as a shield. This 
reduces noise in the line. 

band-pass/band-reject filters—Filters that 
cut around or cut out a certain mid-
dle band of frequencies. 

beat—The location or subject matter cov-
ered by a reporter. 

bed—See ambience bed. 
bias tone—A high frequency, inaudible 

tone added during recording to 
make the magnetic patterns flow 
more smoothly on the tape. This 
current must be adjusted for differ-
ent types of tape. 

bidirectional or figure-eight—Micro-
phones that are sensitive to sound 
from the front and the back but not 
from the sides. 

binary—A system of numbers using only 
l's and O's. (The traditional, decimal 
number system uses numbers from 

0 through 9.) 
boundary microphones—See pressure 

zone microphones. 

breaking news—A hard news story that 
has just happened or is changing 
rapidly. 

broadcast wire—A news wire written for 
radio and television broadcast copy. 

bulk eraser—An electromagnet that erases 
tape without unspooling or remov-
ing the tape from its housing. Also 
known as a degausser. 

Burrelle's—An on-line database that 
provides full text of television news 
and NPR broadcasts. 

cadence—The rhythm and rate of speech. 
It must be preserved when editing. 

calibration (CAL)—Adjusting console, 
tape recorders and any other equip-
ment to a specified standard, so 
their measurements are equal. 

Cannon connector—See XLR. 
capstan—The rotating drive-shaft of a 

tape recorder. 
carbon microphone—The low-quality mi-

crophone used in most telephones. 
Sound waves going into a carbon 
microphone cause the particles of 
carbon to jostle around and strike 
each other, modulating an electric 
current passing through them. 

cardioid—A popular type of unidirec-
tional microphone pickup pattern 
that takes its name from the Greek 
word for heart. 

cart or cartridge—A continuous loop of 
quarter-inch tape contained in a 
plastic cartridge. 

cart deck or cartridge machine—A tape 
deck that records and plays carts. 
The tape cycles in a continuous loop 
inside the cartridge. An inaudible 
cue tone is recorded on the tape 
during each recording, which allows 
the tape to cue itself. 

cassette—A plastic housing containing 
two spools, a length of recording 
tape, and various rollers and guides 
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that permit smooth motion of the 
tape during recording and playback. 

CBC style—The Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation system that structures 
a radio piece in three-element sec-
tions—sound, script, interview actu-
ality. 

chromium dioxide—A recording tape 
oxide often referred to as chrome 
type, because most tapes in this 
category are made with chromium 
dioxide (Cr02) particles. Requires 
high bias and 70-microsecond 
equalization. 

clipping—Extreme and sudden distortion 
of the audio signal. 

close-up--A closely miked sound that, in 
audio terms, is analogous to a 
tightly framed picture in film or 
television. 

cold reading—Reading copy aloud with-
out rehearsal. 

color story—A soft feature story that usu-
ally contains personality information 
about a prominent person. 

combo—A studio where the producer or 
talent does the speaking and mixing. 

compact disc (CD)—A plastic disc hold-
ing a digitally encoded recording 
that is read by a laser beam. 

compressor—A device that reduces the 
dynamic range of a sound, or mini-
mizes the difference between its 
loudest and quietest extremes. 

condenser microphone—A microphone 
in which two metallic membranes 
(one of which is electrically charged) 
are suspended very close to each 
other. Sound waves striking one 
membrane cause it to move closer to 
or farther away from the second 
membrane. This movement creates a 
variation in electrical charge of the 
other membrane. This tiny electrical 
signal is then amplified in the mi-

crophone. Condenser mikes require 
a power source. 

copy editor—An editor who deals mostly 
with a report after it has been writ-
ten, to check for consistency, gram-
mar, etc. 

crossfade—Reducing the volume of one 
audio source while simultaneously 
increasing the volume of another. 

crossfade editing—A computer editing 
function that provides a choice of 
transitions ranging from an abrupt 
cut to a variety of styles and lengths 
of crossfades. 

crystal—A microphone that uses a piece 
of piezoelectric crystal, such as 
quartz, to transform sound waves 
into an audio signal. 

cue—(n.) A feature that allows one source 
to be monitored while playing an-
other. Or a setting on a tape ma-
chine that allows a tape to be 
monitored in fast forward to facili-
tate rapid location of a particular 
section of the tape. 

cuts—Same as actualities. 

DataTimes—An on-line database that 
provides full-text access to stories 
from at least 50 newspapers. 

daybook—A listing of important govern-
mental meetings and public events 
provided for journalists by the wire 
services. 

de-esser—See dynamic sibilance controller. 
deadpot—Same as deadroll. 
deadroll—Starting a sound source at a 

specific time without hearing it in 
the mix, in order to have the sound 
end at a specific time. 

decibel (dB)—A unit of measurement 
that describes the ratio of two sound 
or audio quantities. It can also be 
used to compare an electrical power 
level with a standard level of one 
milliwatt (dBm), to compare a volt-
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age with a standard of one volt 
(dBv), or to compare the sound pres-
sure level of a measured sound with 
a standard silence level (dBsp1). 

degausser—See bulk eraser. 
delay—The interval of time between a 

sound and the repetition of that 
sound. 

delay unit—An electronic device that ac-
cepts and stores an audio signal, 
then sends it out again after a con-
trollable amount of time has passed. 
Older analog units use a tape loop 
to create the delay, but modem 
delay units use digital technology. 

denatured alcohol—A type of ethyl alco-
hol used to clean the heads of tape 
machines. It does not contain water. 

desk editors—Radio editors who are com-
parable to section editors at newspa-
pers. They are responsible for the 
news in a given geographical or 
topical area. 

desktop editing—Using a computer work-
station to assemble digital audio ele-
ments. 

Dialog—An on-line collection of 350 dif-
ferent databases, each with special-
ized medical, business, environ-
mental, or scientific information or 
news. 

digital audio—A recording system that 
represents sound waves by sampling 
them and storing the sampled val-
ues in binary code. 

digital audio broadcasting (DAM—A trans-
mission system that uses digital bi-
nary code to broadcast and receive 
radio signals. 

digital audio tape (DAV—A tape format 
using a rotary-head recording sys-
tem, similar to that found in video 
recorders, to record CD-quality ste-
reo sound on a DAT cassette. 

digital compact cassette (DCO—A sta-
tionary-head digital recorder that 

uses psychoacoustic coding to re-
duce a digital recording's data to fit 
90 minutes of sound on a tape. It is 
able to play analog cassettes as well. 

digital signal processing (DSP)—An elec-
tronic system that manipulates 
audio to change volume or tone, 
add spatial elements, alter pitch or 
running time, or make other 
changes. 

diphthongs—Combinations of two Vow-
els sounded in one syllable. 

dropouts—Lost instants of recorded 
sound sometimes caused by an im-
proper splice. 

dub—To record a copy of an audio" tape 
onto another tape. 

dynamic automation—Computerizedi mix-
ing that mimics the functions of a 
mixing board by allowing the pera-
tor to continuously vary adjus ments 
of the volume of one or mo e ele-
ments in a mix while the co4nputer 
memorizes the adjustments. 

dynamic microphone—A micropho e con-
sisting of a metal diaphra mov-
ing in the field of a magret. The 
small movements caused bj sound 
waves striking the diaphr gm in-
duce an electrical signal. 

dynamic noise filter (DNF)—A 4evice to 
filter out background nois on the 
phone. The amount of filt ring in-
creases as the volume of the sound 
decreases. 

dynamic range—The distance between 
the quietest sound an4 loudest 
sound in a recording. 

dynamic range chart—A conceptual dia-
gram of the limitations 
extremes inherent in an 
tem. Too high a level ca 
tion, too low a level 

n volume 
udio sys-
ses distor-
auses the 

audio to be masked by system noise. 
dynamic sibilance controller 7—A device 

for reducing some of fije excessive 
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"S" sounds of some close-miked 
voices. It cuts high frequencies in 
this sibilant region (roughly 5-8 
kHz), but only when sibilance is 
present. More commonly known as 
a de-esser. 

earphones—See headphones. 
edit-1. To review a story with an editor 

before recording it. 2. To physically 
or electronically cut tape elements. 

edit block—A piece of machined metal 
with a specially designed channel 
for holding tape and angled slots to 
permit cutting the tape on a specific 
angle. 

edit covering—Using ambient sound mixed 
under a voice montage to mask no-
ticeable edits or ambience changes 
in the voice recordings. 

edit mode—A tape machine function that 
disengages the take-up reel motor. 
Tape can be played and spilled onto 
the floor. 

editor—A journalist, usually a supervisor, 
who makes assignments, briefs 
hosts, consults with reporters during 
the course of their reporting, or 
checks reports after they have been 
written for content, style, and accu-
racy—or all of the above. 

electret condenser—Condenser mikes that 
have one permanently charged 
membrane. 

entrance covering—To fade in an ambi-
ent sound bed before a voice to 
make the transition less abrupt. 

EQ—See equalizer. 
equalizer—A device designed to change, 

or equalize, the frequency response 
of an audio signal. The resulting 
sound has a different tonal balance. 
A "dull-sounding" recording can be 
"brightened" by having the propor-
tion of high frequencies increased or 
"boosted" by an equalizer. Equali-

zation can be used to boost or cut a 
range of frequencies. 

erase head—The head on the left side of 
the tape recorder that scrambles the 
magnetic orientation of oxide parti-
cles on tape, allowing them to be 
reorganized by the record head. 

exit covering—Concealing the end of a 
sound effect by fading it out under a 
group of closely spaced words. 

expander—A device that widens the dy-
namic range of a sound. 

expert interview—An interview with 
someone who is knowledgeable 
about the issue at hand. 

explanatory tape—Recorded tape in 
which a person tells the premise of 
the story, gives background infor-
mation, or tells what the situation 
means. 

eyewitness interview—An interview with 
someone who was present when an 
event occurred. 

fade—To reduce gradually a sound 
source's volume. 

fader—A volume pot that controls the 
level of voltage in a circuit by mov-
ing a control up and down. 

feature—A soft news story or sidebar that 
gives background information, de-
scription, personality profile, or 
takes an unusual approach to telling 
a story about an individual or topic. 

feed hub—The hub on the left side of a 
reel-to-reel tape recorder where 
blank tape is placed for recording. 
Also known as supply hub. 

feed spool—The spool on the left side of 
a cassette. 

feedback—An output signal being chan-
neled back into its input. Usually it 
creates a loud, piercing sound. 
When this is done at low amplitude 
on a three-head tape recorder, it can 
create an "echo" effect. 
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to a low-Z input can result in distor-
tion. 

in the mud—Recording levels too low to 
make the sound audible over the 
noise floor. 

in the red—Recording levels that exceed 
0 VU. The recording is too loud and 
may be distorted. 

inches per second (ips)—The speed reel-
to-reel tape moves across the tape 
heads. 

inflection—The changes in pitch and 

stress that occur within spoken 
words. It clarifies the meaning of the 
words. 

input—The point where signals are fed 
into a tape recorder, console, or 
sound system. 

insert editing—Allowing new audio to be 
rerecorded over an existing section 
of audio (sometimes called a punch-
in). The existing audio is erased as 
the new material is inserted. 

interpersonal speaking distance—Territo-
rial space distance for conversations 
based on the familiarity of the 
speakers. This distance varies from 
culture to culture. 

jack—A connector leading to the input or 
output of an audio source or patch 
bay. 

keeper reel—Reel containing edited tape 
to be used in final production. 

kHz (kilohertz)—One thousand hertz, or 
cycles, per second. 

Knowledge Index—An on-line database 
containing many of Dialog's data-
bases. It can be accessed only in the 
evening. 

lavalier microphones—Small mikes that 
hang by a strap around the 
speaker's neck, or are clipped on at 
chest level. They can be either dy-

Glossary 

namic or condenser microphones. 
Also known as lays." 

laying up—Taking many audio elements 
and transferring them onto open 
tracks on multitrack tape or a com-
puter workstation. Each is placed in 
the appropriately timed location re-
lative to the other elements. 

lead—The opening sentence in a news 
story. 

lead-in—The host's or newscaster's live 
introduction to a report, two-way, 
commentary, etc. Also called host 
introduction. 

leader tape—Non-oxide plastic or paper 
tape used to visually identify sec-
tions of a reel of tape, such as the 
head, tail, or internal sections. 

level—Volume or intensity of a sound or 
a signal. 

level-dropping or "attenuating" cable— 
Allows a line-level source to be 
plugged into the mike input jack of 
a tape recorder. 

level matching—Subjectively listening to 
the elements of a production to en-
sure that the apparent loudness of 
each element is similar. 

libel—To knowingly, publicly write false 
statements about another person. 

light phoner—An interview on a humor-
ous or quirky topic that often is 
used to bring levity to a newsmaga-
zine. 

limiter—A device that does not allow an 

audio signal to exceed a certain 
level. Generally protects against 
overmodulation, distortion, or tape 
saturation. 

line—(1) A short description of a report, 
two-way, commentary, etc. It is used 
by producers, editors, hosts—any-
one who needs to get a quick under-
standing of what the story is about. 
Writing it helps reporters focus their 
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report. (2) Another name for a shot-
gun microphone. (3) See line level. 

line in—An input jack of a tape recorder 
that receives a line level signal for 
recording. 

line input—An input designed to receive 
line level signals. 

line level—An audio power level greater 
than microphone level but less than 
speaker level. It is the standard for 
interconnecting most electronic 
audio equipment. 

line out—The output jack of a tape re-
corder that feeds a signal at line, not 
mike, level. 

line up—To adjust all of a studio's tape 
machines' meters so that a "0 VU" 
reading shows up on them when-
ever that same reading appears on 
the console meter. 

live—In radio, a report is live when it is 
broadcast at the same time it is de-
livered by the reporter or program 
host. 

log—(v.) To use a stopwatch or tape 
counter to keep running times or lo-
cation references for taped material, 
making detailed notes on the con-
tent and quality of each segment of 
tape. 

long shot—Placing the sound source be-
yond the normal pickup range of 
the microphone. The sound will 
seem "boomy" and fainter than 
close-miked sound. 

loop—See tape loop. 
loudness—The level of amplitude or in-

tensity of a sound as subjectively 
perceived by the ear. 

low impedance (LO-Z)--Mikes with re-
sistance values in a range from 50 to 
500 ohms. 

low-pass filter—A filter that cuts out 
high frequencies and passes low fre-
quencies. 

Magazine Index—A publication that in-
dexes about 400 magazines back to 
the early 1960s. 

manual level control—Allows the opera-
tor to set the recording level manu-
ally while monitoring a built-in 
meter. 

masking—When one sound is obscured 
by a simultaneous, louder sound 
close to the same pitch (frequency 
masking), or by a louder sound hap-
pening shortly before or after the 
first sound (temporal masking). 

medium shot—Placing the sound source 
just out of the optimum pickup pat-
tern of the microphone. 

metal—Recording tape that requires a dif-
ferent bias and EQ from normal or 
chrome tapes, and higher-than-nor-
mal recording power. Uses particles 
of pure metal instead of oxides. 
Used in Type IV analog cassettes, 
DATs, and Hi-8 and S-VHS video 
cassettes. 

microphone level—The lowest power 
level of all audio components. Mike 
level must be boosted by a preamp 
before it can be mixed with other 
elements. 

MIDI (musical instrument digital inter-
face)—Originally a protocol for con-
trolling synthesizers and other 
digital musical instruments, its use 
has expanded to include control of 
audio recorders, mixers, and other 
digital devices. 

mil—One thousandth of an inch. 
mini disc—An optical disc-recording sys-

tem that uses psychoacoustic coding 
to help fit up to 74 minutes of stereo 
digital audio on a 21/2-inch disc. 

mix-minus—Special output from a con-
sole designed to provide an audio 
feed to someone at a remote loca-
tion. It contains everything in the 
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mix except the speaker's voice, to 
avoid feedback or echo. 

mixer—A portable console that can con-
trol the levels of several sound 
sources or microphones and com-
bine the output into one signal that 
can be connected to the AUX or 
LINE input of a tape machine or cas-
sette recorder. 

mixing—Blending the relative volumes of 
two or more sound sources through 
a console or mixer. 

monaural (mono)—A recording system 
with only one master channel, simi-
lar to listening with one ear. 

monitor—A loudspeaker used for listen-
ing to the recording or playback of a 
sound. 

montage—Layering a variety of short ele-
ments to create a single sound 
image. 

mult box—A large box, with many out-
put jacks, that receives the feed from 
a microphone. Each reporter can 
connect a tape recorder to one of the 
jacks on the box, and receive a sig-
nal from the microphone. (Some-
times called a splitter box or press 
box.) 

multipath interference—Temporary loss 
of an FM radio signal caused when 
the radio picks up the signal from 
the radio station and also the reflec-
tion of the signal off of nearby 
buildings or hills. 

multitrack—A tape recorder that is able 
to record more than two tracks at 
the same time. It enables the play-
back of several tracks while record-
ing new tracks in a synchronized 
manner. 

National Newspaper Index—An index 
that covers the New York Times, 
Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, 

Christian Science Monitor, and Wall 
Street Journal back to the late 1970s. 

news analysis—An explanation of events 
or issues that focuses on why they 
happened or what is at stake. 

newscast—A short series of news stories 
read by one person (newscaster), 
highlighting the most important in-
formation of the hour. 

news conference—An organized meeting 
with someone in the news where 
journalists can ask questions. Also 
called a "press conference." 

news judgment—The journalistic process 
by which a determination is made 
about what is important and what is 
not—which stories will be covered, 
how they will be covered, and how 
they will be presented. 

newsmagazine—A 30-120 minute news 
program usually featuring longer, 
prerecorded news stories introduced 
by a host. 

newsmaker or participant intervie —An 
interview with a participant in an 
event or an advocate of an iss e. 

NewsNet—An on-line database that 
provides full text of newslett s and 
news wires. 

news peg—An event to which you can tie 
a news story. 

news spot—A brief (usually no longer 
than 45-second) report that i part of 
a newscast. 

Nexis—An on-line database that provides 
full text of hundreds of m games, 
newspapers, news wires, ani broad-
casts, including NPR broad sts. 

noise reduction—A sound processing 
system such as Dolby or dbx, that 
reduces the hiss in audio r ordings. 

notch filter—A filter that can sefrerely at-
tenuate a very narrow bad of fre-
quencies and leave 411 other 
frequencies basically unto ched. 
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off-mike—Recording a voice or sound too 
far away from—or off—the normal 
pick-up pattern of a microphone. 
The voice will sound distant and in-
distinct. 

off-tape monitoring—A setting on a tape 
recorder that allows the operator to 
listen to the sound being recorded a 
fraction of a second after it is on 
tape. 

off the record—Information revealed by a 
source that either cannot be used for 
a news story or cannot be attributed. 

ohm—A measurement of resistance in di-
rect-current (DC) circuits, or of im-
pedance in audio or other 
a temating-current (AC) circuits. 
Often abbreviated as the Greek letter 
omega or as "Z." 

omnidirectional microphone—A micro-
pl-one sensitive to sound from all 
directions. 

on-line databases—Reference indexes 
available through a computer and a 
telephone modem. 

on-mike—Placing the sound source 
within the pickup pattern of the mi-
crophone. 

on the record—Information that can be 
quoted and attributed in a news 
story. 

on the satellite—A short hand term 
meaning that satellite transmission 
is involved. Another slang term for 
satellae is "the bird." 

open-reel audio tape recorder—A tape 
recorder that openly moves the 
audio tape from a feed reel to a 
take-up reel. The tape is not en-
closed in a cassette or cartridge. 

optimum pitch—The best pitch for the 
normal speaking voice. It is usually 
about one-third of the way up from 
the lowest note to the highest note a 
person can sing. 

oscillator—An electronic device that gen-
erates a pure tone at any frequency. 
The oscillator produces the electrical 
signal at a steady frequency and at a 
constant level. It is often used for cali-
brating audio inputs and outputs. 

oscillograph—An electronic visual repre-
sentation of a sound wave. 

outcue—The last few words or sounds of 
an audio element or program. 

output-1. The point on a console or 
component from which a signal is 
sent. 2. The outgoing signal being 
sent from one device to another. 

outtakes—Sections of recorded tape not 
used in the final production. 

overlapping—Mixing a longer piece in 
sections so that each new section 
begins with the same material that 
ended the previous section. The sec-
tions can then be spliced together, 
eliminating the repeated material. 

oxide—The side of audio tape that faces 
the playback head. It is made of par-
ticles of magnetic metallic oxide. 

PA—See public address. 
pack journalism—A number of news re-

porters from different news organi-
zations simultaneously covering the 
same story or beat. The term usually 
is a derogatory one because it im-
plies that the reporters do not think 
or act as individuals. 

pancakes—Reel-to-reel tapes wound onto 
hubs without flanges attached to the 
sides. 

parametric equalizer—An equalizer that 
permits adjustment of several differ-
ent parameters of the audio. For 
each frequency band of the equalizer 
there are adjustable controls for cen-
ter frequency, bandwidth, and 
amount of boost or cut. Constrast 
with a graphic equalizer, which 
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typically has controls only for boost 
or cut for each frequency band. 

patch bay—A bank of jacks hard-wired to 
the inputs and outputs of audio 
equipment in a studio. 

pause—A button or switch for momen-
tary interruption of the tape motion 
during RECORD or PLAY. 

peak programme meter (PPM)—An audio 
measurement device that indicates 
loudness peaks in the program ma-
terial. It is designed to relate maxi-
mum audio levels to the human eye 
so they can be viewed. 

peak reading meter—A meter that reads 
the absolute maximum instantane-
ous peak levels of audio. 

perceived loudness—How loud a sound 
seems to the human ear. 

phase—The time relationship between 
two or more sound waves or electri-
cal currents. If they are exactly syn-
chronous, they are said to be "in 
phase." 

phase cancellation—When the time rela-
tionship between two or more 
sound waves or electrical currents is 
not synchronous, the amplitudes of 
the signals interfere with one an-
other, lowering the volume of some 
frequencies and boosting others. 

phone-sync—See tape-sync. 
phoner—An interview conducted over 

the phone. It can be live or taped. 
pickup edit—A place in a mix or track 

that allows the recording to be 
stopped and re-recorded with a 
small overlap. The two elements are 
then cut together to eliminate the 
overlap. 

pickup pattern—The direction(s) in 
which a microphone is most sensi-
tive to sound. 

pinch roller—Rubber roller that pushes 
the tape against the capstan to drive 

the tape from the feed reel to the 
take-up reel. 

pitch—The highness or lowness of a 
sound determined by its fundamen-
tal frequency of vibration. Sounds in 
the bass region are low in pitch, 
while those in the treble region are 
high-pitched. 

play—To mechanically advance the tape 
recorder to listen to a recording. 

playback head—The device on a tape re-
corder that senses the fluctuating 
magnetic patterns stored on a tape. 

playlist editing—A computer audio edit-
ing system that places electronic 
markers at the beginning and end of 
audio sections, and then creates a 
list of which sections to play and in 
what order. 

plosives, also known as P-pops—Bursts 
of air produced by consonants such 
as I', B, and T that cause distortion 
when the microphone is straight in 
front of the mouth. 

pot—A rotary console volume control, 
short for potentiometer, a variable 
resistor. See fader. 

potentiometer—A resistance device that 
controls the voltage in a circuit. 

PPM—See peak programme meter. 
press packet—Written background infor-

mation about a person, issue, or 
group that is distributed by the per-
son or organization. 

pressure zone microphones—Microphones 
that typically are used on a flat sur-
face such as a table, wall, or floor, 
and have a hemispherical pickup 
pattern with a very coherent sound 
for distant recordings. Also known 
as boundary microphones or PZMs. 

primary source—Someone who has direct 
knowledge of an event, a decision, 
an issue, etc. 

production editor—An editor who deals 
with the production, as opposed to 
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the assignment, end of the reporting 
process. 

production script—A script that has all 
the elements, outcues, and timing 
for a radio production. 

program editors—Editors responsible for 
the overall content of a given pro-
gram. They help decide what stories 
will be covered, how they will be 
covered, and what aspects of the 
stories should be included. 

psychoacoustic coding—Digital audio 
processing that applies knowledge 
of the characteristics of human hear-
ing to determine what sounds in an 
audio signal will be audible, then re-
moves the inaudible ones. The re-
silting signal has much less data, so 
it takes only a small fraction of the 
storage space or broadcast spectrum 
that the original unprocessed signal 
would require. 

public address (PA)—A sound amplifica-
tion system usually consisting of a 
mizrophone, amplifier, and loud-
speaker designed to reinforce a 
voice or other sounds for a large 
gathering. 

punch-in—See insert editing. 
FZM—See pressure zone microphone. 

quantize—To quantify each value of a 
wave form as a discrete number. 
The values are compared to a step-
ladder of discrete positions, and 
then rounded to the nearest step. 

quarter-inch phone connector—Plugs 
and jacks used to connect audio 
equipment. They come in mono and 
stereo versions and are commonly 
used for headphone jacks and line-
level audio connections. 

radio mike—See wireless mike. 
radio time—Compressed time. Translat-

ing real time to radio time necessar-

ily compresses information through 
editing. 

random-access memory (RAM)—A type 
of computer memory chip that can 
have data recorded into it and then 
read out in any order. Used in 
samplers and other digital audio 
recorders. 

raw tape—The complete tape gathered 
for a story, before any editing or se-
lection process. 

RCA phono connector—A type of plug 
or jack most often used in home ste-
reo equipment. It is only a mono 
connector, often used in color-coded 
pairs for stereo connections. 

Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature 
(RG)—The basic index of magazine 
articles in the popular press (Time, 
Newsweek, People, McCalls, Aviation 
Week, Science, etc.). 

record—To mechanically advance the 
tape recorder to store electronic im-
pulses as magnetic patterns on the 
oxide of the audio tape. Most re-
corders require that both PLAY and 
RECORD buttons be depressed simul-
taneously to engage this function. 

record head—The second head of a tape 
recorder. It creates a fluctuating 
magnetic pattern in the oxide on 
audio tape to represent the audio in-
formation being recorded. 

record safety—A switch that ensures that 
the record function on a machine 
cannot be accidentally engaged, 
causing erasure of the signals on the 
tape. 

recording ratio—The relationship be-
tween the raw tape recorded and 
the length of the final story. 

reel-to-reel—See open reel. 
regular condenser—Mikes that require ex-

ternal power to charge the membrane 
and run the amplifier in the mike. 
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reporter two-way—An interview with a 
reporter who has covered an event 
or an issue. 

resolution—The number of encoding 
steps on the stepladder of values in 
digital recording. 

reverberation—A gradually diminishing 
series of sound reflections. 

reverse threading—Threading the tape 
through the capstan and pinch roller 
so that when the PLAY button is de-
pressed, the tape will play back-
ward. Used for backtiming. 

review—A setting on a tape machine that 
allows a tape to be heard while re-
winding to facilitate rapid location 
of a particular section of the tape. 
Similar to CUE. 

ribbon microphone—A sensitive micro-
phone that has a ribbon diaphragm 
within a magnetic field. 

safe—See record safety. 
sample—To record a sound using digital 

equipment. Short-duration samples 
can be stored in a device called a 
"sampler," which may use random-
access memory (RAM) storage 
rather than a tape or a disc. 

sampling rate—The number of times each 
second that the analog-to-digital 
converter takes a measurement. 

shotgun—A type of supercardioid micro-
phone that picks up sound from a 
long distance. 

show editor—The person with overall re-
sponsibility for the content of a 
news program. 

sibilance—Excessively sharp whistling 
sounds produced while pronouncing 

"CH," "Z," and other 
sibilant sounds. 

sidebars—Reports that spin off from the 
main story and help explain it. 

slander—To knowingly say false informa-
tion about another that injures his or 
her reputation. 

snapshot automation—Audio elements 
are placed in a computer, arranged 
sequentially, and assigned a series of 
points in time. For each point in 
time, a volume control setting can 
be specified for each audio element 
in the mix. The computer then "elec-
tronically mixes" the elements, 
gradually changing volume settings 
from one snapshot to the next or 
making immediate changes at each 
snapshot. 

social distance—The distance from an-
other person at which one feels com-
fortable conversing. It varies from 
culture to culture. 

soft pieces—Reports that add color or 
human interest to the news. 

sound bed—Recording of ambience or 
music played under a foreground 
sound. 

sound bite—A very short actuality, often 
just a phrase. 

sound portraits—A sidebar that gathers 
sound from a series of small events 
and weaves them with interviews, 
creating a sound impression of peo-
ple, places, or things. 

sound tape—The recorded ambience bed. 
source—See input. 
sources—People who provide informa-

tion for reporters. 
spectral density—The relative power of a 

sound's fundamental pitch and its 
harmonics (the amount of harmonic 
energy the sound contains). The 
higher the spectral density (i.e., the 
more powerful the harmonics con-
tained in the sound), the louder the 
sound will seem to the ear. 

spectrum—The range of audible frequen-
cies. 
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splicing tape—Sticky one-sided tape used 
to hold two edited pieces of record-
ing tape together. It is slightly nar-
rower than its corresponding-width 
magnetic tape. 

splitter box—See mult box. 
stand up—A report that contains no actu-

alities. 
stereo—Audio recording and playback 

using two or more microphones, 
two tracks, and two speakers to give 
a natural image of sound from left 
to right. 

stereo cut—A 63-degree angle on the edit 
block used to minimize the differ-
ence in time between the left and 
right channels of a splice in a stereo 
recording. 

studio—A soundproofed room where 
voices are recorded. Sometimes the 
complex of production rooms with 
recording equipment and perform-
ance room is called a studio. 

subtractive editing—Computer audio ed-
iting system similar to razor-blade 
style removal of unwanted audio 
material. 

supply hub—See feed hub. 

tails out—Audio tape wound on a reel so 
the end of the recorded material is 
on the outside of the reel. The tape 
must be rewound before it can be 
played back. 

take-up reel—An empty reel placed on 
the right-hand hub of a tape ma-
chine to collect the tape as it moves 
past the playback head. 

take-up spool—The spool on the right 
side of a cassette. See feed spool. 

talk to time To deliver copy in the appro-
priate allotted time. 

taped or tape-delayed—A report re-
corded onto tape and broadcast at a 
later time. Many live programs also 
include taped segments. 

tape editing—A physical or electronic 
task (cutting the tape and joining it 
together again). A technique for ma-
nipulating audio information, like 
written words on a page, by "cut-
ting and pasting" to rearrange it in 
a more concise form. 

tape editor—A person who physically or 
electronically manipulates tape to 
condense, refine, and organize it for 
production. 

tape loop—Recorded sound effects, music, 
or voice edited into a loop played 
continuously to extend running time 
or create repetition. 

tape-sync—A telephone interview during 
which each person is simultaneously 
tape recorded in different locations, 
and then both tapes are later com-
bined on a third tape. This is done 
to avoid haying phone-quality re-
cording for one voice. Also called 
"phone-sync," "double-ender," or 
"simul-rec." 

tempo and rate—The speed at which one 
talks. 

temporal masking—See masking. 
tension arm—Same as idler arm. 
three-to-one ratio—A rule of thumb for 

placing two speakers and two 
mikes: The distance from your 
mouth to the interYiewee's mike 
should be at least three times the dis-
tance from your mouth to your 
mike, and vice versa. 

tie-tack—A small mike that can be 
clamped onto the tie or other cloth-
ing. Also called lavalier, or "lay." 

timbre—The tone quality of a sound de-
termined by the number of harmon-
ics that occur, and their relative 
intensities. 

timing—The pacing, movement, tempo, 
or length of a radio program. 

tracking—Recording vocal narrative. 
tracks—The vocal narrative in a report. 
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transducer—A device that changes 
mechanical vibrations (sound) into 
electrical signals or vice-versa, such 
as loudspeakers and microphones. 

transition—Transporting the listener from 
place to place or idea to idea with 
changes in sound. 

two track—A tape recorder that records 
information on two tracks (left and 
right). 

two-way—An interview in the studio or 
over the phone with a reporter and 
one guest. Also 2-way. 

unbalanced connection—An audio con-
nection using only two wires. One 
wire carries the signal; the second is 
called the ground wire. Unbalanced 
connections are more susceptible to 
electrical hum. 

unidirectional—Mikes with this charac-
teristic are most sensitive to sounds 
coming from the front and least sen-
sitive to sounds from the rear. 

unity gain—Aligning the console and 
tape machines so they are lined up 
to an absolute zero point. Nothing is 
added or subtracted from the level 
of the signal as it travels from one 
tape machine to another, through 
the console. 

upcut—Cutting off a portion of the sound 
or word in the editing process. 

uplink—A satellite ground terminal capa-
ble of sending a signal to a satellite. 

variable playback speed (varispeed)—A 
device that adjusts the speed at 
which a tape is played back. It can 
be used to correct the slowdown 
that comes when recording with 
weak batteries or to vary the pitch 
or speed of a recording. When speed 
is increased, pitch and tempo also 
go up; when speed decreases, the 
pitch and tempo drop. 

voice coupler—A small box permanently 
wired into a phone or phone line 
that provides a quarter-inch phone 
jack output for feeding a line-level 
signal to a console or recorder input. 

voice quality—The basic nature of one's 
voice. 

voicer—A short news story that has only 
the reporter's voice and no actuality. 

volume—Loudness. 
volume unit (VU)—A standardized, in-

ternational unit measuring the short-
term average of audio levels. 

vox pop—The comments of ordinary peo-
ple, collected unscientifically, usu-
ally in public places. The term 
comes from the Latin "vox populi" 
(voice of the people). 

VU meter—An audio meter that meas-
ures the average volume of a signal. 

VU/Text—An on-line database that 
provides full-text stories from at 
least 50 newspapers. 

windscreen—An open-cell foam rubber 
screen placed on microphones to re-
duce the effect of plosives and wind. 

wire service—National and international 
news-gathering agencies (e.g., the 
Associated Press, Reuters, United 
Press International, Agence France 
Presse) that provide daily news to 
print and broadcast customers. 

wireless mike—A mike attached to a 
small, battery-operated radio trans-
mitter that sends the mike's signal 
to a special radio receiver connected 
to a console or the input of a re-
corder. Also known as a radio mike. 

wires—Collectively, the wire services. 
wrap-around—A news story in which the 

reporter, newscaster, or host intro-
duces an actuality and then adds at 
least one sentence after it. 

XLR connector—This jack has three pins 
arranged in a triangular pattern and 
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surrounded by a round collar of 
metal. The corresponding plug on 
the cable, which "mates" with this 
jack, has three holes in the same tri-
angular pattern. Used for most pro-
fessional microphone connectors. 

Y-adapter—A cable that can connect two 
microphones to one input jack. 

zero VU or 0 VU—Aligning a sound to 0 
Volume Units, also shown on many 
VU meters as 100 percent modulation. 
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Fairness Doctrine 270-271 
Feature stories 93-126 

assembling 125-126 
finding ideas 93-95 
organizing 95-98, 104-105, 118-119, 

124-126 
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producing 117-126 
refining 102 
selecting tape 98-99,107-111 
writing 99-102,111-115 
see also News stories 

Federal Communications Commission, 
regulations 23, 268-272 

Field recording 119-121,129-161 
accessories 276 
ambience 151 
checklist 149-151 
environment control 152 
equipment 129-146, 220-221 
equipment maintenance 147-148 
mult box 157-158 
organizing 149-150 
public address system 157 
techniques 149-161 
telephone transmission 159-160 

Freedom of Information Act 267 
Funding 8r funders see Grants & funding 
Futures file 51-52 

General assignment reporting 28-30 
Grants & funding 7-8 
Green-light journalism 13 

Handfield, Teddy 82,88 
Hot tape 121-122 

Identification 254 
Indecency see Obscenity 8r indecency 
Inflection 84-85 
Interviewing 29-30,35-45 

asking questions 43-45 
establishing rapport 40-41 
microphone use 38-41 
planning 22-23 
preparation 36-38,41-42 
technique 38-45 

Interviews, types 53-54 
Invasion of privacy 263-264 

Journalism 
at NPR 4-6 
effect of new technologies on 219-220,227 

Journalists 
political activity of 9-10 
see also Reporters 

Kasell, Carl 88-89 
Kaufman, Wendy 87 

Legal guidelines 259-272 
Libel & slander 260-263 
Location recording see Field recording 

Meters 279-282 
digital 281-282 
non-mechanical 281 
peak 280 
PPM 280-281 
VU 279-280 

Microphone placement 38-40,153-155 
Microphones 137-145,276 

accessories 145-146 
characteristics 140-141 
connecting 142-143 
pickup patterns 137-138 
quality 141-142 
stationary 155 
storing 8r transporting 145 
types 138-140 

Mission statement, NPR 3 
Mixer 144 
Mixing see Studio production 
Montage 200 
Mult box 157-158 
Multitrack recording 201-202 
Music editing 178-179 
Music in production 203-206 

National Public Radio (NPR) 
editorial guidelines 253-258 
legal guidelines 259-272 
mission statement 3 
newsmagazine clocks 301-305 
principles of journalism 4-13 
production guidelines 253-258 
stylebook 231-252 

Neary, Lynn 87 
News conferences 28-29 
News judgment 15-16,50-52 
News stories 

defining 15-20 
organizing 20-24 
selecting tape 67-74 
writing 65-79,104-105,110-115 
see also Feature stories 

Newscasts 74-76,257 

Objectionable language 255-257 
Objectivity see Fairness & objectivity 
Obscenity & indecency 255-257,271-272 
Orwell, George 79 
Outcues 254 

Pack journalism 31 
Personal attack rule 269-270 
Personal style 12-13 
Plagiarism 12 
Political broadcasting rules 268-269 
Portable tape recorders 129-133 
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Press conferences 28-29 
Primary source 20-21 
Privacy, invasion of 263-264 
Producing features see Features, producing 
Production guidelines 253-258 
Production style 124-125 
Program style 5, 17 
Pronunciation 89, 231-252 

Recording equipment see 
Cassette recorders & tape; 
Digital audio tape gr recorders; 
Field recording, equipment; 
Microphones; 
Tape recorders 

Recording ratio 23 
Reporter's privilege 265-268 
Reporters 25-34, 52 

access to information 266-268 
advancing the story 25-26 
beat 30-31 
delivery 33-34 
general assignment 28-30 
hazards 27-28 
organizing 31-33 
working with editors 34 

Reporting, beat 30-31, 52 
Reporting, general assignment 28-30 
Research 18-19, 36-37, 66-67, 307-308 
Reverberation igx delay 290 

Sample production plan 299 
Samplers (audio) 206-207 
Sidebars 16, 93 
Slander see Libel & slander 
SOC (standard outcue) 254 
Social distance 38-39 
Sound effects 202-203 
Sound tape see Ambience 
Source, primary 20-21 
Sources 11-12, 19, 20-21, 30-31, 32, 94 
Stone, I. F. 31 
Story assignment 19-20 
Studio production 183-209, 224-226 

audio samplers 206-207 
checklist 277-278 
level 184-187 
mixing 187, 193-196, 199-207, 224-226 
multitrack recording 201-202 
overlapping 198-199 
pickup edits 197 
preparing 188-189 
recording voices 195-1% 

sample production plan 299 
setting up 189-193 
sound effects 202-203 
timing 188 
transition 187-188 
working with engineer 207-209 

Stylebook 231-252 
Subpoenas 266 

Tape, selecting & using 67-68, 70-74, 98-99, 
101-102, 107-111, 163-165 

Tape editing see Editing, tape 
Tape logs 68, 120-121, 175 
Tape loops 122, 179, 206-207 
Tape recorders 

cassette 129-133 
digital 211-221 
reel to reel 165-166 

Tape storage 179-180 
Tape syncs 286-288 
Technology 

advances in 211-227 
effect on journalism 219-220, 227 

Telephone transmission 159-160, 283-288 
improving quality 284-286 
interfacing 283-284 
tape-sync 286-288 

Three-way 53 
Two-way 53-54 

Voice 
qualities of 83-87 
using the 33-34, 81-89 
warming up 87-88 

Voice of the people see Vox Pop 
Vox pop 16, 39-40 

Warming up the voice 87-88 
Warriner, Iverson 85 
White, E B. 78-79 
Wire services 18, 32 

use in newscasts 75 
Writing 

and delivery 87 
and selecting tape 67-68, 107-111 
for the ear 65-66, 72-73, 103-115 

style 33, 76-79, 110-115 
see also Feature stories, writing; News 

stories, writing 

Y-adapter 144 
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How We Expanded 
On The Most Important 
Keyboard For This Year. 

And Next. 
Introducing the 
rack- mountable 
Korg M1R. 
A phenomenal success story, 

the Korg M 1 has become the 
most highly acclaimed and 
sought-after keyboard in the 
music industry. 
But some players already have 

more than enough keyboards in 
their MIDI rigs. They wanted all 
of the M l's exceptional sounds, 
versatile features and memory 
power—without the keyboard. 
So here's the Korg M 1 R: A 

compact, 2 space rack module 

• KRIM •11.1" 

I. 

packed with everything that makes 
the M 1 today's most popular 
choice. Like four megabytes of 
unsurpassed 16 bit PCM ROM-
based sounds. 100 programs and 
combinations. A built-in 8-track 
linear and phrase-based 
sequencer. Powerful multi-effect 
processors. Multi-sampled acous-
tic instruments. DWGS wave-
forms, attack transients and 44 
incredible drum sounds. Plus full 
MIDI and System Exclusive 
capabilities. 
And we didn't stop there. We 

also added a special "MIDI 
Overflow" feature that allows up 

G 
• 

00imi • 

• 
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to 32 voice polyphony. 
Plus there's total compatibility 

with the M l's library of PCM, 
program, and combination cards. 
And future expansion capabili-
ties will permit the user to double 
the internal memory of the Ml R. 
Rack up today's hottest sounds 

with the Korg MIR. 

KORG® 
MUSIC POWER 

For a free catalog of Korg products, send your name 
and address, plus $1.00 f' oostage and handling. to: 

Korg USA, 89 Frost St, Westbury, NY 11590. 
Korg 1988 
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The Bose102 Series II 
Acoustimass® Bass System. 
This compact bass system, designed and 

optimized for use with Bose 8021m Series Il 
speakers, delivers more bass and purer sound 
than most larger components. From nightclubsto 
stadium concerts, the 302-11 bass system delivers 
clean, powerful performance that's easy to 
move and easy to connect. 

The key to large-system performance in a 
small package is the patented Acoustimass 
system with the Electro-Magnetic Braking 
(1MB•12) woofer. Rather than producing sound by 
a cone surface vibrating directly into a room, 
Bose uses the MB-12 woofer to energize the 
Acoustimass system, which actually launches 
sound into the room using two precisely con-
trolled air masses. The Acoustimass system 
also acts as an acoustic filter, removing un-
wanted distortion where no eiectronic filter can 

MORE 
111111 
PER 
0111111 

—after sound is produced but before it reaches 
the audience. The result—the 302-Il system 
gives you more bass output with less cone 
motion and lower distortion than any conven-

tional bass bin its size. 
Listen and judge for yourself. Compare the 

302-Il system to any other bass system. Then 
you decide how well we stack up (and how eas-
ily). The 302 Series li Acoustimass bass system 
... just one of the reasons Bose is becoming the 
professional system of choice. For the name of 
your nearest authorized dealer write Bose Corpora-
tion, Professional Products, Department MUS, The 
Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168 or call 
us at 1-508-879-7330. 
C-D Copyfight 1989 Bose Cooporation. Covered by pateit rights issiptd andior pending. 
Features and sttec.tications sublect to change we ot.I notice. 



GET YOUR "E" STRINGS BACK! 

You use a locking tremelo system because you want the best performance possible from your 
axe. But if the pickup's pole pieces don't line up directly under the strings, you're losing a big 

chunk of potential tone, especially from your high and low "E". 

Seymour Duncan's revolutionary "Trembucker"' pickup fills in the missing pieces in your 
sound. Proper string spacing surrounds each string with a rich magnetic field. 

o 

At the same time, the unique new "Parallel Axis"' pole piece design produces extremely low 
string pull, for fluid response and amazing sustain. 

The result is your guitar as you've never heard it before — fat lows, brilliant highs, with all six 
strings in perfect balance. 

Got a locking trem? Get a Trembucker! 

111 Seymour Duncan . 
601 Pine Avenue 

Santa Barbara, CA 93117 
(805) 964-9610 
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26  THINGS ARE LOOKING 
UP FOR XTC 

Andy Partridge's motto could be "Pop: hobby, not 
habit." That has its good points—XTC makes music 
like nobody else—and bad—they won't be playing 
your town soon, or ever. Fortunately their new album 
will. By Scott Isle, 

z: FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS' 
DO . . . STRANGE ALLIANCE 

Two-thirds of them are off producing other people, 
while the other one pursues an acting career. It obvi-
ously hasn't hurt the band, which is big with a capital 
beat. By Scott Islet-

48 M ILES STARES THE 
VOODOO DOWN 

Still brilliant after all these years, the Man with the 
Horn defends his need to change, talks up great musi-
dans he's worked with, then and now, and generally 
refuses to live up to anyone's expectations except his 
own. By Peter Watrous 

MUSICM1 
A BILLBOARD PUBLICATION 

COVER PHOTO BY 

GILLES LARRAIN 
MAY 1989 NO. 127 

• I* Hi•ee 

"lerS 71' 
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WORKING MUSICIAN 

54  THE MANY FACES OF 
THOMAS DOLBY 

High in the Hollywood hills, Dolby's adding production, film scores 
and video directing to his work as an artist ancIplayer. Is that too much? 

By Alan di Perna 

LIVE DEALS By Stan Soother   65 

BILL NELSON By John Diliherto   70 

DEVELOPMENTS By Jock Baird   80 

ENYA By Michael Azerrad   I 8 

THROWING MUSES By Jim Macnie   I 

Masthead   
Letters  -; 
Faces   10 
Record Reviews   84 

Rock Shorts   90 

Jazz Shorts   92 

Indic Shorts   94 

Classifieds   96 

Ad Index  96 
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HIROSHUA 
All E MRS COME [AS1" 

"East" is the sumptuous um 
album Irom 
artists, Hiroshima. A voyage 

through jazz, ancient instruments 
and space-age sonics on a pop 
tapestry ol tomorrow, today. 

Take an Eastern voyage. 
Transcend the commonplace as 
Hiroshima open up new spaces 
in music with the sound that's 
made them the heroes of New 
Music for all ages. 

GO "EAST" WITH HIROSHIMA... 
ON EPIC CASSETTES. COMPACT 
DISCS AND RECORDS. 

Produced by Dan Kuramoto. 
Associate Producer: June Kuramoti) 
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It's Time To 
Rack Up Another Hit. 

It's hard to follow a great act. Expectations run 
high. The performance must be flawless. When we 
decided to carry the legacies of our LA-2A, LA-4 
and 1176LN into the next genera-
tion, we knew exactly what we 
were getting into. 

Our new 7110 Limiter/Com-
pressor incorporates the char-
acteristics of its predecessors, 
is the natural addition to a 
legendary line and has all the 
potential to become a major 
hit in its own right. The 7110 
combines both peak and aver-
age limiting action, producing 
smooth, predictable RMS style performance like the 
LA-2A and LA-4 with the precise automatic peak 
control of the 1176LN. 

The 7110, with our exclusive program dependent 
Smart-Sloper gives you adjustable compression 
curves from 1.5:1 through infinity:1. You set 

The 7110 combines the 
smooth predictable RAIS 
style performance of the 
LA-4 with the precise 
automatic peak control 
of the 1176LK 

threshold, attack, release time and output level-
the 7110 automatically rides the gain with split 
second response. 

To make set-up as simple as possible, we've included 
an Automatic Preset function. Punch the button 

on the front panel- the 7110 automatically 
defaults to program dependent attack 
and release times, and presets the peak 
threshold and ratio to consistently used 

As settings. Perhaps the best news of all, the 
7110 produces crystal clean sound and is virtually 
transparent. 

Just another limiter/compressor? We don't believe 
so. After you've heard it for yourself, we think you'll 
agree. Stop by your local JBL/UFtEI dealer and give 
it a listen. And, get ready to rack up another hit. 

iJBL 
URE1 
ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS 

JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
C1988 -JBL Incorporated A Harman International Company 



L E T T ERS 

IRREPLACEABLE 
THANKS FOR THE EXCELLENT 
article about the remarkable 
Replacements (Feb. '89)! 
Paul Westerberg may feel he 
has "nothing to say," but to 
his many fans, he does. Their 
music has given me support 
through the difficult years of 
early adulthood, and, most of 
all, great fun! I'm glad Paul 
has now "grown up" enough 
to admit to himself he's an 
"artist"; I had no doubt of it! 

Linda Stevens 
W. Brookfield, MA 

THANKS FOR PUTTING THE RE-
placements on the cover. At 
first I thought I was on "Can-
did Camera"; "It must be a 
joke." Then I realized that, 
even on this planet, things 
occasionally happen as they 
should. 

Big Bucks Burnett 
Denton, TX 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR 
the fabulous article about the 
Replacements. Since they 

made your cover my new 
dream is that more people 
begin to listen to the band 
that has the potential of being 
to the U.S. what the Stones 
were to the U.K. 

Richard Holtzman 
Boston, MA 

I CRINGED AT PAUL WESTER-
berg's story of the Min-
neapolis punkers who 
laughed at the sight of him. I 
grew up in Minneapolis and 
saw the 'Mats in their wild 
and drunken state as well as 
in their cleaned-up let's-play-
some-music state. The latter 
was the best live show I have 
ever witnessed—a packed 
house at London's Mean Fid-
dler on May 31, 1987. I never 
did get the courage to go up 
to Paul as he sat by himself 
off to the side of the crowded 
bar. I assumed it must be old 
hat, having fans come up to 
him and tell him that the 'Mats 
are the best band ever (not 
just of the '80s). 

Michele Schafer 
Washington, DC 

STEVE PERRY'S SUGARY ARTI-
cle on the "new" Replace-
ments seems like it was writ-
ten by Sire Records' promo-
tional department. Perry jus-
tifies the Replacements' 
change from intelligent 

thrash-pop to Top-40 pop as a 
boon for the music industry. 

However, the article really 
made me sick of Paul Wester-
berg and his band. Why, Paul, 
did you feed the record-buy-
ing public and your loyal fans 
the image that you were one 

of the last rowdy, rude yet 
intelligent bands around? 
Deep down inside, as you 
thrashed your way to critics' 
hearts and the respect of fans 
like me across the nation, 
you actually wished that you 
could put out the bland lop-
40 dribble we hear on the air-
waves today. What a shame. 

Jeff Jotz 
Notre Dame, IN 

THE REAL MAC 
THANK YOU, TIMOTHY WHITE, 
for the in-depth article on 
Fleetwood Mac (Feb. '89). 
Even after all the changes 
within the group, there are 
some of us who still love their 
music, love to know what has 
been going on, and what is 
going on. 

Nancy Markel 
Hampton, VA 

NEVER HAVE I READ A MORE 
thorough and perfectly writ-
ten article on Stevie Nicks 
and Fleetwood Mac. 

Ronnie McCarty 
Jonesboro, LA 

YOUR ARTICLE REAFFIRMED 
the fact that this is a group of 
people who haven't stopped 
thinking about tomorrow. 

Tom Petrasko 
State College, PA 

KEEP ON CHOOOLIN' 
THANKS FOR THE UPDATE ARTI-
cle on John Fogerty (Feb. 
'89). Now he can continue to 
do what he does best: sing, 
write, produce and arrange 
music. 

Glenn Last 
Brooklyn, NY 

THE FRIPP TRIP 
THANKS FOR THE GREAT INTER-
view with Robert Fripp (Feb. 
'89). I admire him as a person 
and musician. 

Illona Trejo 
Kansas City, MO 

WHAT A SNOBBISH ASSHOLE. 
Jeff Gaynor 

Franklin, NJ 

MAYBE SOMEONE SHOULD TELL 
Robert Fripp that Jeff Beck 
hasn't used a pick for at least 
12 years. "Mr. Perfect" 

should stop surrounding his 
narcissistic self with "Fripp 
(Guitar Craft) Worshippers" 
and come out into the real 
world. 

John S. Garcia 
Houston, TX 

NAME GAMES 
YOUR ELOQUENT AND TIMELY 
article on the great artist and 
educator Jackie McLean 
(Feb. '89) is wonderful. It is 
one of my most rewarding 
experiences to be associated 
with such a beautiful human 
being. And I'm sure Phil Bow-
der and Hotep Idris Galeta's 
ancestors would forgive you 
for misspelling their family 
names. 

Hotep Idris Galeta 
Hartford, CT 

IN TWO DIFFERENT PLACES IN 
his article on Lyle Lovett 
(Feb. '89) Bill Flanagan spells 
Nanci Griffith's first name 
with a "y." But on the covers 
of both Little Love Affairs and 
Poet in My Window it is 
spelled with an "i." 

I just thought you might 
like to know. I'm probably 
mistaken. 

Joe Carrera 
Layton, UT 

SEEING PINK 
J. D. CONSIDINE'S REVIEW OF 
Pink Floyd's Lve: Delicate 
Sound of Thunder (Feb. '89) 
should prove one thing: that 
J.D. reviews all his albums 
from a differInt perspective, 
with his head up his ass. 

Matthew Krezevic 
LSan Angelo, TX 

We recently circulated two 
pieces of misinformation: 
First, the Alesis QuadraVerb 
costs $449 rather than the 
$499 we reported. Second, 
there is no hard-disk retrofit 
available for the Casio FZ-10 
rack-mount sampler, but in-
stead a SCSI (or "scuzzy") 
port has been included on a 
new version, the FZ-20M. 
Apologies to both _firms. 

Please send letters to: Musician, 
1515 Broadway, 39th floor, New 
York, NY 10036. S
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HERE 

COMES 

MR. JORDAN 

the new album from 

titian lennon 
Here comes Julian Lennon with Mr. Jordan, 

the toughest, tightest, most revealing album 
he's ever made. With such moving new songs 
as " Now You're In Heaven," " I Get Up" and 

"I Want You To Know," Mr. Jordan shows 
Mr. Lennon hitting new musical heights. 

Produced by Patrick Leonard 
Management—Tony Smith & Paddy Spinks 

On Atlantic Records, 
Cassettes and Compact Discs 

C, 1989 Monte Recoreng Corp..• A Warner Commune 311oet Co. 



BLITZKRIEG POP 

LAIBACH 
Think Yugoslavia. Think of 
an anvil orchestra from hell, 
backed by a massed Wagner-
ian chorale of the damned. A 
house band for a Nuremberg 
rally that nobody's ever al-
lowed to leave. 

That's Laibach, sonic front 
line for the New Slovenian 
Art Movement. Back home 
in Yugoslavia, they've been 
waging a totalitarian-tinged 
aesthetic slugfest that, oddly, 
seems both in favor of and 
against the dictates of Com-
munist authority. 

We're talking Eastern 
European politics as art. 
Don't even try to figure it out. 
But it's got something to do 
with the individual as cog in a 
wheel, beamed to the masses 
from a region that's been both 
crossroads and sacrificial 
lamb since the days of the 
Roman Empire. 

Laibach was the Third 
Reich's name for the four 
musicians' hometown of 
Ljubljana, and parts of the 
band's shtick are as ominous 
as 1939. Their live shows in 
particular are both goofy and 
monstrous, filled with muscu-
lar Aryan manhood, stag 
horns and syncopated 
goosestepping during covers 
of tunes like Queen's "One 
Vision"—a mechanized yet 
bestial salute to microchip 
might and purpose. 
Somebody recently called 

Laibach "Volga boatmen on 
steroids." But band spokes-
person Ivan Novak dismisses 
the darker descriptions 
(retro-Nazi, Orwellian, etc.) 
as "naive and romantic. If we 
were fascists or Nazis, we 
wouldn't do what we're 

C 
doing. As Orson Welles said, 
'Nazis look exactly the same 
as everyone else." 

Their latest recordings—a 
song-by-song reprogram-
ming of the Beatles' Let It Be, 
and an EP sporting six read-
ings of the Stones' "Sym-
pathy for the Devil"—are as 
funny as they are disquieting, 
all tank-treaded percussion 
and blitzkrieg bombast. And 
bear in mind that the band 
played glitzy dance clubs on 
its last U.S. tour. But that 

Vlichael Jackso 
"-rd Tirr 

Were not necessarily saying 

the following two items are 

related, but we thought 

you'd like to know: 

• Das Damen's "Song for 

Michael Jackson to Sell" is 

one song that Michael Jack-

son's not selling—or anyone 

else, for that matter. In Janu-

ary, three months after SST 

Records released the song 

E 
militant edge... 

"Every person has a bit of 
that inside," Novak says. 
"Life in New York, for exam-
ple, is war. But we don't aim 
to be harsh. Watching west-
ern groups, especially heavy 
metal, there's much more 
harshness. Western pop 
seems very wired and 
strained—though of course 
it's all very calculated." 

So is Laibach—though it's 
hard to tell where show biz 
ends and the sinister begins. 

on Das Damen's Marshmal-

low Conspiracy EP, the com-

pany recalled it under threat 

of legal action. The song 

samples the Beatles' "Magi-

cal Mystery Tour," which 

Jackson owns, along with 

most of the Lennon-Mc-

Cartney catalogue. Pub-

lisher SBK Entertainment 

threatened a copyright in-

fringement suit. The legal-

ity of song sampling has 

never been tested in court. 

• After selling a measly 

"We are a .i.iistake of the east 
and west," Novak insists. 
"We want b build that mis-
take into both their systems." 

What's hat supposed to 
mean? Do't ask. 
"We are not producing one-

dimensional information, " he 
says, "and we don't seek one-
dimensional reception. We 
are not afraid to pay for what 
we're doing. We are not afraid 
of being wiongly under-
stood." 

— Dan Hedges 

six million copies of his Bad 

album, Jackson has 

dropped his manager of the 

last five years. Frank DiLeo 

got his silhouette on Bad's 

inner sleeve, but that wasn't 

enough to launch the album 

into the rarefied atmo-

sphere of its predecessor, 

Thriller (20 million sales). 

Anyone interested in the job 

should write Jackson c/o 

Epic Records. Love of ani-

mals a must. 

- Scott Isler 
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GREATNESS FIRST, HITS SECOND 

PIERCE 
TURNER 

"I come from a family of en-
tertainers, so it's natural I 
would want to be one," smiles 
Pierce Turner, Irishman and 
New York resident. "Back in 
Wexford, my uncle, who al-
ways has a cigar in the corner 
of his mouth, plays accordion 
in bars. People will give 
money to sit next to the man, 
he's so charismatic." 

This affable singer/song-
writer has chosen a different 
means of expression. His 
new LP The Sky and the 
Ground is chock-full of liter-
ate, synth- and piano-based 
pop tunes, delivered in what 
he calls a "piping" voice that 
echoes such notables as 
Peter Gabriel and Steve 
Winwood. 
Though just on his second 

album, Turner has been 

s( 

ac 

as 
be 
pe 

confront what you are, even 
if it's ludicrous, your songs 
will be unique." Anyway, he 
adds, "It's better to have a 
great record that's not a hit 

than it is to have a hit that's 
not great." 

Turner's reliance on his 
own life for material has given 
an edge to It's Only a Long 

Way Across (co-produced by 
hip composer Philip Glass) 
and now The Sky and the 
Ground. The latter features 
the moving "His Reason," 
written after his mother 
passed away. 

"It's about my father, who 
was a very inarticulate man," 
says Turner softly. "He be-
came incredibly depressed 
when my mother died. He'd 
sit with me in the kitchen late 
at night and tell me how sad 
he was. Later he died of a 
broken heart." 

Wasn't it hard to go public 
with such a private memory? 

"No, not at all," Turner 
laughs suddenly. "Maybe I'm 
sick, but it's a great feeling— 
like an exorcism." 

— Jon Young 

HE'LL BE YOUR MIRROR 

JOE 
HENRY 

INS 

it," he notes. "I fancy myself 
more of a windowmaker or a 
glazier than anything else." 

Henry's debut construc-
tion, Murder of Crows, looks 
out on a world made all the 

- for the help of such 
;ans as David 
, Mick Taylor, 
veil and Anton 

Fier. But despite the heady 
company, Henry says his rec-
ord is really just a road map. 
"If you listen to the whole 
thing from start to finish," he 
says, "I hope you feel like 
you've passed through some-
thing—some dusty small 
towns or an old traveling cir-
cus." — Robin J. Schwartz 
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NOTES FROM A SURVIVOR 

DION 
You can take the boy out of 
the Bronx, not vice versa. 
Dion DiMucci hasn't lived in 
his native borough for 30 
years, but he'll never get a 
job as an elocution professor. 

Fortunately he doesn't 
have to. Although he first hit 
in 1958 as a crooning teen-
aged doo-wopper, Dion (as 
strangers call him—he's al-
most never used his last 
naine professionally) has had 
a phoenix-like musical career 
that's avoided coasting on 
oldies brain-death. 

"I never got into doin' the 
club thing with monkey-suits 
and, 'Hey, here's a medley of 
my hits," he says with a 
trace of excusable pride. "I'd 
rather be a rebel with a cause 
than just bullshit." 

Recently Dion's been kick-
ing up the dirt in a big way. 
Late last year he published a 
brutally honest autobiog-
raphy that detailed his con-
secutive involvements with 
heroin (something else he 
started doing as a teenager), 
alcohol and, more peacefully, 
Jesus. In January an awed 
Lou Reed inducted him into 
the Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame; Dion's corrosively 
funny speech showed he has 
no regrets about not living in 
the past. 

Best of all, this April Arista 
Records released Dion's first 
new album of non-religious 
songs in 11 years. "I didn't 
know how ready I was," he 
admits. "The songs just flew 
out of me, man. I said [to 
Arista], do it if I can make 
a rock 'n' roll album." 
The result is not rock 'n' 

roll in the '50s-formalist 
sense so much as in its musi-
cal directness and forthright 
lyrics. Yo Frankie is gritty, 
street-tough and soulful. 
Dion's songs are sometimes 
nostalgic, never sentimental. 

"I got a lot to fucking say, 
man. Over the years I've fig-
ured out a few things. I like 
expressing my feelings, my 
doubts, my fears, my joys. I 

still like making people think 
or feel. That's my job." 

Dion will be 50 this sum-
mer. So what. "I could almost 

DAVID SEELIG/STAR FILE 

HAPPY AT LAST 

GREGSON & 
COLLISTER 
He quit being a music teacher 
to lead Any Trouble, a likable 
but ill-fated Manchester, 
England, quartet. She grew 
up on the Isle of Man and had 
a job singing in the predawn 
hours on a northern English 
radio station. By the time Any 
Trouble ground to a halt, 
Clive Gregson had grown so 
frustrated and depressed by 
the "haircuts and trousers" 
attitude of the music business 
that he had decided to quit 
performing and be a full-time 
songwriter and producer. 
Then he happened across 
Christine Collister singing in 
a Manchester folk club. 

Collister guested on Greg-
son's solo album and followed 
him into the stage and studio 
rep company of Richard 
Thompson. After a 1985 
Thompson tour, the couple 
began working as a duo. 
Gregson plays the instru-
ments (guitar, mostly) and 
writes the strikingly honest 
songs; they both sing, finding 
harmony in a mixture of 

look at this record like a new 
career. This is from ground 
zero. This is me today." 

— Scott Isler 

roughness and purity. The 
effect—especially onstage— 
is magical. "Our partnership 
wasn't premeditated," Greg-
son notes. "We just started 
gigging to fill in some time." 

Although Gregson and Col-
lister will next tour with a full 
band, three years as an 
acoustic duo has left them 
tarred with the F-word. "I 
believe there isn't a folk re-

vival so much as an influx of 
people who wear acoustic 
guitars," Gregson observes. 
"It's become a fashion. I feel 
no great affinity to folk music 
as it's defined these days. I 
don't want to be involved." A 
forthcoming third album, con-

Blown Awa's 
He was a face. He was an 

unregenerate drug addict. 

He was a trumpeter and 

singer who made jazz his-

tory—as much for his play-

ing style as his Central-Cast-

ing good looks. 

Chet Baker seemed to 

have it all and then blew it 

away. Last May he took his 

last shot, fell out a window 

and died. He was 58, looked 

75 and probably felt that 

way too. A year earlier pho-

tographer/filmmaker Bruce 

Weber made a documentary 

on Baker, Let's Get Lost, 

which is just now being re-

leased. The Oscar-nomi-

nated film is a touching and 

disturbing portrait of a 

gifted and troubled human 

being. He was a genius. He 

was a creep. He was a musi-

cian. - Scott Isler 

taming ajunlping rock 'n' roll 
lament for lvis Presley, 
should see t that. 

Facing a cked house at 
McCabe's ir Santa Monica in 
February, C llister sang up a 
storm and G egson proved to 
be a surprisingly accom-
plished and resourceful gui-
tarist. Jazz, rock, blues and 
folk influences mingled in his 
acoustic playing, while the 

pair's unprete tious charm 
won over the crowd. 
"We sell far more records 

and play to farimore people 
than Any Trouble ever did," 
Gregson says, savoring the 
irony. "Everything about this 
feels positive. — Ira Robbins 
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S e 22: 
True Diversity Wireless With 

At A Price That Won't Hold You Bac 
Stage 22 is the first affordable no compron2ise true diversity wire 

system for musical perfirrnance and sound. reinforcement. 
Samson True Diversity technology with built-in dbx Noise 

" eduction yieldS superb high-fidelity wireless sound in every applicatiot 
The best news? Stage 22 cornes fully equipped at a price so low 

everyone can afford to go wireless with the most thoroughly 
professional system available. 

Don't be left out of the wireless fature. Cut the cables of the 
with Stage 22. 

E ARE THE WIRI: 

Samsoa Tec . , . 

.,485-19 South Broadway, I N" 118(1 t, I() ) 9:;2- 381U Ft 

_C4, 

--1932Eg • 

Stage 22 is available with the Electro-Voice NfDym 757 microphone sold exclusively in wireless by Samson. 
*dbx is a registered trademark of BSR Noith America 1%8 Samson Technologies Corp. 



The New Yamaha APX. 
From Two Points Of View 

"When Yamaha asked me to try its new APX, 
I played it in rehearsals and I thought diere was 
something exceptional about the guitar. 

"I ended up recording with it on a Marc Jordan 
record. Everybody was so impressed, they wanted to 
buy it. 

"But, what I loved about it was its sonic quality. 
It's just real musical. Real even. Real round. Very 
expressive. I plug it into a board and it sounds like 
a guitar. 

—Another thing—the harmonics are great. Play the 
top, middle or bottom of the fret board, it's never too 
thin or too fat. Even just to play it by yourself in a 
room, it sounds great. 

"I've already written stuff on it. There's 
no way I'm going to give it back." 

Steve Farris 
Mr. Mister 

"When Yamaha asked me to try its new APX 
guitar, I was supposed to evaluate it then give it back. 
No way. It's a great guitar. 

"What killed me about the guitar was its stereo 
feature. 

"Not fake stereo. Real. 
"Not done with delays. You play it and it goes 

left-side, right-side, left-side, right-side. 
"I took it on the road and used it the whole tour. 

Even for a solo. 
"I told them I'd buy it, but I want this guitar. 
"I've had other acoustic guitars, but none that 

could do what this one can. The APX's are the only 
acoustics I'm going to use." 

Steve Lukather 
Toto 

The new Yamaha APX is a new breed of guitar. The 
electric acoustic gives you the full, rich, mellow acoustic 
sound Yamaha is famous for, plus the incredible 
performance abilities of a Yamaha electric. In stereo. 

So whether you're performing or writing, it's the 
new Yamaha APX. No 
wonder no one wants to 
give them back. YAMAHA 

Yamaha electric acoustic guitars. At your authorized Yamaha guitar dealer. Yamaha Music Corporation. USA. DGA Division. P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. 
C 1987. Yamaha Music Corporation. USA 
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THROWING 
MUSES 
Shooting You 

Between the Eyes 
with Inspiration 

BY JIM MACNIE 

N
OTHING MUCH HAPPENS in New-
port, Rhode Island, in the mid-
dle of January—there's lots of 
time to contemplate the gray 

sky, gray water and gray streets. That 
gives Throwing Muses ample chance to 
rehearse, worry and write gray songs. 
During practice sessions these days, 
trepidation regarding their upcoming 
tour is the recurring topic. But gathered 
together, the band—guitarist/vocalist 
Kristin Hersh, guitarist/vocalist Tanya 
Donelly, bassist Leslie Langston and 
drummer David Narcizo—breaks into 
chuckles. 

"Yo, Hunkpapa, yeah!" laughs Hersh, 
while slapping palms with Donelly. "To 
get psyched," she explains, "we have to 
do high-fives whenever anybody says 
the name of the record." 
Hunkpapa is the Muses' fifth release, 

so these one-time critics' darlings should 
be used to plenty of mentions. It's been 
over four years since their first LP came 
out on the British 4AD label, and if 
getting psyched is an issue, all the 
Muses have to do is recall how it arrived 
to the hyperbolic hosannas of the British 
press. 
"The fact that we were so untrendy is 

what took them by surprise," recalls 
Hersh. "Fascinated by our lack of style," 
concurs Narcizo with raised eyebrows. 
He's got to be talking fashion style, not 
musical, because the Muses' approach to 
interpreting Hersh's songs is idiosyn-
cratic to say the least. Her harsh, minor-
key tunes are tied in knots, and their 
density is compounded by the singer's 
relentless self-investigation. "When we 
first started playing out in Providence, 
we thought we were just like other 
bands," she offers, "but the reaction 
was, `You guys are nuts, where did you 
come from?" 
They weren't nuts, just intense. Call 

Piling on the music: Kristin Hersh, Leslie Langstott, Dave Narcizo, Tanya Donelly. 

their approach Plath-matics: Their poet-
ic examinations of the psyche are some-
times as confounding as their music is 
relentlessly piercing. Though the facade 
suggests the ease of folk music, their 
overall sound remains archly aggressive. 
Imagine Television's "Torn Curtain" 
being played at 78 rpm. Playing their 
electric guitars like acoustics, the Muses 
allow swirling, finger-picked interplay to 
underscore the hazy dread in Hersh's 
occasionally oblique lyrics. Narcizo's 
martial drum beats add to the anxiety, 
and the fact that he avoids the crash 
cymbals keeps the tension mounting on 
even the softest songs. 
The Brit crits loved this fevered intro-

spection, but according to Hersh, they 
didn't get the full picture: "I admit we 
don't look happy onstage, but offstage, 
we don't necessarily want to talk about 
razor blades." 

Yet that kind of dire tone is what the 
band's music often conjures. Most of the 
songs are trilled in Hersh's Betty-Boop-
from-hell avant-yodel, which has antece-
dents in Patti Smith, Yoko Ono, 
Diamanda Galas and Lauren Newton. 

Hersh, who was only 14 when she and 
Donelly first started trading songs back 
and forth in high school, actively ac-
knowledges the first of those refer-
ences. Patti's Wave is on in the back-
ground as the interview starts to roll. 

"I studied music," she explains, "and 
learned technique for expressing sound, 
but I was never taught to grab that fire 
that music should always have. I could 
always trust my voice to do that. I like 
whiney voices, like Gordon Gano's. But 
when I hear myself singing, it sounds like 
this smart girl that I don't even know; I'd 
never be able to think of all that stuff. I 
think the way I sing has added to confu-
sion about us." 

Hersh's main fear is of being dubbed 
an art band; it isn't an unfounded worry. 
While the leader acknowledges that her 
fervent vocals might have steered the 
Muses toward a decidedly non- main-
stream turf, the drastic design of their 
music accomplished much the same. By 
eschewing traditional verse/chorus/ 
verse arrangements early on, the Muses 
divorced themselves from the rock 
norm. The build-build-blast arrange-
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ments were a plus in helping individualize 
their sound, but the band has found them 
a bit tough to translate to listeners. 

"I always thought that being a musi-
cian meant learning and growing and 
exploring every possibility you could," 
she offers seriously, "We tend to pile on 
as much music as we can, everybody 
playing at the same time. As our produc-
er, Gary Smith, says, 'Kristin, you never 
heard of a whole note.' I just wanted it to 
be fast and full of life. Sometimes our 
parts were impossible to play." 
On the indie circuit, out-of-stepness 

can beget its own currency. Yet at a time 
when every third or fourth band came off 

as R.E.M. clones, the Muses seemed 
singular; some of their songs sounded 
drastic even for the fringes. "I thought 
you were supposed to sound original," 
Hersh says. "Why would we need 
another conventional band? You hear 
them all day long. 'I don't want to play a 
C major right now, okay?' I thought you 
shouldn't go back to playing chords, you 
had to explore the extent of every pro-
gression and rhythm you could, and see 
what happened along the way. But that 
alienates a lot of people." 
Therein lies the rub. After six re-

leases (The Fat Skier EP and House 
Tornado LP are also on Sire), the Muses' 

Pure heart. 

Pure slide. 

Pure Bonnie. 

NICK OF TIME, 

the Cap:tol debut album 

from Bonnie Raitt. 

An extraordinary 

collection of songs 

and performances 

featuring John Hiates 

"Thing Called Love;' 

Bonnie Hayes' 

"Love Letter" 

and Bonnie Raitt's 

own "Nick Of Timer 

Produced by Don Was. 

Right on time. 

Personal Management: 

Danny Goldberg and Ron Stone 

for Gold Mountain Entertainment. 

On Capitol cassettes, 

compact discs 

and records. 

019.,CAPITOLOCCOROSANC 

churning countermelodies, psychic 
housecleaning and visceral rhythms are 
still looking for a larger audience. Hunk-
papa isn't a drastic change of scenery, 
but instrumentally it allows for some 
newfound breathing room. The Muses 
are often compared to wise, women-only 
units like the Raincoats and Slits, but 
Hunkpapa should widen the field of 
reference. 

"I think we do roc 
tains with a grin, " 
kind of way. Expre 
vinyl has been difficu 
a bit tame opposed 
stage." "I used to l 
the guitar parts real closely," adds Nar-
cizo. "There almos wasn't any differ-
ence. But this time wrote drum parts 
that weren't quite so manic." 

You can hear the change in "Dizzy," 
which yields to convention in an inspired, 
refreshing way. As the band sits around 
the apartment checking out the tune's 
newly completed video, Hersh com-
ments about her need to communicate. 
"I continuously learn that I know nothing 
about listening habits of the general 
public. True, we attract an alternative 
crowd, and sell an alt 
records, but if I thou 
elitist in this, I'd gi 
trying to alienate peo 
"We never relied 

out," Hersh main-
lbeit in a different 
sing ourselves on 
t; the albums sound 
to what we do on-
t the drums follow 

rnative amount of 
t we were being 
e up. We're not 

le. 
n our craft much; 

we thought that other groups were 
forsaking inspiration, just relying totally 
on craft, and because most of it was crap, 
we didn't want to be part of that. So 
everything we did was gut level; I 
wanted to pack a million emotions into 
one song. But people would say, 'That 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 97 

MUSE-IC CLASS 

W
E couldn't afford electrics when 
we started," recalls Hersh with-
out a trace of sentimentality, "but 
after a while we got a couple of 

$50 guitars and a bass. We had one amp; we 
called it 'Big Fucker.' It was really old; we all 
plugged into it and it picked up every radio 
station within a 50-mile radius." The Muses 
have been plugged in ever since. Hersh 
finger-picks her Fender through a Mesa 
Boogie Simul-Class and Boss chorus pedal. 
Donelly's Strut (with rosewood fingerboard) 
chirps through a Roland Jazz Chorus 120. The 
service of a Boss Digital Metalizer and a Rat 
distortion pedal are available with one stomp. 
It's a Tune Technology Bass Maniac for 
Langston, with Yamaha pre- and power 
amps and a Gallien Krueger 4x10 bottom. 
She EQs herself with a Rane Graphic EQ. 
Narcizo's heartbeat approach comes from a 
Sonar Performance Series kit and Zildjian 
high-hat—no other cymbals. 
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Others have tried. Be 8-track capability 
on a standard audio cassette remained elu-
sive. Until now. 

Introducing the remarkable new 238 
Syncaset from Tascam, the company that 
invented portable, multi-track recording. 

if you've been working with a 4-track for 
pre-production composing or demos, the 238 
doubles your capacity right now. Running at 
31/4 ips, and taking advantage of Tascam's 
proprietary head technology the rack-
mountable 238 gives you sound you won't 
believe was recorded on a standard 
audio cassette. 

But the 238 doesn't stop there. It's fully 
synchronizable with MIDI/SMPTE time codes, 
it's got a serial port for computer interfacing 
and it's designed with open architecture for 
software upgrades. 

Add to that the advantages of full-
function remote control, auto punch in/out, 
shuttling capability and dbx il noise reduction, 
and you've got a machine that just about 
does it all. 

If this all seems a little too good to be 
true, talk to your Tascam dealer. To under-
stand how good the 238 Syncaset really is, 
you'll just have to try your hand at ft. 

TASCAM 
t 1988 TEAC Corporatron of America, 7731 relegrapn ficad, 

Moontello, CA 90640. 213r/26-0301 



EN-YA 
Clarmad's 

Little Sister 
Sails Away 

111.111 

BY MICHAEL AZERRAD 

E
NYA IS SITTING IN Geffen Rec-
ords' New York offices, looking 
a bit perplexed. "People in the 
British press were referring to 

me as... 'beat.' Something about Paul 
Simon's Graceland..." You mean world 
beat? "Right. I was thinking, 'What is 
world beat?' I had no idea what it was!" 
Enya has no idea what world beat is 

because, she says, she doesn't listen to 
music. In an effort to keep their music as 
original as possible, she and producer 
Nicky Ryan have cut themselves off from 
all outside musical influences. "Also, I've 
been in the studio working on music non-
stop, so when I have any free time, the 
last thing I want to do is listen to music. 
I've never bought an album in my life," 
she says. 
The isolationist strategy may have 

backfired—Enya's new album, Water-
mark, sounds a lot like a new age record, 
all reverberating spaces and soft tim-
bres. Watermark echoes Gregorian 
chant, Satie, Eno's Music for Airports 
and more than a wee bit of Irish folk 
music. It would teeter over the brink and 
into an innocuous ambient wash if it were 
not for some frankly sweet melodies, 
evocative lyrics and an incredibly rich 
sound. The first single, the tuneful 
travelogue "Orinoco Flow," became a bi-
continental hit; not coincidentally, it's by 
far the hoolnest thing on the album. 

Enya, a petite, soft-spoken woman of 
27, is quite pragmatic and quite re-
served; she's far from ethereal. Ask her 
about her emotional stake in the music 
and she'll give you a blow-by-blow ac-
count of how it was made. She wears a 
ring depicting two hands clasping a 
crowned heart, an old Celtic symbol 
whose meaning depends on which way 
the heart points. She wears hers with 
the heart pointing down, meaning what? 
"Meaning that I just like the way it looks 
with the heart pointing down." 
And how does she respond to the new 

Away from the mountains, Eiteme Ni Bhraonain goes with the flow. 

age tag? In classic fashion: "People can't 
categorize it, so they say it's new age." 
Nevertheless, Watermark is burning up 
the new age chart (if indeed anything can 
"burn up" a new age chart). The record 
is shot through with a sort of spirituality 
manqué. "Cursum Perficio," a choral 
piece sung in Latin, might sound like a 
Catholic hymn, but the lyrics actually 
come from an inscription on the portico 
of Marilyn Monroe's last home. Enya 
says, "The reason people say it's reli-
gious-sounding is the amount of reverb 
we use. That's what they keep relating 
to the church. That aura is around it 
because of the long, long reverb." But 
the lyrics contain many references to 
water, a classic symbol of rebirth. It's 
not just the reverb people are talking 
about. "It is, though. It's the sound that 
gives the church feel." 

Enya, born aline Ni Bhraonain (pro-
nounced Enya Nee BREE-nine), is influ-
enced by the landscape—all mountains 
and beaches—of the northwest Irish 

coast where she grew up. The Irish 
influence extends to the three songs on 
Watermark which she sings in Gaelic 
(her first language). Enya's older 
brothers, sisters and uncles make up the 
Irish group Clannad (Gaelic for "family"). 
In 1980, Nicky Ryan, thie band's long-
time producer/sound and light man/ 
manager, enlisted Enya to play synthe-
sizer in the band. She was 18, at least 
nine years younger than anyone else in 
the group. 
Enya and Ryan left Clannad together 

in 1982. Enya's explanation is that she 
was tired of being a second-class citizen 
in the band, and Ryan was frustrated by 
Clannad's reluctance to try new things, 
including featuring more of Enya. It's 
rumored that Clannad fired the two after 
learning they were romantically in-
volved, but the band refuses comment. 
"It sounds bigger than it was," Enya says 
of leaving Clannad, "and it wasn't be-
cause they were my family. When we 
were actually working with each other, it M
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ENYA 

was very diffel ent. They had a set way 
of working and were so used to being 
together. When I joined it was different, 
also there was a bit of an age gap. I had 

speaking terms with them. It was less so 
for Enya, who was only in the band for a 
couple of years and remains deeply loyal 
to her family. After the break, Enya 

Not your average Joe. 
It doesn't happen often 

that an artist appears who has 
such a strong sense of identity, 

such a strong sense of songcraft, 
that he creates a stirring vision 

all his own. 

MEET 

wità IRV 

Iv.ILIIFIt I:8)ER CIFECIIIMS 
the debut album by Joe Henry. (sp5210) 

RECORDS 

Produced by Anton Fier 

c 1989 A8A4 Records, Inc All nghls reserved 

Tony McAuley commissioned a sound-
track for the BBC documentary series, 
The Celts, released as Enya on Atlantic's 
"New Age" imprint. The album cover 

ENYA 

"This sound happened!" Then they went 
on to something else. While in a London 
studio re-recording Watermark, they 
needed one more track. They remem-
bered that layered riff (the "sail away" 
section of "Orinoco Flow") and built the 
rest of the song around it. 

After they completed Watermark in 
April of 1988, Rob Dickins, managing 
director of WEA/England, pronounced 
that "Orinoco Flow" would make a nice 
single (and not just because he's men-
tioned in the song). To heighten the 
mystery of the album, Dickins cannily 
decided against liner notes, even for the 
Gaelic songs. According to Enya, the 
ploy worked: "Everyone seems to con-
jure up their own images and emotions 
with the music. It's something very 
personal to them—which is true, be-
cause they bought the album, it is theirs. 
It's a strange feeling to touch so many 
people, especially when you weren't 
doing it consciously." Then again, maybe 
it's just the reverb. e 

E
NYA'S synthesizers include the 
Roland D-50 (she likes the "heavy 
feel," optimum for playing sampled 
tympani and strings), the Fairlight Ill, 

the Yamaha TX (the rack version of the DX), an 
older Oberheim rack version, and the Roland 
Juno 60 ("We wouldn't part with it for any-
thing in the world"). 'We also used this really 
old keyboard called the Wave, which has got 
wonderful sounds, like the little sound on the 
beginning of ' Evening Falls,' and the quiet 
'turn it up' part of 'Orinoco Flow." Enya plays 
a piano of unknown provenance, given to 
Roma by her auntie. They'd like to use the new 
MIDI-able Yamaha acoustic piano. Enya and 
Ryan use the Akai S-900 for sampling. 

For mastering they use a professional DAT 
machine—the 2500. They used to master on 
the Sony F-1, and still use it for flying-in stuff. 
Two Mitsubishi 32-track machines were used 
for "Orinoco Flow" and "Storms in Africa." 
Microphones include a Sennheiser MD-

421 and the Calrec Soundfield: "The interest-
ing thing about it is you can telescope into the 
sound source, so you don't have to use a pop 
shield. It's an extremely transparent micro-
phone—there's absolutely no noise inherent 
in it all. The stereo is extremely panoramic— 
it's a very magic microphone. It's also beauti-
ful for monitor room work. We often record in 
the monitor room, and we pick up some of the 
sound from the monitors as well, so when you 
include that in the mix, it really widens out the 
sound." 

Ryan likes the Alesis Midiverb II. "They have 
a texture to them that the Lexicon doesn't 
have. There's compression built in. They really 
shouldn't have it there, but it is there, and it 
adds something. The reverb hasn't been built 
for us yet, neither in length nor the sound we 
want." 
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DON'T JUST 
TAKE THE STAGE. 
OWN IT 

hether ;. oure playing for 20 
people or 20.000. you have to 
control every aspect of your 
sound. IBLS ne‘..w Performance 
Series is a complete line cf 
speaker systems that incorpo-
rate the same unique tech-
nology that has made us the 
dominant force in international 
tour sound. They let you rock 
louder, longer. and with more 
versatility than any other stage 
speakers in their ciass. 

Theres a Performance Series 
system for every stage need: 
monitor vocal and instrument 
reinforcement e‘en a high-
frequency power pack for 
custom loading. 

113Ls new Performance Series. 
They re the perfect speakers for 
the next important stage in your 
career .... the one you command 
tonight. Hear them perform at 
your local il3L dealer today. 

JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Blvd. 
Northridge. CA 91329 
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It IsTo Set Up Five 
his Ad On The Floor. 

You know the old argument about less really 
being more? You're about to hear it once again. 

Because with a new BE-5 from BOSS, you 
can actually create five of the most popular 
guitar effects simply by using four pedals in 
one compact unit. Which, of course, makes a lot 
more sense than using five separate pedals and 
having to do a tap dance just to operate them. 

You can choose compression, distortion/ 
overdrive, chorusing, digital delay, and noise 
suppression. And you can choose them either 
individually or simultaneously to create abso-
lutely awesome sounds. (Those sounds, by the 
way, are free of "unwanted" noise —thanks to a 
built-in noise suppression circuit.) 

If you like you can also connect the BE-5's 
effects loop to either your favorite effects pedal 
or our FV-100 volume pedal. And if you want to 
simplify tuning without disconnecting cables, 
just connect a TU-12 BOSS Electronic Tuner. 

Of course, with all of these features and all 
of this ingenuity you'd expect our BE-5 to be 
expensive. In this case, however, less isn't more. 

It's the other way around. 

Ul BOSS® 
RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040-3647 

213 685-5141 





Dukes of 
Swindon 

XTC does it their way, 
for better or worse 

ilt irst fly to London. Then catch a train to Swindon, 
' 70 miles west. Then a cab from the station to a 

house in the Old Town section. Go through the 
door, up a flight of stairs. (Ignore the dog and two 
small children; you're not there yet.) On the 

- landing, ascend a metal ladder through an opening to the 

id
attic. Stop. This is it: Andy Partridge's demo haven. 
Whaddayamean, "so what"? Out of this small but 

fairly clean room have come some of the world's most 
cherished songs—"Love on a Farmboy's Wages," 
"Earn Enough for Us," "The Mayor of Simpleton"—and 

at least one of the most detested, "Dear God." This is where 
Partridge, guitarist and main singer/songwriter of XTC, comes 
to escape his idyllic family life and plunge into the whirling 
ferment of his brain that feeds his band's curious existence. If 
these walls could talk, how frightening that would be. 

In today's high-powered rock world, XTC stubbornly 
remains a cottage industry. And like most cottage industries 
that manage to survive (a dozen years, in this case), the band's 
developed its own way of doing things. Their drummer left 
over six years ago and they never replaced him. That's not as 
bad as it sounds, because XTC doesn't play live. They stopped 
doing that seven years ago; Partridge realized he had a phobia 
about appearing onstage, and he's refused to tour ever since. 
Still, XTC's previous album, Skylarking, was its most 
successful yet, helped by a song that wasn't on the record; it 
was a single B-side, and the band's record company had to 
reissue the album to include the "hit." Can't these guys do 
anything, er, right? 

Well, yes: the music. Partridge's songs are dizzyingly 
intoxicating in their felicitous wordplay and sinuous, multiple-
strain phrasing—although he can also deliver charmingly 
straightforward "pop" tunes. Bassist Colin Moulding, the 
band's other songwriter, complements Partridge's giddiness 
with more delicate melodies and more introspective lyrics 
about the human condition—though both writers are way 
beyond the superficial themes of more popular music. 

By Scott Isler 
Photograph bit Peter Ashworth 
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Strolling in the Garden of Earthly Delights: Dave Gregory, Colin Moulding and Andy Partridge stop to pick a bone with a fan. 

Guitarist/keyboardist Dave Gregory, the most technically 
accomplished of the three, helps work up arrangements that at 
XTC's baroque best reveal new touches with each listen. 
The resulting rich concoction may well be too much for the 

masses who determine this country's Top 10. But the band's 
attracted a loyal cult that supports three XTC fanzines in as 
many countries (and two languages), and whose members 
aren't afraid to invoke the Beatles in the same breath as 
Swindon's finest. They may even have a point: Both groups 
push the pop song into the realm of art while keeping a sense of 
humor. Perhaps the only thing the Beatles had that XTC 
doesn't was Beatleinania. It couldn't hurt. 

"As a schoolkid I was totally in awe of groups like the Small 
Faces and Pink Floyd," Partridge remembers. "Singles like 
'See Emily Play, "Arnold Layne, "Itchycoo Park'—singles that 
had a high magic content: a three-minute thing of a very 
memorable tune but with a big dollop of magic injected, either 
some strange effect or totally nonsensical lyrics that painted 
great brain pictures. I did love psychedelic singles." 

Oranges and Lemons, XTC's ninth album of new material, is 
a brilliant collection of songs that pay homage to Partridge's 

influences without slavish paisley revivalism. A nursery rhyme 
inspired the album title (which also unintentionally recalls Pink 
Floyd's "Apples and Oranges"), and a sense of childlike  

i  wonder pervades the 15 songs—from the b rbling glee of the 
opening "Garden of Earthly Delights" to e dreamy conclu-
sion of "Challdnils and Children." Most ani m• gly of all, XTC 
recorded the album in Los Angeles—a mixture as friendly as 
spring water and strychnine. 

"I never went out at all," Partridge says of his five-month 
stay. "I'm really anti-sun. Los Angeles is not my idea of a dream 
place to live. Everything about it I find rather 'waaaaah!'—from 
the weather to the people. I don't think I qmi honestly say I 
believed anything a Los Angeleno told me." i 
He seems more in his element sitting in his attic studio on a 

gray Swindon day in January, comfortably attired in a flannel 
plaid shirt, blue jeans and moccasins worn through at the big 
toe. There's nothing put-up about Andy Partridge; he's almost 
aggressively friendly. He's also the usual bunch of contradic-
tions found in creative artists: a sharply clever individual who 
left school without papers or tests at age 15; a critic of 
warmongering political leaders who has shelvés full of troops— 
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battalions—whole regiments of toy soldiers; the composer of 
the sincere "Thanks for Christmas" and the militantly agnostic 
"Dear God." 
Two years ago "Dear God" gave XTC its biggest publicity 

boost in the U.S. when some adventurous radio stations (talk 
about contradictions) discovered the song on the flip of a 
British single from Skylarking. Partridge says he didn't want 
"Dear God" on the album. He was dissatisfied with it because 
"it wasn't spiky enough; I thought it's got to stick in people's 
throats. It failed in that respect." (At least one Florida XTC 
fan, however, thought enough of "Dear God" to phone in a 
bomb threat to a local station spinning the song.) 
XTC began its musical life in 1976 with much the same 

agenda. "We really wanted to annoy people, to get up their 
noses," Partridge says of White Music, the debut album a year 
later. Partridge, Moulding and drummer Terry Chambers had 
been musically terrorizing Swindon under a variety of aliases 
since 1973. In 1977, with keyboard player Barry Andrews 
(since replaced by Gregory), they signed with Virgin Records, 
who probably thought they were getting a new-wave band. 
Despite a very occasional U. K. hit single over the years, 
they've had a rocky relationship with Virgin ever since. 
The situation wasn't much better in the U.S., where XTC 

bounced from label to label. The band signed to Geffen 
Records in late 1983. Three years later Geffen was "rather 
despondent at the lack of sales," Partridge says, and tried to 
unload the band back to Virgin. The British company hadn't 
started up its Virgin America division yet, so it "panicked and 
said, 'No, keep them.' They didn't want to farm us around to 
other labels with a past record of no sales. Skylarking came out 
and Geffen just patted it on the back and sent it off—put it in a 
bag and threw it in the riven " 

Whether because of "Dear God" or in spite of it, 
Skylarking became XTC's best-selling American 
album, a sleeper that sold almost a quarter-million 
copies. Its corporate faith in XTC restored, Geffen 
actually seems excited about Oranges and Lemons. 
Typically, XTC hasn't made it easy, delivering an 
over-budget, hour-long album that needs a double-
LP set to do it justice. 

"I wanted to make a very simple, banal-sounding 
record," Partridge says ingenuously, "and it got lost 
in translation a little and came out rather multi-
layered—in fact, very dense. We just got swept along 
with the enthusiasm: For the first time since our very 
first few albums, we were making an album that 
people actually wanted to hear." 

Partridge wrote many of the songs just before the 
band went into the studio. Consequently they tend to 
reflect his optimism over both his professional turn of 
luck and his burgeoning family: His daughter Holly is 
almost four, and a son, Harry, will be two this 
summer. On the other hand, he's also capable of 
scathing topical commentary like "Here Comes 
President Kill Again," "Scarecrow People" and 
"Across This Antheap." 

"There is a bit of split personality," Partridge acknowledges. 
"On 'Garden of Earthly Delights' I'm trying to get a message 
over to my kids, although they'll have to wait some years 
before they can appreciate it: Somebody's being born and I'm 
saying welcome—like, 'Welcome to the Holiday Inn!' I'm in the 
foyer: 'This is life. Come in and do what you want to, but don't 
hurt anyone." (The song's lyrics add, with Partridgian wit, 
"Less of course they ask you.") "I'm sure that's what heaven 
is, really. Heaven is not hurting anyone." 
So Andy Partridge, nonbeliever, believes in heaven? 

"Yes. Here, now. This is heaven and hell. It's all metaphor 
stuff." But don't get him started on the subject of religion. 
On the fatalistic "Here Comes President Kill Again," "I'm 

just saying, `Go ahead, have your little bit of power and vote 
for who you want, but there's no difference." Partridge says 
he "won't" vote: "I can't feel part of giving people that sort of 
power. There's a certain sort of person that wants to be voted 
in; it's almost like, if they're a politician, that's the very reason 
you shouldn't vote for them." This might strike some as an 
evasion of responsibility. Partridge feels, however, that "it's 
not like mankind can't find a better way. But I don't think 
mankind is smart enough to control itself yet. I totally distrust 
mankind, to be truthful." 
The album's most affecting song may be "Hold Me My 

Daddy," a first-person plea for understanding between fathers 
and sons. "I found it difficult writing that," Partridge says. "It's 
a subject matter men aren't supposed to think about, loving 
their fathers. I played it to my father; he insisted on hearing it. 
We got to that point on the album and I had to leave the room: 
'Hm! Is that the baby crying? I'll just go and have a look.' I came 
back, and I don't know if he was embarrassed or whether he 
really didn't hear the lyrics." Partridge adopts a gruff lower 
register: "Couldn't 'ear a bloody word of that bloody row.' 
Maybe he did and he didn't want to say. It's sort of a primal 
oink, a sniffle." 

Partridge's father was a musician himself, a drummer in jazz/ 
dance bands. "I'm sure my parents still think I'm going to get a 
proper job one of these days. My father's sort of interested but 
he thinks it's too weird, too unusual—noisy pop music and loud 
guitars. My mother just likes it when people say to her, 'Oh, I 
saw your son in such-and-such magazine." 

Funk Pop a Roll: Chambers, Partridge and Moulding fight 

the phobia at CBGB, 1979. 

He himself disclaims fame. "I like people to buy the records, 
but I'd be quite happy if we were faceless musicians and it was 
just the name XTC they bought, like a steak sauce. I always 
felt uncomfortable with fame. Howard Hughes is my hero." 
The self-described "Charles Laughton of the new wave—the 
last new wave" appreciates XTC's hard-bitten fans, even if he 
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can't quite understand them. "It's like an odd-shaped mirror: 
very flattering to look into, but very weird 'cause it's so 
distorted and unreal." 

Okay, Andy, we understand. Now how do you write the 
stuff? "Tricky to say. Deadlines can help scare music out of 
you. I always get this feeling that I'm never going to write 
another song. I'll sit up here staring at a blank page. Then some 
song will come out and it's complete... rubbish! Then a few 
more rubbishy ones come out. And then, suddenly, whaa! 
Something good'll come out. And whoa! Where'd this come 
from? It is like crapping; you have to get the blockage out of 

difficult to swallow, and it obviously put me in a belligerent 
mood from day one." 
For Oranges and Lemons, Virgin Recor s was pushing the 

band to stay with an American produ er—for dubious 
commercial reasons, Partridge believe. They chose the 
relatively inexperienced Paul Fox on he strength of a 
complete overhaul he'd done of a Boy Gorge single. "The 
stuff they heard that I had done," Fox says "was a little more 
mainstream than what they were used toding." But Fox, an 
XTC fan, "knew that they did not exactly have a great time 
making their last album," and was determiied to give them a 

better experience. He also had a v41uab1e background 
  in keyboards as a former sessiont musician—and an 

"If I don't find 
playing live 
pleasurable, 
why be given 
money for 
something I 
don't enjoy 

doing? I might 
as well go 

sweep out the 
sewers." 

the way and then it all comes flowing out. 
"Each time we finish an album I think that's the last thing I'm 

ever going to write. Then somebody says, 'Time for another 
record, isn't it?' The motors start clicking inside and I think, 
Umm, have I got any songs?' And each time it's usually better 
than the last time out. `Chalkhills and Children' is as good as 
anything I've ever done. 'Here Comes President Kill Again' is 
a fine marriage, the way the lyrics fit the music." 

It's now time to meet Colin Moulding, who's been very 
patient. Moulding contributed three songs to Oranges and 
Lemons—thematic bummers, each and every one of them. 
(Though Geffen is considering the musically sprightly "King for 
a Day" as a single pick.) "It's the winter of discontent," he 
laughs. "If you're in a writing spree for two or three months, 
usually you don't feel up and down and up and down. I suppose 
it was more of a down period for me. I was just feeling really 
depressed. I think I've dragged meself out of it now. I tend to 
go through these, 'Oh, what's going to happen?" 
Moulding apparently labors longer over his songs than 

Partridge, which accounts for his smaller output. He had an 
unusually high percentage on Skylarking, a result of producer 
Todd Rundgren choosing the material. "I caught 'im and Todd 
holding hands a few times," Partridge says with malice towards 
none. "To be fair," Moulding quickly interjects, "we sent tapes 
over for Skylarking—I hadn't even met Todd—and the album 
running order was sealed." "It was a very weird sensation," 
Partridge adds, "to have somebody tell you what your album's 
gonna be, the order it's gonna be in, and how the songs will 
segue together." 

That was just the beginning of a clash of wills that marred 
Skylarking for Partridge. "The whole Todd experience was 
frustrating," he says. "We were obliged to shut up and be 
produced, or else; 'it's your last chance.' That was very 

even more valuable in at Los Ang les' Summa Music 
Group Studios, available to XT for one-sixth the 
rate of the English studio that was their first choice. 

Partridge professes satisfaction with the results 
and Fox's respect. "It was nice to have somebody 
who listened to and tried our su gestions, even if 
they failed. It's difficult to play teinis on your own. 
You have to have somebody to wlack the ball back; 
that's what keeps it going." 
The drummer this time around 

Pat Mastelotto, an old session-ma 
known he was a big XTC fan," 
drummer, and he also thought Mas 
approach—that is, less like an L. 
would fit in well with the group. "I 
already play like Terry Chamber 
Mister agreed to lend out Mastelot o, who had a blast 
requesting old XTC songs during the three weeks of 
rehearsals that preceded recording 
During those rehearsals Fox nd the band ar-

ranged and restructured the demo recordins which were in 
varying stages of completeness. Partride admits his are 
pretty rough. "Sometimes you have a deflnte image of what 
you want. You hand the song over to othe members of the 
band and say, `Do what you will; I'd like t is kind of atmo-
sphere.' Sometimes they get it totally wr ng and it can be 
surprisingly rewarding. Sometimes they ge it totally wrong 
and they'll smother it." 

"The Mayor of Simpleton," the initial sin le from Oranges 
and Lemons, started with lyrics Partridge wrote a few years 
ago. "It was a much more slow, mournful and ' d of song; early 111 
demos put it somewhere between UB40 e Wailers, very 
reggaefied. It had a different tune, with m ch more of this 
miserable lope to it. I liked the lyrics, and I thought it needed 
vitality." "Across This Antheap" also accelerated from a bluesy 
tempo to its current "Latin" feel, accordiné to Partridge— 
"from Tony Joe White to War." That's a sampled Partridge 
shouting "hey!" throughout. "I said, 'Look, can you make it 
sound like I'm shouting down a ventilator shaft?' The engineer 
said, 'Why don't you go and shout down a ventilator shaft?' The 
simplicity of ideas sometimes is astounding!" Partridge did, 
and that's what you hear. 
One pronounced trait of Oranges and Lemons is the criss-

crossing of vocal lines. "Countermelody madness!" Partridge 
exclaims. "It's just a habit we've gotten into—the joy of several 
songs happening at once. It's musical mastdrbation; I can't 
leave the thing alone. We feel like we sort of own it. Not many 
people do that now—not since West Side Story of South Pacific." 
He notes that the three drummers on XTC's four post-

Chambers albums "all have different personalities. Prairie 
Prince [on Skylarking] had a tight, flicky kind of sound—a very 
controlled feel. Pat Mastelotto was not afrairl to use a lot of 
electronic bits and pieces, and not afraid to play along with 

was Mr. Mister's 
e of Fox's. "I had 
Fox says of the 
elotto's "bandier" 
k. session pro— 
new that he could 
" Fox adds. Mr. 
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machines; in fact, he encouraged it, which we thought was 
quite revolutionary in a drummer, 'cause drummers mostly 
think of machines as putting them out of work. He's very 
metronomic, and that underscored the precise feel to a lot of 
tracks on this album." 

Doesn't Partridge ever long to have a permanent drummer? 
"No, 'cause I wouldn't know what to do with him—bring him 

around once a week for a cup of tea and, 'See ya in seven 
months' time when I've written some songs, then!' We're not 
like the Monkees; we don't live in one big house." 

Still, he likes the interplay of a band situation. "I need Colin 
to upset me, to bring demos around and for me to go, 'Shit, 
these are really good.' I need competition. If I was doing it all 
I'd get really lazy." He describes Gregory's role as "icing chef, 
decorating the cakes that we give him. He knows the chords 
I'm playing"—unlike Partridge sometimes. 

With the album out, Partridge feels he's due for another bout 
of arm-twisting from Geffen to get him to tout "They try that 
regularly. Someone gets very chummy, a few drinks go down, 
I get a little bit merry—and then he starts on a touring thing. 

"I don't want to tour because I don't see that as pleasurable, 
and I don't see any reason at my age [35] to do anything or have 
anything inflicted on me that I don't find pleasurable. I should 

be in complete control of my life at my age, and do what the hell 
I want to 'cause I've earned the right—well," he reconsiders, 
"these various roads have led to the point in my head where I 
don't feel indebted to anyone; I don't have to follow any 
particular orders or instructions." He's speaking softly now "If 
I don't find playing live pleasurable, why be given money for 
something you don't enjoy doing? You might as well go sweep 
out the sewers." 

Partridge doesn't think XTC's "living death" as a studio band 
bothers Moulding, another family man. Gregory says he'd like 
to do more, "but I'm just a lone voice. These two guys are 
writing the songs and keeping the band afloat—if indeed there 
is still a band." 
"He likes to play and crank it up," Partridge says of Gregory, 

"so I think he's a little frustrated. I've tried to urge him to go on 
the road with other people so he can get that evil spawn out of 
himself and come back and be with us." He switches on a broad 
west-country twang: — You're not having sex in this marriage 
so it's all right to go to a prostitute if you want." 
He's suggested that Moulding and Gregory find another 

singer/guitarist for touring purposes: "I can stay at home and 
write songs and design stage shows for them. But I think that 
was a non-starter—we'd probably get all the Beach Boys shit 

CENSUS WORKING OVERTIME 

H
E may (or may not) be the Mayor of Simpleton, but Andy keyboard dabbling he keeps a Roland JX3P with MSQ-100 sequencer, 
Partridge knows one thing: The Roland PG-1000 program- and "an old acoustic piano." 
mer that goes with his D-50 confuses the hell out of him. "I'm not Co- producer Paul Fox called upon his background as a session 
a very logical person," Partridge declares, and the PG-1000 "is musician to add some keyboards to Oranges and Lemons. He used mainly 

aggressively logical and it rather upsets me." Until he figures it out, he's an Emulator Ill (e.g., the "strings" on "Across This Antheap") and, "for 
happier with a "tiny little Yamaha sampler" that he used for songwriting 6,‘11" layering," a Roland Super Jupiter. He also employed an Emulator II, 
until recently. He seems to be having more fun with a new toy, an Alesis ..: Roland D-50, PPG Wave, Prophet VS, Yamaha DX7, Oberheim 
HR-16 drum machine. Partridge records home demos on a 1982- "' irli Xpander, and his "museum rack" with an Oberheim 4-VC, Prophet 5, 
vintage Tascam Portastudio; for that purpose he keeps a "fizzy" es,7 Roland Jupiters 6 and 8, and a Juno 106 MIDIed through a Sycologic 
Session MKII amp—"not fantastic." He was impressed with a Fender et box. 
Stage Lead he played through during the Oranges and Lemons Drummer Pat Mastelotto, a Yamaha endorsee, played on a 
rehearsals. Oops, guitars: Until ' 82 he played an Ibanez Artist ..... Recording Series kit with Remo heads. But he obviously loves variety: He 
exclusively, but that changed when he got a Fender Telecaster Squier-- . ., switched among eight different tom-toms (8" to 16") and 15 different 
it has a nice clangorous tone"—that's his current electric one-and-only. ... snares. The 22x16" kick-drum with a DW pedal pretty much stayed put, 
On the acoustic side, Partridge has played his Martin D-35 on all XTC except for " President Kill"s early-'40s Leedy parade drum; and on .— 
albums dating from English Settlement. He also has a small Yamaha • "Scarecrow People," featuring Mastelotto's old red Rogers—as well as 
acoustic for "twanging" purposes, and a 'Woolworth's" bass guitar (no .....L ashtrays and pots and pans to approximate Partridge's idea of a 
name on head) with a "very unusual tuba-like tone to it." Guitar strings !. scarecrow drum kit. Cymbals tended to be Poistes for crashes, small (8", 
are D'Addario or Ernie Ball Regular Slinky. Other gear: Korg DDD-1 —1- 10" and 121 Sabians for rides. "Scarecrow People" has an old K-Zildjian 
drum machine, Yamaha D1500 digital delay, Alesis MIDIverb, Hitachi -17 with rivets (courtesy of Fox); "Garden of Earthly Delights" includes a pair 
boom box. He has PG Tips teabags but prefers coffee. ---"—"  of 6" or 8" Sabian splashes. The high-hat was a 10- Saban with a Paiste 

;-: 
Colin Moulding used three basses on Oranges and Lemons, -,--- bell underneath. ...—..., 

predominantly a Wal. Back-up basses were a Fender Precision and, for --- Mostelotto isn't shy with electronics. He used "a fair amount of 
.-.L.,_ 

the double- bass sound on " Pink Thing," an Epiphone e 
Newport. " It goes 'poun," Partridge describes helpfully. 
Moulding's album rehearsal amp was a Trace Elliot—"so 
clear it was unbelievable"—and he holds his group together 
with Rotosound strings. Instead of a pick he prefers a 
fingernail (home-grown). He writes with the help of an 
Ovation acoustic guitar. 
Now if you want to talk guitar, ask Dave Gregory. He 

was crushed that he couldn't take his entire guitar harem 
(over 20) with him for Oranges and Lemons, but he made 
do with his foves: a 1953 Gibson Les Paul gold-top; a 
Schecter Telecaster-style ("quite versatile"); a 1963 
Stratocaster; a semi-hollow 1964 Epiphone Riviera with 
miniature humbuckers, heard on the "Pink Thing" solo (" It has a 

samples" for composite snare sounds, including three alone for 
"King for a Day," played on a Roland Octapad, and the 
overtone of "a very ringy Ludwig similar to a tube- lug snare" 
sampled on an Akai S900. The drummer and his tech Paul 

Mitchell bent the samples with a warp function "to a note that 
sounded good" for each track. Tambourine-shaker, congas, 

tablas and other oriental percussion come from Casio FZ-1 
samplers. A Yamaha RX5 drum machine crops up on the 
fade of "Hold Me My Daddy"; elsewhere Mastelotto used 
an MX8 MIDI patch bay to increase the velocity of a 
LinnDrum fed into a Yamaha QX2 program. An old 
Simmons SDS5's kicks and snares are on "Chalkhills and 
Children" and "Poor Skeleton Steps Out." There's a Pearl 
SC-40 on "Cynical Days"—"similar to a tambourine but more 

nice Beatley sound"; and one of the first 25 Rickenbacker 12-strings of a bongo"—and "Garden of Earthly Delights," "for a low kick that bends 
shipped to England in the wake of "A Hard Day's Night." Gregory uses up like a tabla." "Garden" also employs a Roland TR727 drum loop. And 
Ernie Ball strings "out of force of habit," but creates his own gauge set: .011- Mastelotto still uses sticks: Pro-Mark 5Bs or 909s, "butt-end." 
.013-.016-.024-.038•.050. He has a Roland JC-120 amp "for those rare Finally, a few words of discouragement from Andy Partridge: " I don't 
occasions that I go out of the house," and a Japanese Fender Sidekick 30 take that much pride in instruments....There's still no equation between bet-
amp for home practice. Effects include a MIDIverb and D1500. For ter gear and better-quality songs, unfortunately." 
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flung at us. I've even considered getting a band together, 
calling them something like Farniboy's Wages, and they'd go 
out, like Beatlemania. It probably wouldn't be quite the same." 

"They're really great live," says Fox, who had the privilege 
of being the entire audience at XTC's Oranges and Lemons 
rehearsals. He'd love to see a tour, though "I'm not going to 
hold my breath. They're all such good musicians." (Those with 
fading memories of exciting XTC shows will vouch for that.) 

"I understand his—no, I don't understand his reasons for not 
touring," XTC manager Tarquin Gotch says of his recalcitrant 
charge. "I work on the assumption there will be no live touring, 
but secretly hope, in the back of my mind, some miracle might 
happen." Until it does, Partridge is likely to remain in Swindon, 
for which he harbors no great love. "The place is a dump, no 
romance about it. London is a bigger dump. I'd like to move out 
to the edge of the countryside, away from people a bit more." 

It's not so much that adoring locals follow Partridge 
wherever he goes. "No, they probably resent the fact that we 
actually did something." 

"Swindon's quite an apathetic town," Moulding concurs. "A 
lot of them think we split up, I think." 

Only Gregory speaks for the defense. "There are pockets 
of people who are proud of what we've done on behalf of the 
town, I suppose," the soft-spoken guitarist says. "We put the 
town on the map." 
Now if only the public would put XTC on the charts. "It's 

sort of like a hobby, a paying hobby," Partridge says of his 
shabbily genteel career. He sounds incredulous when he notes 
that both Virgin and Geffen "are very happy with the songs 
we've given them. It's nice to have them positive for a change, 
rather than surly and saying, 'Well, I don't hold up much for the 

future if you don't get the sales figures up.' But it's funny: The 
more positive they get, the more unserio s I get. They can 
sniff cash in it now, it's losing its appeal to m. If that redresses 
itself properly, I'll end up a house painter." 

Speaking of hobbies and house painting, no XTC article 
would be authoritative without mention of the band's alter ego, 
the Dukes of Stratosphear. XTC almost was the Dukes of 
Stratosphear, but the shorter, snappier m niker won out the 
last time the group changed its name, in th mid-'70s. In 1979 
Partridge asked Gregory—not yet in XTC, nd an even bigger 
psychedelia nut than himself—"if he wou be interested in 
making a psychedelic album under another e, like Electric 
Bone Temple." 

That project was shelved until 1985, whe 
off the "Dukes of Stratosphear" handle 
authentic-sounding EP of pseudo-psych 
Partridge was pshocked to discover that th 
25 O'Clock sold twice as well as the previo 
Express. Virgin insisted "the Dukes" re 
(Geffen hadn't released the EP in the U.S.) 
joke and that was it," Partridge says. "But I 
in; 'Can you ask the Dukes to do another 
and I felt like we were doing The Empir 
something The full-length Duke album, Psonic 
Psunspot, contains better songs than its predecessor, 
Partridge feels, but with less of a period ambience. 

In between these efforts, XTC proper w s starting to play 
for real what the Dukes of Stratosphear did as a studied goof. 
The 'Ws aura of Oranges and Lemons makes it even harder to 
tell where one "group" stops and the other begins. Partridge 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 60 

Partridge dusted 
for a remarkably 
edelic ptributes. 
tongue-in-cheek 

s XTC album, Big 
ord a follow-up. 
I'd told the Dukes 
ts of letters came 
bum?' I relented, 
Strikes Back, or 

There's a pure idea in every mind. 

The Capitol debut album from the 

I 14't 
founder of Split Enz includes "How'm I Gonna Sleep," "Crescendo" and eight other tracks made to be remembered 
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Feature Shock! 
Otan's new MX-50. Built 

dround the premise that 
you can have everything you 
ever wanted in a two-track tape 
machine, and still stay within 
your budget. For example: 
The Pansport 
—DC quartz PLL capstan 

motor with front panel selec-
tion of operating speeds ( from 
either a 15/7.5 or 7.5/3.75 ips 
speed pair). 
—Capstan speed variable 

by ± 7% from the front panel, 
and by -± 50% from SMPTE 

ne reel size capacity 
with self-centering 
NAB huh locks. 

Capstan speed controllable 
-± 50% via SMPTE lime-code 

external controllers. 

Optional Voice Eduing Mode 
(WM) for twice normal 
play speed with audio 
pitch shifted down one 
octave for normal pitch. 

Cast alloy deckplate. 

Lighted VII meters 
with peak-reading 
LED indicaWrs. 

Headphone amplifier with 
front-panel headphone 
jack and level control. 

time-code 
external 
controllers 
via an Otani-
standard 37-pin connector. 

—Optional remote control. 
The Electronics 
—Lighted VU meters with 

peak-reading LED indicators. 
—Transformerless active 

balanced inputs with XL-type 
connectors. 

—Optional Voice Editing 
Module (VEM) for twice normal 
play speed with normal pitch. 

A built-in tape timer displays current lape position in 
hours, minutes, and seconds, and includes a search-to-
ne locator with rue point and zero location nurnorks. 

Otari's MX-50. 
For whenever or 
wherever you 
need a profess-

ional audio machine at an afford-
able price. 

For more information, call 
your nearest.Otari professional 
audio dealer, or Otari Corpor-
ation at (415) 341-5900. 

± 7% var/-speed. 

Tape drive tachometer 
for accurate tape time 
display, and for external 
synchronizer or controller 

interface via Otan -standard 
37-pin connector. 

DC quartz I'LL capstan motor 
with front panel selection 

of operating speeds. 

Lifter defeat with 
momentary or locked 

operation. 

',pendent reel size 
so lectors for supply 
and take-up motors. 

Built-in lape 
timer display 

Optimized record and 
reproduce heads. 

Switch-selectable NAB/lh:C EQ 
with front panel indicator 
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Personal Studio Series is a trademark M. Yamaha Corporation of America. 

Earlier tonight in the restau-
rant, someone at the next table 
laughed. No one heard it quite the 
way you did. 

By the time dinner was over, 
you almost had the entire tune done 
in your head. You apologized to 
your date for 
not being 
much of a con-
versationalist. 

And once 
you got home, 
the creation took real form. 

Flip on the amp. Set the EQ. 
Grab your guitar. Hit record/play. 

That primal urge is precisely 
why Yamaha created the Personal 
Studio Series 7 A line of products 
designed especially for the home 
recordist. 

Like the MT100 multitrack 
recorder. Which records on four 
tracks simultaneously, separately 
or in any combination. It has dual 
speed tape drive. With dbe noise 
reduction. Pitch control. Cue mix 
section. Aux send and return for 
effects devices. Plus plenty of 
inputs, outputs and busses. 

The Yamaha Personal Studio 
Series. Get cured at the Yamaha 
Professional Audio dealer near you. 
Yamaha Corporation of America, 
Professional Audio Division, P.O. Box 
6600, Buena Park, CA. In Canada, 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 
Milner Avenue, Scarborough, 
Ontario M1S 3R1. 

MT100 Multitrack Recorder 

Personal Studio Series'm 

YAMAHA 
Engineering Imagination-



Cooking with Fine , 
The Band That Plays Apart Stays Together 

  By Scott Isler 

ERTAIN PEOPLE may start bands only 

for the purpose of making money. Most 

musicians, though, presumably can 

temper their greed—or at least cloak it 

tastefully—with more elevated rea-

sons for uniting: The desire to join 

together to achieve artistically what the individuals 

couldn't accomplish on their own. An urge to cele-

brate the community of mankind. A loophole in the in-
come tax laws. The realization that in unity 
there is strength. One member's particu-
larly good stash of pot. A place to crash. 
Now welcome to real life, stupid. The 

Beatles not only didn't live all in one room 
that looked like four joined houses on the 
outside, they've been suing each other for 
years. In case you just graduated from col-

lege, this is an age in which raiders plan hos-
tile takeovers, and dewy-eyed newlyweds get 
dewy-eyed from studying the fine print in 
their marriage contracts. You can't even 
share a needle these days, and crack smokers 
tend not to pass the pipe. 

In short, the Woodstock Nation com-
munal ideal has long since shattered into 
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Young Cannibals 



Roland Gift, Andy Cox and David Steele 

neurotic shards. Let Iran pose as a community; in the civilized 
western world, it's strictly an I for an I. The late '80s are a time 
of platinum-card-carrying individualists stalking the Darwinian 
jungle, all looking out for number one. In England Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher is busy dismantling the country's 
socialist institutions: privatizing the post office and water 
companies, proposing to make the National Health Service a 
little more, er, selective... 

"Everything must go!" Andy Cox comments drily. "Closing-
down sale. " Who does this punk think he is, criticizing a head of 
state? Before you get too excited, consider that Cox's band, 
Fine Young Cannibals, is a perfect example of the social 
disintegration all the above tried to convey. The band is a 
drummer-less trio, so right away you know there's gonna be a 
certain anomie. They've released two albums in four years, 
which normally would indicate admirable sloth. But Fine Young 
Cannibals have been breathlessly busy; they just haven't been 
busy with each other. 

Guitarist Cox and bassist/keyboard player David Steele 
worked on the soundtrack to Planes. Trains and Automobiles, 
produced British acts the Wee Papa Girls and Pop Will Eat 
Itself, and landed their own dance-floor hit single (Top 20 in the 

U.K.) as 2 Men a Drum Machine and a Trumpet. Singer Roland 
Gift was acting in movies: first as a mysterious squatters' 
leader in Sammy and Rosie Get Laid, then in Scandal, about 
England's early-'60s Profumo affair. 
On paper, it looks like these guys are rushing into solo 

careers without waiting for public confirmation of their band's 
appeal in the first place. On tape, though, Fine Young Cannibals 
have consistently delivered the goods: The 20 tracks on those 
two albums infuse '60s and '70s soul forms with current ideas 
about arrangement, production and song themes. The result is 
a timeless distillation of an American genre, with Gift's 
remarkable vocals building on the tradition, riot resting on it. 

Despite being two mild-mannered mumblers, Steele and 
Cox have already made their mark in British pop music history. 
The former grew up on the Isle of Wight; he remembers his 
mother taking him, aged nine, to see Jirni Hendrix (10 days 
before his death) at the 1970 Isle of Wight Fetival. Eight years 
later he met Cox and Dave Wakeling, two Birmingham 
teenagers summering on the Isle of Wight by making solar 
panels for Cox's brother-in-law. The three shared musical 
interests, and when Cox and Wakeling returned to their 
Midlands home they invited Steele to join them. "I think L
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they were quite amazed that I actually did!" Steele recalls. 
His arrival catalyzed the formation of the Beat, known in this 

country, for legal reasons, as the English Beat. The band 
debuted 10 years ago this March; reminded of this anniversary, 
Cox comments, "We usually celebrate the day it broke up 
more." The Beat appeared simultaneously with other Mid-
lands-based bands that were racially integrated, used the 
jumpy, up-tempo rhythms of Jamaican ska (reggae's predeces-
sor) and criticized the government early and often. But unlike 
the Specials, Selecter et al., the Beat never fit in comfortably 
with these "2-Tone" bands—and not just because they didn't 
record for the Specials' record company of that name. 
The independent streak began with the band's eccentric 

make-up: six people, including a 50-year-old saxophonist. It 
continued with the Beat's musical taste, which couldn't be 
pigeonholed; they had a U.K. hit single with an Andy Williams 
chestnut, "Can't Get Used to Losing You," and were thinking 
of recording "Begin the Beguine" when they split up in 1983. 
Even the split was distinctive: Another record company 
announced they'd signed Wakeling and fellow Beat singer 
Ranking Roger as General Public before anyone knew the Beat 
was no longer together. 

In contrast to Wakeling's instant transition (and first General 
Public album a year later), the Steele/Cox faction of the Beat 
seemed to take an extended vacation to inner earth. Actually 
they were looking for a suitable singer, one with plenty plenty 
soul. They set their sights on the U.S., advertising via MTV— 
not the most likely source for a soulful singer, come to think of 
it. They spoke with Bernard Fowler of the funk-dance group 
N.Y.C. Peech Boys. Then they remembered Roland Gift. 

Gift was the singer and sometimes-tenor saxophonist of the 
oft-misspelled Akrylykz, who had opened for the Beat on tour. 
His looks alone guaranteed him attention: Mephistophelian 
widow's peak, crème-caramel complexion, almond-shaped 
eyes. But Gift could sing—and write lyrics too. 
They found him in London, 

playing clubs with a band called the 
Bones. It must have seemed a log-
ical step for Gift to move from the 
Bones to Fine Young Cannibals, 
named on a whim after a 1960 
Hollywood film. The new band's 
first release was the single 
"Johnny Come Home" in May, 
1985. From the opening guitar 
note, "Johnny Come Home" is a 
compelling soundscape of cool textures, propulsive rhythm 
and shifting harmonies befitting Gift's equally rootless 
protagonist who wonders, "What is wrong/In my life/That I 
must get drunk/Every night?" 

"Johnny Come Home" was the last song written for the first 
Fine Young Cannibals album. Gift feels it points the way to the 
band's approach on its current album, The Raw & the Cooked, 
in its dance orientation and use of a drum machine (unlike the 
other tracks on Fine Young Cannibals). "We wanted to keep 
the idea of songs and give them a modern groove," he says, 
"but not sell out to the groove. This sort of soul music— 
Motown, Stax—is what we were greatly influenced by. We 
don't want to throw that influence away." 

Gift's well-modulated speaking voice is considerably lower 
than the range in which he usually sings. "His voice is very 
changeable," Cox notes. "He's got a lot of different tones—to 
the point that you try to get him to match something the 
following day and he'll be slightly different. His voice used to 
change a lot all the time—which is great in some ways and 
kinda irritating in other ways." 

"We wanted to keep the idea of 
songs and give them a modern 

groove. But we didn't want to sell 
out to the groove." 

Although Steele and Cox relocated from Birmingham to 
London partly to live in the same town as Gift, Gift himself— 
the youngest Cannibal at 28—was born in Birmingham. His 
mother is British, his father a West Indian who immigrated 
during England's sweep of its colonies for labor in the 1950s. 
"A few hundred years before," Gift says, "they were brought 
in as slaves to do the work and then told to fuck off. This time 
they were invited and coaxed and led to believe they'd have a 
wonderful time if they came to England. And now they've been 
told to fuck off—again. It's an irony." He's not smiling. 
When Gift was a teenager his family relocated to Hull, in 

northern England. During these years he got involved in 
acting. When the British new-wave music explosion detonated 
in the late '70s, Gift turned his attention to that art form. "I 
used to like singing, but if you were a good singer it would 
inhibit you, around the punk days. So I decided if I wanted to be 
involved in music I ought to play an instrument that demanded 
some skill, which singing didn't." 
He chose saxophone and then proceeded to ignore it, as he 

couldn't sing and play at the same time. When someone offered 
to buy the sax from Gift, "I said, 'Give me two weeks, Fillet 
you know.' I had the saxophone case open in my bedroom. In 
two weeks I never picked it up, so I realized I didn't really want 
to and I sold it." 

Before that happened, Gift had joined the Akrylykz and 
toured with the Beat. "I quite liked them at first," he says of 
the Beat's live sets, "but after about 45 minutes they got 
boring. I actually used to like Andy and David from that group, 
personally. They gave off a comfortable vibe." 
That chemistry undoubtedly helped bond Fine Young 

Cannibals. Although Cox takes an occasional co-composing 
credit, the main songwriters are Steele and Gift. "I don't really 
like to explain how we write our songs," Steele says, "cause I 
think it ruins the mystery." Mystery be damned, after an 
applied Yankee headlock he's a little more forthcoming: 

"We start with the music— 
Andy writes or I write—and be-
tween us we get it so you can 
actually play a whole song. We play 
it to Roland as a finished piece of 
music." 

"I'll listen to that," Gift con-
tinues, "and whatever that brings 
out of me—I usually let the music 
coax ideas out. Sometimes I might 
have a title. There's a song called 

'Couldn't Care More' on the first album. I remember I was 
having an argument with somebody about that whole subject, 
about wanting to care and not being able to, so that's where 
that song came from. But normally it's just whatever the music 
brings out." 

Listeners often notice that what the music brings out of Gift 
in the way of lyrics would induce mass suicide among Brownie 
troops. On Fine Young Cannibals the songs' narrators rail 
against the government when they can rouse themselves from 
the emotional wreckage of their own lives. The album's most 
ingenious set of lyrics, "Move to Work," combines the two 
themes: economics forcing a couple apart. 

The Raw & the Cooked's lyrics are even more singlemindedly 
depressing. Don't be fooled by the titles: "Good Thing" is 
about a bewildered, jilted lover; the singer of "It's OK (It's 
Alright)" is neither since his baby's up and left in the middle of 
the night. Only "Don't Look Back" offers a glimmer of hope: 
"We'll get by," Gift sings, although, of course, "times are bad/ 
And it makes you want to die." Even the band's choice of non-
originals—"Suspicious Minds" and the Buzzcocks' "Ever 
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Fallen in Love"—maintain the downward course. Are Fine 
Young Cannibals the Most Successful Pop Group Ever Eligible 
for Lithium Treatments? 

"It could look like that," Gift admits. "But I also think you 
could describe what we do as modern-day blues, where you 
maybe are singing about horrible things or things that hurt, but 
just the act of singing them is cathartic, makes you feel better 
about them. That's what it is for me. The subjects probably are 
quite miserable, but when we're playing live I feel far from 
miserable." 
Too bad they haven't toured in nearly three years. Gift 

doesn't act like someone about to throw himself out a window, 
but he does allow there's a strain of existential angst running 
through The Raw & the Cooked. He denies he's living the life of 
his gloomy protagonists, "but 
there's always that danger. You 
can become what you're perform-
ing, like that actors' disease; they 
take their work home with them. 
But sometimes I do wonder what 
the fuck is going on. When I'm 
flying, for instance, I think, well, 
so what if I do die? It isn't going to 
be such a big deal. But at the same 
time I really want to live. 
"When I was younger I don't 

think I minded much either way if I 
lived or died—really. I wasn't that 
worried about what was gonna 
happen. Life's a bit more impor-
tant to me now than it was then." 
Unhappy childhood? "Not par-

ticularly. Not more than anybody 
else. It wasn't a fantastic child-
hood, but it wasn't fantastically 
awful. There wasn't really very 
much money around. But money's 
not everything." 

That may be easier to say when 
you've got a single homing in on 
the top of the charts and an album 
that's sold a half-million copies in 
two weeks in the U.S. alone. 
Fueled by "She Drives Me 
Crazy," The Raw & the Cooked is 
just as deserving to be a huge hit 
as Fine Young Cannibals should have been. Steele argues that 
the new album's music is stronger than before, but the sudden 
U.S. acceptance has taken the band by surprise. 
"The whole thing's been pretty weird," Steele marvels. "I 

don't know really why it happened"—though he suspects MCA 
Records' hot promotion team of doing a better job than A&M 
Records, who distributed the first album. "We didn't know 
what was gonna happen," Gift says of the current album, 
"because it was so long since the last one. After you've been 
away for three years you can't expect to go Top 10 with your 
first single off the album." 

Helped by MTV exposure, "She Drives Me Crazy" has done 
just that. The song boasts the "raunchy rock guitar sound" that 
Cox claimed to hate four years ago. "Born again!" Steele offers 
helpfully as Cox ponders his aesthetic about-face. 

"There's only so far you can go," the guitarist responds, 
"using no amplifier and no effects. Eventually you have to try 
something else." Cox furthermore takes distorto guitar breaks 
on two of the new songs. Can a heavy-metal solo be next? 
"We'll be working up to it on the next LP," Steele says. 

Not likely. But "She Drives Me Crazy" is instructive of how 
Fine Young Cannibals (two of whom are vegetarian—insert big 
laugh here) go about their work. "It started out as 'She's My 
Baby,'" Gift says. "That just didn't have enough of an edge, so 
David came up with the title 'She Drives Me Crazy.' Then we 
brainstormed that one a bit. It wasn't really working." 

"'She Drives Me Crazy' must have taken like, two years to 
write," Steele says. "The riff came right at 

"It was a chord sequence for a long tim 
Steele mentions that Gift "couldn't find the 
for a long time either. It was only when h 
that it sort of clicked in... .We tried it a lot of 
was just messing about, really, and he thou 
So we kept it." 

use 

"We may sing about horrible 
things, or things that hurt, but just 
the act of singing them is cathartic, 

makes you feel better." 

e end." 
," Cox adds. And 
*ght way to sing it 
tried the falsetto 
hiferent ways. He 
t it sounded good. 

They try to have ongs nailed down 
by the time they enter the recording 
studio, but flexibility appears to be a 
Cannibals hallmark. "We usually try 
three or four different arrange-
merits," Steele sa 
we've got a verse 
good, we drop the 
new one." 
"Then the choru 

verse," Cox picks 
goes. We change 
always end up wher 

"It just seems to 
"—we have to do 

play it in every po 
we can record it." 
Anyone taking the time to figure 

out The Raw & the Cooked's infuriat-
ingly encoded production credits— 
the symbols are in different colors 
overseas, and so les of a struggle— 
will realize that nearly half the album 
was originally heard on film sound-
tracks. "Ever Fallen in Love" was in 
1986's Something Wild, appears on 
that film's soundtrack album (also on 
MCA, conveniently), and was further 
released as a single. Three other 
tracks are from 1987's Tin Men, for 
which no soundtrack album exists; 
"just this," Cox smiles, referring to 

s. "Sometimes if 
ve think is really 
horns and write a 

is better than the 
p, "so the verse 
e key a lot—and 
we started." 
something—" 

with every song: 
sible key before 

The Raw & the Cooked. 
"The Tin Men stuff was like doing an LP," Cox says. "We 

simply did it a lot earlier"—and threw it in a film. (The band 
unanimously hates its recording of "Ever Fallen in Love," 
however. It's on the album due to the insistence of the record 
company in England, where it was previously a hit single.) 

Okay, we'll give them the Tin Men songs. Still: Three years 
to come up with nine new tunes? "Shocking, really," Steele 
yawns. "It's hard for us to write songs. We write very slowly. 
Roland found it hard to write lyrics for a while." 

Gift speaks for himself: "I got a bit too self-critical. I just 
couldn't feel it. I think it was because I was probably forcing 
myself too much. Also, it's a second album. Even some friends 
were saying to me, 'After your first album you'll be crap, you'll 
be too rich to write any good songs." 

Another reason for the long wait between albums is that the 
band spent virtually all 1986 on tour. "It just nade us tired," 
Cox says. "It didn't really seem to make any difference to how 
the record was doing anyway. In fact, it seemed as soon as we 
arrived in a country the record would go down the charts." 
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That experience left the band extremely reluctant to hit the 
concert trail again. They'll undertake grueling international 
promotional tours for interviews and personal appearances, 
but please, no shows. 
"They have a horrendous time doing tours," says the band's 

U.S. manager Tony Meilandt. "They hate touring. They went 
into their shells after the last one." For now, band members 
say they're thinking of touring after the third album. No time-
table available. 

Fortunately for the band, The Raw & the Cooked has been 
selling at such a clip as to make touring unnecessary—at least 
for the time being. That also means more free time for Martin 
Parry, Fine Young Cannibals' hired drummer. Parry played on 
almost the entire first album, but is on only one Raw & the 
Cooked track. The explanation is an increasing use of—and 
preference for—drum machines. 

"You never have to make three tal(es," Steele explains, "and 
you're listening to 'em all and thinking, 'Does it slow down 
there?' It gives us the freedom to work on our own. Andy and 
I program the drum machines. We don't have to explain to 
someone what we want, we just do it. I like the sounds you get 
out of drum machines as well. Who wants a real live drummer? 
It sounds worse!" 
Cox qualifies this enthusiasm. 

"There's probably three or four 
drummers in the entire world that 
it's worth getting their feel. But a 
lot of the time you're just strug-
gling to make a drummer play in 
time—or, if not struggling, there's 
always that little variation." 
So drum machines are go with 

Fine Young Cannibals—even if 
they did recruit Jenny Jones for 
the relaxed ballad "As Hard as It 
Is." "She's really good with 6/8 
tempo," Steele says, but "we'll 
never use her again. She's be-
come too right-wing in her poli-
tics. She reads [British tabloid] 
the Sun. That's how we fell out 
with her. Sun newspaper—she 
loves it." 
"So we can't really work with 

her anymore," Cox adds, reason-
ably enough. Martin Parry doesn't 
read the Sun. 

"Luckily," Cox says. "Although 
he has bought a pair of really weird shoes lately. We're gonna 
have to have words with the band." 

That doesn't quite hide the fact that Fine Young Cannibals do 
take their politics seriously. Their second single, "Blue," 
contains such single-entendre lines as "Government has done 
me wrong/I'm mad about that"; the song's title refers to the 
color of Great Britain's Conservative party. If Americans didn't 
pick up on that, Gift says, "they sure as shit did in England! 
Loads of TV shows dropped us 'cause it was a political song." 

His lyrics are less overtly political on The Raw & the Cooked, 
"but I've got no reason for that. I'm not afraid of political songs. 
I feel if I actively try to write a political song it would sound 
contrived and a bit clumsy. Of all songs, political songs, unless 
they're good, sound really really bad." 

Gift may not consciously try to write protest songs, but 
other factors in his life are less avoidable. "Racism is not 
something I come into contact with that much because you 
tend to lose your color when you become a celebrity. Now and 

"I like the sounds in drum ma-
chines, and we don't have to 

explain what we want. Who wants 
a real drummer? It sounds worse!" 

again, when people don't recognize you, you get reminded of 
it. That, in a perverted way, is quite a good thing because it 
does make you aware of what it's like for other people who 
aren't as protected. To a degree, I'm not gonna be brutalized 
by the police; the record company's got money invested in me, 
I've got an agent who'd like to see me do some more movies. 

"Four or five months ago I went up to Stratford-on-Avon 
with some friends to see a play. We checked into a hotel and 
went out to have something to eat. We came tack and as we 
were walking up to the door a security guard 'limped up and 
said, 'You can't come in, we're closed'—and his is a hotel, 
hotels don't close. We said, 'We're guests he' showed the 
keys, and he let us in. 
"Then we saw there was a discotheque across the hall. We 

walked across to have a look and this other ecurity guard 
jumped in front of us and said, 'Sorry, lads, ou can't go in 
there, you're wearing jeans.' 
"There were four of us. Three of us did have jeans, I 

didn't—and it was three black guys and one whi e guy. As soon 
as we were in there, the security guards ere sort of— 
uncomfortable, alert and jumping around. 
"We went to the manager and said, 'Can't ve go in, we're 

guests.' He said, 'No, if you're wearing jeans yu can't go in.' 
So we got some 4rinks and sat 
over somewhere ele. 
"Then I said, 'Look, I'm not 

wearing jeans, I think I'll go in.' 
'Cause I was a bit suspicious. I 
went to go in and this security guy 
jumped in front of me and said, 
'You can't go in, y u're wearing 
jeans.' I said, 'Loo, these aren't 
jeans.' He said, 'Ye, they are.' I 
was pushing him an he was push-
ing me. I said, ' I't gonna go in 
there, and a tin soldier like you is 
not gonna stop me.' 
"He got the manager of the club 

and said to her that I was wearing 
jeans, and what's more I'd called 
him a tin soldier and that I couldn't 
go in. So she didn't have to make 
up her own mind. She said, 'You're 
wearing jeans,' I said, 'No, I'm 
not,' and it just got ridiculous. 

"Eventually I said to her, 'I think 
you're doing this because you're 
racist.' She said, 'Olph no, there's 

some black people in there already.' I said, 'Well, I'd like to go 
meet them.' And she said, 'No, you're wearing jeans.' And then 
she said, 'You mean you're gonna go in there without your 
friends?' Sort of proved to me it wasn't because she thought I 
was wearing jeans. 'Cause she needn't have said that. 

"It really upset me for a few days because it was just 
ridiculous. What was really sinister and strange about it was I 
wasn't actually wearing jeans, but they said I was. They were 
just changing language and meaning there on the spot. That 
kind of thinking is very dangerous; it leads to genocide." 
Not exactly your typical rockstar adventure, but it helps 

explain the background against which Fine Young Cannibals 
work. And if Gift's lyrics often wallow in desp • , the band's 
music can preach a different story. 

"Just the act of singing makes you feel good it raises the 
spirit," Gift says. "Music is an important thing t have in your 
life because it does that. You can do it with narco cs but it's not 
as good. I don't want to sound like an anti- rug person, c
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but... you can get that feeling without it. 
"When I first used to go onstage I used to drink loads. Then 

I decided I'd try to do it without, so I cut down; each time I'd 
have less to drink. In the end I didn't have anything. I enjoyed 
it more 'cause I could see, I could feel more. I drink now and 

GOOD THINGS 
UST how technoid are Fine Young Cannibals? "When we 
finished the last tour of America," guitarist Andy Cox says, "we 
sold everything." Well, what do they use, if not own? 
Cox prefers Fenders: On The Raw & the Cooked he plays an 

early-'60s Telecaster and a Mustang. He also plays a " real weird thing" 
that fellow Cannibal David Steele cannibalized from an American guitar. 
"We used loads of different amplifiers: Fender Twin-Reverbs, a Marshall 
combo, Mesa Boogie and a really old Fender about the same size as a 
combo" but two different units. In-house engineer Robin Goodfellow has 
created various effects for the band, including "a version of a Roland GP-
8 with a valve in it." (NB to Americans: "Valve" means "tube.") 
David Steele still uses a GILL bass he sprayed pink during the Beat 

days. On keyboards, " I usually use a lot of samples. Also, I must be the 
only person in the world to still use a Yamaha DX7." He further mentions 
Akai, Roland, a Casio CZ-101, toy keyboards and "really cheap effects." 
Drum machines are an Alesis, Casio, "sometimes an Emulator" and 
something called a Movement of which apparently only six were made. 
"It looks very science-fiction," Steele says, and we'll have to take his word 
for it. Pianos by Steinway. 

Steele adds that the band made an interesting discovery about 
recording singer Roland Gift. "He sounds good through this cheap 
microphone. We had these really expensive microphones and we 
couldn't understand why he didn't sound any good. Then we put up the 
one we normally use"—a Shure 57—"and it sounded great." 

again, but sometimes it stops me feeling. I don't like that." 
Critics have compared Gift to various soul legends, most of 

whose names start with Otis. The comparisons are unneces-
sary. If there are any similarities, maybe it is because Gift has 
seen some of the things they saw, felt what they felt. Fine 
Young Cannibals' success is a victory for communication. 
Theirs is the sound of hurt—the sound of life. Y4 

MILLER from page 53 
For Amandla, Miller made the most of Miles' current mania 

for go-go. "Coincidentally I had been working with a band 
called E. U. from D.C. I wrote a song for them called 'Da Butt,' 
and E.U. turned me on to go-go rhythms. At the same time 
Miles had hired Ricky Wellman, who was the teacher of a lot of 
the young drummers in the D.C. go-go scene, so it seemed 
like a natural way to go. Go-go has got a swing to it, and I 
thought it would be interesting for Miles to superimpose some 
of the swing phrasing from his earlier days over this beat. The 
sound is a little like a throwback, yet completely new." 
So after nine years of knowing Miles, does Miller really 

know Miles? "Well," he says with a trace of perplexity, "if you 
ever go over to Miles' house, he'll be painting, because that's 
what he's always doing. But his painting's like the opposite of 
his trumpet playing. You'd think somebody like Miles would 
paint a red line down the middle of the canvas and a blue line 
across, and that would be it. But his paintings are a lot more 
dense. There's a lot of interesting stuff: Each person has, like, 
three legs and four heads. Wild stuff. And yet when he plays he 
says so much with those little phrases. Still. I guess it all comes 
from the same place." — Ted Drozdowski 
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MILES DAVIS: 

EBEL 
WITHOUT A PAUSE 
BY PETER WATROUS 

Reflections 
on the Art of 

Playing Changes 

HAT DO YOU WANT?" 

asks Miles. like I'm wasting his time. 

It's hard not to stare at him. Thin, with taut 

skin, he's immensely imposing, even though 

he's probably 5'6". He looks fit, and handsome, and he stares at you 

when he speaks, waiting for you to respond, like a snake waiting for a 

mouse to move. His eyes have the milky white circles around the iris 

that old people often get He walks with a bit of a limp. 

I've been at his Malibu beach house, an hour away from Los 

Angeles, for 45 minutes; Miles was in town getting acupuncture 

treatment for a crick in his neck. There is art all over the house. The 

tile porch overlooks impossibly beautiful ocean, strewn with rocks 

and clumps of seaweed that break the surface, causing ripples. A path 

wanders down to the beach; at the window in the living room a huge 

telescope stands silhouetted against the sky. It's just been reported 

PHOTOGRAPH BY GILLES LARRAINtRETNA,LTD. 
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in some seedy paper that Miles has AIDS; around New 
York rumors of his demise—bone cancer, lung cancer, 
anything else—float like trash on a wind down Broadway. 
He looks fine, even healthy, and the exercise cycle is 
prominently displayed near his piano and an oversized TV. 
He drove up to his house in his silver Ferrari. 

"I want to ask you some questions," I say, playing the 
stare-back game. It's obvious he has no idea who I am. No 
response. He goes and talks to his assistant, Mike, who's 
gotten out of the car by now. Then he returns. 
"Go make yourself at home, Peter. Go out on the porch. 

It's nice out there." Miles, it turns out, is a nice guy. 
He's also a guy who, for all his musical movement and 

lip service to the present, is inexorably drawn to the ideas 
of his youth. He has taken the original tenets of the be-
boppers and lived them: 
change, elusiveness, a 
sense that art had radical 
imperatives. But still, this 
dates him both ideologically 
and as a memoirist. His 
comparisons are all to the 
great figures of his youth, 
before he became great 
himself. Of his musical com-
patriots, Charlie Parker's 
name comes up over and 
over, not Wayne Shorter's. 
And although he has a pater-
nal interest in his band, his 
new record, Amandla, isn't much on his mind. His 
autobiography is coming out soon, and Columbia Records' 
boxed-set summation of his Columbia career—instead of 
reissuing the records themselves—brings a frown to his 
face. When I ask him a question about it he misun-
derstands and thinks that Columbia is doing another one. 
This genuinely shocks him. 

"Yeah, I think people are trying to close the chapter of 
the book called Miles Davis. I know the nature of man, 
which is to do that. People don't like to talk about the same 
thing over and over again," he says. "You see this pin? It's 
from the Knights of Malta; I'm Sir 
Miles Davis. The guy who gave it to 
me said, 'We know style when we see "If  you get a 
it, but we don't know how to teach it. good rhythm section, 
We can see a person and say, "They why blow over it? I 
have style," but you can't take a 
person with non-style and teach him play against it. They 
style.' That's what they told me when push you; that's what 
I got knighted: Keep on doing what it's all about. 
I m doing and not to discriminate. 
They said that I was the one they 
picked because I kept trying to keep the music going, 
change the colors. But that's my nature." 
When did you start thinking about your sound? 
"Forever." 
But what were you thinking? Did you think that you had 

to have an individual sound? 
"I just followed the sound that I liked. You just follow 

your body; I liked my instructor's sound when I was a kid 
in St. Louis." 
What were you thinking about yourself, your playing, 

when you were a kid? 

"Me? I didn't have time to think about myself! I was too 
busy playing." 

But to get something distinct musically, ou have to 
think. 

"I was thinking about what chord Dizzy was playing. 
Sarah Vaughan and a woman named Mabe showed me 
major sevenths, what to do with them." 
But you leave all this open space in yo ir playing, I 

bludgeon. 
"If you get a good rhythm section, why bl w over it? It 

knocks me out when I hear it. I play agaiist a rhythm 
section. They push you; that's what it's all about. You have 
to fit in, not over, in, like you fit in a chord not over a 
chord. You do all of that to goose a rhythm se tion, 'cause 
they get tired of playing like this [imitates a drummer 

playing a r14e cymbal] if 
you don't io nothing. 
Tony Williams played 
with one of them trum-
pet player , it wasn't 
Freddie Hubbard, 
might have been Wyn-
ton. Put his sticks 
down. Ton; 's like that 
anyway. If he doesn't 
get a chat ce for in-
terplay, he' get fed up; 
if you're n t going to 
play with th drummer, 
why not get a drum ma-

chine and hook it up?" 
Very few people of his generation ha‘ changed 

contexts as readily as Miles—Max Roach s another, 
maybe Roy Haynes, but that pretty much sun it up. And 
of his generation, Davis is easily the most co troversial. 
Bringing up his electric music in a room of the wrong jazz 
critics is like bringing up Sahnan Rushdie at an ayatollah 
conference. Does he adapt his musical principles to his 
market, something which would be anathema to a hard-
core be-bopper? 
"Me? I know what 

3 

you're saying, but I dor 
wouldn't change m 
cause that's the go 
make music that I 
found out that usually 
somebody else will 
you're sincere abot. 
body else can see it. 
to change." 
So what if the mt 

change? Say if you s 
self, "Well, I really 11 

with Herbie and Wayne, I'm going to do it foi 
my life and explore all the things that weren't 
Why not? It's good music. 

"It's good, but styles change. All cars loo 
cedes now. Corvettes look like Ferraris. Sty 
man, if you're not here to see it, say you'r 
you've just come out, it becomes really obv 
change subtly, words change their meanings.' 

But why do you have to change? Nobody ha: 
"Who? Me? I just have to play in different st 

doesn't mean that I'm not me. When your frie 

e 

t do that, I 
y style be-
g thing. I 

like, but I 
what I like, 
e, too. If 
it, some-
3ut I have 

sic doesn't 
aid to your-
e this group 
the rest of 
explored." 

k like Mer-
les change, 
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can tell it's them by the tone of their voice. It's not that 
you change, right? I can't say I'm going to change 
tomorrow. You've got to do it gradually, you change every 
day; last year was go-go music. Now people have added 
something to it. Those that didn't hear it last year have to 
listen twice. I love the beat; we got it on the new record. 

"Go-go is like Max used to play, the beat swings. I can 
tell you where it came from. Years ago when Art Blakey 
and Max and Kenny Clarke, Kenny Klook a mop we called 
him." [Davis starts singing rhythms.] "'Salt peanuts, salt 
peanuts.' See? That's the same 
thing." 
When you heard go-go, you recog-

nized it? 
"Uh-uh. I felt it first. If I analyze 

something, I won't like it. But you can 
break it down, hear 'Salt Peanuts." 
He sings more rhythms. "I showed 
Vince, my cousin, that and he said, 
'What!!!' What else you going to ask 
me? When can I be free?" 
Even though you say your music hasn't really changed, 

it's become more pop than it was before. 
"How so, what's pop?" 
It's dealing with popular rhythms more than it did 

before. It's closer to dance music. 
"For who? All people? Chinese people? Japanese 

people?" 
We're talking about American people. If you play "Kind 

of Blue" or "Round Midnight," that's not dance music. 
"It was then." 
People were dancing in the Blackhawk or at the Van-

guard? 
"Not in the Blackhawk, not the 

Vanguard. But Art Blakey, Kenny 
Clarke and I would play the Audubon 
Ballroom and people would dance." 
But the newer music sounds like 

dance music. 
"How? It's the beat? Lionel 

Hampton had the same beat, and 
Mingus threw the drums off the 
stage, because Lionel liked the beat 
too much, which drove Mingus nuts." 
Miles laughs at the memory. "Any-
way, I don't think if something is 
popular, it's bad." 

But people say that, right? 
"The only person I ever hear say 

that is Wynton Marsalis, and he doesn't think like that 
unless he's being interviewed. He wants to be an in-
novator, and he is, but he doesn't talk like that. Wynton 
plays perfect, like Fats and Brownie, he's a hell of a 
trumpet player. We're not talking about his mouth, his 
vocal cords, we're talking about his musicianship; he's a 
motherfucker. Maybe he has to talk to let off steam. I 
know some crazy bitches that made the best love. 

"Crazy guys too, the tone that we all had in St. Louis, 
that we all got from listening to a guy called Levi. Levi was 
crazy. He'd start laughing and they had to take him back to 
the asylum. Clark Terry would call me and say [imitating 
Terry], 'Levi just got out. And he's over at whatchamacall-
it. And he has his horn.' I'd say, 'Levi, just put your horn 

"New York was 
the best school you 

could ever go to, 52nd 
Street, all the 

musicians! You could 
take your pick." 

up to your mouth.' And he'd just smile. 
"You look at Wynton's mouth. Wynton is a perfect 

trumpet player. It's just what he says... you have to let 
people think for themselves a little bit." 

Davis' greatest influence has been his own unmistak-
able sound. He revolutionized mute playing. His broad, 
vibratoless sound matched the plains around St. Louis, 
dry and unsentimental, but immensely romantic. And it's 
his sound that has wrecked generation after generation of 
trumpet players, as well, musicians who should have been 

finding their own way, instead of 
Davis'. "Sound is the most im-
portant thing a musician can 
have," he says. "Because you 
can't do anything without a 
sound. If a musician is interested 
in his sound, then you can look 
for some good playing. Because 
if he doesn't find his sound, he 
can't play what he wants to play, 
can't do what he wants to do, 

can't play a good line. In the electric age, it works with the 
mix onstage, too. When I played out in Brooklyn I told the 
promoters, 'If you don't get the sound together, I'm not 
going to be in the band.' If the sound ain't good you want to 
kill yourself. 
"The least little thing is exaggerated. Like the spit in 

your horn: With electronics it's like..." He makes a sound 
like an elephant dying. "If you don't hear your sound, you 
won't be able to play what you want to play, to connect 
phrases, you won't get nothing from it. 
"Nobody can sound like Coltrane, for example. 'Cause 

it's Trane. First place, he had 
one tooth out. And it took Col-
trane a long time to mature and 
ripen. Lucky Thompson and I 
used to talk about chords and 
shit, so I'd give Coltrane four or 
five chords to run on one chord, 
and he's the only one that can do 
it, he and Lucky and Bird and 
Coleman Hawkins. Nobody has 
that thing he had, which is from 
Eddie Davis and Sonny Stitt. 
Benny Carter [one of Davis' first 
employers] could do that too, if 
he chose to. He's real slick. He's 
always blinking his eyes and 
saying, 'Do I sound like Charlie 

Parker?' I'd say no. Because he knew that I used to play 
with Bird, and Bird was all the noise then. But Benny was 
a brave musician. Working with him, I learned a lot and so 
did J.J. Johnson. Look out, Vince!" he yells to his cousin, 
who's cooking barbecue. "What's happening over there? 
What else you want to know?" 
What effect did living in New York have on your playing? 
"New York is the place for me. You get that rush. You 

see so much art in New York, a guy can do something like 
that," he motions to the art work on his dining room table, 
"you can play like that. I think Charlie Christian had a big 
influence on me and Bird. Blanton, the Southwestern 
style, that's the way I play. I thought everyone was playing 
like Dizzy when I turned on the radio and it's the John 
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Kirby band, and I hear this trumpet player that sounds like 
Dizzy. I say, 'Goddamn, I got to go to New York, because 
if all the trumpet players play like that I got to get up 
there.' So I asked Dizzy, 'Who's that playing with John 
Kirby that sounds like you?' He said, 'That was me! 
Charlie Shavers was sick.' Goddamn! That made me go to 
New York sooner. When I got to New York nobody was 
playing. Dizzy, Bird, Vic Coulson had a nice tone. 
"But back to Charlie 

Christian. He was one of the 
first be-boppers, 'Solo 
Flight.' We used to play like 
that. I was in school, and 
right across from school my 
friend Duke Brooks lived, 
and he'd get so high his 
mother put him on the porch 
and made a room for him. 
He was about four years 
older than me, but he played 
like Bud. He'd say, 'I got 
something to show you.' 
The piano was right there. 
He smoked so much reefer: 
reefer, piano and the bed, 
that's all he had in there. We 
played 'Airmail Special,' 
everything that the Benny 
Goodman sextet played. 
That was a good band. He 
and I, a bass player and a 
drummer. He'd play oc-
taves, and we'd add a little 
bit to the arrangement. Ben Webster used that diminished 
chord in 'Cotton Tail,' stuff like that made my ear go 
west." 
When you came out to Los Angeles in the '40s, what 

was the difference between New York and Central Av-
enue? 

Davis rolls his eyes. "First place, they had two unions 
in Los Angeles. A black and white union; the black union, 
all the Tarzan movies—you saw the 
natives?—they just called up the 
black unions and got their extras. 44America should 
Central Avenue wasn't nothing like be ashamed of the 
New York. New York was the best way it treats artists. body can't do what 
school you ever go to, 52nd Street, he was like a relati 
Ben Webster, Art Tatum, Charlie When they don't under- write things and 
Parker, Dizzy, Sid Catlett, Earl Bos- stand something, in the living roori 
tic, Savoy Ballroom, I got in on the tail they put it down." seven people. And 
end of that. to play them agai 

"All the musicians! You could take wanted to hear it. 
your pick for what you wanted to hear. For instance, Bird, lot too, about chords. Bird and Dizzy, Bu 
you never heard anybody play as fast and loud as that, and beauty in their playing is the way they add o 
with the long length of each note. That was the way I was chord is given, so add on to it, instead 
taught. Don't sacrifice height for speed, if you play high; completely. Mingus would be walking alon 
the only person I know who could play even in all the 
registers is Fats Navarro. He'd come and get me to jam. 
We'd go to Minton's. Funny too, when we'd play together, 
we'd sound alike. When you do art with someone, 
whatever that style is, that's what you do. Even if you 
write together, 'What about this, how about this!' It's 
exciting to collaborate. 

"52nd Street was much more progressive. They didn't 
even like us out here. I remember working with Benny 
Carter; I came out to see Bird, and they gave him shock 
treatments because he was...America should be 
ashamed of itself the way it treats artists. A guy doesn't 
have to be white to be a bad motherfucker. Somebody 
should recognize these people. If someone wants to use 
dope, let him use dope; it's his life. Bird scared a lot of 

people, especially 
white people. When 
they don t understand 
somethi, they put it 
down." 

It wasn't just white 
people butting him 
down then. Black 
people didn't pay that 
much attention, either. 

"That's true, but 
during that time, play-
ing like 
when w 
L.A. we 
sessions 
would w 
and the 
say, 'No, 
wait th 
months. 
fair, to p 
I'd go to the union hall 
and they'd whisper, 
'There's Davis, he's 

playing that new stuff from the East.' 
"I didn't give a fuck what they were saying, because I 

knew what I liked. I had gone out there—I had let Lucky 
Thompson stay with me in New York—and when I came 
out here I said to him, 'I can't stand Benny Carter's band— 
Benny's all right, but his band...' He said, 'Well, just 
leave, stay with me'; he'd bought a little house. 

"I played with Mingus then, you know. Mingus is so 
funny; he likes the way Duke 
Ellington wrote. 1iIyself, I like 
smooth voice leadi4g and Mingus 
was a bad motherficker, every-

he did. To me 
e. He used to 
'd play them 
with six or 

he'd order us 
, because he 
We'd argue a 
Powell, the 
to a chord. A 
f changing it 
straight and 

we played, 
came out to 
d go to jam 
and people 

nt to hire us 
nion would 
you have to 
ee or six 
That's not 

t you on ice. 

all of a sudden he'd walk down five steps. I'd say, 'Mingus! 
How can you do that? You hear what the tun's doing.' But 
he was so stubborn. Then he wouldn't say anything. He 
gradually cleared it up. 
"A lot of guys will do things like Sun Ra; you can't 

recognize the tune, it's destruction. Gil Evans and I had to 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 97 
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Doin' the Rat Dance 
Marcus Miller on 

Collaborating with Miles 

Ask him. Marcus Miller will tell you that Miles Davis is a 
reglar guy. A genius? Sure. An institution? You betcha. 
But a reglar guy all the same. 

It's not obvious, of course. Nothing about Miles is. Hell, 
Miller knew him for five years before he found out. "I 
didn't really get to know Miles until I started producing 
him, on Tutu," he relates. "Honestly, I was scared to give 
him any kind of direction. I was even scared to tell him 
where to play. Because he's Miles, you know? I'd just turn 
on the tape and say, `Do what you want.' 

"But he pulled me aside and said, 'C'mon, man, I don't 
mind a little bit of direction. You wrote the tunes. Tell me 
where you want me to play. It helps me out, gives me a 
framework." See, a reglar guy. 

Miller has been Miles' closest collaborator in the '80s, 
following in the giant steps of Gil Evans and Teo Macero. 
He's played bass in The Man's band, written music for and 
with Miles, hung out, and produced three of his records. 
Back in '81 when Miles first beckoned, Miller was a 
session man who'd "learned bass in the streets" and held 
a degree in clarinet from Queens College. "I was doing 
this country & western date when I got the message. I 
called Miles back, and he wanted to know if I could be 
ready for a session in two hours!" Miller made the gig and 
stuck around for three years, playing on The Man with the 
Horn, We Want Miles and Star People before splitting for 
producerville. 

"Miles is always good at putting the pressure on you," 
Miller testifies. "He really made me find my own voice as 
a bass player. I mean, I had the facility, but.... It's one 
thing to play like somebody else on a record. If you get 
criticized you don't really feel responsible. But in Miles' 
band, there was no one I could copy and sound right. He 
forced me to play what I felt. And 
once you put your soul on a record, 
you have to deal with criticism, be-
cause it's criticism of you. Miles 
taught me how to deal with that, too, 
because he's always heard it, but you 
could tell criticism never got beyond 
that first layer. He'd go, 'Yeah, yeah, 
I'm gonna do what I do anyway." 

Miller had already produced and 
written songs for Luther Vandross, 
Aretha Franklin, David Sanborn and Natalie Cole when he 
heard that Miles had jumped from Columbia to Warner 
Bros. "I hadn't seen Miles for a couple of years, but I 
called [Warner VP] Tommy LiPuma and told him I had 
some ideas, so if Miles had any space on the record I'd like 
to send him stuff. Miles said yeah, so I finished three 
demos, 'Tutu, "Portia' and Splatch,' and asked Tommy if 
he wanted me to send them to L.A. He said, 'Nah, just 
come out here and we'll record them.' I went, but I was 
really nervous because they hadn't heard a note. I was 
scared they'd put me on the next plane back to New York. 

"Tommy liked them, but the big test was Miles. The 
first one he heard was 'Tutu.' A friend of mine, Jason 
Miles, who's a synthesizer programmer, just happened to 
have a Miles sample, so we used it on that demo. I played 
the solo on a keyboard, thinking I sounded just like Miles. 
When I played it for Miles I waited for his reaction. He 
listened for a while, finally turned to me, and said, [in a 
rasp] 'Who's that on trumpet? Sounds like Nat Adderley.' 

"I've found out that when he's working on a record he's 
always up, very creative, never has a bad day in the 
studio. I try to get all the mundane work, like setting up 
the machinery, out of the way before he comes in so when 
he shows up we're ready to roll. Because usually his first 
or second takes are the ones. After that he says, 'Hey, 
that's it. That's the best I can do.' 

"He's unpredictable, too. 'Portia' on Tutu was a first 
take. I showed him the melody on a soprano sax I had, so 
he could relate to another horn, and then we started 
running tape. I was sitting there while he was playing, and 
he picked me up by my collar and pushed me up to the 
microphone to play the melody with him. I'd never played 
soprano on a record before, and we were both going onto 
the same track. He was playing so great that I was afraid I 
was going to make a mistake and ruin everything Miles 
played. That was one of the most tense experiences I'd 
ever had." 

In comparison, cutting tunes like "Rat Dance" and 
"Lost in Madrid" for 1987's Siesta soundtrack was a 
sleepwalk. "I'd just roll the video tape, which was 
SMPTE'd to the multi-track, and play some things on 
keyboard that I thought matched the scenes. Then I'd get 
my bass clarinet and Miles and I would react to that, then 
go back and see how it worked with the film. 

"The trick was to have 
Miles play Spanish music 
and not have it be a carbon 
copy of Sketches of Spain. It 
may remind you of Sketches, 
but the movie had a lot of 
eeriness to it, so I got to use 
darker colors and more 
space. It really let Miles 
explore his tones. And he's 
a master of that. He can 

imply different keys without playing them; he can imply 
time without playing time. The more space he gets, the 
more creative he gets." 

Miller says that "what you need to do to produce Miles 
is really get to know him and his music—hang out and 
listen. A lot of people associate Miles with one kind of 
music: whatever period of Miles' career they love the 
most. But you have to combine all the elements of Miles' 
experience with what's new and exciting today, because 
that's what Miles is into." 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 44 
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WORKING VIUSICIA 

THOMAS DOLBY 

Has The Man of a 
Thousand races 

Spread Himself Too Thin? 
BY A LAN DI PERNA 

1
 OPEN ON LONG SHOT of Hollywood 
skyline. Grimy fog and half 
hearted drizzle give the city the 
mean, seedy look it always has 

when the sun deserts it. 
2. Dissolve to medium shot of Thomas 

Dolby's living room. A fire glows warmly 
beneath an ornately carved mantel, pro-
viding welcome contrast to the bleak 

opening shot. The camera pans 
left, across the eclectically deco-
rated room—an antique floor 
lamp, several model ships, 
some Memphis chairs, 
arched doorways with '30s-
style "Hollywood-Moorish" 
grillework, two grand 
pianos and large French 
doors overlooking the 
101, the Hollywood 
Freeway, where the 
guy in Dolby's 
"The Key to Her 
Ferrari" has his 
auto-erotic epi-
phany. 
3. Cut to two-

shot of Dolby and in-
terviewer seated on oppo-

_0 0 site, facing sofas._ 
Okay. Wait. Enough already. CUT!!! 

Let's get real here. 
Ah, but that's just the 

problem. Dig for the 
"real" Thomas Dolby 
and all you come up 
with is an infinitely 
receding series of 
personas. Mercurial 
little characters 
you remember 
from videos and 
songs. Dolby? 
That's not even 
his real name, al-
though he recently won a 
lawsuit with Dolby Labs giving him 
the right to keep on using it. His bio 
reads too much like a movie plot. 

Voice-over: The precocious son of globe-
trotting academics, young Thomas be-
came a citizen of the world.... 

Very likely, all this is true. But from 
"Europa and the Pirate Twins" onward, 
Dolby has woven his bin/plot into his 
songs in such a way that you can't tell 
where the story leaves off and "real life" 
begins. Yeah, that's what good enter-
tainment should do. But Dolby's way of 
blurring the line between reality and 
illusion makes it hard to get him into 
focus. Maybe it's that wistful, filtered-

PHOTOGRAPH BY LONDON FEATURES 
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lens, geographic rootlessness of his first two albums—part and 
parcel of the pan-European bio/plot, once again. 

"In the past, my songs have been very abstract in that 
sense," Dolby acknowledges. "Very devoid of any focus in time 
or place. They could be set now or in the past, in England, 
Europe in general, or wherever." 

All that changes, of course, on Dolby's most recent album, 
Aliens Ate My Buick. Much of the record is an exercise in 
Hollywood regionalism. A brash romp in Tinseltown which 
surprised, perplexed and even repelled some fans of Dolby's 
oddball Oxford don persona. All of a sudden, he's writing songs 
packed with tatty local detail... smog alerts, Bel Air bimbos, 
pink leather upholstery, stupid license plates.... 

"You could say there's a slightly journalistic quality to it," is 
how Dolby sums the album up. "I come here, take in all the 
impressions I can and reflect them in songs. I think the 
English are very snobbish about America—particularly 
L.A. I've tried to resist being that way about it. But at the 
same time, it is a curious kind of culture." 
The album, of course, stems directly from the latest 

chapter in the Dolby saga. He relocated to Los Angeles 
two-and-a-half years ago and, just last June, married 
actress Kathleen Beller ("Dynasty" 's Kirby Colby, who 
can also be seen clinging helplessly to hubby on the 
Aliens Ate My Buick front cover). 

Voice-over: After years of restlessly wandering, the 
artist settles down to wedded domesticity in the Hol-
lywood hills.... 

It seems eerily like a dramatization of Dolby's song 
"Screen Kiss." But could this be the real thing? 
The man sitting across from me on that wet 

afternoon is real enough, a two-day stubble covering 
his face and the portion of his recently-shaved scalp 

that's visible beneath 
a black leather cap. 
The house, too, is 
real, as described. 
"It's an old movie star man-
sion," Dolby explains. "The 
last person to live here was 
the art director for Bladerun-
ner." The place does seem 
like a governor's residence 
in India or the Sudan—an 
expatriate enclave, a cozy 
bastion of civilization in a 
wild, tropical land. 
"But I don't consider 

myself an expatriate," 
Dolby insists. "Because I 
was never really a 'patri-
ate.' I spent all of my life 
traveling around. And I 
always felt divorced 
from that kind of En-

glishness. It's something I'm not 
really proud of. I think the familiar gripe of English 

people in L.A. is 'well, there's no history, no culture, no 
ideology.' Which would seem to suggest that there is in 
England. But what there is in England is the residue of an 
empire which in the last hundred years or so has just crumbled 
around us. And I think what you're left with is this very low 
morale—a very intolerant race of people. 

"The way that's reflected in music—although there's lots of 
musical talent coming out of England—is a very low acceptance 
of anybody who chooses to be different. If you're going to be 

different it has to be in a very predictable direction. You're only 
allowed to be unconventional if you do it in a conventional 
way—a new hairstyle, a slightly new beat to the music. And I 
find that my sort of stubborn individuality as an artist is not 
really accepted in England the way it is here. I think that here 
it's applauded. People say, 'Yeah—go for it.' That's why, as a 
creative environment, I find it a lot more positive. And that, to 
me, is more important than what side of the road people drive 
on or what the interior decoration of the restaurants and 
nightclubs is like. Those are all things that I can tolerate. But 
I'm really here because I enjoy living and working here. I find it 
a healthy place to live and work in." 

Geography aside, this whole business of defining the "real 
Dolby" wouldn't be such an issue if it weren't so important to 

the man himself. It's well known that 
a bit of energy 
doesn't get ty 
able P. G. Wo 
the rest of his 
on the first al 
Age of Wireless 
ied, but it was 
with Science' th 
That's what pe 

e's devoted quite 
o making sure he 
cast as the lov-

ehouse zany for 
lays. "The songs 
urn [The Golden 
were quite var-
She Blinded Me 
t broke through. 
pie identified me 

with and maybe missed the point 
that there was quite a range to what 
I did. So when I came to make the 
second album I tended to lean more 
in a quiet, moody direction. Just to 
restore the bala ce, I guess. To 
show people that I asn't just making 
novelty dance records. 
"And I think I got that off my chest 

with The Flat Earth. I felt, 'Okay, now 
people get the poi tit a little more. 
They don't just identify me as this sort 
of nutty scientist. Aid that freed me 
up, on Aliens Ate My Buick, to just go 

where the mood took me. And where it took me was back to a 
more outgoing attitude, certainly in the p rsonality of the 
vocals and the lyrics." 
The three-album process that Dolby desc bes, though, has 

taken seven years to unfold—hardly a prolifi output. "I think 
it's plenty, personally. Although I know it's the low end of the 
statistic as far as artists go. But then most artists don't also 
write, play keyboards and produce for other people, act, write 
and direct videos and movies and all those other things. And if 
I've just spent three months in the studio oi an album of my 
own, I'm not really ready to dive back in there and spend 
another three months working on someone else's album. So 
yeah, as it pans out, it takes me time to do t gs; but it's also 
a situation that allows me to keep a fresh atti de." 
There's no denying that Dolby has aljways moved in 

increasingly concentric—and sometimes cownright incon-
gruent—artistic spheres. Before the 198e release of The 
Golden Age of Wireless, he'd played with Bruce Woolley and the 
Camera Club, penned Lene Lovich's 1981 single "New Toy" 
and performed session synth duties on Foreigner's 4 and Joan 
Armatrading's Walk Under Ladders, among thers. The suc-
cess of "She Blinded Me with Science" launc ed him as a video 
director as well. 
He originally approached rockvid pionee Steve Baron to 

direct the "Science" clip. "But he was bu y with another 
project at the time. However, he and his sist r Siobhan Baron 
[at the time a producer for the siblings' Lime *ght Productions 
company] looked over my ideas for it. They said, 'Well look, G
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some of your vocabulary is incorrect, but all your ideas for the 
video are very good. Why don't you just come hang around one 
of our shoots and you'll soon pick up the lingo. Then you'll be 
able to direct it yourself.' So it's really because of their 
encouragement that I started directing." 
As a result, Dolby became one of the first musicians to direct 

his own videos and do a good job of it—an anomaly even in rock 
video's initial and most creative era. He's in a unique position 
as a video director: able to sense and punctuate every key 
sound or riff with some onscreen action, cut or 
facial twitch. 

"I had a pretty clear idea of 
how the video for 'Hot Sauce' was 
going to be before I ever recorded 
the song. There's one section 
that's a very Broadway kind of 
musical flourish: some fairly radical 
chord changes ending in this big 
string cascade. And when I wrote 
that, I had this vision of me spotting 
this large Latin lady across a room 
and getting a little glint in my eye like 
Davy Jones in the Monkees when he 
falls in love. So I recorded this piece of 
music to accompany the video." 

Rock video, as is well known, often 
leads to the harder stuff: feature films. 
Dolby wasn't exempt from their lure. In 
the years following the 1984 release of 
The Flat Earth, he scored a few small-
scale box-office flops like Quicksilver and 
Fever Pitch before getting a chance to 
write music for a colossal, big-budget flop. 
George Lucas' Howard the Duck. While working on the 
picture, Dolby became attracted to the idea of using film as an 
alternative means to radio for getting his music across. So, 
although he went on to score Ken Russell's Gothic in 1987, the 
Lucas project understandably left him with a bitter taste. 

"As Howard the Duck illustrated very well, you ultimately 
have so little control of the end product in film. I still do love the 
idea of people first encountering my music in a movie theater 
rather than on the radio. But in the process of getting tied up in 
somebody else's project, I have to give up a lot of control. At 
least with radio, in ideal circumstances, you give your record 
to a radio programmer who says, 'I think the audience will like 
this.' And he plays it. With film, there are so many more layers 
of distillation. You can write great music for a lousy movie that 
nobody sees and you've defeated your purpose entirely." 

But Dolby didn't spend the entire four-year stretch between 
The Flat Earth and Aliens Ate My Buick courting the movies. 
He kept active as a player and producer, too. On one hand, he's 
gravitated toward introspective lyricists like Joni Mitchell 
(whose Dog Eat Dog album he co-produced) and Paddy 
McAloon of Prefab Sprout, for whom Dolby has produced two 
records: Two Wheels Good and From Langley Park to Memphis. 
But on the other hand, he's been increasingly drawn to the out-
of-bounds funk of Mr. George Clinton. Dolby co-produced 
Clinton's Some of My Best Jokes Are Friends. Funk's founding 
father reciprocated by contributing vocals and the song "Hot 
Sauce" to Aliens Ate My Buick. 
"George taught me a lot about attitude really. He always 

regards going into the studio as an occasion—an event. He'll 
have arrangements with some studios whereby they'll call him 
up if there's a cancellation. Then he'll call anybody from his 
whole entourage who's in town and say, 'Come on down to the 
studio.' This is all without any specific idea of 'Well, tonight 

we're going to cut that Funkadelic tune.... ' He'll just get in the 
studio with whoever's available and then decide, in the cold 
light of morning, what to call it, who to pay or not to pay. If you 
have a methodical mind like me—a lot of it's out of insecurity— 
you need to be reminded all the time that the best stuff comes 
about when there's a sense of occasion." 

Dolby's flirtation with the funk points up one thing that 
makes it so hard to get a fix on him as an artist. He's a 
compulsive appropriator of styles. "Pulp Culture" from 

Aliens—which hints that popular culture is "there to be 
plundered" and "redefmed"—can almost be taken as a 
summary of his favorite artistic method. Time and 
again, Dolby will latch onto a signature groove, sound 
or catch phrase and find some sly way to wrench it out 
of context—making it uniquely his own in the process. 

"In a way, 'Pulp Culture' is an anthem to that kind of 
thing," Dolby allows. "The song is interesting 
because it doesn't mean very much. A lot of the vocal 
lines were just the first words that popped into my 
head when I was writing the song. Lines like 'with a 
gun' are very iconoclastic in a way, because they're 
completely meaningless in the context of the song. 
A lot of what Ido is really a collage, where you have 
little found bits and pieces you just throw together 
until the whole creates the impression you want." 

So while Dolby may change musical styles from 
album to album, there is one constant: You'll 
always find him snatching those cultural signposts 
and replanting them in unlikely places. The first 
wave of British synth bands used techno gear to 
come off, predictably enough, all futuristic and 

Orwellian. Dolby came along on his first record and used 
the same electronic pop timbres to evoke that elegiac, Old 
World nostalgia that defined his early style. And speaking of 
appropriations, even the phrase "blinded with science" is an 
old Brit expression for praising... shall we say... female pul-
chritude. (As in, "Cor, that one fair 
blinds you with science!") 

This continues on Aliens Ate 
My Buick, where you get tunes 
like "My Brain Is Like a Sieve." 
Here Dolby uses a reggae 
rhythm as the tongue-in-cheek 
backdrop for a song about 
some poor guy who wants to 
lose his memory so he 
doesn't have to dwell on how 
his girl has dumped on him. 

"I tend to lock onto a spe-
cific style of groove fairly 
early and work with the 
conventions within that," 
says Dolby of the tune. 
"Triplet echoes are 
something that obvi-
ously go with that up-
beat reggae kind of lilt. 
So when I get an envi-
ronment to work in, 
elements will come up and 
propel me to a certain style of singing. I'd 
never done anything in a reggae style before. I guess 
eventually I'll run out of styles. But when I'm exploring a new 
area like that, I try to make use of it by twisting clichés around. 
For example, in the part of the vocal where the word 'murder' 
gets echoed (a standard DJ dub move), I had the idea of using a 
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'50s cop-show voice for that toasting yelp in reggae." 
Aliens does differ from Dolby's past records, in that it's the 

first album where he decided to assemble a good old-fashioned, 
gigging band—the Lost Toy People—rather than relying on 
session players and arrangements based on layers of over-
dubs. "Going into this album, I was at a bit of a loss. When I 
recorded my first album, the sounds I was using were 
considered fairly techno. And in those days, I really felt like a 
pioneer. Not many records had synthesizers or drum ma-
chines. But now that's flipped completely. My accountant has a 
DX7 in his office. So in a way, I felt a lot of pressure. Like, what 
sort of bizarre drum sounds am I going to come up with this 
time? I don't like to think I have to make a certain kind of album 
because I have to use certain kinds of sounds. It really felt like, 
to continue the path of exploration that I've always taken, I had 
to go back to playing with a band." 

Shortly after he got to L.A., Dolby began advertising for 
players in a local paper, rather than harvesting the L.A. 
grapevine for the usual session sauternes. Many of Aliens' 
groove-oriented songs grew out of auditions for the Lost Toy 
People: "I didn't want to give unfair advantage to people who 
really knew my songs well, so I just came up with several 
grooves that I'd have the players work on." 
The grooves grew into songs. And when the Lost Toy 

People played a series of L.A. gigs—deliberately underpub-
licized—Dolby's vocal approach for Aliens began to gel. "The 
vocals are much more 'in your face' than anything I've done 
before. That's because I was used to going out and singing the 
songs in clubs, trying to get the whole idea over. The vocals 
had to be in your face in order to convey a song like 'Pulp 
Culture' over a bad P. A. in front of an audience that had never 

heard it before. And that attitude just carried into the album." 
Dolby's impulse was to transfer the band's live arrange-

ments directly to record. In practice, though, that proved a 
little more complex than it sounds. "We did a set of demos of all 
the songs on the album in about a day and a half, which I think 

DOLBY'S LAB li OR years, Thomas Dolby's Fairlight CMI Series III took care of 
nearly all his sequencing and sampling needs. But now that 
Fairlight has fallen on hard times, this is likely to change. 

"I'll probably be okay for my next album," he speculates. "But 
after that, my Foirlight will probably be demoted to the role of expensive 

sample player and I'll most likely be using a different front end. I've 
started investigating Mac sequencers. It's hard for stand-alone systems 
like the Fairlight or Synclavier to compete with software-based systems 
because of the standardization that happens when you've got many 
software companies in competition. When somebody comes out with a 
new innovation, everycne incorporates it into their next revision. I mean, 
look at word processors. If you can work one Mac word processor, you 
can probably work any of them. I think the same thing will happen with 
waveform management, sample editing and hard- disk recording. 

"As for which sequencer you choose, I think that depends on what style 
of musician you are. If you're basically a player, then [Mark of the 
Unicorn's] Performer is great, because you just sit down, pick a track and 
record. But I've always done a lot of graphic editing. My approach very 
often will be to play in a bar of something and then copy it across to the 
next eight bars. Then I'll transpose it and make the next eight bars. I tend 
to do things mathematically in that sense. And for that I prefer [ Passport 
Designs') MasterTracks Pro to Performer. But the one that I've finally 
settled on, and which I'll probably use for the next album, is Opcode's 
Vision. It's really like the best aspects of Performer, MasterTrocks Pro and 
MIDI Paint all rolled into one." 

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ALL MUSICIANS 

ISN'T TIME YOU TAKE YOUR CAREER SERIOUSLY ? 
You've spent years perfecting your talent end hundreds If not 

thousand. of dollars on equipment. You're ready for stardom. What do 

you do next? Do you need is manager? How do you find one? How do 
you get a Record Deal? How do you find the right Producer. Engineer 

and Studio? What kinds of contracts ace available? What is Music 

Publishing? You may be a pro when it comes to the music,but do you 
fully understand the music business? If you answer NO then you owe if 

to yourself to learn as much about your business as possible. Today 
successful musiciens need to be informe* Unfortuneately talent 

alone is not enougth. Now for the first time the most comprehensive 

guide for the Record Industry Is available for musicians, ha celled 
THE RECORD INDUSTRY HOME STUDY COURSE By Mallory 
Earl 

WHAT IS THE RECORD INDUSTRY HOME STUDY COURSE" 

T he course contains a 162page book containing fifteen chapters of 

value packed information on how to succeed in the Music Business 
end 10 one hour cassette tapes of the course narrated by the author 

Mallory Earl Also included is "A VIEW FROM THE TOP" Interview 

Series Tapes 

WHAT IS A "VIEW FROM THE TOP" Interview &Idea? 

6one hour tapes feauturing 1988 Grammy Nominee. The Breakfast 
Club. Gary US Bonds. Chrysalis VP of A8R. Kate Hymen Epic 

Records ASR Bob Pfeifer; Studio Musicians Gurtariat Elliot Randall, 

Keyboardist Jason Miles. Drum Programmer Sammy Merendino; 

New York Recording Studio Owners. Bob Walters ( Power Stetionleobby 
Nathan ( Unique). Laurel Gonzales ( Ouedrasonic); Record Producers 

Stefan Gelfes (Stryper), John Gonzales (M8M Productions). Mark 

Berry ( Pseudo Echos) and top Engineers Michael Barbeiro (Met-

Unocal. Don Wershba (Pet Shop Boys) and more. Unlike any interviews 
you've seen or read. You'll get the real story from the pros 

themselves 

READ WHAT TliE PROS ARE SAYING. 

"THE RECORD INDUSTRY HOME STUDY COURSE should be the 
BIBLE of the industry JESSE NASH, (Syndicated music columnist) 

"Mallory Earl has broken down the mistrc of making d in the biz into 

the nuts and bolts reality of building a career' DAVID SCHWARTZ 

(Edftor/Pubileher MIX MAGAZINE) " I vnsh there was a course like this 
when I ivas breaking into the business RONNIE VANCE (President, 

GEFFEN MUSIC DIVISION). 

A valuable guide to everyone in the business'AZ1Z GOCSEL (AAR 

Rep. ATLANTIC RECORDS) 

"The unique program is a worthwhile inveament-NANCY Z. SPILLMAN 
(THE UBRARY JOURNAL AND LOS ANGELES TRADE-TECHNICAL 

COLLEGE) 

The Record Company. the Artist. the Studio Musician, the Manager.the 

Producer. the Engineer, Contracts. What does an ASIR person look for 

plus much more 
in fact there is so much information it would be impossible to list all the 

topics on this half page 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Mallory Earl is a 20 year veteran producer/engineer who long list 

of credits include, Freddy Jackson. Brenda K. Starr, Blue Oyler Cult. 
Jefferson Airplane, Hot Tuna, Graham Central Station and hundreds 
more. His years of experience with musicians made him realize the 

need for affordable information regarding this business. With years of 

research and first hand experience Mallory Eart has compiled the vital 

information of business practices and attitudes in one easy to unders-
tand Home Study Course, 

HOW MUCH WOULD YOU INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE? 

Sooner or later you roll have to invest in information Whether you 

spend several thousand dollars tuition on special schools or several 

hundred dollars in consulting fees. Because of the unique way this 
course is presented n's the most alterable information package avail-

able today. Just look at the topics discussed: 

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST? 

The Miele chapter book and 16 hours of cassettes retail tor only 

$179 99 

MUSICIANS SPECIAL OFFER 

The publisher understands that money is herd to come by for the 
struggling musician. That is why they ere making this incredible " Musi-

cian 08er'8UY NOW and save 880.00. That's right. Just fill out the 

coupon and mail it with your check or money order for lust 699.99 and 

you will receive the entire RECORD INDUSTRY HOME COURSE sent to 

your home. 
  Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery   

CREDIT CARD USERS TAKE FOUR MONTHS TO PRY WITH NO 

FINANCE CHARGES! 

Just fill in your MASTERCARD or VISA information and take 4 months 

to pay with No finance charges You will automatically be billed 824.05 
a month for only 4 months. (first month payment includes shipping end 

handling and tax if duel 
tall orders must include $6.00 for Shipping and Handling. New York 

State residents add $8.25 sales tax) 

MONEY BACK OUARANTEE 

The publisher is convinced that you will be delighted with this informa-

tion that O will refund all your money if your ere not totally satisfied if 

you return the course within ten days of delivery 

GET SERIOUS ABOUT YOUR CAREER...ORDER NOW' 

Mall To: 
Record Industry Home Study Course 

24 PO.BOX 701 " 
Dept RI . 
Gloucester. Mass 01931 A MONTH FOR 

4 MOUTHS 

Hama 

Address 

Coy State Zip 

Telephone 

S4gnerture 

ENCLOSED IS MY 

Check or Money Order For $99.995 $6.Shipping 8 Handling 

Master Card ., VISA Expiration Date   

Cardfl   

El Yes charge my credit card $ 24.95 a month for 4 months 

First Payment will include $6 00 shipping and handling 

  Mail entire ad With order 

5 El 



is the fastest I've ever worked in the studio. We just set up as 
if we were onstage, iniked everything and recorded. If I really 
had guts, I would have just released that. It was reasonably 
well recorded, but it sounded kind of old-fashioned. Unfortu-
nately, if you just mike up a drum kit, it doesn't sound very 

While Dolby stays on top of the techno arms race, he hasn't been 
blinded to the down side of science. "People confuse production with 
engineering, I think. But the approach I take is that 80 percent of 
production is good arrangement—song structure. Engineering a good 
sound is pointless unless the arrangement is there to begin with. Records 
have gotten very, very brittle and overly bright in the lost five years. And 
I hate that. I can't listen to a lot of records. Aliens Ate My Buick is a lot 
duller than the average these days, but I think it's more listenable. In order 
to compete, to jump out on the radio, people tend to crank up the high-
end, eight- to 12-kHz frequencies. Because that does open your ears up 
the some way a fire in a fireplace or crickets outside alter the audible 
spectrum you're aware of. But still, once you've opened people's ears up, 
you have to justify that by proceeding to play music that's worth opening 
them up for. And a lot of people seem to miss that." 

Onstage, Dolby hyperactivates with a MIDI rack consisting of an Akai 
S900 sampler, Roland MKS-80 and MKS-20 modules, a J.L. Cooper 
M,diLink switcher, Yamaha SPX90 and Alesis MIDIfex signal processors 
and an Akai MPX-820 MIDI-automated mixer. The latter feeds the house 
P.A. and Dolby's personal monitor system, QSC amplification with two 
TOA full-range speakers. 

"Every patch that I have on the MIDI switcher is a combination of the 
source instruments, effects patches and a mix on the Akai mixer with 
panning and EQ." Patches are selected via two Yamaha programmable 
footpedals while Dolby gets his fingers on the keys to his Yamaha 10(5 
MIDI remote keyboard. 

exciting anymore." 
When the final versions of the songs were cut, "The Key to 

Her Ferrari" was played live, but Dolby's Fairlight Computer 
Music System crops up on other songs. "A lot of the album was 
programmed," Dolby elaborates. "Pulp Culture' is actually all 
Fairlight, including the lead vocals. Everything is samples. But 
the difference is this: In the early days of sampling, the 
elements you had were single notes. You had one note of a 
marimba and you played tunes with it. What I did on this album, 
however, was to record each song in the studio, the way we'd 
done it live, against a click track. Then I'd find two good bars of 
drums and I'd sample them—the whole kit at once. I'd do the 
same with bass, guitar... everything. And I'd put my groove 
down by combining the best segments. In other words, I was 
working with much larger elements than you normally do with 
a sequencer. So it doesn't really sound sequenced in the way 
that we're used to hearing." 

Aliens' grooves do often rock with an authenticity that's far 
from mechanical. And the idea of a mild-mannered white guy 
from England playing hard funk—and decently, too—gives 
extra punch to the record's culture-shock wit. But funk is a 
genre where Dolby definitely sees a role for himself: 

"I think black music in America is generally very inward-
looking. But from time to time, things begin to stifle; and then 
an element from the outside is brought in which breathes new 
life into the music. A good example of this is the fact that 
Kraftwerk, a bunch of Bavarian aristocrats with synthesizers, 
could create hip-hop—without even knowing it really. But 
within black music, I think there are really only a couple of 
artists who, instead of funneling inward, have always branched 
out. George Clinton is one and Prince is another. So although 

HE KEY TO KEEPING an audience coming back for T 
more is to guarantee you get the most out of 
every live gig you play. Whether it means new 

equipment or just learning how to get the most out 
of what you have, MUSICIAN's all-new special edi-
tion, The Guide to Playing Live, is the most impor-
tant addition to any player's gear. 

From surviving the dreaded "house" system 
and the fine art of reinforcement to sound advice 
on the setup and miking of your equipment and 
exclusive tips from such road warriors as 
Robert Plant, Joe Satriani, Thomas Dolby, 
Kenny Aronoff, Craig Chaquico, Bob Casale and 
members of Little Feat, MUSICIAN's Guide to 
Playing Live is essential equipment for all 
players, no matter what stage you're at. 

Get on the bandwagon. Order your Guide 
to Playing Live today. 

Mail $4.95 (P&H included) to: 

The Guide to Playing Live 
33 Commercial Street 
Gloucester, MA 01930 For retail orders call 1-800-999-9988. 
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Freddy Jackson may claim I have no right to be making funk 
music, I think I can say I'm such an outsider that maybe I can 
contribute something new to it." 

He's not that much of an outsider, of course. This year, he 
was nominated for two Grammys: Producer of the Year for 
Aliens and Best Instrumental Arrangement with Vocal 
Accompaniment (huh?) for "Ferrari." He won neither, but 
appears gratefully surprised to have been nominated at all: "I 
mean, look at the producer category. There's nobody else in 
that category who didn't sell two million albums this year. Ten 
times as many people must have heard Tracy Chapman's 
album as heard my album." 

Meanwhile, Dolby's role in mainstream music circles is 
beginning to move beyond mere session keyboard duties. He's 
entertaining a few production offers and has just written some 
songs for a new Maurice White album. Dolby hints that we can 
look for similar projects in the future. "I come up with a lot of 
songs that wouldn't be right for me to do personally. In the 
past, I've very often just let those sit. I'm feeling now that I'd 
like to put my publisher to work and get some covers." 
And for an artist who'd like to add films to his bio/plot in a big 

way, what better place could there be than Hollywood? 
"While I was still in England, I put out the word that I wanted 

to do film scores, but I didn't get any decent offers. At that 
time, I remember that people I knew in England—among them 
XTC and the Art of Noise—told me they'd had similar 
experiences. They'd always wanted to do film but they'd never 
been asked. Then, very shortly after I arrived in Hollywood, I 
just happened to meet Martin Scorsese at a party and he said, 
'Oh, I love your music; I wanted to get you to work on The King 
of Comedy.' So I said, 'Well, what happened?' And he said, ' I 

didn't know where to find you.' So he went with someone who 
had a reputation in his circle, rather than lifting a telephone, 
calling a record company and finding me—which he could have 
done in 10 minutes. I mean if your name is Martin Scorsese, 
you can get a foot in most doors. 

"So it is a very cliquey thing. It works against you if you're 
outside it. But once you're in, it works in your favor. Because 
they can't be bothered to find the Art of Noise they'll go, 
'... Well, what about Dolby?" 
So now Hollywood knows where Thomas Dolby is. But do 

they know who he is? f& 

XTC from page 32 
hints darkly that he may have to "do in" the Dukes, perhaps "in 
a bizarre kitchen accident." Are the Dukes of Stratosphear the 
real XTC? Since his school days Partridge had "wanted to be in 
a group that made that kind of music. It looks like XTC has now 
turned into that kind of group. We'll either get a damned good 
kicking because of that, or people will allow us to be what I 
always wanted to be. There was a split image and now they've 
merged." 
Maybe the moon is in the right house now for XTC. They've 

got a striking new album, a pushy new manager and even some 
record-company interest. Too bad Partridge—proud but not 
conceited—doesn't share the enthusiasm. 

"We're just like dough," insists Swindon's swami of simile. 
"What can you say about dough? We ar the record, and 
nothing else." 

That's the way he likes it. 

THE U.K.'S BEST K 

FINALLY ARRIV 

AT LAST, THE LONG-AWAITED 

ALBUM FROM ONE OF THE U.K.'S 

MOST INNOVATIVE YOUNG 

MUSICIANS, MARTIN STEPHENSON 

AND HIS BAND THE DAINTEES. 

GLADSOME, HUMOUR S. BLUE 

COMBINES BOTH OF THE BAND'S 

CRITICALLY-ACCLAIMED 

INTERNATIONAL RELEASES INTO 

ONE DOUBLE ALBUM AVAILABLE 

STATESIDE FOR THE FIRST TIME. 

W ITH INSIGHTFUL LYRICS 

AND CONTAGIOUS MELODIES, 

THE MUCH-TALKED ABOUT 

SINGER/SONGWRITER WILL TAKE 

YOU ON A RIDE THROUGH THE 

HAPPY, THE SAD AND THE EVERY-

THING IN-BETWEEN. 

JAI 

EPT SECRET HAS 

D IN AMERICA! 
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HUMOUR 
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TWO- RECORD SET 

INCLUDES THE TRACKS AND VIDEOS 
"Wholly Humble Heart" 

"Little Red Bottle" 
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ON CAPITOL CASSETTES. COMPACT DISCS AND RECORDS. 
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_fiJ recent independent survey 
of music dealers showed the 
Shure SM58 was the best sell-
Tinhge microphone last month. 414,r, 4. 

survey has shown the , 
same result each month 
since it began. .fiore rock, JP • 

• 
pop, gospel, country, 
and jazz vocalists 
and soundmen 
insist on the on any other 
SM58 than microphone. That's 

because no other mic 
offers the SM58's distinctive 

sound and comfortable combi-
nation of weight and balance. 

Not to mention its years of rugged, 
reliable performance. j'he SM58 is the 
world standard professionals insist on. 

Don't entrust your career to anything less. 

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS ... WORLDWIDE® 

Shure Brothers Incorporated, 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202-3696. (312) 866-2553. 

Survey data available upon request 



PA Gear Pr 
Powered Mixers 
Model PM-1600 gives you everything you need 
in a state-of-the-art PA mixer — 16 INPUTS, 2 
STEREO POWER AMPS, DIGITAL EFFECTS 
PROCESSOR, TWO GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS 
AND A 2-WAY ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER — 
in just one performance package! Imagine, no 
more lugging around separate units, no more 
wiring hassles and no more impedance 
mis-matches! 
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Unlike other PA mixers, this has not one, but 
two stereo power amps built-in. These are not 
some "second rate" amps, either. The first amp 
is basically the N.I.H. Model P-700 described 
below. 400 watts per channel into 4 ohms! The 
other stereo power amp puts out 250 watts per 
channel into 4 ohms. Since these are stereo 
power amps, you have 4 channels of built-in 
amplification you can use any way you wish. 

The built-in digital effects processor has 99 pro-
grams including digital reverb and digital delay. 
There are LED meter displays for the mains, ef-
fects buses and monitor, a built-in talkback mike, 
a stereo 9-band graphic equalizer for the mains, 
another 9-band graphic for the monitor and a 
whole lot of patching flexibility. This is your best 
bet yet in a PA mixer. SAVE $2,755*! 

Model PM-800 is for less demanding reinforce-
ment situations and smaller rooms, perfect for 
small to medium size halls. You get 8 inputs with 
trim, sweepable midrange EQ 2 effects send con-
trols and solo. There's the 400 watt stereo power 
amp, dual graphic equalizers, plus digital delay, 
5 bar LED meter display and talkback mike. 
SAVE $1,205*! 
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Professional Electronics 
Power up your speaker systems with the N.I.H. 
Labs Model P-700 amplifier with built-in elec-
tronic crossover, and turn on to excellence. It has 
all the power to improve your sound enormous-
ly. The sound quality is superior to many so-
called "esoteric" hi-fi amps. 

There's 400 watts per channel into 4 ohms; 250 
watts per channel into 8 ohms; superb specs. You 
get a built-in 2-way electronic crossover with 
18 dB/octave slopes which will save you both 
money and wiring hassles. XLR + 4 balanced 
line inputs and unbalanced phone jack inputs. 
Mono bridging. 5-way binding posts for your 
speaker connections. Rugged, reliable, with a 
proven fan cooled design — plus every unit goes 
through a 48 hour burn-in period at our 
warehouse — in addition to the manufac-
turer's testing! SAVE $601*! 



iced to GO! 
Model CN-40 is THE FIRST 3-WAY 
STEREO/4-WAY MONO ELECTRONIC 
CROSSOVER TO GIVE YOU AN EXACT 
DIGITAL READOUT OF TFIE CROSSOVER 
FREQUENCY! One of the hardest things about 

- _ 

•f-C111013 cam tICLCZ. 

using an electornic crossover is getting the ex-
act crossover point correct. Not only does the 
digital readout make this task much easier for 
you, but it also makes it possible for you to repeat 
the same settings. You'll have balanced XLR con-
nectors, high quality sound and bonzo-proof ad-
justments. SAVE $5019 

Model PE-30 gives you FOUR BANDS OF 
FULLY ADJUSTABLE, FULLY PROFES-
SIONAL PARAMETRIC EQUALIZATION IN A 
1-3/4" RACK SPACE. Now you can solve all 
those difficult equalization problems just like 

• 

they do in world class studios and sound rein-
forcement companies. With "Q" or bandwidth 
controls, you can dial in the exact EQ sound and 
range you need without affecting tones that are 
octaves away from your center frequency. With 
the PE-30, you control the notch. SAVE $3969 

Model R-16 is the second best digital effects pro-
cessor in the world and about 1/10th the price 
of the very best (the Quantec QRS/XL). There's 
a 16 bit processor PLUS a 32 bit numeric co-
processor for superior reverb sound quality; full 

MIDI control of effects parameters and changes; 
sampling capability; 99 programmable sounds 
(30 pre-set); user changeable parameters. This 
unit eats all other digital effects processors for 
breakfast, except for one. SAVE $15059 

Now that you've had a taste of the good stuff from N.I.H. 
Labs, here's the real clincher: 

Normal Direct from * 

Model Description Retail I.S.I. You Save 

PM-1600 16-channel PA 
mixer $4,950.00 $2,195.00 $2,755.00 

PM-800 8-channel PA 
mixer $2,200.00 $ 995.00 $1,205.00 

P-700 Integrated Power 
Amp $1,300.00 $ 699.00 $ 601.00 

CN-400 Crossover Network $ 850.00 $ 349.00 $ 501.00 

PE-30 Parametric 
Equalizer $ 595.00 $ 199.00 $ 396.00 

R-16 Digital Effects 

Processor $2,500.00 $ 995.00 $1,505.00 

IIMMMMMfflIM11111.111111111MIIIIIIIIIMMfflfflMM 

I D Please send me Model(s)  
  I've enclosed cashier's check ID Money order for 

I my D Visa ID Mastercharge AmEx. 
 (Ibtal) payable to Industrial Strength Industries; bill 

Account Number 
Expiration  
Signature   Date   
California residents add 6.5% sales tax. City, State, Zip 

I El Sounds great but I'd like more information. Please send me your mm- Mail to: 

re plete catalog of products available direct from Industrial Strength INI)USTRIAL STRENGTII IN1)USTIZIES 
• 

=ley 
Name 

Address 

Industries. 
13042 Moore St. • Cerritos, CA • 9070: 

I ORDER TOLL FREE: 1-800-537-5199 In CA: 213-921-2341 
Hours: 8 am - 5 pm Pacific Coast rime 
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WHEN YOU BUYA MIXER, 
DON'T GET STUCK 

WITH AONE TRICK PONY 
If the mixer you buy only does one thing well, you're 

getting less than half the performance you need. 
The average PA mixer for instance, works fine for live 

performances. But just try to use it in the studio, and you'd 
better be good with the patch cords. Or try subjecting the 
average recording mixer to the abuse of the road and not 
only will you have to repatch it, you may have to replace 

Not so with the M-200 mixers from Tascam. 
All that's necessary to convert them from rock-solid, 

steel-chassied PA mixers to responsive studio boards is the 
flicking of two simple rows of tape return switches. ft's that 
easy to turn the live-mix busses into recording sub-mixers. 
And we five complete submix systems (main mix, stereo, 
foldback, effects and solo), your recording sessions can be 
more about playing music and less about playing engineer. 

Available in 8, 16 and 24 channel configurations, the 
compact, easy-to-handle M-200's are rich in the features 
that let a mixer earn its keep. Like tape inputswe top 
panel switching for convenient access to sources. Four 
program busses with individual master faders and pan pots. 
Plenty of headroom to avoid signal distortion. Individually 
mounted circuit cards for maximum ruggedness. And 
much more. 

So don't buy a mixer whose only trick is PA or recording 
when you could own a Tascam for about the same price. 

The M-200 mixers, at your Tascam dealer today.They're 
a horse of a different color 

TASCAM 
"E„ 1988 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, 

Montebello, CA 90640 213/726-0303 



Live Deals 
What you need to know about 

the business of gigging, including 

agents, contracts and getting paid. 

By Stan Soocher 
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T HERE MAY BE NOTHING 
more discouraging than walk-
ing off a stage after a high-
powered performance only to 

discover a club owner has decided to delay 
paying your act—maybe indefinitely. Some 
musicians simply storm out the door never to 
return to the venue. But others aren't willing 
to give up those hard-earned dollars without a 
fight. Take, for example, Atlantic Records' 

cajun-style rockers, the Subdudes. 
"When a club owner in New Orleans refused 

to pay an earlier incarnation of our group, we 
were so outraged that we refused to leave the 
club," recalls Johnny Allen, bassist for the 
Colorado-based outfit. "The sound man wres-

tled with the band. A club window was broken. 
But it was all to no avail. The police were called 
and we were asked to leave the premises." 

Since then, the Subdudes have thankfully 
learned less physically demanding ways of 
attempting to procure concert wages [includ-
ing placing in Musician's Best Unsigned Band 
contest last year]. But the non-payment prob-
lem they encountered dramatizes all sorts of 
business and legal issues that musicians who 

work the live circuit must face. What 
methods are typically used to determine 
payment? Should you or shouldn't you work 
with a booking agent? If you think you 
should, how do you find a good one? What 
terms—such as backstage hospitality re-
quirements—can a band reasonably expect 
to get from a venue operator or concert 
promoter? It's said that a little legal knowl-
edge can be more dangerous than none at 
all. But in this case, some preventative 
medicine can help musicians concentrate on 
sharpening their stage presence rather than 
worrying whether there'll be money at the 
end of the night to cover the next payment 
on that new amplifier. 

THE PAPER CHASE 

The performing contract—an agreement 
between the band or its legal representa-
tives and the venue operator or promoter— 
is the basic legal tool for staging a concert. 
Not all acts sign such written agreements. 
This is especially true of up-and-coming 
bands that haven't released any recorded 
product or who have no guaranteed follow-
ing or audience. But the critical points in oral 
and written agreements are fundamentally 
the same, varying primarily in degree. 
The essentials of the written deal are often 

laid out in a short document prepared by or 
similar to the one used by the American 
Federation of Musicians. This is known as the 
"contract face." It contains the agreed-upon 
date, place and time of the show, length of 
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LIVE DEAL 

set(s), venue capacity, ticket price, 
gross sales potential and method of pay-
ment. 
An act that wants a written agreement 

will consult an attorney to draw up a 
standard rider to be utilized in all situa-
tions, from clubs and middle-sized halls 
to large arenas and stadiums. This rider 
supplements and expands on the basic 
terms stated in the contract face. It 
covers specifics such as sound, lighting 
and backstage hospitality, along with a 
variety of other details. (More on this 
later.) The act and its manager present 
the rider to a booking agent, who adds 
his or her own thoughts to the document 
and then procures concert employment 
for the act. 

DOING IT YOURSELF 

Verbal agreements offer a simpler, 
somewhat less reliable—but often 
necessary—alternative to all this. Oral 
deals are often struck up when a band 
contacts a venue operator directly. The 
informality of these agreements can 
convince a club owner a band is flexible 
and that a booking will require little 
negotiating time. However, particularly 
in oral deals, unequal bargaining power 
can work in the club owner's favor on 
many issues. For instance, dressing 
room accommodations will likely have to 

1 

Let your 
practice 

go to waist. 

be accepted "as is" (read "minimal"). 
The band may be allowed free guests 
but, in exchange, may be required to pay 
for their own drinks and for guest drinks. 
But for most acts on the rise, a network 
of such informal club relationships is 
crucial to gaining exposure before as 
many people as possible to build a word-
of-mouth base for that hoped-for break-
through to success. 

WHAT DO I GET? 

One of four methods of payment is com-
monly used to determine compensation 
for a concert appearance: 1) a simple 
percentage of the gate; 2) a flat guaran-
tee with no percentage of the gate; 3) a 
guarantee with an artist/promoter split 
at varying percentages for all amounts 
over the guarantee plus promoter's 
expenses; 4) a guarantee against a 
percentage of the gross, whichever is 
higher. Promoters typically pay an act or 
its booking agent an advance of 50 per-
cent, with the balance payable just 
before showtime or on a weekly basis for 
a tour. 
"We usually work for a small guaran-

tee against 80 percent of the door," 
notes the Subdudes' Johnny Allen. "One 
club we played in Denver was booked 
exclusively through an agent. But he 
took 10 percent and the club took noth-

Use the speaker or the headphone 
jack. Battery operated and available in 
six colors. It's a Fender and you need it! 

Strings 
Picks 

:1ccessorics 

ing, so we ended up with a better deal 
because we got 90 percent of the door." 

Bands that rely on percentages in oral 
agreements will have to post their own 

Colorado's Subdudes wouldn't 

take no for ar answer. 

personnel at the doo 
keep an accurate cus 
you become familiar 
you'll be able to co 
estimate of audience 

But what if the wor 
club simply refuses 
money it owes you 
night? For a modest fi 
fail to pay can be brou 
claims court, if the money owed falls 
below a certain cell' g (e.g., $1500 in 
California and New Yo k). And of course, 
after one non-payme t snafu, the band 
may choose simply to drop the club from 
its working list of live venues. 
Members of the American Federation 

of Musicians can also call the AF of M's 
Travelling Engagement Emergency 
Relief Hotline (800 ROAD GIG). In the 
event of a non-payme t problem, the AF 
of M will advance emergency cash for its 
members, hire legal counsel for them 
and add the defaulting venue to a list of 
"known offenders" which it maintains. 

THE BOOKER TEASE 

Many groups try to find booking agents 
near the outset of their careers, an 
unenviable task at best because booking 
agents won't be interested until there's 
at least enough income from which a 
worthwhile commission can be drawn. 
More likely, the band l will first connect 
with a manager who may call clubs and 

or trust clubs to 
mer count. Once 

'th a club, though, 
e up with a good 
e. 

t happens and the 
to fork over the 
t the end of the 

' g fee, clubs that 
t to task in small 
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LIVE DEALS 

colleges on the band's behalf. (Note, 
however, that California limits such 
concert employment activities to agents 
licensed by the state; New York's more 
liberal statute allows managers to book 
"incidental" employment for musicians.) 
According to Stanley Snadowsky, a 

lawyer and co-owner of the Manhattan 
nightclub The Bottom Line, "a good rule 
of thumb is, if you gain such stature that 
an agent comes to you, then you should 
consider signing with an agent, though 
maybe not the first one that comes 
along. It's very draining and time-con-
suming trying to represent yourself. An 
agent may be a tougher negotiating 

representative for you when it comes to 
getting bookings." 

Finding an agent may seem like a 
chicken-and-egg dilemma—you can't get 
a good agent without first having big-
name recognition, and you can't have 
big-name recognition without first hav-
ing a good booking agent. In fact, most 
groups who send unsolicited demo re-
cordings and videotapes rarely attract 
the interest of booking agents. Instead, 
the tape drop usually works when an act 
is recommended by a record company, 
venue operator or promoter whose taste 
the booking agent has come to trust. 
Good press can also help convince an 

t ell 
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agent to represent an act. 
A band that has yet to gain regional 

recognition may do better with a local 
agent familiar with the concert scene in 
that group's home territory. A nation-
wide agency can be more beneficial for 
snaring tough-to-get slots on high-profile 
tours. 

Says Johnny Allen, "We've booked our 
own gigs at pure music venues and 
worked with local agencies for bookings 
at ski resorts and weddings. But once we 
signed a label deal with Atlantic Records, 
we began to be courted by quite a few 
booking agencies." 
What are the personal qualities a band 

might want in a booking agent? "You 
want to find someone who, like a man-
ager, really believes in the act," advises 
Ian Copeland, president of the New 
York-based Frontier Booking Interna-
tional. "As an agent I think of myself as 
managing a band's creer with an eye 
towards building then on the basis of 
road work, rather thI n recorded prod-
uct." 
And here we com to another con-

tract, this one between artist and agent. 
"You [the act] sign a separate contract 
that gives the booking agency the exclu-
sive right to negotiate all performing 
deals, subject to management approval," 
explains Copeland. "4 term of three to 
five years is typical with the agent 
getting 10 percent of jour gross concert 
earnings." 
The basic condition of an agreement 

between an agency and an artist who 
belongs to the American Federation of 
Musicians are guided by a separate 
agreement between the agency and the 
guild [i.e., the AF of M]. Non-guild 
artists will be bound y a general ser-
vices agreement with erns more favor-
able to the agency. 

"To keep the agree ent in force, the 
agent may be requi ed to procure a 
certain dollar amount f bookings within 
a specified period, thoi4gh the term of the 
agency contract is Ion er," notes music 
attorney Samuel Fox, f the Los Angeles 
firm of Engel & Eng I. "On the other 
hand, if the agency agreement ends 
while you are in the middle of a tour, the 
agency may still have the right to be paid 
those tour commissions." 
An up-and-coming act will probably be 

asked to sign to an agency for up to a 
five-year term because the agency will 
want to reap larger commissions that will 
come in as the act bec mes more estab-
lished. Acts already es 
the bargaining power t 
term of three years or 

Additional agency 
sions cover the scope 

blished will have 
sign to a shorter 
ess. 
greement provi-
f the territory the 
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agent will work, the size of the agent's 
commission (ranging from 15 to 20 per-
cent for less established bands, 10 for 
established acts), the exclusivity of the 
musician to the agent and the procedure 
for resolving disputes between the agent 
and the artist. 
Some bands become so attached to 

their booking agents that they try to 
negotiate a "key man" clause in their 
agency agreements to allow the group to 
continue to be represented by a particu-
lar agent if that agent ends up leaving the 
agency before the term of the band's 
agency agreement is up. 

All states have statutes that regulate 
employment agencies. The California 
and New York licensing statutes are 
drafted specifically for talent agents but 
state officials don't cruise the music 
scene looking for licensing violations. So 
a friend who gets a gig for a band won't 
have to worry. Instead, in California for 
example, the state labor commissioner is 
usually called on when an artist seeking 
to terminate a management contract 
claims the manager has procured em-
ployment. If the artist wins the dispute, 
the manager may also have to return any 
booking commissions. 
"The labor commissioner has even 

said this could apply to a manager who 
simply discusses a booking for an artist 
over lunch," Samuel Fox points out. 
"But this creates an unfair predicament 
all around. It's a problem for the artists, 
because there's never a shortage of 
managers but there is a shortage of 
agents. Plus the statute ties the man-
ager's hands in establishing an artist 
during the early stages of a career. And 
it's a predicament for managers, because 
artists can use the law as leverage to get 
out of the contract with the manager." 

A TYPICAL SCENARIO 

Let's assume your band strikes up its 
own oral deals for local gigs, but you 
have an agent who has landed you a place 
on a regional tour helmed by a major 
promoter. Back in the world of the 
written deal, the standard rider you, 
your lawyer, manager and agent have 
developed is attached to the contract 
face we discussed earlier. The promoter 
then reviews the rider, deletes clauses, 
adds his or her own conditions and re-
turns the rider to the booking agent, who 
presents the promoter's demands to the 
act. Stanley Snadowsky has called this 
the "varicose veins" approach. 

Rider provisions, which in some in-
stances have run 100 or more pages, can 
cover headliner and support act billing 
and advertising; stage lighting and sound 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 79 
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SICI A N 

Bill Nelson 
Still walking the line between 

pop and impressionism, a former 

Be-Bopper heads into the Mystic. 

By John Diliberto 

"You see, 
regardless of 
whether it's a 

guitar or a piano 
or whatever, it's 

still the same 
person with the 
same thought." 

IN THE LARGE COUNTRY 
kitchen of his 300-year-old 
Yorkshire mansion, Bill Nel-
son plays a cassette of his 

new pop song demos and laughs. "I don't know 
whether I'll ever make a mature statement 
when it comes to writing lyrics," confesses 
Nelson, "because I still have this terrible 
heritage of being a pop musician, which is 
rather like an unwanted erection. It crops up at 

the most awkward time. I'm always thinking, 
'Well, I'm singing now, maybe this could get on 
the radio; let's lighten it a bit here." 
Over a period of a few months he wrote 

more than 120 songs, love letters to his then-
estranged wife, and he seems embarrassed by 
the sentiments, especially after the volumes of 
cerebral, atmospheric instrumentals he's 
crafted in the last few years. In fact, he thinks 
they're so personal and rough that he's only 
making them available to his fan club. He's 
more comfortable with Simplex, an album of 
impressionistic music he composed for a film 
about the sculptures of Henry Moore. 

"I either tumble into a pit of obscure instru-
mental arcana or I end up trying to sound like 
the Archies," he says, hie, eyes tearing with 
laughter. "Wait until you hear this new stuff. 
Lyrically, I mean it's kindergarten 'I love you' 
stuff. 'Come home, I miss ou, all is forgiven,' 
boom, boom, cha." 
But Nelson's pop musio is more sophisti-

cated than he'd lead you to believe, walking the 
borders of kinetic techno pop grooves with 

sinuous melodies and supple lyricism. 
Despite his self-derision, the emotional 
trauma these songs represent is still evi-
dent. "They were very tempeutic for me," 
he admits. 

Having just turned 4, Nelson feels far 
removed from the rocl music he made in 
the 1970s with Be-Bop Deluxe, a second-
string British progress ve group that had 
modest success in England and cult status 
in the U.S. When Be-Bop disbanded in 
1978, Nelson split his career in two, making 
quirky pop records on one side and personal 
instrumental miniatures bn the other. 

Nelson began experimenting in his home 
studio on antiquated tapç machines, making 
musique concrète stru tures out of back-
ward tapes, loops, kitc en utensils, found 
sounds and voices rec rded off the TV. 
"Yeah, retro-tech stuff, it really was," he 
recalls. "I had the Mini-lvIoog I think, and I 

had an old ARP string ma hine. And a four-
track machine, an autohar and some bits to 
bang together, old toms and things. Very 
crude, you know." 
The early solo records, 1981's Soundingthe 

Ritual Echo and Das Kabinett, were darkly 
impressionistic, psychological diaries, full of 
distended melodies and peripheral whispers, 
much like the films of Nelso 
and Jean Cocteau. His o 
venin inclinations towards s 
context and viewed in am 
light. 
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BILL NELSON 

tone poems and has issued over 13 LPs 
of this material, including Trial by Inti-
macy (The Book of Splendours), a four-
record boxed set with a book of his 
photographs, and, in 1988, the two-
volume Chance Encounters in the Gar-
den of Lights and Optimism. The latter 
two are available on Enigma in the U.S., 
which plans to release the entire Nelson 
catalogue. 

Despite an improvement in technol-
ogy with 16 tracks, digital synthesizers 
and samplers, Nelson's instrumentals 
still have a home-grown, clandestine 
diary charm. Even the dance grooves of 
Iconography and Optimism are deployed 

amidst a psychedelic stream of con-
sciousness. They're so far removed 
from Nelson's usual oeuvre that he 
released them under the thinly veiled 
pseudonym Orchestra Arcana. 

Nelson thinks of Chance Encounters 
in the Garden of Lights as a meditation 
record, although its turbulent atmo-
spheres would trigger psychotic reac-
tions from most meditators. In its liner 
notes, he writes that the album is "ide-
ally suited to the occultist in search of 
ritual atmosphere or serene medita-
tion," a claim that should bring Geraldo 
Rivera beating the Yorkshire bushes. 

"It seemed to be music that was deal-
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ing more with meditations' states and I 
thought it might be useful for people who 
wished to use it in a ritual context, for 
meditation purposes or magical pur-
poses or whatever," says Nelson. "And 
the cover, the whole mode of the thing, 
was done for that purpose. It's a 
philosophical album in many ways, in 
terms of my own beliefs." 
One of those beliefs is automatic 

writing, the idea of the unedited subcon-
scious creating the music. "One of my 
heroes besides Cocteau is a man called 
Austin Osman Spare," explains Nelson. 
"Spare died in 1956. He was an artist 
who was also involved in occult and 
magical practices. And one of his tech-
niques was automatic drawing. He be-
lieved greatly in the, idea of the subcon-
scious knowing moré than the conscious 
and the Jungian idea of an archetypal set 
of imagery. So I use some of these ideas 
to apply to the musii.al side of it. Which 
means basically doing things very quickly 
and not thinking about them too much 
and allowing the subconscious to take a 
greater hold. Of cobrse, sometimes it 
produces terrible reiults. And in a sense 
the music becomes living entity. 

"Alchemy, Rosicifucianism, esoteric 
Freemasonry, Hebilew Kabala, tarots, 
I've looked at the w ole gamut of things 
available and kind of, synthesized things 
for myself. You get o the stage where 
you invent internal y your own philo-
sophical structure, which is impossible 
to explain to anyone, because it only 
works for you. Now I've been involved 
in this for several years and it's some-
thing that's difficult to talk about," he 
admits. 

It's also difficult to incorporate into 
music, let alone rock music, without 
coming off like some sword-and-sorcery 
caricature or a ne -age airhead. But 
Nelson has done it ob several rock vocal 
albums, beginning with 1982's The Love 
That Whirls, a recbrd powered by a 
hypnotic rhythm-machine pulse infused 
with sexuality and spiritualism. 
"One of the techniques was to use 

sexuality as a means to some kind of 
spiritual enlightenment, which is a com-
mon sort of idea throughout the whole 
world and different cultures, apart from 
the repressed Westerners," he laughs. 
"But the Indian tantri 
of dance, at that tim 
ing, particularly th 
dervishes. They h 
skirts that spin out 
human spinning tops. 
and whirl and whirl for hours on end." 

Despite the high-tech gloss, infectious 
melodies, undulating guitar lines and 
Nelson's smooth tenor voice that recalls 

ideas and the idea 
, I found fascinat-
idea of whirling 
ve kind of white 
so they look like 
And they just whirl 
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BILL NELSON 

David Bowie, The Love That Whirls, an 
American compilation called Vistamix 
and On a Blue Wing failed to catch on in 
the United States. It was a mixed bless-
ing for Nelson, because it gave him 
additional time to work on his more 
experimental compositions and his per-
formance art work, "The Invisibilists 
Exhibition," a multi-media show he 
occasionally puts together. 

Nelson inserts found dialogue into the 
music as non-sequitur evocations, with 
disembodied voices seemingly appearing 
out of nowhere. Sometimes it's familiar, 
like the dialogue from Citizen Kane on 
Optimism, rhythmically repeating "Wel-

come home, Master Kane." But more 
often they have an out-of-context mys-
tery, as if tuning in short-wave radio 
broadcasts late at night, mumbling things 
like "I believe that all of my imaginative 
work is composed during deep sleep, but 
I'm very seldom aware of dreaming." 
"Some of the early ones were just 

literally taken off TV into a hand cassette 
machine and then I'd just spin them in," 
he reveals. "So they are not structured 
greatly in any way and are more there for 
their own sake, because they are charm-
ing little quotes. But you find by throw-
ing them in at random, 'Oh, I like this 
one, I like that one, let's put them in,' 
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that somehow a meaning starts to 
emerge. They start to talk back to you 
and dictate, 'Oh, that should move 
around a bit, you ktiow.' Some of the 
newer stuff is much more structured 
because I've had the facility to sample 
and that gives you the chance to think 
about it a little bit more and maybe you 
give it more meaning and so on. But I 
hope they have meaning." 

Nelson's brooding environments have 
drawn him to film composing. He scored 
a TV documentary called Map of 
Dreams, an action series called "Brond" 
and the movie Dream Demon, a stylish 
horror film that plays on the dream/ 
reality themes of Nightmare on Elm 
Street, but without th cartoon cut-ups of 
Freddy Krueger. 

Lost in all these t xtures has been 
Nelson's sinuous gui. In the late '70s 
and early '80s he developed a sensual 
solo style using the E, 
drives the strings in 
tain, allowing him to s 
lines through his tec 
recently, he probably 
on David Sylvian's G 
albeit mostly acoustic, than he has on his 
own records. 

"You see, regardless of whether it's a 
guitar or a piano or whatever, it's still the 
same person with the same thought," he 
says. "And the thoughts have changed 
the use of the instrumentation. For a 
while I really did look 
being an overstate 
obvious things, and th 
guitar players around 
of clichéd approach. 

ow, a device that 
continuous sus-

ulpt long, curving 
no-rhythms. But 
layed more guitar 
ie to Earth album, 

pon the guitar as 
ent of the very 
re were so many 
'th the same kind 
And it suddenly 

ARCANE ARTIFACTS 

A
LTHOUGH fNftblson's music is in-
creasingly electronic, he still plays 
guitar. His main instruments are 
three Yamaha, SG2000s, a Jap-

anese knock-off called a Tokai and an unusual 
acoustic fretless bass guitar made by Kif 
Wood. His long sustained solos are via E-Bow. 

His electronic arsenal includes the Sequen-
tial Circuits Studio 440,0 Yamaha DX7, Yama-
ha CS-70M, a Mini-Moog, Akai-Linn Drum 
Machine, the Emulator E-Max and under a 
tarpaulin is a Bergeaul 
doesn't play much now th 

For processing he runs 
Digital Reverb, Roland S 
Yamaha SPX90, Foste compressor and 
delay line, an old Marshall Time Modulator 
and an Ibanez rack-mounted effects unit, 
which combines compressor, phase, over-
drive and stereo chorus and flanger. 

It's all tucked into a corner of the room 
ir around an Allen & Heath 4-channel console 

linked to a Fostex 16-tra. deck and a Sony 
PCM-F1 digital recorder. 1 

Marimba that he 
he can sample it. 
rough an MXR 01 
E-3000 delay line, 
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Eerything about KCS and Level II 
is dedicated to making your musical 
experience as rewarding as possible. 

Fast screen update. Easy record-
ing. Instant playback. Total editing. 
And composition tools you thought 
were unavailable on personal com-
puters. These are the most powerful 
sequencing environments available 
on any computer. 
KCS has been the standard by 

which ail other sequencers have 
been 
judged. 
With 
essentially 
the same 
features 
on the 
Atari ST, 

Amiga, and Macintosh (Level II only), 
the flexibility of being able to use the 
same program, and the same data 
files, on three different computers is 
unprecedented. 

Level II has been hailed by critics 
and users as "the most comprehen-
sive composition environment ever 
created." Containing all of the fea-

tures of KCS, it enables you to find 
new methods of creating music that 
will free your imagination. With both 
random and fully deterrnined methods 
of creating 
variations 
on your 
themes, 
you will 
find just 
how much 
of a partner your computer can be 
in your creative process. 
On the Atari ST, our exclusive Multi 

Program Environment and GEM com-
patibility give you the power of an 
integrated digital workstation. With 
over 20 MPE modules available, you 
can configure a system to suit your 
personal taste and budget. And on 
the Amiga you get total multi-tasking 
capability with any standard applica-
tion from music to databases. KCS 
and Level II ST contains the MPE. 
Level Il requires at least lmeg of 
memory on any computer. 

KCS or Level Il, all the sequencer 
you will ever need. 

Dr. T's 
MUSIC SOFTWARE 

KCS Features 
48 tracks 
126 sequences 
16 songs 
Auto- Looping 
Record overdub 
Mouse-operated controls 
Controller input filters 
Merge 
Echo Rechannelize 
Solo 
Mute 
Quantize 
Record while cueing 
Punch- In Out 
Real-time Track Shift 
SMPTE sync Phantom 

MIDI Song Pointer 
Edit all MIDI parameters 
Range highlight editing 
Transpose 
Invert 
Quantize 
Time-reverse 
Velocity-scaling 
Cut Copy Paste Erase Delete 
Spilt Of erase controllers 
Change time signatures 
Program tempo changes 
Pop-up timing calculator 
Step-time recording 
Easy Song Mode 
Open Mode for total control 
Scratch pad for comments 
Record sys-ex dumps 
Supports MIDI files 
Stores preference files 
190 page indexed manual 

LEVEL II Features 
PVG 
Generate variations on 

previously recorded parts; 
Produce changes in pitch, 
dynamics, controller values 
rhythm and expression, 

Produce single venation or 
create a series of variations 
that evolve over lime 

Variations can contain 
some randomness or be 
fully determined. 

Create trills and ornaments to 
notes in an existing sequence, 

20 editable Macros for still more 
complex edit operations, 

Save 80 "Presets" to disk 
Master Editor 
Edit based on 

pitch 
velocity 
interval from a note 
position in pattern, 

Re-map pitch(es) in any track 
or sequence: 

Auto-correct to a lime grid, 
Match rhythms or pitches to any 

track or sequence; 
Chords can be deflammed, 

sorted, arpeggiated, 
or orchestrated, 

Extensive pattern matching, 
Utilize Bochan operations 

Dr.T's 
Music SOFTWARE 

220 Boylston, Street 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 

U S.A 

(617) 244-6954 
FAX *617) 244-5243 



A funny thing happens when tech-

nology advances. It forces musicians to think 

more and more like technicians. And 

less and less like artists. 

We kept this top of mind 

when creating the Ensoniq EPS and 

new EPS-M, two sampler- based 

workstations that combine sophisti-

cated technology with a fast, intuitive 

method for sampling, sequencing, 

recording, mixing and performing. 

Ensoniq's workstations let 

you quickly audition changes in sam-

pling or sequencing. 

The 
Ensoniq EPS. 

So you have plenty of freedom to 

experiment while composing and 

arranging. 

The EPS 

and EPS-M also let 

you choose from a 

You can 

add expression to 

these sounds with 

The Ensoniq EPS-M. our exclusive Poly-

large library of available sounds, including the Key" pressure and Patch SelecFs. 

new EPS Signature Series of super-pro sounds. The rack-mounted 13S-M features 



a built-in SCSI port for fast access to storage 

in an external hard drive. And you can play 

and load sounds simultaneously. 

Putting all this great technology into 

our workstations took a lot of technical exper-

tise. But turning this technology into great 

music takes very little at all. For more infor-

mation and the name of your nearest Ensoniq 

dealer, call toll free 1-800-553-5151. 

IEfliDflÏI a 
THE TECHNOLOGY THAT PERFORMS. 



BILL NELSON 

eiÀ2 
• • 

and our pickups. Legendary 
sound at your fingertips. Write for catalog 

and currert specs and well send you 

OUR pick. Sound is our technology. 

I-1/C P C 
PO. Box 4394 / Santa Rosa, CA 95402 /(707) 525-9941 

United States: 5-05 Burns Avenue Hicksville, 
NY 11801 Tel. ( 516)935-8000 
Fax: ( 516)935-8018 

Great Britain: Unit 14 Cliffe Industrial Estate 
Lewes Sussex BN8 611., Tel. 0273 479411 
Fax: 0273 471825 

Canada 325 Rue Clement, ouest Lasalle. Quebec 
HgR4B4 Tel. ( 514) 3642118 
Fax ( 514) 364 0791 

Australia: ; 56 A-358 Eastern Valley Way Chatswood 
N.S.W. 2067 Tel. (02)417 7088 
Fax: (02)417 7374 

seemed like guitar playing had developed 
into a language, which was very set and 
stylized, and that nobody would recog-
nize as guitar playinIfless it spoke that 
language. In fact, n The Love That 
Whirls, there's mor guitar playing than 
on some of the alb uns I'd done earlier. 
But nobody recognized it because I was 
using the E-Bow and, they thought it was 
a synth, you see. And it worked well with 
the synthesizers because it has a differ-
ent quality to it because of the fact that 
the guitar is more lyrical and the har-
monic overtones are strange and, there-
fore, it would give it more of an elec-
tronic quality. But I suddenly realized 
that people don't recognize this as guitar 
because the common language of guitar 
has become so nailed to the floor." 

Nelson's contemplating a return to the 
pop world with mixed emotions. "I think 
I've spent a lot of time with the serious 
composer's hat on and maybe for a year I 
can allow myself to dress up like a fool 
again and leap around a spotlight, you 
know, hopefully get some applause." 

Nelson might also be a little gun-shy. 
After Be-Bop Deluxe, he went solo with 
a fictional group called Red Noise and the 
1979 album Sound-on-Sound, a brilliant 
Future-Shock-1984-is-now work that did 
worse than langui 
record company, Cap 
survey responses, 
the lines of "out-Dev 
whacko for us." Whic 
why the album still 
decade later. 

"It's funny," says Nelson. " I was 
talking to Andy Partridge from XTC a 
year ago and he said, ' I dug the Red 
Noise album out the other night. That 
was a great album." Nevertheless, it 
took Nelson two years to get his next 
record, Quit Dreaming and Get on the 
Beam, released. 
The situation hasn't improved. His 

1986 album, On a Blue Wing, a dance-
able exploration of Western mysticism 
and Christian imagery, provided him 
with another controversy. In England it 
was called Getting the Holy Ghost Across. 
The original cover, changed for Amer-
ican release, depicted an angel holding a 
city in her hand, surrounded by "magi-
cal" alphabets and seals. Apparently it 
didn't quite fit in with the PMRC-fueled 
retreat of the record industry in 1986. 

"Basically they said, 'We can't have 
this cover here and we can't have this 
title, because these shops won't stock 
it," claims Nelson. "It was, in a sense, 
an immoral judgment because they are 
saying, 'We'd rather 
present your true ide 
you know if it means 

h. His American 
tol, sent him some 
of which ran along 
s Devo" and "Too 
might account for 
sounds so good a 

ave money than 
s to people. And 
e can make less 
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money from the record by putting it out 
in its true state, then we are going to 
have to change it,' so eventually they 
came up with a cover of their own. 

"But certainly I must be a threat to 
religious morality in America," he laughs 
sardonically. "I wish I was." 
However, Nelson is not one to deny 

the rock artist within him, especially 
when he picks up the guitar. A few 
months back he performed unannounced 
in a local pub with a pick-up band, and the 
rock guitar heroics were still there. "We 
just turned up on the evening and 
jammed on blues things and within half an 
hour, I was wiping the guitar up and 
down in front of the amplifier and throw-
ing it in the air and, you know, it was 
there, it's there," he says exuberantly. 
"All I need is a rebel to help rouse it in 
me. And the audience was going for it, so 
I just had a good time. So that's not dead. 
It's something I can call upon when 
necessary, I think." [M 

LIVE DEALS.npage69 
specifications; insurance, security and 
hospitality responsibilities; ticket sale 
arrangements; and provisions for per-
sonal appearances and interviews in the 
concert area. These conditions are all 
negotiable to some extent. 
The hospitality clause in particular can 

be the subject of lengthy negotiations. 
After years of hospitality excesses, 
venue operators and promoters have 
become reluctant to provide unusual 
demands to all but the most sought-after 
acts. For example, one recent hospital-
ity condition required a Pacman video 
game be made available for a popular 
singer touring Australia. If not, the 
singer had the right to cancel the engage-
ments and keep the advance. 
"One band wanted a dressing room 

painted a certain color before they 
walked in," Snadowsky claims. "But 
once you get past sandwiches and 
drinks, it's all ego." 
The merchandising clause, on the 

other hand, has grown tremendously in 
importance in recent years as bands 
have come to realize that sales of T-
shirts, posters and buttons can help 
make up for a weak turnout at a concert. 
Some acts have even lost money touring 
on the basis of ticket sales alone, but 
earned an overall profit when merchan-
dising revenues were added in. Younger 
fans usually spend more money on such 
merchandise, especially for heavy metal 
groups. A venue operator will generally 
receive a percentage of gross receipts 
from merchandising sales. 
Of course, the proliferation of music 

videos has made musicians more careful 
about prohibiting the filming of their 
performances for either commercial or 
private purposes without prior written 
consent. Some rider clauses even pro-
vide for specific damages a venue 
operator or promoter must pay if any 
unauthorized tapings are made. 

But, according to Ian Copeland, the 
most profound change in concert deals 
has been the shift of responsibility for an 
unsuccessful show from venue 
operators and promoters to the acts. "In 
the past if a show was cancelled due to 
an artist's illness, or low ticket sales 
from delay of an album release, the 
promoter would shoulder the burden 
[though non-appearance insurance is 
now popular]. Today the acts are being 
asked to renegotiate if this occurs and 
may even end up returning part of the 
guarantee paid by the promoter." 

Which brings us back to our starting 
point: Careful attention to the details of 
performance negotiations can make it a 
lot easier to get paid nearer showtime, 
or to find a legal way to collect if you do 
play and you don't get paid promptly. IN 

Reprinted from The Musician Guide to 
Playing Live, now on sale at your musical 
instrument or record dealer. 

DEVELOPMENTS... 
where the string sits actually dampens it 
by pulling it down. But when you pluck 
the string, it travels from side to side, 
where the Trembucker pole pieces are. 
In fact, the magnetism on either side 
pulls the string back and forth a bit longer 
and makes the tonal output richer. The 
Trembucker ain't cheap at $115, but 
think how long you've been waiting for it. 
Another thing Seymour Duncan's been 
up to is releasing the Duncan Custom 
pickup Seymour did for Jeff Beck in an 
Alnico II magnet version, reportedly the 
same thing he's been doing privately for 
Eddie Van Halen. This is the Custom 
Custom, part of the Underground 
Series. And metalmongers will surely 
want to hear the Metal Live Wire Hum-
bucker, a low-impedance, high-output 
pickup with more scream than cream and 
a nice lift in the midrange. 
As we exit to the sound of high-octane 

guitar squeals, we still haven't gotten to 
everything at NAMM worthy of men-
tion. But since our big Drum Special is 
coming next month, we'll save the new 
Hotz and KAT MIDI percussion control-
lers till then, as well as the big blitz in 
multi-tasking and notation in MIDI soft-
ware and the big roar in reinforcement. 
Till then. ei 

SIGN UP 11-IESE 
WELL- RESPECTED 
ARTIS S FOR YOUR 
NEXT SESSION. 

Craig Anderton, producer/author 

Claude Gaudette, produceilkeyboardist 

David Flentsche:, producer/keykurdist 

Paul Jackson, Jr. produce' /guitarist 

John Robinson, producer/drummer 

0 e.e,t.; 
Nile Rodgers, producer/guitarist 

THE [PS SIGNATURE SERIES. 
You're looking at the names behind 

stars like Madonna, Michael Jackson, 
Anita Baker, David Sanborn, Elton John, 
Steve Winwood and Genesis. 

Now Ensoniq has brought these 
talented producers together to create a wide 
range of distinctive new sampled sounds. 
We call it the Ensoniq EPS Signature Series. 

Choose from six sound libraries, 
each containing three high-quality discs. 
Pick up any set for just $3995 at your local 
Ensoniq dealer. And start playing with 
some of the best names in the business 

For a clea;er near you call I-800-
553-5151 
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W OR K IN G MUSIC I A N 

Developments 
More hot product from NAMM, 

like a MIDI audio switcher, luxury 

wireless and better sequencing. 

By Jock Baird 

W HEN WE TRY TO 
cover the moving-
and-grooving Win-
ter NAMM show in 

one story, there's inevitably stuff that gets left 
out. These remainders get cobbled together 
into the following issue's column, and usually 
tend to be about as exciting as warmed-over 
macaroni and cheese. Not so this month. It's a 
measure of how good a NAMM show this past 

chain configuration most 
those little boxes do to 
they're not in use: betwee 
crispness and gaining pla 
much better off just bypa 
need them, which is what 
will let you do. What will 
pedals now that you don't 
your feet? Well, 360 Syst 
mount shelf with velcro fas 

'tarists use is what 
your sound when 
the signal losing its 
old noise, you're 

sing them until you 
e Audio Matrix 16 

ou do with all those 
eed to keep them at 
s has a little rack-

eners to keep them 

AuDio MATR1X-16 

B IB 16 
II CI CI 

ii • . 15-4_.* 

360 Systems' 
remarkable $700 

Audio Matrix 
16x16 switcher; 
(below) Shure's 
Beta 58 mike, a 
radical update of 
the redoubtable 

SM 5 8. 

stepping on six pedals between songs or 
(God forbid) solos. Boy, has 360 Sys-
tems got a solution for you! 

one was that the leftovers are as tasty as the all up where you can actually adjust them— 
main course. For some, even tastier. Let's say, what a concept! Then you can run your whole 
for instance, you're a guitarist who knows a big rig from one master MIDI Ipedal, and because 
rack of signal processing is the wave of the the Audio Matrix 16 ale sends program 
future, but you have most of your processing changes out through MIDI it can run your 
bucks already tied up in tmtrendy stomp boxes MIDI-equipped processors as well. 
and/or pre-MIDI racks. You certainly can't jwilc You keyboardists and studio heads will 
your whole rig, especially because it's now part immediately see this affects more than guitar-
of your sound, but you're getting tired of ists. One-finger repatching for multi-track 

flt tape playback, automated MIDI muting 
..eigeb for mongo keyboard stacks, multiply-

y mg capabilities for single effects busses 
Meet the Audio Matrix 16 16x16 cross- or small consoles... the possibilities 

point switcher. It's a MIDI-controllable seem endless. And if you find it inconve-
audio switcher and patch bay that routs 16 
inputs to 16 outputs in any configuration 
you desire and saves the patch in one of 99 
memory locations. You can send one input 
to all 16 outs without signal degradation, 
and you can even program what they call 
performance chains of up to 32 steps. That 
means if your rig sounds different with the 
compressor patched in after the distortion 
box than vice versa, you can have it both 
ways. Another problem with the single-

nient to patch in through the back, chan-
nels 15 and 16 can be accessed from the 
front. Now how much is all this worth to 
you? A company named Tantec sold some-
thing like this for around $2400 a year or so 
ago, but this baby is only $700. And if you'd 
rather have it in a balanced version, with a 
ring-tip-sleeve phone jack configuration, a 
new model coming this summer will go for 
an even grand. No wonder NAMM shows 
are so exciting. 
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Your music sounds better 
than ever. But until you get some-
one to listen, talent alone won't 
put your career on the fast track. 
You've got to sound good on tape, 

too. Ask any talent agent or c wEI, m , Ayo&uR garsor wnir.johueryth'lletrielgl 
  production values, its ht 

hard to make great music 
stand out in a world full 
of mediocrity. 

Having the right 
equisirfrierenetnccaeneellearll 

FAST TRACK ysoeui'oreugoerttint rfl'aidnyg foruar 
demo, the Seck 1282 and 

1882 recording consoles can give 
you more quality, features, and 
capabilities than many expensive 
mixers, in a compact and very 
affordable package. 

To succeed in this business, 
you have to be more than a per-
former. You must also be a pro-
ducer and an engineer. That's 
why Seck consoles were designed 
to let you focus on your musk, 
not the mechanics. Input channel 
controls are laid out logically, with 
offset knobs for quick adjustments. 
All connectors are in plain view 
for quick and efficient patching. 

Seck consoles are right at 
home in your studio. These 8 buss 

TO THE 

boards include features like three 
band mid-sweep EQ, in-line 
monitoring, solo and stereo LED 
meters. And, Seck consoles make 
mixing with effects simple. You 
can layer effects through 6 aux 
busses and 4 aux returns, plus use 
the pre-fader inserts to enhance 
individual tracks. 

For eight or sixteen track 
recording, Seck consoles are ver-
satile enough to make your job 
easy, yet are rugged enough to 
take on the road. Features, size 
and rugged construction combine 
to make the 12 input model 1282 
and 18 input model 1882 ideal 
for the sophisticated home studio 
and double nicely for sound 
reinforcement. 

So remember, you'll find the 
on-ramp to the fast track is as 
dose as your nearest Seck dealer. 

SECK 
JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 
Northridge, CA 91329 

C1489 JBL, Inamporated-A Harnian International Compony 



DEVELOPMENTS 

The trend in wireless systems lately 
has been to do the limbo—as in, how low 
can you go? But Samson has decided to 
work the other end of the price spectrum 
with their $2000-area Broadcast STD 
Series wireless. What more can you get 
for that kind of cash? A lot. For instance 
the receivers and transmitters—be they 
mikes or belt-packs—both have 10 
selectable channels of frequency to send 
and listen on. A five-segment LED 
indicator on the BR-3 receiver then 
allows you to check the RF level on each 
side of a channel (a true diversity system 
has two signals, remember) to find the 
quietest path. You dial up a channel on 
the display window and then look at the 
RF level. If it's nice and low, great, but if 
it's blitzing and fritzing away at the right 
side of the LED, it's telling you to avoid 

Technics' SY-IVIQ8 sequencer, a 
"home"-priced unit with "pro" features. 

that channel like the plague. This way 
you can tell in seconds what your best 
channels are, saving the aggravation of 
trial-and-error searching or the extreme 
expense of bringing in a spectrum 
analyzer just to find a good frequency. 
The Broadcast STD series also has dbx 
noise reduction, adjustable sensitivity 
controls, balanced outputs and a nice 
selection of mike elements. Who says 
you don't get what you pay for? 
Not everything making waves at 

NAMM was cutting-edge high-tech. 
One item was a cute little hardware 
sequencer from Technics called the SY-
MQ8 and designed primarily for the 
"home"/P&O market. But hold on—for 
around eight hundred bucks the MQ8 is 
actually competitive with most of the so-
called "pro" sequencers costing twice 
that. It's got eight tracks, a disk drive, 
holds 23,000 notes and standard sequen-
cer edit functions like copy, merge, 
delete, loop, punch-in/out, transposing, 
quantization and variable tempo control. 
About the only thing it can't do is indi-
vidual note or step editing, which many 
musicians don't use anyway. One news-

worthy feature aboard the MQ8 is called 
"auto event trace"; if you start the 
sequence in the middle, it looks back-
ward to find the last program change 
before your begin point. That way you 
won't suddenly find flutes playing your 
lead brass part. Beyond the features, 
this sequencer has a nice simplicity and 
logic to its panel, and seems to be more 
roadworthy than many—it excels at 
taking a one-pass, multi-channel dump of 
your home computer-built sequences so 
you can gig with it. And speaking of 
Technics, the AX series of synths they 
debuted last summer are finally rolling 
out; with their competitive prices and 
"soft-knob" style idiot editing features, 
they're definitely worth a second look. 
One sequencer that's been the subject 

of some disagreement is the one aboard 
the Korg M1 workstation. While some 
users are more than satisfied, others 
wish it could do a bit more. Enter the 
Frontal Lobe, from Cannon Research. It 
patches into the MIDI plugs and sits 
right on the top of the Ml, like a helpful 
consultant. Once activated, the Frontal 
Lobe gives you a better window into the 
sequencer, allowing you, for example, to 
access various edit windows while the 
sequencer is playing, giving you real-
time loop control with a foot pedal, and 
offering a big boost in onboard mem-
ory-15,000 events worth. It'll also let 
the M1 behave like a regular multi-
timbral keyboard when it's in sequencer 
mode. If you want even more, the $400 
Frontal Lobe can be enhanced with two 
$200 memory upgrades, both of which 
double the capacity, up to 64,000 events. 
There's also a $400 L44 meg disk drive 
which turns the Lobe into a sys-ex 
librarian. And it also has an RS-232 port 
for computer interfacing. With tens of 
thousands of Mis out there, this product 
could be a sleeper. 

Talk about sleepers, who knew that 
when Shure first put out the SM58 
microphone all those years ago that it 
would become such a universal work-
horse? But the competition has grown 
fierce for the dynamic 
cardioid live-mike 

dollar, and 
Shure has launched a new 

counter-attack using an old number: the 
Beta 58 and 57, or Son of SM58. Two 
great leaps are incorporated, one being 
the use of neodymium in the magnets to 
get a hotter output (this to call Electro-
Voice's N/DYN bet). The second is more 
significant—the development of a triple-

Seymour Dun-
can Trembuck-
er: at last, a 
humbucker to fit 
your Fender or 
your Floyd. 

stage directional tuning network to 
tighten up the pickup pattern at a 
broader range of frequencies. Y'see, not 
all super- and hyper-cardioid mikes are 
that way at every frequency; sometimes 
a low-mid might creep in even though the 
mike's rejecting a high. That means 
discolored sound and feedback bumps. 
The Beta Series is said to maintain a 
supercardioid pattern at all frequencies, 
which means you can crank it louder 
before the feedback devils start wailing. 
Shure.also put new shock-isolation ideas 
into the Beta 58 and 57, the latter being 
the rough-and-ready instrument coun-
terpart to the vocalist's 58. This is one 
sequel that could outshine the original. 

Finally, our award for the Most Over-
due Product at NAMM goes hands-down 
to Seymour Duncan. How many readers 
out there have put a humbucker on your 
Strat, or any Floyd Rose-equipped axe, 
only to notice that the pole pieces didn't 
quite match up with the strings because 
the Gibson spacing is wider than the 
Fender spacing? And though guitarists 
have been doing this for well over a 
decade, no one made a new humbucker 
with Fender spacing— until now. Enter 
the Trembucker, which is not only a 
kick-ass little humbucker, 
but it has an 

Samson's Broadcast STD wireless 
lets you check your channels for heavy 

RF traffic. 

'80s wrinkle: two pole pieces for each 
string, known as the Parallel Axis sys-
tem. The idea is to leep the area be-
tween the pole pieces in a low flux state, 
because excessive nagnetism right 
CONTINUED dN PAGE 79 
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CAPTURE YOUR CREATIVITY . , 

--Tünr=eco) 
Capturing your creative ideas can be a tough job, but the MR-30 multi-track recorder makes it 
easy! The MR-30 is a new concept in multi-track recorders because it combines high technology 
with quick and simple operation. With features like Dolby noise reduction, independent volume 
controls, and 3-band post recording E.Q., the MR-30's sound quality is superb! 
The MR-30 is an ideal musical "notebook" for songwriters and composers, and with its compact 
size, you can create music wherever you go. Don't let it get away ---- capture your creativity with 
the MR-30!! 

Features: 
* User-friendly operation 
* 4-track overdubbing 
* Dolby noise reduction 
* Stereo recording compatible with 
standard cassette decks 

Vbfe% FIRE 
Another great product distributed by MIDCO International 

908 W. Fayette Avenue 
Effingham, IL 62401 



MAMA DON'T GO, 
DADDY COME HOME 

MADONNA 
Like a Prayer 
(Warner Bros.) 

E
ARLY REVIEWS OF Madonna's new 
record are hailing it as her most 
nakedly autobiographical work to 

date, picking through the wreckage of 
her marriage, wandering the lonely 
corridors of her sad childhood; in short, 
Madonna's Plastic Ono Band record. Do 
not be misled! Yes, there are some 
unusually personal songs here—one for 
her mother, one for her father, one for 
estranged hubby Sean—but this ain't 
ponderous psychodrama. This is a clas-
sic Madonna album, the kind of big pop 
we've come to know and expect, so 
touch up your lipstick, toss a crucifix 
around your neck and hit the dance floor. 
Madonna has summarized Like a 

Prayer as "an album about what I was 
going through when I was growing up, 
and past musical influences" (she de-
scribes two tracks as tributes to Sly 
Stone and one as an homage to Simon & 
Garfunkel). These portents of serious-
ness may alarm longtime fans who ap-
preciate her music for its brazen lack of 
depth, but Madonna knows exactly how 
far she can push her audience. Like a 
Prayer is thematically more ambitious 
than previous LPs, but the overall ge-
stalt of her music hasn't changed a whit, 
and this LP is perfumed with the teasing 
eroticism Madonna's parlayed into an 
empire. 
The debut single, "Like a Prayer," 

which you've all heard by now thanks to 
esteemed patron of the arts Pepsi-Cola, 
is vintage Madonna à la "Into the 
Groove." The kind of song you want to 
blast on the car radio, it segues smoothly 
into "Express Yourself," and the pair of 
tunes combine to kick off the record in an 
upfill way. Next is "Love Song," a collab-
oration with Prince that's more Prince 
than Madonna: Deep funk built around a 

heavy, whomping bass track, this song 
has considerably more bottom than your 
usual Madonna fare, which skips along a 
few feet off the ground as a rule. "Till 
Death Do Us Part," an oddly perky 
eulogy for her recently bagged marriage, 
is next, and the side closes with "Prom-
ise to Try," a mournful ballad Madonna 
wrote for her deceased mother. 

Side two opens on a cheery note with 
"Cherish," a starry-eyed pledge of 
devotion tailor-made for adolescent first 
love; from there, the record begins to 
lose steam. "Dear Jessie," a sticky-
sweet song to a child, is too cute for 
comfort with its 'Puff the Magic Dragon" 
lyrics and orchestral arrangement remi-
niscent of the Beatles' "Being for the 
Benefit of Mn Kite." Next is Madonna's 
song for her father (an angry, accusatory 
song it is, too), followed by a celebration 
of family titled "Keep It Together" and a 
sultry tune with a Caribbean flavor titled 
"Spanish Eyes." 

Production throughout is high-tech— 
occasionally a tad clinical and rote—but, 
whereas the sound fails to break much 
new ground, Madonna's voice has im-
proved considerably. For proof of that, 
go back and listen to her first hit single, 
"Everybody"; that thin, high chipmunk 
chirp of yore has ripened into an instru-
ment of character and range. 
More than the pedigreed pop that she 

makes, the real marvel here is Madonna 
herself and the persona she's created. 
Few among us are up to the task of being 
a goddess, and this drivbn girl from 
Detroit works at it with a vengeance. 
Now 30, she's succeeded in fashioning 
herself into a singularly glamorous 
woman, an icon that people around the 
world understand and respond to. If 
Madonna occasionally seems narcissistic 
and vain as well, who can blame her? 
She's as smitten with the creature she's 
conjured as we are. 

- Kristine McKenna S
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HENRY THREADGILL 

Rag, Bush and All 
(Novus) 

H
ENRY THREADGILL, WHO with Air 
explored the trio format more 
thoroughly than most jazz musi-

cians, has been shifting his focus toward 
composition and large ensemble ar-
rangements. Specifically, Rag, Bush and 
All continues where Threadgill's previ-
ous Easily Slip into Another World left 
off: His "Sextett," a seven-piece now 
including trumpeter Ted Daniels, trom-
bonist Bill Lowe and percussionist New-
man Baker, explores sonic textures a 
trio could never manage, while providing 
the same instrumental kick on a more 
abbreviated scale. On one level, nothing 
has changed—Air bassist Fred Hopkins 
is again present providing a solid bottom; 
on another, there are intricacies, con-
trasts and subtleties in Threadgill's 
music here that simply weren't apparent 
in his trio work. The results are amazing 
and surprisingly accessible. 
Two tracks clock in at nearly 13 min-

utes and make the point eloquently. "Off 
the Rag" opens with a double drum blast 
and a fanfare, followed by Threadgill's 
sax, some trombone and Diedre Mur-
ray's cello; all the while, the newly 
beefed-up reeds and brass set up the 
solos in unison while individually popping 
in and out on their own. The closer. 
"Sweet Holy Rag," begins with a near-
classical cello motif, shits into high gear 
with double drums and follows with 
Threadgill, precise and passionate, in-
tonating amid full group accompaniment. 

His brief flute playing on the very 
beautiful "Gift" drives it home: Thread-
gill then, during Air's most inaccessible, 
out-on-a-limb, high-energy moments, 
and Threadgill now, during a poignant, 
slow-moving ballad, differ only in terms 
of musical context. That context, and his 
band's precise playing, is ultimately 
what's going to win him friends in new 
quarters, friends who maybe never 
grasped Air or who shy away from all 
things AACM-like or who grimly recall 
side-long solo-instrument excursions 

bearing numbers rather than titles. 
Drop the comma and Rag, Bush and 

All sounds like the political imperative of 
the '90s; drop the needle, and it sounds 
like a man refining a music that by anyone 
else's standard was fine enough already. 
Sit back, let it sink in and thank God it's 
on an American label. — Dave DiMartino 

THE DIRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND 
Voodoo 

(Columbia) 

H
AVING BACKED ELVIS Costello 
(Spike) and inspired David Byrne 
(The Knee Plays), the Dirty Dozen 

Brass Band of New Orleans may be 
poised to capture the hearts and ears of 
pop fans hungry for a little serious jazz. 
Then again, maybe not, because Voodoo 
can't be considered a high-minded ven-
ture by any stretch. Instead, the Dirty 
Dozen's first major-label outing (follow-
ing two indie discs) is a consistently 
genial, sometimes goofy, set distin-
guished by tons of good, hard blowing. 
Screw art, let's wail, as it were. 
From cameos by Dr. John and Dizzy 

Gillespie to songs of Charlie Parker and 
Stevie Wonder, variety rules, but it all 
sounds like the same cool party. The 
Dirty Dozen—actually a "mere" six 
brass men, plus two drummers—resem-
bles a giddy marching squad hell-bent on 
disturbing the peace no matter what they 
play. After leading off with a rollicking 
version of " It's All Over Now" that 
Professor Longhair would've loved, they 
turn to the bebop wellspring for the 
smokin' title track, with Kevin Harris' 
tenor sax and Gregory Davis' trumpet 
drawing crazy patterns. Rarely has a 
history lesson been so fun: Bird's 
"Moose the Mooche," featuring molten 
tenor from pal Branford Marsafis, and 
Diz's late-'40s fave "Oop Pop a Dah," 
with sly scatting and deft trumpet from 
the man himself, generate more warmth 
than all of Wynton Marsafis' chilly mas-
terpieces put together. 

It's a short jump from the classics to 
"Gemini Rising," a blistering recreation 

of James Brown's trademark horn 
grooves. (And while we're on the subject 
of the Godfather, why not invite the 
great Maceo Parker next time?) When 
Charles Joseph's trombone and Kirk 
Joseph's sousaphone fatten the attack, 
the sheer noise would put an army of 
power guitarists to shame. 

Enthusiasm doesn't always suffice, 
since fiery riffs alone can't sustain Stevie 
Wonder's slight "Don't Drive Drunk." 
Digging at the roots, though, the Dirty 
Dozen can do no wrong. Voodoo gets 
seriously silly with "Black Drawers/Blue 
Piccolo," nine minutes of leisurely blues 
spotlighting Gregory Davis' cartoon 
vocal. And "Santa Cruz" brings it all back 
home via precision ensemble work, 
reasserting the power of those crisp 
second-line rhythms. As a wise old 
philosopher once observed: Let the 
good times roll. — Jon Young 

GRAHAM PARKER 

Live! Alone in America 
(RCA) 

O
NE IMAGINES THE RESPONSE of the 
marketing folk at RCA to Live! 
Alone in America, the new album 

from Graham Parker. A solo acoustic live 
set, recorded in Philadelphia? Where will 
that fit on tight-listed AOR stations? 
Though Live! Alone in America is a 

commercial gamble so soon after The 
Mona Lisa's Sister reintroduced Parker 
following three years of between-labels 
exile, it's an ideal forum for Parker to 
rediscover and recast some of his most 
lasting songs. Early Mercury-period 
cuts like "White Honey," "Black Honey," 
"Hotel Chambermaid" and "Back to 
Schooldays" respond most agreeably to 
the bare-bones treatment; paring the 
tunes down to just words and elemental 
chords lets Parker play with the 
melodies and turn the songs into some-
thing fresh. 
The new songs, especially the reggae-

tinged "Durban Poison," put across 
Parker's usual obsessions, both personal 
and political, with tempered anger. The 
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album climaxes with "A Change Is Gonna 
Come," the latest in Parker's series of 
alert Sam Cooke covers. Parker's dark 
tenor swells with the angry optimism of 
the song, and Cooke's tale of rights 
denied and rights demanded sounds as 
real and as immediate as it did when 
Cooke sang it more than two decades 
ago. 
Graham Parker's whole career has 

been about giving a voice to those who 
haven't been allowed one. By calling up 
an anthem about just that, he comes full 
circle with a statement of purpose. Live! 
Alone in America is a consolidation, but 
on sharp performances like "A Change Is 
Gonna Come," Parker ups the ante: 
quite impressive for an LP that could 
easily have been a holding pattern. 

— Jiatuny Gnterm a it 

DE LA SOUL 

3 Feet High and Rising 
(Tommy Boy) 

y every 
U AND I KNOW that George Clinton 

is used as a reference point eve 
time a black singer steps into hard 

funk or silly putty. Granted, more than a 
few black (and white) popsters have 
been Funkadelicized, but unless the 
humor is outwardly acid and the funk so 
wide you can't get around it, the Clinton 
reference should be shelved for a while. 
Or at least after we talk about 3 Feet High 
and Rising, the first record in years that 
actually wears the Clintonian crown with 
style. 
When I say style, I mean sexual glee, 

racial pride, political cognizance and a 
bunch o' yucks. More so than any prior 
hip-hop LP, 3 Feet is down with both 
beats and buffoonery. The rhythm of the 
former is swing, swang, swinging; the 
patter of the latter is double-edged. 
From start to finish, the De Las—three 
non-belligerent rappers from Amityville, 
Long Island, who would rather giggle 
than rant—have put together a record 
that Uncle Jam would be proud of. 
One way they do it is by cramming the 

record with pop history and pop humor. 

YOU'LL BE TAKEN OVER BY "VOODOO' 

"Hearing The Dirt) Dozen 
Brass Band for the first 
time is like waking up from a 
beautiful dream and finding 
that the music you heard 
really exists." 

—Elvis Costello 

THE DIRTY DOZEN 
BRASS BAND. 
"VOODOO:' 

Prado. ed by Scott Rdloygtor •• Coluroloa,- • , re 1rsdemarks of CBS lnr 1989 CBS Records Inc. 

The new album 
featuring special 
appearances 
by Dr. John, 
Branford Pearsalis 
and Dizzy Gillespie 

On Columba 
Cassettes, 
Compact Discs 
and Records 

A non-stop sampling feat, 3 Feet High 
and Rising widens the insularity of rap's 
insistent self-referencing, grabbing its 
snippets from anywhere it wants. Steely 
Dan's "Peg" fuels "Eye Know," while 
Muzak, Hall & Oates, Tommy Roe and 
Otis Redding's "Dock of the Bay" whis-
tle get as much space as cuts from cur-
rent rap records (a high point is 
Liberace's announcement of the band's 
"Plug Tunin" as "perhaps the most 
famous classic in all the world of music"). 
The fact that it's a conceptual hoot 

doesn't hurt the LP's flow either. Em-
ploying the guise of a TV quiz show 
(sample question: "How many times did 
the Batmobile catch a flat?"), the De Las 
and producer Prince Paul (Stetsasonic) 
steer this constantly shifting cultural 
patchwork through a potentially un-
wieldy maze. Much of this tomfoolery is 
designed to distance them from their hip-
hop brethren. They don't claim to be the 
cuttingest rappers; they simply remind 
that three is the magic number. 
They challenge other rap norms as 

well: The De Las realize there's only so 
much bone-grabbing one can do, and all 
the "yo yo yo! "s in the world ain't gonna 
change what's wrong. Because of their 
affinity for daisies, proffering of love and 
jokes, they've been labeled hippies. 
("That's just pure plug bull!" they retort, 

adding, "I love peace/ Or at least/ I think 
we need some.") The De La rhymes are 
fun, but carry weight. "Ghetto Thang" 
rationally explains what keeps the poor 
under capitalism's thumb, and "Say No 
Go" forsakes declamation for logic, 
listing reasons why crack should be 
avoided. 

Using caustic, insightful sprawls like 
We're Only in It for the Money and 
America Eats Its Young as starting 
points, De La Soul takes a shot at ad-
dressing a gaggle of today's issues. 
Thanks to the inclusion of a few larfs, 
they not only make their ideas connect, 
but widen the possibilities of the 
medium. — Jim Macnie 

ANDY SUMMERS 
The Golden Wire 
(Private Music) 

A t 
S ANY PICKER WHO'S ever attempted 
o cop his chord patterns and peal-
'ng Police-era harmonics can at-

test, Andy Summers can be a marvelous 
(and demanding) stylist, composer and 
technician. Yet his uncommonly rich and 
fluid approach has slowly become ecleed 
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in the rock lexicon by the giddy dexter-
ities of Eddie Van Halen or the motley 
grandstanding of Joe Satriani. Sure, 
Summers remained plenty productive af-
ter the Police disbanded in the mid-'80s, 
knocking out a string of rather outré solo 
albums while also scoring such success-
ful movies as Down and Out in Beverly 
Hills. Yet the fire and invention of yore 
grew sporadic at best, making many feel 
he required the trappings of arena-band 
megastardom in order to shine. In one 
deft stroke, The Golden Wire is likely to 
dispel that estimation for good. 

By turns spooky, propulsive and spell-
binding, The Golden Wire is a guitar-
paced cascade of rock, jazz, blues and 
classically textured world beat that 
translates into 11 exquisite numbers. 
The support crew for the album is in-
triguing, including keyboardist/co-pro-
ducer David Hentschel, Doug Lunn and 
Yellowjacket Jimmy Haslip on bass, Paul 
McCandless of Oregon on brass and 
reeds, drummer Kurt Wortman and, on 
one transcendent track, Anglo-Indian 
singer Najma Akhtar; the sound they 
achieve under Summers' guidance is 
extraordinary. But the ultimate 
strengths of The Golden Wire are in the 
playing and song structures. From the 
impeccable sonic vocabulary of "A Piece 
of Time" to the siren-pitched guitar and 
banjo exclamations of "Vigango," there 
is a sure sense of tension and release on 
each story-like track. Throughout, the 
rhythm section offers enough sensual 
drama and melodic atmospherics to give 
both Bryan Ferry and Enya a few con-
temporary pointers; while the art of 
constructing pan-cultural rock sound-
scapes hits new heights when Summers' 
instrument embraces Najma's ecstat-
ically sexy vocals on "Piya Tose." This is 
music born for CD, its surges and sub-
tleties a delight. 

For Andy Summers, The Golden Wire 
is the guitar equivalent of Peter Gabriel's 
So, a personal and artistic breakthrough 
which becomes an instant treasure. 
Those with a sense of rock history also 
are reminded that, for its alumni, no band 
is an island. — Timothy White 

HEND JIMI RIX 
Radio One 
(Rykodisc) 

W
HY SHOULD THE MUSIC ofJimi Hen-
drix continue to hold such a fasci-
nation for listeners? The an-

swers are fresh and vibrant and alive on 
Radio One. Of all the post-mortem 
celebrations of the great electric guitar 
innovator, this CD is probably the truest 
indication of how the Jimi Hendrix Ex-
perience actually sounded at their rock-
ing peak. A compilation of prime cuts 
recorded "live" in the radio studios of the 
3BC during five 1967 sessions, with no 
overdubs or Electric Lady trickery, it's 
as crunchy a documentation of the Ex-
CONTINUED ON PAGE 97 
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12]  EVILLE BROTHERS MOJO NIXON AND SKID ROPER 
Yellow Moon (A&M) 

EVERYBODY KNOWS THE NEVILLES ARE A 
walking repository of New Orleans 
musical tradition, but this is where the 
group connects that sound to the Afri-
can-American experience. Listen to how 
Aaron Neville's heart-wrenching rendi-
tion of "A Change Is Gonna Come" 
seems a piece with the rap-oriented 
"Sister Rosa" and the group's disarming 
gospel reading of "With God on Our 
Side." Or note the ease with which the 
Nevilles link "Will the Circle Be Unbro-
ken?" to the Mardi Gras classic "Wild 
Injuns." What makes this such a magnifi-
cent whole is that the Nevilles play this 
music as if it were as much a part of them 
as their hearts and souls—which, 
frankly, is the point. 

XTC 
Oranges and Lemons (Geffen) 

IT'S ONLY NATURAL TO BE SUSPICIOUS WHEN 
an act as self-consciously clever as XTC 
delivers such an engaging tribute to the 
bliss of ignorance as "The Mayor of 
Simpleton." Don't think the band disin-
genuous, though; deep down, this album 
is as heartfelt a celebration of simple 
melody as XTC will ever make. That's 
not to say the lads don't indulge them-
selves occasionally—"Here Comes 
President Kill Again," for instance, is 
packed with stupid political puns—but 
from "Scarecrow People" to "Garden of 
Earthly Delights," Oranges and Lemons 
is sheer idiot glee. 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Hillbilly Music... Thank God!, Vol. 1 
(Bug/Capitol) 

MARSHALL CRENSHAW MAY NOT BE THE 
likeliest champion classic country ever 
had, but his 24-tune historic tribute to 
the Bakersfield sound is a true fan's 
tribute. There's a great sampling of the 
stars—Buck Owens, Merle Travis, 
Rose Maddox, the Louvin Brothers— 
but better yet, its inclusion of everything 
from red-hot picking to weepy ballads to 
compone novelties makes it an excellent 
sampler of country music's eclecticism. 
A must-own collection. 

Root Hog or DW (Enigma) 

ON A CERTAIN LEVEL, THIS ALBUM IS WORTH 
buying for the titles alone. Who, after all, 
could resist the likes of "She's Vibrator 
Dependent" or "Debbie Gibson Is Preg-
nant with My Two-Headed Love Child"? 
Laugh as we might when Mojo growls 
"She put a Louisiana lip-load On my love 
pork chop," what ultimately makes this 
platter worth playing is the music behind 
the jokes. Hell, "Chicken Drop" and the 
Elvis-sighting tribute "(619) 239-KING" 
are catchy enough to suggest that Mojo 
and Skid would have had a career even if 
they weren't funny. 

TONE- Loc 

ROBYN HITCHCOCK 
'N' THE EGYPTIANS 
Queen Elvis (A&M)  

FEW SONGWRITERS ARE AS FAMOUS FOR 
their whimsy as Robyn Hitchcock, so it 
should hardly come as a surprise to hear 
that Queen Elvis is packed to the gills 
with nonsense and non sequiturs. What 
is noteworthy, however, is Hitchcock's 
melodic acumen; from the dreamy ca-
dences of "Madonna of the Wasps" to the 
frenzied pace of "F eeze," this is easily 
his most effortlessl tuneful work since 
Fegmania. 

TOMMY KEENE 
Based on Happy Times (Geffen) 

  ANYONE WHO BELIEVES THAT POWER-POP 
should put the em asis on power will 
find a kindred spin i in Tommy Keene. 
His guitar doesn't j gle, it roars, sur-
rounding his melodi is with a shimmering 
torrent of sound t all but sweeps the 
listener away. Keen 's eminently tuneful 
writing has much same effect, from 
the raw urgency of" ight of Love" to the 
lush outchorus of th title tune. 

Loc-ed After Dark (Delicious Vinyl) 

"WILD THING" (THE TONE-LOC RAP NUM-
ber, not the Troggs oldie) may have been 
the most successful sex song in recent 
memory, but it doesn't take too many 
spins through Loc-ed After Dark to 
conclude that ol' Tone shot his wad on 
the single. So much for staying power.... 

E.U. 
Livin' Large (Virgin) 

MOST GO-GO RECORDS ARE SO MUSICALLY 
one-dimensional it's no wonder nobody 
believed the Great Go-Go Hype of '86. 
Still, it's not too late to be converted, and 
this is the album to do it. Though the 
ballads are less than convincing, the beat 
numbers are larger-than-life, from the 
upwardly mobile title tune to the racial 
irreverence of "Shake It Like a White 
Girl." And if you thought "Da Butt" was 
funky in its original incarnation, wait till 
you hear the '89 version. 

SILLY SISTERS 
No More to the Dance (Shanachie)  

"SISTERS" MADDY PRIOR AND JUNE TABOR 
take a modem approach to traditional-
ism, seeing it not as an immutable set of 
rules but as a richly versatile source. As 
a result, the range of their material is 
frankly astonishing, from the overt 
Anglicism of "Cakes and Ale" to the 
almost Bulgarian flavor of the harmonies 
in "Blood and Gold." New songs from 
old—who could ask for a better bargain? 

Raw (DefJam/Columbia) 

ALYSON WILLIAMS' STRENGTH IS OLD-FASH-
ioned, over-the-top soul singing—drip-
pingly histrionic ballads, sizzlingly emo-
tional love songs and gritty, gospel-
fueled declarations of passion. Though 
the writing leans a little too heavily 
toward cliché, Williams delivers even the 
most banal lyrics with the fervor of a true 
believer, heating the melody until it 
crackles with emotion. A voice to con-
tend with. 

CHIEF COMMANDER EBENEZER OBEY 
& HIS INTER-REFORMERS BAND 
Get Yer Jujus Out (Rykodisc) 

HE MAY NOT BE A STYLISTIC INNOVATOR 
like Sunny Adé, but Ebenezer Obey sure 
knows how to ride herd over a percus-
sion section. And it's that roiling surge of 
drums, driving the percolating guitars 
and careening pedal steel, that makes 
this '87 live date such an electrifying 
recording. (Pickering Wharf, Bldg. C-
3G, Salem, MA 01970.) 

BY J.D. CONSIDINE 
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BUCK OWENS & THE BUCKAROOS 
Live at Carnegie Hall (CMF) 

1. UNADULTERATED HOKUM IS AN ESSEN-
tial part of the C&W tradition. 2. When a 
musician babbles onstage, it isn't neces-
sarily a digression. 3. Some say that 
Spalding Gray is just Jerry Clower with a 
loft lease. 4. A bumpkin's a bumpkin, no 
matter what he's got in the bank. 5. Al-
most half of this '64 date is taken up by 
BS (bumpkin scatterings). 6. That 
makes it easier for listeners to tell where 
Buck and his 'Roo's are coming from. 
7. The medley routine is frustrating, but 
the music (read: singing and playing) is 
so on, and the recording quality is so 
clear that you forgive the Bakersfield 
boss for the abridged takes. 8. Thank 
you CMF. (CMF Records, 4 Music 
Square East, Nashville, TN 37203.) 

— Jim Macnie 

ROOSEVELT SYKES 
Raining in My Heart (Dehnark)  

THIS IRRESISTIBLE EARLY-'50s REISSUE— 
recorded midway through Sykes' distin-
guished five-decade career—captures 
this rollicking blues singer and pianist in 
exuberant peak form. Sykes' tight, 
sophisticated combo—including sax, 
violin, and vibraphone—hangs right with 
him, whether he croons urbanely or 
moans the down-home blues. Sensual, 
danceable, and highly recommended. 
(4243 N. Lincoln, Chicago IL 60618.) 

— Ben Sandmel 

BAD BRAINS 
Bad Brains Live (SST)  

IN THE EARLY '80S, BAD BRAINS SUR-
prised nearly everyone by arc-welding 
the rapid-fire Uzi bursts of hardcore with 
the slow-motion rhythms of dub. The 
result was a killer sound, one that 
throbbed as much as it thundered. 
Onstage, vocalist H. R. supervised the 
band's proceedings like a voodoo sha-
man, his ghostly whispers a far cry from 
the manic screeching of the rest of the 
hardcore herd. Unfortunately, Bad 
Brains Live is not the group in its prime; 
the studio LP I Against I remains Bad 
Brains' finest hour. Although there are 
moments when the band's essence man-
ages to emerge from somewhere 

beyond the speakers, the sound and 
engineering are so abysmal that you 
seldom feel you are there. Which should 
be the point. — Tom Graves 

RAL DONNER 
She's Everything (Murray Hill)  

HE LACKED THE KING'S RAW ANIMAL 
charisma, but Presley soundalike Ral 
Donner's best efforts were nearly as 
electrifying as prime Elvis. This overdue 
compilation from reliable Murray Hill 
bids to rescue Donner from footnote 
status, gathering an impressive batch of 
his early '60s hits, misses, and unre-
leased cuts. Though adept at swaggering 
rockers like "Nine Times Out of Ten," 
his true forte was epic ballads, including 
"Girl of My Best Friend" (originally a 
Presley LP track), the magnificently 
overwrought "Half Heaven, Half Heart-
ache" (predating Gene Pitney's tamer hit 
version), and "So Close to Heaven," a 
reverie so dreamy it's downright 
spooky. These towering melodramas 
would border on camp, except for this: 
Ral Donner was clearly one hell of a 
performer. —Jon Young 

LIZ CARROLL 
Liz Carroll (Green Linnet) 

As IDIOMATICALLY IRISH AS LIZ CARROLL'S 
fiddling may be, it's hard not to hear a 
brash Americanism in her sound and 
attack—and it's precisely that balance 
between the old and the new that makes 
this such a lively and entrancing record-
ing. The tunes are mostly originals, give 
or take a reel, and show a spritely 
melodic imagination, but it's Carroll's 
exquisitely articulated delivery that 
makes the difference, suggesting an 
incisive wit and a fine sense of melodic 
line. (70 Turner Hill Rd., New Canaan, 
CT 06840.) — J.D. Considine 

THE SOLDIER STRING QUARTET 
Sequence Girls (Rift)  

THE SOLDIERS ARE THE "OTHER" CLASSI-
cal foursome, the one with the drum set. 
Though context places them in the realm 
of sweater vests and chamber music, 
their multi-sourced songbook soon finds 
them spilling wine on the rug. Last year 
it was their interpretations of Elliott 

Sharp's notated buzees; here they 
weave their way throtigh Skip James, 
Charley Patton and Muddy Waters. On 
paper that sounds cutesy, but the en-
semble gets to the bottom of delta 
music's polyglot informality. More im-
portant is the scope of bossman Dave 
Soldier's compositions. The title piece 
mimics woozy "vocal" techniques; un-
derstated tone poems hover around; an 
ersatz funk beat aids and abets. No ivy 
on these walls. (Box 663, New York, NY 
10012) —Jim Macnie 

DAVID GRISMAN 
Home Is Where the Heart Is (Rounder)  

THERE HAVE BEEN RUMOURS ABOUT THIS 
cross-generational everybody-and-his-
brother bluegrass gathering for almost a 
year now, and the 24-song, double-
record set was worth the wait. With the 
vagaries of newgrass starting to retrace 
their own steps these days, the retreat 
to the classics by the style's top-dawgs 
makes for a breath of fresh air. Actually, 
the Nashville Bluegrass Band has never 
ventured into the improvisational realm; 
maybe that's why their tracks here 
("Leavire Home," "Pretty Polly") carry 
the highest percentage of relaxed au-
thenticity (not to discount Del Mc-
Coury's aw-shucks blues sense or Doc 
Watson's formal fleet-fingeredness). 
The songs are mostly from touchstones 
such as Bill Monroe, Ralph Stanley and 
the Carters. Will the Circle Be Unbro-
ken? part two is coming soon, but it will 
have a way to go to beat this headstrong 
hoedown. — Jim Macnie 

REVEREND BILLY C. W IRTZ 
Deep Fried and Sanctified 
(Hightone/King Snake)  

THE MULTI-TALENTED 
brilliantly clever lyri 
tasteless comedian 
timing, a gravelly singe 
blues-and-boogie piani 
mutant hybrid of Rand 
Kinison and Meade L 
specializes in twisted ta 
rife with inbreeding an 
lists, set in fictional to 
some, North Carolina. 
the squeamish. (220 4 
Oakland, CA 94607.) — 

REV. BILLY IS A 
ist, a sick-to-
ith impeccable 
and a dexterous 
t. Suggesting a 
Newman, Sam 
Lewis, Wirtz 

es of the South, 
sleazy evange-
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We invented the Compact 
Disc. And changed the 
nature of recorded music 
forever. 

We created the industry 
standards. And ensured 
the fidelity of every CD to 
the original recording. 

That's been great for the 
industry. But not good 
enough for PDO. 

At PDO, we go Above and 
Beyond. We devote over 
10% of our worldwide 
staff to research and 
development. Our 
engineers subject CDs to 
continuous 
climatological and 
lifetime tests so that your 
discs will play flawlessly 
into the next century. 

Our investment in R & D 
stands at over a billion. 
And counting. Today, we 
are even developing new 
replication systems for 
more efficient and 
economical production. 

But no matter how far we 
take CD replication 
technology, we never 
forget the reasons why. 
The music. And the 
artists who break new 
ground. 

PDO. 
Above and beyond. 

1211 Avenue 01 the Americas 
22nd Floor 
New York. NY 10020 
Telephone (212) 764-4040 
Telefax 0121764-4079 
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Nieuwegein. The Netherlands 
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MUSES ,. page 16 
Jars me, I can't take that much assault at 
one time; I can't take your raw emotions 
over and over again.' Hey, I don't mind 
paring down to forward communica-
tion—that's the whole thing. So we're 
trying to simplify the elements, make it 
much more palatable for people, give 
them a little fluff—not a lot, just enough 
so we can catch 'em off guard and shoot 
'em between the eyes with inspiration." 

It works. Hunkpapa allows time to 
wipe the brow between the obsessive 
whirl. "Dizzy" is the new stance's high-
point: an almost followable, somewhat 
eerie narrative with overt descriptions of 
the American Southwest. Has Hersh 
been traveling or dreaming? "Neither," 
she laughs. "That's the one that uses no 
inspiration at all. It was pretty much 
researched completely in the library" 
The other extreme is "Mania," a flat-

out rampage, propelled by Narcizo's 
snare and Hersh's machine-gun delivery 
and glottal histrionics. The song 
suggests that anywhere—a wife's 
kitchen, a lover's bed—can become a 
rubber room; it attempts to crack the 
mental ties that bind. 

"I don't think you should have to let a 
song into your mind in order to 'get it, — 
Hersh concludes. "If it hits you in the gut 
then you've pretty much been affected. 
That's the whole thing with music; I can't 
help but respect its power, because 
nothing else hits me as hard. There are 
times when it feels so dangerous, I met 
listen. I'm afraid I'll do something 
weird." 71 

RECORDS from page 89 
perience's formative sound as guitarists 
could ask for. It should also give today's 
sawtooth-wave metalheads pause to hear 
how clear and singing was Jimi's tone, 
even at bulldozing distortion levels. 
Of course Hendrix frequently used 

feedback, clipping and extreme volume 
to achieve an unnatural, horn-like sus-
tain, to "bypass the listener's ear and go 
right to their soul," Hendrix once 
pointed out. Remember that Hendrix 
came to prominence just as tenor in-
novatorJohn Coltrane checked out in the 
middle of his vanguard "free jazz" exper-
iments. Coltrane's group concept (par-
ticularly the orchestral drumming of 
Elvin Jones) was a polyrhythmic role 
model for Hendrix's vocalized "free 
blues." Radio One is about as chainsaw 
raw as that sound ever got. 
The live-in-the-studio reprisal of 

classic rockers and singles from the 
Experienced... Axis... Ladyland trilogy 

makes this compilation especially valu-
able. "Hey Joe" was then their big single 
on the British charts, and this is how the 
band sounded in England hot out of the 
blocks, just before they conquered 
America. In that formative commercial 
cauldron, the Experience had a couple of 
high-spirited, slice-'n'-dice cover tunes 
by rock's royal antecedents in their 
repertoire; a truly nasty "Hound Dog" 
and a jet-propelled "Day Tripper." Radio 
One also lends perspective to Hendrix 
standards like "Fire," "Foxy Lady" and 
"Purple Haze," while true fan favorites 
such as "Love and Confusion," "Spanish 
Castle Magic" and "Burning of the Mid-
night Lamp" are given the deep-heat 
treatment—surely drummer Mitch 
Mitchell and bassist Noel Redding have 
never sounded more agitated and com-
mitted. Not to slight Radio One's vivid 
portrayal ofJimi Hendrix, virtuoso blues-
man. Concert staples such as "Killing 
Floor," "Driving South" and "Hear My 
Train a Comin" " show that no matter 
how far gone Jimi was harmonically and 
rhythmically, he never neglected early 
inspirations like Muddy Waters and 
Howlin' Wolf. 
The success of Rykodisc's Live at 

Winterland set and Radio One holds the 
promise of future releases—and if my 
bootlegs are any indicator, there's more 
where this came from. There are also 
plans—worth reconsidering—to release 
the legendary but largely dispiriting Isle 
of Wight concert. Only Hendrix's 
Copenhagen concert of 9/3/70 at K. B. 
Hallen Hall was really transcendent on 
that final tour—it was also the best 
indication of Hendrix's burgeoning jazz-
rock directions. Still, with more early 
gems like Radio One and quality perfor-
mances like the 1970 Atlanta Pop Festi-
val in the can, there's no shortage of 
truly memorable material to cherish. 
Which is why, for our generation of 
jazzmen, rockers, bluesers and middle-
aged fans like yours truly, Jinn Hendrix's 
music retains a revolutionary resonance 
to rival that of Igor Stravinsky, Louis 
Armstrong and Charlie Christian. 

— Chip Stern 

MILES from page 52 
re-write things like Porgy and Bess and 
Miles Ahead. It sounds like a different 
thing; we had to write a whole other 
composition. So he stopped doing things 
like that. 

"Gil's mind was like a computer. Be-
cause he stored everything he liked in his 
head. He'd call me up in the middle of the 
night and say, 'You know that part where 
Teddy Wilson did this, or Fletcher Hen-

derson did this?' He called me up once 
and said, 'If you ever get unhappy or 
bored, listen toMiles Ahead, listen to the 
arrangements.' He was like that. 

"If I took him to a record date of mine, 
and I'm playing and he has his legs cross-
ed; he'd pull me over [tugs my sleeve and 
whispers into my ear]. 'Remember, you 
have a round tone. Remember that. And 
remember that they're white, and you 
have to put your sound on top of what 
they're doing, or it's nothing.' He's one 
of the few music lovers that I know. If I 
have to make a decision about some-
thing, I can always say, 'What would Gil 
say right here?" 
So you miss him? 
"I don't miss him. Well, I miss him, 

you know. Other people missed him 
because they missed him when he was 
here. I don't really think about death. I 
don't think people die, you know what I 
mean? I don't believe their head stops. I 
don't know what happens; they have to 
come back and be around somewhere. I 
can't see where Gil Evans is dead at all. 
He's not dead to me. People like your 
mother and father, you can always tune 
in to them. I get this kind of thing some-
times, like when a little breeze blows a 
door open in New York, in your apart-
ment; things that old folks tell you, they 
have something. My sister said that she 
smelled my mother's perfume. I never 
smelled it because the perfume I bought 
her was from Paris, and she used to use 
it only at certain social functions; I 
bought it in 1949. I believe they com-
municate in different ways. I can see 
things I've never seen before, I really 
believe in that. 

"I don't believe that thoughts get lost, 
you know what I'm saying? The thoughts 
are still there. I often think about—you 
can see TV, hear it—music on the radio, 
if you talk on the radio I can pick it up; it 
must be going on all over the earth, 
music's floating around, and one day 
somebody's going to be able to pick it up. 
It's too much just to lose a night of 
playing like that. I was going to write a 
story like that, where all of a sudden you 
pick up a set you remember on 52nd 
Street and nobody remembers it but you 
go around and find the people you were 
there with. And maybe someone re-
members it. It's got to be somewhere, 
'cause things like that are not going to be 

KINDA BLEW 

T
HESE days Miles Davis is attached to 
a Yamaha DX7 and an Oberheim 
OBXa. He plays a Martin trumpet 
with a Giardinelli mouthpiece. His 

horn is heard through a Nady wireless. 
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done again. The time, the humidity, everything comes 
together. It'll come back. I can pull in Gil or my parents 
whenever I want to. Gil knew he was going to die. He just 
didn't want to die around anybody he knew. That's why he went 
to Mexico. Around people, he'd get the routine: 'Hey man, you 
sure do look thin." 

I guess you've been getting a lot of that recently? 
"That thing came out [referring to an article claiming Davis 

had AIDS]. I didn't read it. I think an ex-wife must have had 
something to do with that. Sounds like some shit an ex-wife 
would do. Bitches are vicious. 
Maybe she thinks some girl will 
read it and won't want to fuck 
me. I got pneumonia in 
Europe, and I never did get rid 
of it. I never stayed in this 
house this long. I like it out 
here, I love it. Once you stay 
here for a few days it gets bet-
ter. I can't stand the city unless 
it's New York. So I stay here, 
exercise, and the other day the 
doctor told me the pneumonia 
was all gone. I don't have AIDS 
now. I don't think I'm going to 
sue. You have to say, 'You al-
ready got mad at that, don't get 
mad again.' But women are 
bitches. It's just a way of thinking some women have. If they 
can't have it, nobody else will. They want to fix it like that. The 
only thing I can think of that I haven't done is to live to be 90, 
and I'm not 90 yet. I'm going to do it, too." 
Do you still like boxing? 
"I like to watch Mike Tyson, yeah. Because he's a 

heavyweight. He's slipping. I look at him, pick things apart, 
every time he moves to the left he's coming. The best guy I've 
seen fight him was Bruno. Bruno let him off the hook. I saw 
him fight Green, too. All boxers play drums, there's a 
connection. You can see it in the ring. 
Timing, rhythm, I can tell from how a 
musician walks that he can play. They 
gave me an honorary doctorate in music 
in Boston, some university. So I went up 
there to get it, and every person who got 
their degree was like this:" Miles walks 
crabbed. "You could tell that they were 
fucked with when they were kids. No 
balance, repressed, you can see it. They 
might have an umbrella, too." 

Did you really tell Monk not to play on "Bags' Groove," 
behind you? 

"Yeah! Because I can't play when he plays behind me like 
that. I just can't play; he knows that. The way he played, he 
played what he wanted. If we're going to play something other 
than ballads he wrote, the chords he would play behind you, 
you couldn't improve on. Flatted fifths, there's only one thing 
you can play, is to play that chord. I like Herbie's comping, he 
doesn't get in the way. Al Haig, Bill Evans, Red—they were all 
good at it." 

Did you ever play with Ahmad Jamal? 
"My sister called me once, she was in the Pershing Lounge. 

She said, 'Listen to this.' I said, 'Who the fuck is that?' She said 
his name is Ahmad Jamal. That's the same thing I got when I 
heard Art Blakey. You know that feeling when you're 
frightened, when you're out of breath, on coke, or when a 
pretty woman walks in and you just have to say, 'What the fuck 

"Sound is the 
most important thing 
a musician can have. 
Because you can't 
do anything without 

a sound." 

is your name?' I got it from Ahmad, Art Blakey. The older you 
get, it comes in smaller doses. It wasn't the same thing I got 
watching Bird, or when I heard Bud. And I'd heard Art Tatum; 
my mother had his albums." 

Davis' last engagement in New York had him playing with a 
new band, the best he's had since his comeback. The band 
thunders. It may not be art, but it is good entertainment, and 
Davis, when he wants, can be brilliant over the burly 
roadhouse underpinnings. That brilliance can be heard on 
Amandla, which like Davis said, has go-go beats on it. But the 

best parts about it are also the 
most tantalizing: Among the 
funk grooves, which open up to 
let his trumpet shine through, 
like sun through clouds, are 
two ballads, which until they 
drown in saccharine electron-
ics, offer proof that Davis 
could, if he wanted to, play up 
to his old standards. 

"In a way, I can't throw all 
my ideas on my band, you 
know. All 
play what 
[Garett, 
motherfuc 
lot. Som 

can do is let them 
hey do best. Kenny 
s saxophonist] is a 
et He's improved a 
times I give him 

things to play, like a long phrase 
like if you play 6/8 you have to play it, but you bust it up. And 
on the new album I heard him doing that. Marcus and myself 
and Kenny, that's the only thing I listen to in the arrangements. 
George Duke played a little bit, Joey De Francesco played 
about four bars. But Kenny and I do a lo 
doing more and more. Sometimes he just 1 
to start with, and he and I just go; we do a 
is opening up, he doesn't sound like any 

"Now, if we're playing and I hear some 
just say, 'Play this, within the tunes,' or 

chords, to sweeten 
time somebody new 
change it. The pers 
With Joey in the b 
was a lift. 'Cause he 
that nobody else co 
"And you have t 

thing. I told one guy 
no soloist, I got yo 
But you know, me 
thought women wer 

just dress like that. Men are the ones. L. 

of interplay, we're 
ks me in the eyes 

ot of that. His mind 
y else. 

g I don't like I'll 
t a tag here' or 'Add 
it up a bit.' Every 
oins the band, they 
nalities change it. 
, he changed it, it 
ould do something 
do. 
organize every-
the band, 'You're 

to play the parts.' 
are very vain. I 
vain, but women 
e a guy who can't 

solo, can't space a solo, some people can t just space things 
along, on the canvas, sometimes too it'll be too heavy here or 
there. Guys who go to be-bop school, forget it. I had to pull 
Joey out, I said, 'Joey, you're running this chord, but play half a 
step up, a diminished chord, or an augmented chord, play both 
of them!' That's why I said that about Coltrane. Gary and 
Kenny have this other style, which I like. Let's eat. You want 
some ribs? Damn, I shouldn't have asked you, now you'll say 
yes." 
On the TV, Don Jackson, a black undercover policeman who 

was arrested and pushed through a plate glass window by 
white policemen for no reason, is on the news. 

Think America's changed? 
"No." 
We hang out and by the time I leave, Miles is watching 

Geraldo Rivera take on teen lesbians, and the sun's setting. Yi L
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Then product for 
1988, just got better. 
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Introducing the DSP-128 Plus. 
Ignore the fact that the DSP-r28 won 

the "Best New Rack-Mounted Signal 
Processor" for 1988. Now there's the 

DSP-128 Plus. 
New features. 
New power. New 
performance. 
New promise. 

r-

Most innovative product, 1989 Music 
and Sound Awards Presentation. 

Four effects 
at once. 

The DSP-128 
Plus will blow 
you away with its 
innovation and 

flexibility. It's a studio-quality, perfor-
mance-oriented multi-effects processor. 

And now it's capable of producing 
up to four digital effects at the same 
time, along with an enhanced 20 Hz to 
20 kHz bandwidth. 

There's reverb effects, chorusing, 
flanging, delay, multi-tap delay, graphic 

nigirech 

Foot controller included. 

and parametric equalization. We've even 
provided a control pedal so you can tap 
into those effects without missing a note. 

What's more, it's fully programmable, 
with 128 user-defined memory slots. And it 
offers MIDI continuous control for virtually 
unlimited real-time programming power. 

The custom 20-bit VLSI engine pro-
duces unbelievable dynamic range and 
computing power. 

Forget everything you ever knew about 
the DSP-128. Just remember to ask for a 
demo of the DSP-128 Plus at your Digi-
Tech dealer. For a full-color product 
sheet, write DigiTech, 5639 South Riley 
Lane, Salt Lake City, Utah 84107. Or 
call (801) 268-8400. 

:  u. Digirech 
Start at the top 

*Guitar for the Practicing Musician, # 1 Product for 1988. 
DigiTech is a registered trademark of DOD Corp. © DOD Electronics Corp. Manufactured in the U.S.A. 



RHYME PAYS. 
If rappin.'s how you communicate, 

lay down your logic with the RX8. 
16 bit resolution, 

Full polyphony for rich, fat fusion. 
43 voices includin' bass guitar; 

Conga, marimba, even orchestra. 
2 extra outputs for other motivation, 

Total MIDI implementation. 
Stores 100 patterns and 20 songs 

For rhymin'with timin'all night long 
You may become a rappin' visionary 

With an RX8 
And a rhymin' dictionary. 

Call 800-333-4442 for more 
info on the amazing RX8 Digital 
Rhythm Programmer. 

No matter what kind of music 
you compose, doing it without 
the quality sound of the Yamaha® 
RX8 would be a crime. 
Yamaha Corporation of America. Digital Musical Instrument Division. 
PO. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada: Yamaha Canada 
Music Ltd.. 135 Milner Avenue. Scarborough. Ontario MIS3R1. 

Rap at its rawest. The Axis, Boston. 

YAMAHA 
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Korg Wavestation is the first 
synthesizer that actually lets you 
control the essential building 
blocks of sound — waveforms. 

Its extraordinary power comes 
from three unique and highly 
sophisticated technologies: Wave 
Sequencing, Advanced Vector 
Synthesis and Dynamic Digital 
Multi-Effects. 
A 32-voice ROM based synth, 

the Wavestation is equipped with 
over 350 on board waveforms. 
Multi-sampled instruments, 
attack transients, digital wave-
forms, fat analog sounds, time 
slices and PCM loops. 

Plus important new ways to 
connect those sound sources. 

Wave 
Sequencing 
Because any one sequence 

can consist of up to 256 
different sound elements all 
linked in succession, you can 
create a completely original 
Wave Sequence that constantly 
changes over time. 

Advanced 
Vector Synthesis 
More powerful than Vector 

Synthesis, it lets you crossfade 
and mix four combinations of 
samples, attack transients, 
complex waveforms or Wave 
Sequences. You've got ultimate 
control. 

For a catalog of Korg products send your name 

and address. plus $ 1 00 for postage and handling to: Korg USA. 89 Frost St., VVestbury, NY 11590 
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The Kronos Quartet has made a career out of redrawing the borders of the world of music. Kronos now introduces a fresh, 
new format—the new music "single"—with the simultaneous release of three CDs and cassettes. Each single features one 

piece of music averaging 25 minutes in length, offered at a special low price. 
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—Radio Krolos--ten weEkly hourlong program now airing 
on most American Public Ratio network stations, featuring music from the 

Krcnos discography, interviews, aid hue recordings. 
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We've Added 
Something Th moeretore's something 

making 1 

music than the act 

To The Mix of playing, singing, or mixing 
well. There's the spirit, that 

Spirit i • 

Ilusive energy that lifts your performance to new heights, 

producing music that exceeds your expectations.  

That same energy is the essence of Soundcraft's newest line of 

multi-track and sound reinforcement consoles, the Spirit line. 

With price tags that rival semi-professional entry-level consoles, 

Spirit makes available Soundcraft's innovative technology to 

anyone with a need to produce truly professional sound. The 

same sound that has distinguished Soundcraft in top recording 

studios and concert halls throughout the world. 

Spirit Live consoles, with a unique mono bus, come in three 

models: 8x3, 16x 3 and 24x3. Spirit Studio consoles, with inline 

tape monitoring, come in two models: 16x8x2 and 24x8x2. 

For the price, you won't find a fuller array of professional 

features than those in the Spirit line. To add Spirit to your mix, 

visit your authorized Soundcraft dealer. 

Soundcraft USA/JBL Professional 

8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 H A Harman International Company 
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ONLY ONE WIRELESS MIC CAN DELIVER 
GENUINE SOUND AND RELIABILITY OF 
THE LEGENDARY SHURE SM58... 
THE SHURE L2 WIRELESS. 

Lots of companies make handheld wireless mics. And many use 
e Shure SM58 cartridge to do it. 

But only Shure guarantees you the total performance and relia-
ility you've come to expect of the SM58. That's because we tune, 

trim and test each L2/58 wireless to make sure it provides the same 
outstanding sound quality and rugged reliability of our cabled SM58. 

Our L2 wireless transmitters are totally designed and built by 
Shure in the U.S.A., and include some of the most advanced features 
in wireless. Features like a totally enclosed loop antenna, double-
tuned RF stages and Shure "Mirror Image" companding to maximize 
dynamic range while reducing noise and distortion. 

In addition to the L2 SM58 version, you can get an L2 transmit-
ter featuring our extraordinary new Beta 58 cartridge or our popular 
SM96 condenser cartridge. And all three microphone "heads" may 
be used interchangeably with any L2 transmitter. 

So remember, when it's SM58 performance you're after, don't 
settle for just a Shure cartridge when you can get the whole package, 
body and soul. For more information on the Shure L2/58, give us a 
call at 1-800-257-4873. The Sound of the Professionalse...Worldwide. 

THE Sniffle WIRELESS 
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T
he Stones played really well on the 
Steel Wheels tour, better than I've 

ever heard the band play live. 

We did tighten up. We rehearsed 

longer, for a start. What we espe-

cially did was we got the tempos 

i iglu. We had timed count-ins for every 

song, which we'd never done before. "Miss 

You" used to be so fast I couldn't play the 
on, Keith, bloody thing! I'd say, "Come 

don't start it off that fast!" and 

he'd say, "Oh, that was just an 

accident, it'll be alright tomor-

row," and it'd be the same 

thing. This time we held all the 
tempos exactly the same, 

which was a great improve-

ment. And we worked endings 

out. We never did that before. 
We never did soundchecks before, really. 

It's a joke, but we never did. And we had 

two very straight and brilliant keyboard 

players who kept that discipline and kept 

us in shape. The Stones have always had a 

sloppy, almost falling-lo-bits rhythm; it 

wobbles a bit and that's part of the charm. 

But you can get that and be precise as well. 

We got the starts right and the middle 

breaks and the endings. Even then, Keith 

would still blow right through the breaks 

and play all over them. But generally it 

worked out very well. 

Woody was impressive this time. 

He played really well, because he was 

told not to run around and to concentrate on 

the music! In previous tours he'd tear ass all 

over the place, forget all his solos, forget 

where he was. couldn't hear, and just make 

these horrible noises and fall over. Once 

again: discipline. He stuck to his place and it 

really worked. 

Do you play guitar? 

No. I did rhythm bits on my solo albums 

but I'm not a guitarist. I never learned 

chords. I'm a really strange bass player. I 

was musical as a child, clarinet and piano 

lessons. From that I was able to anticipate 

where a chord change would be, melodi-

cally. If we were working on a song I might 

say, "Oh, there's a better chord than that, 

Keith, try to find another," and he'd find it. 

But I never learned chords. If they say, "A to 

Bill Wñian  
D and then to G," I would not be able to fol-

low that quickly on the bass. I'd have to find 

it. But I can feel it. I don't think there's 

another bass player in the world who 

doesn't know chords. If I'm on the G on the 

second string and they say, "Go to C sharp," 

I have to think, "Where is C sharp on the 

bass?" 

How do you rank Keith and Woody as 

bassists? 

"THE STONES 

RHYTHM WOBBLES 

A BIT. THAT'S PART 

OF TIE CHARM." 

Photograph: !Man Edelstein 

Not very highly. Keith has 

good basic ideas but he 

doesn't play them very well. 

It disturbs me when I listen 

to his bass on some things. 
I'm bloody sure if I played 

guitar it would disturb him 

greatly! He'll find a really 

good line on the bass—like 

on "Happy"—but his timing on the bass 

isn't very good. And Woody just plays too 

much, I think. I often pull him back and say, 

"Look, Woody, if you're going to play bass 

on this, put in some bottom 

notes. Don't keep wandering 

around on the top, soloing all 

the time. Put a couple of low 

ones in just to keep it togeth-

er, something to hang onto." 

Jeff Beck probably wanted 

Woody to be busy. It proba-

bly worked in the Jeff Beck 

Group. but it doesn't work 

in the Stones. Charlie's a 

great drummer but he's 

basically a simple drum 

mer. I stay simple with 

him and that works very 

well. 

Have the other Stones 

reacted to Stone Alone, 

your autobiography? 

No. When the band 

does solo projects no 

one takes much notice of them, 

really. I sent them all a book but they were 

all on holiday after the tour. We all just met 

yesterday afternoon, actually. We had one of 

our usual six-monthly get-togethers to go 

through business stuff, tax stuff. At the end 

of the meetings we always have a chat about 

"What are we going to do next year and the 

MUSICIAN 

year after?" 

Certain members of the band—I was not 

one of them—said that they don't want to 

work for at least a year, maybe two. 

I said to Mick, "Have you read the book 

yet?" He said, "No, I haven't read it yet? It's 

still at his office. It didn't go off to Bali or 

wherever he's been. We don't talk about 

solo projects; you don't talk about Woody's 

solo album or Mick's Australian tour. A few 

days earlier, when Woody was in hospital 

with his legs injured I said, "Have you read 

the book?" He said, "No, you sent it to my 

house and the next day someone came 

along and stole it, so you're gonna have to 

send me another." Charlie doesn't even 

read books really, but his wife liked it very 

much. Andrew Oldham phoned and said he 

thought it was very even-handed. He 

thought he came out a bit nicer than he's 

ever come out in a book on the Stones. And I 

thought I really slagged him oill 

gliere do you draw the line between telling 

the whole truth and saying, "I still hare to 

work with 

these guys—I'd 

better not tell that story"? 

You do have to hold back just a little bit on 

some things. I wouldn't delve into Mick and 

Marianne's private lives. I wouldn't talk 

about Mars bars and things. 

—Bill Flanagan 
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Stevie Remembered 

Boni MATT RESNICOFF'S EPITAPH 
and Dean Markley's tribute (Nov. 

'90) to Stevie Ray Vaughan were 

lovely remembrances of a man 

whose music and honesty will be 

sorely missed. It makes me so 

damn sad to know that he's gone. 

Rest in peace, Stevie. We loved 

you. 

Jay Blackburn 

Seattle, WA 

THAT MONDAY WHEN I HEARD THAT 
Stevie Ray had died, I listened to 

his music all night and cried a river 

of tears. The river will never stop 

flowing every time I hear Stevie 

Ray. But I will never stop dancing, 

either, every time I hear his music. 

Beth Nedrow 

Aurora, IL 

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN WAS A GIVER. 
He gave love, warmth, kindness, but 

most of all, soul. You could open your 

heart to his music because you knew 

it came from way down deep inside, 

a place we usually keep hidden, but 

a place Stevie shared with us. 

Andrea S. Thrasher 

Double Oak, TX 

I CANT THANK YOU ENOUGH FOR 
being the only magazine to 

acknowledge the untimely death of 

Stevie Ray Vaughan (except Rolling 

Stone, who threw together some 

half-assed tiny article about his 

memorial service). And the 

"moment of silence" tribute from 

the Dean Markley company was 

beautiful. 

Kevin M. Farrow 

Chicago, IL 

I WAS NOT TOO SURPRISED 
when Rolling Stone thought it 

more important to put the 

women of "Twin Peaks" on 

their cover. But I was dismayed at 

the fact that somehow to Musician 

Jimmy Page seemed to be a more 

relevant and appropriate choice 

for a cover than Stevie Ray. 

Robin Lubatkin 

Storrs, CT 

STEVIE RAY SHOULD'VE HAD THE 
cover all to himself. 

Sonia Ann Moss 

Jamaica, NY 

Turn the Page 

THE FIRST THING I DID WHEN I SAW 
the cover of the November issue of 

Musician was scream! Then I com-

posed myself and immediately 

read the Jimmy Page article. 

Thanks to Matt Resnicoff for a 

terrific article. Now we can only 

hope that Robert Plant will put his 

ego on hold for a bit so that the best 

group of the '70s will be able to 

prow they can still rock 'n' roll. 

Kim Andrews 

Jersey City, NJ 

I'VE ALWAYS PAID CLOSE ATTENTION 
to what Jimmy Page has been 

doing as a solo artist, and I 

thought that it was unfair of Matt 

Resnicoff to mention the Zep 

reunion at the Atlantic Records 

celebration the way that he did. 

I've heard Jimmy play guitar sev-

eral times since then and his play-

ing sounds great. 

Laurie May 

Leesburg, IN 

meramai 

ENOUGH ENOUGH ALREADY WITH 
articles on Jimmy Page, Robert 

Plant or anybody or anything to do 

with Led Zeppelin. No more about 

that highly overrated band and any-

one connected to it for at least five 

years. It's absolutely shocking to me 

that a godawful, bombastic con job 

of a band like them could be so pop-

ular in its original heyday, and, 

worse, be even more popular 10 

years alter they broke up. Together 

they were nothing less than 

pompous, obnoxious, melodramat-

ic, self-indulgent, lugubrious, nar-

cissistic, bloated and unnecessarily 

excessive, and in concert were even 

worse. 

DA. Kelly 

Louisville, KY 

THE TITLE OF THE LIVE YARDBIRDS 
bootleg album (Nov. '90, page 62) 

was Live at the Anderson Theatre, 

not Emerson. 

Dave McLeod 

Greenwich, CT 

Kick Out the Jams, 
Monkeys! 

THANK YOU, DAVE MARSH, FOR THE 
impassioned article on Rob Tyner 

and MC5. It was completely 

refreshing to read about a man so 

passionate and religious about his 

life and music. Tyner the "Art War-

rior" has hit the nail on the head 

when he said man has descended 

from lemurs instead of apes 

because lemurs live in fear. In a 

time where videos and power bal-

lads are essential for success, it's 

nice to know there was a time 

when fire and passion ruled. 

Matt Cameron 

Seattle, WA 

SOMEONE NEEDS TO TELL ROB TYNER 
that lemurs are monkeys! 

Jonny Gillespie 

Keeper 

Fort Wayne Children's Zoo 

Ft. Wayne, IN 

End of t Innocence 

NICE JOB ON 
But are you sti 

Henley in the 

epitome of mo 

lawyers? This 

sung: "Cross a 

ther, make yo 

understand," 

true "A man 

steal more mo 

with a gun." 

I FOUND THE 
Wilson playing 

slightly retard 

Law" insulting 

and should be 

not dismissed 

George, Jeff, B 

Jim...How ab 

Wilbury? 

CKENME ROCKMAN. 
you want Don 

ast as Arnie, the 

ey-grabbing 

s the man who has 

lawyer with a godfa-

an offer you can't 

d the hauntingly 

th a briefcase can 

ey than any man 

Mark Brown 

Philadelphia, PA 

OUGHT OF BRIAN 
the part of the 

d character on "LA. 

Brian is a genius, 

lebrated as such, 

r made fun oll Hey, 

b, Tom and 

t making Brian a 

Yann Poisson 

New Haven, CT 

Contestic & Awards 

HEALEY HE RAISER KENT LINDER-
mere of Roxb , CT and Cray 

contestant Ge ge Fox of Cincin-

nati, OH are ners in the FEND-

ER/MUSICIAN Fall '90 guitar pro-

motions. 

Musician ha won the Deems-

Taylor award f r editing and pub-

lishing the lost iaries of Charles 

Mingus in issu 128. Congrats to 

Tom Moon, St hen Davis and Sue 

Mingus for the r tireless work. All 

the rest of you: Order the back 

issue! 

rata 

THE BAND TIP IRIE WAS INCOR-
rectly spelled 'ppa The in Faces 

(Dec. '90). 

PLEASE SEND LEI ERS TO: MUSICIAN. 

1515 Brio.wwwv, NEw YORK, NY 10036. 
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NO OTHER HEADPHONES HAVE THESE 
PROFESSIONAL CONNECTIONS. 

Go to the places where Compact Discs originate. Take a look 
around. Resting atop Sony professional mixing consoles, alongside Sony 
24-track digital recorders, and plugged into Sony CD mastering systems, 
you'll find the Sony MDR-CD999 Digital Monitor Series"' Headphones. 

Reflecting Sonye unique digital expertise, these are headphones only 
Sony could creataTheir sounc is so revealing,they help the pros make 
crucial ,udgments in the creation of the Compact Discs enjoyed by millions. 

dl Copyroghl 1990 Sony Cornoralpn or Arnenca All r ylds reserved Sony, Tagglal Monet. Sores and The Lcader Dogdal Audin 
are tradernan. or Sony The Clairlal Mende Sere., axludes the MCA (rail.l.C1)55.5...M777. and CD,199 (shonvo) 

Professionals choose the 999's for their uncanny ability to convey 
every nuance of the music, their phenomenal dynamic range, and their 
hour-after-hour comfort.These we the same qualities, in fact, that music 
lovers require at home. So don't settle for headphones that bring you 
somethIng like the original sound.With Sony's Digital Monitor Series 
Headphones, you can get someth ng 
infinitely better. The sound itself. 

SONY: 
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO' 



Having Mixed Emotions about Channeling Your Audio Budget? 

%Oh-CC •ItClote, 

Look no further, peace of mind is close at hand with 
the new BK-42 series by Electro-Voice. What you see 
is what you get — a full-featured, professional sound 
reinforcement console that delivers exceptional 
performance with a straightforward functional 
layout. What you don't see is the unsurpassed value 
and industry-leading factory support. The BK-42 
series provides the most popular options demanded 
by audio professionals. New features include a 
hum-bucking ground design and active 
servo-balanced outputs, eliminating hum and noise 
even in the most hostile environments. 

Further enhancing the BK-42's performance is a 
three-band E0 with sweepable parametric midrange. 
Great tonal variations are possible with a 15-dB 
boost or cut from 300 Hz to 5 kHz. 

The BK-42 series utilizes many of the same 
electronic components, typically found only in the 
most expensive mixers, including the high-speed 
TL072 op-amp. This attention to design gives the 
BK-42 series the sonic quality that rivals any mixer 
on the market regardless of price. 

Available in 8-, 12-, 16- and 24-channel configura-
tions, the versatility of the BK-42 series makes it 
adaptable for any application from rock-n-roll bands 

to institutional installs to keyboards 
and production. 

No other mixer 
can meet such diverse mixing 
needs with the performance, value and flexibility 
of the BK-42 series. 

Beciro:Voicei 

'V o MARK IV cornpony . 

Electro-Voice, Inc 600 Cecil St Buchanan, MI 49107 616/695-6831 Mark IV Audio Canada, Inc P.O. Box 520 Gananoque, ON K7G2V1 613/382-2141 



Cocteau Twins 
THE MUSIC OF SOUND 

"People think, for some reason, that we're quite musical," 

chuckles Simon Raymonde, one third of the Cocteau Twins. 

"But it's not something I ever really think about." 
Nor should he. After all, one of the most endearing aspects of 

the group's shimmering, soft-focus sound is its utter lack of self-

consciousness. As singer Elizabeth Fraser puts it, "I enjoy talk-

ing about music, but I can't dissect and break down our music, 

because it's such a natural process. It's just not thought out to 

that extent." 

But neither is it just a happy accident. Although Raymonde 

admits that he and bandmate Robin Guthrie are "pretty shit at 

playing everything," he also makes it plain that instrumental 

technique has never been a priority for the band. Instead, what 

the Cocteaus focus on is the sound of music. 

"That's where a lot of the songs actually come from, the sound of it," he says. "I mean, if you just plug a guitar into an amplifier, it 

sounds, essentially, quite boring. You find yourself just playing rock riffs, because that's the history of that sound. But if you put it through 

some peculiar effect, you create something you haven't heard before, and that inspires you." a. D. CONSIDINE 

Ellis Marsah s LIVE LONG AND PROSPER 
f you can manage to 

live long enough and 

do anything, there's a 

point when people are going to 

notice," Ellis Marsalis says. At 57, 

the New Orleans jazz pianist 

who fathered VVynton, Branford 

and Delfeayo is stepping into 

the limelight: He's just signed a 

multi-record contract with 

Columbia Records. 

Like VVynton, Ellis has a 

classical technique and train-

ing, the legacy of a 1950s 

musical education which 

did not deem jazz worthy of 

the classroom. Miles 

Davis, who has taken jazz 

in more directions than a corn-

pas, has intimated that learning 

classical music is the worst thing a 

jazz musician can do. 

"I don't think you can 

make a blanket indictment like 

that," says Marsalis. "You see, 

I've got a son named VVynton, 

and he's got a whole lot of people 

imitating what he's doing—play-

ing jazz—and needless to say, he 

was a classical musician." 

Ellis has spent the last 12 

years with the New Orleans 

Center for the Creative Arts, 

teaching hot young musicians 

like Wynton, Branford, Terence 

Blanchard and Kent Jordan. 

Recent work with VVynton (Stan-

dard Time. Volume 3: The Reso-

lution of Romance; and Courtney 

Pine turned oui to be warm-up 

exercises for his new contract. But 

the main reason for the elder 

Marsalis musical renaissance is 

simply that he never lost his 

chops. And he never pressured 

his kids into music. 

"VVynton could have been a 

scientist, anything. See, it didn't 

make any difu,aence to me. I've 

seen what they call stagedoor 

mommies and stagedoor dad-

dies. Those are people whose 

ambitions were never fulfilled and 

they live 'em through their kids. I 

never stopped playing. I had no 

reason to live anything through 

my kids. Had I quit playing, I 

would have probably been a real 

pain in the ass." GEOFF OSSIAS 

Photographs: Paul Cox (top); David Redfern/Hein« b ru a ry 1991 • 15 



I CUM dealie. 

Top 100 Albums 23 • — Chid Black 
I 'name in ills Shoes/RCA 

'lise first number indicates the position (erne 

album this month, the second its position last 

month. 

1 • 3 Vauila ke 
To ¡he Retreme/SKIl 

2 • I KC. Hammer 
Please I lommer Don't Hurt 'Km 
Capitol 

3 • 4 Mariah Carey 

4.55 Paul Simon 
Rhythm Mate Saints 
Wamer Bros. 

5 • 2 AC/DC 
/III. 8,1:".01'S Edge/ Men 

6 • — Whitney Houston 
Tin lone Bob,- Tonight/Arista 

7 • 53 hop 
nialrlic/Marner Bros. 

8 • 6 Wilson Phillips 
ir /1//,/./snk 

9 • 29 Bette Midkr 
People's Lives/Atlantic 

10.5 6ffle Miami 
listen without Prejudice UM 
C, 

11 • — Traveling Wilburn 

12 • 12 Poison 
1 I, • 11 nod Blood/Enigma 

13 • 9 Bell Bir Devoe 
Maora/MCA 

14 • — The Cure 
fin ed 1 0/Elektra 

15 • 7 IIDIS 
1/511antic 

16 • 15 Garth Brooks 
Feracs/Capilol 

17 • 8 Vaughan Brothers 
¡Mlle .'qrfrASSOCialed 

18 • 10 Warrant 
lo n Mr/Columbia 

19 • 30 Soundtrack 
poll, II rel111111/EMI 

20 • — Phil Collins 
st min 1 ti ,...Liee.//F.M1 

21 • 48 The Black Cronies 
Shalt, 0111 1101Ily Ilaker 
wr American 

22 • 14 Jon Bon Jori 
Maze of /Amy/Young Guns II 
!demur, 

WIIMMIir.arnleMireMEIMMMIPIIIWINIMPOIC 

I-O E 

A el' -es 

24 • — Led Zeppelin 
(1 tipodin/Allantic 

25 • 40 Deeeljte 
odd Clique/Elektra 

26 • 11 Oueensryche 
I . \II 

27 • — Madonna 
Inntolculnie Collection/Sire 

28 • 39 Janet Jackson 
Joni Liotinon's litothm Notion/ Y&M 

29 • 23 Nelson 
lhe liiiin/DGC 

30 • 71 AI B. Surel 
laterite Times.. And the ;thole 9! 
Warner Bros. 

31 • — Steve *Inwood 
subs' Heart/Virgin 

32 • — Paul McCartney 
Dipping Hu. Lire 1.'anaislic 
Capitol 

33 • 20 Too Shod 
Shot! Dog's in the House/Jive 

34 • — Scorpions 
crazy Ilodd/Mereury 

35 • 18 Michael Bolton 
8md Prm'ide/VCMumbia 

36 • 19 Slaughter 
'owl, to la/Chrysalis 

37 • — Edie Brickell & New Bohemians 
Ghost « I iag/l'eelleit 

38 • 13 Soundtrack 
Gt.,/ 5 a msg. Sarabande 

39 • 35 New Kids on the Block 
Sop sop/Columbia 

40 • 16 LLCuolJ 
llama slut hood; Mu Oul/Def.laro 

41 • 63 Damn Yankees 
/Vann lardaa5s/Warner Bros. 

42 • 24 Soundtrack 
Rein Peaks/Warner Bros. 

43 • 41 Pebbles 

44•_ Guy 

Emure/MCA 

45 • 37 Winger 
Fleur! ehe Mang/ Atlantic 

46 • — Big Daddy Kane 
Tow: Cluteolute/Cold Chillin' 

47 • 17 Faith No More 
Do lit tit 1/sang/Slash 

48 • — Candyman 
I WI 5,, d̀onnej,, lir (la/Ile/Ft pie 

Top Concert Grosses 
1 New Kids on the Block, Perfect Gentlemen, St. Paul, Good G $1,809,225 

/or 1.0111, aeon, I )'irmt. 111/\to club'''. 1-i 18 

2 Billy Joel $1,611,284 
Target Leiner Minneapolis II\ P\ member II, 15-16 h 19 

3 New Kids on the Block, Biscuit, Perfect Gentlemen, Brenda L Star; George Lomond, Good Girls $892,400 
Oil/November 25-26 

4 Billy Joel $654,836 
The Summit. Hannon, 71/Novernber 23 & 28  

5 AC/DC, Lover% $606,246 
SkyDonte. Oraario/November 9 

6 11 Top, Jeff Healey Band $513,330 
Great Ilestent Forum. Inglewood, (A/November 25-26 

7 New Kids on the Block, Biscuit, Brenda K. Stag George Lomond $561,850 
lhomp,on ',ruddy Cenlent Anorrille, 7'1 /November 30 

8 h Top, Jeff Hooky Band 
Tal,11111 1101111 0,111, II 1/No5ember 18 

$466,840 

9 IZ Top, Johnny Van Zed 
SL 1.011iN Innti. Louis. 1/0/November 7-8 

$450,300 

10 New Kids on the Block, Perfect Gentlemen, Rick Wes 
Itentlar Lenin'. llilwankee. 111/Stos ember 11 

$431,850 

85 • — Yanni 
«Passion 

49 • 25 Anita Baker 

50 • 27 Judas Priest 
Painkiller/Columbia 

51 • 70 Tonyl Toni! keel 
The lierindMing 

52 • 28 Keith Sweat 
I'll Give Ill My Lore to litu 
Vintedainment 

53 • 22 Iron Maiden 
PITI.VIT.for the Ikring/Epir 

54 • 31 Megadeth 
Ifs,.,! to Penn./Capitol 

55 • 33 Randy Travis 
rou, d Mends/Warner Bros. 

56 • — Tesla 
Fir, Min leousticaLlam/Gefren 

57 • 26 Depeche Mode 
1 itelnietr/Sin. 

58 • 86 MO 
Labour edLove ///Virgin 

59 • 47 Hui Priest 
Bomilide/Charisma 

60 • — lynch Nob 
Ii irked Sensulion/Elektra 

61 • — Pet Shop Boys 
Beharior/EMI 

62 • — hinter 
Irirrer/Mechanic 

63 • Various Artists 
Il,',! II« d' Mire/Chrysalis 

64 • 85 Carrems-Domingo-Pavarotti 
cturerns-1',mug, l'acorotti 

Loneeb/1 

65 • 93 Daryl Hall John Oates 
Change «Seamen/Arista 

66 • 38 Johnny Gill 
Johnny/WI/Motown 

67 • — Ralph Tresvard 
HMO Tresrant/MCA 

68 • — Freddie Jackson 
I),, il,' lei,' /Capitol 

69 • — Debbie Gibson 
Invihing Is Possible/Atlantic 

70 • 65 Carly Simon 
/h.', real Seen Me Lately?/Arisla 

71 • 59 Heart 
lib/mile/Capitol 

72 • 21 Phil Collins 
. miusiv/Mlantie 

73 • 43 Jane's Addiction 
Miliarde la Habana! 
%%tinier Bros. 

74 • — Ileir Kids on the Block 
Merry Derry Christmas 
Columbia 

75 • — Van Morrison 
/.1111,1111111111.11011`1,111.\ 

76 • 32 The Righteous Brothers 
In litehleou, Glean's( 

I !UV% er,e 

77 • — Morrissey 
Deng/Sire 

78 • — Jimmy Buffett 
, (ling irenry/MCA 

79 • — Cinderella 
aellneak Station/Mercury 

80 • 52 Garth Brooks 
re er diS/Caplkli 

81 • 44 Indigo Girls 
\""l",/, Indians SanasiElnc 

82 • 36 Mince 
Grew Bridge/Paisley Park 

83 • 50 The Robert Cray Band 
Featuring the Memphis Horns 
Ilulnight 8/e01//51recur5 

84 • — Stevie B 
LON' tf Emotion/1.MR 

86 • 72 Harry Connickir. 
lo / , Iolurnbia 

87 • — New Kids on the Block 
iNat,ilore Games/Rene flaunt 
Columbia 

88 • 58 Black Box 
Pa on, Ituid/RCA 

89 • 34 Living Colour 
1 's 1 p/Epie 

90 • — Barry Manikw 
Christnuts/ Arista 

91 • 42 N.W.A. 
100 Dias and RunnieRtahless 

92 • 57 Reba McIntire 
Rumor las 

93 • 56 Haley Crie 
I),: brelgood/Elektra 

94 • — KJ. Oslin 

95 • 61 Concrete Blonde 
Wend!, 

96 • 45 Neil Young & Crazy Horse 
/tagged Gffirillieprise 

97 • 68 Clint Black 
/a.' I new/RCA 

98 • — Elton John 
i„ ,, ra « tied _ YMCA 

99 • 69 The Kentucky Headhunters 
NaN1111111Alernir) 

100 • 60 Slayer 
'inous in the.1b,ss 
I it I' American 

The !Musician «Man chart is produced by Me 

Billboard chub deportment for Musician, and 

reflects Ow combined peas for all album 

reports gathered by the Billboard computers in 

the month ,ef \orember The record company 

chart is based on he top 200 albums, The con-

cal chart is base 

Box Score repo 

charts are co 

Top L 

on Amusement Business 

or November 1990. AU 

1111991 by BPI Incorporated 

I Columbia 

2 Atlantic 

3 Warner Bros. 

4 Capitol 

5 MCA 

6 Eleldra 

7 Arista 

8 Mercury 

9 SBK 

10 EMI 

11 RCA 

12 Sire 

13 Epic 

14 Virgin 

15 Afro 

16 Geffen 

17 Chrysalis 

18 Enigma 

19 Wilbury 
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Every open 
mic is an 
invitation for 
unwanted noises to jump into the 
ring and trash your audio. Put dbx°—the 
World Heavyweight Champion of signal 
processing—in your corner with our new 
363X. This dual noise gate will protect your 
audio with a staggering one-two punch! 

The pro-featured 363X will knock 
out those unwanted background 
sounds around your vocal and 

instrument mics. Send the 

INDUSTRY 

kick drum 
signal to 

the Key input, gate the bass, 
and put IMPLOSIVE punch in your beat. 
Press a button to switch it from dual gate 
mode to perfect stereo tracking. Use the 
Hold and Release to sculpt a winning sound. 

The new dbx 363X. It'll put the sound 
gremlins down for the count! 

STANDARD 

A division of 
AKC Acoustics, Inc. 

1525 Alvarado Street 
San Leandro. 

California 94577, USA 
Tel: ( 1) 415/351-3500 

Fax: ( 1) 415/351-0500 

COMPRESSOR/LIMITERS • NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEMS • EQUALIZERS • MODULAR PROCESSORS 

01990 AKL, ' 

dbxe m a reçmterec tradernarl. of Ça:illcr Llector,. Lorpoial r «,,i1989. 19'), 



chartbusters 

THE BLACK CROWES GO HI 
"CHRIS AND I HAVE ONE UNWRITTEN RULE: WE 

can't hit each other in the face." That's Black 

Crowes guitarist Rich Robinson, describing 

his relationship with his big brother. 

Come again? In a separate conversation, 

here's singer Chris Robinson: "For us to write 

songs is a matter of hurling insults back and 

forth, then punching each other." Which isn't 

necessarily bad, he's quick to add. "Without 

that creative tension, we wouldn't have the 

thing I call the divine spark." 

Thus, the Robinsons carry on rock's 

proud tradition of squabbling siblings that 

includes Don and Phil Everly and Ray and 

Dave Davies of the Kinks. However unset-

tling such mutual abuse must be for by-

standers, the Crowes have flourished in the 

charged atmosphere. A sleeper smash 

approaching the one million mark in sales, 

the Atlanta quintet's Shake Your Money 

Maker is a roaring set of blues-based rock 

that's evoked enthusiastic comparisons to 
Rod Stewait's Faces and mid-period Stones. 

"People say, 'What about the Rolling 

Stones?' Of course! But that's so obvious," 

exclaims 24-year-old Chris, a classic extro-
verted frontman. "My textbooks were 
everything from Exile on Main Street to 

Funkadelic's Uncle Jam Wants You to Grain 

Parsons' Grievous Angel." 

Rich: "If people hear the Stones, that's 
fine, but they may be missing Humble Pie, 

Sly and the Family Stone, Prince, Aerosmith, 

even the Jackson 5." Anyway, he adds, "All 

music is an interpretation of previous 

music. Jimmy Page and Keith Richards both 

listened to Muddy Waters, but had totally 

different interpretations." 

If the Robinsons ever incorporate all their 

influences, the Black Crowes will be a pretty 

strange animal. Dad Stan Robinson was a 

minor teen idol who cracked the Hot 100 in 

'59 with "Boom-a-Dip-Dip," going on to open 

shows for Sain Cooke and Bill Haley. He 

joined the folk boom as one of the Appalachi-

ans, who entered the charts in '63 via an 

acoustic version of "Bony 

Moronie" (!). And growing 

up, they heard everything 

from Bill Monroe to John 

Coltrane and Jimmy Reed. 

Throughout grade school, 

their musical activity was 

confined to Chris buying lots 

of records and Rich nicking the ones he liked. 

All that changed in '85. "My mom and dad call 

it 'Black Christmas,' when I got a bass and 
Rich got a guitar," laughs Chris. "I couldn't 

play like Bootsy Collins, but I could almost 

play like Paul Simonon of the Clash, so we 

The brothers 

Robinson 

work it out 

By Jon Young 

HER 
formed a little punk b din the basement. 

Rich started learning top ay but I couldn't fig-
ure out the bass to save y life. Rich traded it 

and his guitar for a better tar." 

While Chris worke up the nerve to 

become lead singer (an learned to stay on 

key), Rich explored he six-string. " I 
remember messing wi h the tuning keys 

and listening to Led Zep elm. When I tuned 

the A string down to wh re it sounded cool, 

things made a lot more s nse and we started 

writing songs." 

Recalls Chris, "I gre 

groups like the Gun Clu 

cate. I knew they wore 

sleeve and loved what 

times it 

were jus 

the air. 

was kin 

couldn't 

with hein 

in the wo 

up going to see 

and Dream Syndi-

eir heart on their 

rey did, but some-

eemed like they 

kickin' dirt up in 

at I wanted to do 

a like that, but I 

e anything wrong 

the biggest band 

rid, as long as you 

did it on y ur own terms." 

The current lineup w s set in '88, with 
Johnny Colt the seventh b ss player to grace 

the group and Steve G rman the fourth 

drummer. Jeff Cease si ed on as second 

guitarist, allowing Rich o pursue offbeat 

tunings. "I can barely pla in regular tuning 

anymore," he grins. "0 the album a few 

songs are in regular and I se a capo on a lot 

of tracks. Some are in ope -G, open-E and a 

couple in open-A. It's a p in the ass for my 

guitar tech!" 

Before landing a deal, e Crowes flirted 

extensively with A&M. ey farted around 
for over two years," r members Rich, 

"spending a lot of money r demos. But we 

were never under contrac George Drakou-

lias, a junior A&R man, anted to sign us, 
but was told we weren't metal enough." 

Instead, he jumped to De American. With 

Drakoulias producing, he Crowes cut 

Shake Your Money Mak . "Luckily, Rick 

Rubin had nothing to d with us," notes 

Rich, a tight smile on his lips. "He wasn't 

there for any of the sessio 

Chris concedes he's urprised at the 

20 • February 1991 MUSICIAN Phot graph: John Soares 



COLORBUt 
THE FIRST 

SIGNAL PRO( E" 

OF THE 2ISi 

CENTURY 

• 12 stunning studio, effects at once 
• Bandwidth to 20 KHz 
• Over 70 different effects to choose from 
• Over 2 full octaves of pitch transposing 
• 12 killer distortions and overdrives 
• Two full seconds of sampling - triggerable 
• Exclusive Midi Data Monitor - view tlhe midi data stream 

••• 

• New 20 bit super-speed internal processing • 200 memory locations 
• New ultra complex reverbs - 24 d fferent algorithms • Stereo in/out 
• Over 20 types cf delay • Fuliy vogrammable • Random clein of ef'ects 
• Effects available include: Exciter Compressor • Limiter • Expander 
• Noise gate • Equalizer • Envelope filter • Overdlve • Distortion • Turbo-drive • Rotating leslies 
• Sampler • Line equalizer/Speaker simulator • Multi-tap delays • Stereo chorus • Stereo flange 
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The SGE Miàcn II is 
the new shimmering 
standard 'Oil digital 
sound perfcrmance! A 
400% larger processing 
section offers reverbs 
and spatial enhance-
ment that border 
perfection. The LCD 
gives you access to all 
parameters and the 
exclusive Midi Data 
Monitor gives you 

realtime readout of tile digital midi data stream— 
simply connect any midi device Mitt a midi cable 
and We LCD will tell you what midiicontroller(s) 
you' e using and the values change in reaitime. 
Nothing else gives you his much power. And the 
new X-11 Midi Foot Controller will control any 
effects processor at a price you can't believe! 

ERFORIIANCE 
IDI 

The DRX offers the same processor and performance as the Mach 
Ill, but does not have the distortion/line equalizer circuitry. It will do 
10 effects at once, and is exceptional in studios and live sound 
applications. You can use the noise gate to gate off microphones 
so the wash from live drums doesn't trigger your effects buss. The 
compressor can smooth out wild dynamic swings on vocals. The 
exciter will increase the edge and clarity of any type of material. 
The noise gate can "turn off" noisy GTR amps in between songs 
or allow you to run higher gain levels without feedback on vocal 
and drum mics. The limiter can limit any source so that clipping 
can be totally prevented. And because all effects are fully programmable 
into 200 memories, you have flexibility like no other processor around. 
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QUALITY ISN'T EXPENSIVE 

It's Priceless! 
At BIAMP Systems, the 

QUALITY of the sound 

is always our continuing 

design criteria. BIAMP's new 

CASCADE stereo mixers use 

discrete transistor preamps 
and low noise, high slew-rate 

electronics for clean, trans-

parent, no-compromise 

sound. 

CASCADE mixers also give 

you four aux sends, three 

returns, balanced outputs, 

phantom power and much, 

much more. 

In 12 or 16 input portable 

consoles or an 8-channel rack mount model, CASCADE 

mixers represent an ideal balance of price, performance, 

reliability and the features you need. 

Call us toll-free at 800-826-1457 for free descriptive 

literature and the name of a B1AMP dealer near you. 

biampA AMERICAN SOUND 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 

14270 N W Science Park, Portland, OR 97229 (503) 641-7287 

Crowes' quick rise: "I figured we'd have a 

good career in the minors first, and maybe not 
even get to the majors." Now it's happened 

with a vengeance. "I feel the same as I did a 

year ago," he muses. "Maybe after someone 

lays a huge check on me I'll be corrupt, and 
you'll see me with Kip VVinger singing duets 

on MTV, wearing clothes from the Gap." 

For a self-professed 

Chris, mainstream expo 

encounters. "I run into 

who say, `I love the blu 

Healey and Robert Cray.' 

he winces, "but I'm t 

James' Devil Got My W 

sippi Fred McDowell. Th 

"After our cover of 'Hai 

out somebody asked, 'Ho 

ing Otis Redding to the 

thought of it, but for kids 

beyond MTV, that's what 

The Robinsons see so 

the attendant fireworks, 

tant step in the creative 

"We have a new song call 
Throw Away.' I played IIi 

for a month and he kept 

Finally he told me, `I love ' 

set.' It always happens th 

SO, Chris feels they've 

last year. In fact, he wax 

contemplating his sibling. 

for granted in school. I nev 

he couldn't be like me an 
time. But I learned a lot w 

and Joe Perry when we 

smith tour. While we were onstage, I'd think, 

"That's my kid brother ove 

guy more than anything in 

Even bad dudes don't 

the time. 

usic "geek" like 

ire can lead to odd 

eople all the time 

s—you know, Jeff 
Now, they're fine," 

king about Skip 

man' and Missis-

t's the blues! 

to Handle' came 

do you feel bring-

asses?' I'd never 

ho know nothing 

e're doing." 

gwriting, with all 

s the most impor-

rocess. Says Rich, 

d 'The Words You 

music for Chris 
aying,'I hate it.' 

Let's put it in the 

way," he sighs. 

ellowed over the 

positively corny 

I took my brother 

r understood why 

just have a good 

citing Steve Tyler 

ere on the Aero-

• there. I love that 

e world!'" 

ave the blues all 

(Pi 

C ROWES' NEST 

I
HRIS ROBINSON likes to wail into 

1Shure SM57 wireless microphones, 

while his brother RICH boasts a guitar 

arsenal of Fenders, custom Telecast-

ers, vintage Telecasters, Les Paul Cus-

toms, Standards and Juniors, Gibson Hum-

mingbird acoustics and a Gibson Chet Atkins, 

JEFF CEASE wields Les Paul Customs and vin-

tage Standards, J-200 acoustics and Flamers. 

JOHNNY COLT plays a Gibson Thunderbird, a 

Washburn acoustic and Fender Precision bass-

es; STEVE GORMAN bashes Pearl drums and 

Zildjian cymbals. 
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A system of digital effects 
processors that adds spec-
tacular sonic enhancement 
to your performance or 
production. 

Lexicon's LXP Series digital 
multi-effects processors combine 
Dynamic MIDI® effects auto-
mation, spectacular effects, 128 
user memories, and of course, 
the legendary Lexicon Sound. 
Add Lexicon's MRC MIDI Remote 
Controller, and you have a multi-
effects system with an unprec-
edented range of control. The 
newest member, the LXP-15, 
enhances the series even further. 

The LXP-15: Simply Brilliant 
You don't need a photographic 
memory or a degree in computer 
science to get the most from the 
LXP-15. It was designed to bring 
its incredible range of effects to 
everyone. The LXP-15's effects 
programs include pitch-
shifting, stereo 
delays, gate, 
plate, and 
Lexicon's 
renowned 
reverb. Best of ali, the LXP-15 
makes it fast and easy to let 
them work for you. 

For performance freedom 
without MIDI, the LXP-15 has 

external inputs for use with most 
foot switches or pedals. These 
inputs can be patched to any of 
the LXP-15's effects parameters. 
You can even use them together 
with Dynamic 
MIDI for 
superb 
effects 
control. 
The LXP-1: Small But Mighty 
The half-rack LXP-1 gives you 
access to Lexicon's repertoire of 

renowned digital reverberation 
programs, and delay. gate, and 
chorus programs as well. All via 
simple controls that let you adjust 
two parameters for each effects 
program. The LXP-1 is the 
essential, fundamental compo-

nent of the LXP Series. 
The LXP-5: 
Sensational 
Sound 
The LXP-5 
complements 

the LXP-1 with an additional 64 
preset effects, including pitch-shift 
over three octaves, dramatic stereo 
delay, flanging, chorusing, and a 
wide array of reverb too. You can 

access every effect's parameters 
from the LXP-5's front panel, for 
a breathtaking spectrum of control. 
And combine this versatile processor 
with the LXP-1, and you fill a single 
rack space with incredible power 
and performance. 

MRC: MIDI Mission Control 
The LXP-1 and LXP-5 are formid-
able in their own right. But add 

Lexicon's MRC 
MIDI Remote Con-
troller, and you 
have a command-
ing ensemble of 

networked effects. The MRC also 
simplifies programming and con-
trol of all your MIDI gear, up to 16 
MIDI devices simultaneously. 

The LXP-1, LXP-5, 
LXP-15, and MRC are 
powerful tools for the 
producer, engineer, or 
musician. You can't help 

but make the right choice. 

For more information about the 
LXP Series, call us at (617)736-0300, FAX 
(617) 891-0340, or write Lexicon Inc., 
100 Beaver St., Waltham, MA 02154. 
Dynankc MIDI s a reptstered trademark of Lextcon Inc 
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ONLY BERKLEE 
CAN DO FOR YOU 

WHAT A SYNTHESIZER 
DOES FOR MUSIC 

At Berklee, our music synthesis program takes you into an exciting 
new world of musical creativity. Synthesists, working with analog and 
digital sounds and featured with mixed instrumental/vocal groups, 
perform all of today's contemporary music styles. 

Music Synthesis at Berklee.... Producing Music with today's 
Music Technology. 

Berldee has helped produce thousands of professionals who now enjoy 
successful careers in all aspects of today's music business. For a current 
catalog, contact the Berklee Admissions Office. Call toll-free: 1-800-421-0084, 
ext. 4008 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST). In Massachusetts call: 617-266-1400. 
Or write: BERKLEE, Admissions Office, Dept. 4008, 1140 Boylston Street, 
Boston, MA 02215. 

Berklee 
COLLEGE OF MUSIC 

Where careers in music begin. 
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better than a lot of the record guys." 

While Island and A&M are being handi-

capped by the inefficiency of PolyGram, 

there's little doubt that the astronomical 

prices paid for the labels are an incentive to 

control costs today. "The deals were over 

the top," says the former PolyGram execu-

tive. "RCA dropped out of the bidding for 

A&M at a much lower number because they 

had distributed A&M and were privy to the 

realities. And the reality is that A&M hasn't 

delivered. Island's had some success, but 

overall you just can't justify the deal." 
Unlike PolyGram, MCA will not have to 

live with its recent buying spree. The West 

Coast firm also went out shopping for mar-

ket share—first co-acquiring Motown for 
$60 million (a moribund company at a good 

price), then Geffen for $550 million (a good 

company at an insane price)—and was then 

itself bought by Matsushita. Incidentally, the 

$550 million worth of MCA stock David Gef-

fen got for selling out to MCA was worth 
$700 million in the Matsushita deal. Not 

bad, considering that he hasn't even 

released any records through MCA yet. 

MCA said it was selling out to Matsushita 
because it needed the deeper pockets of the 

Japanese electronics giant in order to com-

pete. At the record division, MCA Music 

Group Chairman Al Teller voices similar 

concerns when he says survival in the 

record industry will be tougher in the com-

ing months: "I think we're in for a down-

turn. All the economic signs are that we're 
in a severe recessionary environment." 

Although Teller predicts that all labels 

will become more selective about the artists 

they're willing to take on, he says that the 
spate of new labels born in the last year or 

so will be the most vulnerable. "I'm not sure 

how many are going to make it," he says. "I 
think that they're in for some tough sledding 

and that we'll see a shake-out." 
The people who have started those labels 

see things a little differently. Irving Azoff, 

who preceded Teller as the head of MCA 

Music, is one of the record executives who 

didn't fail to notice the prices the majors 

were paying to acquire independently-

owned labels. Azoff now heads his own 

Giant Records, backed and distributed by 

Well give you more than the 
basics on the Low Impedance 
advantage, send for free catalog. 
EMG, INC./Dept. MIRO Box 
4394/Santa Rosa, CA 95402/ 
(707) 525-9941 • CANADA: 
Louis Musical, Montreal 

Now in oak 
and other hardwoods, 
with rear-adjustable 
truss, and stainless 
steel Fret Rods" 

full range Touchboardn' instrument 

Photo of: Nick Beggs, of Ellis, Hems & Howard, the 
English fork band. 

Also in production: 

• "Baritone" and "Double-Bass" tunings. 

• The Grid ,fingerboard MIDI controller 

with regular Stick strings, and also with 

ten uniformly thin strings. 

For a free brochure and information: 

STICK ENTERPRISES, INC. 
6011 Woodlake Ave.. Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
TEL: ( 818)884-2001 FAX: ( 818)883-0668 

Stick, The Stick The Chapman Stick. Touchboard Grid 

and The Grid are trademarks of Stick Enterprises and are 
protected by U S and foreign registrations 
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AT THE \ II ORIAL SERVICE FOR PIANIST 

Walter Davis Jr. last June, several 

speakers took the podium to offer trib-

utes and reminiscences. The final 

speaker was Art Blakey, who ad-

dressed the congregation as if they 

were his children. "I can see y'all didn't 

learn a thing from Walter," he admon-

ished. "Look at you, all walking around 

with your chins dragging on the 

ground." 

There was muted laughter from the 

crowd, half self-conscious, half re-

lieved. "Walter has made it!" Art thun-

dered, After reminding his listeners of 

Davis' enormously joyous spirit, he 

added: "From the moment we're born, 

we are preparing for death. What mat-

ters is what we do in between." In his 

five minutes at the lectern, Blakey gave 

the kind of performance he was 

E 

famous for: He delivered a powerful 

message that lifted the spirits of the 

audience and guided them back to the 

pursuit of happiness. 

In October, there was a memorial 

service for Art Blakey, whose drums 

stood unmanned behind the altar at 

the Abyssinian Baptist Church in 

Harlem. Though the service had been 

moved to a significantly larger church 

than St. Peter's, where most of the jazz 

community's services are held, there 

was standing room only. Between 

speakers, whose anecdotes about 

Blakey prompted frequent laughter, 

there was music. (Art's daughter Eve-

lyn Blakey provided both. "I'm Art's 

first-born," she said, pausing to add, 

"as far as I know." Then she launched 

into a stirring rendition of "God Bless 

the Child.") With Essiet Okon Essiet on 

E N N E 



bass and Kenny Washington on drums, a host of Jazz Messengers 

past and present paid tribute to what Art Blakey accomplished in his 
71 years in between the tumble from birth to death. 

He kept jazz alive in a way no other single musician has, by estab-

lishing and continuously regenerating the Messengers, a group 
whose beautiful changes have spanned 40 years and whose mem-

bers have included, among others, Clifford Brown, Lee Morgan, 

Freddie Hubbard, Wayne Shorter, Kenny Dorham, Hank Mobley, 

Benny Golson, Woody Shaw, Valen Ponomarev, Jackie McLean, Lou 

Donaldson, Jymie Merritt, Bobby Timmons, Waltee Davis Jr., 

Horace Silver, Cedar Walton, John Hicks, Gary Bartz, Johnny Grif-

fin, Sahib Shihab, Bobby Watson, James Williams, Wynton and 

Branford Manes, Terence Blanchard, Joanne Brackeen, Mulgrew 

Miller, Donald Brown, Benny Green, Kenny Garrett, Robin 

Eubanks, Philip Harper, Peter Washington, Javon Jackson—and old 

friend Curtis Fuller, who will lead the latest edition of the Messen-
gers now that Blakey is gone. The list is seemingly endless. And 

while it is an obvious fact, it is astonishing to reconsider that behind 

this legion of musicians, there was only one drummer. 

Art Blakey, whose Muslim name was Abdullah Ibn Buhaina, and 

was often called Bu, was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and start-

ed studying the drums in grade school. He also played the piano, 
which is what he was doing with his band one night in Pittsburgh 

when a listener requested a tune that Art didn't know. Erroll Garner 

happened to be there, and took over at the keyboards. Art moved to 

the drtnnkit, and the rest, as they say, is history He went on to work 

with Mary Lou Williams, Fletcher Henderson and Billy Eckstine. He 

recorded some of the most memorable jazz albums on the Blue Note 

label, working with Miles Davis, Charlie Parker, Sonny Rollins, Dizzy 
Gillespie and Thelonious Monk. As the leader of the Jazz Messen-

gers, his name became almost synonymous with a school that pro-

vided invaluable training and a kind of unspoken accreditation for 

young jazz musicians. Through his music, Art served as an ambas-

sador to the world, literally preaching his gospel at the end of each 

set "From the Creator to the audience direct split-second timing." 

Art is remembered here by some great musicians, most of whom 

are former Messengers. I will remember him not only as a leg-
endary drummer, but as a humanitarian with a great sense of 

humor. "People aren't meant to be alone," he said to me one night in 

the kitchen at Sweet Basil, reflecting on his life as an only child— 

and, perhaps, on the eight children who survive him. On another 

occasion, as he was making his way through a crowd of fans, he had 
this to say: "When you write about me, say whatever you want. Just 

make sure you spell my name right." 

HORACE SILVER 

ir
IRST AND FOREMOST, Art was one of the great drummers of all 
time, a master musician, and he continually amazed all the 

guys in the band with his consistency of performance. He hard-

ly ever had a bad night. Of course his band was a great channel 

through which a whole lot of young cats got their start; now that he's 

gone, it's like Juilliard's been shut down. They have various music 

schools around the country, but there's nothing like that on-the-

road experience, where you're playing with other young guys and 

some old pros, and a guy like Art is leading you and urging you on. 

Years ago, we knew harmony, but we couldn't read good; today they 

read the hell out of it, but if you want to be a good jazz musician, you 

have to learn how to improvise and solo. We want to keep this music 

alive, but we also want to keep it well. And this is vhat they cultivate 

in a band like Art Blakey's. We're all going to 4ss him and I love 

him dearly. 

JAVON JACKSON 

T
HE BIGGEST THING Art taught me is to beam and to have your 
own ideals. He was a father figure, a friend, person you con-

fide in. I was able to relate to him in a lot of erent ways, even 

though he was older. That's why I asked him to e the best man at 

my wedding. When I joined his band, I was a 21 year-old boy, and 

within three years he turned me totally around; y whole percep-

tion of life became straightforward, like he was, e never said what 

people wanted him to say, he said what he wante to say. 

The bandstand was hallowed ground to him. Y u couldn't get on 

the bandstand and halfway play. He could be ck or ailing, but 

when he got on the drums, that was something at would take all 

the sickness and problems away. 

PHILIP HARPER 

l
F THERE WAS EVER really and truly the strongest 
that's how I would describe Art Blakey. Right ui 

an attitude of somebody who was about 18 ye 

moving. And something most people don't realize i 

of the most sensitive men you could ever meet, eve 

bold and strong attitude. When I was in the band 

wife and kid, and when we had to go out on the ro 
had half of my money before I even left home. He 

crib for my daughter, a beautiful oak crib, he just 
day to come and get it. 

One of the greatest things about working with 

had the "attitude" of a bandleader. He would lead 

ting everybody else to their leading potential. Wh 
me for the gig, two days before we had to go out, 

Art's growl] "Hey Philip, I got a gig and we're go 

need a man. Get your shit together and come on." 

run around and collect all this music and learn all 

Art taught me how to play ballads, which I really 

day he sat me down in a room and taught me the 

songs. He sang "Blue Moon" and "You've Changed. 

just took off for me, I did my ballad and I got a stan 

had to do another ballad right after that. Someti 

playing he'd be sitting back there singing the tune. 
lyrics. 

Another great lesson came one day when we we 

bunch of Japanese guys came up to Art, bowing as 

great, so great." And Art said, "God is great. Only G 

only try and achieve a certain level of excellence." 

But it's hard not to call Art Blakey great. Working wi 

nitely the greatest experience in the world for me. 

ing yet to equal the feeling of first finding out that I 

Jazz Messenger. That was a dream. Because I use 

records, turn out the lights and imagine that I was 

And Art was sitting back there saying, "Blow your h 

JOHN HICKS 

T
HE FIRST TIME I went to Europe, to Japan, my IIi 
first compositions of my own that were record 

pened with Art. At first, I had to learn all this 
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other folks had written over the years, but the first thing he asked 
me was, "You got any tunes?" And if you didn't have any right then, 

you were gonna have some! I think most of the people who played in 

his bands have come up with at least one or two decent tunes that 

keep being played and recorded by other people. 

I was thinking earlier today about things that you learn with Art 

that you don't think that much about, and I've been watching others 
like Wynton, Terence...all these guys have a certain decorum, a way 

of being up on the bandstand, like taking a little bow when you're 
introduced, that comes directly from Art 

Musically, he had a way of letting you know how to construct a 

solo, not to start at the very top end but to build it. He also gave you a 

very good idea of how not to play too long—and not by cutting you 

off. He knew when enough was enough and he let you know that. 

You learned that the object is to communicate some kind of real 

message or idea. And when that's done, move on. 

W YNTON M ARSALIS 

T
HE MOST AMAZING THING about Art was his tremendous 
strength; not just physical strength, but integrity. If you were 
around him, that integrity would rub off on you. He believed in 

the music and he loved people. If he could walk, he would be on the 

bandstand, because he loved playing and he loved bringing joy to 

the people. He looked out for a lot of musicians down through the 

years, gave some of them drtunkits and other things. When I started, 

I couldn't believe that I was going to get to play with him, especially 

since I'd sounded so sad when I'd sat in with him. But he would give 

you Ume to develop. He wouldn't pass a hasty judgment on you. 

FREDDEE HUBBARD 

'
FEEL VERY BAD about his death. It's such a great loss. I called him 
the day before his birthday and Art told me to bring him a gift. I 

said, "What do you want me to bring you?" And he said, [snarls 

like Art] "Well, you can bring me somethie Bring an old sock!" 
I was proud to have been a part of his teaching, because I feel as 

though he was a prophet, and we were the messengers. He said, 

"You play this music and you respect it and you love it, because 

when you die the only thing you can leave is a reputation. The Cre-
ator gave you this gift and it's up to you to carry it on." That's what he 

instilled in me. 

He had my idol in his group, Clifford Brown. When I heard him, I 

picked up the trumpet. And the band that we had with Art was one of 

the best groups in the world. Wayne [Shorter] was writing the hip 

shit, Art was leading the band; when we would rehearse he'd say, 

"Go ahead, run it down," and he'd listen. Then when he sat down to 

play, he made the arrangement whole. With him not reading, it was 

all by instinct, it was being able to hear something, not like a guy 

studying music. It was the most creative experience in this music 

that I've ever had. 

He helped me so much, not only in music but as a man. One time 

we had a disagreement, and he said, "You're not the boss, you're not 

even the straw boss!" And I said, "Well, who's the straw boss?" And 
he said, "Wayne." So I quit the band. Then he came to my hotel 

room, and got down on his knees with tears in his eyes and begged 

me to come back. So I said okay. The next second he was up and he 

said, [growls] "Well then, get up and put your clothes on!" And I said, 
this is some different kind of man. 

One time we were between Kansas City and SL Louis, and he had 

some woman with him. We had just left a restaurant, and the police 

stopped us and the sheriff said, "Get out of the car, boys, we hear you 

left that restaurant without paying your bill." So Art gets out and the 

sheriff says, "What's your name?" And Art says, "Abdullah Ibn 
Buhaina." His Muslim name. And the sheriff says, "How do you spell 

that?" I laughed so hard; now who would 1now how to spell 
Buhaina? So they let us go. 

BRANFORD M ARSAI 

M
OST BANDS .JUT listen to each other theor 
F#, they play F# and they grin at each oth 

something hip. But Art was the one who 

used to tell me, "You've got good reflexes, use 

stories: "Charlie Parker would be playing and a 

walk in the club and he sees her and plays, 

You Before?' An hour later, some sailors woul 

quote 'Anchors Aweigh.'" What he was telling m 

is valid because it relates to something in the p 

clans play the quotes they practiced. Art rea 

essence of what bebop represented was gone, b 

one played "prepared." 

Art was a very good showman. He was alway 

played, and he had that whole routine down. I di 
[I thought] you were supposed to be a young blac 

tude. But now when I do my show, we tell jokes; 

as Art's routine was but I understand now that w 

some music as difficult as this, you have to find an 

bring the audience in, because left to the merits 

gence, they wouldn't know what the fuck was go 

The funny thing about being on tour with rock 

guys think they're wild. People used to ask me if 

ing with Sting] and I'd say if you multiplied it 10 

amount to one week with Art Blakey. He was the 

and he did some funny shit, but most of it is unpu 

as 
cally—if you play 

like they're doing 

ally listened. He 

em." He'd tell me 

line woman would 

ere Have I Known 

come in and he'd 

was that the quote 

sent. Most musi-

zed that the real 

cause now every-

smiling when he 

t like that at first. 

man vvith an atti-

's not as prepared 

en you're playing 
alternative way to 

f their own intelli-

g on. 

ands is that these 

t was wild (work-

inies, it wouldn't 

riginal wild man, 

fishable. 

GARY BARTZ 

iiif
HAT ART DH) WAS give you confidence in yo elf that you are : 1 
musician, because if you can come in and play after people 

like Clifford Brown and others who've gone ough his band, 

you know you've reached a certain plateau in y ttr musicianship. 

But he didn't allow you to get a big head; he ma you realize that 

you're just a man. For example, one night after I ad been with the 

band about six months, he hands me the mike an says, "Make the 

announcements." And he left. I'm a very shy pers and all of a sud-

den I'm gonna speak in public! I couldn't eve remember Art 

Blakey's name! He got me over my fear of the crophone, and I 
learned how to have a rapport with the audience. 

I got to know Monk working with Art becaus they were good 

friends and Monk used to come in all the time hen we worked. 

Seeing those two together was a trip. They were like Heckyll and 

Jeckyll. Monk used to pick Art up after the gigs i his big car, and 
they would go off to the Baroness' place. 

l began to really grow up in Art's band. But I no d that, in every 

band that he ever had, he would plant seeds of do ht. If a sax player 

came by, he would ask him to join the band in fro t of you, and the 

person who was in would say, "I guess I'm out." u start thinking 

ahead: You're not always gonna be in the band. I ess in essence 

he's letting you know that even though now you e got a gig, you 
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can't stagnate. 

One time, in 1966, we had come back to New York from a gig in 

Cincinnati, and all that week we were hearing advertisements on 

the radio for Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers at the Jazzmobile. 

Neither Hicks nor I had heard from Bu about this, but we figured, 

"Well, we know where we're working." So we went up there. We 

could hear music from all the way down the block. And there was 
the Jazzmobile moving down the street, with Art and a whole new 

band! 

I feel like I've lost another father. He was family. I guess that's 
what he meant most of all to music: He brought us together, he 

made us all one family, because we all worked with Art, including 

Miles. I never got fired with Art; he would just hire other people in 

my place, and he would call me when he needed me, so I felt like I 

was always in the band, like I never left the Messengers. Unless he 

fired you and never called you back, you were always a Messenger. 

REGGIE WORKMAN 

l
KNEW Ai« AS sicx, but I didn't realize it was that bad. Last time I 

saw him at Sweet Basil, I went up and said, "Art, you don't look 

too good, why are you out here working?" He said playing the 
music made him happy. His spirits were so high most of the time 

and that is something that he gave to the world not only in his music, 

but in his demeanor. 

One of the great things that he taught each of us who passed 
through his school was to be strong in your convictions. To have the 

courage to put forth an idea with a profundity and a strength that 
would match the strength of the world around you. And to believe in 

whatever it is that you're doing, to make sure that your voice will 

reign in a professional and convincing manner. 

M ULGR.EW M ILLER 1 'VE NEVER SEEN a mature man, by which I mean a senior citizen, 
with that kind of vitality. There was nothing old about Art 

Blakey. 

BENNY GREEN ART BLAKEY HAS ALWAYS been my favorite musician because of 
the feeling he projects through his drums into the listener. 

When I first got on the bandstand with Art I was terrified, 

because I'd been listening to his records and going to see the band 
for years, and he was this great figure that I looked up to. When I 

walked on the bandstand, Art looked at ine. And the look he had in 

his eyes said so much: It said that he'd seen the look in my eyes so 

many times before, over so many years, and that he wanted me to 

have confidence, because he chose me and I wasn't the first musi-

cian he'd chosen, and I wasn't gonna be the last, and we were on the 

bandstand to make music for the people. He said so much with just 

his eyes, he inspired me in a very large way to play; he inspired me 

for life. 

One of the things Art taught me about playing music is that you 

should never let what is happening in your personal life be a detri-

ment to your performance. If you're going through any personal 

changes, when you step on the bandstand you need to leave all your 

mortal drudgeries aside, and remember that you're there to help the 

people who have come to hear you forget whatever may be happen-

ing in their lives that needs soothing. Art taught me that the spirit of 

the music can not only restore lost emotions in the listener, it can 

allow the listener to feel things they've never had a chance to expe-

rience before. 

JOANNE BRACKEE 

T
HE THING THAT EVERYBODY has noticed is tha 

as if he hasn't left at all think that's becaus 

shared his musicianship and every aspect of 

people he came in contact with. As for me, I think 

only woman to have worked for any length of 

called me his adopted daughter. He was like a 

actor, this guy could tell stories you'd know co 

real—but that story would become real, and th 

too. He was one of the very rare people who wa 

genius of childhood alive in himself throughout 

like a little kid for whom everything is new. 

He had to be one of the most helpful people to 

lived. He would pick all kinds of people for his ban 

white—and whoever he picked was good. He loved 

races; that was how he lived his life, he felt that 

blend. The sound that he got on the drums was re 

duplicated by anybody that I've heard. It was like 

could be extremely delicate. He was one of the mo 
that I've met, or that I could even imagine. 

since he's left, it's 

he lived fully and 

self with all the 

was probably the 

e in his band. He 

ilosopher, or an 

d not possibly be 

s how he played 

able to keep the 

is whole life. Just 

usicians who ever 

—short, tall, black, 

the mixture of the 

erything should 

arkable and not 

thunder, and yet 
t fantastic people 

BILLY H IGGINS 

H
E HAD THAT BREATH of life that he could breathe into a person 
and into the music. His Muslim name was Ab ah, and Abdul-

lah means slave servant to Allah, and so he a4eady knew what 

he had to do: He was a Muslim in deed. He's the o e who got me to 

come to New York; he's been like a spiritual fath r to me from the 

late '40s till now. I feel a close association with him behind the 

drums, and with what he represented. Believe me he'll be missed. I 

know I miss him already. But that just means the drummers have 

got to play three (lutes as much as they're playing i4ow. 

BUSTER W ILLIAMS 

iie
HEN YOU PLAY trumpet or saxophone you h e to develop an 
embouchure to get a sound, to get your own ound. It's kind of 

hard to comprehend developing an emb uchure on the 

drums, but the sound Art Blakey got somehow sounded unique. He 

was a champion of setting a groove, and of dynamics. Some of the 

greatest moments that I've had in my career were 

When he decided he wanted me in his band, he j 

day and told me to come to the club and bring my 

He was a real father figure, a mentor and a friend. 

BEN RILEY 

I
THINK MY MOST lasting impression of Art is the 
had for the younger players. He always had advi 

ful. I remember one time I was doing somethin 
pressing, and Art came up to me and said, "You 

nothing to prove. Just go off and have fun." And I 

that, especially when things get rough. So physical 

here, but spiritually, Art will always be here. He's 

knew him, he'd touch you, and if you didn't, you lis 
and he touches you. Those recordings with Diz 

almost sounds like they're going to walk through 

such a heavy message that you have to feel it. 

laying with Ait 

t called me one 

ass. That was it! 

derstanding he 

that was help-

I was probably 

now you have 

ays remember 

, he's no longer 

guy that, if you 

n to the records 

and Monk—it 

e door! Art left 
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CLIFFORD JORDAN 

T
HERE ARE PEOPLE who come into your life from time to time who 

help you along the way. I met Art when I was in jail. I was 18 years 

old. Art and Miles had got busted and he was in for three days, 

and he was talking about his Muslim ties. I stuck with him for three 

days in the LA. County Jail, and I ate all his pork! (They were serving 

green hot dogs, the food was awful.) And then, about six years later in 

Chicago, I was embraced and befriended by the Jazz Messengers. 

They always let me play with them when they came to Chicago, and 

they encouraged me to come to New York. So I did, and Art was on my 

first recording session. Art Blakey was placed on earth to give encour-

agement to our art form, and to prove that no isn't the answer. He led 

a true life of an angel. Long live the message and the rhythm. 

CURTIS FULLER 1DON'T THINK a good player learns to play real deep unless you 
come through Blakey. The way he breaks up a beat, he literally 
drives you into the ground. The press roll, the little staccato triplets 

he plays behind you...he instigates, provokes you, almost; he takes 

you to another level. Like having the right woman. Other drummers 

can keep the tempo, or do fancy things, but Art is not a hotshot. He's 

all about playing, in the most primal way. He's doing it to get the max 
out of you. Some drummers get in your way, some drummers try to 

dictate to you; Art was just a steady climb into the explosion. 

Art was more like a father to me, because I lived with him years 

ago. We were very close. I was the first trombonist in the band; there 

were those who didn't want another piece in the band, because it 

would cut into their money, but that was the sound Art wanted, so he 

insisted. He went to bat for me. 
My nickname in the band was Deputy Dog. It stuck! I played with 

Lee and then again with Freddie and Wayne. That was a band. 

Everything this current band plays is what we played; sometimes 

they even play our solos! 
Something else that Art instilled in us that you don't hear too 

much of today even in large bands was, when you play, play dynam-
ically. He knew about dynamics. He didn't read music—neither did 

Buddy Rich. What he liked about me was my resourceful playing. 

He used to say, "Don't dig a hole for yourself, say what you have to 
say and get out of it." No 20-minute solos! I can't do with a trombone 

what guys do with a saxophone. 
You know, when I was very sick years ago, Art came to the hospi-

tal. When I woke up he was holding my hand. And he said "If you 

die, I'll kill you." 
It was very strange, because for days before he died, I'd call the 

hospital, but Art was too sick to talk. Then one night I got a call, and 

a guy said, "Someone wants to talk to you." And Art got on the phone 

and he said, "Deputy, get your horn and go take care of the band." 

And the next day Benny Golson told me Art was gone. So I'm taking 

the band to Japan. I loved him. That's about the size of it. 

PhD!. credits page 33: Iii photograph: Teri Bloom/Rana; others.fmm lop 1(11 clockwise: Gilles 
Larrain/Retna; Leslie Inn Lyons; David Redfern/Retna; Alison Perry/Retna; David 
Redfern/Rana; Pal Rlashill; Pholorest 
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Mae mid Madness in Psychedelic Lo; don 
e 

/0 CAUGHT BRITAIN'S MOST PROMISING NEW BAND IN AN 

HE FINAL WEEKS OF ROCK 'N' ROLL'S MOST MAGICAL YEAR 

LXCRUCIATING DILEMMA. IN 1967 PINK FLOYD 7ITOMIZED 

THE EMERGING REVOLUTION THAT HAD ALREADY TRANS-

FORMED THE LOOK, SOUND AND MESSAGE OF THE B 

misse'ROLLING STONES AND OTHER ESTABLISHED POP IDOLS 

MOVEMENT'S HOUSE ORCHESTRA"—BASSIST ROGER 

TLES, THE 

. AS "THE 

WATERS' 

PHRASE—PINK FLOYD WAS ALREADY RENOWNED FOR THEIR FUTURIS-

TIC MULTI-MEDIA CONCERT HAPPENINGS. 

DURING MUCH OF THE SUMMER OF LOVE, THEIR SECOND SINGLE 

"SEE EMILY PLAY" HAD RIDDEN THE BRITISH CHARTS. THE FIRST PINK 

FLOYD ALBUM, THE PIPER AT THE GATES OF DAWN—RECORDED IN THE 

SAME ABBEY ROAD BUILDING AND AT VIRTUALLY THE SAME TIME AS 

From: Saucerful of Secrets: The Pink Floyd Odyssey, harmony Books. 
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The original Floyd (from left): 
Nick Mason,"Rick Wright, Roger 

Waters and Syd Barrett 



the Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band—entranced lis-

teners with its innovative blend of lyrical fantasy, melodic pop 

inventiveness, spaced-out improvisation and surreal sound effects. 

But for Waters and his two former architecture college class-
mates, drummer Nick Mason and keyboard player Richard Wright, 

any aura of promise and triumph had been all but nullified by the 

problem of Syd. The band's songwriter and artistic catalyst, as well 

as the sole member endowed with unalloyed pop star charisma, 

guitarist Syd Barrett 

had provided Pink 

Floyd with its voice, its 

identity, even its mys-

terious name. 

Onstage, when the 

players weren't alto-

gether obscured by 

visual projections and 

flashing lights, Barrett 

would dominate the 
lineup with the inten-

sity of his presence, 

ominously flailing his 

cape-shrouded arms 

between transports of 

interstellar feedback. 

On record, the words 

and music evoked a 

magical world—peo-

pled by futuristic space travelers, rocky horror transvestites and the 

gnomes and unicorns of English fairy-tale lore—that was distinc-

tively Barrett's own. "The imagination that he had..." Rick Wright 

marvels a generation later. "He was brilliant. And such a nice guy." 

Pink Floyd without Syd seemed unthinkable. Yet, the way Syd was 

going, the prospect of the band continuing with him was becoming 

hardly more conceivable. Sometimes Barrett was so remote as to be 

almost invisible; other times he was simply impossible. 

In London's "underground" and pop music circles, tales of Syd's 

erratic behavior were already legion. Pink Floyd had been invited to 

make three consecutive appearances on the televised hit-parade 

countdown "Top of the Pops." For their first Performance, Barrett 

and his bandmembers were arrayed in satins and velvets from the 

exclusive pop-star boutiques that lined the King's Road. The next 

time 'round, Syd retained his Summer of Love finery—yet looked as 

if he had slept in it over the past week. Then, for the third show, he 

arrived at the TV studio resplendent in a trendy new costume—but 

clutching a pile of smelly old rags into which he changed just before 

the Floyd's appearance. 

THE FLEDGLING PINK FLOYD SOUND. CIRCA 1965 (LEFT TO RIGHT): 

M ASON. WATERS (BACK), SYD. BOB CLOSE. W RIGHT 

Friends and associates variously attributed Barrett's metamor-

phosis to some long-dormant mental dislocation; to the pressures of 

terrestrial celebrity on a highly strung 21-year-old visionary artist; 

and to a steady diet of LSD and other such brain-frying substances. 

Whatever the cause, everyone could agree the situation was going 

from mad to worse. 

While Syd lingered before a dressing room mirror at a gig in late 

'67, primping up a luxuriant Afro—the obligatory Hendrix perm, as 

Roger Waters would call it 12 

years later in The Wall—his 

exasperated colleagues finally 

hit the stage nithout him. This 

prodded Barrett to take deci-

sive measures: Crushing the 

contents of a jar of his beloved 

Mandrax tablets, he ground 

the fragments into his hair 

along with a full tube of Bryl-

cream. Syd Ihen joined the 
group onstag, where the heat 

of the spotli hts turned his 

unique beaut treatment into a 

dribbling mss that left the 

oblivious staitlooking, in the 

eyes of their dunbslruck light-

ing director, like a guttered 

candle." Th only note to 

emanate front Syd's guitar all 

night was an endlessly repeated middle C. 

The rest of the band decided that they had to augnent the line-up 

with another singer/guitarist to pick up the slack yd so often left. 

The blond sometime-model David Gilmour seemed the perfect 

choice—he was as steady and easygoing as Barrett was not, and had 
known and worked with Barrett even longer tha the rest of the 

band. Growing up with Syd in Cambridge, Dave had taught him 

Stones licks before the pair developed the guitar siyle each in turn 

would make famous. In the likely event that BarrettJ might not be all 

there during a gig, Gilmour could flawlessly recr ate all his parts 

and few would be the wiser. 

For a while, the other Floyds and their managers discerned a pos-

sible solution in the precedent set by the Beach Boys whose similarly 

mercurial songwriter and resident genius Brian Wilson was left at 

home ta compose when the band went off on tour. But Barrett's har-

rowing new songs "Vegetable Man" and "Scream Thy Last Scream" 

hardly seemed calculated to boost the Floyd's popular appeal. And 

"Have You Got It Yet?" appeared to acquire a comple ely new melody 

and chord progression each time Syd rehearsed it with his col-

ILLUSTRATIONS BY JAMIE HO GAN 
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leagues. Calling the piece "a real act of mad genius," Roger Waters 

later remembered: "I stood there for an hour while he was singing... 

trying to explain that he was changing it all the time so I couldn't fol-

low it. He'd sing, `Have you got it yet? and I'd sing, 'No, no!'" 
Roger was out of all patience with Syd. Perceiving Pink Floyd's 

dreams of fame and acclaim fast slipping, he responded to Barrett's 
transgressions with a withering antagonism that the bassist was to 

rue profoundly in the years to come. 
One afternoon in February, 1968, Waters, at the wheel of the band's 

oversized old Bentley-Rolls, was making the rounds of Pink Floyd's 

various London habitats prior to the drive down to the next gig in the 

southern provinces. Barrett, living in suburban Richmond, was 

always the last to be collected. "Shall we pick Syd up?" said one of the 

group. "Oh, no, let's not," groaned another. And in that moment, 

everyone suddenly understood that they much preferred simply to 

manage without him as best they could. There was to be no looking 
back: When they returned to EMI's Abbey Road studio to record their 

second album, a bemused Syd was sometimes left holding his guitar 

in the reception area while the others put 

down tracks forA Saucerful cf Secrets. 

On April 6,1968 it was confirmed that Syd 

Barrett was no longer a member of Pink 

Floyd. As far as the London pop music 

media—and even the group's managers— 

were concerned, that news flash spelled the 

end of the Floyd. Syd, after all, was Pink. 

Barrett never did accept the notion that 

Pink Floyd was anything other than his 

group. He continued to turn up unan-

nounced for subsequent Floyd shows at 

"alternative" London clubs like Middle 

Earth, planting himself at the front of the 

audience and leveling an unblinking stare at 

Dave Gilmour throughout the admittedly 

shambolic performances. "It was a paranoid 

experience," said Gilmour. "It took me a long 

time to feel a part of the band." 

Gilmour says his contact with Syd through-

out the '80s was limited to "a bit of checking 

on whether his money was getting to him properly, stuff like that. 

And I asked Rose, his sister, whether I could go and see him. But she 

didn't think it was a good idea, because things that remind him of 

that period of his past tend to depress him. If he sees me or other peo-
ple from that period, he gets depressed for a couple of weeks. It's not 

really worth it." 

The closest anyone came to re-establishing contact was in Octo-

Ewere interested 

in the business of being a pop 

group: Successful! Money! 

Cars! Most people get involved 

in rock music because they 

want that sort of success." 

From: Saueetful of Secrets: The Pink Floyd Odyssey, by Nicholas Schaffner. to 
be published in May of 1991 by Harmony Books, a Division of Crown Pub-
lishers, Inc. Copyright 01991 by Nicholas Schaffner. All rights reserved. 

-NICK MASON 

ber 1988, when BBC's Nicky Campbell persuaded a family 

spokesman to mark the appearance of Opel, a Syd compilation, by 

saying a few words on his show. Sister Rose's husband, hotel man-

ager Paul Breem, let it be known that Barrett was pursuing "a very 

ordinary sort of lifestyle"—albeit one devoid of any regular human 

contact beyond an occasional shopping trip with his elderly moth-

er—and "doesn't play any musical instruments anymore." 

As for Syd's musical career, that was a "part of his life which he 
prefers to forget now. He had some bad experiences, and, thankful-

ly, has come through all the worst of these, and is now able—fortu-

nately—to lead a normal life here in Cambridge." 
In Cambridge, tucked away on a cul-de-sac in his little semi-

detached suburban home, the man who named Pink Floyd follows a 

quiet, solitary existence. Among his pastimes, only the unfinished can-

vases—painted in a style that is, to say the least, abstract—give any 

indication that this is an individual of any exceptional sensibility. The 

rest of Roger Barrett's time is whiled away tending to his beloved gar-

den and his coin collection, watching TV, reading and endlessly redec-

orating his cozy Shangri-La. 

He has not touched a guitar 

in years, and the only music 

he ever listens to is jazz and 

the classics. This portly, 

balding, middle-aged man 

is not entirely unaware of 

that other life he led as 

"Syd," or of the ongoing fas-

cination with his extin-

guished alter-ego's work 

and legacy. Syd's Floyd 

records continue to bring in 

more than enough to subsi-

dize Roger Barrett's modest 

needs; he rarely buys any-

thing, and money in the 

bank means nothing to him. 

While his family and few 

friends are grateful that he 

is "getting better" with each 

passing year, it remains painfully difficult for him to communicate 

with other human beings on almost any level. But though he seldom 

ventures beyond his English garden, the man who was once Syd is 

settled and reasonably content—and almost determinedly ordinary 

as he shuffles through his simple daily routines. Sometimes, he even 

dreams that he will soon be well enough to hold down a nine-to-five 

London office job, and commute every day into the big city. 

DOMINATED SINCE THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY BY ITS WORLD-RE-

nowned university, Cambridge is exceptional for its affluence and 
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sophistication, and for its unspoiled medieval character and scenic 

beauty. 

Unlike some other British rock luminaries, the leading lights of 
Pink Floyd never pretended to be "working-class heroes." Their 

backgrounds were strictly white-collar, their parents downright dis-

tinguished. Doug Gilmour was a professor of genetics and his wife 

Sylvia a schoolteacher turned film editor. Max Barrett was a police 

pathologist also known as one of Britain's leading authorities on 
infant mortality. Mary Waters was a schoolmistress active in local 

politics; her husband had 

also been a teacher, spe-

cializing in religious 

training as well as physi-

cal education. 

Eric Fletcher Waters, 

however, was long dead 

—gunned down in 1944 

in Italy. Waters senior 

was only 30 when he 

died, only a few months 

after his third child had 

been born on September 
6. Along with 40,000 

other British soldiers, he 

was slain in a reckless 

British campaign to cap-

ture the bridgehead of Anzio from the Nazis. One need look no fur-

ther for the source of the chip on the shoulder that marked George 

Roger Waters throughout his years with the Floyd—to say nothing of 

the militant anti-militarism that cauterized his song lyrics. In 

Waters' terminology, the absence of his father amounted to the 

first—and the worst—brick in his wall. 

Anyone familiar with the album and film of The Wall will recog-

nize certain details drawn from Roger's childhood: stumbling upon 

his father's uniform, and a scroll of condolence from King George 
VI, in one of his mother's drawers; rescuing a dying animal, only to 

be made to toss it in the garbage by her; getting packed off to a 

grammar school staffed by Dickensian sadists bent on purging their 

hapless little victims of any spark of creativity or individuality. "It 

was terrible," Waters would recall in 1979. "Never encouraging 

them to do things, not really trying to interest them in anything, just 

trying to keep them quiet and sill and crush them into the right 

shape so that they would go on to university and do well." 

All further bricks in the wall, but animated in Roger's magnum 

opus by a certain amount of caricature. Some of his teachers were 

"very nice guys," he admitted; and his mum did give him a "reason-

able view of the world and what it was like—or as reasonable as she 
could." 

As a young teenager, Roger's favorite pursuits included playing 
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By 1962 Cambridge, like most British cities, was enlivened by a 

thriving music scene, with well over a hundred local bands spring-

ing up on both sides of the town-and-gown divide. Among the lesser 

of these was Geoff Mott and the Mottoes, whose lineup encom-

passed Syd Barrett on a proudly acquired electric guitar for which 

he had constructed a small amp. Partly to help Syd get his mind off 

his father's death, the ever-indulgent Mrs. Barrett encouraged her 

son's band to rehearse and perform in the spacious front room of the 

home that reduced circumstances had obliged her to turn into a 

boarding house. The Mottoes' repertoire consisted of current British 

hit-parade fodder like Cliff Richard's Shadows, with an occasional 

stab at Chuck Berry. 

A frequent visitor to their gigs was Barrett's older school chum 

Roger Waters, who would roar into Hill Road on his beloved old MS 

motorbike—but had yet to evince great interest in playing music. 

Like all Syd's Cambridge friends, the Mottoes' drummer Clive 

Welham detected few signs of incipient musical genius—or mental 

instability. Welham regarded Barrett first and foremost as "an excel-

lent painter, a much more talented painter than musician. To be 

honest, Syd was a very rookie guitarist. Even when the Floyd 

became famous, his real skill was his innovations rather than his 

musical ability." 

Dave Gilmour and Syd grew close at Cambridge's 

College of Arts and Technology. "He was in the art 

department," recalls Gilmour, "and I was doing 

modern languages. He and I, and quite a lot of other 

people who were interested in music, would hang 

out in the art school every lunchtime and play songs, 

with guitars and harmonicas." 

The songs played at such gatherings were by 

British artists—the Beatles and their successors. 

Gilmour—much the more fluent guitarist—helped 

Barrett figure out Keith Richards' licks; the pair also 

experimented with slide guitar and echo boxes (not 

to mention hashish). But until the Floyd's brief 

incarnation as a five-piece in early 1968, their musi-

cal partnership extended only to a handful of acous-

tic sessions at a Cambridge club called the Mill— 

and dueting for spare change on the streets of south-

ern France. 

Dr. Gilmour, meanwhile, had been drawn over-

seas—to lower Manhattan, in fact—in the "brain 

drain" of Britain's top scientists and scholars, able to 

command vastly higher salaries in America. 

("Roger," Dave once quipped, "lost his father in the war; I lost mine 

in Greenwich Village.") Always encouraged to be independent by 

his parents, Dave was left to fend for himself in a small flat on Mill 

Road. "He was pretty hard up in those days," says Clive Welham. 

"Just a pair of jeans and a donkey jacket, that was about it." 

WATERS (TOO TAKES OVER. BRINGING IN DAVE 

GILMOUR (CENTER RIGHT) TO COVER FOR SYD 

‘4 4P 

Gilmour recalls nights of playing U.S. military bases in a cover 

band called Jokers Wild and collapsing into bed at 4 AM—only to 

rise three hours later to tackle odd jobs. (Among these, the most 

lucrative—for a blond, handsome youth like Dave—proved to be 

posing as a male model.) All of which helped instill in the easygoing 

guitarist his underlying grit, and a determination to succeed on his 

own terms that was to resurface during the Floydian civil wars a 

generation later. 
While Gilmour and Jokers Wild remained based in Cambridge, 

Waters and Barrett moved to London to pursue their destinies as, 

respectively, an architect and a painter. At Regent Street Polytech-

nic, Waters—having acquired a guitar after becoming a Stones 

fan—fell in with fellow architecture students Rick Wright and Nick 

Mason, who shared a flat in Highgate and wanted to form a band. 

Born July 28, 1945, Richard William Wright (son of Bridie and 

Cedric) had attended a haberdasher's prep school before changing to 

arclitecture. "I didn't want to be an architect," Rick recalls. "I wanted 

to be a musician. Jazz wasmy main love then. The only time I've ever 

stood in line for tickets was for Duke Ellington, when I was 17." 

While all the Floyds were well-off by the standard of aspiring '60s 

rock 'n' rollers, Nicholas Berkeley Mason was rich. He was raised by 

Bill and Sally Mason in a stately 

home on one of the most exclu-

sive streets of London's exclu-

sive Hampstead district. The 

Masons' driveway was often 

rendered impassable by flashy 

sports cars, including the Lotus 

Elan and Aston Martin that 

Nick himself already owned 

around the time he linked up 

with Wright and Waters. 

Sigma 6 was the name of the 

first band featuring Waters, 

Wright and Mason—on, respec-

tively, lead guitar, rhythm gui-

tar and drums, none of which 

they particularly knew how to 

play. 

Waters moved into Mason's 

Highgate pad. Given the ten-

dency of students from Cam-

bridge to seek one another out 

in the big city, it was hardly sur-

prising that two acquaintances from home should also wind up 

there—and been playing in Roger's band. One was Bob Close, a fel-

low student at the Regent Street Poly and an accomplished jazz gui-

tarist who cut his teeth in a group called Blues Anonymous. The 

other was Syd Barrett. 
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g which the gui-

-influenced key-

and into another 

"With the advent of Bob Close," Waters recalled, "we actually had 

someone who could play an instrument. It was really then that we 

did the shuffle job of who played what. I was demoted from lead gui-

tar to rhythm guitar and finally bass. There was always this frightful 

fear that I could land up as the drummer." 

Syd very quickly clashed with the incorrigibly square Close—who 

failed to share the art student's fascination with guitar feedback and 

echo boxes, let alone his burgeon-

ing interest in Eastern mysticism, 

supernaturalism, ESP and LSD. 

Bob bailed out—leaving Syd, al-

most by default, fronting the group. 

Barrett found more permanent 

lodgings near the West End theater 

district, at 2 Earlham Street, which 

several Cambridge acquaintances 

had already made their home. 

These included Susie Gawler-

Wright, whose live-in boyfriend 

Peter Wynne Willson, a lighting 

technician at the New Theatre, 

was to become one of Syd's closest 
friends and artistic partners. 

Barrett was profoundly troubled 

by an incident that Storm Thorger-

son suggests may have been the 

second catalyst for what was to 

come. Many of Syd's Cambridge 

"gang"—most of whom had already sampled LSD—became deeply 

involved with an Indian-based religious cult called Sant Mat, or the 

Path of the Masters. "A lot of people tried to capture Syd and force 

him into their religion," says Susie—who was one of its adherents. 

"So Syd and I went to a hotel in the center of London to meet the 

Master," Thorgerson recalls. "Syd was seeking initiation to become, 

as it was called, a Sat Saner." Barrett was rejected by the Maharaji 

Charan Singh Ji on the grounds that he was a student who should 

focus instead on finishing his courses. Though he seldom discussed 

it with his friends, they sensed that Barrett took the inscrutable 

guru's rejection very personally. Henceforth, he would feel obliged 
to seek his enlightenment elsewhere—notably through artistic 

expression, and through chemicals. 

The strange moniker Syd bequeathed to his band was suggested 

not by a drug vision but by two obscure names in his record collec-

tion: Georgia bluesmen Pink Anderson (1900-1974) and Floyd "Dip-

per Boy" Council (1911-1976). The Pink Floyd Sound's early choice 

of material was less esoteric, consisting mainly of Rolling Stones hits 

and chestnuts like "Louie Louie" and "Road Runner." The one fea-

ture to set the group apart from 10,000 others playing the same 

numbers at parties and pubs was the instrumental breaks, pregnant 
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and finally bass. There was 
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that I could land up as 

the drummer." 

-ROGER W ATERS 
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these young art students playing the same 

crazy stuff. It blew a lot of people's minds. It 

was exciting." 

Local scenemaker Peter Jenner was try-

ing to get an experimental record label off 

the ground. It dawned on him that under 

the terms of his fledgling avant-jazz label's 

contract with Elektra, "we'd have to sell 

millions of albums to make any money. We 

couldn't even pay off the recording costs out 

of our two percent royalty. I concluded we 

needed a pop group—because I thought pop 

groups made money." 

One Sunday in May, Jenner dropped by 

the Marquee. As far as many of the Sponta-

neous Undergrounders were concerned, 

the chief attraction that afternoon was one 

of the first of the great pink jellies (known to 

Americans as Jello) that were to become an 

obligatory feature of alternative-London 

happenings. Several daring young hipsters 

doffed their Kings Road finery to squirm in 

the pink ooze—to the music of the appropri-

ately named Pink Floyd Sound. 

"I have this recollection of walking 

'round the stage at the Marquee," says Jen-

"THE BEST BASS SYSTEMS IN THE WORLD" 
For complete brochure send S2.00 to: 

SWR Engineering, Inc. • 12734 Branford Street # 7 

Pacoima, CA 91331 • (818) 899-3061 • FAX (818) 896-8385 
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Syd Barrett was now sharing the top floor 

of Peter and Susie's house with his lookalike 

girlfriend, model Lindsay Korner. Good-

natured and comparatively low-key, Lind-

say was to remain devoted to Syd through 

all the ups and downs of his Floyd years. 

Now that the Pink Floyd were taking 

flight, Syd had abandoned his canvases to 

create "music in colors" instead: writing 

songs with a flair and dedication that aston-

ished even his closest associates. His typi-

cally "underground" enthusiasms and 

influences—Chinese oracles and childhood 

fairy stories; pulp sci-fi and J.R.R. Tolkien's 

tales of Middle-Earth; English folk ballads, 

Chicago blues, avant-garde electronics and 

Donovan, the Beatles and the Rolling 

Stones—all percolated in the cauldron of his 

subconscious to re-emerge in a voice, 
sound and style that was uniquely Syd. 

"In the early days," says Wynne Willson, 

"much more time would be spent writing 

numbers than performing. He would be 
building towards a performance rather than 

writing for a record. Writing the lyrics for a 

number, he would compose the basics of 

it—and then endlessly play around with 

how he was going to take his improvisation 

during the gig. Those were halcyon 

days—everything was very pleasant then. It 

was going exactly the way Syd wanted. He 

would have endless time to write and play. 

"I can remember him sitting around and 

playing with lyrics, and copious quantities 

of grass and hashish would be smoked. It 

was all very mellow—and later became far 

too pressured and plastic." 

"He was very, very much the creator of 

the group in those days," says June Bolan. 

"When he would sit at home and write a 

song, he'd think of what the drummer ought 

to play, how the bass line should be. He 

played very good rhythm as well as lead, 

and he'd know what he wanted to hear. 

He'd go into rehearsals and say to Nick, 

'This is what I want you to play'...and that's 

how it would come out." 

Sumi Jenner never found Syd Nei) com-

municative: "He just expressed himself 

through his music." Her husband remem-

bers Barrett as "the most creative person 

I've ever known. It was extraordinary—in 

those few months at Earlham Street he 

wrote nearly all his songs for the Floyd and 

the solo albums. It was all very casual, done 

off the top of the head. No tortured genius 

sweating through his pain. When people 

write without any inhibitions, they write so 

much better than when they start getting 

concerned that they're great writers." 

Peter Jenner's own most tangible contri-

bution to this output, however inadvertent, 

may be found in the power-chord leitmotif of 

"Interstellar Overdrive"—the long instru-

mental freak-out that became a highlight of 

Syd's performances with the Floyd. It began 

with Jenner's attempt to serenade Barrett 

with the guitar hook from Love's version of 

Burt Bacharach's "My Little Red Book." "I'm 

not the world's greatest singer, I've got a ter-

rible sense of pitch." says Jenner. "He played 

back a riff on his guitar, said, 'It goes like 

this?' And of course it was quite different, 

because my humming was so bad!" 

The overnight flowering of Barrett's cre-

ativity was soon evinced onstage. "He took 

you into a whole other world," recalls Sumi 

Jenner. "The others always seemed to be 

struggling to keep up with him." During the 

course of the shows' centerpieces-30- to 45-

minute freeform disarrangements of "Inter-

stellar Overdrive" and "Astronomy Dom-

iné"—Barrett would transform into a 

dervish; unleashing salvos of feedback, the 
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had "taken place around us—not within 

us." Much as these words may also have 

applied to Waters, Barrett could hardly have 

been more unequivocal in his embrace of 

the underground's ideals and excesses. One 

close associate states that Waters and 

Mason actually "represented exactly what 

Syd was rejecting. Even though they were 

now playing in a rock band, they were very 

pleased with themselves for having been 

architecture students, for having followed 

that nice upper-middle-class script." 

By the beginning of 1967, LSD had come 

to rival cannabis as Barrett's drug of choice 

at Earlham Street. "Syd was the only one of 

the group," says Wynne Willson, "who was 

part of the—these words sound absurdly 

pretentious now—consciousness-expand-

ing experimental movement. Which isn't to 

say we didn't take acid for fun, but we were 

anticipating some progress." 

At first, the acid seemed to raise Barrett to 

even greater heights of inspiration and cre-

ativity. There were a few dodgy moments, 

such as when the police appeared at 2 Earl-

ham Street's purple-painted door in search 
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amusing and colourful story about a guy 

who got himself put inside whilst learning of 

the birds and the bees...without a doubt, a 

very good disc. The Pink Floyd represents a 

new form of music to the English pop scene 

so let's hope the English are broadminded 

enough to accept it with open arms." 

Those who didn't included the popular 

and hipper-than-thou pirate Radio London. 

which slapped the "smutty" platter with a 

ban. "If we can't write and sing songs about 

various forms of human predicament,' 

responded Waters, "then we might as well 

not be in the business." Wright suggested 

that "the record was banned not because of 

the lyrics—because there's nothing there 

you can really object to—but because 
they're against us as a group and against 

what we stand for." The song's 21-year-old 

author said that "Arnold Layne just happens 

to dig dressing up in women's clothing; a lot 

of people do, so let's face up to reality!" 

A little controversy, of course, has never 

harmed sales; the music and production, 

moreover, did not stint on good old-fash-

ioned pop hooks. A decade later (on Capital 

Radio's "Pink Floyd Story" series), Nick 

Mason said "Arnold Layne" was expressly 

devised to establish the Floyd as "a hit 

parade band.... We were interested in the 

business of being a pop group: SUCCESS-

FUL—MONEY—CARS—that sort of thing. 

Good living. I mean, that's the reason most 

people get involved in rock music, because 

they want that sort of success. If you don't, 

you get involved in something else." 

"Arnold Layne" did crack the British Top 

Twenty—just barely—which was actually a 

better showing than all but two of the 

Floyd's singles were to achieve throughout 

the rest of the band's career. Yet the record 

rose far higher in underground London, 

and by dint of endless playings became a 

virtual anthem at clubs like UFO. 

"'Arnold Layne' was probably the first-

ever pop hit that dealt in an English accent 

with English cultural obsessions and English 

fetishes," declares Pete Brown. "There had 

never been anything quite like it; everyone 

had been behaving like Americans." 

Many of the group's early associates 

agree that were it not for the tireless efforts 

and devotion of Jenner and King, the Pink 

Floyd might never have taken olT as they 

did. Yet Waters was already betraying impa-

tience with the duo—especially with the 

more nervous and intense King. This was 

dramatized that spring, on the Floyd's first 

European tour, when Andrew managed to 

drop the contents of his pocket into a 

Copenhagen drain while fumbling for his 

keys—and Roger turned on him, sneering, 

"We can't have a manager who throws our 
money down the drain, now, can we?" 

Though Norman Smith had already 

taped such tuneful Barrett compositions as 

"The Gnome" and "The Scarecrow" at 

Abbey Road, both he and the Floyd's man-

agers instantly recognized a new cktty called 

"Games for May" as the most suitable fol-

low-up to "Arnold Layne." Syd then 

changed his title to "See Emily Play." 

Barrett later put forth the story that 

"Emily" had materialized whole-cloth in a 

dream—à la Coleridge's "Kubla Khan"— 

after he dozed off in the woods. Be that as it 

may, the lyric was directed at a flesh-and-

blood Emily well-known to the UFO 

crowd—the "psychedelic school girl" 

daughter of the aristocrat author Lord Ken-

net. Arnold the sex fetishist made way for 

Emily the flower child.... 

"See Emily Play" was a hit. Radio London 

listed "Emily" almost in- lomnionpage 9)1 
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Right this minute out here on the Pacific Coast Highway in Malibu, 

the future of gutbucket rock stands in some question. Neil Young, 

clad in a pair of flip-flops, his wiry bird's nest of hair flipping this way 

and that in the updraft as everything from Maseratis to dumptrucks 

bears down, is halfway across the six-laner with only a symbol—double yellow stripes to front 

and rear—protecting him from becoming road pizza. He and Crazy Horse would look like a lost 

family of crows if not for the more substantial figure of Frank "Pon-

cho» Sampedro. Frank looks nimble on his feet in his ponytail and 

.A•12.2k 1FIn tenny runners, 

and the wiry Ralph Molina could probably skitter out of harm's way. 

But bassist Billy Talbot, sunglassed and 1one-haired like 45-year-old 

Neil, seems to move about with an eternally bell-bottomed air. 4) Amid scores of poser bands 

still trashing their first hotel rooms, the members of this troupe are genuine-article rock 'n' roll 

outlaws, determinedly going against the grain with the low-tech, large-

ly unrehearsed, chunky guitar rock of Ragged Glory. Their leader's 

high, scratchy voice, as wdim and recognizable a conveyance for lyrics 

as any around, can still turn effectively snide or anguished in the mid-
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die of a verse, and his guitar playing can still run the gamut from 

prettily, melodically legato to angrily telegraphic, never losing his 

signature sound. The last sessions Neil did with this bunch were for 

1987's up-and-down Lee. Now, after some deep research into the 

potential of bigger-band sounds with This Note's for You, Young is 

back as part of the freewheeling Crazy Horse quartet, the clear lead-

er but somehow happily subordinate to their usual ragged-but-right 

(hell, but glorious) recording ethic. 

In fact, having been told in the middle of this parlous stretch of 

highway that a friend had said how pleased he was at again hearing 

some "Crazy Horse violin concertos," he begins barking into a prof-

fered tape recorder right on the spot. "Yeah, it is classical," he 

admits, looking momentarily abashed at his own terminology. "It's 

rooted in the classics, it really is—the development of themes and 

grandness and all of this bullshit that goes in there." He pauses with 

a can't-go-on-meeting-like-this look as a load of liquid nitrogen 

thunders by, blotting out sun and 

speech. "It's cool," he declares. "I 

love it." And you don't rehearse 

much? (It's hard not to quiz my 

captive audience, even though I 

can see the "Young, Band, Area 

Man Killed Crossing PCH" head-

line.) "No," he hollers. "There's a 

theme at the beginning and end, 

every song has got a theme we 

learn. It comes at the beginning 

and the end of every instrumen-

tal—that's how you get in and out 

of the verse. That's all—every-

thing else is improvised." 
At long last a break in the traf-

fic lets us scurry across to the 

barbecue place that's been 
selected for today's seminar. 

Young (who's been clutching that 

celebrity accoutrement of our 

day, an Evian bottle) and band 

are ready to consume quantities 

of beef and poultry. This is his old 

turf—he lived not far south in 

car,' Interstate' [no, not outtake titles from Bruce's Nebraska]. What 

about 'Natural Beauty'—that's probably the ac ustic thing that 

should be on the record. We forgot to listen to that 

They're informed that their interviewer's mis en notion, after 

he got a tape of the album, had been to listen to it hile running er-

rands in the car. "No," grins Neil, "you gotta go on long trip to hear 

the whole record. There are three songs that are longer than nine 

minutes, and the whole record's 57 minutes long." s he bucking fora 

gold star from Ralph Nader? "Hey, my next record might be 36 min-

utes, and it'll be on a CD too." In fact, Everybody's kin', Neil's 1983 

visit to the early rock era, was about right for an xtended grocery 

run. "Probably the shortest. But that was the style o the record. At the 

time depicted on that album, the songs were short. verything was in 

perfect perspective. 

"Freedom was over 60 minutes, and it was don 

ter [like Ragged Glory]. We got a couple more dB 

  with direct ir 

FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH 

F
RANK: I have a '53 Les Paul gold top. I play through a Vox top with a 

Marshall bottom. Never used that before—always used the old Fend-

er tweed amplifiers. For playing rhythm guitar I used a really heavy 

set of strings—I think my low E string was .068, that's almost a bass 

string. 

NEIL: Frank's are big strings—with a lot of sustain. Hard to knock out of 

tune. I've got real light-gauge strings on my guitar, it's like a whole other 

sound. 

FRANK: Like a beautiful woman laying on a big oak bed. 

NEIL: My guitar is really nice. Actually, I've got two now. I traded Jim 

Messina for my black Les Paul, traded him a Gretsch for it, and a gold one, 

same vintage, same setup. Over the years I've lost the original pickups on 

each so now on each of them I've got one humbucking pickup and one Fire. 

bird pickup. Real light rock 'n' roll-gauge strings and a Fender Deluxe amp 

that goes to a preamp. Sometimes I go right through the Fender, sometimes I 

go through effects. The back end of the thing is the Baldwin Exterminator—it 

exterminates anything that gets in its way, wipes out the high end and has a 

real beautiful sound—more bottom, more funk—with its own reverb unit. 

BILLY: I've used a Fender Precision bass with a Telecaster neck since 

1962 and a MESA/Boogie 400 bass amp with some Ampeg bottoms. 

RALPH: "That's right: Ludwig drums, Zildjian cymbals." 

Topanga, just north in Zuma, and he's often recorded nearby at 

Wally Heider's—and the storefront establishment we now com-

pletely fill is clearly familiar turf. "Haven't seen ya in a while," the 

guy behind the counter ventures. "Well," says Young amiably, "we 

finished the record." A brief pause. "Still ain't seen ya in a while," 

ventures the guy. "Well," says Young, not about to be trumped in a 

contest of dueling absurdities, "I quit eatin'." 

Ralph is "the quiet one" every band has, Billy steps in for sporadic 

runs, offbeat but effective, and Frank, like the inspired rhythm gui-

tarist he is, has a way of herding some of his bandleader's wackier 

observations back into the mainstream. When they're asked if their 

recording dates were rigorous, it's Frank who steps up first: "It was a 

sweet job, it wasn't painstaking. Fast and fun, wham-bang! The only 

hard part was picking out takes after we did all the recording." 

Neil: "That was the hard part, 'cause we never listened to play-

back." Nor did they have many leftovers, he adds, musing deeply: 

"No, nothing.. ..Oh, 'Boni to Run' pot the Springsteen song], 'Box-

nothing cave 
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Neil: "Yeah, but I got sick or all the—it was lik 
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upper crust." He tilts his head to the band: "We 

body Knows This Is Nowhere' up there, reme 
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mon Girl' up there—we were fucking Egyptians, 

mids across the desert. Had this whole picture o 

posed to sound like." And what time of night wouJ 

"It was in the middle of the afternoon! We played 
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Then as now the Young recording ethic was 
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"That's for fucking wimps, and there's a multitude of them out 

there, just doing little piece by leetle piece." 

Weren't the Eagles taking a year to layer their albums in the same 

town, maybe the same studios, where you were slamming them 
out? "We didn't know 'em well enough," says Young, "to walk in and 

say, 'What the fuck are you guys dota'?" After his contentious mid-

'80s years at Geffen, when the label sued him for delivering 

"uncharacteristic" product, Young seems happy back on his old 

Reprise label at Warner Bros. Ragged Glory was selling respectably 

through the last two months of '90 and the tour in the new year 

seemed likely to kick it into gold status. "It's kinda ironic," says 

Sampedro. "They leave us alone, and we just end up making them 

happy." "Yeah," adds Young, "instead of them trying to tell me what 

to do. Making me unhappy and pissed off." 

Artistic freedom is a blessed state indeed—but didn't Crazy Horse 

feel a little restless during the back-to-back sequence of Reactor 

(1981), where they were part-timers, and Pans (1983), where they 

were completely excluded? 

"Well," allows Frank, "Reactor shocked me. I couldn't believe it 

was done when it was done. I thought we could have done a better 

job, done more, recorded a little more. And the other one, Duns, we 

didn't have a lot to do with, so I really don't have a lot to say about 

that record." 

Billy: "It was experimentation time, ya know?" 

Neil: "It was just where I was at the time. My life put me in a place 

where that was what I was doing. I was experimenting with 

things...the only fucking problem was I was 'Neil 

one and problem googolplex and every problem 
have been solved if it wasn't me." In fact, Young 

siderable personal turmoil at the time, dealing, fo 

with a child who'd been stricken with a disabling 

der. But time has let him, and may someday let the 

at those two contrary records as needed growth 

original product," he says, flashing what one E 

called his "mad frown," "put it in a meat grinder 

the other end a complete original copy—every on 
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"All right," says Neil, unfazed by this advance distribution of his 

product. "Thanks a lot, man." He shakes his head at the ad hoc way 

the sessions came: "I was still trying to finish some of the songs 

while we were rehearsing—wondering, 'Well, shit, maybe some 

song should have a third verse.' Never could get any further than 

where I was. We played the songs a couple times a day for a couple 

weeks, then one day we knew we were done—that was the day we 

cut 'Farmer John.' It was a one-shot deal." 

Frank: "That's the only time we ever played it." 

Billy: "Frank asks Neil what's the first song he ever played in a 

rock 'n' roll band, and Neil's answer was"—Billy air- and mouth-gui-

tars the opening chords to "Money." 
Neil: "So then he asked me, 'Why don't you play something you 

did with your old high school band?'" 

Frank: "Yeah, one of your old Canadian-high-school-type favorite 

songs?" 
Neil: "'Farmer John' was good for those college bars in the East. I 

see Daisy Mae from Lil Abner every time I hear that song. That was 

the last day of recording—we started recording on a Thursday and 

finished on a Monday, three days short of three weeks." Pretty quick 

for these days, one observes, teeing Neil up for a characteristic 

zinger: "These days don't have shit to do with us." 

After the almost folk-era topicality of Freedom, with songs like the 

angry "Rockin' in the Free World," Young's indeed working on more 

timeless themes of love and its alienations. "I thought this was a folk 

album with a good rock 'n' roll beat," says Frank. "I don't hear any 

political songs so I guess it's really not folk music...." He turns to 

Young: "You're just singing about folks." 

Before we discuss "Days That Used to Be"—should Young maybe 

send Bob Dylan a note thanking him for the melody to "My Back 

Pages"? "It is the same melody in three or four notes, and there's no 

doubt about that, but it lends itself to bringing you back there. For 

the efficiency of the lyrics, it's in keeping with what the song is about 

to have a nostalgic twist on it." Any message in there for his old 

bandmates from Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young? "Yeah, but it's about 

everybody from that generation. It's to me as well as everybody else. 

Ya know, I was driving my wife's BMW just the other day. She has a 

nice little pink garter stuck up there. Thank god for that, gave the 

thing a little edge. Yeah, took the curse off the B'mer. 

"What's the difference—I got a new car, it's just 30 years old. The 

most modern of my own cars is a '62 Chrysler LeBaron, four-door 

hardtop. I got a '53 Buick Skylark, Body Number One, the prototype. I 

got a lot." Young snaps out of it with a self-chiding grin. "But I don't 
want to flaunt my riches to the public. There could be somebody writ-

ing a letter to Musician saying, 'What the fuck do we give a shit about 

Neil Young's fucking cars, he's got so much money....' Unfortunately, 

that's my lot in life, I have to be a fucking rich hippie and buy old cars." 

It's time to flip the tape. "Check it out, man," Neil advises, "we 

might have to do the first part of this interview again." 

Frank: "When Neil does a great solo in a song, and somebody 

says, 'Can you play that again?' That would be what doing this whole 

interview again would be like." 
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Neil: "We'd have to call Dean Stockwell and get a 'Quantum Leap' 

arranged to do that." 

Clearly, Neil has not gone all mellow just because he's one ribs 

sandwich to the good. He's got the bright light turned on himself 

now, but it's clear he'll start swinging it around soon. "I have plenty 

of indulgences. I'm a very material guy." 

"He has 10 guppies," says Frank. 

"I do have the guppies. I keep 'em in a miniature lake I spent a lot 

of time building. It's beautiful; the water circulates through. I deco-

rated it with moss and things out of the forest. 

"It's inside," he adds, his notorious quizzical eyebrows arching as 

he peers over his shades. "I have a replica of Brian Wilson's sandbox 

in my dining room—I do. And I think Brian's gonna come by some-

day and let me know if I did a good job or not. Dr. Landy is not invit-

ed, he can't come." 

In fact, Young seems to feel a certain kinship to the Beach Boy 

maestro who planted his piano in 12 tons of sand. "I met him a cou-

ple times—seemed like a really nice guy. Of course, he's a genius, 

it's a cross to bear. But that's what he is, a fucking walking light-

bulb—doesn't have the glass, just the filament" 

If we looked back in on Neil Young circa 1971, down and isolated 

at home with crippling back troubles, we might see a similar soul. 

"Ummm, yeah-yeah, kinda, because I was taking a lot of 

drugs—had to take a lot of drugs to keep me down. I was on Soma 

compound—doesn't that sound heavy?" He deepens his voice, 

sounding like a record with a hand laid on it: "So-maaaahhh 

commm-pound. That and MichelIll0000b— 
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wanted to give us the bill, and I said, 'Hey, take it out of our check.' 

We probably got scale for doing it." 

Frank: "We got $658." 

Moments before shovvtime, Young worked out with his trainer— 

"Pushups, situps, I worked up a real sweat to be where you should 

be at the end of a stage show. No wonder everybody looks like old 

farts playing 'Saturday Night,' everybody's being cool, but that don't 

have shit to do with rock 'n' roll. In my mind, you gotta be jacked, 

into it, man, it's fucking life and death and you're only as good as 

your last note. So I had to ignore what was going on there. I never do 

live rock 'n' roll on TV—that was a huge exception to the rule—and I 

probably never will again. I was very, very lucky that I played well 

and everything carne off good." 

Frank: "We played a version of `Fuckin' Up' at soundcheck. We just 

hated going down there for—what was it?—blocking. They wanted 

us to play the song we were gonna play but we did that instead." 
Neil: "Right—you guys just move the camera around like we were 

playing and we'll watch you do what you would do. I mean, get Janet 

Jackson, for Chrissakes, you know exactly where she's gonna be. 
"Did you see the second time they showed it? They straightened it 

all out. That shows what a bunch of dipshits they are. Why clean that 
up? You miss the point completely. That's why I didn't play the show 

for 15 years and why I won't for another 15. That band was put 

together for a moment in time. The whole energy was focused on, 

'Okay, we're just a little slat in the sky,' but we went out there locked 

together and we were great for that fucking song." 

Billy: "I saw Neil up there with those two guys playing bass and 

drums and I thought. 'That's pretty good.' I told Neil on the phone, 

'That sounded pretty close.'" 
Neil: "Those guys, Steve is a pro and Charley is a master of the 

bass, they're great musicians, but Crazy Horse is not about that. 

They don't belong on television. We're going for the vibe, and if the 

vibe is a bunch of jerks lookin' at us, we're gonna sound like jerks. 

Crazy Horse is meant to play live in front of people who love Crazy 

Horse, then the music will come out. Put us anywhere else and we 

sound terrible." 

Something about the memory of that "SNL" appearance has Neil 

charged up now: "We want to see people who look healthy and are 

lost in the music, dancing. Beautiful bodies moving, people groov-

ing on each other and on us and our music....We don't want to see 

these dildo jackheads in the first row—the record company or more 

likely the promoter or the radio stations they give free tickets to. All 

these dinkbrains that are in front, I hope they get crushed." 
It seems natural to ask if a tour is in the works. "All I can say is: 

'You've heard the greatest rock 'n' roll band in the world, now Smell 

the Horse.' Whatever part you're looking for, it'll be there—the 

Smell the Horse Tour '91. We're playing in venues that are not spon-
sored by anyone, indoor arenas I'd like to play in before they fall 

down. Like the Boston Garden, the Forum in Montreal, Maple Leaf 

Gardens, Madison Square Garden before it becomes so expensive 

no one can even go anymore. 

"We're gonna try to charge the tickets like a Grateful Dead ticket 

1868 

EVERY HUNDRED YEARS OR SO, 
THERE'S A GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENT 

IN BUILDING TRACKS. 
While the pounding of the "golden spike" at 

Promontory Point, Utah in 1869 was pretty 
impressive, we think our new 8-track cassette 
recorder/mixer is an accomplishment that'll hit 
a lot closer to home. Especially if you'd rather 
lay real tracks to tape than virtual ones. 

For starters, we've removed 
one of the major obstacles to 
more-than-4-track production. 
Price Because for only $1,599; 
our new 488 Portastudio 
moves you into serious 8-track 
production without serious 
financial strain 

The logic -controlled 
recorder section of the 488 

r 
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TASCAM® 

Portastudio produces a warm, transparent sound 
comparable to open reels Broadcast quality fre-
quency response and signal-to-noise. And out-
standing channel separation The 488's 8-mono 
and 2-stereo input mixer section provides plenty 
of capacity and a flexible routing system to let 

you easily switch from tracking 
to overdubs to mixdown. 

If 4 tracks can't give you the 
convenience and creative ver-
satility you now crave, come 
see the 488 Portastudio. ft's 
the 8-track you've been build-
ing up to. And it's within easy 
reach at your nearest Tascam 
dealer. 

lICY154.1. 

nl 

t-.; 1990 TRAC America, Inc, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640 213/726-0303 Suggested retail price 



so we don't have to add on these expenses that the groups with spon-

sors add to everything—and pass onto the public under the guise of 

saving money by having a sponsor. What they're really doing is creat-

ing these mega-fucking shows that have nothing to do with music. 

"We don't need that shit. So the kids don't have to pay for it. We 

want to play the indoor sleazebag places that fucking sound like 

cavernous barns; the only difference is that inside, the sound is con-

tained. They're not gonna pay 25 bucks to come watch the sound 

disappear over their head into the neighborhood. It's gonna stay in 

the building until it dies. So that's what we're offering—a bargain in 

sound. The full fuckin' note—nothing leaves the building until the 

fucking money is down, you know?" 

If I don't know—if I'm even a little foggy on the whole concept—I'm 

certainly not gonna tell this guy. Not with all these sharp plastic uten-

sils in close reach. "Plus," Neil continues, "it'll be the first tour you can 
smell. We haven't figured out how we're gonna get the horse around 

without a sponsor, but we're gonna try. People get the music directly 

from the horse's mouth, and when this great song stops after 15 min-
utes, the horse is going nuts. It goes..." Here Neil does a short series of 

grunts and whinnies you had to be there to appreciate. "...Then all 

this draft and smell of shit comes out over the whole audience. That's 
the 'Smell the Horse' tour." Complete with the sound effects? "That's 

'Hear the Horse,'" Neil says confidingly. "We're saving that." 

A COUPLE WEEKS AFTER SURVIVING OUR STROLL ON THE PACIFIC 

Coast Highway, we find Neil Young closer to home: in Mountain-

view, California, soundchecking the compact o 

Amphitheater. He's headlining a show that incl 

Jackson Browne, Edie Brickell and New Boh 

Costello. The $300,000 they'll raise will benefit 

co-founded by Neil, his wife and others to hel 

from problems similar to those of their own s 

Costello pops through the backstage gate in rab 

long coat, heads swivel. Greeting him fondly a 

Browne sputters, "It's—it's a whole trip," whi 
things up. 

During his set, in the middle of "Veronica," Co 

changes out on his acoustic during one choru 

doing a verse from Neil's "The Ways of Love." The 

ing in the wings with his wife, grins with plea 

Costello much as the dog looks at the old Victro 
RCA labels. Costello's "Tramp the Dirt Down" pre 

garet Thatcher's unseating by just a few days, an 

over his allotted time to big applause, Neil sends 

ing, "Go for it—go!" then joins in on "Alison." 

Young and Crazy Horse burn through "Love 

"Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere," "Days T 
"Helpless," "Down by the River" (Costello ret 

singing the choruses alongside Neil), and finall 

troupe plus guests like Chris Isaak onstage, "Ro 
World." If this is a preview of 1991's projected t 

going to come up smelling like a rose. 

tdoor Shoreline 

des Steve Miller, 

mians and Elvis 

e Bridge School, 

kids who suffer 

ns. When Elvis 

inical beard and 

r a double take, 

h seems to sum 

tello bangs a few 

and suddenly is 

composer, stand-

re and regards 

on the original 

edes target Mar-

when Elvis runs 

back on, say-

nd Only Love," 

at Used to Be," 

g the favor and 

, with the whole 

kin' in the Free 

ur, the Horse is 
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2400 WATTS*. 40 LBS. • 2 RACK SPACES 
HAVE WE GOT YOUR ATTENTION? 
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Yorkville 

New High Efficiency Technology from Yorkville Sound brings 
you a stereo power amplifier capable of delivering the full 
dynamic range of today's music. The AUDIOPRO 3000 is an 
outstanding value in terms of performance, size and reliability. 

CHECK OUR SPECS 
POWER: 1200 W/ch g 2 ohms, ( both channels driven) 

750 W/ch © 4 ohms, (. 2400 W Bridged Mono) 
475 W/ch g 8 ohms, ( 1500 W Bridged Mono) 

THD: 0.004% full power g 4 ohms 

SLEW RATE: 30V/µ sec. (60V/p sec. Bridged) 
HUM & NOISE: - 105 dB Unweighted. - 115 dB A-Weighted 
DAMPING: >600 

CHECK OUR FEATURES 
• High efficiency power conversion 
approaches the performance of digital 
switching, but with the response and 
low distortion of the best analog 
designs. 

• Energy Management System ( EMS) 
Monitors and regulates line current 
making it possible to achieve high power 
from ordinary 15 amp AC line. 

• MOSFET drivers eliminate secondary 
breakdown. 

• 2-Year Unlimited Warranty. 
(Even if voo break it!) 

CHECK IT OUT 
If your sound demands no compro-
mises in quality and reliability check 
out the AUDIOPRO 3000. Watts/S 
and Watts/lb., no other amp matches 
its performance. 

W .01r 

Yorkville 

U.S.: 4600 Wi mer Industrial Estate 
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14305 
CANADA: 80 Midwest Rd. 
Scarborough. Ont. M19 4R2 
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Introducing the DigiTech Super Harmony Machine 

MUIPIP« mAnmioney MACMON£ 

The DigiTech IPS-33B Super Harmony Machine lets 
you create 1- and 2-note harmonies that are crystal pure 
and correct to scale. And that's just the beginning. 

Check this list of super features: 

1 and 2 note harmonies; above, 
below or either side of the note 
played 
• 7 superb effects—harmonies, 
stereo pitch detune, up to 1.5 secs 
of digital delay, stereo chorus, up 
to 2 octaves up or down note and 
chord pitch shifting, volume 
modulation, pitch correction 
II Harmonies smoothly follow 
note bending 
II 24-bit processor ensures you 
can't outrun your harmonies 
• User-programmable 
harmonies 
MI 80 different arpeggiations 
al 128 presets, 128 user-definable 
programs 

Harmony shifting in real time 

• 128 user-definable memory 
locations 
• Chromatic harmonies in any 
interval up to two octaves up or 
down in any key 
• Intelligent scallic harmonies in 
59 different scale types, in any 
interval, in any key 
II Choose chordal harmonies 
that fit chords 
• Create special harmonies 
II Make key and preset changes 
from the IPS-33B, the optional 
footswitch or your instrument 
• Independent left and right 
effects mixing 

DigiTech 
5639 South Riley Lane 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 

• Adjust to MIDI keyboard 
chords 
Ill MIDI continuous control of 
programs, patches and 
parameters 
• 42.5 kHz sampling rate 
• Tune instrument to IPS-33B 
or vice versa 
• String synthesis 
• Two continuous controller 
inputs 
• 32 character backlit LCD 
display 
• Remote hand controller 
included 
• 20 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth 
• 90 dB signal-to-noise ratio 
• Less than 0.03% THD 

Rent the Super Harmony Machine demo 
video for $ 10.00 refundable deposit. 
Send deposit to the address shown below. 

E 131girech 
The Sound of the 90's 

H A Harman International Company 



We guarantee 
YOU will hear in 

Perfect Pitch! 
And we'll even make you this bet... 

Perfect Pitch 
can be yours 
if you just listen! 

TRY THIS: 
Ask a friend to play a tone for you. 

Now, without looking, can you name it? 
No luck? 
Have your friend play a chord. Is it 

E major...D major... F# major? 
Still stumped? 
Don't worry! Most musicians are 

surprised to discover that they actually 
have little or no pitch recognition. 
Yet with just a few ear-opening 

instructions, we bet YOU will begin 
to name tones and chords by ear— 
regardless of your current ability—and 
we can prove it! 

Why YOU need Perfect Pitch 
Your ear is everything to your music! 
Even with years of music lessons 

and the finest instrument, your 
success and enjoyment depend most 
on your ability to hear 
Why? Because music is a hearing art. 

Whether you play by ear, improvise, 
sight-read, compose, arrange, perform, 
or just enjoy listening, your skills are 
ROOTED in your command of the 
musical language—your ability to hear 
and evaluate pitches. 

Perfect Pitch is the only hearing tool 
that gives you complete mastery of all 
tones and chords, with the ability to: 
• Sing any pitch directly from memory 
• Copy chords straight off the radio 
• Hear sheet music mentally in correct 

pitch 
• Find tones by ear—instead of 

searching by hand 
• Identify keys of songs by ear alone 

And much more: 
Perfect Pitch maximizes 

your ear so your creativity 
can soar. Your performance 
automatically improves, your 
confidence grows, and 
every song you play takes 
on a whole new dimension 
of richness and enjoyment. 

Shattering 
the Myths 
Most of us have 

been taught that only 
a chosen few are born 
with Perfect Pitch (like 
Bach or Mozart). 
Not true. 
Ground breaking 

research at a leading 
university has shown 
conclusively that 
you CAN gain 
Perfect Pitch—using 
David L. Burge's 
simple Perfect Pitch 
method [see footnote]. 
We've known this 

for years. Burge's 
#1 bestselling 
Perfect Pitch® 
SuperCourseTM has already 
worked for thousands of musicians 
in over 60 countries: band and 
symphony members, pop artists, 
rock stars, jazz players, amateurs 
and professionals. People like you. 

The Secret to Perfect Pitch 
According to David L. Burge, 

every pitch has a unique sound— 
a pitch color—which your 
ear can learn 
to recognize. 

For example, F# 
has a different 
pitch color than Bb. 

LAST 
CHANCE 

to get the #1 bestselling 
ear-training method 

at the old price. 
Course has increased to 
$105 postpaid, unless you 

order from this ad! 

You'll 
hear it 
immediately. 

It's like 
turbocharging 
your ear! 



When you can hear these pitch 
colors, you automatically know the 
tones and chords that are playing. 
This is Perfect Pitch! 

Perfect Pitch does not mean you 
think of tones as visual colors (like F# 
as red). Instead, you learn to hear the 
distinct sound quality of each pitch. 

many times its $14.95 value, but it's 
yours FREE just for trying out the 
Perfect Pitch® SuperCourse! 

The Bet Continues... 
We bet you'll be excited when you 

hear the Perfect Pitch colors. But your 
first taste is just the beginning. With 

only a few minutes of 
daily listening, your 
Perfect Pitch will 
naturally unfold. 

Try out the simple 
listening techniques 
in your Perfect 
Pitch® Handbook 
(included). You must 
notice a dramatic 
improvement in your 
sense of pitch within 
40 days, or return the 
Course for a full 
refund, no questions 
asked. 

If you choose to 
keep the Course, 
listen to your 
remaining three 
cassettes (included) 
for special follow-up 
instructions. 
Whatever you do, 

you keep the bonus 
tape on Relative Pitch 
as your FREE gift! 

Is this offer stacked 
in your favor or what? 

How do we dare 
to make this guarantee? 
We've guaranteed Burge's Perfect 

Pitch® SuperCourse for years— 
because IT WORKS! 
Experience has shown us that 99% 

of musicians do hear the beginning 
stages of Perfect Pitch—immediately! 
The rest usually hear it after listening 
a little more closely ( it's not difficult). 
With this instant success rate, it's no 

wonder we get precious few returns. 

Will YOU hear in Perfect Pitch? 
We guarantee you will hear in 

Perfect Pitch—or your Course price 
refunded! But how will you ever 
know until you experience Perfect 
Pitch for yourself? 

Call us now (515) 472-3100 to order 
your Perfect Pitch® SuperCourse at 
NO RISK (and with FREE bonus tape). 
Or clip and mail the order form NOW! 
Research reference: An experimental investigation of the 
effectiveness of training on absolute pitch in adult musicians, 
M. A. Rush (1989), The Ohio State University 

Join thousands of musicians 
who have already taken the 
Perfect Pitch® SuperCourseTM 

• "It is wonderful. I 
can truly hear the 
differences in the 
color of the tones." 
D. Pennix 

• "In three s' ort weeks 
I've noticed a vast 
difference in my 
listening skills." 
T Elliott 

• "I can now hear and 
identify tones and the 
key in which a song is 
played just by hearing 
it. When I hear music 
now it has much more 
definition, form and 
substance than before. 
I don't just passively 
listen to music 
anymore, but actively 
listen to detail." 
M. Urlik 

• "I heard the differences 

on the initial playing, 
which did in fact 
surprise me. I think it 
is a breakthrough in 
all music."]. Hatton 

• "It's like hearing 
in a whole new 
dimension." L. Stumb 

• "Although I was at first 
skeptical, I am now 
awed." R. Hicks 

• "I wish r could have 
had this 30 years ago!" 
R. Brown 

• "A very necessary thing 
for someone who 
wants to become a 
pro." R. Hicks 

• "This is absolutely what 
I have been searching 
for." D. Ferry 

• "Learn it or be left 
behind." P Schneider... 

It's easy and fun—and you don't 
even have to read music! 

Here's the Bet: 
Order your own Perfect Pitch® 

SuperCourse and listen to the first 
two tapes. 
We bet you will immediately hear 

the Perfect Pitch colors that David 
starts you on. 

If you don't, we lose. Simply return 
your Course for a full refund—and 
keep the valuable bonus cassette we'll 
send with your order FREE. 
Your bonus cassette introduces 

Relative Pitch—the ability to discern 
pitch relationships. David shows you 
how Relative Pitch and Perfect Pitch 
work together: Perfect Pitch tells you 
exact pitches by ear; Relative Pitch 
tells you how tones combine to 
create chords, melodies and a total 
musical sound. 
Your 90-minute bonus tape is worth 

School purchase orders welcome. 

The PERFECT PITCH' SUPERCOURSE'. or all 
musicians/all instruments, beginning and advanced. 

No music reading skills required. New: Cou re now has 
5 audio cassettes • easy handbook. Free 90-minute bonus 
cassette on Relative Pitch with this special offer (not pictured). 

For fastest service: 
Call our 24-hour Order Line NOW 
and charge your Visa/MasterCard: 

(515) 472-3100 
FAX: (515) 472-2700 

1He ar for yourself: 

IBurge's Perfect Pitce SuperCourseTM 
is 100% guaranteed to work for you— 
or your Course price refunded! 
f I O.K. YOU'RE ON! Prove to me that I can 
hear in Perfect Pitch! Send me David L. Burge's 
complete Perfect Pitch® SuperCourseim with a 
full 40-day money back guarantee. 

111 start with the handbook and first two 
cassettes. If l don't notice an immediate and 
dramatic improvement in my sense of pitch, I 
will return the Course anytime within 40 days 
for a full prompt refund, no questions asked. 

If I choose to keep the Course and continue 
my ear-training, I may listen to the remaining 
three tapes (included) for additional instructions. 
As part of this special offer, also send me 

Burge's 90-minute companion cassette on 
Relative Pitch as a FREE BONUS. This tape is 
mine to keep, even if I decide to return my 
Perfect Pitch® SuperCourse for a full refund. 
Enclosed is $85 plus $4 shipping.* 

ce).444.7 r.:.-•- -- 

need more info. Please send me a tree Perfect 
Pitch Report with no obligation. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

*Please allow 3-5 weeks for delivery. For 1 week delivery 
from our studio add $2 (total $6 shipping) and write 
"RUSH!" on your env&ope. Foreign orders (except 
Canada) send $3 shipping for complete FREE 
information, or $15 shipping for complete Course. 
U.S funds only. Iowa residents add 4% tax. 
Make check or money order payable to: American 

Educational Music. Canadians may remit bank or 
postal money order in U.S. funds. 

E Please charge my wsi lienba.rCadel. 

CARD II 

IEXP. DATE SIGNATURE 

k Mail to: 

Ii) American Educational 
tft Music Publications, Inc. IMusic Resources Building, Dept. EL7 
1106 E. Burlington, Fairfield, Iowa 52556 

IMM 
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ASPECTS 
OF THE 
FUNK 

Jamming with keyboardist 
extraordinaire Bernie Worrell 

By Alan di Perna 

0 NO, ITS ALL IN THE WRIST ANGLE. 

First of all, stand here." A grin-

ning Bernie Worrell grabs me by 

the shoulders and pushes me to 

the center of my keyboard stack. 

He's illustrating a fundamental 

technique of funk clavinet play-

ing—slapping that thang. Much like a 

bassist, Worrell often uses the flat of his 

thumb to make a clay line pop. At the end, 

his thumb comes down on the keyboard in a 

slashing diagonal, just glancing over the B 

key, then landing hard on the C. "See," he 
says encouragingly, "it all comes from the 

classical thing. The Hannon Studies." 

It's odd to hear a streetwise funk monster 

cite a musty old piano exercise book. Until 

you learn his history, that is. Bernie was a 

child piano prodigy, a fate that ultimately led 

him to the New England Conservatory of 

Music in Boston. That's where he first start-

ed playing out at local jazz clubs. Around 

1969 George Clinton recruited Bernie to 

play keyboards in Funkadelic. Maybe it was 

all those years of abetting Clinton's parti-

colored lunacy that made Worrell such a 

musical chameleon in later life. He became 

an auxiliary member of Talking Heads: the 

keyboard lifeblood of hi 

Down the House." And h 

with everyone from the 

tenders to Black Uhuru, 

bie, Ginger Baker, and Mai 

Many of these artists r 

ment on Worrell's latest 

Ages. Keith Richards lends 

to "Y-Spy" while Sly and 

reggae flavor of "Real Li 

"Sing." Herbie Hancock 

synth lines over a demen 

old standard "Ain't She S 

also boasts a country bri 

and Gary "Mudbone" Coo 

good old boys while rock 

Ripp picks the five-string 

"Merging musical styli 

fun at," Worrell laughs. 

David Byrne was also 

asked me to join Talki 

recorded almost the sam 

ment/Funkadelic, which ' 

dio and just jam on differe 

the arrangement then and 

Which is also how Wo 

own record. "Ain't She S 

the tracks he arranged wit 

P-Funk, Bootsy Collins. " 

combination of Bootsy an 

sy brought the track in, he 
electric bass." Bernie dial 

and plays a one-note flgur 

ed quarter-note feel. "So 

plays a busier root-IV-V-

octave up from the electr 

put them together and...h 

Playing the two parts s 

volves some wicked synco 

rell pulls it off. A shy, se 

when not behind the keyboards, Bernie is 

starting to warm up. A lot lof his synth-bass 

style, he explains, was inspired by Collins, 

particularly the signature way he works 

pitch-wheel manipulations into bass phras-

es. Many of these move—which Bernie 

pioneered on the Minimoog bass track for 

P-Funk's "Flashlight"—have become a stan-

dard part of the synth-bas 

pitch-wheel bends are just 

ulate the way Bootsy do 

mimes a string slide on th 

But back to funk clay. It' 

almost as much to 

conventional keyboard te 

does Bernie like to divide 

hands? "This is the geni 

swers, holding up his rig 

s like "Burning 

's done records 

ones and Pre-

a, Sly and Rob-

u Dibango. 

urn the compli-

album, Funk of 

some bluesy licks 

bbie anchor the 

fe Dreams" and 

lays some avant 

d version of the 

eet," a track that 

e where Bernie 

er yodel like two 

'tar ace Jimmy 

'o. 

s is what I have 

"Which is what 

ing when they 

g Heads. They 

e way as Parlia-

to go in the sta-

rt ideas. Work out 

ere." 

ll did most of his 

eet" was one of 

his cohort from 

at bass line is a 

me. When Boot-

as doing this on 

up a bass patch 

with a syncopat-

added this." He 

tave pattern an 

'c bass tiff. "You 

h, heh." 

ultaneously in-

ations, but Wor-

-conscious guy 

lexicon. "Those 

me trying to sim-

s this..." Bernie 

bass. 

a style that owes 

g as it does to 

hnique. So how 

e work between 

s hand," he an-

hand. "And this 
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weer reteinvetion. center 

n the world of digital synthesizer technology, 
'-there are many voice/program packages 
-:offering the player a variety of sounds. 
-However, complete control of your music 
requires complete control of the sounds you 

use to create it. 
With the new DPM 3se from Peavey Electronics, you 

can add your own sounds. All the power and flexibility 
of the original DPM 3 are still at your fingertips, but 
we've added new features that give you the edge you 
need at a price you can afford. 

With 4 megabytes of internal factory samples and 
16-bit sampling capability, the DPM 3se blows away 
the competition with features like: 
• A full complement of sampling and sample editing 

features including rate, length, looping, trimming, 
and multi-sample mapping 

• Up to 1 megabyte of custom user samples 
• 32-oscillator, 16-voice polyphony with dynamic 

voice allocation 
• Two programmable 24-bit dual effects processors 

9-track 20,000 note sequencer with independent 
track looping 

• Four 16-instrument multi-timbral locations 
• MIDI controller features 
• MIDI sample dump send and receive 

mplure 

Add the affordable DPMP4SX Sampling Expander and 
you have an unbeatable combination of power, technology, 
and originality. 

16-bit sample resolution 
• Selectable sample rate up to 48 kHz 
Armed and manual sampling 

• Phantom-powered XLR input 
Standard 1/4" input 
256K RAM memory, expandable to 16 megabytes 
with standard SIMS 

,,,geleernegr. 

REMEMEER... YOUR DPM 3 Ma NEVER BE OBSOLETE! YOU 
CAN UPDATE YOUR DPM 3 70 A DPM 35e FOR ONLY $49.95. 
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PEAVEY DEALER OR 
CALL THE DPM HOTLINE: 601-483-5370 

Peavey Electronics Corporation / 711 A Street Meridian. Ms 39302-2E98 / U.S.A. / Telephone 601-483-5365 / Telex: 504115 1990 



other one is the anchor." We explore this 

with another passage in C, this one with a 
flatted fifth "blue note" that resolves to a 

fourth. My tendency is to use my third fin-

ger for this, sliding down from the F# to the 

F natural while my pinky holds down the C 
above. Bernie rejects this fingering, opting 

instead to play the F# with his second finger 

and the F with his thumb, while his pinky 

holds the high C. 

"That's not so much of a stretch," he 

comments. "Whereas the other way, your 

wrist is off-centered a bit. Here it's more 

natural. You don't have as far to move." 

t counter that I want my thumb free to 

reach the C below the F, but Worrell doesn't 
look convinced. "Your left hand can get that. 

It's there to give your right hand more 

freedom." 

Bernie demonstrates with one of his semi-

nal clay licks, from Chairmen of the Board's 

early-'70s single "Finders Keepers." "At the 

session, the producer said, 'Bernie, you know 

Stevie's "Superstition"?'" Worrell starts to 

play the classic lick, motioning toward his left 

hand with his head. "See? Straight fours. Only 

I don't like to cop anybody else, so I came up 
with this for 'Finders Keepers.'" 

The left-hand feel becomes more synco-

pated, but stays on a single note, F# root. The 

right hand does some dense, rapid chording: 

"That's F# diminished into F dominant 7, C# 
minor, to F#, which is the common tone. 

Then to B to F# 7." As the passage continues, 

the root shifts to A, then B. Bernie reharmo-

nizes the right-hand chords accordingly but 
keeps the leading tones the same. 

"The roots are simple, really," he con-

cludes. "I to III to IV: your local 7-Eleven on 

the corner. But it's what you do with those 

simple changes that counts. Every time." 631 

JUNK OF AGES 

I
DON'T WANT to do a gear list," says 

BERNIE WORRELL with a dismissive 

gesture. "Come to my shows and see 

what I got. Most of what I play is Roland 

D-50 and the Hohner Clavinet." Bernie 

also discloses that for those signature wah-wah 

clay passages he puts his Hohner through a 

Dunlop CryBaby wah.wah pedal and/or a DOD 

envelope filter. The Hammond B-3 organ he 

uses on sessions actually belongs to his moth-

er. " It's at her house. I play it when I'm in the 

studio, but my mom won't let hers go out on 

the road. So they have to rent one for me." 

PICKING 
DANNY GATTON'S 

BRAIN 
Some of the tricks that make the world's 

greatest unknown guitarist great 

By Gene Santoro 

AT 46, DANNY GATTON IS STILL A 
well-kept secret, especially 

compared to the guitarist he 

came up with in D.C.—Roy 

Buchanan. Although Gatton's 

blitzkrieg runs entwine rocka-

billy, jazz, country and blues 

with seamless virtuosity; although musi-
cians up and down the East Coast have long 

haunted his gigs, Gatton's first crack at a 

major-label deal came only last year, thanks 

to Elektra A&R head Howard Thompson. 

The result is 88 Elmyra Street, an all-instru-

mental bash that gives Gatton's encyclope-

dic storehouse of licks d his jwnpcut sen-

sibility a serious stag ng area, from the 

funky "Muthaship" to the Caribbean-in-
flected "Red Label," om the title cut's 

James Burtonish roc abilly raveup to a 

"Sleepwalk"-evoking over of the Beach 

Boye "In My Room." 

The album's title i the D.C. address 

where the pudgy axm grew up. His older 
sister brought home' Top 40 hits by Fats 

Domino, Elvis and Je Lee, and his par-

ents had a lot of big ban and western swing 

records—Charlie Chri tian, Benny Good-

man, Django. "So I was always surrounded 
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All guitar strings are the same? 
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That's like saying Joe Satriani is 
just another guitar player. 

6ftYlddario® Look for Joe's latest release 
"Flying in a Blue Dream" on Relativity Records. E. Farmingdale, NY 11735 USA 

Photo: David Bertinelli 



doesn't have any finish." beer in an ashtray, put it on a rag and wiped pegboard back in 1954. broducinM his first 

WAG END 
Speakers „ 

• where sound touches 
the an and becomes 
somebody." 

Chick Corea 

eery component in a system influences the sound, but 
speakers seem to be the most important component as far 
as I'm concerned, because it's at that point that the sound 
touches the air and becomes somebody." Unlike seernyngly 

side seakers, onY BAG END uthes bye Time-A/pn terotyy tor live use. 

Long razgneer I as one alie most talrobe4, wearied lee s quaky 
bucispeakersavaiZe. BAG END akesthli'e,rçdapiy us 
and power eat lley Ill leave most 'sees saprisel if not astonished 

BAG END Loudspeakers P.O.Box 4 se Barrington.IL 60011 ( 708) 382.4550 
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JONES BA !TONES 

J
ERRY JONES feels like he's ' diggin' up 

bones" in his Nashville shop, making 

old Danelectros better than new. His 

six- string basses currently available 

include the Longhorn, with its mega-

cutaways, and a more sedate-looking single. 

cutaway model. Also available are doublenecks 

in all combinations. Jones has started produc-

ing virtually all of the Danelectros once made 

by Nathan Daniels, including the incredibly cool 

Coral Electric Sitar and a 31-fret guitariman• 

dolin hybrid called the guitarlin. 



Brian "Damage" Forsythe of KIX, 

with a PRS Vintage Sunburst 
CE. Bolt-on Wide-Thin Neck. 



fingerings to the bass and turning the song 

into a bouncing rumble-fest. "If you pick 

one of these things up you'll go back to what 

you did when you started on the guitar 

because it likes simpler stuff and it likes 

rhythm, which is usually what you're into in 

the beginning," Kottke explains. "If you 
write you'll probably end up writing a cou-

ple of things on it immediately." 

While Kottke basks in the lowness of his 

Jerry Jones bass, the Desert Rose Band's 

John Jurgenson takes advantage of the full 

range of his old "Dano," even using an 

octave pedal to coax out at least two necks' 

worth of notes. On "Desert Rose," the band's 

signature tune, Jurgenson fires off a flurry of 

triplets way up on the neck before dropping 

abruptly to an impossibly low E and climb-

ing with eighth notes all the way up to finish 
where he started. "It's just like an acoustic 
flatpicking solo on the six-string bass," says 

Jurgenson. "Going way down to the open E, 

you just have to have a light touch." 
Nashville guitarist Mike Henderson has 

found a way to overcome even that prob-
lem. He put that trademark growl on John . 

Hiatt's "Real Fine Love" using a touch that 

is anything but light. "I've got a bunch of old 

Danelectro guitars that I've strung down 

low," Henderson explains. "I use big fat gui-

tar strings and tune 'em down to A or C. 

When somebody calls me for a session, 

that's what they usually want me to do," he 

says. "I love low-sounding stuff and that's 
what I've become known for." Henderson's 
guitar approach also allows him to play 

some of the swampiest slide licks around 
without getting stuck in the mud. "I do that 

a lot," he says, "but it's not what you would 

call regular slide guitar because I'll use the 

slide for two or three bars of a solo and use 

my fingers the rest of the time." 

Since Dave Edmunds was the one to dust 

the instrument off in the first place, it's only 

appropriate that he should bring its low-

down sound into the studio of the '90s. On 

"All Men Are Liars," a cut from Party of One, 

the album he recently produced for Nick 

Lowe, Edmunds found a unique way to 
capture the Dano sound without having to 

fumble with his ornery old hard-to-tune 

Danelectro six-string bass. "That thing is a 

dog to play, so I just put it right into my 

Roland S-50 sampler," Edmunds says, 

singing the song's elephantine guitar hook. 

"I was bending the notes with the key-

board's pitch-bender. It sounds fabulous— 

and for once it stays right in tune!" 

PETER ERSKINE'S 
OPEN 

DRUMMING 
Veteran offers shocking advice: 
"Play what you don't know." 

By Rick Mattingly 

D
RUMMERS COME UP TO ME AND SAY 
things like, 'I'm having trouble 

applying double paradiddles and 

ratamacues to the kit,'" Peter 

Erskine says, shaking his head. 

"I tell them to forget about that 

stuff. If you're conscious that 

you're playing a ratamacue, there is some-

thing wrong with your music-making." 

Hearing him play with John Abercrom-

bie, Bass Desires, Kenny Wheeler, Gary 

Burton or any of his many other musical 

associates, one senses that Erskine equates 

good drumming with musical phrases 

instead of licks. It also involves being more 
subtle in terms of defining the form and 

structure of the tune. "Its funny, because I 

began my career in big bands," Erskine 

says, "and in that situati+n, there is a lot of 
structure. You're basically playing to serve 

the chart, and everything is fairly apparent 
in terms of the beginnings and ends of 

phrases. It's not very subde at all. 

"One day at a rehearsaI with the Stan Ken-

ton band, I was hitting ev ry accent and cut-

ting every flgure—sometiing I think drum-

mers do just to prove that they can actually 

read," he laughs. "Afterwards one of the 
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World's Largest 
CD & Tape Catalog 

Bose Express Music Catalog is the first complete record store in a catalog. Now 
you can shop by phone or mail from our 50,000-title Rock, Jazz, Blues & Ciassical 
catalog and order any recording in print from a single reliable source. 

We carry the complete catalog of all the major labels, plus independents like Pausa, 
Concord Jazz, Alligator, RYKO, Nuova Era, Chandos, Telarc, Chesky, Harmonia-Mundi, 
Dorian ... in total, over 1,000 independents. All music Videos are available as well. 

Any CD in this Issue $ 1299 
You can order any title reviewed or advertised in MUSICIAN, that is regularly priced less 

than $ 17 per CD, for our new subscriber low price of $12.99/CD, plus $3.75 shipping and handling per order. Just 
call 1-800-233-6357 or use the coupon to order. Please include artist, title, & inventory number. 

Pink Floyd Ultra Discs 
On Sale $2299per disc 

Mobile Fidelity's Ultradiscs are the most advanced CDs in 
the music industry today! The Ultradisc is a product of 
advanced scientific studies - developed to Mobile Fidelity's 
specifications for a physical disc with superior performing 
characteristics. Experimentation and testing determined the 
element for higher reflectivity and res:stance to oxidation - 
24-karat gold. Capable of generating music far above cur-
rent audio standards, the Ultradisc sets new highs in listen-
ing pleasure. The following limited edition Ultradiscs from 
Pink Floyd are available. 

The Wall (Limited Edition 2-CD Ultradisc 
Set) 545" (45093) 

Meddle (45422) 
Dark Side of the Moon (44132) 

ft-y 

\à/Àlf 

Roger Waters/Pink Floyd on Sale 
s1299/CD, $899/Tape 

The Wall Live in Berlin (z cps $27.99, 2 tapes $18.99) (4Ç017, 
The Wall (2 CDs $27.99, 2 tapes $18.99) ( 3424 5718) 

Dark Side of the Moon 12211/3208) 

Animals (3431/5'372) 
Delicate Sound of Thunder (2 CDs $27", 2 CAs $18") (33347) 
Collection of Great Dance Songs (3423/35115) 
Wish You Were Here (4320/5749) 
Meddle (2210/3134) 
Works (2212/33917) 

Videos —$1799 

The Wall Live in Berlin (41664) 
The Wall - Pink Floyd (28303) 
Delicate Sound of Thunder (40618) 

Limited Offer 
MUSICIAN readers who subscribe to our 240 page 

Rock, Pop, Jazz, Blues, Classical, Original Cast & 

Showtune catalog (over 50,000 titles) will receive 1 
FREE year of Bose Express Music Updates, cover-

ing new releases and monthly specials. There are 
no purchase obligations or unrequested shipments. 
Your first issue comes with $50 in merchandise cred-
its. 1 year $6.00 (refundable on your first order from 
the catalog). 
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  The Wall Ultradisc (45093) $49" /2 CDs 

Meddle Ultradisc (45477) $22"/CD 
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writers came up to me and said, 'I've got 15 

guys hitting these figures. I don't need you to 

do it too.' So I started thinking about ways 

that I could play with a lighter touch and not 

be so obvious about everything." 

Peter discovered that orchestration on 

the drumkit could make a big difference. 

"Most drummers tend to end phrases by 

playing something on the snare drum and 

then hitting a cymbal and bass drum. 

Barn—there it is, right in your face. But you 

can often play the stronger part of the beat 

on the weaker part of the kit. You can hit the 

snare instead of the bass drum, and a lot of 

times t like to crash a small cymbal without 

a bass drum underneath. Texturally, it's 

wide open. It's like putting a lovely question 

mark at the end of the phrase; that leads you 

to the next phrase, instead ofjust ending 

every phrase with an exclamation point." 

When Erskine started playing with small-

er groups, he was able to apply some other 

phrasing ideas: " I was getting more and 

more experience playing music that wasn't 

so obviously boxed," he says. " I really 

sensed that I couldn't 'gift-wrap' my phras-

CYMBAL STAND Y 

; 

Whether you setup the same every night or never the same two 

nights in a row — whether you use individual floor stands, a rack 

or any combination of the two — today's drummer needs a cymbal 

stand that can stand up to every situation. That's why Drum 

Workshop's new 9700 Series Cymbal Stand/Cymbal Mounting 

System has been designed to provide the greatest degree of 

consistency and choice in mounting all types of cymbals, hihats, 

bars and accessories. Because, no matter how many (or how few) 

cymbal setups you play, DW's 9700 Series should be your next 

Stand. 

dj) Drum Workshop. Inc. • 2697 Lavery Court, Unit 16 IM Newbury Park, CA 91320 • 805-499-6863 

es, ending them with these pat devices that 

would get me from one phrase to the next. 

"Paul Motian and Jack DeJohnette best 

exemplify the kind of playing I was aspiring 

to," Peter says. "Here's the thing: You never 

hear drummers who can imitate Jack, 

right? Why? Because Jack doesn't have a 

bunch of licks that he uses over and over. 

But plenty of guys can imitate Billy Cobham 

or Steve Gadd or Dave ‘leckl, because there 

are things they do that ou could latch onto 

right away. I'm not saying anything negative 

about that, because they have created a 

vocabulary that works well for the kind of 

music they play. But for a tiore fluid kind of 

playing, there are no set lieks." 

One habit many drummers find hard to 

break is using the bass drum to mark the 

beginning of a bar or phrase. "A lot of drum-

mers are stomping the bass drum on down-

beats because they don't have enough confi-

dence in their timekeeping abilities on the 

ride cymbal. The bass drum becomes the 

drummer's anchor. So start with just the 

basic jazz ride pattern on the cymbal and 

make sure that the quarter-note pulse is 

steady and that the swung eighth-note sub-

divisions are clearly articulated. As you 

develop your strengths on the ride cymbal, 

not only will you gain ability and confi-

dence, but you will also start to internalize 

the time. Then you can shirt experimenting 

with different phrasings. 

ERSKINS 

P
ETER ERSKINE has a couple of Yama-
ha Custom Maple drurnkits: For record-

ing and more contemporary music he 

uses a 20" bass drum with 8", 10", 

12", 13" and 15" tom-toms; for other 

gigs he uses an 18" bass drum with 12" and 

14" toms. 'That kit gives me the best focus and 

seems to inspire some of my most creative 

drumming," Peter says. He uses a Yamaha 

4x14 Peter Erskine Signature snare drum. All 

drums are fitted with Evans Genera heads. 

Erskine is using a new Zildjian "Pre-aged" K 

20" Dry/Light ride, a 20" K Custom ride, an 

18" K medium ride with three rivets, 14" and 

15" K crashes, an occasional 17" for record-

ing, 14" New Beat hi- hats and sometimes a 

couple of K splashes. Peter strikes with Vic 

Firth Peter Erskine model sticks or Firth 7As. 

He brushes with Firth Jazz Rakes or Calato Ed 

Thigpens. Erskine carries a Real Feel practice 

pad wherever he goes. 
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you plan to put some mileage 
on your Wireless, 

get the one that'll go the distance. 

The Nady Superstar linc , 

VHF 1200 

H 1- 650 

Bon lovi have put more than a mi_lion miles on their 
Nady Wireless guitar and microphone systems. INXS has 
been around the world 3 times with Nady. In fact, ask 
Alabama (1/2 million miles) or The Bullet Boys (100,000 miles) 
and they'll all say the same thing. Nady's the one. 

The truth is, more bands have put more miles on 
Nady Wireless systems than all other brands combined_ 
That's because Nady Wireless systems have proven time 
and again to be road reliable and dependable. And no 
other wireless is as quiet (up to a full 20 dB below the 
competition) or always sounds as clear and true. 

You may not plan on putting a million miles on 
your Nady Wireless like Bon foui. But it's nice to know you 
have a piece of gear that'll go the distance—and perform 
so well doing it. 

So ngSta rter* 

*I3y the way, Nady makes more than wireless—like 
our unique SongStarterTM foot pedal, a 32 song program-
mable metronome that gets you in that perfect groove, 
right from the start of a song. 

Ask for a demonstration at your nearest Nady dealer. 
Or write us for more information. Nady Systems, Inc. 6701 
Bay Street, Emeryville, CA USA 94608: 

goti 
SYSTEMS 

INC 

Nady...for the performing musician. 



"The next step," Peter continues, "is to 

play the swung eighth-note subdivisions in 

different parts of the bar. But always keep a 

strong focus. Imagine the ride cymbal is the 

string on a bass and your stick is a finger 

plucking it. It's easy to just let a stick bounce 

over a cymbal, but a bass player has to make 

a very specific motion for each note, and 

that's how you should play the cymbal. 

"Once you are comfortable doing that, 

you can get away from the steady quarter-
note and not state every beat. Maybe play 

the 'and' of 4 and let it ring into the next 

beat, then pick it up again. But always keep 

the forward motion; when you start playing 

again, come in at exactly the right time." 

Once a drummer becomes confident 

with timekeeping on the ride cymbal, Er-

skine suggests doing basic independence 

exercises on the snare and bass drum. "Just 

be able to play simple rhythms on and off 

the beat," he says, "with the ride cymbal 

providing the 'motor.' 
"Now you're ready to play some music. 

Don't just start throwing in triplets all over 

the place. Take a simple motif between two 

drums and develop it. It's almost like serial 

composition technique, where you take a 

tone row and invert it, then do the retro-

grade inversion, and so on. Play with 

dynamics and with an awareness of where 

the notes are falling in the bar." 

Erskine does not adNise boxing these 

motifs into four- or eight-bar phrases. "You 

want to get away from those predictable 

blocks of timekeeping. I always play on the 

form of the tune, but within that, I might 

play a nine-bar phrase. That's part of going 

over the bar line. It's like wearing baggy 

shorts and a T-shirt instead of a suit ami tie. 

"Remember that 'creative' does not equal 

'busy.' A few notes well placed make a lot 

more music than a whole bunch of notes 

squeezed into a short amount of time. Dry 

this: Sit down at the drums and play some 

whole notes. How little can you play over a 

period of a few minutes and feel comfort-

able? Really listen to the tone of some isolat-

ed hits on the cymbal or bass drum or toms, 

and just appreciate the sound of the instru-

ment. Some guys paint themselves into a cor-

ner with wall-to-wall drumming, everything 

is loud and fast It's hard to make music when 

you put yourself under that kind of pressure. 

Your creative mind shuts off and you're just 

playing stuff you know how to play and that 

you know will work. Take a chance. Play 

something you don't know." 

P ERFORMANCE 

SS M E 
NO M ORE 
«y- Kristine McKenna 

HERE'S A L G ON \\I) ' t SPICIOUS CONNECTION BETWEEN ACM. Alt:SIC AND 

dal activism, perhaps because acoustic—whether folk, bluegrass or b. ues—has always 
So when Bruce Sptingsteen. Jackson Browne and Bonnie 
itt decided to do a benefit concert for the Christie Institute. 

t made sense that they leave the electric f Nepal at home. 
Given the spirit of the acoustic shows at the Shrine Auditori-

in Los Angeles, it's ironic that they were hardly accessible 
the common man, with a decent seat going for $ 100 a pop. 

it the Christie Institute knew that Springsteen, ho's been 
hsent from the concert stage for two years,.could easily sell 

VPrMber 16. 17  ut the hall at twice that price. And sell it out ic did. 

A watchdog agency dey oled to informing the public of 

t would prefer go unnoticed, the Christie Institute played a 
central role in exposing the C.I.A.'s questionable involvement with tit,. war in Central 

nerica, and worked on behalf of the Karen Silkwood case against the nuclear pm% er 
industry. Jackson Browne has supported the organization since it was founded in l!NI. 
and the issues the institute represents are obviously important to liait! and Springsteen, 
who gave brief pep talks inidyy ay through their sets. 

However, it seems unlikely t hat the legion of 

ossheads moaning "Br000ee" like a herd of lowing 
cattle ever gave a thought to the Christie Institute, nor 
are they likely to. Rather, they cante to pay obeisance ti 

man who has clearly had his fill of the idol/role-
model gig. Much to his credit, Springsteen seemed 
uninterested in reclaiming the throne he abandoned in 

1988: moreover, he seemed less than pleased with the 

slavishly adoring response his dignified, understated 

get elicited. He repeatedly asked the audience to 
4Please be quiet so I can concentrate on the songs" and 

when an enraptured fan-shrieked. "We love your he 
crisply replied, "But you don't really know me." lie forged on %% id] in 80-minute set Fea-
turing material front every phase of his career. highlights included five tunes from his 

¡trotting folk masterpiece Nebraska and a handful of new songs----t>n«if which, "Red 
Headed Woman," he dedicated to Patti Scialfa and Bonnie Raitt. 

Local press coverage (lithe show tended to focus on Springsteen's Penult, ignoring 

the fact that Raitt and Browne turned in equally strong, if not superior sets. Browne's 

performance in particular was a revelation. Bromic is so vociferous in his role as social 

activist that it's easy to forget he's an artist of considerable gift and complmity. Accoinpa-

flying himself on guitar and piano (with occasional backing from Scott Thurston and 

ebra Dobkin). he pulled one treasure after the next out of his song bag. Browne is most 

effective with his earlier songs, which have a moving simplicity that neaks more elo-

quently than the in ertly political tunes he's currently writing. But regardless of YY liai 

nging, he never blows a note. He's an endlessly. impeccable %Mill isl. 
Rail!, of course, is on a malo!' roll these dins, hut y ou'd never guess it by Iiir self-cline-

ig manner. She directed herself towards showcasing the latent', of the stellar east of 

ongwriters she's come to appreciate over the years: John Pri Nfississippi Fred 

(Dowell, Sippie Wallace and one of music's 'eat lost geniuses, Paul Sichel. She joined 

Springsteen and Browne for an encore of Dylan's "Highway 61 Revisited" and "ltt 

line," a tune by Rn Cooder, John Hiatt and Jim Dickinson. All toldahe show was a 
rousingly successhil exercise in balance. 11 ¡ thou! resorting to sanctimonious preaching, 

all three performers made it clear that this was show. N1 ith a larger purpose. In 

I. 

Bruce ntrs1 e'en, 

Jackson Browne. U. 

Ronnie Rail, 

Los Ingeles 

(e 



THIS IS EXACTLY 
WHAT OUR NEWSTEREO 

SAMPLED PIANO SOUNDS LIKE. 
With your eyes closed, E-mu's Proformance' 

does something remarkable. It turns into an 
$18,000 grand piano. 

Open your eyes, and it's our new16-bit stereo 
sampled piano module again One that offers 
the best sampled piano sound money can buy 
Of course, with a price of only $499, you 
won't need a kings ransom to 
buy one. 

The key to Proformance's 
startling realian lies in our 
true stereo piano samples. Not simply mono 
samples panned left and right, Proformance 
contains actual stereo recordings, precisely 
capturing the experience of sitting at the 
keyboard of a fine concert grand. All the sonic 
complexity and rich spatial resonance that 
defines a piano's sound. Characteristics 
which can only be reproduced with true 
stereo sampling. 

Since music comes in a variety of styles, 
Proformance gives you a variety of piano sounds. 
Choose from a classic grand, a rock piano that 
cuts through the hottest mix, a honky tonk 
piano, and much more. Our Proformance Plus" 
even adds electric pianos, organs, vibes, and 
acoustic and electric basses. 

And since Proformance 
uses our amazing G chip, you 
can be sure each sound is 
reproduced with the unsur-

passed audio quality E-mu is famous for. 
But, as they say, hearing is believing. Play 

a grand piano. Then play Proformance at your 
E-mu dealer. 

You'll hear the same thing. Exactly 

.1.1;11., 11012 

r:ç5: 
11111.4. 

IMIN WM. NMI 

• E- mu Systems, Inc. applied magic for the arts 

O te$0 E- mu Systems, Inn. 16tle Green Hills Road, Scotts Valley, CA -15066. All trademarks are property of their respeeive companies. 



W HEN DOES YOUR 
STUDIO BECOME 
A BUSINESS? 

Zoning laws say, 
"Don't try this at home." 

By Craig Anderton 

W
E"VE ALL HEARD THE PHRASE 
"Tape a record, go to jaiL" If 

you live in Broward County 

and sell 2 Live Crew, it's 

"Sell a record, go to jail." 

But are you ready for 

"Make a record, go to jail"? 

Some big-Ume studio owners think you 

should at least be shut down if your home 

studio is in violation of zoning laws, which is 

a polite way of saying... "if your home stu-

dio is taking business away from us." 

According to a survey in Pro Sound News 
magazine, 22 percent of studio owners 

nationwide feel that home-based studios 

provide "very much" competition, and 39 

percent feel it "to some degree." Further-

more, 59 percent believe that producer/ 

artist project studios—a cross between a 

home and commercial studio—provide 

either very much or some degree of compe-
tition. With costs skyrocketing, a few studios 

are in serious trouble. But are home studios 

the root cause? 

Some people think so. The Hollywood 

Association of Recording Professionals 

(HARP) sounded the initial alarm in late 

1989, when home studio owner Chas San-

ford circulated a gloss 

ing his facility. City offi 

studio for being in viol 

Instantly the battle lin 

feisty independent vs. 

prise against entren 

interests. 

Yet this isn't a clear 

and bad guys, but just 

technology evolving f 

system's capacity to ab 

about 15 years ago, it 

that home studios co 

basis of sound quality. 

ness, and run like one 

pay property taxes an 

ordinances specifying e 

your sidewalk should b 

spacing of the street lanl 
studio was merely a pl 

demos and sketch out 

Then the technology 

home studios could t 

whose quality was indi 

that of the majors. Soci 

the world of desktop 

home office, the home s 

right at home. 

The legalities, howev 

a home studio is a busin 

play by the same rules 

ness. Most home studio 

and the zoning laws th 

you can and cannot do • 

will continue to affect ti 

of power. Before any spe 

tigate how we got in a p 

recordings could even s 

music made in million-d 

brochure advertis-

als closed down his 

lion of zoning laws. 

s were drawn: the 

"ty hall. Free enter-

ed and powerful 

t case of good guys 

other instance of 

ster than the legal 

rb change. Up until 

as inconceivable 

d compete on the 

studio was a busi-

the owners had to 

comply with local 

erything from how 

constructed to the 

ps outside. A home 

e to produce hissy 

g ideas. 

changed to where 

n out recordings 

tinguishable from 

ty changed, too; in 

blishing and the 

dio seemed, well, 

r, didn't change. If 

ss, it's supposed to 

s any other busi-

ignore these rules 

t determine what 

ri your home. This 

e musical balance 

ulation, let's inves-

Ion where home 

mt to compete with 

llar facilities. 

Although analog recordmg was rejuvenat-

ed through noise reduction and better tape 

formulations, nothing changed the face of 

home recording as mu h as when hardy 

souls hooked up $1000 Sny PCM-Fl digital 

audio adapters to $400 V Rs and found they 

could produce master tapes indistinguish-

able from tapes made on analog recorders 

costing thousands of dollars more. A few 

years later DAT (Digital Aidio Tape) record-

ers, essentially a miniaturzed version of VCR 

technology adapted for a dio, provided the 

same result in a more convenient format. 

Meanwhile, MIDI was also changing the 

rules. Musicians could re 

cheap personal comput 

sive sound generators, th 

into big studios and f 

Fairlights, Emulators an 

rd at home on a 

r using inexpen-

n take their disks 

ed their data to 

Syndaviers. Pro 
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Even Our Smaller 
Systems Can Fill A 
Big Hall. 

You've seen and heard our big systems, 
installed in major venues around the 
world and on tour with some of the 

biggest names in the 
music business. The 
SR4700 Series Loud-
speaker Systems are 
equally at home on the 
road or in the hall. 

Their legacy comes from 
Cabaret® Series, a prime 

player in small to medium 
club sound reinforcement 

ce the seventies. Their 
influence is Concert 

Series; the new standard in 
packaged JBL systems. With 

Cabaret as the starting point and 
Concert Series as our current direction, we 

listened to your comments and suggestions, 
turning them into the sound system of the nineties 
and beyond. 

The SR4700 Series is pure pro audio. Pure JBL com-
ponents, the same caliber as those in our larger systems, 
including the Vented Gap Cooling" low frequency 
drivers and the 2445J compression driver. Pure JBL en-
closures, five times stronger than traditional designs, 
and protected by plastic-coated steel grills and super-
durable fabric-laminated plywood cabinets. Pure JBL 

sensibility, interlocking enclosures with heavy-duty steel 
handles and recessed input connectors, so they travel 
tighter, set-up easier and last longer. 

SR4700 Series, pure JBL. Be the first in line to hear them 

today at your local JBL dealer. 

UBL 
JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 USA 
H A Harman International Company 



studios were used solely for mixdown at a 

considerable savings. MIDI also extended a 

home studio's capabilities. If you wanted to 

upgrade from eight tracks to 24, it was 

cheaper to sync a sequencer to tape and use 

the sequencer to drive electronic sounds, 

thus freeing up a multitrack deck to record 

only those sounds that couldn't be "MIDI-

fled"—voice, sax, piano, etc. 

• MIDI also allowed for automated mixing, 

previously the domain of $100,000+ con-

soles, and automated signal-processing 

effects; digital reverbs that now cost under 

$200 outperform early designs that cost 

close to $10,000. Alternate controllers for 

guitar, drums and wind instruments gave 

non-keyboardists access to sequencing and 

sound generation. Within just a few years it 

was possible to produce CD-quality record-

ings at home with relatively inexpensive 

equipment. 

Although recording acoustic sounds 

remained the Achilles heel of small studios 

(good mikes and treated acoustic spaces 

don't come cheap), digital had the answer: 

Sampling keyboards, whose prices had 

plummeted with costs of memory and 

microprocessor parts, could closely mimic 

acoustic instruments. Meanwhile, manu-

facturers like Ensoniq and Roland were 

busily developing disk libraries of acoustic 

sounds recorded by top engineers, using 

great mikes, in studios with superb acous-

tics. If that wasn't enough, third-party devel-

opers like Prosonus and Valhalla produced 

CDs of acoustic sounds designed specifical-

ly for recording into samplers. 

All of which means that home studios are 

not going to go away. Neither will zoning 

laws. According to Patricia lalongo of the Los 

Angeles Planning Department, they exist "to 

protect the integrity of single-family areas," 

but in practice, there is simply not the per-

sonnel to check and see if the law is being 

violated. As a result, if you're so unobtrusive 

in your home studio that no one knows 

you're there, the odds of being prosecuted 

are slim. But if you have a studio in a resi-

dential neighborhood and cause a day-and-

night stream of people unloading equip-

ment, there are going to be complaints—and 

at that point, the law kicks into action. 

Currently, the divid g line seems to be 

whether you use your s udio for yourself or 

rent out its services. On selling bees, the 

studio becomes just an titer business, sub-

ject to all the same bus ess rules. However, 

changes are afoot in t e world of zoning 

laws. Ialongo has draft d new regulations 

that would legitimize ow-impact home 

businesses. These pro osais are in flux; 

they've been sent to the A. Planning Com-

mission twice, and re ed for revisions. In 

general, though, the ne laws would permit 

home businesses unde certain conditions 

and specify restrictions n client visits and 

deliveries. 

Does all this mean tha the big studio will 

soon be extinct? Some b lleve that the only 

studios getting hurt are ose that special-

ize in demo work and hose without big 

rooms and mike colle ions. Others see 

positive results: If more eople do pre-pro-

duction at home, more people will book 

time to finish those proj Is at commercial 

facilities. And quite sim ly, major studios 

can make even better s unds. Major stu-

dios have nine-foot gra ds; home studios 

have samples of nine-fo t grands. Despite 

what some marketing s would like you 

to believe, there is a diffe nce. 

We may see the evolu on of "super stu-

dios" that act as a mothe ship to the home 
studios in a particular re ion. It would be 

the place to go to make olby SR backup 

tapes, do a mix on a boa with expensive 

long-throw faders and gr at outboard EQ, 

record acoustic groups or e advantage of 

sophisticated workstation that only larger 

facilities could afford. fessional engi-

neers have mixed feelin s about clients 

bringing in work starte at home; some 

home recordists take a lut w-it-all attitude 

when they do work in a b' studio. But the 

advantage is that clients now more edu-

cated about the recording process; they're 

flexible and realistic ab ut what can be 

accomplished. 

Whatever the future b ngs, the studio 

wars are the heat produced by the friction of 

the past rubbing against th 

cess perhaps accelerate 

degree by the explosive ra 

cal change. The argume 

more interesting, but ho 

ings—whether produced 

megabucks commercial st 

same. 

Thanks to Randy .1lberls and b 
their contributions to this article. 

future—a pro-

to an absurd 

of technologi-
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the idea of removable, interchangeable 

input modules which allow for future 

interface with computer gear. They've 

dubbed the idea "open input architec-

ture" and introduced it in Septem-

ber on their EX 4000 amplifier. 

QSC will be bringing out two 

new EX series amps, one with 

500W-per-side and another with 

400W-per-side, called the EX 

2500 and EX 1600. 

Meanwhile, the big guitar 

industry shakeout continues, 

with Kramer being the latest 

company to fall into financial dif-

ficulties and go Chapter 11. But fear 

not: There will be plenty of swell new gui-

tars at NA1111. The latest Fender will have a 

new, double-cutaway 

body shape. Fender 

also has three new 

additions to its Heart-

field line. The carved-

top Elan is aimed at 

the PRS/Pensa-Suhr 

market. The RR 58 

and 59 are set-neck 

mahogany instru-

ments with a vintage 

'50s Les Paul Special look. And the Talon is a 

heavy metal guitar with a single-coil and 

two humbuckers, a Floyd-licensed locking 

trem, hockey headstock and very slender 

neck with a 17" radius. 

Yamaha's rockin' new 
hollowbody (above), the 

AES1500: SWR Engineering 
has improved Goliath bass 
rigs (right) at the old price; 
Korg is showing three new 
multi- effects boxes: the 12 
(below) is an enhanced 

version of the popular AS; 
the Hohner Amadeus harp 
(bottom) has reeds of a new 

alloy that let you blow 
harder and longer. 

Heavy metal guitars are a bit like sex: 

People can't seem to get enough of them— 

especially if they start young. Yamaha is tak-

ing its Pacifica line in this direction with the 

new 1200 series. Here too, we're looking at 

an angled headstock and ultra-thin neck. 

This one has a carbon graphite rod for sta-

bility and Yamaha's compound radius fin-

gerboard. The pickups are custom-wound 

DiMarzios available in various combina-

tions. Yamaha's also got an interesting new 

hollowbody rock guitar, the AES1500. It's 

kind of like the old Gretsches, only the 

top is specially braced to make 

the guitar less feedback-

prone. The pickups If 

are Yamaha Q-

1 0 0 s . 

("One 
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better than the classic Gibson P-90 pick-

up." quip the Y-Boys.) And don't overlook 

the four new Attitude basses: the Stan-

dard, Standard V, Custom and Deluxe. 

This latter is a four-string with an 

innovative six-pole pickup 

design. 

In the wild world of synths, E-

mu plans to introduce a whole 

new keyboard line at NAMM. 

They've also got a new mod-

ule called the Procussion: a 

slew of Emulator Ill percus-

sion samples in a one-rack-

space box at a fetching price. 

The E-mu crew have also got an 

upgrade for the EIll that bumps the 

machine up to 32 megabytes of internal 

RAM. And owners of the E-mu Proteus/1 

and Proteus/1 XR 

may want to check 

out a new expansion 

board by InVision 

Interactive for those 

instruments. The $495 

board goes by the 

name of Protologic 

and adds four mega-

bytes of memory and 192 new sounds: 

organs, percussion, guitars, basses and 

other much-needed goodies. 
Korg will introduce a new rack-mount 

version of the Wavestation synth. The 

Wavestation A/D has all the features of its 

keyboard counterpart—except the key-

board. And you'll be able to plug in any 

external instrument or sound source and 

process it through the A/D's on-board 

effects processor. Korg has even laid on 

some new effects, including two vocoders. 

Korg will also introduce three new spinoffs 

based on everybody's fave multi-effects box, 

the A3. The weekend starts with the A5: a 

pedalboard unit that will come in three dif-

ferent formats: guitar, bass and general 

multi-effects versions. The A2 is an en-

hanced edition of the AS, adding stereo 

inputs and outputs and a new stereo reverb 

algorithm. And the Al is really...well...A-1, 

with digital inputs and outputs, plus 

analog stereo I/Os and an all-

, new DSP chip. 

The world's cheapest 

-' " eight-track? That's how 

Tascam is billing the new 

488 Portastudio. It's essentially a 

Tascam 888 MIDIStudio without the 

MIDI. For $1599 you get leont'd on page 971 

Shure VP88 
Instant stereo 

for studios and sample's 

1rD—SIDE (MS) MIKING IS AN OLD AND 

• ffective engineering trick for recordii 

a realistically three-dimensional ster 

image. In classic MS you have two inic 

phones or a stereo mike with dual ca 

tridges. One is unidirectional (cardioi 

and captures the center of the stere 

field. The other is bidirectional (figu 

eight) and captures the sides of the 

stereo field. The three-dimensional 

effect is achieved by "decoding" the side 

signal. It's split in two and one of the sig 

nals is placed out of phase with the othe 

All this engineering esoterica ma 

seem a bit much for the average mus 

clan. But what if you've got a horn 

studio or stereo sampler and you' 

just burning to try MS? That's 

makes Shure's new VP88 ini 

phone ($995, pictured below) s 

cool. As microphones go, this is 

big mother—over 11 inches long 

The two capsules are mounted in 

the front part of the mike, with the 
mid element out front and the side el 

ment positioned perpendicularly rig 

behind it. Ergo, there's no way to mess 

placement of the two elements and ge 

nasty phase cancellations. 

The VP88 can be phan-

tom-powered or driven h 

an onboard battery, which 

means it's fully compati-

ble with modest home 

recording-type consoles 

that don't have phantom 

power supplies. The VP88 also comes 

with a special adaptor cable that converts 

its five-pin output jack to two standard 

XLR lines, which also makes it very com-

patible with the kind of gear the average 

musician has lying around. 

If you want to do your own MS decod-

ing, you just select the MS option on the 

VP88's second onboard switch. But if 

you'd rather not monkey with decod-

ing—and here's the beauty part—the 

VP88 will do it for you. internally. You 

even get your choice of three stereo 

fields: a very wide one on the I ligh setting 

(which gives you a high amount of side 

level relative to mid le % el), a medium-

sized amount tut Ironi'd on page 971 
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BROTHER PDC-100 

SILLA VANILLA unmesnruu.11.11.111F.N. 

THE ALL DIGITAL HE OOLEST THIN 
SINCE ICE CREAM 

With 32 tracks, a built-in 3.5" disk drive 
and a price under $400, the new Brother 
PDC-100 Professional Disk Composer just 
might be the coolest thing to come along 
this year. 

Now you can create, edit, and save your 
music without struggling with the limits of 
on-board sequencers or dealing with the 
complexity of computer programs. 

Look for it in the frozen foods section at 
your authorized Brother dealer. 

• 32 tracks-16 channels per track 
• 21,000 note internal RAM (128K) 
• 3.5" disk drive 
• 32 character backlit display 
• Realtime or step recording 
• Extensive bar and event editing 
• Cut and paste editing 
• Quantization and transposition 
• Variable tempo in same song 
• 96ppq tempo resolution 
• Record songs and sysex in one file 

We're at your side. 

Brother International Corporation • 200 Cottontail Lane • Somerset, NJ 08875 • 908-356-8880 Brother Industries, Ltd. • Nagoya, Japan 
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..1 (in not like pun eggs and Len I do not like them 
Sam I am." 

—Dr. Sams, Gnu: Eggs and Ham 

If you don't like it, eh yo money grip, then 
don't listen. If the hoodlums and derelicts that cre-
ate such -artless" mumbo jumbo fill short of your 
approval, exercise your free choice, beg to differ, 
and throw some Perry Como wax on your Victrola. 
True i ndeed, the question of fitrdom of choice is 
the issue; however, millions do choose to listen to 
an array of musical forms which some consider 
obscene and explicitly profane. The millions most 
likely include your children, your cousins, your 
garbage man, your gynecologist or even your 
iiiendly neighborhood Dice Clay. As fir your Mil-
dren, you probably don't pay them enough atten-
tion. Thus, your solution: infringe upon everyone's 
constitutional rights instead of monitoring your 
children's own musical choices. Thus fist; in every 
debate of those heinously explicit lyrics, the bot-
tom line always focuses on the impressionable 
minds of youth. It seems thus, the crux of the mat-
ter manifests itself in the systematic breakdown of 
the family ties and communication in America: 
the land of the free and the home of the big-butted 
bitches, 9 millimeters, and a mid buying public 
that "wants some Pussy" Poinps marriages should be stickered in the future—surely most 
rappers enhance the psychological disorders of youth as much as agcod divorce. The problem 
lies within the inherent racism, sexism and violence that this country has slowly but surely 
nurtured via "de idiot box:' 
A few months ago, M.0 Serch and I were invited along with Kcol Moe Dee and various 

"geniuses" to discuss the musk ce 'p is  with a &ward County sheriff, a rapper who's 
received so much press I refuse to scribe his name, and of course our chair-catding leader, Ger-
ald°. Serch and I, ever cautious as to which shows, etc. we participate in, went against our gut 
feelings and appeared since it seemed a worthy cause. A synopsis: Gerald() kicked some weak 
rhymes (what a scrub); the sheriff butchered the English language; Gerald° referred to Moe 
Dee as "Knol"; a Harvard professor referred to black youths as "hormones in sneakers" (as if 
white kids had never possessed both); the guy who's getting all dut free press ochibited his 
justified anger, and then swore a lot; a mongoloid-like Bible Belter told all of us she'd bring 
the wmth ofGod upon us, and finally, Seth and I gave Geraldo a strong gas Eke! Gerald°, the 

SHIP 

original media-whore, the famed Capone safe-
cracker actually sided with the gheri-curl lookin', 
sequined suit wearin' Southern pseudo-preacher 
that Luther Campbell referred to as an "Uncle 
Tom." Seth and I had been gassed, venturing 
into tit bounds ofmedia-explokation, done in by 
the head sphincter himself, Gerald°. Who deter-
mines what "obscene" is, and is there a fair 
parameter which determines when a composi-
tion is deemed art? An answer is as difficult as the 
question is ambiguous. Having majored in 
English at Columbia University, I've encoun-
tered more than a few works of literature which 
rival our conternporaryworks of hip-hop filth in 
both vulgarity and profanity No one seems to 
criticize the core curriculum which neglects all 
Afro-Asiatic achievements in lieu of the readily 
acceptable works of Greek thought, and farther-
more, no one is up in arms to sticker Sapphos, 
Spesiums,Gargamitas and Dean:Inns at Barnes 
& Nobles. Dees a sticler put the devil back in 
hell, or does it actually sell more records? To 
imply thin one body of lawmakrrs can decide for 
us what is acceptable arid creatively innovative is 
absurd. The fact the question is even raised irks 
my every sensibility, frit is only common sense 
that we are endowed widi the inalienable right to 

choose. However, this is America, a country that once counted blacks as 3/5ths persons for 
purpcses of representation in Congress, oppitssing a people on basis cif color and now spmks of 
suppressing the musical and lyrical artforrn which the same black community has created. 
Perhar6 Tipper Gore and some of the other pro-censorship pioneers should spend some quali-
ty time in America's ghettos and housing projects fir from their prissy, lily-white Utopia Art 
imitates life itself and the hip-hop compositions of today are a product of the economic and 
social ills we have neatly passed offinto America's ghettos. Isn't it ironic that this sector ofsoci-
ety is speaking its mind and the bureaucrats are up in arms. Come on around the way Tip-
per—Tm sum by the end cf your visit you're likely to have received a healthy dose of bum 
and bruises, it's a sad fact of everyone's life in this environment. Suffice to say, your"new look" 
wouldn't go over too well at your next social gab. 
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Eight-Hour 
Solo 

Flights 
Mosaic unearths 
the Benedetti 
recordings 

The Complete Dean Benedetti 
Remrdings it/Charlie Parker 

ER THE LAST THREE- I1D-.t-

half decades, Charlie Park-

er's musical breakthrmighs 

have been pored over, deci-

phered, freeze-dried and 

reconstituted in a manner 

usually reserved for great 

literary figures such as 

James Joyce and William Faulk-

ner. And if anything, Bird's death 

has served to confer on his work a 

sense of logic and beauty that 

grows more verdant with each 

passing year. 

Unfortunately, the popular 

focus on Bird's legendary hedon-

ism has tended to obscure his 
stature as the dominant stylistand 

histraiion: Josh Goekld MUSICIAN February IVY! • 89 



improviser in American music. Thus we 

have movies like Bird celebrating the hack-

neyed popular archetype of tragic Negroes 

wallowing in their own degradation, 

whereas a movie like Amadeus, for all its 

poetic license, managed to place the focus 

where it belonged—squarely on the music 

and on the notion of how genius is nurtured 

and squandered in this world. While this 

historic seven-CD (10-LP) boxed master-
piece from Mosaic doesn't seek to account 

for the mystery of Bird's genius, it makes a 

pretty compelling case for Parker's mystic 

impact on musicians of his generation, and 

on their descendants. 

Recorded in 1947-48, these tracks specifi-

cally reflect the obsessions of saxophonist 

Dean Benedetti, a musician who, having 

heard the word, spent the rest of his life 

divining the intricacies of Parker's style 

(Benedetti died in 1957). Now available 

commercially for the first time, this collec-

tion stands with Columbia's The Complete 
Recordings of Robert Johnson as the most 

important musical discovery of 1990. Born in 

obsession, they must be experienced in a 

comparable state. For myself, I did most of 

my listening when falling asleep, leaving my 

CD player in the eternal cycle mode, coming 

in and out of consciousness throughout the 

night to focus in on some little fragment 

Why? Because we're talking about eight 

hours of almost nothing but Charlie Parker 

solos. Benedetti first began to record Bird on 

a portable disc-cutting device (later pro-

gressing to paper-backed tapes). Ninety-

nine percent of the time, to conserve nee-

dles and discs, he only recorded Bird. 

(Which is why no less an innovator than 

Thelonious Monk gets cut off as he sits in 

with Bird on his own "Well, You Needn't") 

Meanwhile, the demos of Benedetti himself 

included here show how, through his dedi-

cated studies, he progressed from a pretty 

fair Hawkins-style tenor player to an acolyte 

capable of playing along with the master's 

studio reeordings note for damn note and 

inflection for inflection. 

This Mosaic set comprises Bird's work 

through entire engagements at Los Ange-

les' Hi-De-Ho and New York's Three Deuces 

and Onyx. They detail the machinations of 

Bird's art over the course of an evening in a 

nightclub—both brilliant and glib—some-

times presented in chronological order, 

other times edited into sound collages. Even 

for a fanatical scholar like Phil Schaap (who 

knows more about most jazz musicians 

than their own mamas), the three years it 
took to catalog, clean up, comprehend and 

ultimately collate these fragile recordings 

into a comprehensive vision must have 

seemed like an eternity in bop limbo. The 

sound quality is wildly inconsistent, ranging 

from ragged to surprisingly clear, but engi-
neer Jack Towers makes 'em sound like 

God's own bootleg reels, and from the 

clunky sound of Bird's 1947 West Coast 

accompanists to the streamlined purr of his 

1948 New York band, the overall impact is 

one of wonder. Whatever did we do to 

deserve a belated Christmas card like this? 

—Chip Stern 

RUN-D.M.C. 

Backfrom Hell 
(Profile) 

T
ENE WAS, NOBODY COULD TOUCH RUN-

D.M.C. They were the hardest of the 

hardcore, with bigger beats and 

tougher rhymes than anybody on the scene, 

from the epochal thump of "It's Like That" 

to the echoing throb of "Run's House." That 

edge even held through their pop hits— 

"Walk This Way," "Mary, Mary"—as if to 

prove that the pride of bilis compromised 

for no one. 

But as self-crowned Kings of Rock, their 

reign hardly went unchallenged. First it was 

L.L. Cool J, then Public Enemy. And after a 

fight with their record company sidelined 

them for a year, and their foray into film 

(1988's Tougher Than Leather) went 

straight to video, the Hollis Crew lost 

ground and face. By the end of the decade, 

Run-D.M.C. may have been revered as rap's 

elder statesmen, but the emphasis was defi-

nitely on the elder. 

So, it's comeback time. But Back from 

Hell, despite its fire-and-brimstone title, 

emphasizes the rest of Run-D.M.C.'s 

sound—rapid rhymes, crisply coordinated 

vocal interplay and a straight-from-the-

street perspective. It kicks off with a we-bad 

boast, but there's a twist: What we hear 

beneath the vocal hyperbole on "Sucker 

D.J.'s" is Jam Master Jay scratching the beat 

from the team's wig nal we-bad boast, 

"Sucker M.C.'s." It's a nice nod to history, 

while making the point that this group is 

still building on their original promise. 

Build they do, from the pumping insistence 

of "Pause" (what MC Hammer's groove 
would sound like if it had any teeth) to the 

densely sampled swirl of "The Ave." (love 

the reggae interlude). 

Admittedly, there's little here likely to turn 

your head the way "It's Like That" or "Rock-

box" did, but so what? )espite what Audio 

Two or Ice Cube might think, nobody's 

young forever. And it's one thing to put out a 

single entitled "What's It All About," quite 

another to come up with an answer. Run-
D.M.C. does both. —J.D. Considine 

CINDER LA 

I leattbreak $iation 
(Merem) 

H
OW PHONY IS TO 

vary on the valu 

but something's 

the only genuine thing 

lust for fame and fortun 

dude Tom Keifer agrees 

album betrays a yearnin 

heart, man, to make so 

tional resonance more 

latest flashy video. But 

often so second-rate, th 

out witless commerci 

Heartbreak Station beco 

for opposing forces. You 

poor Keifer, angel on on 

the other, struggling to d 

Who among us woul 

mg the marginally tale 

hollow arena rockers a 

ballads? Grabbing the ea 

awful '86 debut Night 

have since tried to inject 

PHONY? OPINIONS 

of sincerity in rock, 

learly amiss when 

bout a band is the 
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The quartet's third 

to speak from the 
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without losing the platinum touch. Confu-

sion can erupt: "The More Things Change" 

combines cool, stinging slide guitar with an 

idiotic pop chorus, while "Sick for the Cure" 

boogies nicely, only to succumb to the busy 

production. In their desire to seem bluesy, 

the boys employ armies of axes and lots of 

cowbell, apparently meant to denote soul-
fulness. And for the ultimate in excess, don't 

miss the frantic competition between bark-

ing guitar and the Memphis Horns in the 

sub-funky "Love's Got Me Doin' 

Despite the attempts to get real, the 

shameful truth is that Cinderella still excels 

at catchy garbage. The ferocious "Love 

Gone Bad" could give Bon Jovi a run for the 

money; "Electric Love" captures the full dra-

matic power of Keifer's generic yowl. They 

finally get it right on "One for Rock and Roll," 

a jaunty salute to the big beat highlighted by 
mandolin and pedal-steel. It figures that 
Heartbreak Station's best track celebrates 

their craft, because Keifer and company 

really, really want to be artists—when 

they're not doing Satan's bidding, anyway. 

—Jon Young 

ANGELO BADALAMENTI 

lloin Peaks Soundtrack 
Marner Bros.) 

Industrial Symphony No. 1 
(dream of the broken hearted) 

(Warner Bros. video) 

W
WHIN THE LAST SIX MONTHS, DAVID 

Lynch has become a cause 

célèbre to a degree that normally 

makes discerning cult fans shrink away in 

horror. How can anything so popular be 

worthwhile? And why does that damned 

"Twin Peaks" theme stick to the memory so 

doggedly? 

Not to be lost in the hype is the working 

relationship of Lynch and his musical better 

half, Angelo Badalamenti, the veteran who 

has been writing with and for Lynch since 

being called in as a vocal coach for Isabella 

Rossellini in Blue Velvet. Now, you can hear 

the bizarre fruits of their labors in multiple 

formats. It began with their production of 

the dreamboat pop album by the un-

abashedly white singer Julee Cruise earlier 

this year. The Wild at Heart soundtrack fea-

tures mostly outside stuff from Richard 

Strauss to Powermad to Chris Isaak, along 
with bits of Badalamenti's incidental music. 

The "Twin Peaks" soundtrack album, on 

the other hand, is a mesmerizing curio that 
holds up well under non-visual scrutiny. 

Badalamenti's music is central to what 

makes the show work. Full of stylistic 

change-ups, the music slips from soap oper-

atic themes to ethereal atmospherics to 

cocktail-lounge-back-alley swing (replete 

with cool-daddy walking bass lines and 

snapping fingers). 

The magic is all in the arrangemental 

blend. Tremolo'd and twanged-up guitar 

parts throw the otherwise sweet theme 
music askew. The ever-popular "Laura 

Palmer's Theme" moves from an ominous 

low drone, laid out in haunting synth tones, 
to the sappiest sort of melody etched in "As 

the World Turns"-brand piano octaves; 

nightmare vision gets confused with Hall-

mark card aesthetics. When the piece is 

reshuffled for the later "Love Theme," the 

synth and woodwind textures echo Philip 

Glass of Glassworks period. 

"Dance of the Dream Man" finds a lazy 

sax solo over finger-snapping rhythm, inter-

rupted by eerie vibes paraphrasing "Last 

Tango in Paris." Much more than a compan-

ion piece to the TV show, the "Twin Peaks" 

album works like new age music for those 

who hate the stilted earnestness of new age: 

The music bubbles at the fringes of a 
modernite's consciousness, not exactly a 

gag, but not straight-faced, either. Here is 

music for those who give not a damn who 

killed Laura Palmer, but love the very pro-

cess of mystery. 

As for Industrial Symphony No. 1 (dream 

of the broken hearted), you really had to be 

there. The opening event for last year's New 

Music America at Brooklyn Academy of 

Music, Lynch and Badalamenti fitted a series 

of their songs with surreal 3-D images and 
called it a show. Searchlights scoured the 

stage, and figures sliced through dry ice 

smoke on a war zone-like post-industrialist 

set. Pity poor Julee Cruise, all dolled up with 

uncomfortable places to go—i.e. singing 

from the trunk of a car or suspended high 

above the stage from guy wires. 

In a case of crafty recycling, the musical 

MUSICIAN 

elements are snatched from the various 

Lynch/Badalamenti projects (which, last 

November, were still fresh to public ears). 

Michael Anderson, the sagely dwarf from 

the now-infamous backward-masked 

dream scene in "Twin Peaks," cavorts about 

the stage and narrates a scene from Wild at 

Heart. Thus, we are served leftovers before-

the-fact, albeit from fine meals. 

What's lacking in this crudely-filmed 

stage show, of course, is the subversive 
sense of polish that defines David Lynch 

work—however depraved the subject mat-

ter. But as part of the anatomy of a fertile 

collaboration, Industrial Symphony No. 1 is 

a worthy footnote in the growing body of 

collectible Lynchworks.—Josef VVoodard 

SOUNDTRACK 

The Hot Spot 
(Antilles) 

A
MILES DAVIS SOUNDTRACK IS NEWS. 

Miles playing with blues patriarch 

John Lee Hooker, and in the compa-

ny of Taj Mahal, is a surprise. Rounding out 

this quintet are Hooker's producer and slide 

guitar great Roy Rogers, and the eminent 

New Orleans drummer Earl Palmer. From 

this gathering emerge some intriguing 

aural textures—blues 'n' boogie meets jazz 

cool. But textures alone rarely make for 

compelling music. In other words, don't 

expect anything like Davis' celebrated 

improvisations on Elevator to the Gallows 

(the 1957 Min score he did for Louis Malle). 

The Hot Spot is more like a bunch of 

formidable guys sitting around doodling. 

What went wrong here? Start with the 

leader, or lack of one. With his own groups, 

of course, Davis often selects musicians - 

whose personal style and sound reflect his 

musical direction, then lets them play with 

relative freedom. Such a tactic might have 

worked here. But Davis isn't in charge of 

this date, and musical supervisor Jack 

Nitzsche provides little in famPel on page 95] 
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empathetic, while Rosnes, using scraps of her melodies 

or lines suggested by the compositions, structures every-

thing. She's also smart enough to record Joe Hender-

son—she works with him occasionally—and while it's 

odd to have him as a sideman, it's better than no Joe 

Henderson on record at all. 

GERMAN ROSARIO 

German Rosario [Ansonia' 

It takes about two bars to get the point: Rosario, a Puerto 

Rican hill country singer and guitarist, has arranged a 

small masterpiece of a record. Using a handful of 

stringed instruments, clarinet, bass and assorted percus-

sion instruments, he tears through a set of tunes that at 

times sound Andalusian or European, and at others, 

Caribbean. There's a deep melancholy to the songs, 

emphasized by the stately rhythms of the string instru-

ments, but denied by the African rhythms percolating in 

the percussion section. (750 Paterson Ave., East Ruther-

ford, NJ 07073) 

MUSIC REVELATION ENSEMBLE 

Elev. Jazz11)1\11 

The ensemble, for those of you ‘slio weren't around in 

the early 1980s, consists of David Murray on tenor saxo-

phone, Blood Ulmer on guitar and the rocking Amin Ali 

and Cornell Rochester on bass and drums. Way back 

then it seemed as if punk/funk/jazz or some mixture 

thereof might just make it as more than a trend. Wrong 

again. But it doesn't mean that its main ideologues aren't 

capable of getting it on; Eke. Jazz is a late-period gem, 

full of great tunes (five to be exact, but who's counting) 

and inspired playing in the harrnolodic mold. 

LES CHAMPIONS DU ZAIRE 

Homage a hone° O.K. Jazz lesperaj 

What's the band to do when the boss kicks oft) Make a 

record in his honor, obviously. After Franco, Zaire's 

biggest pop star, died, his band went into the studio and 

cut a chillingly hot record. Using synth drums and layers 

of overdubbed guitars, they've come close to making an 

art-pop album. One cut, "Bon Retour," has a Philip 

Glass-like section, where about 30 guitars slowly per-

mutate a figure over 10 minutes, chiming and clanging 

and just being gorgeous foy the hell of it. (Stern's African 

Record Store, 598 Broadway, New York, NY 10012) 

THE PIANO BLUES 

Paramount ;blame 1, 1928-1932 iMagpiej 

The 15 or so pianists on the album have nothing much in 

common except their lack of a profile, and the ability to 

record extraordinary blues pieces, usually greased by an 

almost scary sense of swing. The more famous names 

on the compilation—Little Brother Montgomery, Skip 

James—do as well as the rest, people like Blind Leroy 

Garnett, whose "Chain 'em Down," recorded in 1929, 

has elements of ragtime and syncopations that sound a 

bit like Professor Longhair. The Magpie piano series has 

been legendary for some time now; this and a Leroy Carr 

reissue are the first of the CD versions. 

WYNTON MARSALIS 

SOU/leMCVMM Mine in Tomorrow 'Columbia) 

Each new Marsalis album brings something new. Clear-

ly indebted to Ellington's composing and arranging from 

the late 1950s on, this soundtrack resonates with Jimmy 

Hamilton-styled clarinet and Ellingtonian small-group-

arranging textures and ideas. Interspersed are organ 

pieces and songs by the great New Orleans singer John-

ny Adams and by Shirley Horn. While this is all impres-

sive, it's a bit scholarly, sounding like an exercise—his 

last album, remember, managed an idiosyncratic mix-

ture of Ellington, New Orleans and Coltrane. And here's 

a comparison—brought up by the material, not by spite: 

Ellington and Strayhorn knew how to write melodies, 

which Marsalis hasn't learned to do yeL Which reminds 

me: Where are all the great late Ellington records on 

CBS? Why haven't they been reissued? 

BOBBY PREVITE 

Empty Suits pramavisionj 

Previte's slowly staking a claim to compositional territo-

ry undiscovered by other composers. Mixing Ennio Mor-

ricone, rock, funk, ethnic stuff and jazz all together, he's 

come up with an evocative and airy sound that's loaded 

with the ramifications of each style without actual imita-

tion. This time around he's working with roughly the 

same group of people he always has, but his sound has 

expanded, with large swells of music hovering, fog-like, 

over his bounding percussion. The rapprochement 

between the pop textures of the electronic ensemble and 

the art impulse makes this music appealing; in its 

reworking of references, it disturbs memories. 

BENNY CARTER 

PHIL WOODS 

My Man Benny, My Man Phil IM usicmasters1 

Jazz is so dependent on the construction of musical per-

sonalities that a purely formal idea like pairing two alto 

saxophonists together in front of a rhythm section to play 

melodies, improvise some, then repeat melodies, actual-

ly works. Depending on the personalities: In Benny 

Carter weave one of the founding fathers of American 

improvisation. In Phil Woods we have a bebop machine, 

whose obvious intricacies balance Carter's subtle har-

monic manipulations. Without pretense, a brilliant 

album. 

THE ORDINAIRES 

lite On !maims ¡Bar/None] 

The chi-chi Zep update was good for media coverage, 

but this classicaVimprov/jazz/popmishigas will be their 

longterm claim to fame. Still, Zep covers get you in the 

door, and that's something other porto-orchestras—the 

Microscopic Septet, say—don't understand yet. With 

htumnable tunes that are long on verve, the Ordinaires 

roll their dissonances in digestible tablets—you can 

swallow them without water. And if you think that the 

Stones appropriation is due to a lack of in-house melod-

ic know-how, just live with the fuel-injected thematic 

material of "Grace" for a whit 

for inverting the pomp of "Ra 

anthem. Crucial for anyone 

the parameters of '80s fringe 

, or pat them on the back 

ayana" into a poor man's 

ho wants to understand 

usic. 

—Jim Mamie 

HAPPY THE MAN 3RD 

Better [Wayside M sic Archive Seriesf 

For a brief moment in the '70s, nee the Brits had pretty 

much said all there was to sa in the field of art rock, 

Happy the Man made its state ent. Led by keyboardisl 

Kit Watkins, the group recor ed two alternately pro-

found and ponderous albums or Arista that displayed 

deft instrumental teamwork an ears tuned to unortho-

dox (and sometimes rev% g) improvisations. The 

band was dropped from ) 11sta in the late '70s, then 

made one final demo, in Febru 

ing. Though Better Late... is r 

distortion that betrays its live-

studio nature), it does capture 

so-good about the band. On ti 

melodies, the decidedly non-o 

tars atop electric piano atop k 

and intelligent drumming of ICoco Roussel. On the 

minus: guitarist Stanley VVhitak 

ry voice ("Who's in Charge He 

of a high school anarchist who 

Watkins' overuse of Genesis sigi 

hemiolas. (Box 6517, Wheaton, 

ry of'79, before dissolv-

ugh (and flecked with 

n-the-primitive-home-

hat was good and not-

e plus side: the gliding 

hestral texture of gui-

yboards, the assertive 

r's mewling, accusato-

" sounds like the work 

fused to grow up), and 

ature syncopations and 

D 20906) 

—Tom Moon 

ANDY SUMMERS 

Charming Snakes I ‘, ate 

With this album, Summers tak sa big step away from 

the new-age noodlings of Alyste us Barricades and The 

Golden Hire. With some great t es (the intelligent bal-

lad "Charis," the majestic "Rain aker"), some good ol' 

space improv and some rippin' olas à la Beck (or the 

Police), it's bound to gratify old ans. There's plenty of 

famous guests, including one ordon Sumner on the 

pseudo-reggae title track. Thou Herbie Hancock and 

saxist Bill Evans are all over this s uff, when Andy lets the 

killer distortion fly on "Innocen Falls Prey," you know 

who's running the show. Welcom back. 

—Aloe Randall 

JOE HIGOS 

WITH THE W 

Blacknum Know Yourse 

Joe Iliggs is a legendary reggae fi 

in the United States has never a 

by his many protégés, among th 

Wailer and Jimmy Cliff. Higgs ha 

eral forthright, sturdy records ( 

umph and I988's Family) that are too concentrated and 

direct to be dismissed as the autor 

pioneer. Blackman Know Yourse 

consistent of his recent recording 

new Higgs compositions, as wel 

take of "Steppin' Razor," a Higgs 

became a trademark of Peter lbsh 

with Marley. Higgs' band, led by 

Man" Barrett, sounds in awe of 

doesn't need them to push him. H 

and all else be damned. 

ILERS 

IShanachiel 

ure whose following 

roached that earned 

Bob Marley, Bunny 

quietly recorded sev-

ncluding 1985's 1h-

mal work of an aging 

is perhaps the most 

It offers some strong 

as an ominous new 

ong that, in the '70s, 

and songs associated 

assist Aston "Family 

Is leader, but Higgs 

has his own agenda, 

—Jimmy Guterman 
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RECORDINGS 

iconedfrom page911 the way of musical com-

position or concept. Though he's credited 

with writing the film score (which, among 

other things, has an unmistakably Delta 

sonance, though the movie is supposedly 

set in Texas), this soundtrack comes across 

as little more than a series of atmospheric 

fragments. Nitzsche has an awe-inspiring 

resume of credits from rock to Hollywood, 

but with artists of this caliber, who needs a 

company writer? 

There are a few pleasures, notably the 

delicate, eerie "Gloria's Story," on which 

Bradford Ellis' synclavier fleshes out one of 

Nitzsche's few stabs al a melody. But overall, 

this is the kind of recording people will use 

as background music when their friends 

come over. It's Bluzak. —Celestine Ware 

PINK FLOYD 

[court! from page 511 stantly—at Number One. 

And so the Pink Floyd, willy nilly, became 

pop stars. 

There was at least one bad omen. David 

Gilmour, back from Europe to buy replace-
ments for Jokers Wild's stolen equipment, 

dropped by Sound Techniques to visit Syd 

during the "Emily" sessions. He was thor-

oughly nonplussed when his old chum "just 

looked straight through me, barely acknowl-

edged that I was there. Very weird...." 

THE FIRST PINK FLOYD LP WAS COMPLETED IN 

July 1967 and released in early August. Over 

20 years and some dozen albums later, Rick 

Wright still cites it as one of his two or three 

favorite Floyd records (as does David 

Gilmour—who wasn't even on it). "I love 
listening to it, just to listen to Syd's songs," 

says Wright. "It's sad in a way as well, 

because it reminds me of what might have 

been. I think he could have easily been one 

of the finest songwriters today." 

The Piper at the Gates of Dawn was a 

remarkable achievement. It is also the work 

on which Syd's mythic reputation is almost 
entirely based, and one that provided the 

blueprints for albums his colleagues were 

subsequently to make in his absence. 

Piper was, as June Bolan says, "very much 

Syd's baby—and such a wonderful baby." 

Throughout the making of the album, 
according to Andrew King, Barrett "was very 

hard on himself. He wouldn't do anything 

unless he thought he was doing it in an artis-

tic way." Ulis distinctive flair extended even to 

the then normally humdrum mixing process, 

when Syd "would throw the levers on the 

boards up and down apparently at random, 

making pretty pictures with his hands." 

Even stripped of such gimmickry, Syd's 

playing is highly innovative and expressive. 

Melodic solos abruptly give way to harsh dis-
sonance, and Dylanesque strumming to 

improvisation wherein key and time signa-

tures are all but forgotten. Barrett was 

among the first rock guitarists to experiment 

with the wah-wah pedal and echo box, and 
transformed slide guitar into a fixture of the 

Floyd's thoroughly English dreamscapes. 

Unlike his later work, Piper captures Bar-
rett in full command of his creative powers. 

Only "Bike" seems to teeter on the edge of 
psychosis: 

I've got a cloak, it's a bit of a joke, 

There's a tear up the front, its red and 
black 

I've had itfor months, 

ifyou think it could look good, 

then I guess it should.... 

At the end, the listener is invited into Syd's 

"other room"—and all hell breaks loose. His 

collage—barrage!—of clockwork sound 

effects bears no discernible relation to the 

rest of the song's content, and thus sounds all 

the more diabolical and demented. 

As much of Piper demonstrates, the Floyd 

got maximum mileage out of limited studio 

facilities. "Astronomy Dominé" (on which 

Jenner can be heard reeling off the names 

of stars and galaxies through a megaphone) 

shows the band using studio effects such as 

echo virtually as another instrument. Much 

of the credit is due Norman Smith—and, 

indirectly, George Martin and the Beatles, 

for whom Smith had engineered every 

album up to Rubber Soul. Piper abounds 

with studio wizardry borrowed from the Fab 

Four, notably the double-tracking of the 

vocals, which was applied to Barrett's even 

more liberally than it had been to Lennon's 

and McCartney's, and which contributed in 

no small measure to their otherworldly tex-

tures. Smith also coaxed the same distinc-

tive thud from Mason's drums that he and 

Martin had with Ringo Starr's—by the same 

method of covering them with tea towels. 

The two camps were formally introduced 

towards the end of April, when Barry Miles 

was hanging out with Paul McCartney at 

Abbey Road during one of the fmal Pepper 

sessions. Told by an engineer that Pink 

Floyd was working in the next studio, Miles 
mentioned it to Paul—who proposed that 

they stop by to say hello. George Harrison 
and Ringo also tagged along. 

"Paul was patting them on the back, say-

ing they were great and were going to do 

tine," Miles recalls. "He wasn't being 

patronizing; it was almost like the Beatles 
passing on the mantle—at least some of it— 

and acknowledging the existence of a new 

generation of music. In my discussions with 

him, McCartney had always been con-

vinced that there would be a new synthesis 
of electronic music and studio techniques 

and rock 'n' roll. He didn't see the Beatles as 

being quite the vehicle for that. But the Pink 
Floyd, he thought, were the very stuff that 

we'd been talking about." 

"I'm sure the Beatles were copying what 

we were doing," adds Peter Jenner. "Just as 

we were copying what we were hearing 
down the corridor!" 

For Pink Floyd, however, the party that 

much of the rest of the turned-on tuned-in 

world would remember as the Summer of 

Love was apparently doomed to end almost 
before it had begun. The night after Sgt. 

Pepper's release—on June 2—the Floyd 

returned to Joe Boyd's club UFO for the first 

time in months. 

The club was as packed as it had ever 

been, with the likes of Jimi Hendrix, Pete 

Townshend and a flock of Yardbirds and 
Animals joining a mob of eager new fans, 

would-be hippies and plain old tourists. Yet 

the Floyd were obliged to use the same 

entrance as everyone else, before fighting 
their way to their dressing room. 

On their way in they passed Joe Boyd, 

who later told Barry Miles, "It was very 

crushed, so it was like faces two inches from 

your nose. They all came by—'Hi, Joe!' How 

are you?' Great!' I greeted them all as they 

came through, and the last one was Syd. 

"And the great thing with Syd was that he 

had a twinkle in his eye; he was a real eye-

twinkler. He had this impish look about him, 

this mischievous grin. He came by, and I 

said, 'Hi, Syd!' And he just looked at me. I 

looked right in his eye and there was no 

twinkle. No glint. It was like somebody had 

pulled the blinds—you know, nobody home." 

The next issue of IT charged that the 

Floyd "played like bums" that night. Only in 

retrospect did it become apparent that Syd 

Barrett was beginning to crack. #.1% 

Next month in Musician: Syd Banctr's pub-

lic crack-up and Roger Waters' takeover split 

Pink Floyd down the middle, as the Summer 

«Lave gives way to the Winter qff Madness. 
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DEADLINE: Two months prior to date of 
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ACCESSORIES 

BANDS WANTED-LOOKING FOR WORKING BANDS to 
endorse POR Guitar and Bass Strings. Your band deserves all the 
benefits of being an endorser. For more info write: PGB, P.O. Box 
1504, Dept M, Williamsville, NY 14231-1104.  

FREE STRING CATALOG. All major brands. Great prices. Fast 
service. Acoustic Music Resource, 1 (800)845-8456, 1 Bloomsbury 
Ave., Baltimore, MD 21228. 

SINGERS REMOVE 
• VOCALS! 

Unlimited Backgrounds" 
From Standard Records & CD's with the 
Thompson Vocal Eliminator'. Call or Free 
Catalog & Demo Record. 
Phone: (404)4824189 Ed. 20 
Singer's Supply. Dept MCI- I 
7982 Hightower Trail 
Lithonia. GA 30058 

21 Hour Demotnto Request 
Line (404)482.2485 Est 20 
Singer's Supply - We Have Anything & Everything For Singers 

BOOKS PUBLICATIONS 

COUNTRY MUSIC BOOKS for piano/guitar. Ilundreds duties. 
list/ordering information, $ 1.00 ( refundable). Shipp's Mimic Co., 
114 Alabama St., Carrollton, GA 30117.  

MOST COMPREHENSIVE, all color illustrated, 52 page cata-
log of percussion musical instruments. largest catalog of its type in 
the world. Same gear used on major platinum albums. Sand $3.00 
for catalog and sticker to I.P Music Gmup, 160 Belmont Ave Dept. 
641, Garfield, Nd 07026 

NEll. YOUNG APPRECIATION SOCIETY 
2A LLYNFI ST.. 
BRIDGEND 
MID GLAMORGAN. 
CF3I ISY, 
WALES, UK. 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UK: £6.00 

EUROPE (incLEIRE): £8.00 
ELSEWHERE (incl. USA): (8 MAO) 

THE QUARTERLY MAGAZINE. 44 AS 
PAGF,S PRINTED ON QUALITY GLOSSY PAPER. 

EMPLOYMENT 

FIND BANDS TO JOIN. lind musicians and gigs. Write: MUSI-
CIANS NATION AI . 110TIJNE, Bid 7733, Murray, I T 84107 Phone 

(801) 268-2000. 

FOR SALE 

KILLER TIE-DYES 
T.Shirts $5.00 • P 
Backdrops Custom Made 

Rock n Roll Attire 

For Information 1-800.277.7361 
or send 52.50 to: 

Morganton Dyeing & Finish 
Salem Rd. Morganton. NC 28655 

Guaranteed Not To Shnnk Or Fade 

INSTRUCTION 

PERSONALIZED VOICE I.FSSONS SENT WORLDWIDE. 
111-TECI I VII)E0 FORMAT guarantees proven results. learn more 

in ONE voice lesson than most voice instructors teach you in six 
months!! I..A.'s # 1 instructor In your home! Jeffrey Allen's Video 
Voice Institute of I es Angeles, Ree consultation. (818) 7PQ-4332. For 
free brochure: 12212 Otsego Street, North I lollywood, CA 91607.  

BE A RECORDING ENGINEER: Train al home for I ligh 
Paying-Exciting Careers. FREE information AUDIO INSTITUTE, 
2174 Union SL, Suite 2211,San Francisco, CA 94125.  

STEAL LICKS. RIDGE RUNNER'S SLO-MO digital recorder. 
Made for copying licks! Slow to half-speed, 1/3, 1/4, or 1/6 speed. 
NO PITCII CIIANGE! Repeating memory-loop oF.1 to 16.7 seconds. 
MAKES !EARNING EASY! $329.95 ppd. introductory price. RIDGE 

RUNNER PRODUCTS, I)EPT MU-408, P.O. BOX 122115, PI 
WORTI I, TEXAS 76121. 1-800-FRET-PRO. Master, Visa, Ames  

THE ROCK-N-ROLL SINGERS SUM'. MANUAL, 
Baxter, vocal coach for Aerosmith, Extreme, loudness. Stet en 

Tyler uses this book. $ 18.95, P.O. Box 442, Boston, MA 02123.  

VIDEO INSTRUCTION FREAKOUT! R.E.11.: Yngwie Malm-
steen (new and hoe), Paul Gilbert. RIDGE RUNNER: Steve James: 
Country Blues Guitar. HOT LICKS: Eric Johnson, Danny Gallon, 
BACKSTAGE PASS: Bruce Mullet, 1)avid Chastain,llenry Kaiser, 
Billy Joe Walker (Country), Brian Bromberg (Bass), Oscar Cadaya 
(Bass). $49.95 ppd., any two for only $89.95. Or 3 for $ 129.95! Ridge 
Runner Products, Dept MU-409, 7121 West Vickery, Fort Worth, 
TX 76116-9099. Master, Visa, Amex, 1-800-FRET-PRO. 

"SING BY MAIL" 
Suitable for Rock, Country, Pop, Folk, Gospel or Opera 

Let taped award-a:wrung lessons  piiilei -Inmr 

singing voice with good production. Send forfire details. 

MOORE"S MUSICAL ENTERPRISFS 
7016 N.E. 15501 Place, Bothell, WA 98011 U.S.A. 

INSTRUMENTS 

SUBSCRIBE NOW in our monthly used and vintage instrument 
list with hundreds of quality. iiistruments at down-to-earth prices. 
$5.00/year ($ 10.00 overseas). Current issue free on request. 

ELDER1N INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. Washington, POR 14210-BT5, 
lensing, MI 48901 (517) 172-7890.  

FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG-Instruments by Kramer. 
Charvel, Martin, Roland, PRS, Slinger, lbscam, Fernandes, mom.. 
Also effects, strings, straps, pickups, accessories. Discount prices. 
El J)ERI.Y INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. Washington, POR 14210-11T5, 
larding, MI 48901 (587) 372-7890. 

MUSICIANS 

ROADMAPS TO THE MUSIC BUSINESS 
"In this world of artists and eon-artists, Roadnwps will 

help you to distinguish one from the other" 
-Carlos Santana 

Will benefit musicians and seasoned performers who seek tu 
understand the business of music. Available From Road Publish-
ers, 1110S. Alms School Rd., Suite 297, Dept. 7, Mesa, A/. 85210 
(602) 966-1002. $10 plus $2.50 shipping/handling. 

MUSICIANS NATIONAL REFERRAL-Professional musi-
cians seeking bands-bands seeking professional musicians. 

Bands register free. Call now for information. 1 (800)166 .1-1-17.  

MUSIC OPPORTUNITY 
We will present your demo tape 
vice FREE if not accepted. 25 ye 
details, S.A.S.E. MILESTONE M 
Venice, CA 90291. 

...... 

RECORD CONTRACT 
major record executives. r 
rs experience in industry. I or 
DIA, Dept. MM, P.O. 11611, 

RECORDS & TAPES 

AMAZING FREE CASSETTE mail order catalogs. Reggae, 
Dub, New Wave, Rock, Funk, Experimentals, ROIR, 611 Broadway. 
Suite 411M, New York, NY 10012.  

THE LARGEST MUSIC SELECTION in the world! 
Over 80,000 rock/pop/jazz CDs from Canada, Europe and Japan. 
Free catalog! Overseas Sho Ifox 22354-E Portland, OR 91222. 
(501) 652-7571. 

POP ROCK COUNTRY JAZZ 

BACKGROUND 
TRACKS FOR SINGERS 
Also o lug low el hipois 

THE SINGING SOURCE 23530 Platina On , Valencia,CA 91355 2247 
INFO. & CA RESIDENTS 18051 254 5602 

ORDER UNE 1OUTSIDE CAI 1(8001 262 HITS 

BLUES 

O I=1 

0000 

CLASSICAL GOSPEL 

SERVICES 

COMPACT I)ISC MANLIFACTL RING ANI) 111611 QUALITY 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION. AIT rdable pricing for the small 
independent labels or individuals. Complete services include 
digital mastering, graphics, color separations, printing, packag-
ing and fulfillment. All work is guaranteed. We will be glad to 
answer any questions that you m y have. Gill (317) 353-1113 or 
write to: 

WMG, Inc. 
(World Media Group) 8472 Brookville Road, Indianapolis, Indi-
ana 46239. Attn: Brian I laehl. 

FOR COMPLETE CASSETTE, C.D. 
RECORD MANUFACTURING & 
PACKAGING SERVICES CALL: 
-QCOs (513)681-8400 

2532 SR1\G GROVE AVENLL ( I \ t \ \ 011045225 

SONGWRITERS 

LEARN SONGWRITING AND COMPOSE MUSIC. Proles-
sional instruction by mail. For course description: AMERICAN 
CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE Box 31021-D, Cleveland, 011 
44135. 

SONG WRITING instruction/evaluation through the mail is avail 
able from Workshop Originals, 892 S. Quiet° Way, Denver CO 80223 

Write for more information. let's get those songs publisher-ready! 

"SONGWRITERS-MUSICIANS 
SINGERS-PROMOTERS" 

Our clients need paid commercial scrigs (all types) for possible...1. 
trails if sourmateriat is am.pled. Send us YOL:li BEST ( lead. tape. 
and history) along with $ 10.00 per.srg for safe-return and Inanition 
COM-(material will be discarded if ffnot enclosed). 
IE YOUR MATERIAI, IS ACCF:PTE1)41-1,,E WIII. RE REhl NI 11,.11. 
Send lo: GRAPIIIC ENTERPRISES, Illos 195, Allamuchy. NJ 07820. 
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TALENT 

OUR COMPILATION CI )'S 
GET RESULTS! 

—FOUR BANDS SIGNED OFF VOL 1 & 2 

—College radio nationally 

—Trade Publication Rmiews 

Send deltas to. Rockil Records 

35918 Union Lk. Rd. Salle 301 

MI Clemens, M148063/3113 792-8452 

LOOKING FOR A RECORD DEAL 
OR RECORD PROMOTION? 

ini hip,/ le/ 

ALEX GREENE & ASSOC. 

27180 Gratin' Ave. 

Roseville, All 48088 

or (313) 779-0207 

or Kas ( 313) 779-25135 

WANTED TO BUY 

1NTED TO BUY/SW .: GUITARS, BANJOS, Mandolins: 
Gibson, C F Martin. Grehrit.IYAngelico, IYVquisto, Strundscra, 

Bohr°, National, older Fender, Rivkenbacker, Gilmon, R&D, F.pi-

phone, Fermium!. Vega, Fairbanks, Stewart INDOI.IN MVOS, 

629 FORKS% Xi111 I. STATEN Itil . % NI k NI 10110. FREE GATAI.LXi. 

718-981-3228. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

SINGERS! 
REMOVE VOCALS 

PROM RECORDS AND CINif 

..00"a• 

taZ 

SING WI77. THE' WORLD'S BEST BANDS! 
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard 

stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live 
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance 

, yet connects easily to a home component stereo. 11-is 

unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by 

LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a 

Free 'Brochure and Demo Record. 

LT Sound, Dept. MU-7,7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404)482-4724 
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound 

24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: (4041482-2485 

Billboard Directoras are what you nigh: call Basic liatils They are, n 
fad, the main sources of vital information for the entire Entertarnrrent 

Industry. 

Billboard's annual directunes are constantly in use. year ater yaw. 
and people who rely on mere know how important :hey are ni doing 
business effectrvely. 

Order any one orall of the directones today. 

International Talent á Touring Directory—rm source for U.S. 
and international talent. booking- agencies. `actites, .,ervices and 
products. Used by everyone who buys and books talent—promotes 
and manage- tos.rs. 

International Buyer's Guide—The Worldwide Musc aid Video 
Business-to Bu mess Virectory Listings include name, adchess. , 
phsne number and maketing information of record companies. 
music publishes. distnbutes, acressory manufacturers arciseppli 
ers. Also manufacturers and wholesalers of harclward. software and 
accessor estor Compact Disc. Video Disc Vide-7 Cassettes ano 
Video Games. 

Country Music Sourcebook—Radio stations. perici-minpartsts. 
booking sgents, personal manager:., recording comparer and 
Mere. 

International Recording Equipment and Studio Directory—l_p-
to-date statistics on professional racorang eçaipment. red:rang stu • 
dins. receding studio esuipment asage 

International Directory of Manufacturing 3. Paokaging—Fo- the 
Record, Aim° d Video Tape inclustnes. Professional senores and 
supplies tor record and video manufai lures video program suppli-
ers and buyers video masic producen and doducton facilities 

Call, Jell Serrette 
1-800-223-7524 (Out of State) 

212-536-5174 (Local) 
Ask fe prices. 

DEVELOPMENTS  

leotard from page 861 eight tracks on cassette, a 

12-input mixer (eight mono ins, two stereo), 

two effects sends and the absolute certainty 

that you'll never have to ask, "Gee, can I still 

receive Controller 04 if I'm in Multi Mode 

A?" The 424, the company's latest version of 

the four-track Portastudio, is also a value at 

$549. But if you want four-track cassette 

recording for even less, check out the new 

$329 Porta 03 Ministudio. 

One of the big high-tech buzzes at NAMM 

will probably be hard disk recording, partic-

ularly when linked to MIDI sequencing. We 

recently saw a simply topping British system 

for the Atari ST and Mac SE called the Plas-

mec Stereo Hard Disk Recorder (SHDR). 

The ST has always been the affordable 

music computer; and at a projected U.S. 
price of $ 1199 ($ 1099 for the Mac version), 

the Plasmec is pretty affordable too. "Hard 

disk recording for under two thousand!" the 

Plasmecians enthuse. Because the system 

itself does most of the digital audio data-

crunching, the host-computer's RAM is left 

free for other things—like sequencing. 

Meanwhile Digidesign—the company 

that pioneered this hard disk + sequencing 

gag—is coming out with its own hard disk 

drive. It's a 660 megabyte, high-speed SCSI 

called the Pro Store. It comes in a 19" rack-

mount format, goes for $3995 and is one of 

the few drives, says Digidesign, that can for-

mat enough memory capacity to master an 

entire album or CD. 

Finally, can harmonica players really 

French-kiss better? Only if they have an 

exceptional mouth organ like the new 

Hohner Amadeus. It's a 12-hole chromatic 

harp with a solid plexiglas body and a gold-

plated mouthpiece and chromatic button. 

The reeds are a new, flexible alloy that 

Hohner says allows them to make 'em loud-

er, more responsive and better able to stay 

in tune, even if you turn notes like Little 

Walter on a lethal dose of White Lightning. 

Find out why early folkies really called the 

Harmonica the French Harp. 

SHURE VP88 

leonl'd from page 861 urn and a small amount on 

Low. The High setting yields a spacious, dra-

matic field which is excellent for sampling. 

But for multitrack applications, where the MS 

tracks are to be mixed in with other tracks, 

you may find yourself going for Medium or 

Low. In all settings, localization of sound 

sources within the field is extremely accurate. 

Finally, you can switch the VP88 to roll 

off low frequencies (12 dB per octave below 

80 kHz), which is handy for eliminating 

low-end rumbles and hums in field record-

ings. In all, the VP88 is a great mike for 

drums, percussion ensembles and stringed 

instruments. If you're worried that your 

home studio doesn't have enough tape 

tracks to support the luxury of recording 

things in stereo, consider this: A live stereo 

recording of three or four instruments in a 

room can often be a lot more effective than 

overdubbing each of those instruments on 

a separate track. If you've been looking for 

a way to save tracks, and get those home 

recordings to "breathe," this just may be 

the solution. — Alan di Perna 

The folkywing companies ore more thon selling to fill you in on their products. Coll or write them, and tell 'em you sow it in MUSICIAN. 

AKG-1525 AJvorodo St San Leandro, CA 94577 (415) 351-3500....19 

American Educationol Music Publications- 1106 E Burlington, Fairfield, 
IA 52556 (515)472-3100   62-63 

Anwl Coses—P0 Box 1202, La Puente, CA 91747 (818/ 968-41 00 48 
ART-215 Tremont St , Rochester, ‘18 14608 (716) 436-2720 21 

Bock Issues-33 Commercial St, Gloucester MA 01930 83 

Bog End/Modulor Sound .22272 N Pepper Rd, Suite D Borringmn, IL 
60010 ( 708) 382 4550 72 

Berke. College of Music- 1140 Boylston St, Boston, MA 022 I 5 ( 617) 
266-1400  26 

Biomp— 14270 N W Science Pork Dr, Portland. OR 97208 (8171 336-
5114 22 
Bose Express Musk-50 W 17th St , Nee York, NY 10011 ( 800) 233-
6357 75 

Brother International-8 Corporate Place, Piscataivoy, NJ 08854 ( 201) 
981 0300 .87 

Coryer PO Bo. 1237, Lynnwood WA 98046 (8001443-CAVR 57 

Carvin - Dept MX74. 1155 Industriol, Escondido, CA 92025 (619) 747-
17' 0  56 

Owndkv Industries 590 190-15, Unit Cl, Son Feint isc o CA 94107 3135 
28 

D'Addario-1210 Route 109. Farmingdale, NY I 1735 (516) 454-945067 

dbc-1525 Alvorodo St , San Leandro, CA 94577 ( 415) 351.3500 19 

Dean Markley-3350 Scott Blvd., # 45, Santo Clam, CA 95054 (408) 
988-2456   55 

DigiTech—See DOD Destrells 

DOD Electrooks-5639 South Riley Lane, Salt Lake City, UT 84107(801) 
768 8400   61,99 

Drum Wodtshop-2697 Lavery CI #16, Newbury Pork, CA 91320 (805) 
499-6863 76 

Electro-Voice-600 Cecil St Buchanan, MI 49107 (616) 695-6831 14 

EMG—PO Box 4394, Santa Rosa, CA95402 (707) 525-9941 27 

E-mu- 1600 Green Hills Rd„ Scotts Valley, CA 95066 (408) 438-1921 .79 

Ernie Boll- 151 Suburban Rd., Son Luis Obispo, CA 93403 (8051544-7726 
 71 

Fender- 1130 Columbia St, Breo, CA 92621 (714) 990-0909 29 

GHS >bus-2813 Wdber Ake., BoMe Creek, MI 49015 (616)968-335 69 

JBL-8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA 91329 (8181893-8411 81 

Korg-89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590 (516) 333-9100  2 
Kurzweil-411 Wovedey Oaks Rd., Waltham, PAA 02154 (617)893-5900 2 

Lexicon Inc.- 100 Beaver Si , Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 736-0300.. 23 
Nody Systems-6701 Bay Si, Emeryville, CA 94608 (415) 652-2411 73 

Pend-408 Hording Industrial Dr., Noshvi le, TN 37211 (615) 83 3 44 7 
• • • 35 

Poney- 71 I A St , Meridian, MS 39301 (601) 483-5365 9. 65 

QSC Audio— I926 Placentia Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92627 ( 714) 645 
2540 24 

RotoSound/Superwound—Strings Unlimited. Bov 6042. Bridgewater. NJ 
08807 (800) 432 3433  47 
Samson Technologies—PO Box 9068, Hicksville, NY I 1801 ( 516) 932-
3810 17 

Shure Brothers In, 122 ),Orire, Ace Emtlst,,,,, IL 60202 ( 3121 866 
2200 6 
Sony—Sony Drive, Pork Ridge, NJ 07656 

Soundcralt —8500 Balboa Blvd., Nadhridge. CA 91329 (818)893.8411 4 

Stick Enterprises, Inc.-6011 Woodloke Ave , Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
(818)884-2001  27 

OWE Engineering— I2823 Foothill Blwl„ Bklg F, Sylmar, CA 9)342 (818/ 
898-3355 46 

Tarrant 7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebelb, CA 90640 ( 213) 726-0303 
 58-59 

Yamoho 6600 Otangettempe Ave., Buena Park, CA 90620 (714) 522-
9011 .  85, 100 

Yorkville Sound Inc —4600 Witmer Industrial Estate, Niogora Falls, NY 
14305 ( 716)297-2920  60 
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LINE 
I. B-!5/10v1p>. Among the cult and camp classics 
that have been appropriated, often in altered 
form, are All the Fine Young Cannibals, 2000 
Maniacs, Plan 9 from Outer Space and a George 
C. Scott film entitled They Might Be Giants. Duran 
Duran christened themselves aller a character 
from the Jane Fonda sci-fi fantasy Barbarella. 
The Searchers took their name from a John 
Wayne western. Heaven 17 was the name of a fic-
tional group mentioned in A Clockwork Orange. 
And then there's the Liverpool group who took 
theirs from a poster advertising Sinatra's film 
debut: "Frankie goes to Hollywood." 
2. THE BiAle..s. For reasons still poorly under-
stood by sociologists, during the 'Ws young white 
British men commonly suffered from the delu-
sion that they were aged blacks from the Missis-
sippi Delta. Consequently they were prone to 
forming bands named after old blues songs, like 
Muddy Waters' "Rollin' Stone Blues," Bo Diddley's 
"Pretty Things" and Slim Ilarpo's "Moody Blue." 
Syd Barrett renamed his band, initially called the 
Architectural Abdabs, after Georgia bluesmen 
Pink Anderson and Floyd Council. Reginald 
Dwight took his stage name by combining those 
of saxophonist Elton Dean and singer LongJohn 
Baldry. And back in the colonies, Jorma Kauko-
nen's dog, and later his band, was named after a 
nonexistent blues singer called Blind Thomas 
Jefferson Airplane. 
5. PEOPI.E. Another possibility is to name your 
band after someone you know. It might be the 
piano tuner who owns your rehearsal hall (Mar-
shall 'Ricker) or the gym teacher who harassed 
you for your long hair ( Leonard Skinner). 
Famous folks are also fair game. Among those so 
honored are the inventor of the seed drill (Jethro 
'MI), billionaire Howard I lughes (via '70s one-hit 
wonders the Hues Corporation, who gave us 
"Rock the Boat") and adolescent porn queen 
Traci Lords (the band changed its name to Lord 
Tracy to avoid legal difficulties). And don't forget 
Hatchet Molly, the Southern prostitute who, 
according to legend, had a nasty habit of castrat-
ing clients. 

Of course, those of a more self-centered 
nature will want to name their band after them-
selves. You could simply give the group your own 
name, as everyone from Carlos Santana to Jon 
Bongiovi has done, or use the law firm approach, 
à la Crosby, Stills St Nash or Emerson, Lake (!z. 
Palmer. But it's far more creative to combine your 
group members' first initials (Abba) or the 
rhythm section's surnames, as Mick Fleetwood 
and John McVie did. In a similar vein are the 
wonderfully self-descriptive Band of Susans and 
Three Johns. 
4. leotwic.• IA %GEN. Raiding other 
tongues, you can make a potentially offensive 
name more palatable to the public. It's unlikely 
that "Saturday Night Live" would have booked a 

group 
called "Kiss My 
Ass," but a 
shortened ver-
sion of the Gaelic equivalent, 
Pogue Mahone, proved to be 
acceptable. Names which seem 
boring in English, like the Wolves 
or Power Station, sound far more 
interesting translated as Los Lobos 
and Kraftwerk. Procol Harum is 
garbled Latin for "beyond these 
things." Hüsker Dü, Swedish for 
"do you remember," was also the 
name of a board game in the '50s. 
The Cruzados derived their name 
from a Spanish slang word for 
heroin. Spanish outfielders chas-
ing pop flies yell Yo La Tengo, " I 
have it!" Scritti Politti is a bas-
tardized version of the Italian term 
for "political magazine." In Tua 
Nua is the Gaelic translation of"in 
a new kingdom," and Black Uhuru 
named themselves after the 
Swahili word for "freedom." 
5. W ILLIANI S. Binutoucais. The 
writings of Burroughs have 
inspired the names of at least four 
bands: Soft Machine, Naked 
Lunch, Dead Fingers Talk and 
Steely Dan, the last a nickname for 
a dildo. No band has ever taken its 
name from a Danielle Steele novel. 
6. P4amiss. Where did Chubby 
Checker and the Celibate Rifles get 
their names? Fats Domino and the 
Sex Pistols. 
7. AUTHORS OTHER THAN 
NVILLIAM S. BURROUCHIS. Why 
not name your group after a 
favorite novel? Note, however, that 
the following have already been 
used: John Kennedy Toole'sA Con-
federacy of Dunces, Hermann 
Hesse's Der Steppenwe Zane 
Grey's Riders of the Purple Sage 
(1912), Willard Manus' Mott the 
Hoople (1849) and W.H. Davies' 
The Autobiography of a Super-
tramp. Uriah Heep was the name 
of a poor Dickens character before 
it became the name of a poor 
British metal band. Poets have also 
left their mark on rock nomencla-
ture: His Bobness named himself 
after Dylan Thomas, Tom Verlaine 
after the French poet and the name 
of Jim Morrison's band was 
derived from William Blake: "If 
the doors of perception were 

rftI 

r— 

/> X 

cleansed/All things would 
wright Alfred Jarry's Ubu 
of Cleveland's Pere Ubu 
ground was named whe 
found a book by that title. 
nia folkies the Joy of Coo 
from Irma Rombauer's c 
8. ClIANI:E. If you can't d 
self, why not let providenc 
Commodores picked thei 
domly pointing at a page i 
Ryder used a phone book. 
lar with 10-year-old girls ' 
when their manager stuck 
U.S. and it pierced Bay Ci 
rather not choose a name 
dom person choose it: Jou 
contest held by San Franc' 
9. COMIC STRIPS. Love 
name from the Hernand 
ground comic. A group of 
to name themselves after 
couldn't get permission, so 
Poco. A '50s British comi 
Space Pilot of the Future" 
outer space called Mekon 
Twins were named after 
European comic "Tifilln." 
10. TELEVISION. As a gen 
began forming rock bands, 
the tube would influence w 
themselves. (One wonders 
be named after Nintendo g 
mier American new wave 
Heads (TV term for talk and 
action) and Television (on 
last name to Verlaine, he h 
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Introducing the new DigiTech Whammy Pedal 

-"V V  MM1{ 

Those maniac engineers at DigiTech have gone and 
done it again. They've made a pedal that opens up a 
whole new world of effects capabilities for today's 
musicians. Up or down pitch bends and slides up to 
two octaves, controllable pitch detune chorus, and 
harmony interval shifting. Try the new Whammy Pedal 
at your DigiTech dealer today. You'll be fried! 

Check these incredible features 

Pitch Bending — Perform two semitone up or down pitch 
bends, or one and two octave up or down pitch slides. 

Controllable Pitch Detune Chorus — Increase or de-
• crease the intensity of the chorus effect with the pedal. 

Harmony Shifts— Generate one-note harmonies above 
the note played that shift intervals as you move the pedal. 
For example, the note played is a C. The harmony note 
generated by the Whammy pedal is a 5th above. As you 
move the pedal the harmony note shifts to a 6th above. 
You can also select intervals that shift down, such as an 
octave to a 3rd. The Whammy Pedal has nine different 
harmony shift combinations to chose from. 

DigiTech 
5639 S. Riley Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 

¡tech 
The sound of the 90s 
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Why should a sampler and a synthesizer be combined? 

Experimentation. 

ate>, edlil.ITY 

/ 

I need to get to my sounds quickly and 
also create new patches when I'm on tour. 
The DSS-1 gives me that flexibility Its a 
very responsive instrument. 

Steve Winwood 
Multi-Instrumentalist, Vocalist, Composer 

Korg combines the realism of sampling 
with the flexible control of synthesis to 
create a new kind of keyboard with un-
limited possibilities for musical experi-
mentation: the DSS-1 Digital Sampling 
Synthesizer. The DSS-1 recreates sounds 
with digital precision. But it also shapes 
the complexity and variety of sampled 
sources into new dimensions of sound. 

Exceptional Range The DSS-1's ex-
traordinary potential or creating new 
sounds begins with three sound genera-
tion methods. Digital oscillators sample 
any sound with 12 bit resolution. Two so-
phisticated waveform creation methods — 
Harmonic Synthesis and Waveform Draw-

Gift 5.7.4 
d.A...6y6rekd 

ing — let you control the oscillators di-
rectly. Use each technique independently, 
or combine them in richly textured multi-
samples and wavetables. You edit samples 
and waveforms with powerful functions 
like 1Yuncate, Mix, Link and Reverse, plus 
auto, back and forth or crossfade looping 
modes. Then apply a full set of synthesis 
parameters, including two-pole or four-
pole filters and Korg's six-stage envelopes. 

Exact Control Choose from four sam-
pling rates between 16 and 48 KHz, with 
up to 16 seconds of sampling time. Config-
ure the keyboard with 16 splits assignable 
over the full 127 note MIDI range. Layer or 
detune the two oscillators on each of eight 
voices. Then process your sounds with a 
complete synthesizer architecture and two 
programmable DDLs. 
The DSS-1's power is easy to use, so you 

can work with sound and music, not pro-
gramming manuals. The backlit 40 char-
acter LCD display takes you through the 
total sound generation process with op-
tions and instructions at every step. Soft-
ware that talks your language and a logical 
front panel menu help you go beyond syn-
thesis, beyond sampling — without dictat-
ing your direction. 

EXprelS1011 The DSS-1's five octave key-
board is velocity- and pressure-sensitive, 

E— • 

KEY A S-SCIer`J 
l.N'SKON DETuNE 

' Per Ft , 

for precise touch control of Autobend, 
VCF, VCA, envelope rates and other param-
eters. Velocity Switch lets you play com-
pletely different sounds as you change 
your attack. 

Unlike other samplers, the DSS-1 lets 
you access 128 sounds without changing a 
disk. Each disk stores four Systems of 32 
sounds. Within each System, your pro-
grams combine up to 16 sample groups 
and/or waveforms with complete sets of 
synthesis parameters and keyboard set-
ups. In effect, the DSS-1 becomes a new 
instrument every time you call up a Sys-
tem. The library of easily available 31/2 " 
disks is already substantial and growing 
fast. Four disks — each with 128 sounds — 
are supplied with the DSS-1 to start your 
comprehensive•Korg sampling library. 

By combining the best of digital sam-
pling with familiar and flexible control of 
synthesis, the DSS-1 allows the modern 
synthesist to experiment with new sounds 
never before available. 

Start exploring the fusion of sampling 
and synthesis now, at your authorized 
Korg Sampling Products dealer. 

KORG 
* Sampling 

Products 
Division 

SAMPLING IS ONLY THE BEGINNING 

For a free catalog of Korg products. send your name and address. plus $1.00 for postage and handling. to: Korg USA. 89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590. C Korg USA 1986 
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TDK BRINGS OUT 
THE RECORDING ARTIST 

IN YOU. 
Get ready for the performance of a 

lifetime. Nothing turns on your talent and 
gi-iftes your fre like TDK high- bias audio 

•cassettes. And once you try tnem, all 
others will seem like warm-up tapes. 
Our newly formulated SA cassette de-

livers a feeling of presence and realism 
that is so .ntense—you'll feel the fire. 
And for the hottest dimens.on of pure 

sonc fire try TDK SA-X From simmering 
lows to sizzling highs, it captures the full 
power rY' performance—without distortion. 
Next time you break out your air-guitar, 

don't play with cassettes that burn out just 
when the music's getting hot. Turn on to 
TDK high-bas audio cassettes and play 
with the brightest fire—forever. 

A S -4 
•rolc SA•*( 

o 
eTDK. 

THE ART OF PERFORMANCE. 

TOK also manufactures &quality line 
of video cassettes and floppy disk products 

1986 TDK Electronics Corp. 



SUPER (IX 1 

BEYOND IMAGINATIOti 

A truly revolutionary concept s difficult to imagine without 
first-hand experience. It was probably like that the first time 
you experienced the creative possibilities of a synthesizer. But 
once you experienced it, the creative doors it opened changed 

your music forever. It's vle that with the Super JX—a 
revolutionary instrument that dramatically expands the 
synthesizees scope oi expression to offer unlimited creative 
possibilities to satisfy the demands of even the most exacting 
professional. "Ihe per JX starts with the premise that two 
sounds are better than one, and that's the way each sound s 
created, by combng two different patches from two internal 

synthesizers under a single keyboard's control And eat 
control—combine percussive clear " digital" sounds with deep 
broad " analog" sounds, then use the Super JX's unique playing 
modes to plaY the same combination of patches in numerous 
exdressive ways for an incredible variety ot tonal textures. But 'it 
doesn't stop there. Ihe Super JX combines this s3phisticated 
synthesizer circuitry with extensive programmable Junctions, 
flexible outputs, full MIDI implementation, a dynamic 76 note 
keyboard with aftertouch that makes it an excellent MIDI controller, 
and enough other features to allow you to explore new dimensions 
not only in sound synthesis but also in playing technique and sound 
placement. Expand your imagination, and your creatwe possibilities, 
vvith a 1'11'st-hand experience of the incredible Super JX—the friendliest 
and most advanced performance-oriented synthesizer tne world has 
ever seen. RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Nngeles, CA 

90040 (213) 685 5141. fie- Boland e 

01956 Reel Corpocation US 
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Boston 

A BILLBOARD PUBLICATION 

i 
More than a Face-Off: Why did it 
take Torn Scholz eight years to 
come up with "Amanda"? A wiLd 
story of egos, lawsuits, greed, man-
ipulation—and a recording project 
that turned into an obsession. 

By Jock Baird 26 
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Sun Ra has landed. 
The last great big band leader 
insists he's from outer space 
By Jim Macnie 60 

The Year in Rock 1986 
Year of the Sell-Out 
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Awards, Catcalls & Cheap Shots 
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The Kinks 
Ray Davies is newly married—and 
almost happy. What does that mean 
for the Kinks? 
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GEORGIA 
SATELLITES 
BY BILL REPSHER 

TRUE LOVE & SIN: 
INNOCENCE IS THEIR 

ONLY CRIME 

W
hat made Rick Price decide 
to play rock 'n' roll? 
"Poossy," the bassist an-
swers, and the rest of his 

band erupts into a contagious fit of laugh-
ter. Then again, that's his answer to 
damn near every question asked. The 
Georgia Satellites don't smirk—they 
howl. 

Blitzkrieg honkytonk. Those are the 
only words for the Georgia Satellites. 
They've got a hillbilly twang, but some-
body stomped on it with a leather boot. 
Other bands have played the blues, and 
even more have rocked with a breath-
taking urgency. Not many have com-
bined the two like this bunch. 

"But you don't want to write about 
us," drummer Mauro Magellan says, 
pausing to lower the punch line. "We 
only know three chords." Magellan and 
the band are upstairs at the Ritz in New 
York waiting for a soundcheck. The 
Satellites have just released their self-
titled debut album on Elektra Records, 
and it's guaranteed, as the Satellites say, 
to knock your dick in the dirt. 
"The New York shows are going 

great," Magellan continues, "but the au-
dience reaction is much better back 
home in Atlanta. The drinks are a whole 
lot cheaper down there." The Georgia 
Satellites are an honest-to-god bar band; 
their boyish demeanor is that of perfect 
Southern gentlemen who put in a few hot 
summer nights behind the barn. 

Onstage that night, nothing changes. 
From guitarist/vocalist/songwriter Dan 
Baird's black, hi-top Converses to 
Price's cigarette impaled Keith-style on 
the stub of a bass string, the band bears 
a certain animal grace. Their long, frizzy 
hair and straining faces look butt-ugly 
under the spotlights, and that's a compli-
ment. Guitarist/vocalist Rick Richards 
and Baird trade chainsaw rhythms and 
leads that crunch, not jangle, while 
Magellan and Price lay down a beat you'd 

want by your side in a dark alley. But it's 
their innocence that matters most; it's 
the way their eyes catch and light up dur-
ing an adrenal "Great Balls Of Fire." 
Their cheekbones must ache from grin-
ning so much. 
"We got that way from mandancing," 

Baird says in his Georgian drawl. "Man-
dancing is when you put on Sticky Fin-
gers and everybody stands in front of the 
speakers going 'Yeahhh!' while playing 
air guitar. No women allowed—man-
dancing only. It's like a bunch of guys 
hunching around the floor doing all kinds 
of weird crap." 

It's a long way from Baird's first man-
dance to the Ritz. The band all agrees 
that seeing the Beatles on the Ed Sulli-
van Show provided the initial kick in the 
ass, but, Baird reminisces, "It all started 
to happen when me and my little brother 
used to put on Beggars Banquet. By the 
first three minutes of 'Street Fighting 
Man' we were beating each other up." 
From there it was an endless series of 

bands until Baird met Richards in the late 
70s. "I was working in a guitar store in 
Atlanta," Richards says, "and one day 
Dan came in and played 'Peggy Sue Got 
Married,' so I figured he was okay. One 
of the first nights we really jammed to-
gether was the night John Lennon died. 
We were feeling pretty bad about it, so 
we got together and played." 

"Around that time," Baird adds, "I 
was in a band that was a little mare poppy 
than we are now. I saw Rick one night in 
a band called the Desperate Angels, and 

I was knocked out. Rick came and saw 
us, and he liked our songs. My band 
broke up, so I asked Rick if he wanted to 
do anything. He said, 'Wayull, Ah got 
some things goin' raht nowuh, maybe 
someday.' 

"But we eventually got together. We 
jammed in a place that used to be a 
plumbing company. It was underneath a 
barbeque joint. I swear to god—it looked 
a lot like CBGBs. In Atlanta, that's hard 
to do. But it was great. We'd jam from 
midnight to four in the morning, and I'd 
look at my watch and go, 'Crap, I gotta 
go to work.' It was like being thirteen 
again, doing all that teenage crap and 
being completely unembarrassed." 

Baird and Richards formed the Geor-
gia Satellites in 1980; by 1983 they'd 
forged a strong Atlanta audience. The 
rhythm section constantly changed, with 
one hectic week seeing four different 
bass players. ("No reason why," Baird 
shrugs, "you just had to be there.") The 
band had recorded demo tapes with pro-
ducer Jeff Glixman (Saxxon, Kansas), 
but they couldn't grab any record com-
pany's attention. 

That's when the band broke up. Baird 
joined the Woodpeckers in North Caro-
lina; Richards joined the Hell Hounds, 
whose rhythm section of Price and 
Magellan had been in the Brains (Tom 
Gray's Atlanta-based band who did the 
original "Money Changes Everything"). 

But it wasn't over yet. The Satellites' 
road manager took the demo tapes to 
England, where Making Waves, a small 

Mandancing with Price, Baird, Magellan and Richards. 
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The Ensoniq Piano... 
Intimacy on a grand scale 

There's a quality in the sound of th 
that encourages intimacy between 
audience. That quality has been mi 
pianos. Until now. 

The Ensoniq Piano uses the techno 
sampling to capture the sound of a 
—with all the timbrai subtlety and 
please your fingers as well as your 
a smooth and responsive keyboard 
sensitive keys. So your best grand 
be created on The Ensoniq Piano 

In addition to three acoustic piano 
Ensoniq Piano features electric pia 
vibes and clay. The split keyboard 
upright and electric bass makes yo 
at the push of a button. If you want 
further, The Ensoniq Piano suppor 
mode. So you can add a sequencer, 
other MIDI keyboards. 

grand piano 
erformer and 
sing in electric 

gy of multi-
rand piano 
dynamics. To 
ars, there's 
ith 76 touch-
iano moods can 
well. 

unds, The 
o, marimba, 
ith sampled 
r solo act a duet 
to expand even 
the MIDI poly 
rum machine or 

There's more good news for the working musician. 
All this technology fits into a 44-pound package that 
travels in the back seat of your car and never needs 
tuning. Get intimate with The Ensoniq Piano today, 
at your authorized Ensoniq dealer. 

The suggested retell puce of The Ensanig Piano is $ 1395 (US). 

ensoniej 
ENSONIO Corp, 263 Great Valley Parkway, Malvern, PA 19355 D Canada: 6969 Trans Canada Hwy., Suite 123, St. Laurent, Que. He 1V8 D ENSONIO Europej65 Ave de Stalingrad, 1000 
Brussels D Australia: Electric Factory. ,88 Plenty Road, Preston, Vic. 3072 
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JOHN 
LURIE 
BY SCOTT ISLER 

THE LOUNGE LIZARDS' 
PHOTOGENIC SAXMAN 

PLAYS IT FOR REAL 

aybe it's that distinctive 
face: the broad forehead, 
the arching eyebrows, the 
aggressive nose, the pursed 

lips, the jawbone that looks like it could 
stop a truck (or at least cause a dent). 
Maybe it's the way his baggy trousers 
and 1940s jackets hang on his hulking 
frame. But something about John Lurie 
gives the impression that this guy should 
not be viewed by daylight, let alone 
beyond the confines of New York's sub-
bohemian lower east side. 

Yet here he is—not only wide awake 
at two is the afternoon, but the proud 
renter of a brownstone garden duplex on 
one of the most chi-chi blocks in Green-
wich Village. Lurie can't quite believe it 
himself. "People here think I'm ruining 
the neighborhood, " he jokes in a gravelly 
voice paved by cigarettes. "I come home 
at ten in the morning, drunk. Scare their 
children." 

[Anecdote] Lurie now lives exactly a 
block away from another renowned mu-
sical figure, the Cars' Ric Ocasek. But a 
summit meeting seems unlikely. Told of 
his new neighbor, Lurie shows no sign of 
recognition. "Who's that? I don't know 
who he is," he says matter-of-factly. 
He's not kidding. [End of anecdote] 

You can take the musician out of the 
lower east side, but you can't take etc. 
etc. Lurie's three-weeks-old living quar-
ters probably don't look like his neigh-
bors' either. The large living room is 
completely bare except for a chair, a 
bicycle and a saxophone case. Recessed 
shelves hold a sound system, a modest 
jazz record collection and some books. 
Mixed in with Waugh and Naipaul are ti-
tles like Japanese In Three Weeks, Par-
Ions Français and an English-Italian Di-
zionario. 
John Lurie is going places, metaphor-

ically as well as geographically. In the last 
two years this thirty-four-year-old 
adopted New Yorker has become a cult 

Profile of a bohemian: fake jazz for real life. 

celebrity for his roles in two Jim Jar-
musch films, Stranger Than Paradise 
and Down By Law. He relishes the fame 
("I lave seeing myself on TV, it's such a 
gas!") though he's leery of being type-
cast by the two similar parts. "People 
see me as this incompetent pimp in real 
life, he says incredulously. "I mean, 
that's like a disaster!" 

At the same time he's continued to 
lead the Lounge Lizards, whose idio-
syncratic instrumentals delight some 
people, enrage others and confuse the 
rest. Lurie has always juggled media. He 
created the Lounge Lizards to provide a 
soundtrack for a potential film, and has 
directed some supet -8 shorts. He says 
he can balance his careers, though he 
wishes others would see it that way. 

"I was really bugged, like August, 
September," Lurie fast-raps. "I got an 
album out and people only wanted to talk 
to me about my new movie. It was get-
ting on my nerves quite a bit. 'Cause the 
music was happening." 
The music's been happening for Lurie 

at least since 1979, when the Lounge 
Lizards had their public unveiling. The 
original quintet interspersed free-for-all 
jams with moody themes that could have 
come from B-movies. The lead voices 
were Lurie's plaintive alto sax and Arto 
Lindsay's guitar, which alternately 
sounded like a strangling chicken and a 
Ford Model A trying to start in cold 
weather. Lurie coined the term "fake 
jazz" to describe the group. He regret-

' ted it later, when critics took the phrase 
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more seriously than he did. 
The Lizards, Lurie now insists, "can't 

be seen conceptually as being a parody of 
anything. There's a lot of stuff that's silly 
or that's a parody, but it's only one line." 
That probably extends to Lurie's flip ti-
tles for his original tunes, and the band's 
penchant for skinny ties and 50s suits. 
The effect can veer dangerously close to 
camp. 

"'Fake jazz' became for jazz people 
like, 'They can't be playing.' We desper-
ately wanted to be with our heroes. We'd 
play jazz festivals. Europeans would 
think we were the new modern-jazz 
geniuses. But at the hotel where all the 
musicians were staying, it was like, 'Oh, 

those guys with leprosy over there." 
The Lounge Lizards attracted atten-

tion, though, and took their place in New 
York's musical circus. Lurie wielded his 
alto in a television jeans commercial 
featuring Blondie's Debbie Harry. With 
the money he received for that appear-
ance he rented Carnegie Recital Hall for 
a solo performance. Not bad for a self-
taught saxophonist who hadn't yet 
learned to read or write music. 

But the band was on a rocky course. 
Lindsay left to concentrate on his own 
group. Drummer Anton Fier (Lurie: "He 
hated everybody") had his other group. 
The Lounge Lizards disbanded in 1981, 
shortly after their debut album came out. 

THE DEBUT SOLO ALBUM FROM 
THE CARS' BASSIST AND VOCALIST, 

BENJAMIN ORR. 
FEATURING THE HIT SINGLE, 

"STAY THE NIGHT;" 
ALSO "TOO HOT TO STOP" 
AND "THIS TIME AROUND." 

PRODUCED BY MIKE SHIPLEY, Bj, t9ID LARRY KLEIN 

ON ELEKTRA MUSIC CASSETTES, RECORDS AND COMPACT DISCS. 
1986 Elelara/Asylans Records, o Dnanon of Warner Communecations Inc. S' 
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LURID DETAILS 
ohn Lurie's first t,axophone, a Selmer 
Mark 6 alto, got tolen. He replaced 
it with a Mark 7 that had a high F# 
"that I got very u ed to." So he made 
sure his current to, a Selmer Bal-

ai iced Action with a B echler mouthpiece, 
had the same reach. Lurie dates the in-
strument from 1949 o '50; "it belonged to 
some famous classi guy. You gotta have 
an old horn," he ad "New horns just 
don't sound the s e." Reeds? "Man, 
that's forever a pro em." He switches 
between VanDorens d Rico Royals, and 
tries not to be obses ive on the subject. 
"It's kinda like havin sex. If you don't 
think about it you can o quite well. But if 
you're thinking about i god knows what's 
gonna happen." He a o has an old Conn 
soprano sax, heard ori the Down By Law 
soundtrack. Lurie do sn't feel his "oboe-
esque" tone on sopr no fits in with the 
Lounge Lizards. Mor ver, "I hate carry-
ing two horns on tour. 

Fellow sax Lizard R y Nathanson plays 
a Selmer tenor and al o, Yanagisawa so-
prano and Buffet c et. Mouthpieces 
are by Dukoff (tenor) and a Frank Zahn 
handmade Babbitt (al o). He uses Rico 
and LaVoz medium-h d reeds. Trom-
bonist Curtis Fowilt blows a King 3B. 
Evan Lurie prefers St inway pianos. Gui-
tarist Marc Ribot has n ESP Tele-Strat 
hybrid plugged into a ender Super Re-
verb. Erik Sanko's ve-string fretless 
bass was custom-mad by Barry Kulick. 
Sanko plays through Carlsboro amp. 
Dougie Rowne ("Dougl s" only on Live In 
Tokyo's album cover) plays Pearl drums 
and Zildjian and Sabian cymbals. Newest 
Lizard E.J. Rodriguez handles percussion 
with LP. congas, bon os and timbales, 
Sabian and Huwhan cyribals, Boss Dr. P 
electronic pads, and as rted toys. 
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A LITTLE MIXED UP. 

Ti 
ASCAMS M-106 thinks 
t's an expensive mixer. 

It's a Httle mixed up. But the con-
fusion is understandable. 

You see, the M-106 has big-buck 
features like four program busses 
plus master controls for Aux and 
Effects to give you true 6- buss 
monitoring. So you can take any 
input to any buss and do full-on 4-
track recording without repatching. 

And with its convenient Monitor 
Select, you can access each buss 
individually. 
On the road, the M-106 gives you 

the rock-solid construction of indi-
vidual circuit cards, mic and line 
inputs on all channels, and four 
phono inputs capable of taking two 
stereo turntables. So it's a great 
choice for the deejay on the move. 

TASCArvi's M-106 is a versatile, 

reliable performer with a great feel, 
a terrific body and a price tag under 
$600. It just acts more expensive 
than it is. 
Get one quick. Before it comes to 

its senses. 

TASCAM 
TEAC Professional Divon 

7733 Telegraph Rd • Montebello, CA 90640 
Telephone. (213) 726-0303 



SWING! 

CHARli Tlyyans 
"LIVE AT FULHAM TOWN HALL" 

Featuring Swing Era classics. "Stomping At The Savoy" 
"Flying Home," " Lester Leaps In:* "Scrapple 

From The Apple" and more. Performed in concert by a 
31- piece All-Star Jazz Orchestra. 

On Columbia Records, Cassettes and Compact Discs. 

Conception and production by Charlie Watts and John Stevens 

FREE CD s FROM CBS!!! Get details at your favorite record store. COlumbia .k are trademarks ol COS Inc e 1986 C8S Inc 

• NEW DESIGN, ULTRA HOT 

GIBSON SINGLE AND DOUBLE 
COIL PICKUPS 

UNBELIEVABLE PRICE FOR A 

HIGH TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONAL 

INSTRUMENT 

stood what the direction was." But the 
Lizards do have chops as well as a sense 
of humor. 

For that reason Lurie dreads the pos-
sibility of losing Bowne to the drummer's 
co-existing rock group. "I heard tapes," 
Lurie sniffs. "You can't even tell it's him! 
It's stupid for him té leave this band." 

If the Lizards aré unstable, Lurie has 
only himself to blaine. "It's hard to keep 
'em together," hé says, "cause I'm 
doing so many other projects. They 
don't make enough money with the band 
that they can aff d to take off two 
months." 

Right now, th ugh, the Lounge 
Lizards are wastiii no time. Live In 
Tokyo—Big Heart ( 'In Japanese it's like 
calling a record Big 
out. The band is 
barking on anothe 
first they have to 
new studio album. 
been putting the 
Lounge Lizards vid 
Big Heart No wond 
day; Lurie claims h 
three hours of sleep 
lost ten pounds in th 
play romantic leads! 

This next record 
first studio album s' 
cites finances as 
Lounge Lizards' pr 
cording. "This band 
in the studio," he adds, "cause every-
thing has to happen ive. So you have to 
have a perfect take or eight people all 
the way through; ou don't do basic 
drum tracks. It's nt impossible. But 
what's expected no is a record with no 
mistakes. You start o play and the at-
titude is 'I've gotta get this right,' so in-
stead of playing it's like you're at a type-
writer trying not to ake any mistakes. 
I don't mind the mis kes." 

Still, Lurie says th Lizards brought it 
off, to the amazeme t of the engineers. 
Unlike Live In Toky 's material, drawn 
from the last three ars, "most of the 
stuff on the [new] al urn we wrote in a 
cab on the way to th studio! We wrote 
something the day be ore we went in." 
A propos of writin Lurie composes 

most of the Lounge izards' originals— 
he suddenly announc s, "I'm getting re-
ally good at just get off the plane, un-
packing, taking out y horn and jotting 
something down. The it starts to come. 
I don't work well if sit down for five 
hours and try to write I have to play for 
twenty-five minutes, figure something 
out, and let it stir aro d in my head." 

c tinued on page 97 

ive?') has just come 
ys away from em-
tour of Japan. But 
rind up recording a 
n top of that, Lurie's 
shing touches on a 
o for the title cut of 
r he's up during the 
's been existing on 
night, and that he's 
last month: "I can't 

will be the band's 
ce its debut. Lurie 
e reason for the 

ference for live re-
very difficult to do 
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PORTANT 
PROuUC INFORMATION 

PLACE 
POS1AGE 
HERE 

READER SERVICE DEPT. 
1515 BROADWAY 
39TH FLOOR 
NEW YORK, NY 10036 



READER SERVICE 
FREE INFORMATION 

just fill in the boxes with the page number(s) of any 
advertised product you'd like to know more about. Please 
allow 6-9 weeks for delivery. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

I. Are you a subscriber? A_Yes, B_No. 

2. How long have you been playing? C_I-4 years, D_5-9 years 
E_I0 years or more. 

3. Do you consider yourself a F_Pro G_Semi-pro H_Amateur. 

4. How much equipment do you own? 1_$500-$2,500 
J_$3.000-$7,000 IL_ $7,500 or more. 

5. Do you plan to upgrade in the next 12 months? L_yes M no. 

6. Have you purchased products advertised Expires 2/1/87 

in MUSICIAN? N_yes 0_no 1/87 

UNDERSTAND 
MIDI 
Now there are two ways to keep up with MIDI 
technology and equipment. UNDERSTANDING 
MIDI, the only simple and practical MIDI primer ever 
published, or UNDERSTANDING MIDI II, the 
newest, most up-to-date MIDI information for 
anyone who wants to get more out of their MIDI 
set-ups. Both editions include the only complete 
MIDI product guides available. So choose one or 
save money and buy both. But don't be left behind. 
Start UNDERSTANDING MIDI today. 

Name 

Address 

UNDERSTANDING MIDI 
UNDERSTANDING MIDI II 
UNDERSTANDING MIDI I and II 

UNDERSTANDING MIDI 
P.O. BOX 701 
GLOUCESTER, MA 01931-0701 

($3.95 each) 
 ($3.95 each) 

($6.90) 
 (Add $1.00 postage and 

handling for each copy) 
 Total 



FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION  

1-800-241-9111 
Now there are 3 ways to get more information from the manufacturers whose products are featured or reviewed in this issue. 
Call or write the manufacturer directly (tell them where you saw their ad). Fill out and mail the attached Reader Service card or try our new 
MUSIC1AN's PRODUCT INFORMATION HOTUNE at 1-800-241-9111 Ext. 200. (In Ohio call: 1-800-241-7504 Ext. 200.) No matter which 
way you choose, we guarantee you up-to-the-minute information to help you make the right buying decisions from your local retailer. 

Carver — P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 
  51 
Carvin — Dent MX74, 1155 Industrial, Escon-
dido, CA 92025 (619)747-1710   81 
Chapman Stick — 8320 Yucca Trail, Los 
Angeles, CA 90046 (213) 656-6878  88 
Crown International — 17!8 W. Mishawaka 
Rd., Elkhart, IN 46517 (219) 294-8000 .... 24, 25 

D'Addario — 210 Route 109. E. Farmingdale, NY 
1 1735 (516) 454-9450   12 
D'Angelico — See GHS Strings   42 
Dean Markley — 3350. Scott Blva., #45. Santa 
Clara, CA 95054 (408)988-2456 (800)538-8330 
 77 
DigiTech — See DOD Electronics   99 
DOD Electronics — 5639 South Riley Lane, Salt 
Lake City, UT 84107 (801) 268-8400   41 
Electro-Voice — 600 Ceci: St., Buchanar, MI 
49107 (616) 695-6831   31 
EMG — P.O. Box 4394, Santa Rosa, CA 95402 
(707) 525-9941   87 
Ensoniq — 263 Great Valley Parkway, Malvern, 
PA 19355 215) 647-3930  , 14 
Fostex — 15431 Blackburn Ave., Norwalk. CA 
90650(213)921-1112   69 
Gan-tone — Carnegie Hall, Studio 1105, 881 7th 
Ave., NYC, NY 10019   95 

GHS Strings — 2813 Wilber Ave., Battle Creek, 
MI 49015 (616)968-3351   80 
Gibson Guitar Corp. — 641 Massman Drive, 
Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 366-2400  18 

Ibanez — West Coast: Ch.esbro Music, P.O. Box 
2009, 327 Broadway, Idaho Falls, ID 83403 (208) 
522-8691. East Coast: Hoshino USA. P.O. Box 
889, Bensalem, PA 19020 (215) 638-8670   39 

Invisible Keyboard Stands — P.O. Box 341, 
Accord, MA 02108 (617) 871-4787   42 

JBLJURE1 — 8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA 
91329 (818) 893-8411   13 
Korg — 89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590 
(516) 333-9100  2 
LP. Music Group — 160 Belmont Ave., Garfield, 
NJ 07026 (201) 478-6903 86 

Otan i — 2 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002 
(415) 592-8311   49 

Paul Reed Smith Guitars — 1812 Virginia Ave., 
Annapolis, MD 21401 (301) 263-2701   45 

Peavey — 71 1 A St., Meridian, MS 39301 
(601) 483-5365   10 
Rane — 6510 21 6th S.W., Mountlake Terrace, 
WA 98043 (206) 774-7309  53 
Recording Workshop — 455A Massieville Road, 
Chillicothe, OH 45601 (800) 848-9900   89 

Roland — 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles. 
CA 90040 (213) 685-5141   4, 36, 37 

RotoSound — James How Industries Ltd., Unit 
One, Morewood Close, Sevenoaks, Kent TN 13 
2HU, England (0732) 450838  40 

Sam Ash — 124 Fulton Ave., Hempstead. NY 
I 1550  87 
Sequential Circuits — 3051 North First Street. 
San Jose, CA 95134   54, 55 

Shure Brothers Inc. — 222 Hartrey Ave., 
Evanston, IL 60202 866-2200   47 

Simmons — 23917 Craftsman Rd.. Calabasas, 
CA 91302 (818) 884-2653   33 
Sound Studio 1 — 160 Belmont Ave., Garfield, 
NJ 07026 (201) 478-6903  86 

Synthaxe — Four Seasons House, 102B Wood-
stock Rd., Witney, Oxfordshire. England OX8 
6DY 993-769- I 0   6 
Tascarn — 7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello, CA 
90640 (213)726-0303  17 

Ultimate Support — P.O. Box 470, Fort Collins. 
CO 80522 (303) 493-4488  46 
Wise Music — 1 1740 West Florissant Ave., Floris-
sant, MO 63033 (314) 839-1900  90 
Yamaha — 6600 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena 
Park, CA 90620 (714) 522-9011   100 

SPECIAL ED ,. I T ION 

Understanding 

MIDI 
A Nuts & Bolts Guide 

to Harnessing the Power of 
Music's Digital Revolution 

S3 95 

ORDER 
NOW 

UNDERSTANDING MIDI, the only MIDI mag-
azine designed to give you all the information 

you need to make music. UNDERSTANDING MIDI 
features the most practical MIDI articles from the 
pages of MUSICIAN plus the only available com-
plete MIDI product guide. Stay in tune with MIDI 
technology Order UNDERSTANDING MIDI today. 

Mail $3.95 plus $ 1.00 postage and handling to: 
UNDERSTANDING MIDI, 
Box 701, Gloucester, MA 01930. 



DAVID & DAV I 
Songs of Innocence 
and Experience 

he Los Angeles duo 
David & David is rid-
dled with contradic-

tions, both forced and un-
forced. For starters, their 
debut album, Boomtown. em-
phasizes long pieces locking 
into smooth grooves that lure 
the listener like a beckoning 
finger. But atop this sprightly, 
seductive music are themes 
of loneliness and alienation— 
shattered dreams and seedy 
scenes peopled with charac-
ters like the Cleanup Kid, 

BAD 
BRANS 
Speed-Rock 
With a Heart 

alking influences with 
the Bad Brains? Pre-
pare to get some 

curves thrown at you. "You 
know, Black Sabbath, Bud-
gie, stuff like that," says the 
band's bassist Darryl Jeni-
fen Budgie?! "Yeah man," he 
chuckles. "They were hard." 
So are the Brains. They 

have been since 1977, when 

Handsome Kevin and Ms. 
Cristina. 
When asked about the 

casting of these characters, 
singer-lyricist David Baer-
wald replies: "A lot of it is 
that I wanted me out of the 
songs. I don't think I achieved 
that actually. I was trying to 
nullify myself as a protag-
onist. And in doing so, I found 
myself even more of one!" 
The LP, with "Welcome To 

The Boomtown" as its radio 
and video calling card, has 
ascended the charts with sur-
prising velocity—surprising, 
that is, to nearly everyone 
but David & David. "Well, it's 
hard to be surprised if you 

don't know what you're in 
for," observes composer and 
multi-instrumentalist David 
Ricketts. 

"Yeah, we really didn't 
know what to expect," Baer-
wald agrees. This wide-eyed 
posture seems distinctly at 
odds with Boomtown's 
worldly, jaded view. More-
over, the Davids' professed 
innocence about the workings 
of the "music biz" doesn't jibe 
with their considerable ex-
perience in various bands be-
fore teaming up two years 
ago. 
They do claim that their 

previous (and separate) dis-
satisfaction with the band for-

mat was a bi factor in record-
ing as a two ome. But in the 
David & Da 'd operation, 
exception is he rule. So their 
anti-band st ce hasn't pre-
vented them om assembling 
a live unit fo a tour that 
started in No ember. 
How will it be to return to 

band work? 
"I think it'l change things, 

it'll loosen us p," Ricketts 
responds. "Bit I realize how 
protective I am about getting 
into that stuff. 'Cause I never 
got satisfaction that way." 

All things considered, one 
suspects Davi4 & David will 
get satisfactior this time. 

uncan Strauss 

they were just washington, 
D.C. kids playi g tunes and 
trying to get a ay from all 
the "negativity' they saw 
around them. T ey even dab-
bled a bit in jazz fusion. 
"Sure, "Jenifer onfirms, "we 
got into McLaughlin and stuff 
like that." 

But ever sinc the Brains 
flushed the fusio, they've 
been known as t e most po-
tent of all the har core bands, 
sidestepping the artoonish 
hate slogans and ihilistic 
mantras of the P ific skin-
heads. Their music is charged 
with Rasta-tingec lyrics call-
ing for ye olde on -world 
brotherhood. C
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"That was our whole moti-
vation to do the thing, " Jen-
ifer continues. "We had our 
concept of what we wanted 
to be and we stuck to it." 

After an EP and a ROIR 
cassette showed them to 
have the power, the Ric 
Ocasek-produced Rock For 
Light proved they had a shot 
at hardcore glory The LP 
paralleled the full-bore on-
slaught of a live show. 
Mayhem, yes, but control 
too. A Brains show is a well-
rehearsed ballet that strives 
to unite the ferocious in-the-
moment possibilities of ran-
domness and the lasting 
beauty of design. Speed-rock 
to end it all. 

"That's what we do," 
Jenifer laughs, "go straight 
and bust it out. You shouldn't 
be thinking of nothin' except 
executin' and comin' off with 
your heart." 

Back together after a slight 
breakup, the Brains have 
switched gears again. The 
new I Against I finds them 
amending their attack by 
(slightly) metali7ing their 
sound. The slick but steely 
Ron St. Germain production 
celebrates the band's chops 
as well. 
"We didn't decide to slow it 

down," the bassist claims. 
"Some songs just call for that. 
We've changed, we're going 
forward." 
The Brains were weird in-

dividualists when they rose 
to the top in the predomin-
antly white-kid genre of hard-
core. Now they're crossing 
paths with that other bastion 
of white males, metal. And 
Jenifer reminds that unlike I 
Against I, their live show will 
still contain a dose of overt 
reggae tunes. 
"We get tired, we slow it 

down. We're old ladies, man." 
Old ladies who love Bud-

gie. — Jim Macnie 

KU RTIS BLOW. 
Old School, 
New Classes 

ack to the old school." 
That's how innovative 
rap stylist and first-

generation survivor Kurtis 
Blow describes his new King-
dom Blow album, an eight-
song collage of scratching 
and snippets of other songs. 
But it's not dated. Today, he 
says, "a lot of the beats we 
used to rap to in the beginning 
are being combined with new 
production touches like Ro-
land 808s. I'm just giving the 
history from then to now." 
No wonder the rapping on 
"Street Rock," a grinding col-
laboration with Bob Dylan 
("he's a legend and—to a cer-
tain extent—I will be"), 
struts non-stop like Grand-
master Flash's "The Mes-
sage." And "The Bronx" 
emerges a busy hardcore 
dedication to places such as 
the legendary Club 371, one 

of the hangouts rap calls 
To advance rap from there, 

Blow says he created a for-
mula that legitimized the 
genre. Before his landmark 
"The Breaks," he notes, "all 
that was going on was ego-
tripping. The Breaks' had 
the first meaningful lyric—a 
st ory." As a result, radio 
programmers, record mag-
nates, singers, musicians and 
others not involved in the 
street scene took notice. 
—The Breaks, — Blow adds, 
"changed the whole image of 
rap music." 

Ditto for Blow's 1980 re-
cording of Bachman-Turner 
Overdrive's "Taking Care Of 
Business" on Kurtis Blow, 
and The Deuce's "You'll Be 
Rockin'," which became a 
crowd favorite live. Blow 
claims, "The producers of 
Run-DMC got the idea of 
doing rock 'n' roll rap from 
me. " True or not, Run-DMC 
has been considerably more 
successful. But Blow is 
philosophical; "Others may 

Black Flag 
Furls It Up 
Hardcore fans might already 
have guessed it, but just to 
make it official: Black Flag is 
no more. After a hyperactive 
1986—they toured for nine 
months and released a live 
LP—the band decided to take 
a year off. The sabbatical be-
came permanent when gui-
tarist Greg Ginn realized he 
was fed up with rabid audi-
ences and heavy touring ex-
penses; he was bored with 
the band in general. Ginn also 
has his own band, Gone, to 
keep him occupied. Vocalist 
Henry Rollins, meanwhile, 
has recorded a solo LP; un-
like his previous spoken-
word efforts, this one has 
music. 

be kings but I was their 
teacher." 

Another Blow first is his 
combining New York rap with 
Washington, D.C. go go. "It 
was 1980," he recalls. "Even 
with my $50,000 worth of 
new equipment, this opening 
band named Trouble Funk 
kicked my butt." Figuring "if 
you can't beat 'em, join 'em," 
Blow recorded "Party Time" 
with E. U. in 1982; this year 
Trouble Funk contributed 
tracks to "I'm Chillin'," King-
dom Blow's initial single. In 
the interval, L. L. Cool J, 
Doug E. Fresh and a slew of 
other MC's have exploited 
Chocolate City poly-
rhythms—all the way to 
heaven. 

Is Blow still influential? He 
thinks so. On the new album's 
"Reasons For Wanting You," 
he eschews gangster postur-
ing for sensitivity. "I think 
B-Boys are growing up now." 

Articulate and business-
like, he sure has. 

— Havelock Nelson 
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FISHBONE 
Hanging on 
to Eclecticism 

t's not a lot of one 
thing, like the first rec-
ord was, " Fishbone 

guitarist Kendall Jones says, 
comparing the L.A. band's 
self-titled debut EP with its 
new In Your Face LP. "I'm 
not saying [the EP] was bad. 
It just didn't have enough 
songs that really showed the 
full gamut of what Fishbone's 
about." 

This observation may sur-
prise those who remember 
last year's EP as a crazy quilt 
of funk, ska, psychedelia, 
thrash and edgy modern 
pop—stitched together with 
more enthusiasm than chops 
or focus. But Jones is right 
about In Your Face: It is 
pretty eclectic, as well as a 
far more tuneful and assured 
work. The often-wry lyrics 
cover nearly as much ground 
as the music, scooting from 
rallying cries for peace and 
unity to randy mutterings that 
earned the LP an "Explicit 
Lyrics—Parental Advisory" 
tag. 
The record suggests a 

quantum leap in composing 

and playing skills for the 
young sextet. Some of the 
credit may belong to pro-
ducer David Kahne, who has 
a reputation for significantly 
altering songs—even bands-
-in the studio. Did Kahne 
play a big role in the creation 
of In Your Face? "Yes, he 
did, "Jones replies. "He's like 
the seventh member." 
No kidding. Kahne helped 

write half of the album's tunes 
and played "additional key-
boards and guitars." But it's 
apparent that Fishbone's 
growth is the real McCoy, 
not just the product of studio 
hocus-pocus. Catch the 
group live (the current tour's 
dubbed "Bone in the 
U.S.A.") and the highly ani-
mated show confirms that 
the new, improved Fishbone 
benefited from Kahne's input 
while retaining its delightfully 
odd, broad vision. 

"We've never limited our-
selves to one groove or trying 
to play up to people, because 
you never last that way," 
Jones asserts. "All the bands 
that mean something now— 
that aren't just blatant corpo-
rate puppets—are bands that 
stuck it out and hung on to 
their own sound." 

— Duncan Strauss 

LOVE AND 
Out of 
the Darkness 

O ne dip in the trippy currents of Love and 
Rockets tunes like 

"Kundalini Express" and "Yin 
And Yang The Flower Pot 
Man," and the word 
"psychedelic" naturally 
springs to mind. However, 
singer/guitarist Daniel Ash 
cringes at the description. 
"There's nothing wrong with 
the word itself," he observes 
solemnly, "but it's often taken 
to mean the 60s and hippies. 
All we're concerned about is 
feeling truly free." Singer/ 
bassist David J (Jay) adds, 
"Transcendental' is a better 
word," prompting Ash to 
exclaim, "We want to fly!" 
Which in itself is big news 

for anyone who remembers 
Ash, Jay and drummer Kevin 
Haskins from their late 70s/ 
early 80s days in Bauhaus, 
the British cult quartet whose 
taste ran to songs like "Kick 
In The Eye," "Bela Lugosi's 
Dead" and "Exquisite 
Corpse." "Bauhaus tended 
toward the shadows," J 
notes. "Love and Rockets is 

Free Plug 
Bill Flanagan's Written In My 
Soul (Contemporary Books, 
Chicago) contains twenty-
seven interviews with rock's 
greatest singer/songwriters: 

ROCKETS 
the lun end of the spec-
tnun." 

VVhe Bauhaus scattered 
to the ds in 1983, Ash and 
Haskins layed in Tones on 
Tail, Jay orked with the Jazz 
Butcher, and singer Peter 
Murphy orged a solo career, 
among o er projects. Minus 
Murphy, they reassembled in 
early 19 5 and became Love 
and Roc ets, borrowing the 
name ( hout permission) 
from the ernandez 
brothers popular comic 
books. 
Where Bauhaus seemed 

geared t a rabid minority, 
Love and ockets wants hits. 
Thus the rio's first U.S. LP, 
Express, atures a reworked 
version o the Temptations' 
"Ball Of onfusion" that's 
tailored f r maximum chart 
action. In act, Ash says he 
and his p were never satis-
fied with e comforts of cult-
dom. "Th t wasn't our at-
titude, ev n back in '79," he 
insists. "S me bands want to 
be obscur , and I can't com-
prehend t at." 
So thes thrée skinny En-

glish boys ave no fear of big-
time succ s? Ash smiles and 
says softl "Not much." 

— Jon Young 

Dylan, Berry, Costello, 
Sting, the Sto es and others 
talk about their music with 
unusual candor. Buy it so Bill 
won't have to close the or-
phanage. M
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THEY HAVE EEFINED WHAT'S BEST IN RECK'N'ROLL. THEY HAVE HAD 

CLASSIC HIT AFTER HIT "YOU REALLY GOT ALL DAY AND ALL OF 

DEDICATEE FOLLOWER OF TIRED OF LOLA COME DANCIN'.. 

AND NOW, THEIR LATEST, AND FIRST CHAPTER ON MCA RECORDS 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

The 

Originals 

And 

Still 

The 

Greatest 

Ray Davies, 

Dave Davies 

lar Gibbons 

Bob Henrit 

Jim Radford 

Mick Avory 

AVAILABLE ON MCA iO CASSETTES AND RECORDS Produced by Ray Davies at Konk Studies, London 

mimart, malana 40,1 / ( Z19) Z1)4-bOUU. 



Tom Scholz makes records slowly. 
Very slowly. He once estimated he 
had been working on his first one 

for seven years before it came out as 
Boston. The second Boston album took 

a mere two years, but Scholz insists only 
the first side was really done. His third 
and most recent album appeared eight 

years after his second. There are a 

number of reasons why Scholz needs 

this much time, but the simplest is that 
the man is a compulsive—some would 

say neurotic—perfectionist. He wants it 
done Right. This means that, with a few 

key exceptions, he Does It Himself. 
"It's hard for somebody to put down 

music the way I want to put it down," he 

explains. " I listen to exactly how every 
note is played, not just the pitch, the vol-
ume or the sound, but the attack, the in-
tonation, and all the little nuances. And 
if it's not the way I think it should be, then 
I want to get it done over again and have 

it done right. When it comes to record-
ing, I'm one of the only people I know 
that can put up with me." 
Among those who've had a hard time 

putting up with Scholz is CBS Records, 

who have a three-year lawsuit against 

him for failure to deliver Boston's third 
album anywhere near schedule. After a 
few years of waiting and begging and 
threatening, CBS cut Scholz's royalties 

and sued his ass off. When he finally 
completed the new album—Third 
Stage—this year, Séholz gave it to MCA 

Records. It went straight to number one. 
Also on the outs with Scholz are Fran 

Sheehan, Barry Goudreau and Sib Ha-

shian, three of the four other members 
(now ex-members) of Boston. Fran, Sib 
and Barry all split with Tom during the 

long, long wait for LP number three. The 
fourth Boston, singer Brad Delp, is still 
in the Scholz camp. Fran and Sib are, 
like CBS, battling Scholz in court over 

who broke promises to whom. ( Barry 
sued and settled early.) 

But hey—don't let that give you the 
idea Tom Scholz is hard to work with! 
Okay, maybe he's a little bit of a Felix 

Ungar. Maybe he's just a little 
too...picky? " It isn't pickiness, the way 

people would think," Scholz insists. " If 

you use a word like picky, people think 
of some guy who has no tomato spots 
on his shirt and his hair is combed just 

right. Obviously I'm not a picky guy— 
anybody that's seen my car, or me, or 



anything about the way I live would see 
that. The only thing I'm picky about is 
something I'm making. I don't know, 
something happens to me. I have to get 
into it. I'm driven to not let something go 
that I think I can do a little better." 
Now in a mellow, democratic culture 

like ours, this is considered uptight, dic-
tatorial behavior, especially when you 
are a member of a five-piece band. But 
consider this: Tom Scholz has never 
made an album that sold less than four 
million copies. His first one just broke 
nine million, and Third Stage is averag-
ing 600,000 copies a week. Call the guy 
half the names in a psychology text-
book, but don't say he doesn't know 
how to make a record. And don't, don't 
try to hurry him along. CBS's lawsuit 
precipitated a savage legal war that 
may alter entertainment law history, but 
failed to get him moving a whit faster. 

"Anybody who's involved in some-
thing that generates millions of dollars is 
going to be besieged by the vultures, 
the opportunists, the con artists," says 

e ¿lys o 

Scholz. " I've watched people do that 
around me—like early in Boston's ca-
reer—and I made a mental commitment 
to myself that I was going to be abso-
lutely a brick wall. And I stuck to that. My 
intention was always to be the one guy 
they couldn't bully around. I was going 
to stand up to it. And so far it's worked. 
The line of people out there who are just 
looking for money is endless." 

This suspicious, litigious environment 
made it hard to get to the bottom of the 
Boston story. I first interviewed Scholz in 
1982 for an article on his prize invention, 
the Rockman. In December of 1985 I 
was hired by Tom's office to debrief 
Scholz and write liner notes for Third 
Stage. The notes I wrote were not used 
on the album; Scholz, naturally, felt 
compelled to write his own. In the weeks 
after the LP was released and hit the 
top, Scholz began to get cold feet about 
a promise to give Musician an interview. 
Sources suggested he liked the idea of 

guitars on the early demos were done by Goudreau. On that 
score Goudreau himself cryptically notes, "I will say that Tom 
had not been playing guitar very long when we began playing 
together." Scholz admits that Goudreau was present on some 
of the earliest demos, but that "those didn't work out too well. 
I later decided to just stick with Jim and me getting the music 
together. I wish I hadn't had to do all the instruments myself, it 
was never my intention to form a band and be the central figure 
and have to do it all. A111 wanted was to play guitar. I don't know 
whether I just didn't run into the right musicians along the road, 
or what happened. My only other choice would've been to ac-
cept other people's interpretations of the songs I was writing 
and I guess over the years I didn't hear a lot of interpretations 
that I liked." 

Sheehan says he had input in the demo days, too: " I was 
working with them once in a while. They would keep asking 
me to join the band permanently, but they weren't playing out. 
All they were was another band doing demo tapes in Boston. 
So I'd go and work with them, doing different things, coming 
up with bass lines, singing vocal backups, stuff like that. And 
Sib was in the band for a while too. We all contributed ideas 
about what was good, what wasn't, how this was better, how 
the mix sounded...." 
Sheehan and Hashian have begun litigation over their re-

spective rights to Boston income, so their accounts of the for-
mative days—like Scholz's—have to be taken in that legal 
light. Certainly Sheehan's consistent use of "they" implies two 
circles, an inner circle close to Scholz and an outer circle of 
pick-up musicians that the inner circle bounced ideas off. 
When the demos landed a management deal in late 1975 and 

a band had to be assembled, a major blow was dealt to the inner 
circle when Jim Masdea was not included. At issue was the 
chops factor. Sheehan points out: "Masdea just wasn't cutting 
it. He had just kind of stopped playing drums and wasn't in very 
good practice or anything. He wasn't really even interested in 
the drums anymore—he wanted to play keyboards. So I was in 

creating a mystique around Boston, of 
having no videos and no articles longer 
thart daily newspaper features. 

Scholz's office got wind Musician was 
planning to run a Boston story anyway, 
and got nervous that we'd use informa-
tion from my liner-notes interview. (Hard 
to say what worried them—possibly 
some less than flattering characterize-
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charge of getting a drummer, and I went out and got a guy by 
the name of Dave Currier, who was the best young drummer in 
the city of Boston back then. But Currier quit, after we had 
gotten the CBS contract! His exact words were, 'Something 
doesn't feel right in this band. There's something drastically 
wrong here.' We all kind of knew what it was, but it was just a 
thing of, either we act grown-up about the thing and just roll 
along with it—and let whoever's going to act weird act weird 
and the rest of us go about our work like professionals—or it 
wouldn't have happened. At all." 
The original Boston management deal with Paul Ahern and 

Charles McKenzie only signed Scholz and Brad Delp, as did the 
record deal Ahern Associates negotiated with CBS. Only a few 
months later were the other three Boston members written in 
for equal shares in the LP's performance royalties and tour in-
come. Scholz also received half of a separate producer's roy-
alty and most of the publishing income. Sources in the Scholz 
camp say that the partnership was expanded because Scholz 
wanted a collegial atmosphere, despite the fact that when Bos-
ton finally went in to cut their debut in 1976, Scholz recorded 
ninety percent of the LP's instrumental tracks. Sib Hashian's 
recent suit against Scholz claims an oral partnership that dates 
back a year, to 1975. (That appears to contradict Sheehan's 
statement that Hashian joined only after Currier quit in early 
1976. ) Sheehan, too, says there were oral agreements making 
the three hired hands part of Boston, but assigns to Scholz a 
different motivation than the pure benevolence with which 
Scholz's own people credit him: 
"When it finally came time for a band, " Sheehan says, "Tom 

really had to .get the best musicians he could, and he couldn't 
get them because... he's a little tough to work with, let's say. 
Plus, they couldn't make any money playing out, and it's tough 
to get really good musicians to play with you unless you're 
gonna make some money or something. So when we all joined 
the band, before we got the CBS deal, it was an all-equal thing. 
He was going to get the kinds of guys he wanted." 
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tions of ex-Boston members and of a CBS executive.) They 
offered Musician a deal: a new interview with Scholz in ex-
change for a written promise to not use any of the material from 
the liner notes session. We agreed and did a second interview 
with Tom at his company's Waltham, Massachusetts offices. A 
few days after that I interviewed Scholz's lawyer, who got wind 
that we had copies of the court documents from the CBS vs. 
Boston case. The next day I got a call from Scholz saying he 
felt maybe the last interview had not gone so well—I should 
come to his home studio for yet another session. By the end of 
that interview, Scholz seemed to have opened up a lot. 

Fran Sheehan, the deposed Boston bassist, said this about 
the general state of paranoia: "The lawsuit thing has gotten so 
heavy that it's not so much being afraid of saying something as 
the fear of having to spend five years in court trying to explain 
trivial situations that might have arisen even through the article 
I'm talking to you about. I'm just trying to be fair about every-
thing that happened... but I'm doing just what my lawyer told 
me not to do: another interview!" 
The members of Boston were 60s kids, and the group's 

transformation from aspiring musicians to legal combatants re-
minds Sheehan of "a pendulum swinging from high ideals to a 
system of conflicting values." Maybe it's all part of the Wood-
stock generation growing up? 

"I don't know whether we're growing out or growing up or 
growing down," Sheehan says. "Whether this is a phase of a 
generation—or a degeneration." 

Tom Scholz was raised in Toledo, Ohio. Although he had an 
early enthusiasm for classical music ("for its brute force 
power"), he discovered rock in his teens: "I liked Iron But-
terfly, the Kinks, the Yardbirds, that fired-up stuff. I got into 
rock 'n' roll because they finally got some power into it. Up until 
that point I couldn't stand pop music, except for a couple of 
vocal groups like the Byrds and the Hollies." 

Admittedly "not outgoing," young Scholz exhibited parallel 
penchants for basketball and the sciences, and went to MIT 
around 1966 to study engineering. He stayed on in the Boston 
area to work for Polaroid. After hours, Scholz was recording 

Still, as Scholz oversaw cover art and liner photos in prepa-
ration for the release of his music, one thing rankled: the sac-
rifice of his old pal Masdea, which Scholz says he was unable to 
prevent. Scholz drew from that an important lesson about con-
trol: "Frankly, I thought the whole thing was completely unfair. 
He had worked on my music for years, did a great job, in my 
opinion, and got pushed out of the band. He got little credit and 
no royalties at all. At that point, I was powerless to stop it, but 
eventually I said, 'I'm not going to let that happen. Nobody is 
going to do that again." 

"Hindsight is 20/20," notes Fran Sheehan, but ten years 
after its release, it's easy to see how Boston achieved its colos-
sal sales. There's not an original musical idea on the record, 

e mgenuity and hardly a par- attitude one of "How 'dare you give me an i 
sec of dead air. A constant parade of scene changes, stunts and close to that," sighs Sheehan. "He had 
segues accompanies Brad Delp's passionate invocations of other people's ideas, other than somet ha 
love, peace and understanding, groovy rock 'n' roll bands and himself. He would take each idea and go o 
the joys of picking up foxy ladies. The opener, "More Than A ally catch, it went in the wastebasket." 
Feeling," became a top five single and a certified FM classic. Epic Records began looking for the fo 
Overall, the record seemed a tribute to one of Scholz's central year after the first, and as the months tick 
working principles: "I listen to these songs thousands of times, band sat around waiting for Scholz to finish 
which would make you sick of most songs. My rule is that if I'm iety settled in. Actually, by his standard 
working on something and I really don't want to hear it again, if pretty well—a whole side in about eighteen 
it gets going through my mind and I can't stand it, I throw that not a bad half-record, more musically ad 
song out. Not one song on the albums has failed that test. " first album, and less prone to repeating id 

Success hit Scholz, Delp and company like a firestorm. well as the first half of Boston did, four milli Accountants told them they were rich, although they noticed The second side dropped off a cliff. It w 

there wasn't that much money around. Scholz bought a modest ing about two drafts before we usually see i 

was questionably received because it was 
Scholz: "Jim Masdea got pushed out Scholz now. "That album had one side finish 
of the band...I was powerless to stop ally forced out of my hands." A subse 
it. I said, ' I'm not going to let that memorandum claimed he "succumbed to p 

ager Paul] Ahern and CBS. " Having deliver 
happen again.'" ton album in July of 1978, the band hit the r 

European leg. "The group was on tour for home in the western suburbs of Boston and moved his record- continues the memorandum, "ending a 

ing gear into the basement to create Hydaway Studios, where 1979, at which time the group was 'burned 
he's recorded everything since. As the royalties poured in, the fires were only beginning. 

band's tax accountants set up a deferred payment arrangement Scholz was becoming embroiled in a leg for some of their album royalties: CBS would invest the money ager Ahern; some legal papers allude to 

they'd already earned and pay each band member a fixed yearly owned a piece of every song Scholz would 
income. A second so-called "Deferral Agreement" 
fished after the second alb 

but it's assembled *th 

club players. Scholz himself says, "Everybody who's ever 
picked up an instrument has a time in his life when he's worried 
about being accepted as a musician for what he's playing. It was 
hard to do—is he going to be accepted by the band he's trying 
to get into? There certainly was a time for me. " 

Fran Sheehan agrees that Scholz had a lingering insecurity 
about his instrumental abilities but feels it was completely un-
founded: "Tom used to underrate his own guitar playing more 
than the rest of us did. He'd get down on self about his play-
ing a lot and I'd go, 'Man, you are one o the finest melodic 
players in the country! You've got the al)*'ty to do anything.' 
Half the speed merchants out there lik Eddie Van Halen, 
maybe once a month wake up with the mel dy ideas he has 
going in his head." 

Scholz maintains to this day a mistrust o 
own sake, and even uses it as a cornersto 
on playing most instruments himself: "I'm 
player, I'm not gonna do something ana 
sense. The important thing is to know h 
going to fit the song. You are not a good ju 
doing while you are playing. Quite often I'll 
think might be a real impressive' lick and I' 
has nothing to do with the song, doesn't tak 
though it makes me sound like a hot-shot 
erased. I don't like to argue about whether 
to play more here." 
Among the visiting veterans that made 

studio band, no one caused as much of a s 
bearded Beatles fan from Danvers who 
Sheehan. "I showed him the part and he sta 
calls. "Right then and there I thought, 'Thi 
hang on to. ' It wasn't the same close relation 
Jim, not collaboration in the sense of two pe 
same room, trying things. Normally he w 
some part on his own and I would do anoth 
would fit together. But the nice thing abo 
credible ability in the studio. He was a mast 
voice—he could do things over and over, 
and doing everything else the same. He's a 

musicianship for its 
e for his insistence 
Lot a fanatical guitar 
ing in a physical 
w your playing is 
ge of what you are 
o something that I 
play it back and it 
it any place. Even 
jitar player, it gets 
meone should get 
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hanging one note 
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picture of Scholz on the road: "He's an e centric genius. The 
guy has a very difficult time sleeping, lie's always thinking 
ahead of himself, and he ends up in a se paranoid state. Un-
less he has a bunch of people around him g ing 'Yeah Tom, yeah 
Tom, yeah Tom, ' things aren't very comf ble." 
A few months after the tours subsided, Scholz started in on 

a second album, working in much the sanie way as he had re-
corded the debut. But now there was mor pressure to accom-
modate other band members' ideas. Seve al sources insist the 
itle cut of the next LP, "Don't Look Back, was written by the 

full band, and a greater attempt than befo 'e was made to find 
ttl member. But one witness to the pro-

cess felt Scholz was unreceptive to musi al input, calling his 

ea?" "Close. It was 
hard time hearing 
g he could use for 
er it. If it didn't re-

ow-up LP about a 
d into 1978 and the 
t up, a general anx-
, Scholz had done 
months. And it was 
enturous than the 
as. And it sold as 
n. 
a Boston record-
"Don't Look Back 

't complete," says 
d and it was virtu-
uent Scholz legal 
assure from [man-
d the second Bos-
ad again, adding a 
ore than a year, " 
ut November of 
ut. " But the real 

tussle with man-
e fact that Ahern 

*te, which made 
was es - c olz less than eager to wnte songs. Sources m the Scholz 

um as well. These agreements later 
play important roles in our story. 
The band embarked on a series of well-executed tours and 

press bli. The fiction that Boston was a real band was care-
fully nurtured at all times. "It would always be that for the ben-
efit of the band, you'd have to lie about things to the press," 
recalls Sheehan, who handled most of the publicity efforts. 
"Tom would say, 'You can't say this, this can't go this way, you 
have to tell an untruth." For the most part, these untruths in-
volved minimizing Scholz's musical primacy. Sources in the 
current Scholz camp suggest he felt the Boston audience would 
not accept the idea the music was over-dubbed, and because 
he feared embarrassing the other players. 
There is some evidence that Scholz did not take well to tour-

ing—the perfectionist in him found the small compromises re-
quired in playing live too onerous. Says Sheehan, "It's tough, 
even for guys who had been full-time musicians playing out on 
good days and bad days. Tom wasn't really at that advantage. 
I'd gone through a four-month slump, playing in front of people 
when my head wasn't together and still kept my confidence 
through it. But for Tom it was real tough, because all of a sud-
den the thing had accelerated beyond what any of us had gone 
through. He didn't have much experience to fall back on. " 
A source who was with Boston around this time gave this 

camp admit that in 1979 Scholz called a meeting of the band and 
told them to work on any solo project they wanted during the 
next year, because the suit with Paul Ahe would delay the 
album. Later Scholz said he felt that en ouragement had 
created a "Frankenstein monster." It came a a time of growing 
resentment within the band over songwri g. A particular 
sore point was Scholz's decision to try a coup e of songs by out-
side writers, bypassing the band members' i eas. 

"That was a touchy thing," notes Sheeh "We worked for 
hours and hours rewriting these other peop e's material, and 
some of the guys were a little unhappy. The had songs them-
selves." Barry Goudreau finally announced would be doing 
a solo album. "The only reason Barry's al um was done," 
Sheehan relates, "was out of frustration." 

Meanwhile, Scholz decided to change the ay he had been 
trying to create music for the previous thre years. After all, 
he felt his most productive time had been ba k when he had a 
day job and did music on the side. So Tom Sc ola got himself a 
day job. "Yeah, that was the main reason fo starting Scholz 
Research & Design, " laughs Scholz. "I definit ly needed a job. 
I didn't like this thing of trying to go to a stu in the morning 
and write songs because that was your job. n 1976, the day 
after I quit Polaroid, I thought music was a eat job. But it's 
lousy. It's a terrible job and a terrible way to to create. How 
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uses a rare earth supermagnet that 
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of these N/DYM microphones is 
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vert more sound energy into usable 

signal than any other dynamic microphone. That's 6 dB 
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Mamas & Papas' John Phillips. Rit recalls 
the session: "I was fifteen because I 
didn't drive and my dad had to take me. 
It was in Bel Air at John's house and what 
I didn't know at the time was a band 
member was supplying drugs to John. 
And that's why he started to produce 
us. " 
Though Phillips' interest in the band 

may have been non-musical, he did man-
age to turn an ear to this underage won-
der, and later referred Ritenour for a 
session with drummer Ed Greene (for a 
Phillips solo album which was never re-
leased). The word soon got out and for 
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goal was to set out on his own, his father 
tried to steer him into the role of studio 
player. The elder Ritenour thought this 
situation might be steady, allow for a nor-
mal home life, and not require much 
travel. "What he didn't know," muses 
Lee, "is that being a musician—period— 
is not sane." 

Drawing from various early influ-
ences, including Howard Roberts (Lee's 
"idol"), Dennis Budimir, Tedesco, Herb 
Ellis and Barney Kessel, Ritenour actu-
ally played on his first session at age fif-
teen. He was part of a band called the 
Afro-Blues Quintet produced by the 

"These gauges allow the 
maximum playability. The 
piano winding adds a 
brightness and depth" 

the next five years there was rarely an 
album released by a solo artist or a band 
not totally self-contained which didn't 
feature his name on it. While one might 
have expected him to choose a Barbra 
Streisand or Frank Sinatra or Pink Floyd 
session as one of his most memorable, it 
was the early dates with Barry White 
that come to mind. 

"Believe it or not We'd have these 
great five-man guitar earns with me, Jay 
Graydon, David T. ker, Carlton, and 
Ray Parker. But you couldn't hear it on 
record because it was buried with strings 
and vocals. And he ut these horrible 
tunes over the tracks " 
On those early dat s, Lee played live 

with the rhythm secti n or the band. But 
as studio time grew ncreasingly more 
expensive and the recording process be-
came terribly secularized, he was 
brought in strictly for overdubs and 
many times never ev saw the artist he 
was working for. Add d to this was the 
frustration of not ving a (musical) 
voice, and in order to ffset this growing 
restlessness, he rec ded an album of 
his own in 1976. Title First Course and 
produced by pal Day Grusin, it drew 
heavily on his jazz/ sion influences, 
especially players Larry Coryell 
(Lee cites Coryell's uster album as a 
sort of blueprint for his ebut record) and 
John McLaughlin. 

But it was a difficul album to make. 
Lee's stock-in-trade as as a sideman, 
supporter, and in so be ng he shied away 
from the role of cente 'ece. "I was so 
proud to be part of a rh section that 
added all the right co ors and sounds. 
And that was a proble with my early 
records because I wa n't enough of a 
lead voice. There wa even a period 
when I thought the alb was so weak I 
couldn't listen to it. " 
He admits the playin was a bit "safer" 

than what he does no and the sound 
was weaker. But his tar personality 
was present, and in the wo years follow-
ing the release of his de ut he further de-
veloped the style, as h ard on Captain 
Fingers and The Capta n's Journey. His 
love of fusion-styled m ic was the anti-
thetical expression of t e type of guitar 
he was forced to pla while in the 
studios: simple pop and &B. ("A lot of 
it's not good music.") R turning home at 
eleven in the evening r a day's worth 
of fretting, he would s y up until early 
morning working on y us pieces (one 
of which would event ally turn into 
"Captain Fingers"). Th flirtation with 
fusion ended with Feel e Night, and in 
a reverse backlash Lee ntered a period 
of pop composition wi his Rit album, 
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his first to feature vocals. 
"One of the main reasons I went to-

wards pop was that I missed it because I 
wasn't playing it in the studios. Most 
people don't know that." Ritenour 
brought in Texan Eric Tagg to help him 
with lyrics and later gave in to the desire 
of making a vocal record. "I thought, 
'Well, shit maybe I'll try this." It 
worked. Rit yielded a top fifteen hit in "Is 
It You?" though he admits, "A lot of my 
audience hated it." 

During this period, Ritenour's record 
company (Elektra) was experiencing in-
ternal problems; Rit 2, an even more 
pop-oriented record than its predeces-
sor, suffered the slings and arrows of 
politicking and went unnoticed. Lee de-
cided his next record should not lie half-
way between vocal and instrumental and 
he made Banded Together, a pop/pro-
gressive collection of songs centering on 
Eric Tagg vocals, guitar sounds, and a 
more diverse use of studio technology 
(drum machines, et al). Even Phil Collins 
turned up on a track ("Mandela"). But 
Elektra had virtually forgotten about 
Lee, and after a seven-year relationship 
they parted ways. If Lee's venture into 
pop hybrid with Rit signaled a dangerous 
change of course, Banded Together 
might have been career-halting. 

"People don't look at it a lot, but for 
the area I'm generally in, that album was 
destined to get killed. First of all, it didn't 
get promotion. And it was destined to be 
slashed by the critics. For me to do that 
kind of music in their eyes was unbeliev-
able. And on the other hand, the jazzers 
were ready to slash it for all the obvious 
reasons. I knew going in I was going to 
get ripped apart and that takes balls." 
Even if the album had met with huz-

zahs and acclaim, Lee maintains he 
would not have continued in that direc-
tion. Admitting, "I don't see myself as a 
George Benson and I can't because I 
don't sing," he could have gone the route 
of Michael Walden ("Especially if I had 
stuck with a major label"). 
"Deep down my personality is in the 

guitar and I was supposed to balance it 
off with making more guitar-oriented 
records. I like anything that's different; I 
like to stretch my playing. So to do rock 
'n' roll solos on Banded Together was de-
finitely part of the package. And that's 
why I might do an album like Rit which is 
all acoustic." 

Ritenour's Harlequin album, recorded 
with Dave Grusin, included pieces of his 
acoustic side and acted as a warmup to 
his most recent and perhaps most en-
compassing compilation ever. Earth 

continued on page 52 
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TRUE RIT 
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itenour was weaned on the Gib-
son 335, but he's since replaced it 
with a variety of more tonally ex-
ansive guitars, including a cus-
om-made Valley Arts with EMG 

pickups and Floyd Rose tremolo; a 1954 
Fender Stratocaster; a Paul Reed Smith 
the guitarist brought into the studios to-
wards the end of the recording of Earth 
Run; and an Ibanez LR-10. 
On the acoustic end, Lee strums a 

Yamaha classical (heard on the Harlequin 
and Earth Run albums) fitted with a Gib-
son pickup; Adamas six- and twelve-
string acoustics; and a Savarez electric/ 
acoustic. His main acoustic/electric, how-
ever, is a Gibson Chet Atkins with an 
ebony fretboard. Reworked by San Fran-
cisco luthier John Gilbert, it now sports 
realigned frets (to combat intoration 
problems), and a new position for the 
pickup. "This guitar gives me that 'word' 
sound." 
Lee plugs his guitars into either a 

Seymour Duncan or MESA/Boogie 
amplifier (he prefers the latter for record-
ing because of its ability to blend chan-
nels). Live, however, he opts for the Dun-
can because it has two separate channels 
to allow for a clean and a distorted setting. 
For several tracks on Earth Run (includ-
ing "The Sauce") he plugged into the new 
Scholz Rockman modules. Most of the 
rhythm tracks are recorded direct (as well 
as some of the leads); the acoustics are al-
ways recorded direct. 
Obsessed with the sound of his rec-

ords, Lee has gone through a multitude of 
pedals in that search for the perfect tone. 
Currently, his home studio is fitted with 
Lexicon Prime Time, an AM2 Stereo 
Simulator, a PCM 70 (and 200), DBX 
limiters, and a field of effects which are 
constantly changing. Live, he brings the 
Prime Time, AM2 Simulator, the PCM7Q 
and the Yamaha SPX90 multi-effects unit. 
Other effects include a Boss CE-2 chorus 
(a device used to color the Chet Atkins 
guitar) and a TC distortion unit. 
"My sound has grown up and it's a big 

side sound. At times it's very pretty and 
at times funky. But it's always very rhyth-
mical and even when I'm using distortion, 
it's still a clean, controlled sound." 
To more fully realize his guitar sound. 

Lee built a home studio which sports 
Studer 24- and 2-track machines, a Tri-
dent Series 80 board (a clean machine), 
Y4-inch video with Q-lock synchronizer for 
his soundtrack work which has recently 
covered the love themes in An Officer 
And A Gentleman, American Flyer and an 
upcoming television series slated forJanu-
ary, 1987, titled Houston Nets. "I think 
this is an area where compositionally I can 
do a lot better than a lot of other people." 
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WORLD PARTY 

"I try not to write the 
songs first and then 
record them; I lust 
have a notebook and 
a drum machine, and 
actually write things 
as I'm overdubbing 
and playing through." 

Karl Wallinger, one-time Waterboy, rele 
a dark-horse delight of a home-studio • 

By Richard Buskin 
"WHEN I JUST SET SOME INSTRUMENTS 
up and start playing the type of music that I 
want to hear; when it starts to build up and is 
really sounding good; when I'm just lost in that 
process for an entire night, and then when 
morning comes I open the curtains, look out, 
and listen to what I've done, alone, without any 
need to talk or get myself together for the 
phone... that's the best time." 

What Karl Wallinger does with that "best 
time" has recently appeared on a charming lit-
tle one-man album under the banner of World 
Party, and it's enough to give him a fair claim to 
the title of Home Recordist of the Year. The 
sound is generally melodic R&B pop with a 
good shot of 60s jangle, produced and arranged 
in a rough-hewn, freewheeling production 
style that is endearingly anachronistic in 
today's super-techno environment. Wallin-

ger's Jaggeresque voice, 
and of fair range, dashes 
of genres, ranging from the 
LP's rubbery title cut, "Priv 
the hilarious Highway 61-e 
"The Ballad Of The Little M 
tion works best when it reli 
spare but imaginative ado 
tency of intention; Private Re 
on all three counts. 
The Man: Twenty-nine-year-
has indulged in music since 
sons at the age of nine in his n 
sea in northern Wales. Pop, 
soul were major influences 
teen years, when he gained 
perience playing in various b 
ping roots and moving to Lon 
next five years were spent on 
bands, independent record re 
playing a barroom piano and 
musical director of the Rocky 

In 1982 he joined funk band 
alist, and the following year he 
tention and his time to the Waterboys, for 
whom he played keyboards on the Pagan Place 
album before acting as vocalist, instrumen-
talist, co-composer, producer, engineer and ar-
ranger for their next LP, This Is The Sea. 

This self-sufficiency led to his own contract 
as a solo artist and his departure from the 
Waterboys. World Party was "f rmed," and the 
first album, Private Revolution, bonsists almost 
entirely of Wallinger's own work, apart from 
some saxophone, violin and backing vocals, 
culled from two-and-a-half hours of material re-
corded at his home studio. 
The Look: The sort of result that you would ex-
pect had it been possible to mate Lennon with 
Dylan: Granny glasses, tousled hair and over-
coat 'n' sloppy pants appeal. Admittedly, the 
fact that when I met Karl he was hungover on 
the morning after the night before could have 
explained the reason for his h 'r being more 
tousled than in his photographs and the dark 
shades fitted over the front of hi glasses. 
The Motive: music in the blood, message for 
the world to hear, or a burning de ire to be suc-
cessful? "Music definitely seem to be in my 
blood whether I like it or not. As fpr `a message 
that the world wants to hear,' I al ays get very 
worried, getting sweaty palms ad going very 
red when there's no one else ound! Being 
successful, on the other hand, has never 

ses 
P. 

strong, versatile 
ough a mixed bag 
Princeisms of the 
e Revolution," to 
a Dylan tribute, 
" Home produc-

s on good songs, 
ent, and consis-
olution succeeds 

Id Karl Wallinger 
is first piano les-
rive town by the 
rock 'n' roll and 
him during his 
onsiderable ex-
ds prior to up-
on in 1977. The 
forming his own 
eases, sessions 
even a spell as 
orror Show. 
ut as lead voc-

switched his at-
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seemed important to me in the past, and 
I don't think that will change! Of course 
there's a part of me that thinks, 'Well, 
that would be nice,' but I don't think I'm 
one of those people for whom it's a huge 
motivating force, treading on people and 
doing anything to get to the top! 

"I've always been making music and I 
think I'm better at it now than I used to 
be, but you've got to be realistic about 
how things can turn out. It's like reading 
a book; you just turn the page and see 
what the hell's happening tomorrow! I 
get through it like that; I haven't got a big 
wall-chart with everything lined up on it! 
I'm not blinkered in any way as to the na-

ture of the business that I'm in, and I 
know how to survive hopefully. I think 
that's important. I don't think you can be 
unrealistic to the extent that 'I couldn't 
have done this if I didn't get a record 
deal, I couldn't have done this if I didn't 
have a home studio....' I believe in the 
practicalities of the situation, and I like 
exploring the technology; a new box of 
tricks is quite inspiring, so to get that you 
have to be aware of compromise. You 
can't kid yourself!" 
The Inspiration: "The Beatles—espe-
cially Lennon—early Stones, Neil 
Young, Talking Heads, Prince. I'm 
pretty eclectic. 
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ood news, pordner Here's all the qualify you 
expect from Ultimate Support Systems, but at a price 
that won't ambush your budget. It's our new Apache 
Keyboard Stand — with even more features thon our old 
stands — at a significantly reduced price. 

»ACHE HAS ALL THE ANGLES 

Because of the Apache's lightweight tubular design. you 
get more. Infinitely more adjustments. .. in both height 
and tilt. Lots more versatility. . . you can add tiers and 
countless accessories. And Ultimate portability... to 
make it easy to take apart and put away when you need 
to get out of town before sundown. 

' The Apache from Ultimate Support. A brave new 
standard in value. 

The Last Word in Support 
Utf Ire< 

Ultimate Support Systems Inc P 0 Box 470. 
Fort Collins. Coiorado805,22-4700. 303-493-4488 MNR A S 

Actured Apache Stand (AP-22PIJwit?1 Untversd Support Bars (USB-220) Also available, the Comanche The httle waiter that stands tall in a show 

"The thing about John Lennon was the 
life-guide. He always seemed to me to be 
a pretty regular guy, when confronted 
with all of these mad situations all his life, 
like being in vans being shaken by thou-
sands of screaming girls, meeting heads 
of state, or having people burn his rec-
ords simply for being misunderstood! 
He'd always walk around normal in the 
middle of this insanitx saying things like 
"It's dead crazy being alive!" He always 
seemed to be like this big school kid with 
scratched knees, and I just liked the way 
he always hung on tai being very direct 
and didn't let go of rhat he wanted to 
say. 'Nobody told me there'd be days like 
these....' I always lik d that directness. 

"I don't mind what the inspiration for 
my music is or where it comes from, as 
long as it seems like right thing at the 
time for whatever so g I'm doing. I try, 
however, not to write e songs first and 
then record them; I j st sort of have a 
notebook and a drum achine, and actu-
ally write things as I overdubbing and 
playing through. So b the end I've got 
all the music and the cs as well, and 
then I'm ready to do t e vocals. It would 
be more difficult to e the songs com-
pletely before recor g, and I've no in-
clination to try that. . too much of a 
headache! No, serious y, I don't like get-
ting in the way. I find t when I don't 
think about something it comes out bet-
ter than when I do t about it and try 
and make it something and sort of make 
it fit. It's like the differ nce between silk 
and man's imitations it. You can also 
get disciplined to the tilt where you 
can eventually write w ole songs by just 
picking up a guitar d playing the 
rhythm. You can actu y write a song 
there and then, and yo can develop that 
just like some martial arts person devel-
ops a ridiculous kick that you didn't think 
was possible to do. There is a way of 
thinking about words 411 the time, like 
Dylan used to say, 'I us words like other 
people use numbers.' That whole kind of 
juggling thing; you got te impression on 
some of his records, like 'All I Really 
Want To Do' [which Walinger covers on 
the LP], that he wrote them as he was 
playing them. The gap in between the 
verses are like him thinl4ing of the words 
for the next verse, ard I think that's 
quite something! You cmn sit down and 
think about something -and for some 
things you have to—bu it occurs to me 
it's just as great to sit t the piano and 
write another song t comes from I 
don't know where. 

"I can do that at the nment only on a 
level where I might not vant anyone else 
to be around when I'm 1oing it, so I'm 
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cabled microphone. 
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other wireless systems. 
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part way there! I think it's a discipline 
that one can build up to, and I think any-
one can develop that. It's just like build-
ing up your muscles; even if you're like 
me there's still hope!" 
The Studio: Wallinger's home has had no 
amendments made to the interior struc-
ture or design, in order to house equip-
ment which includes a 16-track Sound-
tracks desk, Beta digital mastering, Altai 
and Ensoniq Mirage sampling key-
boards, Yamaha SPX90 digital reverbs, 
Revox monitors, Electro-Voice speak-
ers, a Bel delay and AKG and Shure 
microphones. 

"I try to use electronic drums as much 
as possible. I've got the Akai sampler 
and I play amalgamations. I haven't got a 
good room to do everything in, so 
there's the bathroom.... 
"The Soundtracks desk has harsh 

eq—three settings of about 50, 800 and 
8000 Hz—and although I would prefer 
more divisions down the frequency 
range this at least encourages decisive-
ness and less fussing around. I don't re-
ally need more than sixteen tracks for 
my recordings, as I've said it all in that 
amount. There are normally four or five 
tracks of drums, one of bass and a few 
Mirage overdubs, and not much else. 

"The Beta digital mastering is great 

because I was getting really depressed 
about having to do all these line-ups that 
you see people doing in 'real' studios, 
and I just wanted something whereby 
the sound was captured somewhere on 
the tape digitally, no matter what the 
levels were. 

"I need technology to be quite user-
friendly. I feel quite at home in an SSL 
studio when I'm in it on my own, but 
that's not easy to achieve. Eventually I 
hope to have my own. It's not just a case 
of others interfering, but also that the 
way they've got the desk wired up isn't 
necessarily the way you want it, so 
you're having to work to someone else's 
system. So it's nice to own an SSL and 
do it your own way, to be able to buy the 
best paints and canvas to paint your pic-
ture. At the moment my pictures may be 
alright but I'm doing them on hardboard. 
I'm still enjoying it, however!" 
The Message: Save the world! (Change 
it.) The lyrics pinpoint many personal 
and global problems, but suggestions as 
to how to overcome them are thin on the 
ground. Perhaps the next album will fill 
this gap.... 

"It's very much what we all read, see 
and hear, tempered with any attitudes 
that I hold in the first place. It wasn't a 
case for me of recording an album, but 

just recording son 4s from which an 
album came about. It was just like having 
a notebook, writing and recording things 
as I went along. Fopeíully they are 
things that people sing and be able to 
hum; I think that's really important. 
Something that seem to be made up of 
the same thread as a current book, or a 
statement by a politician. It must make 
sense to people now, and it'll also be a 
way of shedding some light on what was 
happening both musically and otherwise 
in 1986 when looking back in the future." 
The Future: Karl Wallinger intends to 
take time preparing and recording the 
second World Party album, and for both 
this and the tours which he intends to un-
dertake in Europe and the U.S. in 1987 
he has joined up with five musician 
friends. The first record has afforded 
him the time to set up this new band, 
with himself leading it. 

"That's the way things are at the mo-
lt ° ment. Whichever way grows is to be 

seen, but it'll have its wn life once it 
gets under way. It's very early days, but 
one thing's for sure: World Party is 
World Party, Karl Wallinger isn't World 
Party, and the second album will be the 
best record made over a period of time, 
whether or not it ends tip just being me 
on my own or with a band!" El 
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the potent first single and video, 
"It's Only Love," plus "Kiss Me Red" and 
"Are You Lonely Tonight!" 
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DEVELOPMENTS 
Good stuff cheap! A new DX expander 
unit you can't refuse, plus other steals and deals 

By Jock Baird 

No 6-op snobbery, 

please: this S350 

4-operator FB-01 has 

640 presets and 96 

user-programmable 

patches. 

SOME READERS OF THIS COLUMN DE-
tect a certain preoccupation with price. Hell, I 
admit it, I do tend to ask what something costs 
in the same sentence that I ask what it does. 
And it's true, once the tag goes over ten grand, 
a certain glaze will creep across my eyes. But 
bear with me one more month, because here's 
a product for which my preoccupation with 
price has become an obsession, where "What 

does it cost?" becomes "It costs what?!" Of 
course, I'm talking about the Yamaha FB-01, a 
$350 rack-mount 4-operator DX synth expan-
der module that blows the floor out of the pro 
digital synth marketplace. 

"Pro?," you may observe sarcastically. A 
mere 4-operator DX? Ah, you must be one of 
those 6-op snobs I keep reading about, people 
who figure if all six FM operators ain't playing, 
you don't have a hockey team. Well, excuse me 
for breathing, but 4-operator jobs like the DX9, 
21 and 27 sound plenty good to me. Now take a 
4-op module that's velocity-sensitive and 
multi-tirnbral, give it eight voices and split-key-
board capabilities, then pile on 640 presets 
(five banks of 48) and 96 user-programmable 
patches (you will need a new computer DX voi-
cing program to edit the sounds, but they'll 
soon be available for all computers, not just Ya-
maha's own CX5M). Now what do you say, 
Mr./Ms. 6-op snob? There are other features 
to keep you from condescending: for example, 
the ability to speed up the attack of a patch de-
pending on how hard you hit the key, a low-fre-
quency oscillator that's so fast it doubles as 
noise generator, independent on-board mem-
ory for complex multi-channel voice splits and 
assignments ("configurations"), full stereo and 
absolutely up-to-date MIDI implementation. 

For three hundred and fifty ollars. No, it's not 
a misprint. $350. This is beyond cheap. This is 
ridiculous. 

This is only the mo spectacular of 
Yamaha's recent lower-p e-range assault. 
They recently discontinued the QX7 sequen-
cer and replaced it with the X21, which does 
more and costs less—$315. he QX21 is only a 
2-track touch-sensitive seq encer, but it re-
tains its sixteen channel ssignments even 
when the tracks are mer ed. If you have 
trouble with real-time recor mg, there's a step 
mode; there's also chaining ctions, great re-
solution (96 ppqn), dumping to cassette, and a 
fairly straightforward o rating system. 
Yamaha uses the QX21 as ne element in its 
new cassette studio based around the $565 
MT1X 4-track mixer/recor er. But this all 
pales behind the rumor that amaha is planning 
to unveil a below-$1000 syn h guitar with on-
board DX voices. Okay, e rybody into the 
bomb shelters! 
The drive of DX synthesi to domination of 

the Earth and neighboring lanets has made 
stars of several programme s, especially Bo 
Tomlyn, whose Key Clique ompany has been 
churning out DX voice cart klges for years. 
But just like orange juice isn't just for breakfast 
anymore, Tomlyn & Co. hav gone beyond the 
DX. For starters, they've g t Sys/Ex, a new 
universal system exclusive oftware program 
for Apple II, C-64, IBM-PC and Atari ST that 
lets you save and load data for more than sixty 
MIDI machines, including Oberheim, Sequen-
tial, Roland, Korg, Kawai, J.L. Cooper, and of 
course, Yamaha. Another computer program is 
the Roland Super Jupiter Secretary, a librarian 
for Apple II that gives you 256 voices. Key 
Clique is also putting its whole DX library on 
floppy disks for all computers, using Sys/Ex on 
the same disk. What else? Datacassettes for 4-
operator DX synths and Roland Super Jupiter; 
the TX Secretary, an Apple II librarian/utility; 
sample disks for the E-mu SP-12; and even a 
new Apple II program, the Film Music Tool 
Kit, that calculates time clock or SMPTE code 
locations for editing film scl*es. Egads, will 
this mean a feature film role or Bo? Only his 
press agent knows for sure. 

Other activity in the burgeoning DX uni-
verse includes a voice storage expansion sys-
tem based around a separate rack-mount unit 
MIDI'd to up to four Yamaha TX or TF mod-
ules. It's from Harmony Systems and is aptly 

continued on page 98 
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465watts 
10 p r. n S. 

"8 ohms 465 mets RMS per channe bibs. 12oz 

HOW THE CARVER PROFESSIONAL 
MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFIER PM-2.0t 
SHEDS NEW LIGHT ON THE PROBLEM OF 
WEIGHT VS. OUTPUT. 

Back in the days when heavy-duty 
amplifiers were running about a pound per waft, 
Carver Corporation ; ntroduced 450 watts/channel 
in a 21-pound chassis, called the PM- 1.5. Freight 
bills started coming down. Roadies began remov-
ing their hernia truss belts. Ana the rest is history. 

Now, with a solid record of reliability and 
sound quality on tours like Bruce Springsteen and 
Michael Jackson as well as hundreds of thou-
sands of hours of solid duty in smaller PA's, Carver 
has advanced to the next impressive step in econ-
omy and performance. 

A tour de force of innovative design and con-
struction, the Carver PM-2.0t Magnetic Feld 
Amplifier weighs under 11 POUNDS! 

And yet delivers 465 wafts per channel 
20-20kHz into 8 ohms. 600 watts RMS Der 
channel into 4 ohms, Or an astonishing 625 
wafts into 8 ohms in mono mode! All at less 
than 0.5% THD. While retaining all the 
speaker and amplifier protection features that have made 
the PM-1.5 one of the safest and most reliable designs ever 
offered. Without skimping on the little extras such as soft 
start- up, LED power monitoring and proportional-speed fans. 

cAl-«7ER  Box 1237 Lynnwood, WA 98046 
POWERFUL 

Carver did it through fur-
ther refinements in their patented 

Magnetic Field Coil power supply system. 
Along with a remarkable monocoque-style 

chassis that's strong enough to support a bass 
bin and yet lighter than an outboard signal processor. 

In spite of Carver Professional Division's track 
record for rugged reliability, we know your credibility 
may be strained by the PM-2.0ts seemingly impos-
sible weight-to-power ratio. Suffice to say, it is no 
creampuff. 

The PM-2.0t is designed to be tumbled down a 
ramp and slammed into place. It out on the road 
right now proving it can take this kind of punishment 

When size and weight are critical economic fac-
tors — when you need to deliver 24,000 watts RMS 
from an amp stack less than six feet high — weighing 
less than 5000 watts worth of the cornpetifion, then 
there can be only one choice. 

The Carver Professional Magnetic Field 
, Amplifier PM-2.0t. The sound is magnificent! 

Hear it at selected Carver Professional 
dealers today. 

And then, take a load off your bottom line. 
'8 ohms: 465 watts RMS/chan. 20-20 kHz with no more than 0.5% THD 
4 olms 600 watts RMS.Chan. 8 ohm moro. 625 watts RMS/':han 4 ohm mono 1000 watts 
RMS/chan. I M Distortion: less than 0.1%. Response: -3dB (c, 5Hz, -3dB 80kHz. Gain: 29dB, 
Slew Rate: 25V/uSec. Damping: 200 lkHz. Noise: Better than 110dB below 465 watts. 
A-weighted. Dimensions. 19"W x 3.5"H x 12.25"D. Weight: 10 ts. 12 oz. 

MUSICAL ACCURATE 

evolution 
Dstribubd in Canada by technology 



"The most powerful blues guitarist in 
the world" 

—MUSICIAN MAGAZINE 

RITENOUR,rompa„ 42 
Run, his sixteenth, combines the acous-
tic/electric elements of Harlequin; the 
compositional maturity on a track like 
"Soaring"; and his overall growth as an 
artist and producer. But perhaps the 
most important facet of this composite-
like album is his application of the Synth-
Axe. Though he has been entertaining 
guitar synthesizers since 1977 (with the 
Captain Fingers album and the 360 Sys-
tems "bastard"), he still has trouble cop-
ing with the SynthAxe. While the instru-
ment plays like a guitar, he is swift in not-
ing that it is not, and that if he ever was 
infected with the notion of recording an 
album entirely on synth the instrument 
would have to be "pretty unbelievable." 
The Synthaxe is the only real digital 

guitar synthesizer in that it does not con-
vert the guitar sound from pitch to vol-
tage but works through a fret-switched 
digital processed controller. Lee finds 
that bends, slides, vibrato, damping 
(with right hand), and short and long 
notes at any velocity are capable of sen-
sitive reproduction on this Star Wars-
looking piece of equipment. "I feel that 
my personality still comes out on the 

solos even though it's synthesized." 
But it still remains very much a pro-

duction/composition tool, and for the 
true colors, "I still keep my guitars, the 
electrics and acoustics in the forefront." 

This pioneer of humility is not totally 
self-effacing. There is a bit of the enfant 
terrible and it has been this constant but-
ting of heads that has balanced the Lee 
Ritenour makeup for so many years. 

"I was always cocky from the point of 
view that I was more versatile and more 
for real in each field than anybody I might 
run into. I never professed to be the best 
but I'd say, 'Try and beat me at playing in 
every field.' As far as being the rock 
guitar hero with my guitar down to my 
knees and saying, 'Check this out,' I 
never really got into that. I know where 
those people are coming from and 
they're probably not the types of guys I'd 
like to hang out with and have as friends. 
Their egos are so out of reach and usu-
ally they're really limited as musicians 
becatise they spend so much time think-
ing the guitar is their cock. It seems like 
they don't spend enough time with 
music. Those kinds of guys want to be in 
rock 'n' roll bands to get girls—and 
there's nothing wrong with that." RI] 

SATELLITES from pa„ 12 
Paul Westerberg "simply the best 
songwriter around." 
The rest of the band goes downstairs 

for the soundcheck, ut Baird hangs 
back to talk some mor. Ideas seem to 
fly out of nowhere and mack him in the 
head, making him jab er "yeah, yeah, 
yeah" while tugging on his hi-tops. 

"Rock 'n' roll makes room where 
there is none. It's what I'm supposed to 
do. When I write, I justistrum along to an 
old Hank Williams son, and something 
happens. All that crap going through my 
brain becomes 'found 'terns.' The best 
stuff comes when 
exhausted and my c 
But I don't know whe 
Some people are bon 
mons, " he whispers as 
are on a Ouija board. 

"Rick Price may go 
I trust him totally onstage. This band has 
a hoot, but we are all totally aware of our 
instincts. Knowledge is a great thing, but 
it won't get you through problems. John-
ny Rotten, Lou Reed Little Richard— 
they all got instinct. That's what makes 
us work." 111 

I'm completely 
sors are down 
e it comes from. 
with special de-
hough his fingers 

poossy' a lot, but 

ROCK YOUR HOUSE IN '87! 
GENUINE HOUSEROCKIN' MUSIC FROM ALLIGATOR RECORDS/CASSETTES/COMPACT DISCS 

LONNIE MACK 

"Me first and perhaPs the last of the 
modern American roadhouse 
rockers. Like Ray Charles, he 
partakes equally of the carnal and 

the spiritual." FIDELITY 

AL 4750 

AL 4752 

LONNIE BROOKS 

"Swampy Louisiana R&B tied with 
snorting Chicago blues...like 
hearing ZZ Top coy ing Muddy 
Waters." 

AL 4751 —BO ON GLOBE 

GENUINE HOUSEROCKIN' MUSIC from your friends at Alligator Records/Cassettes/CDs 

Write for our direct mail catalogue at P.O. Box 60234-M3, Chicago, IL 60860 



Who says you have to walk before you run? Not Rane. We just produced a 

couple of brain children that deliver professional performances at entry-level 

prices. 

Meet the ME 30 TRUE 1/3 Octave Equalizer at just $349. And ME 

15 Dual TRUE 2/3 Octave microGRAPHIC Equalizer at just $359. 

Bot incorporate Rane's unique constant-Q filter technology. They 

both offer precisely calibrated consistent frequency controls, with 

greater ease and accuracy than any other conventional designs. 

They also offer the same remarkable degree of feedback and 

sonic control found on Ranes larger graphic equalizers. 

There's more. Auto balanced/unbalanced floating inputs and outputs, 

range switch, hard-wire bypass, three-prong line cord and turn-

on/off muting. And it's all tucked into a super compact, all steel 

chassis. 

ME 30 and ME 15. They're the smartest technology you'll find. 

Best of all, both are priced to let you hit the road running. 

Rane Corporation, 6510 216th Southwest 

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043. 206/774-7309. RWE 



The Lean, Mean, 
ntroducing the STUDIO 440, the 
most versatile instrument we've 

ever produced. In fact, it's four in-
struments in one. The Studio 440 is 
a sophisticated and fully program-
mable twelve- bit linear digital sam-
pler, a multi-track MIDI sequencer 
with a 50,000 note capacity, an audio-
visual post-production tool that reads 
and writes SMPTE, and a powerful 
drum machine featuring velocity and 
pressure sensing pads. The Studio 
440 is easy to use and provides more 
capability in a smaller package than 
any other system at any cost 

Real 12-bit Sampling 

Based on Sequential's proprietary 
sampling technology, each of the 
Studio 440's eight voices delivers the 
superb clarity and transparent high-
end which is the hallmark of true 
twelve-bit digital resolution. Addition-
ally, the Studio 440 provides the user 
with all of the features required to 
produce professional audio products. 
Features like: 

• Selectable sampling rates of up to 
41.667 kHz so you can optimize 
memory and achieve full band-
width on playback 

• Computer-assisted looping func-
tions (including cross-fade looping) 
so that you can easily produce your 
own library of custom sounds. 

• Multiple sample locations for stor-
ing up to 32 different samples in 
memory at one time. 

• ”Ir 1.10 IlInènq  

:E.  

• True stereo outputs (2) plus sepa-
rate audio outputs per voice (8) for 
individual processing of each. 

• 32 levels of programmable pan-
ning per voice. 

• Separate analog and digital con-
trols per voice, including fully 
sweepable filters and VCAs for 
modifying any sample. 

• Lots of on-board memory ( 768K 
bytes) with instant access to hard 
disks or CD-ROMs via the built-in 
Small Computer Systems Interface 
(SCSI). 

• A 3 1/2 inch double-sided disk 
drive for storing all work quickly 
and reliably. 

• Real-time sample monitoring. You 
hear exactly how your sample 
sounds at different sampling rates 
both prior to and during the actual 
sampling process. 

The Studio 440 is an amazingly 
fully-featured sampler. We urge you 
to compare its sound quality with sam-
plers priced to $ 15,000. We think you'll 
agree that the STUDIO 440 is in a class 
all by itself. 

The Master of 

Controllers 

MIDI Sequencing 

The STUDIO 440 sequencer con-
trols parallel the transport controls of 
a typical multi-track tape recorder, 
emphasizing ease of use. It operates 
in MIDI Modes 1, 3 and Multi-mode 
(an enhanced Mode 4), and records 
up to 50,000 notes with as many as 999 
measures per sequence, 99 sequences, 
a song build function, manual tap or 
programmable tempo control, single-
step and real-time recording. Its two 
independent MIDI outputs can con-
trol up to 32 channels of external MIDI 
equipment. Each of the sequencer's 

eight tracks can hold any combina-
tion of internal sound events and 
external MIDI events. And for ease of 
editing, all MIDI channel information 
is retained per track 

YAFFE Tune Code 

The STUDIO 440's studio-for-visual 
features are impressivé, both as a mas-
ter controller and as an audio slave. It 
reads and writes all four types of 
SMPTE time code, and can synchro-
nize to five different sdurces: 1) inter-
nal clock, 2) slave to external SMPTE, 
3) external MIDI clock 4) external 
MIDI Time Code, and 5) external 
clicks of 96, 48, or 24 ppqn. 



Produdion Machine 

MIDI lime Code 

hi addition, the Studio 440 is the 
first sampler or sequencer to incorpo-
rate the new MIDI Time Code, a pro-
tocol that encodes SMPTE and sends 
it over MIDI for use in cue or event 
lists. Now it is possible to cue punch-
in/punch-out recording by bar num-
ber, or with sub-frame resolution by 
programming to SMPTE Time Code. 
You can even selectively pre-trigger 
external synthesizers to compensate 
for their internal timing delays. The 
Studio 440's capabilities will be further 
enhanced when used in conjunction 
with forthcoming librarian, editing, and 
post-production software packages 
by companies such as Digidesign, 

Hybrid Arts, Dr. T'; Music Software, 
and Opcode. 

The Ultimate Drum 

Machine 

If you combine a high quality digital 
sampler featuring individual outputs 
with a 50,000 note SMPTE/MIDI-
based sequencer, all you need to create 
a superior drum machine is velocity 
and pressure-sensitive pads. The 440 
has eight, organizing its 32 sound sam-
ples into four kits and four banks over 
these eight sound pads. In addition, 
every sound has two sets of sound 
parameters that include sample play-

back direction, pitch-bend envelope, 
loop types, loop points, start-point 
modulation, and the familiar VCA/ 
VCF controls. 

The four programmable kits allow 
for infinite variations of the same sound 
by editing only the performance 
parameters. Performance parameters 
can be assigned to any pad and in-
clude sound number, pan, pitch, vol-
ume, and a choice of one of the two 
sound parameter sets. These perform-
ance parameters are easily edited in 
real-time, and settings for all eight pads 
can be stored and recalled instan-
taneously from any one of the kits. 
And since the alternate parameters 
can have individual start/end points 
for each sound, there are actually up 
to 64 "different sounds" available at 
one time. 

Sequential's factory library includes 
over 300 sounds, and is immediately 
available. In addition, any Prophet 
2000 or 2002 sample can be loaded 
directly into the 440, so the actual 
number of sounds now available is 
too numerous to list. The STUDIO 
440 is the ultimate drum machine. 

The Best Value 

The STUDIO 440 is a complete, 
four- in-one professional audio pro-
duction madiine that is small enough 
to fit under an airline seat, light 
enough to carry under your arm, yet 
big enough for any job. The STUDIO 
440 is now available through selected 

Authorized Sequential Dealers. 
Insist on a demonstration in stereo. 

C C LI 
3051 North First Street 
San Jose, CA 95134 
Telex 4997150 SEOCIR 

In Europe: 
Sequential/Europe 
P.O. Box 116, 3640 AA Mijdrecht 
The Netherlands 
Telex: 12721 SCINTL 



-77 I 21_ A DG ILL 
ON BASEBALL, COBBLER AND THE MEANING OF ART 
BY JOSEF WOODARD 

IT'S BLUE SKIES FOR HENRY THREADGILL. 

You can pick it up in his jaunty, second-line gait and 

tour-guide patter as we walk his new Brooklyn neigh-

borhood in search of the perfect lunch. Perhaps it has 

something to do with the citywide afterglow the day 

following the Mets victory in the third game of the 

Series. Or maybe it has something to do with Thread-

gill's own return to the majors—major labels, that is— 

with the signing of his Sextet to RCA. 

The only ruffle of this fine afternoon occurs when 

the waitress at a favored Threadgill eatery announces 

that they've stopped making their famed peach cob-

bler. "That's a shame," says Henry, "that's some of 

the best peach cobbler I had in my life. I consider my-

self a connoisseur. The crust was incredible. I was 

telling everybody in Brooklyn—Cecil Taylor, Joseph 

Jarman, Anthony Davis—to try this peach cobbler. I 

even called up my mother in Chicago. " 

Cobbler shortage in the avant-garde jazz commu-

nity is apparently a dilemma on the order of absinthe 

depletion in turn-of-the-century Paris. Artists must be 

granted their vices and spices. A tradition is at stake— 

and Threadgill, a key player in the 60s Chicago avant-

garde, an arranger whose mid-70s trio, Air, con-

structed delightful interpolations of tunes by Jelly Roll 

Morton and Scott Joplin, and a composer whose cur-

rent Sextet mixes rootsy truths with a more intellec-

tual European heritage, is no stranger to tradition. 

Of course Henry Threadgill is more typically as-

sociated with the music's progressive wing. There's 

even a bit of irony involved in the title of the new sex-

tet release, You Know The Number. No one does quite 

have the number when it comes to Threadgill's origi-

nal vision (there's at least seven people in the sextet, 

for one thing). As he did with less grand strokes in Air, 

Threadgill is redefining the modern jazz ethos, incor-

porating facets of New Orleans, gutb cket heat, free 

jazz, and modern classical strategies. e's interlacing 

the chamber ensemble, the pit band and the after-

hours jam more convincingly than any single figure in 

music. 

Major label or no, Threadgill probab y won't be join-

ing people named Davis or Marsalis at e commercial 

free throw line. From his earliest d ys in Chicago, 

playing in Muhal Richard Abrams' exp rimental band, 

Threadgill has traveled the road les taken. Air re-

ceived lavish critical acclaim even as it languished in 

cut-out bins. The Sextet is regarded by cognoscenti 

as one of the musical highlights of this confounding 

decade. To everyone else, however he's still very 

much "Henry who?" 

"Popular, traditional music has go e backwards," 

Threadgill observes. "In my professio lifetime, this 

is the first time I've seen this happen. I'm still consid-

ered part of the progressive elemen and I'm forty-

two years old. How long can you go o trying to resist 

being called the avant-garde? They'll b calling me that 

for the next ten years." 

Does it bother him? 

"Not personally, but it bothers m 

think I'm a part of. I'd like to see so 

than me doing something different, e 

it. Miles was on the television the ot 

was saying he'd have a heart attack if 

and play what he was playing before. 

what Miles is doing now. But I kno 

feels good about not doing what he w 

That's very clear. " 

ideal of what I 

eone younger 

en if I don't like 

er night and he 

e had to go back 

ou can criticize 

one thing: He 

s doing before. 
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"Art leaves something to the listener; 

thatls what separates art from craft." 

Threadgill's development over a decade and a half of vinyl 
output suggests a steady growth, and his working credo re-
flects the title of last year's Sextet record: Subject To Change. 
"I like to be in a state of change," he agrees. "I don't mean 
change for the sake of novelty, but evolutionary progressive 
change—I wouldn't leave something until I'm through dealing 
with it. This [new] record's got a panoramic view of things I've 
done over the years that most people don't know about." 
We go back to the apartment Threadgill shares with his wife, 

the singer and songwriter Cassandra Wilson, and their young 
daughter, to sample the evidence. These are clearly musician's 
digs; the grand piano takes up the lion's share of space in the 
living room, and its lid serves as filing space for piles of well-
used manuscript paper. True to Henry's independent spirit, 
even the telephone is a multi-colored affair. The Threadgill 
school of fashion cool includes a wardrobe of primary color 
threads that suggest West African dress. But he's also a man 
who clings to an Emersonian code of resourcefulness and self-
determination—books his own tours, writes, arranges and 
plays, and chooses his gigs carefully. The auteur theory has 
come to Brooklyn, bearing an alto and an angular haircut. 

You Know The Number turns out to be the perfect Threadgill 
primer. The spry "Theme From Thomas Cole" documents 
Threadgill the theater composer, part of his score to an eccen-
tric and funny parody of art history He throws Stax/Volt-like 
brass exchanges to the band on the atypically straight "Ber-
muda Blues," then exhibits childlike innocence on "Good 
Times" (imagine Mr. Rogers as a Blood). Threadgill the signa-
ture alto player sculpts a pained ballad on "Silver And Gold, 
Baby, Silver And Gold." More voltage crackles through the 
elegant polyphony of the closing "Those Who Eat Cookies," as 
Threadgill the structural explorer takes the Z train, two stops 
past Mingus and one beyond Ornette's harmolodicland. 

Threadgill is openly excited about the Sextet, which pits 
some of the most respected names in contemporary music 
within an ensemble setting that allows its leader unusual tex-
tural freedom: Two drum kits (Pheeroan Ak Laff and Reggie 
Nicholson), cello (Deirdre Murray), bass (Fred Hopkins), sax 
(Threadgill), trumpet (Rasul Siddik) and trombone (Frank 
Lacy) making music that's blood and gut, savvy and high thea-
ter, and with an indefinable nucleus of swing. Who could ask for 
anything more? 

"I've got just enough room to get across a lot of ideas and 
materials and to blow things up," Threadgill enthuses. "I can 
make that band sound as big as a traditional big band—I can 
write music to blow a big band off the stage. It's all in the instru-
mental techniques and orchestrations. Instrumentation is very 
important to me—it's like a painter who picks colors to get the 
range of what he wants to do. Traditional instrumentation, I 
just can't get excited about that. I don't hear anything." 

Part of the rationale for his eclecticism is strategic; the 

"If 

chance to bring buried material into the op 
matter of logistics: "We didn't have a chanc 
performance. I like to perform and then reco 
up fight for a boxer. Practice is one thing, b 
one to pop you upside the head to get you re 
"Music does that." 

Threadgill has learned to roll with the sun 
cal and stylistic—of the jazz ring. A resilient 
so does a thirst for diversity. Growing up in 
music became his early escape valve. He s 
flute and piano, and took naturally to compos 
ing before I could effectively play," he rem 
he paid some jazz dues, Threadgill's sigh 
studied classical theory in several colleges 
ment in odd gigs. 

"I couldn't get work with tune bands—ti 
could play. So I played with blues bands, ma 
Puerto Rican bands, plus theater. My first wi 
and she introduced me to that crowd. I star 
'happenings' of the 60s, stuff that I'd heard 
looked into." 
Threaders persistence and vision can ais be traced to his 

time with Chicago's AACM; his mix of struct re, free spirit and 
loopy humor finds some parallels with the Art Ensemble of Chi-
cago's inner-city medicine show. Besides c ops and imagina-
tion, the AACM helped inculcate a healthy asure of self-re-
liance: the organization was committed to controlling one's 
destiny outside mainstream music channels. 'We learned right 
on a grassroots level," he says. "We had to go out and find a 
place to perform, get money, draw up a cont act. We bought a 
machine to print up our flyers, and then we d to learn how to 
change the oil and the ink in the machine." 
As news of AACM's efforts spread, simil groups sprang 

up, notably BAG (Black Artists Group) in St. ouis. Threadgill 
points proudly to AACM's continued existe ce ("They're de-
termined people. Up and down that river, peo le had a different 
kind of drive"), pointing out that in New Yor, "the machinery 
is already set up—you buy your Gucci stuff right off the rack. 
"Where we were coming from was kind o backwoods," he 

goes on. "Chicago had this traditional jazz thing happening, and 
they weren't going to hire us because we were going to play 
this original music. That was the whole issu. So you have to 
believe in what you're doing when you decid to get into your 
music, because you put yourself on the spot. hat takes a lot of 
nerve and endurance. 

"But, as a result, it builds good characte ." He lets out a 
hearty laugh. "It's marine training. When L• ster Bowie was 
president, we'd even talk about training yo g musicians and 
sending them over to a part of Europe where obody had been 
before with only a one-way ticket and their struments. We 

con nued on page 70 
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The release of " the dancing, hypnoti-
cally involving" (N.Y. Times) Sextet 
and Six Marimbas marks Steve 
Reich's first compositions for percus-
sion ensemble since the classic Music 
for 18 Musicians. Nonesuch 1791381 

JOHN 

ZORN 
On THE BIG GUNDOWN, "the Lower 
East Side's reigning musical thinker" 
(Vogue) reworks the music of Italian 
film composer Ennio Morricone (The 
Good, The Bad and the Ugly, Once 
Upon A Time in the West). "Like 
Bernard Herrmann's work for Alfred 
Hitchcock, 1\lino Rota's for Fellini, or 
John Barry's for the James Bond mov-
ies, Morricone's writing for Sergio 
Leone marks one of the pre-eminent 
composer- director collaborations... 
Zorn's foxy, intrepid arrangements 
latch onto the soundtracks only to 
crack them open: (from the liner 
notes) NonesuchlIcon ( 79139) 

WORLD 
SAXOPHONE 
QUARTET 

PLAYS 
DUKE ELLINGTON 
The first American recording from one 
of the most acclaimed jazz ensembles 
of the decade. They "breathe life into 
the entire jazz saxophone tradition: 
(Robert Palmer, N.Y Times) 
Nonesuch 179137) 

NONESUCH RECORDS. 
STANDING APART FROM THE SLAGHEAP OF GUTLESS CONFORMITY* 

1"Chfcayo Inbune, 1 113 83. 

01986 Ele1993/A,198,9688“96 Re6ore, D866on Wornel C88.888,68, , 



T
he afternoon sun burns down 
on the Providence, Rhode Is-
land Temple of Music, an 
ajaxed alabaster that sets the 
nearly neon sky in bold relief. 

No less colorful are the troupe of musi-
cians now climbing its stage dressed in 
ceremonial gold and silver. Their leader, 
slow and squat, is identifiable by his ad-
vanced age, an unmistakably majestic 
bearing and, not incidentally, a thick 
black cape (rough garb in the summer 
heat) dotted with more stars than a Wis-
consin sky in late November. The crowd 
follows his ascent with dutiful rever-
ence. All, that is, save for one middle-
aged mom sitting in the front row, an ob-
vious novice who can no longer witness 
this procession without rising to voice 
her startling revelation: 

"The guy in the middle has a coat 
hanger on his head!" 
"No ma'am," she is patiently cor-

rected by a younger, more knowing 
companion: "That's an interstellar com-
munication device. It's a clear day for 
transmissions." 

They're both right of course, but such 
are the seeming paradoxes which sur-
round Sun Ra— a resolute jazz in-
novator as well as the last of the great 
big-band leaders—and his fabulous 
Space Arkestra, a group that mixes 
musical explorations and vaudevillian 
traditions. And if audience reactions are 
any barometer, it's a dialectic Sun Ra 
has had few problems resolving: By the 
climax of this typically momentous per-
formance, both the aforementioned 
mom and her adept have joined the Ark-
estra's snaking conga line on the Tem-
ple lawn, echoing the rapturous congre-
gation as they vow to "travel the space-
ways, from planet to planet." Leading 
the call-and-response cadences, while 
swaying at the helm of this train, is the 
now surprisingly agile bandleader, a 

smile creasing his gentle face. 
Chalk up another victory against com-

placency for Sun Ra, the greatest of all 
composer/keyboardiàt Svengali/philos-
opher/bandleaders vliho swing merci-
lessly and claim they're from Saturn. 

While most musicians in their seventies 
rest on reputations made eons ago, Sun 
Ra and company still test themselves on 
the bandstand. Though their pear-
shaped leader claims he's maintained 
"low visibility" in recent years, a glance 
at the global jazz calendar reveals tours 
through Asia and Eurlope in addition to 
a fairly brisk stateside schedule. Given 
his apparent stamina, Ra may well burn 
into the next decade; for as is the case 
with so many artists from outer space, 
he's imbued with a sense of mission. 
-I want to make people happy," he ex-

plains serenely, "and if we have been 
working more lately, that's because the 
earth is in deep trouble. You've got a lot 
of intelligent people qn this planet, the 
churches, scholars—but it's not doing 
any good. Some forces, call them God 
or whatever, gave me the keys to what 
to do about the planet. Not being a 
minister, I try to help musically." 
Make no mistake: For all his comic 

trappings, Sun Ra's ministrations are 
seriously musical. "With music you can 
express any emotion," he observes, 
"you can paint pictures; people can see 
what a musician feels about outer 
space. The vibrationswill put them over 
on the sound, and the sound will be-
come a spaceship and lift them out 
there. People ask me about my philoso-
phy all the time, but it's not a philosophy, 
it's an equation. It has to do with the sur-
vival of humanity. If I don't help people 
survive, I won't have any audience." 

That wily mix of pragmatism and cos-
mic brouhaha has made Ra one of the 
most laughed at, laughed with, scorned 
and revered artists on the, uh, planet. 
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IS THE 
HEAVIEST MAN 

IN THIS 
GALAXY... 

"I'm famous and infamous, cussed and 
discussed," he quips. On this day he's 
dressed casua ly in a Travoltish shirt 
decorated with satellites, and a match-
ing pith helmet which partially obscures 
Cyndi Lauper-tinged hair. Never one to 
stand on formality—this is after all his 
offstage attire—Ra readily expounds on 
a galaxy of sub;ects. Ask him a question 
and he'l take a deep breath and ramble 
for hours. It's much the same way he's 
run his career. 
Though he insists he wasn't born on 

earth ("tne woman who raised me I call 
'other mama, — he explains), he seems 
to have made his initial appearance 
here about seventy-four years ago, 
growing up in Birmingham, Alabama 
under the name Herman Blourt. He first 
garnered professional notice during the 
late 30s in a band of Fletcher Hender-
son's, the great bandleader and ar-
ranger whose charts had turned a be-
spectacled clarinetist named Benny 
Goodman into the King of Swing. And 
despite his own forward-looking innova-

...BUT HE'S 
JUST PASSING 
THROUGH 
BY JIM MACNIE 



tions over the last three decades, it is still Henderson whom 
Ra credits as his primary influence. 

"I was writing and arranging at the Club DeLisa in 
Chicago when I first got with him," he recalls. "One night the 
(regular) arranger was sleeping in the car, so they sent for me. 
I'd never met Fletcher, but he'd seen me rehearsing at the 
shows. He was my favorite—he's an influence on everyone 
concerned with big band music—so when he gave me my first 
chance I was quite pleased." 
Ra has made the most of it, in the process pushing musical 

and theatrical concepts of jazz to the limits of outrageousness. 
He's been assisted in this endeavor by talented musicians, 
many of whom have forsaken promising individual careers in 
favor of Ra's domain. And a domain it surely is: The Arkestra 
lives communally at a house in Philadelphia, while on the road 
their leader has final say on everything from who solos when to 
which hotel rooms are right for which musicians, to what time 
band members may go to the bathroom. Discipline is a key con-
cept in the Ra omniverse, and he admits his methods aren't al-
ways appreciated. 
"Many players have come through the band," he ac-

knowledges, "and I don't like to babysit. A few I've had to, 
though. They might be good, but they usually need to be re-
fined—find out what not to play. There are a lot of voodoo 
rhythms out there, and some of them are deadly. Or if they go 
outside a club with a whisky bottle in their hand, I have to watch 
that, because that's not good for a long life. If they can stand 
the fire, they stay. But sometimes the fire falls," he intones 
soberly, "and when it does, it's worse than Satan. " 
The Arkestra's core—tenor saxophonist John Gilmore, al-

toists Marshall Allen and Pat Patrick, baritone Danny 
Thompson and singer June Tyson—have stood the fire for dec-
ades. In the 50s they helped Ra beguile listeners with hard-bop 
arrangements that showcased his seductive, off-kilter 
melodies and relentless swing. By the mid-60s the band was 
probing sonic frontiers in keeping with their "space" themes, 
and the aural turf began to encompass electronic keyboard 
storms, frazzled horn explosions, and the chanting of inter-
stellar incantations. Such "outside" explorations were hardly 
rare during the 60s, of course, but a Sun Ra concert was just as 
likely to include fire dancers, light shows and even movies (a 
favored clip shows Ra marching toward the pyramids) in the 
midst of his musical journeys. To some observers the result 
suggests a deft update of black minstrel and theatre tradition; 
to others it's akin to a Ringling Brothers circus from Mars. In 
any event, this cosmic cabaret helps listeners warm up for Ra's 
more challenging musical forays. 
"Most of the time the avant-garde looks so serious," Ra 

moans. "They don't look like they're really having fun. People 
don't want to see that. I want people to laugh at the costumes 
I have on. Why do the astronauts wear what they wear? Why 
do soldiers? Because it makes people notice them more. The 
musicians have a perfect right to join the crowd and say, 'We're 
going to wear this; this is how we feel. " 

Later in the evening, Ra shows he's got the stuff to back up 
his style. Supported only by Arkestra drummer Marvin 
"Boogaloo" Smith, he stomps his way through a bouncy, bluesy 
stride piano, an approach that suggests equal parts Count 
Basie and Albert Ammons. His facial expression turns serious, 
sweat drips onto his overly mascaraed moustache, his foot 
grinds along with the beat. It's get-.down time. 

Fighting for a better view, I lodge next to the piano, and as 
Ra shifts rhythms, in jumps a staggered boogie-woogie bass 
riff. There's only one hitch: The bass player is drinking a glass 
of water. The intermittent bass notes get funkier, while Ra's 

right hand trills out the blues. Where is this bottom coming 
from? Only the piano player knows for sure. 

"I stay active in my room twenty-four hours a day," he says 
later, by way of explanation, "and I've got my DX7 by my bed 
most of the time. I'm still interested in different sound effects; 
I've got about 700 of them now. The way you play must fit the 
song though," he cautions. "It's like speaking in a foreign lan-
guage; if you pick the wrong sound, most people won't under-
stand it. 

"What I want to do is totally impossible,T he goes on, "but 
Fire been ordered to do it, and I'm used tb being obedient. 
When I first started arranging, a trumpet ilayer said to me, 
'Write this song off the record.' The piece w s [Noble Sissle's] 
'Yeah Man'—not an easy one to write. And I didn't know any-
thing about transposing for horns. But I wo 
cause I didn't know any better. If you're ob 
miracles." 
Ra employs the same theory on the Arkes 

hearsal he suggests a drill sergeant who c 
eyes. "What I'm doing is so profound it's simm 
simple that sometimes listeners catch it bef 
Most players start off on rock 'n' roll now, 
this band to get acquainted with the masters 
the discipline, they stay; if not, they go. 
wrong note, they might get talked about for 
can't take criticism, you can't grow." 

Lately, Ra's been exhibiting his own sort 
in concert; despite a prolific career as a c 
corded between seventy and a hundred a 
that "I haven't been playing very many of my 
lately. I'm doing Ellington, Henderson 
Armstrong. I'm going to cover the whole gall 
agers today don't know enough about it. H 
be respected if I forget the masters that 
songs these composers left behind are littl 
ness. And the way the world is today, them 
happiness. So I play things by musicians wh 
aged, who had hope. Right now we're reh 
ful'—that's a beautiful word. Or we might d 
You Can See Forever,' because that's a nice 
arrange these onto another palette—the me 
be there, but the harmonies will be celes 
rhythms will be fantastic." 
Throughout this tour, the band drives 

Punchy set pieces like "Yeah Man" and H 
"Big John's Special" are intertwined with p 
the 40s and 50s. John Gilmore climbs into a 
vocalist awkwardly at first, but carries off 
West Of The Moon" with aplomb, while Jan 
an on-target Satchmo imitation on "Mack T 
self shuffles through a laconic, breezy "I Dr 
his best Anthony Newley (his friends call 
Wafting his hands while directing the band, -2a (his friends call 
him Sunny) breaks hearts as he warbles the c and the group 
oozes through the ballad's changes. 

In the past Ra has invited listeners to fo ow him to a new 
world of discipline and enlightenment, side tepping the issue 
of social responsibility here. But lately hi chants have as-
sumed a more didactic tone. "If the people of the earth don't 
start to care / trouble's gonna make a nest in their hair" goes 
one catchy chorus. Another points out, "Thr.»..y're trying to put 
the White House on the moon / they plan to put the Kremlin 
on a satellite"—as deft an analysis of Star Wars as any put to 
music. On "Nuclear War" ("we've been getting a lot of re-

continued on page 70 
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signed the original record contract) and all five members of 
Boston (the suit was thus called CBS vs. Ahern). The war was 
on. For a brief moment in December of 1983, a compromise 
flickered, then died. Seven subpoenas went out and seven dif-
ferent answers came back. (A large surge in the employment 
rate for lawyers dates from that time.) Within a few weeks, 
Scholz and Don Engel stitched together a rough outline of 
their defense and countersuit and filed it in the New York City 
court of ex-police commissioner Judge Vincent Broderick. 

Scholz was determined to keep working on Third Stage. He 
renewed his attempts to repair the second side, fortified by his 
hunger for legal vindication: "Initially, the first year, it was a big 
drive. I would get depressed or uninspired and think, 'Boy, 
why am I doing this?' Then I'd think about somebody over at 
CBS who was trying to give me a hard time, and go back down 
to the studio! I knew I had to finish it, and whenever I forgot, 
my wife reminded me I had to finish it. I mean, it was finally 
coming out the way I wanted it, musically. I really liked it, in 
spite of the fact that I had heard it thousands of times." 

While Scholz continued to assemble and dismantle his music, 
the wheels of justice moved steadily. In the second week of 
February 1984, Scholz was deposed at great length. "He was 
good," notes Engel. "He had a good memory." The deal called 
for CBS to produce Yetnikoff, and on the 10th of February he 
appeared for one of the most dramatic days of the case. In his 
"Dear Walter" letter and in his own depositions, Scholz had 
maintained that Yetnikoff promised to accept a late album and 
not cut off royalties. If there was in fact such a promise and 
Scholz had relied on it, CBS had modified the original contract. 
Engel's job was to get Yetnikoff to admit it. It would become 
the Clash of the Titans. 

Engel had worked with Yetnikoff on another case and heard 
him say to someone else the very same thing he'd told Scholz 
about not needing it in writing. Engel began by asking Yetnikoff 
if he remembered Scholz. Yetnikoff said he did not. Engel 
calmly asked how many other acts he had that sold eight million 
records their first time out. None. How many sold four? 
Three? Rather than wait for the follow-up, Yetnikoff admitted 
he remembered Scholz. Working against a steady stream of"I 
don't remember" 's and "not that I recalrs, Engel quoted 
Scholz's testimony of Yetnikoff s words. Looking straight into 
the eyes of a lawyer who'd heard him say the same words, Yet-
nikoff admitted he "might have said that. In fact, counselor, I 
might have even said it to you." 

Trying to get more out of Walter Yetnikoff made for a gruel-
ing morning. Yetnikoff seemed to tire by the fourth hour, admit-
ting he was "getting a little upset." CBS' attorney David Eizen-
man interrupted frequently with objections and remarks. The 
mood got ugly by the end, with Engel asking Yetnikoff if he ever 
considered he was committing a crime by withholding Boston's 
deferred royalties. "Do you ever consider it?" snapped Eizen-
man. "Yes, very seriously," replied Engel. 

Engel would need every advantage to counter CBS' anger 
about a new development: Scholz had begun talking to other 
labels about bringing out Third Stage. According to a 1985 
Scholz motion, CBS warned the other five major labels—in 
writing—not to touch it. Then CBS let it be known that if 
another major wanted Boston's contract, CBS would settle for 
$900, 000 and $. 25 an album. When Irving Azoffs MCA label 
decided to take on the album, CBS brought a new case against 
Scholz and MCA, asking for a preliminary injunction to freeze 
the deal. The CBS demand for an injunction to stop Third Stage 
took only nine pages. "They put in very simple papers," says 
Engel. "The tactic was, hey, it's a simple matter, give us the 

injunction." Engel responded with a densely argued, well-or-
ganized seventy-three-page brief. The judge had to accept one 
to three of Engel's eight points to kill the injunction: Engel won 
six. Third Stage belonged to MCA. Judge Broderick also made 
special mention of the deferred royalties: "I don't find anything 
that makes this money, which was being held in a special ac-
count by CBS, as being subject to withholding on the grounds 
of some grievance CBS may think it has with respect to perfor-
mance under the basic contract. " 

This last was crucial to the issue of the breached contract. If 
CBS unreasonably withheld the royalties, it was they who had 
broken the contract. Only if they had executed their half of the 
deal could they argue that the deal was still in force. Engel 
maintained that by continuing to work on the album, however 
slowly, Scholz had kept his part of the bargain. "I didn't under-
stand the legal complications involved," Scholz says, "but it 
was going to have to come out that I was simply trying to make 
this record, period. I wasn't giving up and I was working on it 
as hard as I could. Basically you're not going to get burned if 
you're trying to do the right thing." The case is expected to go 
to a jury trial early in 1987, but don't hold your breath. 

In 1985, Scholz says, he "began to see light at the end of the 
tunnel." One reason was Gary Pild, a guitarist with Sammy 
Hagar who helped Scholz rough out some tapes of the LP's final 
song, "I Think I Like It," on which Pihl is heard trading solos 
with Scholz. Yes, Tom Scholz was actually delegating work. 
"Gary was a big help going through the daily grind work of re-
hearsing Jim, trying ideas I would show him, and making crude 
demos of them. There aren't many people I could delegate that 
to; Gary's an exceptional individual—he knows how to play 
guitar and lots of other instruments, he listens to songs, and is 
extremely organized. I can't think of any other person I've ever 
met who I would've entrusted this work to." 

Another new aspect in Scholz's work was a unified lyrical 
theme. No one will ever say Scholz has Elvis Costello's gift for 
words, but he was aware of wanting to make a personal state-
ment about the "Third Stage after youth and adulthood.""I had 
the message embedded in the songs that I wanted," Scholz ex-
plains. "And that's the first time I'd ever consciously done that. 
They may go undiscovered forever, but they're in there. For 
me it has a very exact meaning. I wrote an essay on what every 
song says and how it fits in. I actually did that, just for myself as 
I was putting the pieces together. 

"There isn't anything on this record that isn't straight from 
the heart. It's not autobiographical, but it's close. Like on 'I 
Think I Like It.' What does the guy like? Change. People don't 
like change, something immensely different that alters your 
whole life. Like, let's say you go through a terrible lawsuit and 
come out the other end. There are good parts and bad parts. 
Some changes may appear bad, but in the end have a silver lin-
ing that's better than what existed before. That's what that 
song is about, a person realizing he's been made to change, and 
discovering he likes it. He didn't like it, but he does now." 

Perhaps the fullest statement of Scholz's theme comes on 
the LP's closer, "Holly Ann," which Tom grappled with for al-
most all of the six years spent on the project. It's a tribute to 
the Woodstock era, halcyon days of youthful idealism: "In my 
mind I can see reminders of a past decayed / So far behind, like 
the shadows linger at the close of day." Viewed from his 80s 
world of lawyers, accountants and sharks, the song has a spe-
cial poignancy, an innocence he can never regain. "It is a tribute 
to an exceptional time, having gone through it myself," Scholz 
nods. "A lot of people never realize that they've gone through 
it when something is over and they've finished. See, that's the 
key: Maybe acceptance of the passing of something is the end-
ing of the third stage." 
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1986 
was feeding 
time for 

hucksters, 
hacks, and 
hip-ocrites 

"I specifically refuse to do commercials 
and I don't think an actor should." 
Ronald Reagan during grand jury tes-
timony in 1961, quoted in Dark Victoty: 
Ronald Reagan, MCA and the Mob (Vik-
ing) by Dan Moldea 

y
ou got your usual small pile 
of excellent albums, usual 
small pile of wretched al-
bums, and usual inundation 
of mediocre albums that 

there is no rational reason to like or dis-
like unless you are somebody's mother 
or a critic looking to jump on a bandwa-
gon early. So your year in music that was 
1986 was pretty usual. Any genre you 
pick—pop, funk, punk, shameless 
Madonna imitations, shameless Spring-
steen imitations, balding wimps from En-

by charles m. young 

gland, haircut wimps from England, 
technically accomplished hustlers with 
nothing to say, incompetent youngsters 
with high ideals— it was usual in the usual 
proportions. 

Nonetheless 1986 was a watershed 
year as years in music go. It wasn't a 
year in music, future historians are going 
to discover. It was a year in jingles. For 
thirty years, the integrity of rock 'n' roll 
has been enforced from the outside. It 
has been for the most part impossible for 
a rock musician to sell out other than by 
recording a song he didn't believe in be-
cause he thought it would appeal to a cer-
tain element of the public. No corpora-

tion interested in respectability was will-
ing to associate with rock stars. Thus it 
was easy for them to resist temptation 
that wasn't being offered. In 1986, de-
spite the best efforts of the PMRC to 
bring back villainy to popular music, cor-
porations lined up to sign up. 

That's the good news: Tipper Gore 
and the other defenders of decency failed 
to follow through with the massive hys-
teria they were hoping to generate in 
1986. And the bad news is that they 
failed not because rock 'n' roll stood up 
to them in any serious way but because 
rock 'n' roll was so obviously harmless, 
respectable and flaccid. If the public 
were really worried that rock was turn-
ing Junior to Satan, Madison Avenue 
wouldn't be using it to sell raisin bran. 

Glenn Frey made a similar point on 
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MTV recently. He was narrating a 
Pepsi-sponsored history of Pepsi, and 
these executives were bragging about 
co-opting the youth culture ever since it 
was discovered at the end of World War 
IL Pepsi, Frey asked us to recall, has al-
ways been for those who think young, 
but it has been only in the past couple of 
years that the company dared to use 
rock 'n' roll in commercials, lest Mom as-
sociate it with subversion and leave it on 
the supermarket shelf. Rock 'n' roll was 
now the form of music for everyone 
under forty in this country, was the 
soundtrack for most movies and military 
recruitment ads, dominated radio in its 
various genres. Pepsi wanted a piece of 
the action. 
The climax of the show was the fa-

mous spot for which Frey and Don 
Johnson received a million dollars apiece. 
The two swinging bachelors drive 
through a steamy night in a sports car 
and end up in a club where all the other 
swinging bachelors and bachelorettes 
are drinking Pepsi. I'd never paid any at-
tention to the spot before. It is shot so 
darkly that there is nothing to grab your 
mind. By the time the half-attentive 
viewer figures out he is looking at 
Johnson and Frey (does Frey have face 
recognition even among music fans?), 
the plot is unintelligible. A shockingly in-
effective spot for the money, I would 
think. Yet watching closely for the first 
time, I noted Frey singing in the back-
ground, "We got freedom, we got soul / 
We got Pepsi and rock 'n' roll." 

That got my attention. In a literal 
sense, the line is true, although of the 
four items mentioned, only Pepsi is cur-
rently enjoying a growth market. We 
who live in the U. S. A. do possess certain 
freedoms, some of us have soul, all of us 
have access to rock 'n' roll, and anyone 
with 50-75e is allowed to drink a can of 
Pepsi. My guess is that Pepsi did not pay 
Frey and Johnson all that money to make 
this point. My guess is that Pepsi wants 
you to think you're drinking Otis Red-
ding, the Beatles and the Bill of Rights 
when you're drinking brown carbonated 
sugarwater with flavoring. 
So my guess is that Glenn Frey and 

Don Johnson lie for money. Time was, 
Glenn Frey was too proud to associate 
with the rabble of the music biz and re-
fused to pick up his own Grammy that 
the Eagles won for Hotel California. 
Now he isn't selling quite so many rec-
ords, so he hawks soda pop. Well, what's 
wrong with that? Everybody lies for 
money. The boss says, "The sky is 
green," and you have to agree or lose 
your job. Ethics are often a luxury only 
the rich can afford. But there are excep-

tions. And let us remember that rock 
stars are usually rich. 
Of the three basic relationships an art-

ist can have with an advertiser—that is, 
(1) none (the artist claims moral purity 
and refuses any and all endorsement op-
portunities); (2) craft (the artist sells his 
craft to an advertiser, as Randy Newman 
did in writing a jingle for Dr. Pepper in 
the late 70s); (3) reputation (either in the 
form of an artist standing there and say-
ing, "This product is good," or allowing 
an identifiable song to be used as a 
soundtrack)-1986 found an unnerving 
number of musicians all too willing to sell 
in the name of commerce body, soul and 
what's left of their reputations. Regard-
ing those reputations, by the way, most 
discussions of direct product endorse-
ments center on two questions: "Will it 
hurt his career?" and "Will people still 
believe him?" 

Well, the evidence is in on that one, 
and it doesn't hurt. Look at Bill Cosby, 
who is, according to the latest opinion 
polls, the most respected man in 
America. I could puke on a plate and for a 
few bucks that guy would call it pudding 
on national television. Look at Genesis, 
who recently played five nights at Madi-
son Square Garden while Phil Collins' "In 
The Air Tonight" was backing a Mich-
elob commercial. None of his fans were 
offended that he sold this deeply per-
sonal song about his divorce, this cou-
rageous exploration of his most intimate 
feelings (so he had us believe in inter-
views) to promote beer. Elton John had 
no trouble selling tickets on his tour after 
selling "Sad Songs" to Sasson Jeans while 
it was still on the charts. Clearly rock 
stars, like incumbent congressmen, can 
do anything without alienating their con-
stituency so long as they remain likable. 
Which brings us to the crux of the 

problem confronting rock 'n' roll in the 
Year of the Jingle (and beyond): Is such 
use of one's name and art moral? And if 
the answer is yes, what does that say 
about rock 'n' roll in 1986 (and beyond)? 
We live in a society that lies to itself so 
much that economy is reduced to a vast 
exercise in disinformation. Rock 'n' roll 
at its best has fought that trend. Rock 'n' 
roll at its best has served the truth. Cer-
tainly when I was growing up in the 60s, 
I looked to it for information—emotional 
and political—as much as for fun. When I 
talk to teenagers now, they seem to 
need rock 'n' roll in the same way, proba-
bly more so as our indoctrination has 
grown tighter and more sophisticated. 
Kids trust musicians as they would an 
idolized older brother, which is precisely 
why corporations want their endorse-
ments. It is unethical to take that trust 

and manipulate it to sell them beer or 
breakfast cereal or anything else. Rock 
'n' roll musicians should be held to a 
higher standard than the Smurfs. 
Look at Lou Reed, for another exam-

ple. Here's a guy with unquestioned cre-
dentials. •He's explored the deepest, 
darkest, dankest depths of the human 
unconscious, seen stuff that the rest of 
us don't want to know ever happened, 
and he came back with a number of bril-
liant songs, among them "A Walk On The 
Wild Side." Now he would have us be-
lieve that he has explored the deepest, 
darkest, dankest depths of the human 
unconscious and come back with a Honda 
motorscooter. The ad is powerful and ef-
fective and commensurate with Reed's 
image. When you buy a motorscooter 
now, you're going to get a little piece of 
the Wild Side. And when you hear that 
noble song on the radio, you're going to 
think what Honda wants you to think: 
Where you were in the early 70s when it 
came out, and what a grand role motor-
scooters played in it all. 

I asked Reed about this once during a 
short interview for MTV and he said, as 
I recall, "Better us than them," and then 
rather insistently changed the subject. 
That is—no sarcasm—a good argument. 
Rock 'n' roll has concentrated a lot of 
money in relatively young, relatively lib-
eral hands and often a portion of that 
money will go to a worthy cause. Better 
Lou Reed gets those bucks than some 
old fogey. But there is an artistic consid-
eration that goes beyond political and age 
differences. If rock 'n' roll exists just as a 
ploy to get people to part with a few dol-
lars for a record, then there is no moral 
difference between releasing an album 
and endorsing a motorscooter. Lou Reed 
and every other musician I ever talked 
to, however, would argue that rock 'n' 
roll is not just product, and that they de-
serve to be taken seriously as artists. 
They certainly expect to be taken seri-
ously as artists, or they wouldn't get so 
mad when critics like me dump on them. 
If a musician has created an expectation 
in his audience that he is serious, that he 
is going to express the truth about some 
emotion or experience from his unique 
point of view, he is asking that audience 
to drop their skepticism and allow him into 
their minds and together they can come 
up with new truths. Throwing a motor-
scooter into the bargain is cheating, un-
less you wish your artistry to be taken on 
the same level as Ed McMahon's. 

For a final example, consider the Long 
Ryders. These guys have no credentials 
except for a mild rep among critics due 
entirely to their skill at manipulating the 

continued on page 70 
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A 
TRIBUTE 
ANDA 
CALL 
TO ARMS 
"Say You, Say Me," "That's What 
Friends Are For," "How Will I Know," 
"Kyrie," "Sara," "The Greatest Love Of 
All," "On My Own," "There'll Be Sad 
Songs"—whew, whatta year for rock 'n' 
roll! And just look at Billboard's number-
one albums during 1986: Sade, Barbra 
Streisand, Whitney Houston, Lionel 
Richie, Huey Lewis, Boston... No won-
der they want to take the music away 
from us! 

But are we gonna let 'em? No way! 
What keeps rock 'n' roll exciting and 
dangerous is that it's our music created 
by our peers. If you can't relate to Bob 
Seger or the KBC Band, kiddies, why 
don't you just go back to business school 
and stay there until you're ready for it? 
This isn't Romper Room; this is rock. 
Now that we got rid of those eaves-

dropping sissies, let's get serious. This 
year was a troubling one for us music 
fans. Some pigheaded artists are holding 
out on compact disc releases; there's 
still talk of a blank-tape tax or anti-duping 
chip for tape recorders; digital sampling 
is a legal gray area; and record com-
panies don't want us to have our DAT 
(digital audio tape). What can we do (be-
sides renewing our subscriptions to 
Musician)? Have our secretaries write 
letters, that's what! Let's tell our con-
gressional representatives who's paying 
their salaries! Warn record company 
execs to lay off the parallel-import ques-
tion! Withhold our kids' allowances until 
the powers that be see things our way! 
So the next time you're out jogging 

with the Boss on the personal stereo, re-
flect a little on our precious rock 'n' roll 
heritage. We didn't get where we are 
now by time-shifting our priorities. We 
changed the world once; we can do it 
again. 

Merits and Demerits 

Artist of the Year 
Not all artists are celebrities; in the re-
cording world, many talented people 

don't even get near a microphone. 
Sooner or later, though, the giants of any 
profession get their just recognition. 
This year saw the sudden emergence of 
a music-industry figure normally content 
to work outside the spotlight: the inde-
pendent promo person. Although a shy, 
retiring type, the promo person—who 
convinces radio programmers of the 
merits of particular recordings—has 
more to do with your musical taste than 
you realize. 

The "indie" promo people, unaffiliated 
with any one label, are the top practition-
ers of this noble calling. Even among this 
elite, though, a couple of names stand 
out. This year Musician breaks with our 
usual practice of honoring players to 
honor instead two independent promo 
men without whom we wouldn't know 
who to like: Fred DiSipio and Joe Isgro. 
(The award would be presented in per-
son, but we couldn't find them.) 
Musidan of the Year 
If just being prolific earned greatness, 
Elvis "Declan McManus" Costello would 
be no greater than Elton John. But it's 
hard to think of anyone since the mid-60s 
Bob Dylan who poured out such valuable 
material so quickly. It was enough that 
Costello made King Of America, a back-
to-basics gem with T-Bone Burnett and 
the best American musicians in several 
genres. But he sealed up this year's 
award with Blood And Chocolate, a 
dense electric return to form with Nick 
Lowe and the Attractions. 
As a multi-media bonus he appeared in 

a terrific British movie called No Surren-
der, and went to Spain to act in Alex 
Cox's upcoming Straight To Hell. There 
were new singles to tide us over the 
summer, and then in the fall the wildest 
tour of all: multiple-night stands in a 
series of U.S. cities with a different show 
every night. History buffs loved the con-
certs with James Burton, Jerry Scheff 
and Jim Keltner; everyone else went 
wild over the Spinning Songbook, a giant 
game-show set on which contestants 

1
 from the audience spun a wheel to pick 
the songs Elvis anc the Attractions 
played. Along the was' Elvis performed 
with Tom Petty, Tom Vaits, the Bangles 
and other new partners, and added "Pop 
Life" and an acoustic "Pretty In Pink," 
among others, to his enormous reper-
toire. 
And even when all that activity is for-

gotten, music lovers nll hear "I'll Wear 
It Proudly" or "I Wart You" or "Amer-
ican Without Tears" 4nd say, boy, was 
that ever a good year r Costello. 
Albums of the Year 
Picking the "Best Album" leads the 
Musician staff into bilibery, vanity and 
unnatural concern wie musical complex-
ity, lyrical depth, political conscience and 
artistic ambition. So th s year we decided 
to just list the recorda the editors actu-
ally played the most: 
Jock Baird: INXS (complete works) 
Bill Flanagan: Richard Lloyd, Field Of 
Fire; the Replacements, Tim 
Scott Isler: Jesus d Mary Chain, 
Psychocandy 
Mark Rowland: Various artists, The In-
destructible Beat Of Soweto 
J. D. Considine: Pretenders, Get Close 
Charles M. Young, The Butthole Sur-
fers, Rembrandt Pussykorse 
Timothy White: Peter Gabriel, So; 
Steve Winwood, Back In The High Life 
Peter Watrous: Various artists, The 
Complete Keynote Collection 
A Frequent-Flyer Bonus Bomb 
to Prince, Starship and Manhattan 
Transfer, who canceled mid-year Euro-
pean tours because of terrorist activity 
The Mike Love Integrity Plaque 
(the industry's highest honor) 
to Arista Records president Clive Davis, 
who attacked pop radio at the Music 
Business Symposium: "There is no 
shortage of exciting new rock... Rock 
radio, to its shame, is never at the cut-
ting edge... It's time for revolt again." 
This year Arista released albums by Alan 
Parsons, GTR, Air Supply, the Mon-
kees, Billy Ocean and Kenny G. 
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Athens, Georgia Chamber 
of Commerce Bowl 
to R. E. M. for importing an endless 
stream of rock critics to write articles 
about the boys at home. We suspect that 
Michael Stipe and company all really live 
in Hollywood and commute to Georgia to 
meet journalists. 
A Gilt Teapot with a Tempest 
Inside 
to the rock press for holding meetings, 
taking out ads and forming committees 
after a TV evangelist criticized rock 
magazines 
The Steve Allen Middlebrow-in-
Mixed-Media Award 
David Byrne 
The Morrissey Bronzed Condom 
for Abstinence 
to Musician magazine, for not mention-
ing Sting or Robert Frippall year (so far). 

Extremists 

Best New Songwriting Team 
Bob Dylan and Sam Shepard 
Worst New Songwriting Team 
Bob Dylan and Carole Bayer Sager 
Corporate Rip-Off of the Year 
Record labels pay artists half royalties on 
CDs while charging customers through 
the nose. How long before they get rid 
of LPs altogether? 
Most Promising New Supergroup 
Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young and Spring-
steen at the Bridge School benefit 
Drug of the Year 
Hyperbaric oxygen tanks. Michael 
Jackson's people said he was climbing 
into his air tank 'cause it'd make him im-
mortal (like Walt Disney?). But accord-
ing to hyperbaric-breather Ronnie Lane 
(whose ARMS concerts were to raise 
funds to buy such tanks for MS victims), 
those test tubes make you high as a kite. 
Favorite Ongoing Lawsuit 
The Beatles vs. Capitol Records 
Rumor of the Year 
After living in Keith Richards' house and 
preparing a video and album with the 

e 

Rollingest Stone, Chuck Berry punched 
him out. Just his way of being friendly? 
Recommended Reading 
(This Is Serious!) 
Sweet Soul Music, Peter Guralnick 
Most Slavish Prince Rip-Off 
"Oh Sheila," Ready For The World 
Best Jackson Family Imitations 
(in order of faithfulness) 
The Jets, Debarge, New Edition, 5 Star, 
Talking Heads 
Best 60s Artists of 1986 
Bangles. Smithereens, Fabulous Thun-
derbirds, Bob Dylan 
Most Preposterous 60s Reruns 
Chicago updates "25 Or 6 To 4"—and 
has a hit 
Aretha Franklin records "Jumpin' Jack 
Flash" 
Beatles return to charts with "Twist And 
Shout" 
Grateful Dead are summer's top concert 
attraction 
Monkees reunion 
The PMRC's Top Rock Artists 
of 1986 
Thompson Twins (shlock as idealism) 
Lone Justice (shlock as rebellion) 
Ashford & Simpson (shlock as romance) 
Stryper (shlock as religion) 
Lionel Richie (shlock) 

News of the Year, 
Real and Imagined 

Rock 'n' Roll Heaven 
Cliff Burton (Metallica), Max (Mark) 
Dinning, Kelly Isley, Phil Lynott, 
Richard Manuel, Rick Nelson 
Rock 'n' Roll Purgatory 
Albert Grossman 
The Politics of Entertcdement 
Manager Ken Kragen resigned (not re-
signed) Lionel Richie's account, citing 
his involvement with Hands Across 
America, and promptly fired over one-
third of his staff. A week after accepting 
Kragen's resignation, Richie rejoined his 
once and present manager. The ex-Kra-
gen personnel did not. 

I Whatever Happened To...? 
I Baltimora. Boys Don't Cry, Nu Shooz 
Comebacks 
Ginger Baker, Charles Brown, James 
Brown, Bubble Puppy, ESG, Patti 
LaBelle, Richard Lloyd, Paul Simon 
Semi-Comebadcs 
Peter Frampton, Alvin Lee 
Gobadcs 
Bad Company, Franlçie Goes To Hol-
lywood 
MVP« 
Monkees, house music, Sigue Sigue 
Sputnik 
Cover Versions 
"Immigrant Song," Minimal Compact 
"Rolfin' Dany," the Fall 
"Stormy Weather," Fats Comet 
"Will The Wolf Survive," Waylon Jen-
nings 
Life's Hard at the Top (I) 
Prince's film directorial debut, Under the 
Cherry Moon, was no Purple Rain at the 
box office—and his Parade album stiffed 
with a mere million sold. 
Strange but True: New Blood! 
BoDeans, Crowded House, David and 
David, Fine Young Cannibals, Full 
Force, LL Cool J. Miami Sound Machine 
Simply Red, Woodentops, Soundtrack 
We Couldn't Have Said It Better 
"Most dance numbers are content to go 
'thump-thump-thump,' but [Niles] Rod-
gers' arrangements are more likely to go 
'thumpity-bip-bop-boom." 

- Geoffrey Himes, Washington Post 
It's a Baby-Boomer World 
The New York Times (appropriately self-
deemed "the newspaper of record") ran 
an editorial lamenting that "the day of the 
45 is just about over": "A stack of 45s on 
a chubby spindle," the august Times re-
minisced, "evokes a time of... blue lights 
in the basement or Japanese lanterns 
around the carport." What do you mean, 
what carport?! 
Words lb Ponder 
"If Eddie Cochran was eighteen today 
he'd have a Fender Strat Jap copy and 
he'd be up in front of a heavy metal band 
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SUN RA trum page 62 
quests lately for that one") Ra gets more 
explicit still, pointing out out that annihi-
lation is "a motherfucker," and that 
"when the big one hits, you can kiss your 
ass goodbye (goodbye, ass!)" Perhaps 
the shoulder-shaking realities of "The 
Message" and similar rap songs have 
goaded the freebop patriarch into more 
politically-minded missives? 

"The next thing I'm going to do will 
shake up the whole planet," Sun Ra 
promises. "When I get back to Philadel-
phia, I'm going to a lawyer and have him 
prepare eviction papers for everybody 
on this world. I'll take it to the U.S. and 
the White House and say, 'If you can't 
handle the anarchists and terrorists, and 
you aren't capable of taking care of the 
property of the creator of the universe, 
then we'll take over.' The earth belongs 
to someone, but that someone is not m-
a-n. People might pray to the lord, but 
the landlord will evict them. He's never 
spoken before, but now he's saying, 'You 
haven't paid no taxes on the wind, and no 
taxes on the sun.... '" 
And why would a prophet who sings "I 

Dream Too Much," who claims to have 
invented punk rock, who says he's writ-
ten "two to three billion" songs, and who 
still talks about when the Pacific Ocean 
got mad at him, expect anyone to go 
along with his plans for global eviction? 

"Over the years I've worked on a 
shoestring," Sun Ra observes, "but the 
point is, I'm sincere. I don't have to com-
promise. Because the world is getting 
ready to change over, and to deal with 
the people who are sincere." IN 

SODA POP f.page65 
accoutrements of integrity. They play 
primitive guitar-based rock, their lyrics 
have a bogus Bob Dylan/Gram Parsons 
feel (like the Alarm or America) and one 
of them has a beard like Solzhenitsyn. I 
don't know anyone—from committed 
music fan to casual TV watcher—who 
doesn't hold these guys in contempt. 
They come right out and talk about the 
"integrity" of their music in their Miller 
Beer ad and then drop the utterly stun-
ning line: "You don't have to be the best 
musicians in the world, you just have to 
mean it," as if they'd be singing the 
praises of Miller without being paid great 
piles of money. 

I read an interview with the Long Ryd-
ers in which they defended themselves 
on the grounds that a) Merle Haggard 
and Pete Seeger did it first, and b) they 
needed the money. To which I say: Fuck 

Merle Haggard and Pete Seeger. As for 
needing the money, I can identify with 
that. I'm writing this essay for money. 
And I couldn't promise you that I 
wouldn't endorse Miller Beer if I were 
faced with eviction. But I hope I'd be the 
first to say fuck me for doing it. I 
wouldn't care if Jesus Christ needed cash 
for the Second Coming. If He used the 
Sermon on the Mount to endorse chew-
ing tobacco, He wouldn't have much of a 
claim over Beelzebub. 

In defense of the Long Ryders, they 
didn't betray a trust with their audience. 
No one cared what they had to say in the 
first place, and they are such puds they 
probably enjoy putting agency vice pres-
idents on the guest list. This was proba-
bly their only chance to make money and 
they took it. If Glenn Frey needed the 
money, he should hire a new accountant 
to search for that mountain of moolah the 
Eagles generated. 
One other image sticks in my mind 

from this Year of the Rock Jingle: The 
Grand Finale to the Statue of Liberty 
celebration this summer was a salute to 
American music in Giants Stadium. The 
three singers selected to represent rock 
'n' roll were Frankie Avalon, Fabian and 
Bobby Rydell, classic ersatz rockers in 
the worst Dick Clark tradition, sorta the 
Long Ryders of their day. It was my fa-
vorite show of the year. The thugs and 
liars who run this country wouldn't let 
real rock 'n' roll anywhere near the 
Statue of Liberty. There must be some 
truth left in this aging art form. And as 
long as there is, Pepsi is not freedom. 

THREADGILL homage 58 
used to do stuff like forty-eight-hour 
marathons where everybody brought 
their sleeping bags. I don't mean benefits 
to raise money, this was..." 
To raise consciousness? 
"Right." 
So which comes first, the ideals of the 

individual artist or that of the collective? 
Threadgill claims the former: "That was 
the direction I was moving in, that's the 
only reason I was there. The AACM was 
the perfect place for me, because I 
wasn't trying to fashion those A/B/A 
songs based on show business. I didn't 
know how successful I was going to be, 
but I knew where I was supposed to be." 

Where it led was Air, Threadgill's mid-
70s chordless trio based on enlightened 
economy and geodesic beauty. Whether 
recasting Scott Joplin or Jelly Roll Mor-
ton in their own image or fleshing out 

Threadgill's sly comp 
a unique jazz niche. 
record magnates wer 
ing out the latest frisio 
"The critics den= 

corded," Henry dec 
nated the [jazz] poll 
years before that." A 
finally heeded the call 
lowed with two U.S. 

In the post-Ornet 
bands were no longer 
and the legitimacy of 
nally accepted. But c 
assumption, Air ra 
"That was highly c 
Threadgill explains. ' 
and drums: How man 
ten to that? We knew 
to last unless we coul 
sounding very broad 
if you come up with 
got to somehow chan 

"If you go back to t 
the folks who came up 
beginning—King Oliv 
bands—you'll see th 
collective improvisati 
approach I'm still bas 
You hear what I said? 
sation. That don't me 
gets up and solos by t 
people say the music 
jazz, but I'm dealing wi 
music, music that got 
and to Duke Ellingt 
played collective im 
phased together; no 
there would be parts 
hit." 

Air's eerie poise hi 
terplay; compositions, 
gave way to spontal 
Threadgill still felt c 
limitations of the trio 
pensate he put togeti 
that featured four bas 
physical space proble , " he admits, and 
so after one album X45 gave way to the 
Sextet. Their vinyl 
That, surfaced in 19 
Time label and quicld 
jazz community on its, 
cut was manic, revisi 
for a hyped-up march 
At The Baths" languis 
loose-limbed agony. T 
real Air, Threadgill's I 
radically different, a 
melancholy and boiste 
ing. 

Threadgill, of cour 
less. "I used to think 
chestra," he points o 
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irions, Air carved 
ut for a long time 
too busy check-
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for a number of 
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raising eyebrows, 
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we weren't going 
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the river from the 
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I'm doing is not 
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assed on to Bird 
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KONTEMPLATING THE 

Nothing's as bad as 
RayDavies 
thinks 
By John Hutchinson 

Photograph by Davies & Starr 

ay Davies, we've always 
been told, is quintessen-
tially English. The clas-
sic Kinks songs of the 

60s—"Dedicated Follower Of Fash-
ion," "Sunny Afternoon," "Waterloo 
Sunset"—were finely-judged vig-
nettes of British life, full of cheeky 
optimism and tempered by bit-
tersweet melancholy. You could al-
most imagine Ray, dressed up in 
cricket whites and a blazer, playing 
a role in a Noel Coward musical 
farce—almost, but not quite, be-
cause Ray Davies doesn't really fit 
in anywhere. He seems destined to 
be a permanent outsider, never a 
committed participant in the game 
of life. By nature he's detached and 
withdrawn. At first he comes across 
as a mildly eccentric Englishman, 
but simmering under the facade is 
something else. He has a rich sense 
of humor and a love of the ludicrous; 
he can be irascible and belligerent, 
and he's no stranger to the black 
dog of depression. Ray is not as 
"English" as you might think. 
He certainly looked gloomy 

enough when I met him at his flat in 
central London. I was greeted by 
his Irish wife Pat, a charming and 
gentle dancer with an elfin face. 
Then a tall, slightly stooping figure 
in a black raincoat came out of the 
shadows of the dimly- lit hall. Ray 

shook me by the hand, and quickly 
led me into the living-room to start 
the interview. He seemed distant, a 
mite distracted. I'd been warned 
that he could be difficult to talk to, 
that he was liable to get bored or irri-
tated, and that he has been known 
to walk out of interviews without 
warning. As it turned out, though, 
Ray couldn't have been easier to 
work with. What appeared to be de-
spondence was only fatigue, 
brought on by hours spent editing 
the videos of the two forthcoming 
Kinks singles—his own "How Are 
You" for the British market, and 
brother Dave's " Rock & Roll Cities" 
for U.S. release. He was wary at 
first, but ready to talk, and he made 
a concerted effort to shake off his 
weariness. Davies seemed to be 
taking the interview as an opportu-
nity to formulate new thoughts 
about his attitudes to his own aspi-
rations and those of the Kinks. At 
one moment all I'd be conscious of 
was a pair of piercing eyes looking 
out from behind a passive mask, 
then, all of a sudden, his rigidity 
would crumple, and the old Ray 
Davies crooked grin would crease 
his face, his eyes twinkling mis-
chievously. The next morning, at our 
second meeting, Ray was re-
freshed by a good night's sleep and 
was almost jaunty. 
The Kinks have signed up with a 

new record company, MCA, and 
delivered a new single and album 
that both have an above-average 
chance of establishing themselves 
in the upper reaches of the U.S. 
charts. Ray is happy with them, and 





Dave Davies: Tension keeps the strings in tune. 

They came over, listened to the rough mixes, and discussed 
them. Actually I'm more open now than I've ever been to other 
people's comments. 
MUSICIAN: Is that because you feel more secure in yourself, or 
because you want to be sure of the mood of the marketplace? 
DAVIES: Perhaps I criticize what I do too much. My philosophy 
for this record was "Nothing is as bad as I think it is." That's 
what pulled me through it. I had to make a new Kinks record, 
whatever that is, and although I wasn't really working to a mar-
ket strategy, I knew it had to have driving music on it. Person-
ally, if I buy a record or book by someone I like, I'm disap-
pointed if I don't find ingredients of what drew me to him in the 
first place. I also want the author or musician to take his ideas 
further on to somewhere new. I think that's what this record 
does. It's a rebirth album, I think—there's good confidence on 
it, both on the part of the players and myself. We did it quite 
quickly for us; it was started on June 1, and we finished at the 
beginning of September, and we didn't put in incredible hours 
either. This was the first time, actually, that the band has 
known the songs when we went in to record them—we even 
worked with lyric sheets. It all sounds very organized, doesn't 
it? Perhaps it came from my experience with Return To Water-
loo, where I had to work from a script. But we did try to retain 
some of the spontaneity that you've got to have in rock 'n' roll, 
when you go for the early take. 
MUSICIAN: In retrospect, what do you think of the last Kinks' 
album, Word Of Mouth? 
DAVIES: Maybe it wasn't brilliantly executed. It was a confused 
album—the last one we did for Arista. We didn't have much 
time for it, as we had to go off on a tour that had already been 
booked. So perhaps it was incomplete. 
MUSICIAN: The titles of the Arista LPs (Misfits, Low Budget, 
Give The People What They Want, State Of Confusion) seemed 

to be ver), revealing, expressive of the band's state of mind. 
DAVIES: They were all true at the time. State Of Confusion, 
for example, was a reflection of the band at that point—even 
the sleeve showed us all moving in different directions. They 
were all truthful titles. After all, when it comes down to it, you 
don't like to see your work cheapened in any way. I was going 
to call State Of Confusion " Yuk." 
MUSICIAN: But the record company wouldn't go for it! 
DAVIES: No! And I wanted to call Sleepwalker "Poseur," but 
they didn't know what it meant. 
MUSICIAN: Some of the late- 70s Kinks' music bordered on heavy 
metal. Do you actually like HM? 
DAVIES: Heavy metal is too jock-strappy for me, but it's fun, 
and I get a lot of laughs from heavy metal bands. If there's 
humor, that's all that matters. 
MUSICIAN: Do you really think they're deliberately humorous? 
The kids seem to treat it as deadly serious! 
DAVIES: [Laughing broadly] Oh no, come on—the really clued-
in kids know what's going on! But it also reflects life. If you 
work on a factory assembly line, you'll probably relate to heavy 
metal rhythms. If you're living in Cleveland, and you're work-
ing on a sledgehammer all day, that's what you're going to re-
late to in your music. I can understand tha when I want my 
mind to be dead, I'll read science fiction co cs in the middle of 
the night. 
MUSICIAN: Did you find the 70s a bit of a dr 
DAVIES: I think things were probably prett boring, musically. 
And there was no way we could be market d, which was frus-
trating, and it turned into a drag. That's why I wrote something 
like "Ducks On The Wall" on Soap Opera There are some 
wonderful lines on that, and they're set to Status Quo or ZZ 
Top type of rhythm, which was quite funny I thought that the 
music industry deserved no respect wh tsoever, because 
limos and drugs were becoming a kind o payola. Then the 
punks came and saved things a bit, until some of them sold out. 
MUSICIAN: Do you see the early Kinks as a prototype punk or gar-
age band? 
DAVIES: We were a garage band, and still are, in many ways. 
But like Groucho Marx, I wouldn't belong to a club that would 
have me as a member. If a punk band werel to come up to me 
and say "We love you," I'd tell them to bug bff. 
MUSICIAN: At about the time you changed labels to Arista, the 
Kinks gave up theatrical stage shows, and be 
'n' roll band. Was that a strategy dreamed u 
DAVIES: I think Clive wanted us to play s 
MOR music. We had to reestablish oursel 
We were presenting ourselves as a "good time" band, so we 
had to go out on the road. And it was such Irelief for me to go 
onstage and not have to worry about the nec t cue. It was a re-
lease—I could just enjoy the singing. The Low Budget tour had 
no frills at all: we had a dowdy stage set wit tatty drapes, and 
we just played the music. When die record ompany saw what 
we were doing, it became a marketing exer ise. 
MUSICIAN: Why do you think you are so m h more popular in 
the States than in Britain? 
DAVIES: We concentrated on America. We oured, and people 
saw us live. 
MUSICIAN: Does your stage persona extend s your personality? 
DAVIES: Well, when I have an audience It into a performer. 
When I get deeper and deeper into what I' doing by myself, I 
end up writing something like "Hey Joe," ii s Samuel Beckett 
time. But when I experience an audience, hen I bounce off 
people, it brings out an entirely different p of my personality. 
Entertainers, using the term broadly, tend o have strong ex-
trovert and introvert aspects to their cha acters. When I'm 
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writing or recording I become an extrovert, and I get tremen-
dous surges of energy. I'm a very energetic writer—I can't just 
do it intellectually, I have to feel what I'm doing. 
MUSICIAN: I'd like to ask you about your"camp" stage acts in the 
past. The critic Susan Sontag once defined camp as "the sensibil-
ity of failed seriousness." Would you agree with that? 
DAVIES: Perhaps being aware of failed seriousness is part of 
being camp. If you're not aware of it, it is really just innocence. 
MUSICIAN: Let me relate it directly to you. My guess is that one of 
the reasons you spent a lot of energy camping it up was because 
you were frustrated—you wanted to do a tight theatrical rock 
show, but found yourself thwarted at every turn. 
DAVIES: Are you detaching the word from its sexual over-
tones? 
MUSICIAN: To some extent, yes. The sexual side is one aspect of 
a general flaunting of outrageous attitudes. 
DAVIES: Perhaps I'm a flauntist rather than a campist! 
MUSICIAN: Is your camp persona optimistic or pessimistic? 
DAVIES: You're touching on areas that baffle me! Let me try to 
put it another way. It all depends on the context. Somebody 
can achieve greatness in public, pack out Madison Square Gar-
den, and then go back to a lonely hotel room. We don't normally 
want to look at pessimism or loneliness: we just want the op-
timism. That's what heavy metal does. They don't want the 
world to see how lonely they are—they want Wagnerian 
heroism. To me, that's funny, it has humor. 
MUSICIAN: Were those shows in the vaudeville tradition? 
DAVIES: I don't like the word "vaudeville" attached to what I 
do, although it might apply to Soap Opera. My English heritage 
may explain the fact that some of my songs—like "Sunny Af-
ternoon"—could have been done by a vaudevillian performer, 
but I wouldn't like someone's introduction to vaudeville to be 
through the Kinks. If there's a direct influence, I wasn't con-
scious of it. I'm not much of an authority on vaudeville. 
MUSICIAN: Did those crazy shows include an element of condes-
cension to the audience? 
DAVIES: No. I was laughing at myself. I once heard something 
about Jack Benny, to the effect that all his jokes ended up back-
firing. If a comedian sends up somebody else, that's cynicism. 
All the great comedians end up with egg on their faces. 
MUSICIAN: So, in a way, "Death Of A Clown" might be more ap-
propriate to you— 
DAVIES: Than to Dave? Yes, but he wrote the song, and he 
sang it. In fact it was more suited to Dave. It was about Dave's 
giving up a raver's life-style, and paying the price. 
MUSICIAN: Bair Fantoni, who knew you well in the early days, 
once said that your sense of alienation was due to a loss of work-
ing-class roots. True? 
DAVIES: Barry's said a lot of things! No, I think he's totally 
wrong—I don't think I'll ever lose those roots. I had them 
when 1 bought my first big house, and you carry them with you 
wherever you go. If that's your being, you can't lie to yourself, 
and it's impossible to be creative if you do. At the time he said 
that—and it was so long ago—that may have been the conclu-
sion he drew from the situation. But I certainly haven't lost my 
awareness of class and my Englishness. There's something 
particularly English in my music and the way I look at things. 
MUSICIAN: How do you see yourself in class terms? Has the situ-
ation changed? 
DAVIES: I see myself as classless, but I suppose if you press 
the issue, I'll say that I'm working class. When people approach 
me, I notice that they don't know quite how to place me. Eng-
land has become more cosmopolitan in its thinking these days, 
but there's a very deep awareness of class distinctions here. 
The 60s were different in a way, but I didn't much like things 

then, and I didn't mix much either. The 70s were years of 
stupidity, a period of post-optimism; the 80s are the years of 
realization. The 90s, I think, will be the years when ideas are 
put into operation—a time of application. 
MUSICIAN: Do you feel nostalgic about the past? 
DAVIES: No. I like the past more than I used to, but on the 
whole I think that it's better now than it was. It's more frighten-
ing, but it's more alive. A couple of years ago someone asked 
me, "What do you feel?" I said, "I feel everything." Then he 
asked, "Are you afraid of feminists?" I told him that I was afraid 
of eveybody. Happiness all the time is like a painkiller. 
MUSICIAN: Perhaps you're less afraid of admitting these things 
than you used to be? 
DAVIES: Maybe. I'm much more aware of each moment, and 
that's the only way I can approach life. I don't know what I'll be 
doing in two months' time. And I'm not going to make a state-
ment saying that I still pick up the beat of the street, because I 
don't think I ever did, I do see something in the street—I see 
beauty there. I don't know why I do—perhaps I don't see 
what's really there, and I just see what I see. "Waterloo Sun-
set" was never there. I imagined it. I saw it for a moment; I'm 
not saying that's the way it actually looks. 
MUSICIAN: Is beauty more important to you than truth? 
DAVIES: No. The past is beautiful because it's true. I'm struck 
more by ugliness than by beauty. I went to see the Dada exhib-
ition at the Hayward Gallery in London some years ago, and I 
was so enthralled by it that when I got on the train afterwards, 
everyone looked distorted, as though they had come out of a 
Max Beckmann painting. 
MUSICIAN: So you react strongly to what you see around you? 
DAVIES: Yes. I'm quick to react to what people say and do. I 
believe that you've got to question everything—I don't want to 
take at face value what someone tells me is the truth. I don't 
think there is any one truth—everything is true. There is a 
mathematical truth, there are mechanical truths, which you 
can't argue with, but I'm talking about ways of living. For 
example, there is a chemistry in this room, between you and 
me. If someone else comes in, a totally different chemistry will 
be set up. Everyone's reactions will change. All I'm saying is 
that truth changes as the situation or environment changes. 
I'm not making any earth-shattering stateents. 
MUSICIAN: Do you have strong political bet' fs? 
DAVIES: I'm opposed to anything that threatens individual be-
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lief. I hold to moderation in all things, including moderation. I'm 
not affiliated to any political party. Optimism went as far as it 
could in the 60s, when everyone was so happy, but people did 
deals then that we're paying for now. The 60s were a lie, an 
illusion, and people were blindfolded. It was wonderful in a 
way; people were searching, and for the first time all sorts of 
barriers were broken down, and besides, there was some 
great music! But I was never optimistic. I always knew that 
there would be bad tomorrow, so when tomorrow turns out to 
be good after all, it comes as a relief. Young kids these days 
seem to be being trained not to be optimistic, to accept their 
lot, and the possibility that they might never get a job. 
MUSICIAN: But you think that there's a truthfulness about the 
80s that wasn't evident twenty years ago? 
DAVIES: Yes. It's almost a religious state of mind. I'm not for-
mally religious myself, but I went into a church recently and 
said a prayer. It could have been any church, anywhere. I be-
lieve in something, somewhere, but ultimately you've got to 
find it within yourself. 
MUSICIAN: Unlike your brother Dave, you've never really talked 
about your childhood. Are you uncomfortable remembering it? 
DAVIES: I knew what was going to happen from early on, I ab-
solutely did. There was no other choice for me. I wasn't aware 
of what exactly was going to happen, because I didn't have the 
knowledge, but I had an instinct. I knew I'd be creative. 
MUSICIAN: Were you happy at home? 
DAVIES: No. I would go for weeks without speaking. I just 
didn't feel that I had anything to say. I can still do that. People 
say that when you're successful you don't have to speak, and 
you'll be accepted anyway. I deplore small talk, possibly be-
cause I haven't got the art of it. I'm learning, though. 
MUSICIAN: It's been said that one of the reasons for the longevity 

of the Kinks is the relationship between you and Dave. 
DAVIES: It's a very strange relationship. I don't think it's been 
anything other than difficult. But I have to do what I have to do 
creatively, and I can't let anyone else lead their own creative 
life through me. It's not right. And I could never write with 
him. But he defines what I was after on this record, and he's an 
important part of it. It's a very hard relationship, and I don't 
know how long it can go on professionally. We'll just have to 
take each step as it comes. In this book that I'm trying to write, 
I go into it in more detail. 
MUSICIAN: Do you think much about your pre-Kinks days? 
DAVIES: Yes, I have recently. I've written a film treatment 
about a band I was in before the Kinks—a blues band, with ska 
and West Indian elements. It was during a time when traditional 
musicians were finding it hard to get work, so we had a brass 
section, a West Indian singer, and I was the guitar player. I 
think about that a lot, because I feel the time is right for that 
sort of band now. 
MUSICIAN: What are the best stories you've ever told? 
DAVIES: "Dedicated Follower Of Fashion"—that was quite a 
cute idea, although it said more to other people than it did to 
me. It was very subconscious as far as I was concerned. It was 
a vicious song in a way, but people picked up on its humor. As 
I've already said, humor is something I always want to retain— 
I want to be funny, to make people realize that every situation 
is ludicrous. "Waterloo Sunset"—that worked. "Pressure" is 
fun too, "Low Budget" was a state that I realized I was in, and 
there was humor in that, thankfully. And "Come Dancing." I'm 
happy with the way I sang certain lines in the song, like "My 
sister's grown up and lives on an estate." Its impact is in the 
delivery, and when I do it onstage and get a laugh from the 
band, the humor will translate to the audience. Even people in 
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Japan and America could relate to a story about a dancehall in 
England, and that was a good test. 
MUSICIAN: Do you consider góing solo? 
DAVIES: Well, I've a few plans that are a little difficult, and I 
don't want to compromise the band in any way. Dave has done 
three solo albums after all, and Return To Waterloo wasn't 
exactly a solo effort, because the band was on it—it just didn't 
have Dave Davies playing on it. He didn't want to be involved 
in that project at all. He's got a mental block about those songs, 
and he refuses to play them onstage. In fact, there are a couple 
of other songs we've recorded that he hasn't felt able to play 
live: "Killer's Eyes" and "Property." I would love to go into lit-
tle theatres to play, and at the moment I can't do that because 
it would appear as though the Kinks weren't able to fill bigger 
halls. If it were me alone, things might be different. It would be 
unfair to ask the band to do that sort of thing. 
MUSICIAN: Are you a hard taskmaster? 
DAVIES: I think I'm a bit hard on myself, anyway! I've been 
more reasonable with the band on this album, and I tried not to 
keep them hanging around. When you're in a rock band you 
turn up whether or not you're doing anything on the day, so if 
the vocals are being put down, the guys will play snooker or 
something. On this album, if I was doing something I could han-
dle by myself, I'd tell them not to come in if they didn't want to. 
MUSICIAN: The Johnny Rogan biography of the Kinks gives the 
impression that you are sometimes impossible to work with! 
DAVIES: How did he find that out? He never even talked to me! 
MUSICIAN: He talked to people who worked in or with the band. 
He quoted Andy Pyle, for instance— 
DAVIES: When he joined, Andy asked me where he stood with 
the band, and I facetiously said, "Behind the drummer." He 
was with the band for six very destructive months, in between 

John Dalton leaving and us finding Jim Rodford. I must say that 
Andy did some nice work on some of the recordings, but I 
couldn't tolerate his attitude. We had a tour planned, which was 
due to take place in three weeks' time, and he walked out. So I 
don't think there's any love lost there. 
MUSICIAN: Why is it that so many of your songs are about sexual 
and social ambiguity? 
DAVIES: Basically I don't know what I am; I don't know what I 
want to be as a person. I just know the directions I want to take 
from a creative point of view. As an individual, I try to grab hold 
of the times when I can be happy, and I look forward to them. 
I've no idea what I am, or what I represent, so I find it difficult 
to attach myself to any thing, or any authority. I've formed a 
new company, which is called Play Right, and that's what I re-
ally want to do. I want to play right. I don't want my daily life to 
be influenced by any doctrine, or by any manifesto. That way I 
know I'll be true to myself, and that's hard enough. I don't see 
why I should have to influence other people. I guess I'd like to 
be a better person, but then I wouldn't do the things that I do. 
Everyone has his flaws! 
MUSICIAN: Do you ever feel like withdrawing from the whole 
music business? 
DAVIES: Yes, but even when I was in Ireland, away from it all, 
I started writing. I have to earn my daily bread—intellectually. 
Even if it's only one line, I have to do something creative during 
the day. Sometimes I wonder if I've anything left to say, but I 
believe that everyone sees things in a different way, and as long 
as I think that people want to know how I see things, I'll keep 
at it. But it's also therapeutic for me. The other day I spent 
twelve or eighteen hours working, and then went straight 
home to bed, exhausted. When I woke up the next day, I wrote 
a song. EM 
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the new album from haward jones. 
very personal statement. featuring the hit single, 

you knaw i lave you...don't you?" 
Produced by A rif Mardin 

the last world dream—live in concert music video. 
includes "no one is to blame" and 

on elektra music cassettes, records, 
compact discs and video. 

19E6 Elekno/Mylurn Record,. o Divénon of Warner Cornrnurncohons Inc 
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THREADGILL from page91 
music, or that you would get married and 
have a family and have to move around 
the world and support them and all of 
that. Your youthful enthusiasm has just 
swept you away. 

"But if you could actually see what it 
was going to be like... Well, it's like that 
game last night," he decides. "You put 
some cats up under that much pressure, 
with their back against the wall, and then 
they rise to the occasion and come up to 
a whole 'nother level. I think that's what 
it is. That's what makes a good musician. 
I mean, a lot of the people who I thought 
were great as kids—who were supposed 

to have exceptional talent—they drop-
ped out. All of the ones who were child 
prodigies and geniuses, who won all the 
contests and got all the awards, they 
didn't last. 

"Because the race is not given to the 
swift. It's the tortoise and the hare. 
That's what art is about. You can't win it 
unless you're in it. You've got to stay." 

DEVELOPMENTS frompage50 
dubbed the Voice Vault Series. The two 
available vaults are not cheap $500 for 
a 512-voice model—but include two 
MIDI Ins (which can merge), four MIDI 
Outs, front panel switches to conununi-

STUDI 0•GUIDE 

NORTHEAST 
BEARTRACKS INC. 

278 Haverstraw Rd., Suffern, NY 10901 
(914) 362-1620 

STUDIO MANAGER Larry Swist CONSOLE Solid 
State Logic 4000E automated console, 40x32 RE-
CORDERS 2 Studer A80 MK III 24 track, Q-Lock Syn-
chronizer, Mitsubishi digital 24-track, 2 Studer A80 MK 
Ill 1/2 ' and '/4", Revox A77 1/4 track deck, Tascam and 
Yamaha cassette decks MONITORS Augspurger Cus-
tom Design, Yamaha AR, Tannoy STUDIO 1700 sq. ft. 
stone barn with the original stone walls exposed; 14 to 
27 feet acoustically adjustable ceilings OUTBOARD 
Yamaha Rev-7, AMS RMX 16, AMS DMX 15-80S 
DDL, AN-2 Stereo Simulator, Publison Harmonizer, 
Lexicon Super Primetime, EMT 240, AKG Reverbs, 3 
Live Chambers, MXR DDL, Urei LA2A and 1176 
Limiters, DBX Limiters, Kepex II, Dolby A361, White 
Equalization, Fairchild Limiters, Pultec EQ, Orban EQ, 
Yamaha NS-10M Speakers  

VENTURE SOUND STUDIOS 
121 Meadowbrook Drive, Somerville, NJ 08876 

(201) 359-5110 
State of the art equipment GRAMMY AWARD WIN-
NING PRODUCER ON PREMISES Affordable prices, 
qualified engineers with over 15 years experience 
CONTACT Ciny Rustia 

SOUTHEAST 
HAYES RECORDING STUDIO 

2406 South MacDill Ave., Tampa, FL 33609 
(813) 837-6384 

STUDIO MANAGER/CHIEF ENGINEER John Uhrig 
RECORDERS Ampex MM-1200 24-track, Studer A-
80 1/2 " 2-track, Ampex 440B and Scully 280B 1/4 " 2-
tracks, and others CONSOLE Sphere A Custom 32x16 
OUTBOARD Lexicon, Eventide, DeltaLab, U.S. 
Audio, Orban, and much more INSTRUMENTS 
Emulator II + , Yamaha DX7 and RX-11, Oberheim OB-
8 and DMX. Ludwig drums and more  

BULLET RECORDING STUDIO 
A Tenn-Tex, Inc. Company 
49 Music Square West 

Suite 101 
Nashville, TN 37203 

(615) 327-4621 
TWO-STUDIO COMPLEX, STUDIO A Mitsubishi 32-
track digital, Mitsubishi 44 input console, Sota 
monitors, Joiner-Rose design, 37x4Oic25 plus lsos 
STUDIO B Neotek 28 input console, Studer 24-track 
recorder, Mogami wiring throughout CONTACT 
Nancy Westbrook  

OMNISOUND RECORDING STUDIO 
1806 Division Street, Nashville, TN 37203 

(615) 321-5526 
STUDIO MANAGER Kelly Sharber McBryde CON-
SOLE Trident A-Range 40x24x24 RECORDERS Otan 
MTR-90 24-track, Studer B-67 2-track INSTRU-
MENTS Steinway 7' Grand Piano with MIDI, Fairlight 
Series Hi OUTBOARD LA-2A, DBX-160's, Lexicon 
PCM-70, Kepex Il and Drawmer gates, Lexicon delays 

MUSIC MILL RECORDING STUDIO 
1710 Roy Acuff Place, Nashville, TN 37203 

(615) 254-5925 
CONTACT Carolyn Thompson DESCRIPTION Main 
room and separate mix room EQUIPMENT 2 Trident 
TSM consoles, 2 Mitsubishi X-850's, JVC Digital, 
Studer A-800, MK III, A-80 1/2 ", B-67 1/4 " OUTBOARD 
EMT 250, 224-XL, EMT Plates, Lexicon Prime Time, 
Eventide Harmonizer, Kepex II and more. Full line of 
microphones. RECENT PROJECTS Alabama, Lionel 
Richie, Louise Mandrell, Charly McClain, Earl Thomas 
Conley and Anita Pointer, Dobie Gray, Glen Campbell  

PARC STUDIOS 
1500 Lee Road, Orlando, FL 32810 

(305) 299-0077 — Office 
(305) 788-2450 — Studio 

OWNER Pat Armstrong/Parc Records, Inc. STUDIO 
MANAGER Andy Deganahl, Greg McNeily CON-
TROL ROOM John Storyk Design, 26x30 STUDIO 
35x40, 3 iso booths EQUIPMENT SSL 6056, Studer. 
AMS, full outboard gear  

MIDILAB" 
JBS STUDIOS 

106 N. Avondale Rd., Avondale Estates, GA 30002 
(404) 292-2103/296-0604 

CONTACT Steve Bell, Bill Anderson DESCRIPTION 
MIDI music production studio. PC/XT based system 
with Yamaha KX-88, Roland MKS-20 Digital Piano, 
Yamaha DX7 and TX modules, 360 Systems 
MIDIBASS, Oberheim OB-8, Korg Poly-61M, Sim-
mons, Roland Octapad, E-mu SP-12 Turbo, Oberheim 
DMX, Oberheim DSX. Extensive outboard effects. 
PCM digital 2 track. Direct tie-lines to JBS' Studio A 
Control Room. SMPTE synchronization to audio or 
video. JBS STUDIO A 64 input AMEK Angela console, 
2 Otan MX-70 16 track recorders, Otan 5050 8 track 
w/dbx, Otan MTR-12 2 track, extensive outboard ef-
fects. 32 track digital available upon request. DIREC-
TION Offline pre-production and on-line production for 
demo, album, soundtrack and jingle projects; arrang-
ing; creative production services. Call for complete in-
formation and sample reel. First hour free with this ad. 
1/86 

SOUTHWEST 
APPLETREE SOUND, INC. 

2150 Royal Lane, Dallas, TX 75229 
(214) 243-1626 

STUDIO MANAGER Jonathan Cluts EXPERTISE 
MIDI, SMPTE, synthesizers, samplers, customized 
software; on-staff producers and writers EQUIP-
MENT Studer, Soundcraft, Lexicon, Otan, etc. IN-
STRUMENTS Emulator II, 3-TX 816's, Prophet, etc.  

WHITE FIELD STUDIOS 
2902 West Garry 

Santa Ana, CA 92704 
(714) 546-9210 

EQUIPMENT 24 track, AMS, Lexicon, EMT, 
Stephens. We have 100 vintage tube microphones (251, 
C24, 47, 67, and 49) DIMENSIONS 2 rooms, 30x25 
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Test drive the 
DigiTech PDS 1550. 
The DigiTech PDS 1550 does 

something no other pedal in the 
world can: switch instantly be-
tween two independent, program-
mable distortions with delay. At 
the tap of a foot. 

Play silky 
smooth and 
metallic one 
second. Dirty 
and over-
driven the next. Or bypass distor-
tion completely. 

The 'A side puts you in gear for 

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 —44. 1,4,44 1 

-Cf$ 266-7 ins 

7 FUNCTION 
PROGRAMMABILITY 

heavy metal. 3-control parametric 
EQ, programmable filters and a 
unique 10 to 40ms delay give you 
a fatter, fuller sound. 

Shift to HI 

the 'B' 
side and CUT \ BOOST 

you're in 0 
overdrive. 
With HI FILTER TRIMPOT 

super wide range gain control to 
add an even greater array of 
distortion options. 
And if that still isn't enough, 

you can program your PDS 1550 
using a set of DIP switches and 
a hi-filter trimpot inside the unit. 

Drop by your authorized 
DigiTech dealer and take the 
incredible PDS 1550 for a drive. Or 
write for a full-color product sheet 
on our entire line of high perfor-
mance audio gear. 5639 South 
Riley Lane, Salt Lake City, Utah 
84107. (801) 268-8400. 

"1 Ougirech 
Sta r! at the top 

E":1'.JIgirech 

PDS 1550 

PROGRAMMABLE DISTORTION 
A iB 

:beech , a registered trademark of DOD Electronics Corporation. 1986 DOD Electronics Corp. 
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The digital effects. 
COMPRESSOR 
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Without the expensive side effect. 

HTO 
14Finm 

If you want highly cost-effective, 
extremely versatile digital sound pro-
cessing, you may not need anything 
more than the new SPX90 Digital Multi-
Effect Processor. Or want anything less. 

Built into its rack-mountable chassis are 30 preset 
effects specifically designed to suit a wide range of studio 
and live performance applications. 

All the preset effects have up to nine user-program-
mable parameters. So you can further individualize them 
for your particular need and store them in any of the 60 
on-board RAMs for instant recall using the front panel 
keys, optional remote control or footswitch. 

The SPX90 offers MIDI-compatibility including 
the ability to make program changes during live per-
formance via MIDI. Some effects can even be actuated 

: 

* by a change in input level during 
performance. 

So whether you're a studio 
or sound reinforcement engineer, 
keyboard player, guitar player, 

bass player, even home recording enthusiast, the SPX90 
can add incredible creativity to your music. At a very 
credible price. 
See your Yamaha Professional Audio dealer. Or write: Yamaha International Corporation, 
Professional Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.1n Canada: Yamaha 
Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Avenue, Scarborough, Ont. MIS 3R1. 

*U.S.A. suggested retail price subject to change without prior notice. Canadian price will vary. 
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COMBO AMPLIFIERS 

ewe"e:a,"Le:Y=4›1>• POUND FOR POUND, 
THE QUIETEST LOUDEST STUDIO 

AMP AVAILABLE TODAY. 
.re 

We don't believe the sound of a Marshall has ever been quantified by 
measuring devices or dry technical specifications. And even if you could isolate 
the Marshall sound, how could you compress it into an exceptionally small and 
quiet studio combo format, versatile enough for any style of music? You 
couldn't unless you were Marshall. 

Introducing the new 4001 Studio Combo. 15 watts never sounded like this. 

• 15 Watts RMS • 12" Marshall Vintage Speaker • Tube Circuitry • XLR-type 
Balanced and I/1" Unbalanced Direct Line Out • Headphone Jack 

/VVestbuni. NY. 115 ,, ,7 

c United 1985 

EAC,JS 
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THE STEP BEYOND KORC 0W-socso 

Korg DW-8000: Totally Touch-
5ensitiye/The Widest Range of 
Digital & Analog 5ounds/Built-ln 
Programmable Digital Delay 

With the introduction of the new 
0W-8000 Dicital Waveform Synthesizer, 
ttorg moves straight to the head of the 
class The DW-8000 finally delivers what 
the others on.'y promise: the brilliance, 
realism and c;arity of digital sound along 
with the warmth and fatness of analog 
sound. Our proprietar/ DWG5 5y5 tern 
leaves in the mystique of digital sound, 
and takes out the mystery of digital 
programming 

SOUNDS BEYOND 
tiorg's uniclue Digital Waveform Gener-

ating System, (DWG.5) was developed to 
produce the widest panorama of today's 

contemporary sounds and beyond with 
exceptional depth and a unique character 
all their own. DW:775 technology combines 
the benefits of Digital. Sampling, Digta 
Waveforms and Aralog Sounds in a flexi-
ble a.nd easy- to-control format. 

The 8- Voice DW-8000 provides al: pa-
rameters cribcal to creating truly person-
alized patches. Even. a programmable 
Digital Delay to intec rate specific effects 
Ike long and shot-t echo, flanging and 
chorusing into each of the 8000'5 64 
programs. 

TOUCH BEYOND 
The DW-8000's touch-sensitivity 

makes 5ouna come alive. Comprehensive. 
touch control combines P'es5ure and ./e-
locitv Sensitivity - 'ndivid'ually program - 
rnable for every patch. 

Pressure-SensiSive control added to 
Velocity-Sensitive control, plus four ttev 

Assign modes, Oscillator Auto-Bend and 
a Sync-able Arpeggiator allow every aspect 
of a player's touch to be programmed 
into each patch. 

The new Korg DW-8000 15 based on 
the notion that the creation of sound 
should flow as a continuous process. 1 
enhances the prayer's ability to hear the 
unheard and get there. 

For a DW-8000 color brochure, please 
send $ 1.00 (check or mo-ey order) to Uni-
cord, 89 Frost 5t, vi.sestoury flew York 
11590. 

For the name of the 'tórg dealer nearest 
you call: (516) 333-9100 

Ken Unicord 

MORE FOR YOUR MUSIC 
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The outer limits of creativity are now within any drummers reach. Why just play one set of drums, when at the touch of a drumstick 
you can have access to 32 different drum sets, or as many as 96 different sets? Stretch your talent beyond any limits with Roland's new 

Digital Drums Module and the PD-10 and PD-20 Drum Pads. Not just a drum set, but an advanced electronic drum 
system- loaded with the latest PCM digital technology. The responds to every nuance of your technique-from the expressive 
to the explosive- and also interfaces you with all other MIDI instruments and equipment. You lay down the beat on electronic drum 
pads that play and feel like acoustic drums (the PD-10 is a Bass Drum Pad, and the PD-20 Pad is for Snare or Toms). But it's the rack-
mountable Digital Drums module that takes your drumming to the limits of 
imagination and inspiration. Each of its 6 drum voices ( kick, snare and 4 toms) has 4 
PCM sampled real drum sounds to build upon. And with 's Alpha Controller 
you can go beyond sampled drum sounds by adjusting over a dozen parameters per  
voice to tune in a limitless variety of kit sounds. Create your own distinctive drum 
sound. And then, up to 32 drum kit patches can be programmed into memory to be 
recalled later- on stage, in the studio- instantly. That's like having 32 different drum -11111.r 
sets! Optional M-16C memory cartridge stores an additional 64 patches for a total of 96 ' 
different set-up possibilities. Because the is totally MIDI, the traditional 
limitations of acoustic drums no longer apply. Play the Digital Drums Module by hitting 
the electronic drum pads or by playing a synthesizer- or play a synthesizer by striking 
the drum pads! The can also be used to expand the capabilities of MIDI 
drum machines or other electronic drums. Take creative control of your drum and 
percussion sound- at home, in the studio or on stage- all with full MIDI versatility. 
And, best of all, the 's low system price won't take you to the outer limits of 
your budget. For more information contact: RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, 
Los Angles, CA 90040. 

-e-Roland DIGITAL DRUMS 
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THE PEWEY CiLEEIRITYSERIES 
Designed to have everything.., except competition. 

At Peavey Electronics we're 
dedicated to our commitment to 
design and manufacture high 
performance products at realistic 
prices. We're underlined that 
philosophy with our Celebrity Series 
line of microphones. 

The Celebrity Series feature large 
diameter diaphragm/voice coil 
structures for increased sensitivity 
with the ability to handle high sound 
pressure levels. These higher output 
levels allow for significantly less 
mixer gain and are a tremendous aid 
in maintaining good signal-to-noise 
ratios. 

Perhaps the most important 
characteristic of any performing 
microphone is reliability. The design 
of our cartridge/shock mount system 
increases ruggedness as well as 
isolation capability to insure long-
term performance under severe field 
conditions. 

Our microphone screen utilizes 
extremely heavy gauge uire that has 
been "junction locked". Once the 
screen is formed, we do not stop there. 
The heavy wire stTeen is "fired" in an 
oven after forming, thus causing the 
plated wire to. "fuse" at all 

interconnecting points. The result is 
an unbelievably durable "brazed" 
wire windscreen that wilt hold 
together under the most severe abuse. 
After the ball windscreen is formed, 
brazed and coated, a precision 
urethane foam pop filter is fitted to 
minimize the undesirable proximity 
effects. This special acoustically 
transparent foam protects the entire 
sound system by breaking up 
explosive high SPI pressure waves 
created by close vocals or close miking 

percussion instruments. For those 
applications requiring even more 
acoustic screen from wind noise, etc.. 
Peavey offers special external colored 
wind noise filters that slip over the 
screen and internal pop filter. 

,While outwardly, the appearance 
of the Celebrity Series is somewhat 
conventional, the aspect of "feel" has 
been given heavy emphasis since our 
experience has shown that performers 
prefer a unit that not only sounds 
right and looks right, but must also 
have a comfortable balance, weight, 
and overall tactile characteristics. 

Special "humbucking" coils 
(models CUM' & HD-40".) have 
been designed into the microphone 
element that effectively counter-
balance any hum that might be picked 
up from external sources. Performers 
who play clubs where hum from light 
dimmer snitches or other sonnies are 
a problem can appreciate this unique 
feature. 

11C invite comparison of our 
Celebrity Series with other cardioid 
microphones. You'll see why we feel 
that in terms of performance, 
features, and price,, there is no 
competition. 

jeet 
For a complete catalog featuring the entirr line of Peavey sound reinforcement equipment send 51.00 to 

Peavey Electronics. Dept. 4. 711 .4 Street, Meridian. MS 39.?01 
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Cougarrants 
Every once in a while when 
I finish reading an article 
about a musician I think to 
myself, "As a musician, that's 
the attitude I want to have." 
That is the way I feel after 
reading your October inter-
view with John Mellencamp. 
Thank you Musician and 
thank you John Cougar for 
your great rock 'n' roll. 

Thomas B. Morgan 
Dearborn, MI 

111 Melléba'imnhip i 
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Although I recently enjoyed 
the well-written article on 
John Cougar Mellencamp, 
his inappropriate remarks 
concerning the supergroup 
Yes made it quite difficult for 
me to do so. The day Mr. 
Mellencamp matures 
beyond his trademark I—IV—V 
progression, then I will take 
into consideration his criti-
cisms of one of the superior 
forces in rock music. 

Marc Lionetti 
Middlesex, NJ 

You really outdid yourself in 
the John Cougar Mellen-
camp interview. He's one of 
my heroes because I've 
been hanging out for the 
past couple of years trying 
to make the pieces fit, much 
like he did when he was my 
age. Now maybe if I show 
the interview to my parents, 
they'll stop worrying about 
me. I also loved the photo-
graphs Steve Marsel did 
an excellent job. 

Harlan C. Fredenberg 
Kalispell, MT 

Who is John Cougar Mellen-
camp's fashion consultant, 
Peter Buck? Buck's been 
wearing a Future Farmers of 
America jacket for years, 
and on the covers of his 
records too. Not that Mellen-
camp can't wear anything he 
pleases, but his lack of indi-
viduality is showing up in his 

wardrobe as well as his 
records. 

Julie Boyles 

Review of the Native 
Thanks to Bob Giusti for his 
excellent interview with 
Stewart Copeland. If Sting is 
the heart of the Police (like 
many people believe), then 
Stewart has to be its soul. My 
only regret is the interview 
wasn't longer. Next time 
more Stewart and a lot less 
John Cougar. 

Jim Creasy 
Louisville, KY 

Concerning Michael Shore's 
scathing review of the 
"Rhythmatist" videotape: 
Does this man have a sense' 
of humor at all? It is clear 
from the beginning of the 
tape that this is a spoof on 
documentaries, with Mr. 
Copeland poking fun at time-
honored documentary 
clichés, as well as himself. 
As for Mr. Copeland's al-
leged "elephantine ego," 
who wouldn't want a little 
ego massage after sitting 
through Sting-mania for so 
long? Stewart Copeland is a 
talented musician who re-
ceives little enough credit 
without the remarks of 
thesaurus-pounding critics 
like Mr. Shore. If you don't 
like Mr. Copeland's arro-
gance, you can suck my 
socks. I dare you to print this. 

Melinda Higgins 

[At least you didn't dare me 
to suck your socks — Ed.] 

Tips Talk 
Some months ago I read 
Freff's 101 Recording Tips 
and have since used a few. 
The tip on using specific eq 
cut/gain combinations for 
voice, synth and bass has 
yielded clarity in my demo 
projects. Of special note is 
the use of headroom specs 
when noise reduction is not 
in use. This tip has helped 
make drum transients and 
horn passages much hotter 
and defined. De-emphasiz-
ing low frequencies when 
recording bass tracks helps 
a great deal in keeping kick 

drum/bass combinations 
clean and audible; before 
the two frequencies added 
up to a rumble the E train 
could not equal! I think you 
should give him more fre-
quent similar columns and a 
raise! 

Glen Namain 
Passaic, NJ 

Take that, mister 
Why does a magazine that 
features extensive quality 
journalism on such innova-
tive and little-known artists 
as Brian Eno, Fela Anikulapo 
Kuti, Keith Jarrett, Van Dyke 
Parks, and Laurie Anderson 
consistently sell out by put-
ting mega-pop-stars (e.g., 
Paul McCartney, John 
Cougar, Ray Davies, and 
Phil Collins) on its cover? My 
guess is that next month's 
cover will feature Tina Turner 
or Madonna. 

Scott A. Ronan 
Columbus, Ohio 

[Oh, we get it: If Ray Davies 
were unpopular his music 
would be better. And if Van 
Dyke Parks becomes popu-
lar it means his music is 
worse. And here we thought 
quality wasn't related to 
sales! Thanks for setting us 
straight, pal. And a Tina 
cover sounds like a great 
idea.— Ed]. 

Pino Plug 
I was glad to see Rob Tan-
nenbaum's article on Pino 
Palladino—it's always great 
to read about a bassist who 
really plays the bass. Just 
one thing, though. Amid all 
the hoopla about Henley, 
Paul Young, etc., Pino's nifty 
playing on David Gilmour's 
About Face, particularly 
"Murder," is not so much as 
mentioned. Wha' happen? 

Jonathan Aul 
Thousand Oaks, CA 

Stevens Redux 
Steve Stevens' recent quote 
(July '85) about jazz having 
no heritage received some 
harsh criticism from some of 
your readers [Letters, Oc-
tober '85]. It appears that 
this quote was interpreted 
slightly out of context. Of 

course jazz has a heritage. 
But Stevens was comparing 
jazz to classical guitar which 
certainly has much deeper 
roots than does jazz. There 
is a history that can be found 
in classical guitar which 
could never be found in jazz 
because it is too young. The 
same can be said of rock. 
Mabusha Masekela: With 

Stevens' background in 
music, he is anything but 
uninformed and ignorant 
about music history. Learn a 
little more about the guy 
before you condemn him. 

Nola Wilson 
Gainesville, Fl 

Ferry Annoyed 
I enjoyed Timothy White's 
revealing interview with 
Bryan Ferry. But does Mr. 
Ferry really believe that Eng-
land is an island? If so, he 
does a grave injustice to his 
many Scottish and Welsh 
fans. I would like to believe 
Mr. Ferry's statement was a 
mere slip of the tongue and 
not another example of the 
arrogance of thelEnglish. 

June Sawyers 
Chicago, IL 

What Do They Win, 
Don Pardo? 

Congratulations to the Pat 
Sheedy Project, winners of 
round two in the Musician/ 
JBL "Best Unsigned Band" 
contest, and over $6500 
worth of JBL sound equip-
ment; and to Joe Gambes-
cia, Tracey Price and 
Stephen St. Pierre, winners of 
our Sony CD giveaway. 
Prizes that all sound as good 
as they sound! 

Eratum 
Due to an editing error, John 
Oates was mistakenly iden-
tified as a former member of 
the Magnificent Men in our 
December issue. Oates was 
in fact in the Masters. 
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The way you work, the way you 
play, you're on your viay to the 
top. Where you're going, it 
exceptionally smooth Michélob. 
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DELUXE GUMS 
THAT SET TIE 

SbirtIDARD 
Most companies seem to feel' that 
to qualify as -Deluxe", a guitar has 
to satisfy the basic requirenients 
of the "average" guitarist. Ibanez 
feels that there is no such Thing 
as the "average" guitar player— 
everyone has special needs. To 
meet these requirements, we have 
over a period of years developed 
the RS II DX Series. Each 'guitar 
is designed to have a basic. " per-
sonality"... a set of design char-
acteristics that give them their own 
individual sound and feel Five 
different pickup styles. four pickup 
combinations. 22 or 24 fret necks 
and four body styles to choose from. 

Next time you reach for yoln per-
sonal sound, reach for an Ibanez 
RS II DX model. Deluxe guitars that 
set the standard. 

Now, for a limited time only. get a 
free Korg GT-60X electronié guitar 
tuner with the purchase of selected 
Ibanez electric guitars. OffPr valid 
only at participating Ibanez dealers 
while supplies last and xpires 
January 31. 1986. 
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For a full color catalog send S2.00 to Ibanez. dept. MG • P.O Box 886. Bensalem. PA 19020 
• 3221 Producer Way. Pomona. CA 91748 3916 • P.O. Box 2009. Idaho Falls. ID 83403 
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10, 000 
MANIACS 
BY BILL FLANAGAN 

FOLK ROCKERS 
SAY GOODBYE TO 

THE OL' HOMETOWN 

J. amestown, New York is nine hours northwest of Manhattan, on Lake 
Chautauqua between Cleveland, 
Pittsburgh and Buffalo. In March it 

was still snowing up there. The farms 
and vineyards along the road looked 
like they'd been barren for a century. 

Dennis Drew, keyboard player with 
10,000 Maniacs and a hometown boy, 
navigated the icy roads in his father's 
car and pointed out landmarks. "That's 
the village of Lillydale," Dennis said, 
gesturing to a cluster of white wooden 
buildings. " It has the country's greatest 

concentration of psychic phenomena." 
Who can disprove a statistic like that? 
Dennis drove down a red brick street, 

past an enormous cemetery, to Natalie 
Merchant's mother's house. ("There are 
more people in that cemetery," noted 
bassist Steve Gustafson, "than there 
are in the town.") At Merchant's house, 
Natalie, the Maniacs' lead singer and 
lyricist, got into the car distraught. She'd 
heard that a Comfort Inn was going to 
be erected across from the graveyard. 
"The cemetery," Natalie said, " is my fa-
vorite place. I go there and sit for hours." 

For three years 10,000 Maniacs have 
been playing to hip rock crowds in New 
York, London and Atlanta, and then re-
turning to another world. No wonder 
their music is such a strange mixture of 
youth and age. No wonder their songs 
sound like tunes taught to children by 
ghosts. 

Natalie Merchant fits no rock 'n' roll 
cliché. In a world full of third generation 
Jaggers and second class Spring-
steens, there's no obvious precedent 
for her haunted romanticism. Though 
her love for Sandy Denny comes 
through in live performance, Natalie is 
possessed of that rarest of virtues, an 
original voice. 

That voice was first apparent on "Ten-
sion," the one song on both the Mani-
acs' self-made EP (Human Conflict 
Number Five), self-made LP (Secrets 
Of The I Ching), and new major label 
album (The Wishing Chair). In "Tension" 
Natalie spoke in the voice of an old 
woman, used to the losses that ac-
cumulate as life nears its end but not 
reconciled to them. After ticking off 
markers along the years ("dress 
lengths, assassinations, fractured fam-
ily ties, christenings") with a stiff upper 
lip, the singer delivered this zinger: 

The early hope for permanence 
The words, the rings, consistency... 
Local posts will list your friends 
In order of disappearance 
Lawn scattered tins feed birds 
The portion baked for absent guests. 

10,000 Maniacs are not an ordinary rock 
band in style or sensibility. Despite their 
hard-core name, the group's eclectic 
style has evolved from vaguely new 
wave/reggae to folk-rock of the sort 
Denny's Fairport Convention made 
popular fifteen years ago. Guitarist John 
Lombardo notes, "We're as close to the 
Band as we are to Blondie." 

Natalie Merchant and fellow Maniacs: precocious children taught by grown-up ghosts. 
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take the songs apart and study them. 
By the time The Wishing Chair was 
finished the band was playing as a solid 
unit; the acoustic tunes were airy, the 
rockers solid and, on the anthemic 
"Scorpio Rising," downright ass-kick-
ing. 

Natalie's lyrics, often incomprehensi-
ble on the independent records, were 
now clear. Dennis Drew once joked that 
the reason 10,000 Maniacs were so 
often compared to R.E.M. was that you 
couldn't understand what the singer in 
either group was saying. Producer 
Boyd admonished Natalie that he 
wanted to be able to make out every 
word on the demos, and damned if the 
new articulation didn't pay off six 
months later, when The Wishing Chair 
proved accessible at first listen. 

Returning to their hometown, their 
parents' houses and a child's way of 
living had an unexpected effect on the 
Maniacs' new songs: They are filled with 
an adolescent's sensitivity to change, 
a precocious nostalgia for lost child-
hood combined with anticipation of 
endless new possibilities. 

In "Can't Ignore The Train" a young 
girl delights in private fantasies and 
dreams of escaping the teasing of little 
boys. In " Back O' The Moon" grown-up 
Natalie implores a little girl to sneak out 
in the moonlight, play some games and 
enjoy being a child while she can. 
There's a dark side, too—a political 
comment just below the surface. The 
song implies that the best part of child-
hood is being killed by the fear that 
today's kids won't live to grow up: 

Yes that was a sigh 
But not meant to envy you 
When your age was mine 
Some things were sworn to 
Morning would come 
A calendar page had a new printed 
season on the opposite side. 

"I wrote that song for a little girl in my 
neighborhood," Natalie explained. " I 
was trying to interest her in these won-
derful books with gorgeous illustrations 
that were printed in the twenties. She 
just wanted to watch Dukes Of Hazard. 
I'd say, ' Let's jump rope, let's play 
hopscotch.' She'd say no. I'd get so 
frustrated. I started out the song trying 
to say, 'Oh, Jenny and I have so much 
fun together.' But I realized we don't 
have fun. One time we were looking at 
the moon, and I was telling her about 
the sandman, the man in the moon, and 
she said, 'Are they going to put guns 
on the moon and point them down at 
us? I heard that on the radio.' Sort of 
takes the fun out of it." 
On the last night of winter it was snow-

ing. Jerry came over to the cabin to 
break down his drums for the passage 
to London. Dennis and Steven went into 



town to hit Jamestown's one rock club, 
where a top forty band was slugging 
through "Dancing With Myself." The 
cover charge was a dollar. A local yokel 
eyed the Maniacs suspiciously and said 
to the doorman, "Punk bands should 
have to pay double." 
When the Maniacs made their first in-

dependent record Natalie approached 
the disc jockey at this club and asked 
if he'd play it. He told her to "fuck off." 
That night Dennis got bounced out 

of the bar for attacking the DJ. James-
town's a beautiful place, but it's easy 
to see how a winter there could drive 
someone of an uncoordinated sensibil-
ity around the bend. 
Steve the bassist woke in the cabin 

at 11:15 the next morning, just as winter 
became spring. The snow was gone, 
the temperature was high, and the wea-
ther on the lake was beautiful. Steve 
had to get to the bank and get his 
money out for England. Natalie was 
leaving the next day, and the rest of the 
band three days later. Steve took Rob's 
car and, on an impulse, snuck into the 
Chautauqua Institute, an old fundamen-
talist retreat/summer resort. 
The fenced-in village was fight out of 

The Twilight Zone. Streets were lined 
with perfectly preserved nineteenth-
century houses, interrupted by an occa-
sional Greek temple. It was as if a giant 
child had constructed a play town with 
mismatched toy buildings. Along the 
lake shore the land had been molded 
into a miniature reconstruction of the 
Holy Land, complete with scale-model 
Bethlehem, Jerusalem and other an-

continued on page 30 

Tools from the Asylum 
Rob Buck plays a Gibson Sonex Artist 
through Roland's SDE 1000 and Super 
Distortion Feedbacker, and an MXR lim-
iter, graphic equalizer and envelope filter. 
He keeps a foot on all that sonic affecta-
tion with his Ernie Ball volume pedal. His 
amps are a Fender Deluxe Reverb and 
a Roland JC 120. Rob's mandolin is cus-
tom made. John Lombardo, on the other 
hand, plays a Fender Telecaster through 
a Jazz Chorus- 120, and an Ovation 12-
string. Steve Gustafson plays a Ricken-
backer 4001 bass, through an Ampeg 
SVT head and two 15-inch JBLs Dennis 
Drew plugs a Korg CX3 into yet another 
JC-120 (must've been a warehouse 
close-out). Jerry Augustynlak's drums are 
new Sonors, but his cymbals are old Zild-
jians, except for one crash which is a 
mysterious (flip, from Italy. 
When recording in the woods the Mani-

acs' tape recorders were run through a 
Fostex graphic equalizer and a model 
350 mixer. They put the drums through 
the Roland digital delay from Rob's ef-
fects rack. They used two JBLs as 
monitors, a Crown D-75 amp, and ran off 
proof of their progress for the record 
company on a Technics cassette deck. 

O 
For you who found it 
impossible to keep 
up...Get quality in 
quantity on this first-
ever "Best Or album 
from Elvis Costello 
and the Attractions. 

16 of the best songs 
from nine classic 
albums: 

I Alison 

2 (What's So Funny 
'Bout) Peace, Love 
And Understanding 

3 Pump It Up 
4 Radio, Radio 

b Almost Blue 

ti Clublond 

/ Shipbuilding 

8 Everyday I 
Write The Book 

9 Watching the 
Detectives 

/0 Oliver's Army 

11 Accidents Will 
Happen 

12 I Can't Stand 
Up For Falling Down 

13 Beyond Belief 

14 Watch Your 
Step 

1'5 I Wanna Be 
Loved 

lfi The Only Flame 
in Town 
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MARSHALL 
CRENSHAW 
BY SCOTT ISLER 

A SINGLES MAN 
FINDS HIMSELF 

ON A ROCKIER ROAD 

M
arshall Crenshaw? A song-
writer's songwriter. Ask any-
one—except Crenshaw him-
self. " I'm a musician first, 

and a songwriter eighth," he modestly 
insists. " I think of myself as a prac-
titioner of pop music. I just write songs 
to perpetuate that." 

Bette Midler, the Dirt Band and 
Robert Gordon would disagree. They're 
among the growing crowd who have 
recorded one or more Crenshaw com-
positions. Since his own recording 
debut four years ago, the thirty-two-
year-old pop fiend from a Detroit suburb 
has attracted plenty of critical attention. 
His songs typically look back to the 50s 
and 60s for a rustproof chassis under-
pinning airflow melodies, V8 propulsion 
and power (guitar) breaks. His lyrics 
don't shy away from the more complex 
problems of the love-tossed. He's even 
had a top forty single—once. Wnich 
might explain why Crenshaw is now in 
Austin, Texas, opening a show for How-
ard Jones. 

"We've been really excited about 
coming to Austin," Crenshaw deadpans 
after opening with "Someday, Some-
way," his lone hit. "We're dying to enter-
tain you." The audience, mostly of high-
school age, may or may not catch the 
humor. But they give Crenshaw and 
band a more than tolerant response. 
Some are even familiar with his songs. 
The singer/guitarist is on the road with 

Jones to promote a new album, Down-
town. "From a pragmatic point of view 
it made a lot of sense," Crenshaw says 
of his opening-act status. Crenshaw is 
a pragmatist. Yet he can't help but be 
ambivalent about the turns his career 
has taken since he signed with Warner 
Bros. Records in 1981. 
Crenshaw's first, self-titled album in-

cluded "Someday, Someway" and sold 
over 200,000 copies, according to man-
ager Richard Sarbin. It's a stunning 
debut, full of memorable phrases (ver-
bal and musical) and rhythmic byplay. 
Crenshaw's band consisted of bassist 
Chris Donato and brother Robert Cren-

"True love is a great top,c; there'll never be enough songs about it." 

shaw on drums. " I listen to it now," Mar-
shall says in his Austin hotel room, "and 
it just sounds like guys who are scared 
to death trying to make a record. I re-
member how impossible it was for me 
to get a guitar sound, how upset it made 
me, and how under pressure Chris 
Donato felt. The only thing about it that 
didn't make me happy was that it didn't 
go platinum." 
He got a ruder shock the following 

year when his second album, Field Day, 
didn't do as well as the first. Producer 
Steve Lillywhite was roundly criticized 
for the record's overblown sound; a 
single, "Whenever You're On My Mind," 
never charted at ail. 

"Let's be honest-1 was shook up 

about it," Crenshaw admits. " I never 
really figured it out. The only disappoint-
ment that still, lingers is that the single 
never went anywhere. All I ever really 
cared about was that we had hit singles. 
I don't really care about reviews." He 
blames a " political thing" at Warners for 
hurting the single's chances. 

Field Day was issued in spring, 1983. 
Downtown didn't appear until well over 
two years later. " I wasn't doing much of 
anything" in 1984, Crenshaw says. " I 
was taking a rest. Wnen our first album 
came out we were already on the road, 
and we stayed out there for about a 
year. Then we stopped and made 
another album. Then we went back out 
again, and stayed out for another year. R
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THE POINTER SISTERS NEVER 
WORRY ABOUT THEIR WIRELESS 

Even though the Painter Sisters take plenty of chances on stage, they never gamble with their 
equipmeni. They use Samson professional wireless systems because of their proven reliability 
Samson's long range, no dropout performance gives them the freedom of movement they 
need in concert. The Pointers have bLiit a career by making smart moves. Like choosing 
Samson Wireless. 

Joe Murnfo-d, Musica Director-, plays with 
Samson's Broacicos Series Guitar System. 
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When it got to be time to start thinking 
about another record, I found I had just 
no idea what was going on. I felt really 
disoriented and exhausted, spiritually 
and physically. So I decided to hang it 
up for a while—give up show business. 
You gotta pace yourself, otherwise 
you're dead." 
A self-confessed homebody, Cren-

shaw "hung around the house." (He 
married his high-school sweetheart 
eight years ago.) The year wasn't totally 
lost; he did a session with producer 
Mitch Easter that yielded " Blues Is King" 
on Downtown. But when he got serious 
about the album last winter, there were 
changes made—starting with the band. 

Crenshaw first thought about ex-
panding his trio two years ago. " It's 
really a matter of practicality. The stuff 
on this album, I don't think there's any 
way the three of us could play it and 
pull it off. We had a bit of a time doing 
stuff on Field Day too; it was really dif-
ficult for us to execute the songs in con-
cert. I didn't think I was cuttin' it anymore 
as a guitar player in a three-piece band. 
It was too much of a load on my shoul-
ders." 
To relieve that load, Crenshaw and 

Downtown co-producer T-Bone Burnett 
recruited some acquaintances: Cren-
shaw knew guitarist G.E. Smith and 
drummer Mickey Curry, of Hall & Oates' 

James How Industries Ltd., 
Unit One, Morewood Close, 

Sevenoaks, Kent TN13 2HU, England 

Tel: (0732) 450838 Telex. 957290 JHIG 

band, from touring with them. NRBQ's 
rhythm section is on "Yvonne," Cren-
shaw's first recorded twelve-bar. Bur-
nett asked keyboard player Mitchell 
Froom, bassist David Miner and drum-
mer Jerry Marotta. Robert Crenshaw 
drums on two tracks. Donato isn't on 
the album at all, and he doesn't mind 
telling you how he feels about it. 

"Weil," Crenshaw drawls, "they felt 
probably how you would imagine they 
felt. It's kind of a crummy subject. But 
it just became absolutely necessary in 
order to have the record come to exist. 
We hadn't played together in a long 
time. We were out of touch with one 
another. We tried some stuff and it just 
was impossible to get anything done. I 
had to kind of break that habit." 
On tour, though, Crenshaw is re-

united with his brother and Donato— 
plus guitarists Tom Teeley and Graham 
Maby. Teeley is a friend of Crenshaw's 
since they toured together in a Beat-
lemania road show in the late 70s. 
Maby, Joe Jackson's longtime bassist, 
met Crenshaw on a Jackson tour. Cren-
shaw picked them as much for their 
singing as instrumental abilities; the ex-
panded group's vocal harmonies are in 
evidence as they run though "Cathy's 
Clown" at a sound check. "We took our 
thing as far as we could as a three-piece 
group," Crenshaw says. " I think we 
have one of the best rock 'n' roll bands 
out there right now. I'd like to get this 
band into a studio as soon as possible." 
When Crenshaw says " rock 'n' roll," 

he doesn't mean Led Zeppelin. "More 
or less, I hated all contemporary rock 
music from about 1970 to about ' 78," 
he states. His favorite guitarists are Bo 
Diddley and Duane Eddy. He's re-
corded songs originally done by Gene 
Vincent, the Jive Five and Buddy Holly. 
Holly used to be a favorite critical com-
parison, although the resemblance 
stops at the fact that both wear glasses. 
Indeed, despite his love of 50s sounds, 
Crenshaw is no copycat revivalist. He 
accomplishes the much harder task of 
writing contemporary music rooted in 
the values of past craftsmanship. 

"I find a really good technique is just 
to pick up a guitar and start beating on 
it and give it absolutely no thought be-
forehand. You start with the germ of an 
idea and just sorta build it up from there. 
The best ideas are the ones that 
materialize out of nowhere. Those are 
the ones I try to capture and develop. 
All over my house I have work tapes of 
me humming in front of a cassette 
machine. The idea behind songwriting 
and making records seems to be that 
you have to really labor at something in 
order to make it sound spontaneous." 
He doesn't have a fixed m.o. " I'll start 

something and not finish it for two or 
three years. Or I might throw something 
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together in half an hour." He claims 
"Someday, Someway" took five min-
utes. On the other hand, "sometimes I'll 
find I'm editing and fooling around with 
something even after it's on a record. 
I'm still changing the lyrics to 'Our Town' 
[on Field Day]." 

Surprisingly, Crenshaw began 
songwriting in earnest only two years 
before his first album. At first, " I was 
really concerned about making every 
song as short as possible. I thought if 
I could get 'em down to four seconds 
that would probably be a good thing. I 
don't even remember why anymore. I 
guess it was just in emulation of 60s 
rock. Finally one day I realized my brain 
was turning inside out. Now I can be 
more objective about what I'm doing. I 
don't use a formula anymore...I just sit 
down and try to come up with some-
thing that moves me." 

That almost always means a love 
song. "True love is a great topic for 
songs. I don't think there ever will be 
enough songs written about it. True love 
is probably the only thing in the world 
that isn't corrupt. It's not all there is, but 
what else is there?" he laughs. 

Still, the music comes first. Instead 
of "songwriter," Crenshaw prefers the 
term "manipulator of musical sounds." 
"As far as words go, I feel I'm just grop-
ing along, trying to finish the songs. 
Music is a much more powerful form of 
communication than language. There 
are hundreds of songs I love, and I don't 
know what the lyrics are. 

"I was listening to a song today: 
'Who'll Stop The Rain,' by Creedence 
Clearwater Revival. It's a beautiful song, 
I love it, but I don't know what the hell 
he's saying. You just get your own im-
pression, and that's cool with me." He 
regrets the printed lyrics on Field Day's 
inner sleeve. " It's a rotten way to listen 
to a record." 

For Crenshaw, music is a language— 
one he's been familiar with almost as 
long as he's known English. From a 
musically inclined family, young Mar-
shall played with his father's guitar until 
he got his own, at age six. His childhood 
taste in pop veered toward rockabilly. 
It wasn't until 1963 that, inspired by 
"Wild Weekend" and "Louie Louie," 
Crenshaw got serious about making his 
own music. Even now, he says it's a tie 
between listening to music and playing 
guitar for his favorite activity. 

After high school Crenshaw played 
in a bar band, an oldies band, a country 
band, a Hawaiian band, and even ac-
companied authentic, transplanted rock-
abillies like Jack Earls. "Mostly in the 
70s I was listening to Chuck Berry and 
Phil Spector, Les Paul—anything but 
Uriah Heep." 
A trip to Los Angeles in 1976 didn't 

pan out. Two years later Crenshaw had 
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In the early morning hours of Novem-
ber 15, 1984 tragedy struck the Bethany 
Lutheran Church of Cherry Hills, Colo-
rado. A faulty electric organ was blamed 
for a multiple alarm fire that claimed 
much of the structure. Thankfully no 
one was injured in the blaze that caused 
over one million dollars in damage. 
In the ensuing clean-up operation a 
Crown amplifier was discovered under 
charred timbers. Owing to the intense 
heat of the fire the chassis had warped 
and the AC cord was a puddle of wire 
and rubber. 

The amplifier found its way to John Sego 
at Listen Up, Inc. of Denver. Armed with 
insatiable curiosity and a knowledge of 
Crown dependability John installed a 
new AC cord and proceeded to verify 
operation on the test bench. The amplifier 
met factory specifications in all functions. 
In the photo above we offer you another 
glowing report of Crown durability. 
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better luck auditioning for a John Len-
non role in Beattemania. After eighteen 
months of the Beatles, however, he was 
ready to make some music of his own. 
Reunited in New York with his brother 
Robert—they had played together in 
the Detroit oldies group—Crenshaw 
found a bassist (eventually Donato) and 
began gigging in clubs. 

At the same time he was shopping 
demos of his tunes to anyone who'd 
listen. One who did was producer 
Richard Gottehrer—who liked what he 
heard enough to have Robert Grodon, 
whom he was producing, cut five Cren-
shaw compositions. Gordon liked Cren-
shaw enough to record another three 
of his songs, after Gordon and Got-
tehrer split up, for the album that finally 
came out. (One was "Someday, Some-
way," a single for Gordon a year before 
Crenshaw's version.) 
A 1981 single on the Shake label in-

creased Crenshaw's audibility. Warners 
came calling, and even agreed to let 
him produce his major-label debut. 
Crenshaw was familiar with four-track 
equipment from a Detroit studio he 
owned with his early-70s band. But the 
driver's seat wasn't for him, and Got-
tehrer took over. Downtown lists Cren-
shaw as co-producer with Burnett and 
engineer Larry Hirsch. " I wanted to pro-
duce this album," he recalls, "and it was 

almost a replay of what happened with 
the first album. Let's just say I'm com-
pletely cured of wanting to produce my 
own records." 
The new record maintains Cren-

shaw's melodic flair on both uptempo 
rockers (" Little Wild One"—the current 
single that's going nowhere—and 
"Yvonne") and pensive slower tunes 
("Blues Is King," "The Distance Be-
tween," the countryish " Like A Vague 
Memory"). This album's Everly Brothers 

tribute, "Lesson Number One," was 
even submitted to the Everlys for possi-
ble use on their EB84 album. " I wanted 
more than anything for them to cover 
one of my songs," Crenshaw sighs; 
"Run With Me," also tailored for the duo, 
was recorded by the Dirt Band instead. 

With the Bellamy Brothers, no less, 
recording "You're My Favorite Waste Of 
Time," Crenshaw's future may lie within 
the unlikely skyline of Nashville. Man-

continued on page 30 

Hold the Keyboards! 
Marshall Crenshaw, a self-confessed 
guitar lover, keeps a harem of thirty instru-
ments. On the road this fall, though, he 
narrowed it down to three Mosrites: a 60s-
era twelve-string, and two new six-strings 
(one blue, one sunburst). He uses Dean 
Markley custom light-gauge strings (.009 
to .046), and plugs into a Vox AC30 
amplifier. "The sound has a real character 
to it I can't find in any other amplifier," 
Crenshaw states. "Plus I like the way they 
look." An MXR DDL box provides echo. 
Tom Teeley plays a 1964 Fender 

Stratocaster with D'Arco Ten strings (.010 
to . 046). He too has an MXR digital delay, 
and MXR Dynacomp, going into a volume 
pedal and Vox AC30. His acoustic guitar 
is a Guild, his flat picks heavy-gauge. 
Graham Maby also strums a Guild acous-
tic, with medium-gauge strings (high G 
tuning) and a bridge pick-up. His own 
guitar is a blue Ovation special edition. 

On a couple of numbersi Maby switches 
to a Fender VI six-string bass, or plays 
the band's Samson wireless. 

Left-handed bassist Chris Donato plays 
a 1969 Fender Jazz, and a Precision with 
a redone neck and Seymour Duncan pick-
ups and pots. Strings are medium-
gauge GHS Boomers. Donato plugs into 
an old SVT tube amp and two Music Man 
cabinets, front-loaded with four twelve-
inch Electro-Voice speakers in each. 
Robert Crenshaw has¡ a twenty-inch 
Gretsch drum kit, with : twelve- and thir-
teen-inch rack toms, and a fourteen-inch 
floor tom. Heads are white Ambassadors. 
Yamaha hardware includes the tom-tom 
mount and bass-drum; legs. Aside from 
a sixteen-inch Paiste pang (special ef-
fects) cymbal, Crenshàw has Zildjians: a 
sixteen-, eighteen- and twenty-inch ride. 
He uses a LinnDrum triggered by the kick 
drum and rack tom, , and Promark 58 
sticks. 
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How 
To BUY A 
CD PLAYER 
BY J. D. CONSIDINE 

HARDWARE HINTS: 
THEY DONT ALL 
SOUND THE SAME 

A
lmost everyone who fancies 
him- or herself an audiophile 
has a favorite story about buy-
ing a CD player. One of my fa-

vorites has to do with the computer 
genius who ran out to buy a CD player 
the minute he found out about them. No 
sooner did he plug the player into his 
megasystem than he fished up his first 
CD—the Telarc recording of Tchai-
kovsky's 1812 Overture—and cranked 
the volume to await audio nirvana. 

Oh, the sound was wonderful, so 
realistic that when the first cannon went 
off he almost swore he smelled smoke. 
Unfortunately, by the next big boom he 
realized that he was actually sniffing the 
scent of fried woofer. According to 
legend, first he swore at having crippled 
his speakers, then leapt for joy that his 
new player so easily humbled his high-
end equipment. 
Another story you might have heard 

had to do with the nationally-known con-
sumer magazine that filled six pages 
with test results on CD players, only to 
conclude that there were no significant 
sonic differences between them, and 
therefore they should be bought on the 
basis of price and features. 
That first story probably didn't hap-

pen, but it should have; the second 
ought to be true, but unfortunately isn't. 
Sure, a consumer magazine actually 
printed that, but in fact there are audible 
differences between CD players. The 
real question to consider when shop-
ping for such a machine is the extent 
to which you'll notice that variance. 

Granted, we're dealing with musical 
minutiae here, stuff that can't be easily 
quantified. You can quibble justifiably 
over a lack of detail in extreme high 
frequencies; it's when you get to the 
notion of "musicality" that you wind up 
in bar fights. Just as one man's meat is 
another's excuse for vegetarianism, so 
too does one listener's ideal sound 
often seem colored or inaccurate to 
somebody else's golden ears. This, we 

should remember, is how God keeps 
equipment manufacturers in business. 

It might be that you won't hear any 
difference between CD players; or you 
may hear it on the system at the hi-fi 
shop, but not on your own aging stereo. 
Nor should you preclude the possibility 
that what you hear might not strike you 
as being $300 worth of difference. What 
you're going to need is some back-
ground, and a battle plan. 

HOW THEY WORK, 
AND WHY THAT DOESN'T MATTER 

Digital audio is about as basic an idea 
as you'll find in hi-fi. True, almost any 
electrical engineer can explain it in 
terms guaranteed to make your head 
ache, but only masochists or other en-
gineers need subject themselves to that 
kind of torture. Reduced to its basic ele-
ments, the digital process simply takes 
sound "samples" and converts them to 
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being particularly bright, doesn't recog-
nize those things—give it pits, or leave 
it alone—so it gives an error reading. 

This is where the trouble begins, so 
an error-correction system was de-
signed. Mainly the work of Sony, the 
error-correction uses a sort of computer 
buffer to hold the last good piece of 
information, and drop it in the hole left 
by an error. Happening as this does in 
a microsecond, the substitution goes 
by unnoticed, so the player can skip 
over dust and smudges. Peanut butter, 
however, remains a problem. 
As usual, some engineers weren't 

content with mere error-correction, so 
a secondary system, over-sampling, 
was devised. This strategy, which first 
turned up in a Yamaha player, had not 
one beam but three scanning the disc. 
The idea, essentially, was to compare 
input on a best-of-three basis, figuring 
that would drastically reduce the possi-
bility of bum sound. (This is no Yamaha 

bicary code, which can then be stored 
for playback later. 
How it manages that playback, 

though, is not so simple. The binary 
data is stored on the compact discs as 
a series of microscopic pits that are 
read by a laser. So far, so good. But, 
like most readers, the laser sometimes 
makes mistakes. Maybe there's dust on 
the disc, or a smudge, or part of your 
peanut butter sandwich. The laser, not 

exclusive; Sony's CDP-302, among 
others, also has triple beam tracking. 
Once the disc has been read, though, 

the player has to do something with all 
the binary code—namely, convert it to 
the analog signal the CD player feeds 
into your amplifier. But the conversion 
process is not without waste by-
products, and something must be done 
to sift the sonic trash out of the signal. 
Filtering is the answer, but some 
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machines use digital filters while others 
use analog filters. 
Which is better? 
Beats the hell out of me. Perhaps the 

most amazing thing about CD technol-
ogy is that any one of the competing 
methods can be applied to generate 
excellent sound. There are perfectly 
wonderful CD players using single-
beam systems and analog filters (the 
Luxman D-03 immediately springs to 
mind). Where the three-beam system 
and digital filtering have an edge is in 
delivering sonic refinement cheaply; 
the Yamaha CDX-3, for example, offers 
a sound nearly as vivid as the Meridian 
at less than half the price. 

One persistent failing in CD players 
that particularly annoys hard-core au-
diophiles is the lack of a realistic 
"soundstage." In other words, when you 
sit in the "sweet-spot" between the two 
speakers, can you hear a realistic rep-
resentation of depth? 
There are at least two machines that 

go out of their way to correct that. One 
is the Meridian, an English-built ma-
chine that essentially refines the cir-
cuitry of the Philips CD player (which 
itself is sold as a Magnavox over here); 
the other is the Carver CD player, which 
adds a switchable "digital time lens" cir-
cuit to a Yamaha CD-2. Despite their 
similar intentions, the two sound quite 

Shure's 607Anniversary 
Rebate is back! 

Save up to $20 on the most popular mies 
in the world. Shure's SM57 & SM58. 
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call us at (312) 866-2553. 
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different. The Meridian is tremendously 
detailed, and succeeds largely through 
precision. The Carver, by contrast, 
exaggerates a bit, giving greater depth 
at both left and right, but at the cost of 
imaging in the center. 

But the most telling aspect of the 
Carver circuit is the way it alters the 
CD's sound. The idea was to take a bit 
of the edge off the highs and add some 
oomph to the lows, but what it really 
does is lend the CD some of the warmth 
of vinyl. Those who have grown fond of 
the extreme dryness of "digital sound" 
find that warmth off-putting in orchestral 
recordings, but recordings like Yo-Yo 
Ma's Bach Solo Suites And Partitas 
(CBS) sound more realistic with the cir-
cuit on than with it off. 

If you like talking tech, you can doubt-
less get several years of good argu-
ments out of the Carver circuit or 
whether dual digital-to-analog conver-
ters are a necessity or a redundancy. 
Otherwise, simply remember that triple-
beam tracking and digital filters are 
more likely to give you better sound for 
less money, and you'll be able to ignore 
the rest of the high-tech hoodoo that 
stereo salespeople throw at you. After 
all, what you'll really want to do is listen. 

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY 
THE DISCS FIRST 

It's very easy to be bowled over the first 
time you hear a CD player, which is 
exactly why you shouldn't just walk into 
a stereo store and ask to hear a CD 
player. Of course it's going to sound 
better than almost any turntable you've 
ever heard—that's why people make 
the damned things. What you need to 
do is get familiar enough with the way 
they sound to be able to make an in-
formed choice. 
The first step is to consider what 

you're going to be listening to, and go 
out and buy some CDs. This may seem 
like buying gas before shopping for a 
car, but you'll want to have reference 
points for listening, and shouldn't de-
pend on the dealer to have your favorite 
discs. 

Think about your listening habits, 
though. Although it will be tempting to 
go for digitally recorded and mastered 
CDs, unless you listen to a lot of clas-
sical, your choices will be limited. Try 
to pick well-recorded albums you know 
very well, and re-listen to them before 
you go shopping. Recommended pop 
digital CDs: Madonna's Like A Virgin 
(Warner Bros.); Dire Straits' Brothers In 
Arms (Warner Bros.); Peter Gabriel's 
Security (Geffen); Charlie Haden's Bal-
lad Of The Fallen (ECM); and Archie 
Shepp's Ballads For Trane (Denon). 

Classical CDs do make good refer-
ences, especially if you're familiar with 
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the sound of acoustic instruments. An 
electric guitar, after all, can be made to 
sound like a lot of things, but a piano 
is a piano is a piano. Trevor Pinnock's 
harpsichord anthology The Harmonious 
Blacksmith (Archly) is an excellent tool, 
because the brittle attack and piercing 
harmonies of the harpsichord will 
quickly show the weaknesses, if any, in 
a player. 

Next, go out and look around. Don't 
waste the salesperson's time; just ex-
plain that you're shopping for a CD 
player, but aren't ready to buy yet. If 
you can manage to do this during slack 
sales times (mid-day, mid-week), that 
shouldn't earn you icy looks. Be sure to 
take notes as you listen, though; not 
only will it help you remember specifics, 
but it will reassure the sales staff as to 
your seriousness. 
Once you've narrowed the field to a 

few favorites, try to arrange a listening 
session with the dealer. Ideally, you 
should be able to hear A/B comparisons 
between players over a system identi-
cal or close to yours, but if that's impos-
sible, always compromise up. What you 
don't hear can hurt you. 

Try hard to hear differences between 
the players; play 'em soft, play 'em loud, 
play 'em hard. Bump the table while it's 
playing, and see if it causes the laser 
to mistrack ( it probably won't, but like 
kicking the tires on a used car, the act 
is tremendously fulfilling). Get the sales 
clerk to demonstrate all the features. 
And listen as critically as you can. 

In a way, those who don't hear the 
difference between machines have it 
easier than the rest of us, because they 
can pick and choose purely on the 
basis of gimmickry. Remote control is 
fairly common, as is programmability, 

fast-forward and reverse, but there are 
variables. Almost any player will let you 
skip tracks—if you hate hearing Andy 
Summers moan "Mother" every time 
you play Synchronicity, this is the fea-
ture for you—but some restrict the way 
the tracks can be ordered. Be sure to 
ask first. 

Another common feature is the re-
peat, whereby you can repeat either the 
whole disc, or just a portion of it. Im-
agine, for instance, the ease of being 
able to "loop" a guitar solo, so you can 
practice along. (While we're on the sub-
ject, here's a suggestion for the indus-
try: Since pitch is not a function of play-
ing speed for CDs, as it is for albums 
and tapes, how about a feature that 
slows the music down to half and/or 
quarter speed? That would make learn-
ing licks off records so easy, you'll make 
a fortune off the cover band circuit 
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l rom the hottest legends in jazz to the most 
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state-of-the-art digital recording tech nology, 
from who else but GRP 
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‘‘ Diane Schuur has the 
most passion and pathos of any 
singer since Ella Fitzgerald 
and Sarah Vaughan. 
she is truly a classic. 

14, 

-STAN GETZ 

DIANE GRP A 1022 le 

-Electrifying, Hypnotizing, Spellbinding" 
...Pop/Jazz critics and audiences are at no 

loss cf words to describe the phenomenon 
that i!; singer/pianist Diane Schuur. Since the 
release of last year's "Deed/es," Diane has been 
making all the right stops (The White House, 
Hollywood Bowl, Monterrey, and nationally 
televised "Great Performances"). 
Now in the company of José Feliciano, 

Dave Grusin, Lee Ritenour and Stan Getz, 
Dian?, Schuur puts her greatest talents forward 
in a coPection that is a guaranteed 
"Schur Thine' Available on GRP 
reccrds, cassettes and compact 
discs. ,  

C [' NM OPN V 

GRP 
Records 

CD from previous page 

alone.) 
Then there are the arcane items, like 

Sony's CD-5, a Walkman-sized CD 
player, Toshiba's twin-drawer XR-V22, 
or Magnavox's CD boom box, the CD-
555. The utility of these players is a bit 
dubious—are you really that desperate 
to play The River without having to get 
up and change discs? And, following 
in the footsteps of the Pioneer CLD-900, 
which plays not only CDs but video 
laser discs, expect to find more multi-
purpose options. 
A final word, though. Once you've 

bought a CD player, you run the risk of 
contracting CD fever, an ongoing mad-
ness that makes it impossible to hear 
the words "Compact Disc Sale" without 
being overwhelmed by the urge to buy. 
As the demand for CDs outstrips the 
supply, there may be nasty moments in 
the browser-bins as crazed customers 
clamor for the last remaining copy of 
The Best Of Bread. 
Remember, you've been warned. LJ 

10,000 Maniacs from page 15 

cient meccas. 
A couple of Amish workers were the 

only people around. Steve approached 
the amphitheater where he and Dennis 
graduated high school. It's used by the 
Institute for concerts, too. A rule says 
that all operas performed there must be 
sung in English. Natalie had better keep 
working on her pronunciation. 

"I'm just taking a good look now," 
Natalie said the day before she left. " Be-
cause it's not going to be here later. " kil 

Crenshaw from page 22 

ager Sarbin is pleased about wrapping 
up a publishing deal recently with 
Screen Gems: "When it comes to get-
ting songs with Dolly Parton or George 
Jones or Eddie Rabbit, you just need a 
larger company." 
Regardless of his career's unpredict-

ability, Crenshaw is unperturbed. "The 
really odd thing to me about us," he 
reflects, " is, when I started doing this I 
imagined that we would be a singles 
band. I still think of us as a singles band, 
even though we've only had one single 
that got in the top forty. My impression 
was that we would be like Abba or 
Creedence Clearwater. It just hasn't fall-
en that way, and I'm at a loss to under-
stand why. But life goes on, and I'm still 
more than happy to be doing things the 
way I'm doing them. This is a really 
weird business, a heartbreaking busi-
ness. I wanted to make records all my 
life, so I'm not complaining." Ei 

SEE READER SERVICE PAGE 86 
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Reality is a Mirage 

Put more life in your live performance with the real sounds of the Mirage Digital Sampling Keyboard 

The Mirage plays real sounds. It takes the technology of digital recording a step further and 
lets you play and record dozens of actual instrument sounds with one compact and 
lightweight keyboard. 

So when you want a piano sound you get a real grand piano. When you want strings you get 
a complete string section at your fingertips. When you want horns you get every brassy 
nuance. The Ensoniq Sound Library contains an ever-expanding selection of the most 
true-to-life sounds ever heard from an electronic instrument. 

The Mirage is easy to play. The new weighted-action keyboard responds faithfully to your 

touch with velocity sensitive control over loudness and brightness. And if your setup 
includes MIDI equipment, the Mirage can carry on an intelligent conversation with your 
other gear. 

The Mirage is versatile. There are 37 playback parameters to give you a wide range of 
control over envelopes, filters, tuning and key velocity effects. There's even an on-board 
sequencer that can sync with other units via MIDI. So the Mirage is everything a synthesizer 
is—and more. 

The Mirage is affordable. Ensoniq's advanced technology makes the Mirage a reality for 

under $ 1700'. See your authorized Ensoniq dealer today for a complete demonstration. 

I. Our legal department panics whenever we say "under $ 1700. The manutacta•er's ›uggrsted retail price of the Mirage is exactly 
51695.00. ENSONIQ and Mirage are registered trademmits of ENSONIQ Corp. 

ensonict 
ENSONIO Corp, 263 Great Va'ley Parkway, Malvern. PA 19355 o Canada. 6969 Trans Canada Hwy Suite 123. St. Laurent. 
Clue HAT 1V8 o ENSONIO Europe. 65 Ave de Stalingrad. 1000 Brussels o Japan Saketa Shokai. Ltd . Mirami Morimachi 

Building. 6-2 Higashi-Tenma, 2-C>iome, Kita-Ku, 9saka. 530 
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RENE & ANGELA 
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Happy Together... 
And Apart 

inging together" used 
to mean just that. The 
song of the moment 

was simply a romantic show-
case for pairing two exquisite 
voices. It would be unfair 
and inaccurate to say that 
Rene Moore and Angela 
Winbush fan't sing, but it is 
Worth noting that their sing-
ing seems less the star of the 
show thansit might have been 
with some of the duo's 60s 

and 70s counterparts. Here, 
singing competes with stalk-
ing synthesizers, relentless 
hooks and—in the smash hit 
"Save Your Love (For #1)"— 
a propulsive rap courtesy of 
Kurtis Blow. Rene & Angela 
sing against one another as 
often as with one another. 
Angela agrees that the 

music she makes with Rene 
could be somewhat jarring 
to folks who think of male-
female duets only as frilly 
little two-part harmonies. " I 
think what we've done is 
blended two different flavors 
and chemistries together, 

and then we try to show those 
in all capacities," she says. 
"We sing together, then we 
can sing apart. We play to-
gether, we can play apart, 
and we play off that onstage 
and in our records." 
Rene & Angela are 

cousins, although they didn't 
find it out until after they 
teamed up in late 1977. 
Angela is a St. Louis native 
whose roots run deep in gos-
pel. She has also done live 
and studio session work with 
the likes of Lenny Williams, 
Jean Cam n and Dolly Parton. 
Rene, the "serious" musician 
of the team, is a graduate of 
the Los Angeles Philhar-
monic's minority training 
program and has performed 
with the likes of Leon Russell, 
Ella Fitzgerald, John Denver 
and Billy Eckstine. 
The pair started recording 

on Capitol in 1980 under the 
tutelage of Rufus bassist 
Bobby Watson. Their rec-
ords didn't take off until they 
joined PolyGram and re-
leased the Street Named 
Desire LP. Through Watson's 
urging, the twosome hired 
engineer Bruce Swedien to 
polish up their semi-finished 
product. Why not just hire 
him to work on the songs 
from the beginning? "Caviar 
work on a beer budget," 
Angela explains. Rene is 
happy simply to have Swe-
dien on the team: "Bruce 
is.. like trying to get God to 
come to dinner." 

With " I'll Be Good" skirting 
the top forty, Rene & Angela 
expect to be able to hire 
Swedien on a more regular 
basis Regardless, they will 
no doubt continue to rede-
fine the male-female duo of 
the 80s. "We don't agree all 
the time," Rene ac-
knowledges, "but on certain 
musical ideas we agree. She 
has hers, I have mine, we 
agree on the best one and 
that's the direction we go in." 

— Leonard Pitts, Jr. 

Stevie's Plagal 
Cadence? 
Lee Garrett just called Stevie 
Wonder to say " I'm suing 
your ass!" Garrett and fellow 
songwriter Lloyd Chlate filed 
suit against Wonder in Oc-
tober, claiming he pla-
giarized " I Just Called To 
Say I Love You" from them. 
For starters, they want 
$10 million in damages. 

Garrett is no stranger to 
Wonder. Both blind, they 
have known each other since 
they were teenagers. Won-
der even reportedly saved 

Garrett from suicide once. 
The two co-wrote "Signed, 
Sealed, Delivered I'm Yours," 
among other 70s Wondere-
cordings. 
The lawsuit charges that 

Garrett and Chiate wrote a 
song called " I Just Called," 
which they demoed for Won-
der in 1978; they registered 
the tune for clearance with 
BMI a year later. Wonder 
copyrighted his song in 
1984. His recording, used in 
Orion Pictures' The Lady In 
Red, won an Academy 
Award, and was then picked 
up for GTE Sprint Communi-
cations commercials. Orion 
and GTE are also named as 
defendants in the suit. If 
Wonder establishes that his 
"I Just Called To Say I Love 
You" preceded Garrett and 
Chiate's " I Just Called," he 
stands to lose his Oscar; an 
Academy Award-winning 
song has to be written for a 
movie. Depositions for the 
case begin in December. 
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SHRIEKBACK 
They Live 
For Chaos 

hriekback's perma-
nent state of mind is 
complete panic," 

Barry Andrews says. In light 
of recent events, it's hard to 
disagree. The British band 
fired producer Hans Zimmer 
halfway through sessions for 
Oil And Gold, their fourth 
album; singer/keyboard 
player Andrews finished the 
"harrowing" job. Ther they 
unexpectedly parted com-
pany with guitarist Carl Mash 
on the eve of a major U.S. 
tour. Andrews, Dave Allen 
(bass) and Martyn Baker 
(drums) hurriedly drafted a 
replacement, but sacked 
him after just four dates. With 
four days in New York to 
reconstitute the group, they 
added Eve Moon and Ivan 
Julian. Along with keyboard-

ist Steve Halliwell and 
backup singers Wendy and 
Sara Partridge, Shriekback 
was ready to meet America. 
To create Shriekback ma-

terial, Andrews says, "You 
start with the rhythm. You 
draw out all the implications 
that are in that rhythm until 
you end up with a song." 
Inherent in those rhythms 
are songs like the morbid 
"Nemesis," with references 

to "priests and cannibals/ 
prehistoric animals" and a 
rhyme with "partheno-
genesis." Its author says the 
song concerns moral perver-
sity; " Nemesis" is a British 
comic-book alien (portrayed 
under license in the video). 

Live, the Shrieks burn with 
a rising level of volume and 
mania. Andrews' brilliant 
playing prods the chaos into 
a diabolically captivating 

CRUZADOS  
If at First 
You Don't Succeed... 

ito Larriva remembers 
when it seemed like 
every L.A. band but 

his was getting signed to a 
label deal. X, the Blasters, 
the Go-Go's—one by one 
they went down the road to 
renown. But the Plugz, 
singer/songwriter Larriva's 
Chicano punk outfit, could 
only wave from the sidelines. 
By 1983, the Plugz had 

had enough. Larriva and 
drummer Chalo (Charlie) 
Quintana formed a new band 
with guitarist Steven Hufstet-
er and bassist Tony Marsico, 
rechristened themselves the 
Cruzados (Spanish for 
"crusaders"), and soon 
found themselves recording 
an album for EMI. 

Legal hassles sank that 
project; but this time the 
gods were on their side. A 
re-recorded version of that 
LP bowed on Arista in Sep-
tember, quickly landing on 
playlists around the country. 

"The kind of stuff we wrote 
for the Plugz," Quintana 
says, "was real heavy and 
simple, iike a punch in the 
face. Now we put a lot more 

thought into the music. 
Cruzados songs are more 
emotionally mature." 
Album aside, the industri-

ous quartet has scored sev-
eral movie soundtracks. in-
cluding the cult fave Repo 
Man. Marsico and Quintana 
backed Bob Dylan on his 
David Letterman TV show 
appearance, and recently 
finished sessions for Joe 

roar. The rhythm section pro-
vides an ominous anchor, 
while Julian adds wild, 
Belew-like noises. The 
band's combinaton of 
analytical intelligence, ram-
pant imagination and unre-
strained rhythmic fury makes 
for a mind-altering experi-
ence. Behind Shriekback's 
simple melodies and chord 
structures are deep and dis-
turbing ideas and emotions. 
  Ira Robbins 

Ely's latest LP. And Larriva's 
just wrapped up an acting 
role in True Stories David 
Byrne's directorial debut. 

"I play Ramon," Larriva 
says, "a character in the 
computer plant, who plays 
organ in the local Tex-Mex 
band—as well as at Sunday 
Baptist services. He's always 
flirting with all the girls." 

— Moira McCormick 
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GLENN 
PHILLIPS 
A Different 
Kind of Success 

o ur music isn't that complicated or intel-
lectual," guitar ace 

Glenn Phillips says, "but it is 
different. I've never heard 
another group sound like us, 
which may just be because 

Record Ratings: 
The Vinyl Solution 

After weeks of negotiations 
and one canceled press 
conference, on November 1 
the Parents' Music Resource 
Center, national PTA and 
Recording Industry Associa-
tion of America announced 
an agreement on the con-
troversial subject of identify-
ing recordings with "explicit 
lyric content." 
An RIAA statement says 

"member recording com-
panies will identify future 
releases of their recordings 
with lyric content relating to 
explicit sex, explicit violence, 
or explicit substance abuse. 
Such recordings, where con-
tractually permissible, will 
be identified with a packag-
ing inscription that will state: 
'Explicit Lyrics—Parental 
Advisory'...or such record-
ings will display printed 

nobody else wants to!" 
Or it may be that few can 

straddle styles as adeptly as 
the Glenn Phillips Band. As 
heard on their new Live LP, 
they display the fluidity of 
fusion without the self-in-
dulgence, and the immedi-
acy of rock without the 
boorishness. " I tend to de-
scribe us as an instrumental 
rock band," Phillips notes. 
"When you say 'jazz' today, 
it often means Muzak. Fifteen 
years ago, when I listened to 
a lot of Mingus and Coltrane, 
I wouldn't have been so 
squeamish about a jazz con-

lyrics." For LPs, the inscrip-
tion is to be placed on the 
lower quarter of album back 
covers. There are no place-
ment guidelines for singles 
or cassettes. When an album 
displays printed lyrics, either 
as a back cover or on a sheet 
inserted under the plastic 
wrap, the cassette version 
will bear the imprint, "See LP 
For Lyrics." For their part, the 
PMRC and PTA plan to point 
out the good within the re-
cording industry, reserving 
future criticism for record-
ings that don't observe the 
RIAA guidelines. They intend 
to assess the RIAA policy in 
a year's time. 
The agreement would 

seem to defuse the implicit 
threat of government inter-
vention (courtesy of the 
PMRC's strategically placed 
husbands) the group of 
Washington wives has held 
over the record industry's 
collective head. It appears 
that in this no-win situation 

notation." 
Fifteen years ago, the sky 

was the limit for Phillips and 
the other members of the 
Hampton Grease Band (not 
to be confused with Joe 
Cocker's Grease Band). A 
gonzo aggregation that 
crossbred blues grit and 
avant-garde weirdness in 
the same vein as Captain 
Beef heart's Magic Band, the 
Atlanta-based quintet de-
buted on Columbia Records 
in 1970 with an ambitious 
two-disc project, Music To 
Eat, and waited for fame. But 
label and management has-

sles sapped the group's vital-
ity, leading to their demise in 
1973. After that "devastat-
ing" experience, Phillips 
struck out on his own. "My 
goal was to capture the exhil-
aration of rock 'n' roll, even 
though I played a different 
kind of music," he recalls. 
"What disgusted me about 
ninety percent of the instru-
mental stuff I heard was the 
elitism. I wanted to relate to 
people on a gut level." 

Phillips has done just fine, 
thank you, over the last 
dozen years, touring steadily 
and making LPs without 
major-label support. " I've 
had offers from record com-
panies from time to time, but 
they've always told me to 
add a vocalist, which means 
they want the group to be-
come more like a heavy 
metal band with a flash 
guitarist. I've resisted that; if 
you're doing something a 
little different, you should 
stick with it. 

"People say to me, 'Don't 
you want to make it?'—as if 
the band was a flop. We've 
been together over ten 
years, we still love playing, 
and people seem to be af-
fected by what they hear. To 
me, that's success." 

—Jon Young 

the RIAA essentially stood its 
ground while the PMRC/PTA 
coalition backed down from 
its insistence on a scarier 
warning label than "Parental 
Guidance: Explicit Lyrics" 
(the RIAA's original word-
ing). The PMRC wanted a 
one-time panel to set criteria 
for "explicit lyrics"; the 
agreement allows individual 
recording companies to de-
termine which releases qual-
ify, and provides a sizable 
loophole with the phrase 
"where contractually per-
missable." In agreeing to 
provide printed lyrics—but 
only for those albums 
deemed "explicit"—the RIAA 
met the PMRC one-third of 
the way, after first protesting 
that song publishers, not 
record companies, owned 
lyric copyrights. 
Among the twenty record-

ing companies to accept the 
RIAA policy statement are 
MCA and A&M Records, 
who earlier refused to sticker 

their product. " Personally, I 
think it's a mistake to com-
promise at all with these 
people," says Danny 
Goldberg, whose Musical 
Majority has led the counter-
attack against the PMRC, 
but "none of the artists object 
to people reading their 
lyrics." As for the "explicit 
lyrics" inscription, "We don't 
feel any record company 
has the right or wisdom to 
interpret lyrics.". 

Meanwhile, the Septem-
ber 19 senate committee 
hearing on record labeling 
has inspired at least two 
recordings of its own. 
"Explicit Lyrics" by the 
(Scott) Blackwell Project sets 
various voices, some taken 
from the hearing, to a boom-
box beat. The ubiquitous 
Frank Zappa uses senators' 
comments from the same 
hearing on "Porn Wars," the 
single from his new album, 
Frank Zappa Meets The 
Mothers Of Prevention. 
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HOT BODIES NEED 
HOT CASSETTES. 

Music is more than emotional. It's 
physical. You feel the beat. You feel the 
heat. It moves your body as powerfully 
as your mind. 
You tune your body with a desire for 

perfection. Tune your music the same 
way. With TDK SA and AD audio cas-
settes. They deliver the hottest high end 
and lowest distortion. With more bril-
liance, more dimension, more excite-
ment. For unequalled performance on 
any cassette deck. Play after play. 
And TDK's Lifetime Warranty assures 

you that the music will never lose its fire. 
No matter how emotional or physical the 
workout gets. TDK SA and AD audio 
cassettes. For musical fitness at its best. 

WHERE GREAT ENTERTAINMENT BEGINS 
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A British cult 
heroine-turned-superstar 
passes through the realm 

of the subconscious 

By Peter Swales 
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After playing with Kate Bush for nearly a decade, bassist Del 
Palmer still recalls their first meeting: " I'd heard about Kate from 

her brother Paddy, whom Id known for some time, but I'd lad this 
impression that she was older, more mature. 

At our first rehearsal I felt an emotional 

involvement right from the word go; 
but I also thought, Shit, 

this girl is like eighteen.' 

Her songs all started off in a 

familiar way, but then suddenly they'd 

leap somewhere completely different and you'd think, How could 
you think of going there?' 

"It was a phenomenon completely different from what anyone else 

was doing," Palmer declares. " I've never had any desire to work 
with anyone else since." 

He's not alone; though Kate Bush remains an acquired pop taste, 

she certainly seems to satisfy the musical appetites of those who've 

acquired it. Since her recording debut in 1977, when Kate was all 

of eighteen. her unique amalgam of impression!stic, frequently 

mystical imagery, a piercing four-octave soprano, and densely 

atmospheric instrumental arrangements has captivated a large and 

notably resolute international following. In Canada her fans hold 

conventions and publish a Kate Bush magazine; in England her 

newest LP, Hounds Of Love (EMI) recently debuted on the charts 

at number one. And though she's never toured or enjoyed much 

radio support in the United States, Kate's appeal is apparently 

infectious; upon its release, her video " Running Up That Hill" moved 

quickly into steady MTV rotation, while critical response to her 

previous records, notably The Dreaming, has been little short of 
rhapsodic. 

If Kate Bush inspires extreme reactions, it may be because her 

own compositions are themselves unusually ambitious. Even on her 

first album, The Kick Inside in most respects a conventional 

collection of piano-based ballads Bush's unusual narrative 

fantasies, in which she bespoke intimacy with characters ranging 



from Heathcliff to Jesse James to Beelzebub and Zeus, 
suggested grand designs. After failing to realize any of them 
on the studio-slick Lionheart, she took matters into her own 
hands: Never For Ever, her transition LP, signaled the arrival 
of Kate Bush the producer and shaper of elaborate pop 
constructs, surprisingly cohesive musical tapestries that 
mixed synthesizers with esoteric folk instrumentation. 

Her songs deepened as well. Early records had focused 
on various angles of love and lust, but Never For Ever 
plumbed subjects as diverse as Freudian psychology ("All 
We Ever Look For"), nuclear annihilation (" Breathing") and 
Lewis Carroll-styled child infatuation ("The Infant Kiss") with 
eerie familiarity; the overall effect was like being taken on a 
tour through exotic realms of the unconscious. That, coupled 
with Bush's elaborate stage shows and her own striking phys-
ical presence, helped create a persona as much mythical 
as musical. So perhaps it was inevitable that she should 
follow that with an LP entitled The Dreaming, a knotty but 
ultimately rewarding musical tour de force. Like her compa-
triot Peter Gabriel, with whom Bush is often compared (she 
sang on his third album), Kate's bent for theatricality and 
rococo musical textures can be as off-putting to non-fans as 
they are enveloping for her legions. But like the aboriginal 
concept of dreamtime on which The Dreaming is based, 
Kate Bush's music deliberately conjures a world apart from 
the mainstream. 

Three years had passed since The Dreaming when I inter-
viewed Kate Bush at her home studio in the British coun-
tryside. Spurred by occasional reminiscences by her brother 
and long-time musical cohort Paddy Bush, 
Kate spoke with candor about her upbring-
ing, musical development, theatrical ambi-
tions and of course Hounds Of Love, not 
only her most sophisticated and commer-
cially appealing album to date but one 
whose spirit is as uplifting as The Dream-
ing's was macabre. " I felt I wanted to write songs that had 
a very positive energy this time," she explained. " It's impor-
tant that each album be different—otherwise you're not 
exploring but staying in a rut. And now that it's all done," 
she sighs happily, " I can sit here and enjoy it." 

MUSICIAN: Do your songs just burst out of you like so many 
Athenas out of the head of Zeus or do they cost you a lot of 
suffering and effort to construct them as finished-art pieces? 
BUSH: It's different every time. With the Never For Ever album, 
I had to work hard—it would take me weeks and weeks just 
to get a chorus or the words. But when we went into the 
studio, it was spontaneous and very quick. Whereas with 
The Dreaming, I just sat down at the piano, got a rhythm, 
and literally wrote the songs. I couldn't believe it! The words 
probably weren't there, but the idea was, and all the tunes. 
That was the first time I'd actually demo'd the songs while 
writing them—I put the piano down, put a voice down, put 
backing vocals down, and I had a song! And apart from 
"Houdini," which nearly killed me, the rest were so easy it 
was frightening. But then, as soon as I hit the studio, all that 
speed and spontaneity seemed to evaporate and turn into 
something completely different. The recording became re-
ally, really hard work, and it was very intense. 

With the new Hounds Of Love album, the songs took quite 
a lot of time and effort to come out. Now that I've got my 
own studio, a lot of the writing process is very much the 
recording process so, rather than going in with a finished 
song, I write the song in the studio. 
MUSICIAN: Is there a lot of stuff which you begin recording 
but which you dump half way through? 
BUSH: That's not happened much. There's only been stuff 
dumped on Lionheart and Never For Ever—and I prefer to 
think of that stuff as resting rather than being "dumped." On 
the new album, there was actually a lot that didn't get on. 

But it was in a very embryonic stage, or else I felt it too 
ordinary. The hardest thing was making one song flow into 
the other, 'coz creating dynamics in one song is very different 
from building it between seven. You have to pace it very 
differently and yet hopefully keep interest. By the second 
stage, when things had already begun to be sort of sprinkled 
on the tracks, I realized certain songs weren't working. 
[Laughter] So I had to totally rethink the thing and say like 
okay, look, this song has got to go. But maybe it can be 
used sometime in the future. 
MUSICIAN: So it's not as if you're so abundantly creative that 
we're being deprived of a whole wealth of songs that never 
get onto disc? 
BUSH: I wish I was! Usually with every album I'm in a situation 
where I scrape together the songs. The first album was the 
only one where that wasn't so—then I had literally hundreds 
of songs to choose from as I'd been writing from about the 
age of eleven. But I think the longer I'm around the harder 
it is for me to find something convincing in my art. There are 
all kinds of subject matters which I think I could probably 
have enjoyed at an earlier time but which now I find trivial. 
You can't really control what comes out, other than rejecting 
or accepting things and putting them into different bits of 
order. It's not something that you actually own. Really it's the 
lyrics that take me a long time—the lyrics are like a big 
process that keeps on happening right from the word go 'til 
I've done the last lead vocal. Still then I'm playing with little 
bits here and there that maybe weren't quite right.... 
MUSICIAN: Does that account for the three-year gap between 

The Dreaming and Hounds Of Love? 
BUSH: Yes. Also it takes me a long while 
to come out of the wake of one album and 
into the energy of a new one. It would be 
wrong, I think, to be in the same frame of 
mind. You've got to get some new inspira-

  tion in between. But another big reason 
why the new album took so long is side two, "The Ninth 
Wave"—it was incredibly difficult to be brave enough to go 
for it. I knew that, if it didn't work out, then I'd have wasted 
all that effort for nothing. 
MUSICIAN: I miss that very young and enchanting, almost 
ecstatic voice on the early albums. You don't often sing in 
that high register these days but rather an octave or so lower. 
BUSH: Albums are really very autobiographical, and at that 
time I was writing and experimenting to try to push my voice 
higher and into different areas. I'm not really sure why, but 
at that time I felt my voice was strongest at that pitch. When 
she was really young Joni Mitchell used to sing very high, 
though now she's very low and jazzy. I think when it's lower 
you tend to listen more to the words and a little less to the 
voice as an instrument. 
MUSICIAN: You've got so many different voices and a four 
octave range, but how do you keep it in shape? It's not like 
you're getting practice doing performances. 
BUSH: No, no, that's right. Well, the hardest thing is to do 
the vocal with the right emotional feeling. And the hardest 
thing for me is to be able to feel relaxed enough to be unin-
hibited. So sometimes I do get a little drunk. 
MUSICIAN: So can I assume you're pissed out of your head 
on "Big Sky" on the new album? 
BUSH: Yes, I might be getting drunk on that one—the ad-libs 
on the end, that was where I had to get drunk. And definitely 
on "Waking The Witch"—I was very drunk doing that! 
MUSICIAN: Despite basic rock instrumentation, your music 
doesn't owe much to American sources. You're one of a few 
popular artists to have evolved a uniquely British kind of 
music. 
BUSH: Yes, I think most of the stuff I have liked has been 
English. With the majority of other people—well, they were 
listening to Elvis and people like that and most of their heroes 
were American. The artists I liked, such as Roxy Music and 
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David Bowie, were all singing in English accents and, in fact, 
were among the few in England who were actually doing so 
at that time. I mean, Elton John, Robert Palmer and Robert 
Plant sound American when they sing. 
MUSICIAN: Paddy, when did you become aware not simply 
that Kate was musically gifted but that she was also a force 
to be reckoned with? 
PADDY: She was about ten years old at the time. 
MUSICIAN: And did you attempt to cultivate this gift? 
PADDY: Oh no, no—it cultivated itself. To cultivate music you 
have to spend a lot of time by yourself making a lot of very 
strange sounds over and over again. It's not the sort of thing 
you go hammering into others. When there's a family all in 
one house and you're getting your music together, normally 
the others in the family close the doors and try to keep the 
sounds out. And when you've got several people playing 
instruments in the same house—well, things can get a bit 
complicated! I remember having things thrown at me during 
the early days because I was playing the same tune for six 
months. It would get people down! And when Kate began 
working on the piano, she'd go and lock herself away and 
wind up spending five or six hours, seven days a week—just 
playing the piano. 
MUSICIAN: And did this begin to assume almost pathological 
proportions and start alarming the family? 
BUSH: Pathological! 
PADDY: Yeah! But no! Because of the heavy Irish tradition 
in the family, I think it was escapism on her part. Our mother 
is Irish and I think Kate maybe felt that there was a slight 
obligation to learn something to appease 
the Irish spirit. And somewhere out of my 
mother's imagination came the idea that 
Kate should learn the violin. It seems to be 
a tradition that the violin is forced upon 
people—I mean, there are few who take it 
up of their own volition! And Kate was cer-
tainly one of those who took it up only under pressure. So 
the piano was a way of exploring music in dimensions diamet-
rically opposite to what the violin must have represented—. 
pure escapism! The command would be, "Go and practice 
on that violin Kate"—but the piano music came out instead! 
I think perhaps we Bushes are a bit like that.... 
MUSICIAN: Who are some of your more direct piano and voice 
influences? 
BUSH: When I was about twelve, I was a big fan of Elton 
John. I think he was my first musical hero. I was just starting 
to write songs and he was the only guy I'd ever seen who 
wrote songs and accompanied himself on the piano. And 
his playing was brilliant—and still today I think so. 

I thought Bryan Ferry was brilliant, the most exciting singer 
that I'd heard. His voice had limitations but what he managed 
to do with it was beautiful—I mean, b-e-a-u-t-i-f-u- l. For me 
it covered the whole emotional spectrum and I just couldn't 
get enough of it. 
MUSICIAN: But your music has a depth and complexity, and 
a certain opulence, which aren't easily attributable to pop 
music. Is there a different set of aesthetic values that you've 
assimilated somewhere along the way, perhaps deriving from 
classical music or opera? 
BUSH: In a way classical music is a superior form because 
it has so much space for the listener to move around in. As 
soon as you have words in a song it's somewhat restricting 
for the listener. I really love listening to classical music—I 
find it quite inspiring for my work. So maybe because I love 
those things so much, they rub off on me. When I hear some-
thing really beautiful I think God!, wouldn't it be great if I 
could write something even just a little bit like that. It's not 
really copying, but rather wanting to produce that same vibe. 
MUSICIAN: Did you have much formal musical education? 
BUSH: I do know what chords are, but I've not really had 
classical training. My knowledge of theory comes from when 

I learned the violin when I was little—and that's about it. 
PADDY: Our roots are in the oral tradition. That's the way 
music is carried on in our family. 
BUSH: I think there are an awful lot of major influences deriv-
ing from traditional music, especially English and Irish folk 
music. When I was very little my brothers were devoted to 
traditional music and it's something I've always loved. Espe-
cially Irish music. I think I was always impressed by the 
words in folk songs. They're always stories, each song is a 
story—not like the lyrics of most pop songs. 
MUSICIAN: On different album tracks you've featured not only 
Irish musicans but also an array of other ethnic sounds. Does 
this betray a lot of your own listening? 
BUSH: There was a period when I used to listen to certain 
ethnic music. But I don't think I was ever really an avid listener. 
Paddy is much more of an avid listener to ethnic stuff—he 
listens to it nearly all the time. 
PADDY: It's very, very hard to give any sort of adequate de-
scription of what folk music can mean to you if you're not 
completely involved in it. It's a way of life. It's like swimming— 
once you've learned the art you can't go and forget how to 
do it. You know, somebody goes "dum-dee-diddle-dee-dum-
dee-da" [Paddy breaks into an Irish jig] and you're off! It 
instantly makes sense! If you're born into a tradition of playing 
some particular kind of music, you can branch out into all 
kinds of other music. But the tradition is something that's 
always there and just never, never falls apart. 
MUSICIAN: And is it then you who's responsible when you 
add one of those instruments to one of Kate's tracks.... 

PADDY: Yes, when it comes to unusual and 
ethnic instruments. I come in with the sug-
gestion, Kate then listens to it in the context 
of the track—if she likes it, it stays; if she 
doesn't, I try and find something different. 
MUSICIAN: Is your production a benevolent 
dictatorship where what you say goes? 

BUSH: [trying not to laugh] Well, quite honestly, I think it is 
sometimes. But in most cases, I really do know what I want.... 
MUSICIAN: You must command the respect which induces 
all these fellows to willingly subordinate their own egos.... 
BUSH: [laughter] Well, there are never really any serious 
problems 'cause the fellows I work with are great and I think 
they just find amusing all of the things that I like and ask 
them to do. I mean, I've never really been able to communi-
cate properly like those producers you see sitting there talk-
ing about A flats, "Now take it from the A-coda," and all that. 
I don't find that comfortable at all because, for a start, there 
might be one of the band (like me!) who doesn't know what 
you're saying. So I talk in really basic language. Obviously 
I have to identify chords and things like that. But the most 
important thing for me is to convey the atmosphere of the 
song, the feeling that I want them to produce. So rather than 
saying to each of them "You do this" or "You do that," I spend 
a lot of time trying to explain the story and the atmosphere. 
MUSICIAN: You don't have staves with whole lines of music 
written out? 
BUSH: No—the only time I did that was for the cello parts in 
"Hounds Of Love." I stayed up all night to do it and wasn't 
sure if I could. But I worked them out on the Emulator and 
wrote out the chords that I played in the treble clef. Then 
the cellist Jonathan Williams helped me out by working it an 
octave lower. 
MUSICIAN: So often you exploit the technological possibilities 
of the studio, such as the Fairlight, yet your music tends to 
sound natural and organic. 
BUSH: Well although the Fairlight is called a synthesizer, so 
many of its sounds are actually of natural source. I think 
there's perhaps not such a great gap between the Fairlight 
and natural music as there is between synthesizers and 
acoustic music. Like what you thought might be a koto near 
the start of "Cloudbusting" was actually a banjo which I 
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played on the Fairlight. And, as an album, Hounds Of Love 
is really quite different because the Fairlight was very in-
volved—rather than, as on the last albums, all the tracks 
being written at the piano. But "Waking The Witch" I actually 
wrote through a guitarist, Alan Murphy, because it needed 
to be written from a guitarist's point of view—a piano was 
wrong for that one. 
MUSICIAN: Certain of the new songs, like "Dream Of Sheep" 
and "Hello Earth," strike me rather like Hollywood show 
tunes—they're cinematic. 
BUSH: I think in a way they're probably the most visual songs 
I've written in that, when I was writing them, I had in mind 
what potentially might be done with them, visually—which 
isn't normally the way you go about writing a song. It'll be 
interesting if we can ever actually turn it into a film, which is 
what I'd like to do. 
MUSICIAN: Do you think in your writing you've gradually de-
parted structurally from the standard pop-song formula? 
BUSH: I don't know! I suppose I have in some ways. The 
constant rhythm with fewer breaks is more in evidence on 
the new album. Though the music is changing, the rhythm 
keeps on going, and in a way I think that actually makes it 
a little more commercial. 
MUSICIAN: It seems to me that perhaps Hounds Of Love 
doesn't cohere so organically in terms of texture and emotion 
as The Dreaming. 
BUSH: I think the problem with side two, "The Ninth Wave," 
is that it is an overall concept, and ideally I would have liked 
two sides of an album to develop it. I 
wouldn't like to feel that the album was just 
lots of little cameos put together, but rather 
that it flows. It's true—the first side is made 
up of separate songs. But it's interesting 
what you say because so many people 
have had just the opposite reactioq in that 
they found The Dreaming terribly difficult. I just don't think 
they could understand it. 
MUSICIAN: In America it got a lot more attention and acclaim 
than anything you'd ever done. 
BUSH: The media in America reacted so differently from the 
media in Britain. There was such positivity and acceptance 
towards what I was doing on that last album from America. 
Whereas all the earlier albums, which I'd have said were far 
more easily listenable and commercial, had no response 
from that country. And that seemed to me completely con-
tradictory to what I'd been told about the American record 
market—you know, it's said that Americans are terribly con-
servative in their tastes and that they like things which fit 
easily on the radio. Yet, they really did like it.... 
MUSICIAN: In one or two of the American reviews of The 
Dreaming, your music was described as "schizophrenic"— 
and it seems to me that, in a manner of speaking, your music 
does represent a virtual compendium of psychopathology, 
alternately hysterical, melancholic, psychotic, paranoid, ob-
sessional, and so on. 
BUSH: [Laughter] I think that is the most fascinating thing to 
write about—the way that people distort their attitudes. And 
it's really fun for me if I can find an area of the personality 
that is slightly exaggerated or distorted and, if I feel I can 
identify with it enough, to try to cast a person as perfectly 
as I can in terms of that particular character trait. 
Take anger for instance—it's really fun to write from that 

point of view. Like in "Get Out Of My House" on the last 
album. Because I very rarely show anger, although obviously 
I sometimes feel it. The same with "Waking The Witch" on 
the new album: What fascinated me was the idea of a witch-
hunter hiding behind the priesthood, as a guise, and coming 
to get this woman who isn't a witch. The girl closes her eyes 
to get away and goes to a church where it's safe and secure— 
you know, churches are supposed to be places of sanctuary 
and their doors are never shut, even perhaps for people 

being chased by the Devil—but the priest himself turns out 
to be the witchhunter. I didn't really have any heavy experi-
ences like that. It's based on other people's imagery of 
Roman Catholicism—you know, the kind of oppression, even 
madness, it can create. My school was Roman Catholic so 
there was a big emphasis on religion but it wasn't incredibly 
strict and I didn't go to church an awful lot. 
MUSICIAN: But does this ever backfire on you? Do the forces 
which you unleash or the identities which you assume begin 
taking you over? 
BUSH: Obviously there must be a bit of me in them or I simply 
wouldn't be able to come up with them, but I don't think they 
actually take me over. I think I was affected by " Breathing"; 
and, when I was making the last album, I was very affected 
by " Houdini." It was really sad trying to be Houdini's lady: 
He must have been an amazing person, someone trying to 
escape not only throughout his life but also in death. 
MUSICIAN: Before Houdini died, he promised he would send 
back from beyond the grave some signal of his continuing 
existence if it proved supernaturally possible to do so. And 
so you have incorporated that moment in your song when 
you have him finally speak to his lady from the spirit world— 
I've got the right interpretation? 
BUSH: Absolutely, yes.... 
MUSICIAN: Well, are people clued in enough to pick up on 
these subtleties and allusions in your songs? Do they show 
a good understanding of the concepts? 
BUSH: I think that the majority of people do. Because, if they 

bother to listen, then after about three or 
four times they start putting the words or 
the ideas together. We did a video of 
"Breathing" and the idea was of being in 
this huge inflatable; and I was at this con-
ference somewhere and there were all 
these women in their forties and fifties, real 

Monty Python sort of women, and they all came up and said 
[Kate affects a strong London accent, which requires merely 
an exaggeration of her normal one]: "Oh, we loved your 
video!" And then one of them says: "But listen, you must 
tell me, I had this, you know, this argument with my daughter; 
you were meant to be in a womb, weren't you? I mean, that 
is what it was meant to be, wasn't it?" And I said yeah! 
MUSICIAN: You mean she got it? 
BUSH: Yeah, she got it! And she said: "There you are—didn't 
I tell you it was a womb." And I thought yeah, that's fantastic! 
I wouldn't have even expected her to sit and watch it.... 
MUSICIAN: / must confess, I find it difficult to watch your 
performances. It seems to me so much of your music flows 
right out from essence, so to speak, whereas all the acting, 
all the theatrics, by their very nature they're artificial and 
contrived. Also, because there's often a flagrant sexual ele-
ment to your performance, the viewer is automatically thrust 
into the position of being a voyeur. 
BUSH: Wow, yeah—that's h-e-a-v-y. But I have only con-
sciously projected the sexual element in a couple of charac-
ters and if that's present for you in every performance—well, 
that is worrying for me. It's not intentional. 
MUSICIAN: I wonder if these theatrics might not detract from 
your potential for being taken seriously as a musician. 
BUSH: It's a big problem. I don't think I've been completely 
happy with any visual performance that I've done except for 
"Army Dreamers" and perhaps "Running Up That Hill." But 
they were videos which took a lot of time and work and 
control. Usually the problems are lack of time or money. If 
anything, though, I think my performances help audiences 
understand the music better—especially the lyrical aspect— 
and the tour of Europe definitely caused a change in attitude 
both among the public and the media. Many people began 
to take me seriously as a musician for the first time. The 
audiences could see me there singing and dancing, leading 
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political life, he knows that it must. 
"In Latin American we still evaluate our local production 

in terms of its international accomplishments," he explains. 
"If I don't go back to Panama with an aura of power and 
fame earned here, no one would pay me any mind. They 
would say, 'Yes, the guy's good, but he can't compete with 
those people.' You have to make good here before you can 
go back there and be heard." 
Rubén Blades is thirty-seven years old. His heritage is 

multicultural (blacks, whites, Americans, West Indians, Cu-
bans, Colombians). His parents, themselves once musicians, 
initially discouraged his desire to become a singer and com-
poser of popular music, so Rubén effected a typically ambi-
tious compromise: He earned a law degree at home, then 
moved to New York to ply his musical talents (he's since 
received his master's in international law from Harvard). 
Through the 70s he made his his reputation turning out hits 
for Fania, the Motown of salsa, but inevitably locked horns 
with the company when he attempted to fight what he re-
garded as corporate exploitation of the city's Latin musicians. 
Two years ago he left that label, incurring a lengthy litigation 
in the process. 
More happily, his visiblility in Crossover Dreams alerted 

Elektra to the possibilities of a musical crossover as well. 
Blades' 1984 debut, Buscando America, offered un-
abashedly politicized vignettes of modern Latin American 
life—the morning routine of a state police officer, the assas-
sination of a progressive priest, the plight of the "disap-
peared." Escenas takes a more personal tack, but its narra-
tives are no less forceful, while its musical innovations are, 
if anything, more radical. Instead of salsa's normal brass 
configuration, for example, Escenas features synthesizers, 
a startling departure from salsa's conservative musical trad-
itions. And Blades' beat, while still grounded in that tradition, 
ignores salsa's strict rhythmic codes. "Silencios," a slow duet 
with Linda Ronstadt, takes the form of a pop ballad instead 
of a bolero. "Muevete," the album's hottest dance track, 
typifies Blades' merging of musical and political concerns— 
not because the tune comes from socialist Cuba, but be-
cause the songo beat is the progressive sound of the Spanish 
Caribbean, salsa's musical " left." 

That shouldn't surprise either, for Blades is one pop artist 
who always knows not only what he's doing, but why. Imbued 
with a strong sense of purpose and social responsibility, he's 
more than willing to articulate it, which helps explain the 
attentions he's suddenly receiving from the U.S. establish-
ment press (Newsweek, the New York Times). Of course, his 
timing is impeccable: Here is a Central American who is 
becoming a pop star just as his part of the world seems 
targeted for a U.S. invasion, and a composer whose music 
is reaching all corners of the Spanish speaking community 
even though it originates, not in Latin America, but in the 
U.S. Finally, the man himself intrigues—good-looking, charis-
matic, quick-witted, cultured and, as the following interview 
suggests, aggressive, self-confident, and driven to excel. 

MUSICIAN: The Latin record industry has grown a lot, particu-
larly with the entrance of major companies into the Latin 
market. However, the kind of music they make is not your 
music, it's not Caribbean music, it's not roots music. It's 
much more orchestrated, romantic music, ballads, the Julio 
Iglesias sound. Where do you fit in in all this? 
BLADES: Well, what I'm indicating through my work for Elektra 
is that there's a wider range of tastes in Latin America and 
a greater possibility of expressing Latin cultural reality than 
what the format of these romantic ballads allows. One reason 
why these companies have backed this kind of music is that 
it presents no problems. Basically, it's music that doesn't 
sweat, that has no smell. Well. perhaps it has an aroma. 

MUSICIAN: Julio Iglesias has come out with a fragrance. 
BLADES: It's called "Hey" [the name of an Iglesias hit song]. 
MUSICIAN: That's also the name of his dog. 
BLADES: Well, maybe that's how it smells. Julio Iglesias sells 
a lot of records as a balladeer and the companies say "This 
is what the people want to hear." In this party only people 
with coat and tie are allowed. What they're trying to do is 
pretend that Latin America is just that, a grouping of rooms 
where the residents wear coat and tie, talk about winters 
and autumns, and drink beverages internationally recog-
nized for their sophistication. In my opinion, it's nothing but 
a reflection of certain social classes that are finally disappear-
ing, the ones who've been in command politically and 
economically, and who have caused the disaster we are 
living today in Latin America. That image is obsolete and 
indefensible. Perhaps there was a time when they could not 
be opposed for practical reasons, because we were resigned 
to it: The lord up on the hill and we down here eating caca 
but happy because our life is the right one and will take us 
to heaven. But that's over. Those who pretend to find a mus-
ical reflection of those old realities are in complete ignorance 
of the history of Latin America, and most importantly, are 
ignoring the future of Latin America, which is going to be 
the rise of an integrated Latin American society. 
MUSICIAN: The music fan who doesn't know Latin music may 
hear a lot of rhythm and something very hot but has no idea 
how this music is structured and how it evolved. How would 
you explain it? 
BLADES: Basically it's a music of African origins, com-
plemented by the Spanish experience—which isn't hard to 
understand since Spain already had a lot of African influence, 
from the days of the Moors. A guaganco, [a traditional Af ro-
Cuban dance beat] for example, has on the one hand the 
African drum and on the other the voices of Andalusia in 
southern Spain, gypsy voices: Aeeé, eeé, eeé. Cuba is where 
these influences came together, that's why we call the music 
"Afro-Cuban." There's a tremendous variety of rhythms, but 
basically within a structure of three and two beats, the clave, 
a way of encompassing African accents within a rational, 
European beat. 

Later on, this music was called "salsa" because it was 
impossible for many people to know the enormous variety 
of rhythms. I've never liked the term salsa. It merely points 
to the festive nature of this music without taking in consider-
ation the lyric content. But as society becomes more com-
plex, as the barrio becomes part of what's happening nation-
ally and internationally, the music begins to assume another 
shape, influenced by jazz or music from south of the Carib-
bean. The structure and the presentation of this music 
changes. And the lyrics are not just about the ghetto, but 
about the city and the world. The day is coming when this 
music will have a more contemporary designation, leaving 
the "Afrocuban" adjective to identify the point of departure. 
MUSICIAN: In Panama salsa has been "popular" music, in 
the Latin American use of the term: people's music, of the 
working class, the peasants, the poor. And salsa caught on 
more than Panamanian music. 
BLADES: Originally, yes. Since Cuba was one of the first Latin 
American countries to make its own records, Cuban music 
began to arrive in a big way in the 30s and 40s. The people 
didn't have enough money to buy records, but they did listen 
to the radio. Figures like Beny Moré, Celia Cruz, La Sonora 
Matancera, Casino de la Playa, were all identified and ac-
cepted. And local bands began to follow these models. Af-
rocuban music took over. The tamborito and the cumbia, the 
cultural heritage we had inherited from Colombia [Panama 
was once part of Colombia] was only heard during national 
holidays. It was said that Panamanian music was for hicks. 
Afrocuban music was foreign and thus it had a certain air 
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"When I came to New York, full of hope, I realized my songs 

meant nothing here. In Puerto Rico they did, but not here. And 

I found that the musicians were being kept ignorant of the impact 

they were having outside New York. We're a minority, but we 

have a majority outside. That's where the schizophrenia begins." 

of sophistication, while our national music was for peasants 
and for moments of patriotic effervescence. 
And in Panama what was always present was American 

music. Afro-Cuban music presented an alternative, not only 
to celebrate but to create a popular voice through music. 
MUSICIAN: What did Panamanians listen to when you were 
coming up? 
BLADES: The whole American big band sound, and singers 
like Snatra, Bing Crosby, Perry Como, Mel Torme. Pius Beny 
Moré, La Sonora Matancera, Daniel Santos, Bilto's Caracas 
Boys. When rock 'n' roll came in it had a tremendous impact 
on young people. I started out with rock, singing and trying 
to play the guitar. The movies Rock Rock Rock and Rock 
Around The Clock were decisive. It was the first time we saw 
kids like us making music, singing and having fun. 
MUSICIAN: When you switched to salsa and moved to New 
York, what did you find? 
BLADES: In Panama we were very impressed by the degree 
of sophistication of New York salsa: the tremendous variety 
of arrangers and musicians. We believed that here in New 
York there was a cultural movement, a grand design, not 
only to use music as entertainment, but as a means of estab-

lishing a cultural identity within a country that wasn't ours. 
Which led us to believe, erroneously, that there was total com-
patibility between American Latins and Latin Americans. 
When I came here I realized this was not the case at 

all—that to many, music was exclusively a business, that 
record companies only thought of making money, that there 
was very little information here about Latin America. And it 
was no coincidence that the song lyrics did not have a Latin 
American tone. The connection with Latin America was ex 
clusively through the music's Afro-Cuban origins. 

Paradoxically, since one expected New York to be in the 
vanguard, there had been a group in Puerto Rico to point 
the way: Rafael Cortijo with Ismael Rivera. Cortijo, may he 
rest in peace, was a man in love with his country, with its 
traditions, its culture. Puerto Rican bomba and plena [two 
traditional Puerto Rican dance forms] came into Panama like 
a hurricane The songs didn't have that folkloric tone of the 
old Afrocuban lyrics. All of a sudden, there are other beats, 
other intentions. Mon Rivera starts singing about how the 
strike is coming, that there's no work at the shop. He starts 
presenting social conflicts and transforming the music into 
a medium not just for dance, but also for retlection. He would 
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create these little chronicles about Puerto Rican characters 
that could be easily recognized in Panama. And his songs 
offered solutions, positions. Like he would criticize the non-
sense of not using our own language and would urge us to 
avoid substituting one culture for another. 
MUSICIAN: When did you first come to the U.S.? 
BLADES: In 1970. In Panama the movement of Cortijo and 
Mon Rivera had lost momentum and there were other ele-
ments in the scene: Eddie Palmieri, Willie Colon, Joe Cuba— 
whose singer, Cheo Feliciano, along with Ismael Rivera, had 
the greatest influence on me. And Ricardo Rey, a classical 
pianist who took traditional music and changed its tone, utiliz-
ing jazz harmonies. 
MUSICIAN: On your last LP, Escenas, there are some depar-
tures from your previous work—more synthesizer, for in-
stance, and no vibraphone. Why? 
BLADES: Two reasons. One, we can travel a lot better. The 
vibraphone is extremely difficult to transport; it's very big 
and very fragile. The other is that the vibes made us sound 
like a second Joe Cuba sextet so we had to find something 
with a different sound. 

Basically, we wanted to find a way out of the Afro-Cuban 
brass configuration—the American big band format that has 
so influenced salsa. Why not present the sound of today? 
We no longer dress the same, nor think the same, nor act 
the same as forty years ago. We want to present our culture 
and our music using a contemporary language. 
MUSICIAN: Since you separated from Willie Colon, you've 
chosen a small group. That has practical reasons; it's easier 
to travel with them than with a big band. But why these 
specific musicians? None of them is a big salsa name, like 
the Fania All-Stars. 
BLADES: One: musical talent. Second: their attitude. They're 
guys who want to work, who want to exercise their art under 
different conditions than the usual ones, and this makes them 
accept my way of being. Third: They don't have the problems 
that usually wear out the superstars, problems with drugs or 
with being irresponsible in their work. Their character is in 
many ways like mine. They are also extremely versatile. 

It's a band that can go in very many different directions. 
And it saves me a lot of the headaches of a big band. You 
know, you become the psychiatrist, father, mother, social 
director, friend, enemy, tyrant, everything. And it allows us 
to travel to places where it would be economically unfeasible 
to take a big band. 
MUSICIAN: You've made the film Crossover Dreams, and 
there's been a lot of talk about you crossing over. That usually 
means a Latin or black who wants to cross to the mainstream 
American market, which may not necessarily be bigger, but 
provides more money and prestige. 
BLADES: There's definitely an economic situation. The mar-
kets within which the U.S. Latin artist subsists are very limited 
because we're a minority that has not yet been taken seri-
ously; the Latin musician wants to leave this economic ghetto 
and look for the broad market. 

But what's even more of a determinant is the search for a 
cultural blessing, which, is something that exists whenever 
one group has been subjugated to another. One looks for a 
recognition of one's worth by a boss figure—in this case the 
Anglo public. We look for an approval that we are like you, 
that we can do it like you do. 

Right now I'm doing everything I can to be understood by 
people who have traditionally ignored Latin America. And 
as a musician who's eventually going to return to Panama, 
I know the power of the media: I too need that cultural bless-
ing. But I'm not going to dye my hair blond nor stop speaking 
Spanish nor stop writing and performing in Spanish because 
now everything has to be in English. 
MUSICIAN: However, you've been criticized for living in the 

U.S. and not in Panama, for not living/na Latin neighborhood 
but on gentrified Columbus Avenue, in a comfortable apart-
ment, living a comfortable life. 
BLADES: Look, whoever thinks I moved here from Panama 
to improve economically is crazy. I was a lawyer in Panama. 
I would've been the youngest lawyer in Panama's foreign 
service when in '74 I was interviewed by the Panamanian 
ambassador for the job of legal counsel to the embassy. I 
turned it down while I was making $73 a week working with 
Ray Barretto. I left Panama motivated by artistic, not econom-
ic reasons. I left because Panama did not have the recording 
technology, nor the international record distribution, nor all 
those musicians I admired and I was going to learn from. 
As far as how I live, brother, I came out of a one-room 

apartment, my father out of one that was even smaller, and 
my mother from a household of twenty-two people—you can 
imagine what that was like. I come from a family of working 
people where one always tries to improve the lot of those 
who come after you and where there is one constant: honesty. 
I've never believed that one has to vulgarize oneself under 
subhuman conditions in order to have the right to express 
a popular feeling. That's a story the ruling classes made up 
in order to keep everyone else at that level. That is, be poor 
because the poor are happier than the rich. That's fiction. 
Money corrupts: False. Money unmasks. Whoever is corrupt 
can be corrupt without any money. Power corrupts: False. It 
also unmasks. It only gives whoever is evil the power to do 
evil at a larger level than when he didn't have a penny in his 
pocket. 
Where does one live? One lives where one can have the 

greatest assurance of living in peace. I've been living in this 
neighborhood for eleven years and I've stayed because I 
like it. I know where I can buy plantains, I have credit at the 
La Caridad diner. But if I could afford to move upstate to a 
place with lots of land, a beautiful house, a pool, sure I'd go. 
Everyone wants to live better than they did before. 
MUSICIAN: But doesn't that mean that you're more and more 
among Americans and among the jet set. Aren't you isolated 
from your own people? 
BLADES: No. Becoming a lawyer in Panama put me in con-
tact with people who were much better off than me. But what 
I learned then is that one can physically live in a ghetto but 
mentally one doesn't have to. And I've never lived in a mental 
ghetto; I've always read, I've always been convinced of what 
I can do, I can talk on a first-name basis with anyone. And 
something else I know, my background has allowed me to 
get here and the moment I abandon it I'd go down, not only 
artistically, but as a person. 
MUSICIAN: In Crossover Dreams your character Rudy is very 
naive, which is why he swallows the whole world of glamour 
and hype. Do you think that people who see Crossover 
Dreams and don't know you will think that this is the Ruben 
Blades story? 
BLADES: People will make the association. I have gone 
through the same situations. The difference between Rudy 
and me is that Rudy did not create enough alternatives for 
himself. I created them through study and thanks to a back-
ground that was much more protected, In my neighborhood 
people didn't drop dead from an overdose of heroin or get 
murdered in the streets with a gun. 

It was a tough neighborhood; you could get beaten up or 
have someone break a stick or a bottle over your head. But 
some things were not done. You got in a fight with another 
guy and you would punch it out in the street. All by hand. 
That relative peace gave me a chance to think and correct 
my errors along the way. Although the problems with record 
companies, with promoters and managers, the problems of 
musicians who make no more than forty, thirty, twenty bucks 
per night, I went through all that. 
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MUSICIAN: Has that situation changed 
since you started out? 
BLADES: I believe it's still going on. 
Probably because there are no associ-
ations, outside of Local 802, that protect 
the interests of Latin musicians in this 
city—even though I and other musi-
cians tried to create one. There are 
many musicians here who are in the 
same situation as Rudy, or myself back 
in ' 74. 
MUSICIAN: You've had a very problema-
tic relationship with the Fania label. 
Through them you became an interna-
tional figure. Yet you've been involved 
in litigation with them, even after leaving 
the company. 
BLADES: The relationship between the 
Latin musician and the record company 
in this city is a feudal relationship, one 
in which there is a master and a serf, 
where the serf is allowed just enough 
of the crop to feed himself and his family 
so they can stay strong enough to keep 
serving the master. Once a promoter 
told me that without the record com-
pany I could not exist. And I told him 
that I can have a phone at home to han-
dle my own calls, I can make my own 
contract, I can make my own work ar-
rangements—but you can't sing. So 
please reevaluate the situation. That 
was basically the problem I had with 
Fania. If you asked for foreign royalties 
they told you they hadn't arrived, and 
it's not that they didn't arrive one year, 
they never arrived. They gave you the 
checks after a thousand threats. Musi-
cians were not encouraged to get legal 
representation. And the people who ran 
the company lived extremely well. While 
we musicians have to put up a collec-
tion whenever one of us dies. 

Within this framework, I never allowed 
them to treat me like a racehorse. And 
even though initially I had to sign a con-
tract where the company took the lion's 
share, because it was a take- it-or-leave-
it situation, I was very clear about what 
I was doing and who they were: simple 
administrators of a talent pool without 
which they could not live. When they 
sued- me for money they said I owed 
them, they were trying to make me see 
the power of the company. It was settled 
out of court and I wound up recovering 
all my publishing rights, plus $10,000 
they owed me. It was the first time an 
artist from Fania recovered his music. 
MUSICIAN: What's next? 
BLADES: The first English-language 
numbers, for the Gamboa Road Gang 
project. The idea is to communicate and 
to play places where we never played 
before, in places where Latin bands 
never perform. Los Lobos have done it 
to a certain extent, but I don't see them 
having a Latin American projection. 
Now, Gamboa Road Gang will have 
nothing to do with my present band, 

Los Seis del Solar. When I'm playing 
with Los Seis del Solar I won't sing in 
English. I'm not going to get people 
confused nor send an alarm that Ruben 
is going over to the other side: We're 
losing another one. 
MUSICIAN: And the musicalization of 
Marquez's stories? You met with him re-
cently. What will be his contribution? 
BLADES: Well, his first contribution is to 
let me do this kind of work. Though from 
a strictly legal point of view I didn't need 
his permission; I'm not making a faithful 
adaptation of his stories into song. What 
I asked for was a kind of blessing. When 
I tried to talk to him about the stories 
he said no because then I would never 
finish them, he would give me sugges-
tions and he knew, as a writer, that this 
would delay the project. What he did 
say is that now he was going to sing 
through me; he always wanted to sing. 
Right now I'm trying to convince him to 
appear on the cover with me. I don't 
know if this will be possible, because 
Gabriel is extremely cautious about 
people taking advantage of him. But it's 
important because it will indicate at an 
international level that there is a collab-
oration between two characters who are 
popular, each one in his field, and who 
form part of that same Latin American 
condition and the same popular back-
ground. We can end that notion that 
intellectuals and popular musicians are 
like oil and water. 
MUSICIAN: In Escenas you have a song 
about cocaine, "La Caina." You have an 
anti-drug reputation in the Latin music 
world, where, just like in American 
njsic, there's a lot of drug consump-
tion, perhaps because coke gives you 
an artificial, chemical machismo. Do 
you think people are going to hear your 
song and reconsider? 
BLADES: The song is directed at those 
who haven't used it yet or who need 
another type of reinforcement to not get 
into it. The drug problem in Latin 
America is not the use, but the abuse. 
Everybody drinks coffee and that's a 
drug; it riles you up chemically. The 
problem is not drinking coffee, but 
drinking ten, twenty, thirty, cups of cof-
fee and not being able to function. 

I think that those who party and snort 
around will keep on doing so. I don't 
think they're going to hear my song and 
say, "How badly I've been acting." 
Maybe some who do it by imitation will 
hear this and reconsider if they think 
that the artist needs to take drugs to be 
an artist. For the record, never in my 
life have I had a hit of cocaine. Not even 
to find out what it's like. I'm not in-
terested in drugs, I don't take pills even 
if I'm in pain. I don't like them. Man, I'm 
so set on assuming control of my life, 
so totally obsessed with always being 
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The grandmotherly desk 

clerk at the HoJo's Motor 

Lodge across the street from 

Get Down Brown's Bar in 

Beaumont. Texas presses 

the door buzzer with grave 

reluctance. admitting the 

sunglassed man with the 

pennant- length whiskers and 

his slick- looking entourage. 

Beside the narrow highway, 

the teeming ginmill's large 

gravel entryway is a study in 

raucous shadowplay. as shift-

ing headlights catch frag-

mented glimpses of intoxica-

tion, sexual horseplay and 

the wages of rock ' n' rolL 

"Would you look at that 

mangy bunch go at it. - says 

the mysterious bearded man 

in the blue serge suit. momen-

tarily lowering his Ray-Bans 

to better appraise the inky 

frolics in the opposite parking 

lot as he signs the motel's 

guest register. His sudden 

smile shows two rows of aris-

tocratically even pearly 
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whites as he adds, "There'll be nothing but flat-out beer 
drinkers and hell raisers at Brown's for this soiree." 

Inside the spacious tavern, there are plenty of strapping 
young men and long-legged women pressed hip-to-hip at 
the beer taps and chest-to-chest before the smoke-be-
clouded bandstand. It's an older crowd, ranging in age from 
mid-twenties to triple that, most of them attired in Urban 
Cowboy mufti—jeans with gleaming oval belt buckles, Tony 
Lamas boots, cotton plaid shirts—and most are agreeably 
shit-faced. The Cotton-Eyed Joe, Texas Two-Step and a host 
of other post-midnight mating dances are getting underway. 
Beaumont is an often-sinister city that's been manufactur-

ing its share of dashed hopes and delusionary windfalls since 
the discovery in 1910 of limitless oil deposits at Spindletop; 
most of the rewards from these oil strikes went to investors 
and speculators in far-flung locales, while the defeated hands 
who worked the rigs sedated themselves in honkytonks. 
Around such mundane sorrows there grew up a network of 
dives and strip joints between Beaumont and Port Arthur 
(four miles down the coast), featuring country & western, 
Tex-Mex, blues and R&B performers, and, in the 60s, an 
electrified, agitated brand of white man's combo blues that 
borrowed heavily from the Linden, Texas-reared heart of 
Aaron "T-Bone" Walker. Late in the decade, the raw-boned 
rock 'n' roll of the region merged with all of the above and 
a double-dose of psychedelics to addle the timing of a new 
and otherwise bored-to-the-bone generation of bar bands: 
Fever Tree, Thursday's Children, the Clique, the Countdown 
Five, Horace & the Snakes. and Moving Sidewalks. 
The ride was a wild one while it lasted, leaving a lot of 

sordid police blotter dispatches and half-inch obits in its 
wake. Several talented participants actually crossed over 
into some corner of the motley underground media corona 
that was the rock big time of that period, bringing their colorful 
excesses along with them. The most ravenous, like Port Ar-
thur's Janis Joplin, succumbed. Others burned out and re-
turned to day jobs. But a very few bit the bullet and bided 
their time until another decade's worth of wild rides began.... 
"Oh my Gawd!" yelps the head barkeep. "ZZ TOP JUST 

WALKED IN!" 
Sure enough, palming his HoJo's room key with one hand 

and the wire waist of a comely, raven-haired lady named 
Debbie with the other as he strides into the heart of the fray 
is Billy Gibbons himself. The lead guitarist for That Little 01' 
Band from Texas strokes his beard in the eye of the tumult, 
shoots an idle glance in the direction of the loudmouth tend-
ing to the thirsty patrons and then moves onward, guiding 
his guests through a maze of beaming well-wishers. 
Although there was no mention of it in this month's install-

ment of Texas Monthly's hip "Around The State" entertain-
ment guide, tonight marks the reunion of the Boogie Kings, 
among the hottest white soul bands in the South in the late-

(1968-72) of the Beaumont club scene. 
"Mind you, these folks are mighty, mighty ripe for a blow-

out," warns a gleeful Gibbons, talking out of the side of his 
mouth as broad-shouldered buddy Jimmy Hammond runs 
interference to wedge Billy's party into a row of tables beside 
the dance floor. "See that bald-headed fella over yonder?" 
Gibbons asks, tipping his crumpled khaki golf hat in the 
direction of a graying bespectacled codger with a drink in 
each hand. "That guy's Al Caldwell, a deejay at KAYC in 
Beaumont. When ZZ Top was getting started down here, he 
used to introduce us at the Knights of Columbus dances! 
This was our primary territory, a town where we could always 
draw when no one else would have us, and just about every-
body in this place caught our act in one or another Beaumont 
hall or hole. Before that, I had my psychedelic band, the 
Moving Sidewalks, and we had a straight R&B and rock act 
with no horns—which was unheard of in Beaumont then!" 

"That's the truth," says Jimmy Hammond, who was the 
bassist in such rival bands as Horace & the Snakes and 
Sage "They had a row to hoe when 1 met Billy on his birthday 
[December 16] in 1967 during a Sidewalks gig at the Crown 
Room at the King Edward Hotel, because a soul horn section 
was an absolute must if you wantod to avoid trouble. They 
had two singles out [on the Wand label], '99th Floor,' which 
was Billy's response to what the 13th Floor Elevators were 
doing with songs like 'You're Gonna Miss Me,' and another 
tune he wrote called 'Need Me.' They were hippie weirdos 
but they were tolerated because they were known." 

"It was a re-recorded version of '99th Floor that got us on 
a cool 1968 tour with Jimi Hendrix and the Soft Machine," 
says Gibbons. "We were trying to go the 13th Floor Elevator 
thing one better with a blues edge, and we topped the Hous-
ton charts. We tried to do everything the English guys were 
doing, with Carnaby Street striped suits and epaulets, but 
the Elevators were the most freaked-out act Texas had seen, 
and you didn't dare say you disliked them. They were a 
bunch of nuts from some tourist trap in Central Texas and 
the word was they drank Listerine all the time. Every band 
was in a race to be crazier. " 
"We all used to hang out at the old Get Down Brown's 

which eventually burned down, and then we'd move on to 
Our Place, a real shitkicker's bar," Hammond continues. "One 
Christmas Eve Billy and Johnny Winter swung into Our Place 
and the usual brawl between rednecks and longhairs broke 
out—only that night things got outta hand and Our Place 
burned down too! 

"ZZ Top clicked from the git-go though," he says, "cause 
of the nasty sound of the guitars. I knew Billy had gotten it 
down right, same as when I first saw Merle Haggard at Port 
Neches in 1963." 
The reminiscences are interrupted by two barmaids who 

bring no less than 32 brimming cans of beer for a party of six. 

"This Egyptian kid comes over to beg money, stops, 
stares, and then whips out a cassette of El Loco." 

60s/early-70s. Billy and company have made a sentimental 
sojourn all the way down from Houston to catch the ten-piece 
Kings, a Beaumont legend led by singer-trumpeter G.G 
Shinn and Jerry "the Count" LaCroix. The former gent, who 
boasts a five-octave vocal range, is a onetime member of 
the jazz-rock trumpet band Chase, while the latter is one of 
several Kings who are alumni of Edgar Winter's White Trash. 
Indeed, Winter was born and raised in Beaumont (his and 
Johnny's parents still live off Thomas Road) and as Billy 
Gibbons makes his way through the throng, old cronies and 
drinking partners shout out anecdotes about the local 
exploits of Billy and the Winter brothers during the heyday 

"Good Lord," says Billy, strikingly slim after a strict diet 
that enabled him to shed thirty pounds, "we've got our hands 
full 'n then some!" 

"Everybody wanted to buy you a round, honey," says one 
of the buxom, micro-mini-skirted waitresses with a slow wink. 
"Oooh boy, this reminds me of when Billy owned a saloon 

in Durango, Mexico in the mid-70s," says Jimmy. " It was 
called the El Dorado Bar—there's pictures of it in the inside 
sleeve of Tres Hombres—and John Wayne and all these 
other actors used to drink Tecati and tequila there and check 
out the house norteño band when they made western movies 
in the area." 
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To hear why Stevie Wonder 
records on Sony Digital equipment, play him back 

on a Sony Compact Disc Player. 
When it comes to capturing the experience of live 

music, no audio equipment delivers the performance of 
digital audio. 

That why for one musician, itb played a critical part 
in virtually every aspect of the creative process. Stevie 
Wonder has insisted on this revolutionary digital master-
ing equipment since 1979. And the name this music 
industry leader chooses, interestingly enough, is the 
leader in digital audio. Sony. 

Not only has Sony led the way in professional digital 
recording equipment, we also invented the digital system 
for playback—the compact disc player. Sony introduced 
the first home, car and portable CD players. And Sony 
sells more types of compact disc players than anyone 
else in the world! 

But whichever Sony Compact Disc Player you 
choose, each allows you to hear everything the artist 
originally intended. 

Shown is the CDP-302, a full- featured, 
programmable home player that uses 
Sony's third-generation digital technology. 

So why not do what Stevie Wonder does? Play the 
top-selling compact discs back the same way they were 
mastered. On Sony Digital equipment. 

Once you do, you'll 
wonder why you listened 

s 

to anything else. THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO" 
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Dusty Hill and Billy Gibbons: "Mind you, these folks are mighty, mighty ripe for a blow-out." 

"Good times," says Billy, nodding and patting his luxuriant 
chin-warmer, "good times. Why I—" 
Gibbons is interrupted by the Boogie Kings, fresh from 

their first break of the night and eager to exchange bearhugs. 
At length, a frail, snow-haired grandmother of one of the 
band members is eased to the head of the line and intro-
duced to the guest of honor. 

"Billy my darlin', I got a personal question I have to ask 
you in front of your girl," she says solemnly. 
The crowd around the table is hushed. 
"Do you sleep with your beard under the covers or over 

the covers?" 

imeZ Top is currently one of the biggest bands on the planet 
Land unquestionably among the most beloved. Domes-
t•cally, the Texas brio trio has sold nearly six million copies 
of Eliminator, released in March 1983, with overseas numbers 
at four million. The LP has once again begun climbing up 
the Billboard survey as their tenth installment, the incendiary 
Afterburner, blitzes both the record charts and, across the 
board, the formats of national radio, where five to six of its 
tracks are being added to playlists. And since Warner Bros. 
ZZ Top's label since 1978, has acquired the group's 1970-77 
London Records catalogue (Z Z. Top's First Album. Rio 
Grande Mud, Tres Hombres, Fandango!, Tejas, The Best Of 
ZZ Top), there is every possibility that sates of the fabled old 
product and the subsequent Warners albums (including De-
guello and El Loco) will also be reactivated. 
Nobody doesn't like ZZ Top, from yuppies who admire 

their renegade Marketing (there are over forty items in the 
band's merchandise catalog—"All of them created as a result 
of specific letter campaign-type demands from fans," ac-
cording to Lone Wolf Productions Minister of Information J.W. 
Williams, "and we'll do a half-million in the keychains alone 
with Afterburner") to hippie holdouts, heavy metal helots, 

techy connoisseurs of exquisite rock gular invention, and 
any observers who get a vicarious rise out of the Ghosts of 
Christmas Present persona they evoke on their ongoing 
Keys-to-the-Eliminator video series. 
What prevents ZZ Top from disintegrating into mere comic 

book familiarity are the artful self-deprecation and coy wit 
with which they invest their ferocious musicality, the elusive 
nature of the men themselves, and the treacherous Texas 
rock 'n' boogie brazos from which they emerged. 

Their appeal is as universal as the thrust of their message: 
It's all in fun, pardner—'cept for the music. 

"Dusty and me, we just got back from a vacation in Cairo," 
says Billy Gibbons one sunny Houston afternoon, he and his 
cohorts arranging themselves on sofas and stools in the 
living room of a friend's house. 

"Billy and I zoomed over there to relieve-the tension after 
we finished the record, but we couldn't find any Cleopatras 
with headphones and shades," Joe "Dusty" Hill chimes in 
with a toothy chuckle. The beefy blond bassist is referring 
to the sexy Egyptian collage art on the sleeve of "Sleeping 
Bag," the Afterburner single that exhorts listeners to "sleep 
beside the Pharoahs in the shifting sands." 

"I couldn't make the trip," says the muscular, clean-shaven 
Frank Beard with a Jack Nicholson leer, "cause I had myself 
a prior committment that wuz just as ancient." 
"We'd been planning the visit for quite a while," says Gib-

bons, smoothing out the wrinkles in one of the loose-fitting, 
expensive European suits he enjoys lounging in when off-
duty. "After doing Bobby 'Blue Bland stuff forever, we figured 
it was high time we checked out the original Memphis, the 
tomb of the Boy King and the Great Pyramid at Giza, because 
we'd always been fascinated by the general fascination 
others have with these things. The morning we hit the G.P. 
on camels, this young Egyptian kid comes over to beg some 
money, stops, stares, and whips out this bag with a cassette 
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of El Loco in it. He even had a Walkman! But the local stuff 
the boy played us lacked, we thought, a heavy backbeat 
and was a bit nasal—" All three men abruptly lapse into a 
unison, four-second whining drone that resembles a fakir's 
pipes. 

"Yeah, it wasn't awfully commercial," a redfaced Gibbons 
deadpans, his eyes gleaming with suppressed laughter, "so 
they were anxious for a helping of our moving groovin' beat. 
They're not really keen on dancing, that kind of social activity 
being taboo, yet they were curious about our latest material. 
But I don't see Egypt as a place where a heavy backbeat 
fits in; time is irrelevant over there, particularly in light of the 
fact that the Islamic faith dictates that prayers to Allah occur 
at midnight and then again at 4 a.m., in addition to three 
other times during the day. They've got these cheap expo-
nential loudspeaker bullhorns mounted on roving vehicles 
that remind you it's time to drop to your knees and pay 
homage. Man, it's jarring." 
"Screwed onto the dressers in the hotels are these metal 

discs with a welded arrow on them pointing East," says Dusty 
intently. "That's to remind you where Mecca is at. The morning 
we were leaving Cairo it was just before sunrise, and as I 
was packing my gear the whole city started to wail, a huge 
portion of the city's twelve million chanting until it became a 
weird wash of sound. It was the strangest chord I ever heard. 
"We had a guide named Sahib—we called him Sam—who 

was worn out one afternoon and depressed with a sick 
headache. He took his shoes and socks off, washed his 
hands and feet, went off and did a prayer wail and came 
back completely rejuvenated. Looked years younger; it was 
amazing." 

"That routine could come in handy for you after some of 
those long nights in downtown Houston," cracks Frank Beard. 
"Texas has its own funky deserts and rejuvenating wails." 
"No shee-it," Dusty nods, twirling his wispy golden mous-

tache around a stubby index finger. "After all I've learned 
'tween here and Dallas over the last twenty years about the 
art of reviving myself, I could go on back to Cairo tonight 
and be the next King Farouk!" 

D usty Hill was born on May 19, 1949 in East Dallas, the 
son of James Ernest Hill, a truck driver who divorced 

Dusty's mother when the boy was eight. He was raised by 
his mother, "a Kate Smith-type singer with big bands before 
I was born," and stepfather T.C. "Top Cat" Allen, an assem-
bly-line worker in the local Ford plant. One of five kids by 
both fathers, Dusty had an independent bent and at thirteen 
was a familiar paleface at the all-black Ascot Ballroom on 
Hall Street, sitting in with Freddie King, the Gilmer, Texas 
electric blues great. Dusty had already taken up a Harmony 
solidbody (boasting but three strings for an extended period) 
to earn a slot in the Deadbeats, a combo formed by his 
guitarist brother Rocky, but within the year he was spending 
as much time backing bluesmen. 

"There was an after-hours club in Dallas called the Kay-Jon 
that got going after the beer joints closed," says Dusty, "and 
I started frequenting it because you could meet the main 
black musicians there. I got to know Freddie King and his 
wife pretty well and I'd go over to have dinner with them and 
their fifteen-odd kids in South Dallas. 

"At the time, I was going to Woodrow Wilson High, which 
was in a nice area called Lakewood," says Dusty. "But I 
didn't fit in. I was up every night at 1 a.m. listening to blues 
and Tex-Mex stuff from this Mexican station down in Del Rio. 
There were no regulations or restrictions on stations south 
of the border and the show was incredibly raunchy with 
commercials advertising goat gland operations to restore 
your sex life. The next day after school I'd go from Sampley's, 
the old general store where the East Dallas kids hung out, 
to Harold's, a drugstore and soda fountain in a shopping 
center in Lakewood where you could corner cheerleaders. 

"But these kids would be talking about some stupid pop 
singer and their virginity when I'd been up to no good the 
previous evening until Kay-Jon shut down. It was bullshit, it 
made no sense. My mother, who was a waitress in some of 
the beer joints I played in, would say, 'You gotta get an 
education!' but I took care of the school problem in tenth 
grade and my free time expanded." 

Dusty promptly filled his newfound unstructured hours by 
joining up with Frank Beard, a native of the Dallas suburb 
of Irving (birthplace of Jimmy and Stevie Ray Vaughan) and 
the son of the office manager of a Ford dealership. Frank 
had been the quarterback for the Irving Tigers, but at fifteen 
he was barred from all extra-curricular activities after school 
administrators learned of his shotgun marriage to a class-
mate; his pregnant wife was expelled. It was the summer of 
1964 and he had just gotten himself a $200 set of blue pearl 
Lyra drums from Montgomery Ward, a move inspired by the 
sight of Ringo Starr's casual rimshots on The Ed Sullivan 
Show. 

"I knew the marriage wasn't gonna last that long," says 
Frank, another devilish Nicholson grin growing on his thin 
lips, "and I was looking for a new way to get pussy. I thought, 
'These Beatle guys get a lot of pussy; I'm gonna take this 
up.' I was going to school half-a-day, and then working in 
the sporting goods department of a K-Mart kinda chain called 
International Super Stores from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m. for $100 a 
week. Within six months from the time I got that set of drums, 
I was working in Fort Worth at a strip joint called the Cellar 
for $15 a night. Things started dropping out of my life, school 
first, then the sporting goods job, and finally my marriage." 
These involvements were replaced by drinking problems, 

a drug habit (that would later lead to years of heroin addic-
tion), and Dusty and Rocky Hill. Frank blew in the Cellar one 
night in 1967 and caught the Warlocks, a band fronted by 
Dusty and Rocky that had issued two singles "Splash Day"/ 
"Life's A Mystery" and " If You Really Want Me To Stay"/"Good 
Time Trippin" on the Paradise and Ara labels, respectively. 
"Another Year"/"Poor Kid," another Ara 45, which aped the 
British rock of the era with the help of an English siren named 
Lady Wilde, caused a small stir in the area. 
Beard was impressed with the Warlocks and signed on 

when their drummer left to tie the knot. After the band lost 
its limey singer it reformed as a hard rock outfit, American 
Blues, and opened at a quasi-sister club, the Cellar Door, 
up in Houston. A band member named Phil Vickery 
suggested they dye their hair blue as a gimmick and 
everyone but the keyboardist, who opted for a wig, acceded. 
"We didn't mind that the keyboard guy, whose name was 

Sharkey, wouldn't go along with the dye job," says Frank, 
"since he was good in a grocery store when it came to 
stealing steaks. As for the rest of us, we were all blonds and 
we had to bleach our hair white before this Roux No. 10 
would take hold. I had to do seventeen bleaches, and it 
burned like hell." 
The Cellar Door proved a source of steady work, and a 

curious twilight lifestyle evolved as American Blues took up 
residence in the Wilby Hotel, a fleabag hostel located four 
blocks from the gig. 
"Depending on finances and fiancées, we rented rooms 

by the day or the week," says Dusty, a blissful expression 
blossoming on his broad face, "and so we changed rooms 
a lot. The blue dye in our hair would wash out but it stained 
anything our heads touched, so it rubbed off on the pillow-
cases and the hotel tried to make us pay for the damages. 
Then they'd go, 'Wait a minute, there's only five of you guys. 
How come we found dye in fifteen beds last night?" 

"It was because all the waitresses in the club lived there 
too, and we were aces at hopping up and down the hallways,' 
Frank explains, popping another can of the diet soda he sips 
incessantly since he swore off alcohol. 

"Before long, we got bounced from the Wilby," says Dusty, 
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Got Them Under Pressure 
tier much deliberation, soul-searching, late- night tele-
phone entreaties, fake-out Mexican food and bitter-cold 

cerveza in Lone Wolf Productions' war room, Billy Gibbons, Dusty 
Hill and Frank Beard agreed to convene in a secluded loft on 
East 13th Street in Houston's lowrider sector on the afternoon 
prior to the national release of Afterburner for an exclusive and 
unprecedented on-the-spot unveiling/self-assessment. They ar-
rived solemn- faced, in separate Mercedes, bearing a metal Dolby 
cassette and several gifts; a set of Billy Gibbons' Lone Star Slims 
guitar strings ("Used by tne great and the near great"); a set of 
Dusty Hill's Majestics bass strings ("The string with that Dallas 
toner); a pair of Pro-Mark hickory Frank Beard Tub Whacker 
drum sticks; one 10 oz. Low Down 'n' Funky Java Mug with 
salmon print; and a 1/24th scale unassemb.ea Monogram 
Eliminator model car kit (glue not included). Word was that both 
Dusty and Frank had firearms on hand, but tucked away where 
the sun don't shine. 
As the cassette was cued on the loft's tapedeck the trio 

seemed nervous, sipping distractedly at Miller Lite and Tab, but 
as the first humming thuds of "Sleeping Bag" invaded the room, 
Billy smirked, Dusty began polishing his huge rings and Frank 
whistled low and murmured a protracted "FAAAAAAHNNN" that 
resembled a Goodyear radial singing along a curbstone The 
symposium boasted that antic charm of an ola Beatles press 
conference and the wry roadhouse banter of a row of ursenti 
mental stool sages. 
The gifts were withheld until all comment on the album had 

been completed, all refreshments consumed, all hands shaken 
with fierce conviction. With the bat of an eye, Tres Hombres 
vanished into a sudden, dusky Texas drizzle, taking their precious 
tape with them, but leaving one last memento twinkling on a 
tabletop: One chrome-plated three-inch by one-inch ZZ Top key 
chain, laid across a sepia souvenir 1915 Pancho Villa 'ecru tment 
poster ("El Liberator of Mexico offers weekly payments in gold 
to dynamiters, machine gunners and railroaders!") courtesy Leo's 
Mexican Restaurant at 2203 South Shepherd. There was the 
merest spot of 'mole sauce in the lower left hand corner. 

"Sleeping Bag" 
Dusty: "Well, that's kind of an all-purpose romance rocker with 
a little local Egyptian color and Land of the Pharoah's scenery 
thrown in. Some people say that Napoleon had an out-of-the-body 
experience when he slept in the Great Pryamid at Giza, but for 
a little guy who slept around a lot, I figure he had a lot of those." 
"Stages" 
Billy: "The track was written in the studio, and the tempo and 
melody retained the same initial bounce we started out with. The 
hook line was 'Phases keep on changing/Stages rearranging/ 
Love.' We tried a hundred words instead of ' love' but nothing fit 
as tight and sweet. The hook of the tune comes off the C sus-
pended 9th chord in ' Legs,' that slender honey of a turnaround 
chord. Catchy, eh ?" 
"Woke Up With Wood" 
Frank: " It's a philosophical traveling song with a basketball refer-
ence. I woke up one morning, pogo-sticked to the bathroom and 
had a vision." 

Dusty: "We've always been into cabinet-making, wood-working 
and comfortable furniture for car, home or office." 
"Rough Boys" 
Billy: " For 'Rough Boys,' we had a fairly pretty track and it was 
really hard for ZZ Top to do a ballad, so we had to come up with 
extra-tough words and an earthy, deep-bluesy guitar solo to 
counteract the music, otherwise nobody, no way, would buy it 
from ZZ Top." 
"Can't Stop Rockin" 
Dusty: "That's a favorite a' mine 'cause I sing t. Lyrically there's 
nothing there at all, but it's a nice, muscular kick-ass reflection 
of the stuff we put on our earliest albums. You can hear the 
Roland guitar synthesizer a little on this and a lot of the other 
tracks; we got a nice charge out of it.Guess that's almost a musical 
critique, huh?" 
"Planet Of Women" 
Billy: 'Ohhh, boy. That's where the ZZ Girls, thousands of them, 
come from. It's as far out in the solar system as you wanna get." 
"I Got The Message" 
Dusty: "On the streets, your so-called friends, they can tell you, 
'That woman, she don't dig you,' but you wanna hear it straight 
from her, right? Well, this track is the same way, 'cept you don't 
get the groove until you aim your head at the source." 
"Velcro Fly" 
Dusty: " It's an amazing material for zippers and other parts of 
clothing. Plus, it's a great dance you can do at home." 

Frank: "The drums in "Velcro Fly" were done in a local racquet 
ball court, which makes a poetic sort of sense." 
"Dipping Down In The Lap Of Luxury" 
Billy: " I hope this song isn't too obscure to grasp. You either 
discover the theme of it the first time out, or you never do. It's in 
the eyes, ears and arms of the beholder." 
"Delirious" 
Frank: " I use my sneaky drums on this track, those quick-shift 
switches I like to slip in. The fact that we're a three-piece doesn't 
allow me to get off and do a lot of big rolls, and anytime I try, 
things tend to grow slack, lose their crucial tension, and sag apart. 

"So I les' continue to develop hand and sticking tastes off the 
cymbal bells, and other devices that constitute stops without 
actually stopping the time-signature and the straight-ahead beat. 
The tricks create necessary space and an elastic quality that 
pulls the listener on into the heart of the music. 

"Gee, boys, I hope we ain't giving away too damn much!" 

"and wound up on the North Side on Airline Drive in the 
Northline Drive Hotel, which was whoa—three dollars a night 
and grossly overpriced. The Cellar Door, which was one 
shaky place, started getting to us too. 

'Like in a lotta Texas clubs, the stripping and topless danc-
ing were an impromptu thing. The waitresses at that time 
were filly risque; they just wore panties and a bra, and my 
eyes usta pop. You couldn't get liquor by the drink in Houston, 

so you had to buy a bottle and the house provided The mixers, 
and the crowd would sit there and get fuck-faced as the 
night wore on. Funny thing was, they dug the music, but not 
without the stripping. 

'Sometimes we didn't go on until 12 p.m., so we'd ride 

thirty miles down to Dallas to do a quick gig and then turn 

around. One night we got back and everybody in the bar 
was plowed, especially the girls. Frank had gotten hisself a 

new set of drums and as we started playing a fat girl jumped 

up on the bandstand and started to wiggle. He leaned over 
to me and hissed, ' If she falls on these drums, I'll waste her.' 

"Sure enough," says Dusty triumphantly, "she lost her foot-
mg, went backward, and drums and cymbals flew every-
where out of the path of her enormous ass." 

"I whupped her," Frank recalls. " But I did it more for her 
being ugly than anything else. It's bad enough doing thirty-
nine choruses of 'Walking The Dog,' without dealing with a 
huge ugly tush in your face, half of it sticking out of a giant 

hole in a sad pair of bloomers. Shee-it!" 
American Blues put out a single in 1978 on the Karma 
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label, a cover of Tim Hardin's " If I Were A Carpenter," which 
KLIF, the key Dallas top forty station, spun a few times. Amer-
ican Blues Is Here, an album on Karma, drew the interest of 
Uni Records, then doing well with a psychedelic pop act 
from California called the Strawberry Alarm Clock (" Incense 
And Peppermints"). An attempt was made to recast American 
Blues in the beads-and-Indian-kaftans mold of the Clock, 
and Uni floated a single, " Melted Like Snow" as well as an 
album, American Blues Do Their Thing. 
The highpoint of the whole hopeless exercise came when 

the group landed a guest shot on KTRK-TV's Larry Kane 
Show, a popular Saturday teen program in Houston. They 
had done three post-Witching Hour sets at the Cellar Door 
the night before and then scattered, Dusty awaking that af-
ternoon in the arms of a female acquaintance who lived 

Before long, he was picking out the Wayne Bennett leads 
on Bobby "Blue" Bland songs like "Ain't Doing Too Bad" and 
"Blind Man." 

Both those mid-1960's Bland singles were issued on the 
Duke label, a Memphis-based record company owned by a 
hard case named Don Robey. On Christmas Eve 1954, while 
backstage at the Houston City Auditorium, twenty-four-year-
old Duke star Johnny Ace reportedly drew the losing slug in 
a game of Russian roulette and died the next day. 

Gibbons, who later had contact with the imposing Robey 
while leading such green bands as the Saints, Billy G. & the 
Ten Blue Flames, and the Coachmen (who cut the first version 
of "99th Floor"), does not hold with the usual account of the 
demise of Johnny Ace. 

"I heard it wasn't Russian roulette that kicked [Ace] and 

"Lyrically there's nothing there at all, but it's a nice, 
muscular, kick-ass reflection of our early stuff." 

outside the central city. Naked and terminally hungover, he 
lurched over to the TV set and clicked on Channel 13 to see 
the happy host boasting that American Blues would be on 
right after the next commercial. Despite having no idea where 
the TV studio was located, Dusty and his pre-dawn sweet-
heart somehow dashed over just in time for the assembled 
membership to deliver an abysmal performance. 

After an uneven stint at the Fillmore West, backing up 
Freddie King on a ten-day split bill with the Electric Flag, 
Blue Cheer, Buddy Guy and the Ike And Tina Turner Review, 
American Blues disbanded, all personnel flying off in sepa-
rate trajectories. Dusty landed the most memorable employ-
ment, supporting Jimmy Reed for a series of dates between 
Houston and Galveston. Because Reed liked to suck up the 
sauce and then tumble keister-over-harmonica clamp into 
Dusty's bass amp, club owners adopted a word of mouth 
policy of no booze for the gravel-voiced Mississippi blues 
harpist/guitarist. 

"I always used to carry a little bottle in my guitar case," 
says Dusty, "and when Jimmy walked into my makeshift 
dressing room on the third night of the roadtrip and saw that 
whiskey, it was 'Dusty al' buddy o' mine, com'eer boy!' From 
then on, I played bass, carried the bottle, and answered the 
hotel room door when the manager screamed about the 
drunken all-hours jammin'. 

"Although," Dusty adds, "a coupla nights when these back-
roads Texas innkeepers peered in and saw that it was Jimmy 
holding court, they actually said, 'You just go on the way you 
been, Mr. Reed. I'll throw the res' of the goddamn lodgers 
out if they complain again!" 

W hile all ft is was transpiring, Billy Gibbons was coming 
of age in an upper middle class family in suburban 

Houston. Father Freddy Gibbons was a pianist and orchestra 
leader who had relocated to Texas from his native New York 
because of his wife's failing health. His father graduated from 
bar mitzvahs to society galas and conducting the Houston 
Philharmonic, and Billy and his sister Pam often found them-
selves in the presence of Hollywood royalty, from Dick Powell 
to Humphrey Bogart. Billy's morn revived and went on to 
become a member of President Johnson's Texas staff. Billy 
himself got a leg up on the Christmas morning in 1963 when 
his pop presented him with a Gibson Melody Maker and 
Fender Champ amp. 
The family maid, nineteen-year-old Stella Matthews, 

steered the lad in the oirection of Little Richard, whose all-
Houston band was pounding out "Bama Lama Bama Loo" 
in a Fourth Ward hooch parlor two blocks from her house. 
Billy tuned in to soul station KYOK and never looked back. 

that that was just a version that got trumped up later," he 
counsels, discussing an alternate scenario widely accepted 
in Houston inner circles. Namely, that Johnny Ace, riding 
high with the success of "The Clock" in 1953 and "Please 
Forgive Me" the following year, had informed Robey just 
before he was due to take the City Auditorium stage that he 
was quitting Duke and going to New York to secure a deal 
with Atlantic. Robey reportedly decried such ambitions and 
produced a pistol, which he pressed against Ace's temple. 
With his girlfriend Evelyn still seated on Johnny's lap, Robey 
splattered the singer's pipedreams across the dressing room 
wall. 

"I'll tell you this," says Gibbons of Robey, who ran Duke 
until two years before his death in 1975. "He was a tall mean 
albino. You'd take your demo tapes over to his nothing-much 
studio off Erastus Street, where he'd cut stuff with Gatemouth 
Brown, and he'd bark: 'Show me your damned song!" 
Houston was still a wide open town record biz-wise in the 

50s and 60s, and if you didn't watch your step somebody 
else would do it for you. Eager to keep his own head low, 
Gibbons hooked up with booking agent Bill Ham shortly after 
Moving Sidewalks' 1969 Flash LP fell by the wayside. Ham 
was handling an appealing but less than flashy singer from 
Lubbock named Jay Boy Adams, and when Vietnam en-
snared several of the Sidewalks, Ham and Gibbons hatched 
the idea of a new group, built around Billy, Sidewalks' drum-
mer Don Mitchell and keyboard player Billy Ethridge. They 
knocked out two tracks, "Salt Lick" b/w " Miller's Farm" for 
Ham's Scat label. After more auditions, in which Ethridge 
recommended Dusty Hill, who in turn tapped Frank Beard, 
ZZ Top (a nonsense name reflecting such blues appellations 
as B.B. King) was pared down to the current threesome. 
Late in 1969, Ham took the boys to London Records, pro-
claiming, " I've got the next Rolling Stones for you." 
London gave them a contract, pressed "Salt Lick" and 

provided some seed money that the group used to purchase 
a pair of Marshall Super Lead stacks, model 1959. They 
swept through Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico and 
California, getting louder and prouder with each tick of the 
odometer. Their first sizable hit came in 1973 with Tres 
Hombres' "La Grange," an ode to the brothel off Rt. 95 be-
tween Austin and Houston later immortalized in the stage 
show and film, The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas. 
By 1974, they were drawing 80,000 rowdy fans in Austin 

(and getting themselves banned for another eight years). By 
1975, they were breaking Rolling Stones' attendance records 
at arenas in the Deep South with the help of the unsubtle 
"Tush" off the live Fandango! More odes to nooky, lowriders 
and dipsomania ensued: "Nasty Dogs And Funky Kings," 
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"Mexican Blackbird," "Arrested For Driving While Blind." 
Come 1976, Ham devised a ZZ Top World Tour featuring a 
menagerie consisting of a live buffalo, a longhorn steer, buz-
zards and sidewinders that grossed $11.5 million, outselling 
Elvis, Led Zeppelin, et. al. 
When extricating themselves from the modest London Rec-

ords contract became problematic, ZZ Top went on sabbat-
ical for three years. Dusty did some fishing in Mexico. Billy 
traveled around North Africa and Western Europe, pausing 
in Paris to assist a group called Artiste Contemporaire in 
composing ambient electronic music for a show of Xerox art. 
Frank sought to improve his personal life. 
The group reemerged on Warner Bros. in 1979 with De-

guello, scoring a hit with "Cheap Sunglasses" and dominat-
ing FM radio with " I'm Bad, I'm Nationwide," and then "Pearl 
Necklace" (yes, a sharp-dressed man's euphemism for a 
blow job; from El Loco). But it was MTV that raised ZZ Top 
to their current august profile. 
Gibbons and Hill had been hazy on the concept of a 24-

hour rock channel, but Frank Beard was initiated into the 
phenomenon as he and his third wife Debbie were home 
tucking themselves in for the evening: 

"It was a Friday night and we'd just gotten into bed. I was 
flipping the dial and saw a music video. We thought that was 
cool, and then another came on. And another. An hour went 
by, and we wondered how long the show was. Four hours 
went by. We looked at each other and said, 'When in the hell 
is something like this gonna be on again?!' We kept on watch-
ing. The sun was coming up and videos were still coming 
and we were freaking out. It was like a telethon—except 
nobody was giving us a number to call!" 
MTV was less than a year and a half old when Ham and 

company went out to Burbank, California a few weeks later 
to screen the output of leading video directors. They settled 
on Tim Newman (Randy's cousin) to illuminate Eliminator's 
"Gimme All Your Lovin" and thus inaugurated what would 
be the music network's nearest answer to a quality sit-com. 
At about the same time, the gods acquired their chariot, the 
1933 Ford three-window coupe with the Cadillac-dynasty-red 
enamel paint job.... 

A s a boy, Billy Gibbons had been obsessed with 
automobile culture, building scale models of designer 

Ed "Big Daddy" Roth's Monster dragsters and devouring 
issues of Rod & Custom, Car Craft and Hot Rod. 

"It was in 1978 during the layoff period," says Gibbons, 
puttering around his half-million dollar townhouse in a swank 
enclave of Houston, "that I realized that I could finally afford 
the toy I'd always wished for." 
He sits down before a coffee table in his living room on 

which is laid a just-completed goldleaf scale model of the 
Robert E. Lee paddle wheeler. Scattered around his digs, a 
two-story habitat dominated by a stone and wood-paneled 
atrium, are various other gewgaws ranging from an antique 
shotgun mounted on the mantelpiece to a surfeit of western 
memorabilia. In the foyer stand two lifesize mannequins in 
meticulous mummy wrappings, one holding a skull in its 
outstretched hand. Taken together, the tableau seems like 
a best-forgotten sub-basement at Neiman-Marcus. 

"So what I did," says Gibbons, pushing his slippery red-
framed tinted shades back up the bridge of his long nose, 
"was fly out to Los Angeles with a friend for the LA Roadsters' 
Father's Day Show with the intentions of buying a hot rod 
and driving it back to Houston. A guy on the grounds of the 
fair directed us to Don Thelan of Buffalo Motor Cars of 
Paramount, California and I told him I wanted a facsimile of 
a car I'd seen on television, Peter Campouris' famous Califor-
nia Kid. Thelan talked me into keeping the project totally 
original and he promised me a finished car fashioned from 
scratch within six months. 

"Four-and-a-half years later," he says with a sigh, "the cost 

was up to $100,000 with no end in sight, and it was too late 
to turn back. At the same time, a fella contacted us about 
writing music for a hot rod movie he'd done and it was then 
that we thought of naming the car and the next album after 
a drag racing term. The month before the record was to be 
released, Thelan phoned to say the coupe was done. We 
wanted to use the car in a photo shoot for the album cover, 
but because we still owed Don money, it had to stay where 
it was, and we settled for a drawing of it on the jacket. By 
the time we took possession of the coupe it had become our 
'Top Eliminator,' our 'Top Icon' and our top priority." 
Back in 1978, Houston, Texas was at the top of its game— 

tops in the oil boom sparked by the OPEC scam, with the 
price of a barrel of crude soaring to $36; tops in real estate 
peddling, with farmers north and west of the city getting 
$100,000 an acre as sleazy Mexican politicians sought to 
stash fortunes in pilfered government treasury funds in the 
security of high-rise hotels and condos. 

Now, Houston is tops in home foreclosures, with 3,000 
posted in Harris County during the week that Afterburner hits 
the stores. Crime is up, unemployment too, and Gibbons 
concedes that, " Unfortunately, it wouldn't be wise or even 
possible to take the Eliminator out on Highway 610 for a zip 
around central Houston." Indeed, James A. Michener's 
bestseller Texas is rife with telling exchanges about the fear-
some state of the frontier metropolis' thoroughfares: 

"Six-ten is a jungle, worst highway in America. You know 
that during the rush hour the police won't even enter it to 
check on ordinary fender-benders. They got beat up too 
often by enraged motorists, sometimes shot and killed." 

Realizing that he couldn't take his prize toy out for joy 
rides, Gibbons bought himself a '66 Chevy Impala lowrider 
with a remote control riser. He'd head out onto 610 with his 
pals, gun the engine and drop the skid plate so that roostertail 
sparks shot out the back to lengths of twenty feet. But just 
a short spell ago, some troopers witnessed the whole elabo-
rate display and nailed him. Seeing that both his registration 
and his out-of-the-state plates had been expired for five 
years, the patrolmen were about to haul Billy off to the lockup 
when one of them recognized him and offered a proposition. 

"It was late at night, they had a newly promoted sergeant 
down from Chicago that they hated," says Gibbons, "and 
they wanted to bust his balls. So they called into headquarters 
and said they might have a highly suspicious stolen lowrider 
on their hands and needed his assistance." 
Gibbons and friends were stowed in the trooper's patrol 

car, along with the remote control button, and when the boss 
pulled up the cops suggested he take off his spanking new 
sergeant's hat, place it on the road, and check under the 
chassis to see if it held any contraband. After he had done 
so, he was rising to his feet when the trooper gave the signal 
to Billy, who pushed the riser button, the car crushing the 
good officer's expensive chapeau into the asphalt. 
As the hatless and choleric sergeant drove off, the troopers 

and Gibbon shared a hearty guffaw before they let him off— 
but not without delivering a stern admonishment to assure 
him that the hardassed character of East Texas endured 
intact: "Y'all better head straight down to Westheimer Road 
from here and use this heap to harass some queers, or you 
can bet we'll be comm n' to get you." 

A s the sun sets on another unsettling year in the Lone 
Star State, its car radios simmer with thesensuous strains 

of "Sleeping Bag," as well as news bulletins that two former 
friends from greater Houston are battling in court over the 
$10,000 reward posted by loved ones seeking information 
leading to the arrest of the murderers of a local folksinger 
and his girlfriend, who were shot and slashed to death in 
the house where they ran a large-scale drug operation. 
The 15th anniversary of ZZ Top is drawing to a close, the 

band having outdistanced or overcome every demon and 
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SOME OF MAN'S GREATEST TRIUMPHS ARE PERSONAL. 

Sure, making music is often a group 
effort. But there are crucial moments 
when it all comes down to a one-on-one 
relationship between you and your music. 
Moments when only you can give form to 
a creative inspiration that is uniquely 
your own. When you've got it, you know 
it. But the only way to be sure is to hear it. 

That's where the TASCAM Ministudio 
can help. There's no better way to capture 
those personal triumphs whenever and 
wherever they occur. Bring TASCAM's 
portable production facility to rehearsals, 
out on the road... anywhere you and your 
music want to travel. Four assignable 
input channels give you plenty of space 
to work out songs and arrangements, or 
to document practices and performances. 

Overdub parts, combine tracks and 
modify them at will with the convenient 
punch-in facilities. The battery-powered 
Ministudio has all you need to bring 
your ideas to life. And TASCAM quality 
means that with the Ministudio you can 
put your message across with w:der 
dynamic range and crisper sound than 
with anybody else's ministudio. 

The personal satisfaction of creating 
music on your own can be yours with the 
remarkable TASCA/VI Ministudio. Why 
not visit your local TASCAM dealer for a 
demonstration? Or write to TASCAM for 
details (and your free copy of "Are You 
Ready For Multitrack") at 7733 Telegraph 
Road, Montebello, CA 90640. 

THE TASCAM MINISTUDIO 

TASCAM THE SCIENCE OF BRINGING ART TO LIFE. 
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MUSIC IS CHANGING. 
.SDS7 red setup 

ARE YOU?ail 
THE FUTURE OF MUSIC 

IS ELECTRONIC 

With the future of drumming 
so closely linked to the future 
of the rest of music, pro-
gressive drummers—those 
who know where the future of 
music is going—are going 
electronic. They're going elec-
tronic because they want a 
• drum system that can adapt to 
any need, any sound, any sit-
uation. And, they're going to 
Simmons because they don't 
just want any electronic 
drums; they want the best. 

Simmons Electronic Drums 
are already being used in the 
studio and in concert more 
than any other. 

SIMMONS SDS7: 
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WORLD OF MUSIC 

TODAY 
Acknowledged as today's most 
advanced drum set, Simmons' 
SDS7 modular percussion syn-
thesizer places the contempo-
rary drummer firmly in the 
future of total electronic 
capability. It offers limitless 
analog and digital possibilities 
(as well as sampling), so that 

you c 
virtu any sound you want. 

create and program 

But, as turistic as the SDS7 
is, its re iability, playability and 
ease of peration has been 
designes with you, today's 
drumm r, in mind. See and 
hear for yourself at your near-
est Simmons Drum dealer. 

e5IMMON, 
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obstacle time and Texas could hurl at it. Heading out to 
Japan on the first leg of yet another world tour, they are 
content and satisfied with the path before them. Dusty Hill 
has recovered beautifully from the intestinal damage he suf-
fered last December when, as girlfriend Jane Ellen Hender-
son was pulling his boot off, the .38 caliber Derringer he 
kept in it hit the floor, and a bullet pierced his abdomen wall. 
Frank Beard, blissful father of a four-week-old infant, has 
recently been reunited with two daughters from whom he 
was long estranged, and is at the peak of his golf game. 
Billy Gibbons is determined to stay slim, is mulling over some 
independent producing prospects, and is looking at a film 
property for the group. 

But what is most heartening to the boys is that the After-
burner liner notes divulge no more about the way ZZ Top 
renders its singular sound in the studio than did the enticingly 
oblique prologue on the otherwise furtive Z.Z. Top's First 
Album: "In this day of homogenized rock, synthesized music, 
retakes, overdubs, multi, multi-tracking, an honest recording 
by accomplished musicians is a rewarding pleasure." 

"You know," says Billy Gibbons, stretching out on the couch 
in his living room, the lazy Buffalo Bayou River eddying past 
the back patio over his shoulder. " I gotta hand it to that Mark 
Knopfler for the ' Money For Nothing' number on that last Dire 
Straits album. That guy must have called me three or four 
times to find out what I did with my guitar so that he could 
copy it for that song." 
He pushes the brim back on his golf cap and smiles, the 

flawless pearly whites gleaming. 
"He didn't do a half-bad job, either, considering that I never 

told him a goddamned thing." 111 

A Battle-Dressed Band 

On tour, Frank Beard parks his tush in front of an 11-piece 
custom-built Tama kit that features an Afterburner flame motif 
("Airbrushed in oranges, yellows and reds by Houston's finest 
graphic artists," according to longtime assistant production man-
ager Don Stuart) All hardware has an anodized black finish. 
The set includes five rack toms: 8-, 10-, 12-, 13-, 14-inch; three 

floor tomtoms: 14-, 16-, 18-inch; two bass drums: 18- and 20-inch; 
and an 8-inch wooden snare. Cymbals are black Paistes: one 
16-, two 18-, four 20- and one 22-inch, with two 14-inch cymbals 
on the high-hat. 
He also uses a lama electronic synth drum. 
Dusty complements the live beer drinking and hell raising with 

a spanking new array of custom made basses whose necks 
conform to the specs of a vintage Fender Precision. Besides a 
new Afterburner flame guitar, his fresh lineup will also sport a 
"Sleeping Bag" Mummy model with a Sony Watchman built into 
the body. 

Billy gives you all his lovin' via an army of new Afterburner, 
Mummy-Watchman and assorted other models of custom guitars, 
whose necks conform to the exact dimensions of a '58 Les Paul. 

Both Billy and Dusty play through different combinations of 
the ten tube-type 120-watt Rio Grande amplifiers Billy bought in 
the mid-70s from a now-defunct establishment on the Gulf Coast 
called Jake's Bail and Amp Shop. These amps are then aligned 
with sundry Peavey Max bass amps and Marshalls as the mood 
swings. Nonetheless, "nothing blows harder than the Rio 
Grandes," assures veteran production manager Jimmy Emerson. 
Gibbons also practices through a Scholz Rockman. 

Lastly, Billy and Dusty use no guitar pedals, so y'all ¡es' keep 
on a-guessin"bout the secret ZZ Top sonic recipe! 

fgrP, 
The new Kawal SX-240 polyphonic synthesizer is everything you need 
in a professional synthesizer: 

The ONLY synthesizer at its price teat uri tg a split keyboard (), 4-4, 6-2 assignable polyphonici 
D 8-bank 1500 note real time polyphonic sequencer (with clock input for drum machines). 
D MIDI-IN, OUT, and THU, and functio on all 16 MIDI channels. 
D User friendly programming system with I ED readout 
ID 8 voice polyphonic and 2 oscillators r voice , 
See your Kawai dealer, or write: 
MI Department: Kawai America Corp. 
P.O. Box 438 
Harbor City, CA 90710 



SPECIAL FFVFCTS 
MICRO SIZE: One look tells you there's something special about the BOSS Micro Studio Series. Just under 
eight-and- a-half inches wide, each Micro Studio unit is streamlined for show-stopping action. Phaser, 
Flanger, Digital Delay, Compressor and Graphic ED. Five full-function effects- devices that take up less than 
three conventional rack spaces. In the studio or on the road, the Micro Studio Series gives you a big sound 
without taking up a big space. Stack them up in BOSS' optional BMR-5 Micro Rack. Or use BOSS' special 

RAD-10 adaptor to place two Micro Studio units side by side on a standard 19 rack. 
There's nothing -scaled down- about the Micro Studio's performance. These feisty little guys are more than 
ready to go up against the big boys. Just like Roland's well-known studio delay units, the Micro Studio RDD-10 
Digital Delay is based on a PCM digitizing system for high quality performance. The Micro Studio RGE-10 
Graphic ED packs in 10 full bands of control, and the RCL-10 Com-
pressor Limiter combines the functions of a compressor, limiter, 
expander and noise gate in its tiny frame. With a dramatic range of 
Modulation, Feedback and Mode settings, the Micro Studio RBF-10 
Flanger and RPH-10 Phaser let you paint your sound in living colors. 
MINI PRICE Thanks to Roland know-how, high technology doesn't 
carry a high price tag anymore. Check out the Micro Studio's specs. 
Then check the price. You'll agree that small is beautiful. The Micro LaithiLL‘i 
Studio Series: Brought to you in techno-color by BOSS. For more 
information, contact RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los 
Angeles, CA, 90040. 3096 
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Kate Bush from page 42 
the band and in control of the whole act. And that's quite 
different from the kind of controlled, far-away image that one 
gets through the media.... 
MUSICIAN: Do you not feel that you could tour America just 
with your band and play more or less straightforwardly, with-
out a big show and expensive props? 
BUSH: No, no —I would feel that that was such a cop-out. I 
don't think I'd have any effort or sense of challenge left in 
me. I don't feel that happy doing something unless I've really 
pushed myself to the limit. When we do videos, I don't feel 
right unless we're all filthy and exhausted by the end of the 
day. Otherwise it doesn't feel like you've put enough effort 
into it. When you hear an album you listen to the music but 
when you go and see a show, you're going there to see that 
person or that band come alive and hopefully give you every-
thing that they've got. If I was just going to stand up there, 
what is the audience getting apart from seeing me that they 
can't get on an album? On the albums, they get much better 
arrangements, much better vocals that are in tune. 
MUSICIAN: Well, artists can give a straightforward perfor-
mance and still invest it with something special. 
BUSH: You see, I don't want to be up there on the stage 
being me. I don't think that I'm that interesting. What I want 
to do is to be the person that's in the song. If I can be the 
character in the song, then suddenly there's all this strength 
and energy in me which I wouldn't normally have. Whereas 
if it was just me, I don't think I could walk on the stage with 
confidence. It's very hard for me to be me on a stage—I just 
stand there and twiddle my fingers. 
MUSICIAN: It seems to me that all those in the States who've 
taken Kate Bush so deeply to heart—they love that so much 
of your music is so deeply personal. 
BUSH: Well, that's great. But I can't help but feel it's very 
important to give people something visual. And I don't think, 
by any means, that the tour which we did some years ago 
was perfect. But I think we did explore new territory, visually 
speaking, and the reaction was so positive—I think that prob-
ably opened up more people to listening to my stuff than the 
records themselves ever did. Partly, I think, because people 
didn't expect me to be quite like that and they all enjoyed 
it. Had they not enjoyed it, then that would be different. But 
I've had an extraordinary amount of encouragement from 
people not just on the musical side but also on the visual 
side—maybe even more so! And when eventually I get the 
time and money to do another show, I hope we'll continue 
combining music with dance and with theater. I think that's 
a very untouched area in rock and it has great potential. 
MUSICIAN: Are there any such role-playings on the new album? 
BUSH: I think "Cloudbusting" was quite like that. God, it must 
have been nearly ten years ago, when I used to go up to 
the Dance Center in London, that I went into Watkins' [occult] 
bookshop for a look, and found A Book Of Dreams by Peter 
Reich. I'd never heard of his father, Wilhelm Reich, but I just 
thought it was going " Hello, Hello," so I picked up the book 
and read it. It was so inspirational, very magical. So when I 
wrote and recorded the song, although this was about nine 
years later I was nevertheless psyched up by the book—the 
image of the boy's father being taken away and locked up 
by the government just for building a machine to try to make 
rain. It was such a beautiful book! 
MUSICIAN: Is reading a passion of yours? Sometimes I de-
scribe Kate Bush as being the Doris Lessing of rock. 
BUSH: Doris who?—[she stifles a laugh]. I'm sorry, I don't 
know the author. When I was about eight or nine, for about 
three years I got through dozens and dozens of books, mostly 
fiction. But as soon as I began writing poems at school—bas-
ically, as soon as I started getting into writing songs—every-
thing else seemed to go out the window. When I'd sit down 
and read a book I'd think how I could be writing a song. 
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rememo'  They became what they reviled: 

1 
four years ago, punks 

Joe Leeway, Alannah Currie 

and Tom Bailey 

wouldn't be caught dead 

doing mom & pop TV. 

Now they're global 

village megastars. 

What happened? 

.....0041111111111111 

BY ROB 
TANNENBAUM 

n Ireland, the Late, Late Show is 

so popular it nearly crippled the 

country's economy, its Saturday 

night time slot leaving pubs 

emptier than a Mormon whore-

house. After pub owners staged a 

modernized Whiskey Rebellion, the 

weekly variety show was changed to Fri-

day. It's a program the whole family can 

watch, with just a taste of controversy— 

Carson with a brogue. Silver-haired host 

Gay Byrne interviewed two lesbian nuns 

this summer, and all of Ireland was talking 

about it by the next morning. By tonight's 

early October broadcast, lesbian nuns 

have been supplanted by mobile icons— 

all of a sudden, dozens of people 

throughout Ireland have seen religious 

statues moving. Byrne is amusing the au-

dience during a commercial break, milk-

ing the icon story and spicing it with jokes 

about Bob Geldof and lesbian nuns. 

Backstage, the Thompson Twins wan-

der around, munching on fruit and nuts 

and fighting boredom. Black Twin Joe 

Leeway is trying to avoid Blonde Twin 

/kannah Currie, who is choosing outfits 

for drummer Steve Goulding and bassist 

Mark Heyward-Chaplin, and demanding 

that Leeway shave before the band goes 

onstage. And Red Twin Tom Bailey is 

considering the unpleasant task of mim-

ing to a song in front of television 

cameras: "There are plenty of stupid, 

idiotic, facile things you do in the name 

of progressing your career. Lip-synching 

is one of them." For the Twins it's now as 

easy as sneezing. They'll consider it a 

good night if the host doesn't make some 

joke about how they're not really 

Thompsons and not really twins. 



Finally, after a stale comedian and a song about fifes and 
green hills and roving, the Thompsons squeeze onto a tiry 
stage, painted glossy white with strips of gold leaf. During 
the commercial, Bailey strums the jittery riff to Chic's "Good 
Times." Then Byrne introduces them: "They call themselves 
Twins, but they're three. And they used to be seven!" The 
audience titters and a tape of " Doctor! Doctor!" begins; 
Bailey breaks a guitar string, but it keeps on playing. By the 
middle of the second chorus, Byrne is waving a pencil to 
the beat and singing along. This happens wherever the 
Thompson Twins go: The band plays and people hum along 
or smile or dance or throw flowers. Their status as one of 
the world's most accomplished pop bands—and their amp e 
catalog of CHR hits—will be further augmented by the new 
Nile Rodgers-produced Here's To Future Days, which adds 
a more aggressive edge to their expert melodicism. 
When the Twins saw a four-year-old concert video from 

their days as a seven-piece recently, it was like watching a 

Bailey: "Tom's the cornerstone. He's our musician." 

different band. " I thought we all looked so healthy," says 
Bailey. " I had a tutu on," says Currie. " I could not relate to 
it," says Leeway. Back then, the group was motivated by the 
punk proposition that all bands are created equal. Playing 
on a television show would have been out of the question. 
So what if foresight were as easy as hindsight, and the Twins 
of four years ago could have watched tonight's program? 

"In the innocence and naivete of those days, we'd have 
slagged it off as being too commercial, or something silly 
like that," Bailey replies. "We are now, in many ways, the 
thing that the punk revolution sought to get rid of." 

uring the British Invasion of 1981, the pop charts 
were dominated by Anglo bands, a number of whom 
have demonstrated as much staying power as the 

Knickerbockers did in an earlier British Invasion. ABC, Soft 
Cell, A Flock Of Seagulls, Haircut 100—none matched the 
success of their first single. Meanwhile, the Thompson Twins 
have proven to be reliable, if unrevolutionary hit-makers, the 
Dave Clark Five of England's second wave. 
So why the Twins and not Kajagoogoo? The difference, 

it's been suggested before, is the presence of Tom Bailey. 
The singer/composer/producer/multi-instrumentalist is typi-
cally blunt about the matter. "There's something going around 
that I'm particularly clever musically"—Bailey pronounces 
"clever" the way Reagan pronounces "communism"—"and 
the other two aren't, so why don't I just go off and do a solo 
album. But it's a chemistry. A common name provides a 
channel for three very disparate approaches." 
What if the Twins were a pair, and one of the trio left? How 

would the band differ? Bailey: "Without Alannah, it would be 
internationally successful and there would be a trouble-free 
environment." "The off-the-wallness wouldn't be there," 
suggests Leeway. "And the words wouldn't be there, for a 

bloody start," Currie adds. 
"Without Leeway," she continues, "there would be fewer 

good bass lines and vocal arrangements, and the set design 
wouldn't be as interesting." 
And if Bailey was gone? "Tom is the cornerstone, and if 

he wasn't there, a lot of our confidence would be gone," she 
says. " If you're from Musician, well, Tom's our musician." 
Tom Bailey's parents have never seen the Thompson Twins 

live. When he was born, twenty-nine years ago in Sheffield, 
England, the Bailey household was unsullied by a television, 
and pop music "was pretty effectively banned. I missed early 
period Beatles; the first I remember is Magical Mystery Tour." 
But there was a piano in the house, and Bailey began banging 
on it at age two, "or so I'm told." His father, a doctor, spent 
much of his free time building lutes and restoring old 
harpsichords and church organs. Once Tom had started 
school, he also began piano lessons, followed by guitar and 
clarinet lessons, church choir and school orchestra. 
Somewhere in the midst of the classical training, Bailey 

brought home a second-hand Kinks' 45, and was soon play-
ing in a rock band. Looking for a new challenge, he went to 
India. " I wanted to study the sitar, but I found it very difficult 
to get anyone to take me seriously there because it's a life-
time job. It's not like pop culture at all, where you've got to 
be young and happening and it's all over in five years." 
Bailey did learn to play tabla but he also contracted three 
different types of amoebic dysentery. Using whatever money 
and energy he had left, he returned to England. 
He earned a music-teaching certificate at Cheshire Col-

lege in the west of England, where he met Joe Leeway. 
Leeway, born to a biracial couple in London and raised by 
foster parents in Kent, was studying acting, but left Cheshire 
to join the Young Vic theater ensemble in London. When 
Bailey returned to Sheffield in 1977 to teach, he found a few 
friends who "had been inspired by all the recent anyone-can-
do-it opportunities" of punk tempest, and they formed the 
original Thompson Twins, named after a pair of inept cartoon 
detectives. " I remember us agreeing that we'd never do gigs 
or become a real band," Bailey recalls with a laugh. When 
they realized the band "was more exciting and satisfying" 
than their day jobs, the Twins packed for London. 

"Everybody was warning me against it," Bailey explains. 
"You've got a career, you've got security, money. But when 
I came back from India, after going so far and chickening 
out at the last minute, I felt like I really shortchanged my 
courage. After all was said and done, I'd ended up in a 
teaching job which I didn't enjoy. I had failed my original 
rebelliousness. So when it came to the choice between teach-
ing and the band, I said, "You fucked up before, don't do it 
this time. Go with what you feel is right. Even if you have to 
live in a squat with no food." 

III t's still early after the Late, Late Show, so the band loads 
into a van and heads out to Newtownmountkennedy, a 
small village about twenty miles outside of Dublin where 

they've rented a big house until their European tour begins. 
The town's youth club has a dance every Friday night, and 
the Twins have gotten in the habit of visiting the kids. 
"We did it partly for selfish reasons, at first," Bailey confes-

ses as the van leaves Dublin. "We figured that if we got on 
the kids' good side, they wouldn't come hassle us. It was a 
p.r. exercise, really. Then we got to be good friends. They're 
a lot cooler than the city kids you meet in the street." 

Nonetheless, a mild hysteria reigns at the Newtownmount-
kennedy youth dance. The local DJ plays a copy of " Don't 
Mess With Doctor Dream," an anti-heroin parable the Twins 
wrote after a gang of eight- and nine-year-olds in Dublin 
offered them drugs. As the wildest vocal intro since Blue 
Swede's "Hooked On A Feeling" rattles the walls, keyboard-
ist/guitarist Felicia Collins tries to dance despite the circle 
of kids closing in on her like a taut lasso. Tom Bailey is L
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smothered with kisses, and is in continual danger of having 
his earrings nicked as souvenirs. And Aannah visits the 
town's token punk. 

"Since pop culture has become really big in the media. 
it's really had a condescending attitude towards places like 
this," says Bailey later. "The media has forced areas like this 
to lose their innocence. The kids grow up feeling that where 
they are is an absolute handicap to their development. Every-
thing they hear about is coming from America or England, 
so it's difficult to be comfortable where they are." 

"You're making too much of it," interrupts Alannah. "Some 
people like staying where they are, some people have itchy 
hands. That's all. If you want to move to the city, you doit." 

urne grew up near Auckland, on the north island of 
New Zealand, where "everybody had cows and a 
quarter acre of land. I was a writer. I used to play my 

brother's bongos in the back of the garden, but I also got 
thrown out of the school choir for talking too much." Ever 
since childhood, she's had itchy hands. " I wanted to leave 
when I was five years old, because I saw a picture of the 
hanging gardens of Babylon and I knew it was in the northern 
hemisphere and I was in the southern hemisphere. I hate 
the suburbs. I still have nightmares about being suffocated 
by wall-to-wall carpeting." After stints as a factory worker and 
a tobacco picker, Currie went into radio journalism "to please 
my mum." But Lou Reed threw her tape recorder across a 
room one day, and soon she was headed for London with 
$300 and a friend's address. 
She discovered the squatter's paradise of south London. 

where anyone with a sturdy axe could knock a door down 
and have his or her very own dilapidated, unheated apart-
ment. Currie ended up on the same street as both Leeway 
and Bailey. " It was full of bands that were eventually to be-
come relatively notorious," Bailey says. "The Slits lived right 
next to Alannah. The Pop Group lived there too, and half of 
Thunderclap Newman. We even had an imaginary football 
team, called the Clapping Pop Stars." 

Currie caught punk fever, but had trouble going to gigs 
because she had no money. So she got by for a while by 
hopping over Tube turnstiles, talking her way into clubs and 
shoplifting when she needed clothes. She saved up enough 
money to buy a saxophone from a secondhand shop and 
began to make "vicious, horrible sounds on it. At that time 
in my life, I was extremely angry" Currie explains, "because 
of the constant harassment of being a woman out at night 
in London, of not being able to get jobs because I was from 
New Zealand. and had an accent, of being poor. I found a 
channel for the anger, through the saxophone. That's why I 
wasn't interested in playing pretty melodies." 
Along with a few girlfriends who were also squatters, she 

formed a band—the Unfuckables. " It was a group of young 
women who were squatters, and because we didn't have 
money for cabs, we'd have to walk home 'ate at night and 
get harassed So we started playing together and going out 
together, having a good time without men. That was what 
the Unfuckables were about: 'We will not be fucked over.' 
Not literally fucked. 'We will do as we please, when we please. 
and fuck to you.' The Unfuckables were total punks: They 
didn't announce or publicize their shows, wouldn't play on 
a stage, didn't rehearse and didn't even play proper songs 
"Chasing the ultimate radical image," Bailey suggests. "The 
band that wasn't a band." 

It was this same stubbornness that inspired Currie to learn 
percussion, perhaps the most male-dominated instrument 
there is. " I had a couple of lessons with a friend of Joe's. 
who gave me a lecture on how there are no solid women 
percussionists. 'Sorry, you may as well forget it. But I'll give 
you a few pointers.' That whole patriarchal attitude started 
right from the beginning." 
Meanwhile, the five Thompson Twins were making a go 

of it: Bailey, guitarists John Roog and Peter Dodd, drummer 
Chris Bell and saxophonist Jane Shorter. When Joe Leeway 
met up with his old school friend Bailey, he joined as a roadie. 
The Twins were more structured than the Unfuckables, but 
their first London shows were often anarchic, featuring a 
shifting line-up that often included audience members on 
spontaneous percussion. They went out on tour with the Tear-
drop Explodes, and one night Leeway slipped out onto the 
stage next to Dodd and became a real Twin. " I think it was 
in Aberdeen," he recalls. "Teardrop were all tripping." 
They recorded a debut album, not released in the States, 

and although the song credits were group compositions, it's 
obvious (especially on the Indian-influenced "Make Believe") 
that Bailey was doing most of the writing. Next they began 
their assault on professionalism by acquiring bassist Matthew 
Seligman, a former member of the Soft Boys, balancing his 
skills by letting Alannah Currie join as well. And Steve Lil-
lywhite was assigned to produce a second album, which 
would be their first American release. 
Toward the end of the session, they still needed one more 

song. One night, after the other four had left (Shorter was 
an ex-Twin by then), Bailey, Leeway and Currie wrote a perky 
dance chant called " In The Name Of Love." The threesome 
had already appeared together as the Black Arabs, doing 
dub and rap songs in local clubs. Their first studio collabora-
tion, a number one dance hit, made them realize that they 
didn't really need the other band members. 

Bailey is uncharacteristically circumspect about seceding 
from the others, some of whom were great friends. "The world 
is littered with great musicians who never make it because 
they don't confront the other important sides of the job neces-
sary to musical success. It's sometimes embarrassing to see 
such talent busking on the streets. But they won't get off 
their butts. You've got to do without your hometown mentality." 

Currie: "Bailey sucks and his hair isn't real at all." 

They had all sworn never to be in a " real band," but three 
of them changed their m.nds. " I just got so depressed by 
the dirty-raincoat brigade," Bailey says. "After six months, 
you get bored and learn how to play," Currie adds. Explains 
Leeway: " I saw the Adverts down at the Marquee in London, 
and Gay Advert said, ' If you don't stop gobbin' on me, I'm 
not comm n' back.' And she went off. Before that the more you 
were covered in green gobs, the better it was. It just turned." 

Since it was practically a new band, they considered a 
new name. "At the time, scams were the big thing in England. 
Instead of saying why we broke up, we went to a little cottage 
in Norfolk with a mobile studio. We were going to escape 
from the rest of the band," says Leeway, "by taking a boat 
to Cuba and not coming back. They'd send out a search 
party and find us with our clothes all torn off. And we'd 
change the name to...." 

"Don't, it's embarrassing," Currie moans. 
"...to Bermuda Triangle. So we wrote ' Lies' about that." 
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"Lies" was released during the first month of MTV. Along 
with "Love On Your Side" and the rest of Side Kicks, it made 
the band big in the U.S. Next came a world tour, then another 
album with three hit singles and another world tour, then 
another album which would have been finished sooner if 
Tom Bailey's nervous system hadn't exploded in early 1985 
like an overloaded electrical socket. 

lannah Currie dislikes touring as much as Bailey 
dislikes doing television shows. "Everything's plan-
ned out beforehand in rehearsals, so once you set 

up and play, it's not a particularly creative thing." In a huge 
theater in Dublin, the Twins are working things out be-
forehand. Their world tour begins in exactly a week, and the 
set Joe Leeway has designed is still being built. It's got a 
Bauhaus mood about it, with lots of indifferent grays. On an 
elevated tier, Bailey sits behind a piano and begins the 
melody of "Hold Me Now." Currie doubles the motif on 
xylophone, and Leeway beats a simple pattern on congas. 
It sounds harder than the record, probably because of the 
four extra musicians they're touring with: Goulding, formerly 
of the Rumour and Gang of Four, on drums; bassist Heywood-
Chaplin, who's played with Thomas Dolby and Lene Lovich; 
Felicia Collins, a friend of Nile Rodgers who had an indie 
club hit of her own this summer; and keyboardist Jan 
Pulsford, a session veteran in London. The two women are 
in the band at Alannah's insistence, because Currie finds a 
mixed band "much more balanced. When men get into 
groups, no matter how 'new man' they are, they revert to 
pathetically childish behavior. All these men's bands get so 
precious about their bloody music," she snorts. Currie gets 
her post-punk revenge by "writing 'Bailey sucks and his hair 
isn't real at all' on women's toilet walls." 

Bailey hums through the lyrics, saving his voice for the 
long tour. As the song ends, a half dozen round white pods 
inflate over the stage. Bailey, Leeway and Collins pick up 
guitars, and suddenly the Twins look like Molly Hatchet. They 
slash into " Revolution," the John Lennon song they recorded 
on the new album and also played at Live Aid. 

"If we chose to, I'm sure we could out-Ramone the 
Ramones," Bailey says later over a vegetarian dinner. None 
of the three eats meat, and only Currie drinks or smokes. In 
between rehearsing, they relax by playing indoor badminton. 
Thompson tours have little in common with Led Zeppelin tours. 

After his collapse while recording in Paris, Bailey is taking 
it especially easy. "We'd never had a setback in the develop-
ment of our careers," he says. " But it gave me a chance to 
realize that I wasn't enjoying anything other than being a 
Thompson Twin. I was in Paris, and I wasn't seeing anything 
except the view of the Eiffel Tower from my apartment." 

Fortunately for the band, Nile Rodgers wanted to finish 
producing the album. "He flattered us," Currie says. "We 
were all depressed and feeling sorry for ourselves, Tom was 
gasping, and Nile was full of enthusiasm. 'These songs are 
great!' Bailey recuperated in Barbados, in the cdmpany of 
Sting and Eddy Grant, then the Twins finished recording in 
New York with Rodgers. The City gave them a fresh inspira-
tion. "We decided to make it a really positive album. Our 
friends in London were saying, 'Oh, the bombs are gonna 
go off.' But if you channel your energy into a vision, you're 
creating something tangible to aim for," Currie exclaims. 

In their native England, the album was savaged. "The de-
pendable old Thompson Twins reshuffle their pack of moul-
dering ideas," sneered one review. Was anyone this nasty 
to the Dave Clark Five? "They don't listen to the music," sighs 
Leeway, "they review us as Yuppie millionaires." There's been 
particular objection to the cover of " Revolution," which they 
played, quite badly, at Live Aid, with Madonna on backing 
vocals. "When we came offstage, I thought our careers were 
over," Bailey admits. But he offers no apologies for recording 
the song: "We thought the Beatles did it really badly and we 

could do a better version ourselves." 
If, as Leeway suggests, the Twins are viewed by many as 

careerist Yuppies, the Harvard Business School entry in the 
pop race, maybe it's because of Bailey's bluntness about 
his professional aspirations. " Did your life flash before your 
eyes?" a magazine asked him soon after the collapse. "No, 
my career did," he answered. "We don't see any point in 
releasing a 45 that we know isn't going to be a hit," he told 
another interviewer. 

"I'm wary of placing too much importance upon music as 
the solution to the world's problems because in one very 
important sense, it's just entertainment. It's what people do 
when they're not working. Pop music embraces an entire 
spectrum, which includes absolute disposability. You can't 
say it's so important that it must never be corrupted by some-
thing as facile as a TV show. Especially in the pop world, 
you can't be a closet communicator. The Clash are basically 
a spent force because they won't do that stuff." 

Bailey recounts, without shame, hearing the Twins dis-
missed as a " limey, fag-rock band." He recognizes the irony 
of having been inspired by punk, only to grow into everything 
punk hated, but it doesn't prevent him from declaring, "We're 
a fucking pop band, and anyone who says otherwise is just 
crawling up his own ass." He can discuss North German 
classical harmony and the orchestral origins of the marimba 
and the xylophone, but he also likes the Carpenters and 
Foreigner. Bailey is a Twin by choice rather than by necessity: 
"If I wanted to play Bach, or form an experimental jazz band, 
I'd do it. But we've gotten into international pop music. 

"People say, if you write love songs, does it really make 
any difference to somebody who's just had their house 
knocked down by an earthquake? The answer is yes. People 
survive catastrophes by the love letters between them that 
strengthen the personal bonds. At that point, politics makes 
no difference." 

Currie insists that the Thompson Twins' symbolic integra-
tion of black and white, male and female is a statement in 
itself. Paul Weller has denounced the band as the ultimate 
in pop worthlessness, but Currie finds his didactic approach 
equally distasteful: "Why doesn't he just sit and write essays?" 

"With ' Doctor Dream," Bailey interjects, "we didn't want 
to go [sings], 'Heroin is bad for you/ Ooo-000-000." 

"You can't change the world with a fucking pop song," 
Currie continues. " If you make it fun, people will listen. Maybe 
they'll get it, maybe they won't. But they'll enjoy it." 

he sunrise the next morning is pastel pink and baby 
blue, real Mists of Avalon stuff. On their way to a TV 
appearance in England, the band drops me off in the 

center of Dublin, where I get a cab to the airport. The middle-
aged cabbie figures out that I'm American, and starts talking 
about some American journalists he saw on last night's Late, 
Late Show. I ask if he saw the Twins' song. 

"Aye," he answers. "They're not quite my age group, 
mind. But they looked good and they had a nice sound." 

Twins' Toys 
Tom Bailey uses a Fairlight CMI, an Oberheim OB-Xa, a Movement 
MCS-2 drum computer, a Yamaha DX7 and CP7, a Casio CZ-101 
and CZ-5000, an ESP Eclipse guitar, and an ESP Pocket Studio. 
Joe Leeway uses an Emulator II, a Linn 9000, an ESP Mirage 
guitar, an ESP Pocket Studio, a Z-bass and hand-made congas. 
Alannah Currie plays Remo toms, Tama Octobans, Rhythm-tech 
tambourines, Paiste percussion frame, Latin Percussion timbales, 
Joppa cowbells and Bergerault marimbas through a DGS MIDI 
Scan. All three use Nady wireless units and Roland JC-120 amps. 

Felicia Collins plays ESP guitars through a Music Man 112 and 
Roland JC-120 amps. Marl( Heyward-Chaplin plays fretted and 
unfretted Music Man Stingray basses through a Trace-Elliot amp. 
Steve Goulding plays a Simmons SDS 7 drum kit, SOS pads 
through a Syncologic PSP, Gretsch and Slingerland snares, and 
Zildjian cymbals. Jan Puisford plays an Oberheim OB-Xa, Yamaha 
DX7 and Casio CZ-5000 keyboards through a Roland DDL. 
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YNGWIE MALMSTEEN'S VIKING ATTACK 
From Paganini to 
Power Chords, a Rising 
Guitar Gladiator 

By Josef Woodard 

p
arents, lock your doors and win-
dows, get the kids to bed early, 
stock up on the holy water...the 

Bach Choral Society is coming to your 
town. In fact, the damage may already 
have been done. Tonight in Phoenix, 
Arizona, the supposedly innocuous 
B.C.S.—better known as Yrgwie 
Malmsteen's Rising Force—is continu-
ing its blitzkrieg across America open-

ing up for AC/DC, trampling the grapes 
of sonic wrath. 

This is a tour to separate the wheat 
from the chaff, what with heavy metal 
under the pall of the PMRC's Orwellian 
influence and AC/DC tainted by the af-
fections of L.A.'s alleged Night Stalker. 
But heavy metal eats controversy for 
breakfast (preferably at about one in 
the afternoon), and despite an irate city 
council and a major venue shift, to-
night's Phoenix show has become "the 
concert that couldn't be stopped." 
Nonetheless, the Malmsteen entour-
age, fearing for its hotel reservations, 
retains its Bach moniker. 

In Malmsteen's case, the baroque 
connection is not at all inappropriate. 
Johann Sebastian himself appears right 
after Jimi Hendrix and Ritchie Black-
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IT'S 1986. We Offer the Technology to Create Exceptionally Fooduced Stem Guitar Sound You 
Can Adjust and Footswitch—On Stage, In Any Studio, At Any Volume...Without Piles of 
Equipment, Old Amplifiers, or a Degree in Audio Technology. 

WE EXIST FOR 
GREAT GUITAR SOUND 

Tom Scholz Record Production experience of fifteen 
years has enab ed JS to design the Rockman 
Sustainor'sTM Compressor specifically for Guitar, 
as opposed to the normal compressors designed for 
radio broadcasts, speeches or test tones. The circuit 
is designed with extreme Pre-Emphasis of hi end 
before the cowessor. The gain reduction curve has 
a smooth variation from hi gain to low gain as 
opposed to a discrete step. The care with which we 
tune the Attack time, Release Time, Hi Frequency 
Pre-Emphasis, Compression Curve, Hi Compression 
Trigger Override and the Extreme Level Clip Limiter 
reduces such typical guitar signal problems as 
"ragged release" and distortion at extreme levels of 
compression. A special circuit is included to prevent 
"squash-out". Our compressor design is so unique 
that even if you patch together your favorite 
equalizers and compressors, you will still be unable 
tc duplicate who: the SustainorTm Compressor does! 

The Rockman Sustainorne Distortion, unlike 
conventional amps, is achieved through a 
multitude of signal processing both before and 
after the Distortion-generating stage. Each time 
you adjust or charge your mode setting (Foot-
switching or by hand), you change numerous filters 
and the parameters of the compressor and limiter. 
Actually the entre signal path is changed with just 
the flick of a switch. If you could set up one of these 
sounds with oujboard EQ., you would be saddled 
with adjusting dozens of knobs. 

If you thought Torn Scholz Rockman Chorus was 
spectacular, wait until you hear the amazing Long 
ChorusTm on the Rockman Stereo Chorus/Delay 
RockmoduleTm. You can footswitch from Chorusing to 
Echo/Delay, then footswitch from a wide stereo 
"double tracking" mix to a dramatic centered mix, 
or...footswitch both simultaneously, with just one 
touch. 

The Sustaino-'m together witn the Stereo 
Chorus/Delay gives you six fpotswitchable functions 
and the opportunity for 64 switchable sounds on 
stage without touching the front panels. Make 
adjustments with the sliders.. now the available 
sands are countless, and they're ALL great! Both 
are A/C powered and compatible with amplifiers, 
mixers and guitar amps. 

Scholz Research & Development, Inc. 
1560 Trapelo Rd., Waltham, MA 02154 

(617) 890 5211 

Rockman SustainorTM 
Rockman Stereo Chorus/Delay 
19 RockmoduleTM Rackmourlt 

$289.95 
$269.95 
$19.95 

Rockman Sustainor, Auto Clean, Semi Clean, Cln 2, Phase Notcher, Phase Notching, Long Chorus and Rockmodu,es 
are Trademarks of Schez Research & Development, Inc. 



pisses me off, makes me cold and I 
begin to work on autopilot. That's why 
I play better if I'm fucked up," he laughs 
nervously. It's not good to be too clean, 
because it's boring." 
Of all Malmsteen's most primal in-

stincts, the flight from boredom tops the 
list. " I'm into extremes in every sort of 
way," he claims. " I want to not only be 
a creative, sensitive artist, but also an 
entertainer. I want to have a meaningful 
statement, but at the same time, have 
something that a fourteen-year-old can 
relate to. As much as I am a classically-
influenced musician, I still love rock 'n' 
roll for the rawness. I love to kick stacks, 
run around and smash my guitars up. 

"But then rock ' n' roll became so limit-
ing and guitar players sounded like all 
the others, because each guitar player 
listened to another guitar player and it 
became, you know...." Incestuous? 

"Yeah. I was going to say that, but it 
sounded too harsh." He lets out a grin. 

Born into a musical family in Stoc-
kholm, young Yngwie leaned more to-
wards draftsmanship and a love of the 
macabre, drawing skeletons in glorious 
detail. He bucked attempts by his 
mother to teach him piano, trumpet and/ 
or the guitar. Until, that is, he saw a 
Hendrix special on the telly at the ripe 
age of seven. 

"He wasn't playing fucking accord-

MIND OVER MIDI 

The editors of MUSICIAN are proud to introduce 
UNDERSTANDING MIDI, the first publication designed 

for all players interested in the applications and availability 
of today's MIDI products. This "user-friendly" reference 
includes practical MIDI articles from the monthly pages of 
MUSICIAN, updates on the latest technology, how to get the 
most out of the new software, plus the only available 
complete MIDI Buyers' Guide. So whether you currently 
use MIDI or would like to begin, UNDERSTANDING 
MIDI could be the most important 
musical investment 
you make. 

ion, you know. He wasn't like some old 
nerd playing trumpet on TV, in an old 
30s movie. He projected such an im-
pact as a personality that I could look 
up to. That's what made me take the 
guitar off the wall. From then on, I was 
possessed with music." 
Malmsteen quickly turned his atten-

tions away from the psychedelic mojo 
of Hendrix and Cream to the classically-
tinged bands of the day—ELP, Deep 
Purple, Genesis and Yes, which led to 
pure classical models, notably the more 
formalist rigors prior to the winds of 
Romanticism and Modernism: Malm-
steen, had he his druthers, would have 
lived in the Rhineland, pre-1840. 

In many ways, Niccolo Paganini 
(1782-1840) was a rock star before his 
time, and a paradigm for someone of 
Malmsteen's inklings. A virtuoso vio-
linist, Paganini was an enigmatic long-
hair who caused the ladies to swoon 
and dazzled audiences with his rich, 
innovative techniques. He also com-
posed some of the instrument's most 
challenging repertoire, as well as some 
lesser-known guitar works. Yet there 
was a dark side to his psyche; some 
suggested that he made a Faustian 
pact with Lucifer for his unearthly talent, 
thus making him—in Rising Force par-
lance—a "disciple of hell." 
Malmsteen claims that he has been 

almost entirely self-taught, the result of 
intensive fretting behind closed doors 
during his formative years. " I got fasci-
nated with just musical dexterity. I found 

continued on page 106 

Yngwie's Maelstrom 
Malmsteen swears by the metal or-
thodoxy of a Strat pumped through a 
floating number of Marshall stacks, but 
he's realistic about the foibles of both 
classics. Of the MarshaIls, he likes their 
"weird combination of a warm but biting, 
metallic, heavy-but-still-crisp tone. Qual-
ity-wise, they're shitty, but the sound you 
get when they work is absolutely incred-
ible. Same thing with Strats. They're not a 
'good guitar;' Gibsons are better made, 
I suppose. But I wouldn't play anything 
else." His numerous Strats are equipped 
with Floyd Rose systems, but without the 
clamping nut. Pickups are custom from 
Larry DiMarzio; he helped design Aegis 
3, a double coil, stacked model. 

Strings are from Ernie Ball, gauged 
from .008 to . 048, and he uses Fender 
extra heavy picks, which he tends to 
throw by the handful to the crowd any 
given show. Though he normally sends 
a straight signal, he is routed through an 
old Roland echo unit, a Korg SDD-1000 
and a Boss Octaver. He also uses a set 
of Moog Taurus bass pedals. 

For acoustic work, Malmsteen has a 
variety of axes at his disposal, but tends 
to like the steel-string Ovation acoustic-
electric and a special Gibson solid-body 
nylon-string model. 
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Set these dials for the most realistic 
sounds ever made by an electronic drum 
The DRUM-FX2" digital drum he 

seven on-board controls, 
including pad sensitivity (SENS), 
put virtually every tool at your 
disposal to shape and customize the 
most realistic acoustic drum, percus-
sion and effects sounds you can 
summon. 
By modifying the FX2's DECAY 

control, for exainple, you can 
attain a short, snappy sound with 
'presence' or a more sustained, 
'ambient' sound. With PITCH 
SENS(itivity) you can get a higher 
pitched sound just by hitting the 
velocity sensitive pad harder. These 
controls are especially effective 
when used with SWEEP, which pro-
duces a rise or drop in pitch as the 
sound decays. With BASS and TRE-
BLE controls (E.Q.), you can get 
that perfect boom, crack, thump and 
sizzle that characterizes your own 
custom sound without having to 
adjust amplifier or mixer. 

Is It Live? 
Or Is It DRUM-FX? 

The DRUM-FX2 digital 
drum pad is complimented 
by a full set of sound 

resultant DRUM-FX SOUN›,.%.44. 
chips or ROMs. The 

LIBRARYTM lists over 50 digitally 

sampled sounds that virtually defy 
the distinction between live and 
recorded sound. Part of the reason 
for the blurring of this critical 
distinction lies in the sophisticated 
8-bit ` compandable' format used in 
recording the DRUM-FX's 64K and 
128K ROMs. 

Compandable Vs. 
Linear Technology 

In `compandable" (a new coinage 
signifying 'compression' and 
'expansion' of sound), white or 
background noise becomes roughly 
proportionate to the level of the 
sampled sound's decibel level. 

db 
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'SOUND 

NOISE 

FINIE m. 
ROM CAPACITY 

The result is that the background 
noise actually decreases as the sound 
decays. 
The currently best selling elec-

tronic drum pad employs an older 
type of technology called ' linear'. 
In linear, the white noise level re-
mains constant so that it is particu-

larly noticeable as the sound decays. 
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Compandable technology helps 
make all DRUM-FX sounds much 
more lifelike, and is especially 
brilliant at capturing realistic effects. 

User Friendly Playing Surface 
The FX2's rubberized surface lets 

you beat hard all night long without 
the painful consequences caused by 
the rigid, ' no give' surface of some 
electronic pads. 

Discover the DRUM-FX2 at $269 
(sug. list) and DRUM-FX SOUND 
CHIPS at your favorite music store. 

DRUM' 
by JTG 

JTG of Nashville 
1024C 18th Ave.S., Nashville,TN 37212 

615/329-3036 

1be »Olt Of Art In Technology 



should I have to change merely be-
cause I have a wider span between half-
steps on the frets and thicker strings. 
Which got me in all kinds of hot water 
back then, 'cause nobody'd really 
thought about doing it. It took me a 
long time before I began to get suc-
cessful at it—for the longest time I was 
awful, but at least I was growing and 
developing. I don't believe most musi-
cians in their mid-twenties are mature 
enough at what they do. A few people 
are—Stanley Clarke was very together 
when he was eighteen—but I know I 
wasn't. 
Levitz: You played in bands around 
Long Island. What else—lessons? 
Berlin: I had a teacher out in the Bronx 
named Clyde Lombardi, he's actually a 
real famous jazz bass player. I used to 
be a baker.... 
Levitz: You look kinda like a baker.... 
Berlin: When you see me, you want to 
have pumpernickel, I understand. Sure, 
I baked for two years. Friday afternoon 
I worked from 3 till 6 o'clock at the bak-
ery in a shop called the Bagel Hut. I 
would bring Clyde bagels on the 
weekend. I couldn't pay him dough, so 
I would pay him dough. The next morn-
ing I'd be up at 6:30, working from 
seven in the morning till seven at night. 
Then I'd go to New York, and play sing-
les dances and parties, and get home 

by 2:30, get up at 4:30 to be at work at 
5 a.m. At three in the afternoon I'd close 
the shop, go to study with Clyde in the 
Bronx and then come home. The next 
day in school my Social Studies teacher 
would say, "Hey Berlin, you got your 
homework?" I would say, " Hell no, I was 
busy this weekend, my dog ate it," you 
know. So I didn't really do so well in 
high school. The only way I got through 
was 'cause I maintained my school or-
chestra position as a violinist and all my 
A's in that balanced my other lousy 
grades. 
Levitz: Then you went to Berklee? 
Berlin: No, then I was hired to go on the 
road with a New York Broadway show. 
I went to Berklee afterwards and there 
I began probably the greatest tenure in 
my life towards the study of music. 
Levitz: But you left before graduating. 
Why? 
Berlin: There is an unyielding attitude 
towards the students there that if you 
don't sound like Ron Carter for example, 
you'll never make it. Don't get me 
wrong, I'm straight out of that school. 
When I got to Boston, it was jazz, jazz, 
jazz. Bebop and that was it. I even 
picked up an upright bass. I didn't want 
to play no damn upright bass! They 
said, "Hey Berlin, if you really want to 
get into learning some time, then you'd 
better pick up the upright bass." So I 

like a jerk went out and bought a god-
damn upright bass! I'm sitting at home 
for like two or three months man like 
playing this stupid upright bass! 
Levitz: Was Jaco a big influence? 
Berlin: Jaco is an original. He just had 
a personal voice. When he came out it 
was so amazing, I was sure that I was 
never going to be able to find a voice 
for myself. I was getting known as a 
"chops" bass player, and he was so 
fantastic that I got a fretless bass. I im-
itated him until I went "wait a minute, 
red light," this is totally wrong and I can't 
do this because frankly I don't really dig 
the fretless bass anyway. I decided that 
it was stupid what I did. I said, " If I'm 
ever going to make my own sound in 
music, I've got to do it my way and no-
body else's." For that reason, I never 
play harmonics. It's not mine, it's some-
body else's. What I did is, I edited out 
the styles of other musicians. 
Levitz: Here's the plug-the-new-prod-
uct section of the article. The big news 
for you is your debut solo album, Cham-
pion, with your own group, Vox 
Humana, that's out on Passport jazz. 
Berlin: Right, the jazz part of it being 
slightly misleading, since I don't think 
of it as a jazz album at all. 
Levitz: Did you write the music with a 
certain type of player in mind, or write 
a bunch of music and then pick your 
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We dare you to look for more. 
For instance, rejection of off-axis 
sound that continues working 
even at the lowest frequencies. 
Plus our famed Road Tough con-
struction that made A-T a favorite 
for reliability from the start. 

The differences may seem 
subtle to the layman. . but will be 

You know what "old reliable" obvious — and most welcome — 
can do. It's a remarkably durable to and other sophisticated 
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It's a far better sound value... 
for just a little more! 

dio-Technica U.S., Inc., 1221 Commerce Dr, Stow, OH 44224 
(216) 686-2600 



favorite tunes? 
Berlin: The hardest thing for me to do 
is writing. I just don't know how musi-
cians can sit there and write two or three 
tunes a day. I slave over every note and 
bar I've ever written. Vox Humana 
stayed the people every time. One con-
cert drew interest and I got signed. 
When it came down to doing a record 
I wanted to find musicians that were 
voices on their own. For yourself, as an 
example, as far as I'm concerned, you 
are one of the most visible pianists in a 
rock/jazz idiom. When I told people that 
we would be playing together, they got 
really excited. I also had Clare Fischer 
play some keyboards—what he's for-
gotten about music, I haven't learned. 
One of the things t did not wish to do 

on the record was to make a bass 
album. I'm very concerned about hear-
ing a record when a bass player or 
drummer gets a deal. It's probably the 
biggest bombardment of sound on a 
listener's ears when they pump licks, 
bass grooves and fast tom-tom figs on 
a listener. It's just a personal thing of 
mine and I decided I'm not going to be 
guilty of it, 'cause I got such...I got you, 
I had Neil Peart, Steve Smith, Neal 
Schon, so why am I going to dominate 
when I got you guys? I just wanted to 
showcase everybody in a composi-
tional aspect. 

Levitz: Champion is now your most de-
finitive recorded statement. What was 
your favorite recording prior to it. 
Berlin: I've played in so many bands, 
I'd have to think about it. Gigs just come 
and go. I've never really been in a band 
other than Bill Bruford's and Allan 
Holdsworth's. I've played with every-
body for a day and a half, from Van 
Halen and Rush and Journey to Mike 
Stern and Dave Liebman and Pat 
Metheny. People seem to like One Of 
A Kind by Bruford, but I personally like 
Gradually Going Tornado a lot better. It 
seemed to groove harder. Bill on that 
record seemed to suddenly grasp the 
real importance of a groove, for me. 
Levitz: Does your playing change when 
you work with a a simpler, groove-
oriented drummer? 
Berlin: Sure. If I get a drummer with a 
strong, solid sense of time, I feel com-
pelled to be as percolating as a coffee 
pot. I can't stand still because what 
goes on between bass and drums is so 
exciting! Vinnie Colaiuta and I used to 
do things together that were pheno-
menal. I don't think I've shared that kind 
of rapport with another drummer. 

But I also really like drummers who 
explode, whose concept includes not 
only time but also sound and melody, 
a Bruford or a Neil Peet. But you can't 
classify Neil. He really surprised the hell 

out of me on my record, because he 
came in and laid down a real authentic 
rock groove on his two tracks and I 
thought he just smoked them! He could 
only stay for one day, so it was a matter 
of first takes. It was an incredible rush 
job. [ The editors disclaim any responsi-
bility for this awful pun] 
Levitz: Now for the "investigate-Jeff-
Berlin-closely" section of the article. 
You're often accused of being on a big 
ego trip. What do you say to that? 
Berlin: Okay. A guy will come in and say, 
"Oh, are you Jeff Berlin? I think you're 
the greatest bass player in the world. I 
love your playing, I love your records"— 
but they are polite and enthused. I'm 

continued on page 98 

The Champ's Gloves 
Jeff Berlin plays a blond lacquered Fen-
der Precision body with a rosewood-on-
maple neck from his disassembled black 
'62 Jazz bass. Jeff swears by Badass 
bridges, Bartolini pickups (his is a cus-
tom job), and especially Carl Thompson 
bass strings (gauges are .040,.060,.080 
and . 100.) He also used a Tobias bass 
on the LP and calls the Kubicki "a very 
nice instrument." His amp and effects are 
Yamahas ("top-of-the-line stuff"): a PB-1 
preamp, PB2200 power amp, 2x15 
cabinets, and three E1010 analog delays. 
He also has two small 12-inch Electro-
Voice cabinets he adds for high end. 

DESIGNED WITH THE DJ IN MIND 
Our new 112400 is engineered for grueling work-
outs in dance clubs and mobile systems. We 
emphasize tough, dependable design without 
excluding ease of operation. The speed control 
has a center click- stop. RPM is displayed in a 
digital readout. Easy-on large Start/Stop button, 
plus Remote Start capability. 

FPO 
GO WITH THE PRO 

able 
KEY FEATURES 
• ± 8% Pitch Control with 

Quartz Defeat Switch. 
• 1/4 Turn to Full Speed. 
• Electronic Brake, 1/8 
Turn to Stop. 
• Exclusive Remote Start 

Capability. 
• Non- Resonant Double 
Damped Platter. 

• Universal S Shaped 
Tubular Tone Arm for 
Back Cueing, with 
Locking Counterweight. 

• Four Adjustable Isolation 
Mounts. 

The cast aluminum double damped platter is OPTIONS 
direct driven. Spin up to speed in a quarter turn, • Patented Headshell 
stop in just 45°. The S shaped tonearm is Light* for Targeting. 
designed for back cueing. • Platter Lock for Mobile 
112400, Suggested Retail: $449.00 D.J. 
In addition, we have introduced the world's • Glazed Rubber Pad for 
finest Broadcast turntable. The 113000 combines Slip Cueing. 
ruggedness with unsurpassed audiophile perfor-
mance. 113000, Suggested Retail: $749.00 

NUMeirk ELECTRONICS CORP. 
General Offices :503 Raritan Center, Edison, NJ 08837 
Telephone: (201) 225-3222 Telex: 287-249 Fax: (201) 287-2155 
West Coast Branch: 7850 Alabama Ave.. Canoga Park, CA. 91304 
Telephone: (818) 346-8222 Telex: 287-313 

"Patent Pending No. 
59-180140 

For more information about our DJ 
Turntables, or the complete PPD. 
line of Professional Products. 
please call or write Paul Friedman. 
National Sales Manager. 
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new series of products 

that represent the 
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art digital technology. 

Best of all, our new 
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prices. Digitech. We 
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READERSERVICE 

The following companies would 
love to send you information on 
their products and services. Send 
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SOFTWARE CITY 
By Freff 

A
fter considerable waffling, I fi-
nally did it. I went and bought a 
Macintosh. Cue fanfare and lots 

of nifty programs, including the two I'm 
going to cover in brief right now: Total 
Music, from Southworth Music Systems, 
and Sound Designer, from Digidesign. 
Be warned before you start drooling: 
neither of these is for the faint of wallet. 

Total Music is a program aimed di-
rectly at the musical equivalent of the 
corporate computer "power user." It's 
meant to be a Maserati, not a VW, and-
for the most part-it succeeds. 
What is it? A single hardware/ 

software package for the Mac that 
serves as sequencer, editor, tran-
scriber, DX7/TX816 librarian...take your 
pick. That's where the "Total" part of 
the program's title comes in. It's also 
where some of the difficulties come in, 
because each of those tasks is a com-
plex problem, and the program isn't 
equally adept at handling all of them. 

Distinctly in Total Music's favor: its 
MIDI interface has two MIDI IN ports, 
so you can record duets live in a single 
pass (nothing else available can do 
this); it translates from recorded tracks 
to notation more smoothly than I have 
ever seen on a microcomputer, with a 
resolution up to 32nd-note triplets; you 
can edit any MIDI information except 
for System Exclusive data; you can ad-
just for all manner of MIDI and synth 
deficiencies (especially those related to 
timing accuracy and "data clogging") 
with its filter, channel split, and track 
sliding features; and its 179-page man-
ual is direct, well-ordered, comprehen-
sive, and more than a little pithy. Kudos 
to author Paul Lehrman. 

Distinctly not in Total Music's favor: 
it only works with its own hardware inter-
face, and not those available from As-
similation, Opcode, or Musicworks (this 
was done to give the program hard-
ware-locked copy protection, and a 
part of me sees the need, but it's a pain 
for those who already bought another 
interface); screen updating is, at times, 
slow; and certain functions involve lots 
of disk drive activity...which runs from 
reasonable (on a 512K Mac with internal 
hard disk) to sl0000w (on a 512K Mac 
without) to absolutely impossible to tol-
erate (on a 128K Mac; avoid these like 
the plague). 

In sum, at $500 Total Music is a ton 
of power, perhaps the best of its kind 
on the Mac. But there is still room for 
improvement, especially in the use of 

the Mac's screen and the editing proce-
dures; and learning to use the program 
to any worthwhile extent will take a solid 
investment of time and practice. 
Sound Designer, at $1000 a shot, is 

the most expensive piece of consumer 
software I'm aware of. It's worth it. 
Take one Mac with Sound Designer. 

Add an Emulator ll (you've got to have 
that particular sampling instrument, and 
no other). Add a Hyperdrive internal 
disk for the Mac (optional but highly rec-
ommended). Total pricetag for all these 
components is maybe $11-12,000 if you 
shop intelligently, which is pretty expen-
sive...but put them together and presto, 
instant $40,000 digital synth. 
You want power? Brothers and sis-

ters, this is POWER. We're talking easy-
as-a-breeze editing of digitally sampled 
sounds, all the way down to fiddling with 
individual samples (when you consider 
that the Emulator packs over 27,000 
samples into each second of recorded 
sound, you get a sense of the program's 
scope). Sixteen-bit editing resolution. 
Being able to listen to edits through the 
Mac's audio if the Emulator II isn't 
around. Merging two or more sounds 
together or fading from one to another 
(your choice, smooth or abrupt). Perfect 
looping. Cut, copy, paste, and gain ad-
justment routines that make for previ-
ously-impossible high-quality sam-
pling. Visual access of up to three 
waveforms at a time, with up to ten mov-
able ( plus nameable!) markers in each. 
Extensive frequency spectrum analy-
sis. A Karplus-Strong digital synthesis 
algorithm, with more algorithms prom-
ised in future. Total control of all 
Emulator II functions, making that in-
strument even easier to deal with than 
it already was. 

I could rave for hours about Sound 
Designer. In fact, there are only three 
"negative" things about it I can think of. 

First, you really need a Hyperdrive 
hard disk in your Mac. The Emulator II 
has seventeen seconds of sample 
memory, enough to fill two 400K floppy 
disks, so editing even short sounds on 
disk is slow and aggravating. Second, 
the program is copy protected in a fash-
ion that doesn't let you make working 
backups. At the price, and considering 
the " built-in" hardware protection (the 
Emulator II and the special interface 
cable), that inconvenience is unreason-
able. And third... 

...third, now I'm going to have to go 
buy an Emulator II to keep me and my 
Mac happy. It never stops, you know? 
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regarded as the best value in music 
software for the Macintosh. 

ConcertWare+ MIDI expands the 
capabilities of ConcertWare+ for use 
with MIDI compatible synthesizers. 

Music can be entered using the mouse 
or a synthesizer keyboard. Entry can 
be done in step time or in real time 
with an audible metronome and 
quantization. The entered music then 
appears in standard notation for edit-
ing and printing. Music is entered 
monophonically and played back 
polyphonically. Up to eight voice lines 
may be entered, edited, printed, and 
played. Notes can be heard as they are 
entered and be played back after entry. 

r rugi diii cnanges and velocity are 
also recorded. 

The standard notation includes beam-
ing, triplets, variable note spacing, 
repeats, 1st and 2nd endings, dynamic 
markings (velocity changes), slurs, 
sections marks and alternate 
noteheads. 

Time signature, key signature, tempo 
and velocity may be changed 
throughout a piece. ConcertWare+ in-
struments in existing pieces may be 
mapped to MIDI instruments for easy 
playback of all exisiting Concert-
Ware+ and MusicWorksTm files. 

ConcertWare+ MIDI harmonizes the 
Macintosh and MIDI synthesizers for 
creating and playing great sounds. 

Great Wave 
Software 

Ware+ MIDI] rates high as a 
trpose music composition 

— MacUser Magazine 

ould probably have chosen 
Ire." 

— MacWorld Magazine 

only $13995s uggested retail 

(MIDI adapter cables not included. 
Requires 512K Macintosh.) 

Also from Great Wave Software: 

ConcertWare+ $69.95 

ConcertWare+ Keyboard $219.95 
(includes MacNiftyn`l 4 Octave full size 
keyboard and software. Not MIDI compatible.) 

ConcertWare+ Music each $ 15.00 
Volume 1 - Instumental Favorites 
Volume 2 - The Art of the Fugue - J.S. Bach 
Volume 3 - Christmas Favorites 
Volume 4 - Early Music (Renaissance) 
Volume 5 - Classical Selections 

Contact your local Dealer or Great Wave 
Software at P.O. Box 5847, Stanford, CA, 
94305, 415 325-2202. 
CA residents add 6.5% sales tax. 

Concertware, InstrumentMaker, Great Wave Software are trademarks of Great Wave Software Cptimany. MacNifty is a trademark of Me Kette Group. MusicWorks is a trademark of MacroMind. 
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DEVELOPMENTS 
By Jock Baird 

T
he week before this fall's Audio 
Engineering Society show in New 
York, I went out and played every 

state lottery number with an even 
square root. I wasn't looking for millions, 
mind you, but a couple of days looking 
at the latest in pro audio technology can 
make you feel like you're only wearing 

Mirage Multi-Sampler 

a barrel. This time, though, I wandered 
AES' aisles and hotel corridors with a 
secret smirk, counting my imminent 
winnings and viewing the instruments 
of its rapid disposal. What a difference 
a bet makes! 

For example, in my previous poverty, 
would I get all worked up over Lexicon's 
brand-new PCM-70 digital multi effects 
processor? I think not. But this time, my 
heartbeat quickened. The night before, 
the Lexicon PCM-60 digital reverb had 
won a Mix magazine reader's poll on 
the best product in recording technol-
ogy, beating out equipment costing well 
over ten times its $ 1,500 price. Now 
here was a delay, reverb and miscel-
laneous effects line, with full MIDI capa-
bility, at a more than reasonable price 
of $2,295, from a company with superb 
high-end technology. After listening to 
a twenty minutes of different sound 
programs, I got even more worked up, 
and took note of Lexicon's address and 
phone number 60 Turner St., Waltham, 
MA 02154; (617) 891-6790. 

Naturally I would need a new mixing 
board—my Heathkit's becoming an 
embarrassment around town. AES had 
some compelling new under-$10,000 
models that got my attention. There was 
the Series 65 from Trident, a major-
league British firm of proven reputation. 
The 65s, which start at $7,900 for a 16/4/ 
2 version with 8-track monitoring, boast 
enhanced bussing and "group assign" 
capabilities and plenty of eq and aux-
iliary sends on each channel. If my bets 
yield a bit less return, there's the T-
Series from another fine U.K. company, 
Soundtracs, which start at $3,800 and 
have plug-in expansion modules. Nice 
cosmetics, a readily accessible patch 

bay on a slanted top panel, and plenty 
of control make the T-Series a potent 
home studio contender. 
Then there's the AHB CMC Series, a 

16-track version of which lists for 
$4,300. The CMC uses a Computer Aid-
ing Routing System (CARS) to put all 
your patching and muting under the 
control of an on-board computer sys-
tem that can be interfaced with a Com-
modore 64. It's not exacly Necam, but 
it's a long way into automated mixdown 
for that kind of money. A Seck series of 
portable consoles from Connectronics 
caught my eager eye as well, especially 
their ultra-thin look and nice flexible lay-
out; an 18-input 1882 model goes for 
an even four grand. Electro-Voice sur-
prised me with their 8400 Series of pro 
mixers, intended primarily for reinforce-
ment and therefore extremely road-
worthy, but also endowed with lots 
of studio-friendly qualities. A 16-track 
model goes for $4,185. Of course, as a 
hedge if none of my numbers win, I took 
a good look at a new Electro-Voice 4-
input ELX-1 mike/line mixer with more 
controls packed on its little 1.75 inches 
of rack space than medals on an Air 
Force general. Between built-in limiters 
and power supply, color coding, head-
phone plug and a transformer-coupled 
outlet that will hold open phone 
lines for news hounds like myself, 
there's a lot packed in here. 

Roland caught my expanded wallet's 
attention with a new 40,000-note 
sequencer, the MC-500 with pin-point 
punch in/out on four tracks. It also 
sports a disk drive, song chaining, a 

MESA/Boogie 
Mark 111 

20-character, 2-line dot LCD display 
and full MIDI implementation. Roland 
also showed a new piano synth module 
with truly impressive, warm sound qual-
ity courtesy of their Structured Adaptive 
Synthesis sampling technology, which 
was devised especially for acoustic and 
electric piano patches. Then there's 

abulia 

Li 

Roland MC-500 

their inexpensive TR-505 rhythm 
machine with sixteen drum sounds and 
memory for 48 programmable patterns. 
Of course it's MIDIfied. Roland also 
beefed up its software offensive with an 
IBM-PC-based voice editing system for 
their MKS-80 Super Jupiter synth mod-
ule that boasts 1280 patches. Prices 
were still not available at press time, 
but if you have to ask.... 
Speaking of MIDI, three new prod-

ucts have been creating a bit of conver-
sation. One has been around almost a 
year, 360 Systems' MIDI Bass unit, a 
controller-less synth module with four 
primo (and, from a burgeoning chip li-
brary, interchangeable) bass sounds, 
but because of the recent MIDI acceler-
ation it has only now come into the 
limelight. Viva specialization! Another is 
Kawal's success in building MIDI into a 
top-of-the-line electric grand piano, the 
EP-308M. It allows two independent 
channel assignments in either Dual or 
Split mode, and is velocity-sensitive. Oh 
yeah, it's also a damn nice electric 
grand piano (an upright's also availa-
ble). And Ensoniq put its Mirage 8-voice 
polyphonic sampler with disk drive into 
an expander module (and threw in a 
sequencer) for those who already have 
a fave keyboard controller. Best of all, 
the price: $1,400. 
And while I'm at it, I need a new guitar 

amp. I think I'll go with an updated 
classic, the MESA/Boogie Mark Ill. It in-
corporates foot-switching between 
three sounds: clean rhythm, crunch 
rhythm and lead—and when a Boogie 
says " lead," better tie down loose ob-
jects onstage. Sure I may be conserva-
tive, but give me those basic Boogie 
values, like their high-tech preamp, 
state-of-the-art cooling system, voltage 
surge protector, constant voltage ef-
fects loop and "sus-4" shock mount in 
the combo model in case I have a little 
too much to drink at the party celebrat-
ing my winnings and drop the amp off 
a tailgate. Now that I'm a man of means, 
of course, I'll insist on options like the 
100/60-watt switch, Simulclass modifi-
cation, reverb, graphic eq and a 
dovetailed wood cabinet. 

So, you ask, did I hit on any numbers? 
No, but somehow it didn't bother me 
that much once I got home. After all, 
with N.A.M.M. around the corner, I can 
still dream, can't I? 
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TESTED. PROVEN. 
The Carver PM- 1.5 Magnetic Field Power Amp—For performance, reliability and sound. 

On the Road Since the professional debut in 1983 of 
the Carver PM-1.5 Low Feedback High Headroom Mag-
netic Field Power Amplifier, the sonic excellence and relia-
bility of this 21-lb., 450 watts per channel* powerhouse has 
been tested— and proven— on some of the biggest and 
toughest tours ever to go on the road. 108 Carver PM-1.5's 
were used by Clair Brothers on the Bruce Springsteen t6ur, 
and 180 PM-1.5's on the Michael Jackson "Victory" tour. 
In both cases the result was purely awesome power. 

"Our new Carver amp racks pack twice the number 
of channels in about the same trucK volume as the conven-
tional racks they replace. In addition the average power per 
channel has increased while the average weight per chan-
nel has decreased. In the low end, forexample, we now have 
1,200 watts per cabinet where 650 watts were previously 
available. They take less room on the truck, they weigh less 
and our systems have more headroom than before. The 
Carver amplifier has allowed us to take a significant step in 
improving our sound systems:' CLAIR BROTHERS 

And not only a sound industry giant like Clair Brothers 
tours with Carver. 

"We have toured Carvers with the following artists: 
Softcell, Paul Young. Johnny Mathis, Donna Summers, 
Howard Jones, Pointer Sisters, Psychedelic Furs, Lee 
Greenwood, General Public, George Thorogood. This is 
exclusive of our numerous one-nighters. The consensus of 
the performers is that the equipment sounds great. They 
have been amazed by the sound of the amps as well as 
their size and weight. As for reliability, out of 50 amps we 
had only one fail in the past year of touring. This is by far 
the best record we've had with any manufacturer of ampli-
fiers. Sonically, the extra headroom is readily apparent. We, 
at Manticore unanimously agree that the PM-1.5 is incredi-
ble and is the only amp we intend to buy" 

Tom Whisner (owner) MANTICORE 

In the Laboratory The Carver PM-1.5 was rigor-
ously tested by Len Feldman for MODERN RECORDING 
(February 1985). His laboratory test result also prove that 
the PM-1.5 really delivers. The following quotes from the 
Lab Report are reprinted with permission of MODERN 
RECORDING & MUSIC:— 

"The first thing we noticed when we began to work 
with the Carver PM-1.5 was the ease with which the ampli-
fier delivered almost limitless power to speaker loads which 
we had previously considered to be difficult to drive to loud 
levels. This is the sort of amplifier hat just refuses to quit" 

MUSICAL 

"The amplifier delivered a clean 480 watts per chan-
nel into 8-ohm loads with both channels driven for its rated 
harmonic distortion level of 0.5%. Even at the frequency 
extreme of 20 Hz. power output for rated TH D was 470 
watts as against 450 claimed by Carver. Furthermore, at 
rated power output. distortion decreased to an insignifi 
cant 0.015% at mid-frequencies and 0.007% at 20 Hz. 
When connected to 4-ohm loads, the PM-1.5 delivered 750 
watts per channel for rated TH D of 0.05%— far more than 
the 600 watts claimed by Carver. Clearly, when it comes to 
specs for a professional amplifier, Carver has taken a very 
conservative approach... All ( manufacturer's claims) 
equaled or exceeded published specifications— usually by 
a wide margin: • 

"Carver has managed to deliver a tremendous amount 
of power in a small lightweight package at a very reasona-
ble cost..." 

"For the professional audio engineer or technician who 
has to move a lot of gear around much of the time and who 
expects total reliability and circuit protection, come what 
may, the Carver PM-15 represents. in our view, a real win-
ning product We will probably see it used increasingly by 
professionals in every area of sound reinforcement." 

Now— don't you think you owe it to yourself to hurry 
over to your local Carver Pro Sound Dealer and test your 
own PM- 7.5? Whether you run a megawatt sound com-
pany, a struggling bar band, or a recording studio gearing 
up for digital, the Carver PM-1.5 will pay you. In increased 
portability and reduced freight costs. In freedom from 
expensive blown drivers. In sheer sonic excellence. 
*Power: 8 ohms, 450 watts/chan. 20 Hz-20 kHz both channels driven 
with less than 0.5% THD, 4 ohms, 600 watts/chan. rms 20 Hz-20 kHz 
both channels driven w'th less than 0.5% THD. 16 ohms, 300 watts/ 
chan. 20 Hz-20 kHz both channels driven with less than 0.5% THD. 2 
ohms, 525 watts/chan. at clipping, 1 kHz, with less than 0.5% TI-ID. 
Note: 2 ohiin specification for information purposes only. Operation at 
2 ohms is permissible but not recommended. 1M Distortion: Less than 
0.1% SMPTE. Frequency Response: -3 dB at 3 Hz -3 dB at SO kHz. 
Damping: 200 at 1 kHz. Gain: 26 dB. Noise: Better than 11> dB below 
450W A-weighted. Input: Balanced to ground, 
XLR or phone. Impedance: 15k-ohm each 
leg, balanced to ground. Bridging: 1200W into 
8 ohms. 1000W into 16 ohms, accessed 
through rear-panel recessed switch. Dimen-
sions: 19 in. wide, 31/2 in. high, 101W16 
in. deep. Weight: 21 lbs. 

ACCURATE 

For more information write to CARVER CORPORATION, 19210 33rd Avenue West, P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 



Powerful  At The  

Visions of 

SOARING THROUGH A DREAM 

1.0.111 

, 

MEOLA 

Soaring Through a Dream," the debut album from the "Al Di Meolla 

Project," carries you away to dizzying new heights of electric fusion 

Powered by Al Di Meola's virtuoso guitar 'Nook, it includes out-

standing performances by Airto on percussion and vocals, Danny 

Gottlieb on drums, Phil Markowitz on keynoards and Chip Jackson 

on bass. 
"Soaring Through a Dream" is an album of musical visions that you 

can see with your ears. 
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RECORD REVIEWS 

OUT OF THE ASHES: 
JOE STRUMMER ROCKS, 
MICK JONES SWINGS 

THE CLASH 

Cut The Crap 
(Epic) 

BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE 

This Is Big Audio Dynamite 
(Columbia) 

M
ick and Joe couldn't have 
planned it any better if they'd 
hired Don King as promoter. 
Two years after the Clash's 

bitter split, brothers-turned-foes Joe 
Strummer and Mick Jones are back in 
action and headed for a showdown. 
Who will survive the confrontation? Will 
Strummer's Clash, ooasting a hard left, 

cc 

fell the challenger, or will Jones' Big 
Audio Dynamite dethrone the aging 
warhorse through fancy footwork and 
surprise strategies? 
On the basis of sheer energy. Cut The 

Crap makes Joe's boys the victors. 
Joined by old buddy Paul Simonon, 
(bass) and three able, anonymous re-
cruits, Strummer clings to the old ways, 
his garbled HEY YOU! vocals dominat-
ing the attack. Familiar tales too, though 
after the brutal buzzsaw boogie of "Dirty 
Punk," you may wonder if Strummer re-
ally has something to say, or just enjoys 
a commotion for its own sake. In either 
case, Cut The Crap is a lively show that 
recreates the hurlyburly feel of the 
Clash's youth without resorting to 
slavish imitation. Producer Jose Unidos 
(hmmm...) has fashioned more of an 
homage to their early punk sound than 
an exact replica; compared to such 
Clash classics as " 1977" and "London's 
Burning," nouveau anthems like "Cool 
Under Heat" and "Movers And Shakers" 
seem almost restrained. 

But this isn't just a nostalgia trip. De-
spite a retreat from the risk-taking of 
Sandinista! or even Combat Rock, the 
band incorporates synths, acoustic and 
wah-wah guitars, and other relatively 
daring items into grungy funk ("Finger-
poppin'"), reggae ("Three Card Trick"), 
and an affecting ballad ("North And 
South"). And if the lilting "This Is En-
gland" finds Strummer becoming a dis-
tinguished middle-aged eminence in 
the mold of Ian Hunter, so be it. 

Big Audio Dynamite (a.k.a. BAD) 
couldn't be a less apt moniker for Mick 
Jones' new band. Where Strummer 
favors a full-frontal assault, this gang 
makes its points with finesse and under-
statement. Gone are the harsh gestures 
of Mick's Clash days, replaced by light, 
jangly guitars and crisp rhythms that 
bounce and skip instead of rock. Jones' 
scrawny if likable voice shouldn't have 
to carry an entire LP, and Don Letts' 
pervasive effects, ranging from 
scratching to bits of movie dialogue to 
gunfire sounds, make an odd substitute 
for traditional lead guitar. Yet the group 
swings so skillfully it's hard to resist 'em. 
The tunes on This Is Big Audio Dyna-

mite tend to run together, underscoring 
a style so distinctive 't deserves its own 
descriptive catchphrase. (Maybe MTV 
could hold one of their contests.) The 
real kicker, though, is Jones' pointed 
lyrics, which survey concerns from 
AIDS to South Africa to Reaganomics 
minus the sensationalism of his ex-part-
ner. "Sudden Impact," for example, of-
fers this succinct putdown: "Listening 
to a metal music prank/That leads 
straight to the bank/ Each grunt and 
groan took literally/ Some tired old rock 
star's fantasy." BAD is bad, and that 
means good. 
And the new champion is? Both com-

batants maintain their dignity, so let's 
wimp out and call it a draw. The real 
winner, of course, is the' listener. Maybe 
the Clash should have ruptured 
sooner. — Jon Young 
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ZZ TOP 
Afterburner 

(Warner Bros.) 

Z
Z Top represents the optimum 
balance between gonads and 
technoglitz. All musicians 
everywhere should steal their 

secrets, which they are apparently loath 
to disclose (see cover story). Nonethe-
less, having studied Afterburner closely 
in the day and a half since I was asked 
to review it, I am going to reveal several 
of their secrets as a public service so 
that in the future there will be no excuse 
for bad rock 'n' roll bands. 
ZZ TOP SECRET NUMBER ONE: 

Have the Correct Attitude Toward Your 
Dick. Lots of ZZ Top songs are about 
sex, a not unprecedented subject of 
rock 'n' roll scrutiny. But ZZ To is dis-
tinguished by the artfulness of their bon-
ers. I had to listen to "Woke Up With 
Wood" three or four times before finally 
asking Timothy White, " Hey, is this song 
about waking up with a rod?" It is. The 
words are also slurred enough so Tip-
per Gore can't prove a thing. 
ZZ TOP SECRET NUMBER TWO: Re-

late New Social Phenomena To Your 
Dick. Last week I tried on this pair of 
shorts and they made this horrible rip-
ping sound. I discovered it was a velcro 
fly, my first experience with a develop-
ment that is apparently smiting the zip-
per industry. But only after hearing "Vel-
cro Fly" on Afterburner did the ramifica-
tions become clear: Velcro flies have 
"just enough of that sticky stuff" to hold 
your wood in, but come apart real fast 
if you want it out. 
ZZ TOP SECRET NUMBER THREE: 

Have Frank Beard As A Drummer. This 
guy kicks massive ass, more ass than 
anyone since John Bonham. And Frank 
Beard is about half Bonham's size. He 
compensates with technoglitz (com-
pressors and sundry formations of 
electronic drums) and amazing taste. 
The music being blues-based electric 
boogie, he has less opportunity to show 
off. Yet every time he gets a chance for 
a little fill between verses, or to set the 
beat for ten seconds at the start of a 
song ("Sleeping Bag"), he clobbers it 
with a minimum number of maximum 

thuds, so you think you know what's 
going on. Meanwhile, he's dropping in 
some strange rhythmic twist, so you 
don't know what's going on at all. 
ZZ TOP SECRET NUMBER FOUR: 

Have Dusty Hill Play Bass. Such a 
minimalist he makes Dee Dee Ramone 
sound like Stanley Clarke, Hill does al-
most nothing except pulse. If the drums 
are going to be a second lead instru-
ment, something's got to pulse. 
ZZ TOP SECRET NUMBER FIVE: 

Have Billy Gibbons Play Guitar. Unlike 
AC/DC, who play the same old stuff the 
same old way every time (which is okay 
if you like that same old stuff a whole 
lot), Gibbons recycles old stuff and 
semi-new stuff with new noises without 
ever losing sight of his ultimate purpose 
of caving your head in. Best song on 
the album is "Can't Stop Rockin'," a title 
that in other hands (say Loverboy's) 
would be instant nap time. Here it's the 
best encore since "Good Night Irene." 
The mental image I get of Gibbons' 

guitar playing is that of a sixty-foot wave 
breaking over my head. Dusty Hill's 
bass is my heart thumping right out of 
my chest, and Frank Beard's drums are 
the great white sharks snapping at my 
toes over the edge of a surfboard. What 
more can you ask of an album? And 
with their secrets exposed, what excuse 
can you now offer for not sounding 
exactly like ZZ Top yourself? 

—Charles M. Young 

BILLIE HOLIDAY 
Billie Holiday on Verve 1946-1959 

(Verve) 

T
here are jazz singers, there are 
pop singers, and there is Billie 
Holiday. Twenty-five years 
after her death, her music pre-

sents an irrefutable challenge to those 
who would champion technique before 
emotion. Even in youth, before drugs 
and an urban gothic lifestyle tore away 
what vestiges of range and timbre she 
originally possessed, her vocal prow-
ess wouldn't have intimidated your av-
erage glee club. Yet Billie sang with 
such clarity of feeling that she made 
most of her rivals sound like they should 

have stayed in one. Sarah was sassier, 
and Dinah brassier, but rarely have they 
elevated these jazz and pop standards 
beyond the realm of elegant confection. 
When Billie sang, standards became 
matters of love and death. 
Maybe this sounds a bit heavy to 

those listeners familiar with only the 
early Holiday, the ingenue whose lilting 
romantic paeans sweetened the swing 
of the Basie, Goodman and Teddy Wil-
son bands. This ten-record Verve col-
lection, effectively chronicling her last 
decade, tells a different story. Mostly 
she's working with small, sympathetic 
jazz ensembles here, re-investing fa-
vorites like "Lover Man" and "What A 
Little Moonlight Can Do" with dimen-
sions of irony and longing, and mirror-
ing, as on "What's New," her own in-
creasingly tragic circumstances. Her 
voice, frayed at the edges, plumbs the 
deepest pools of emotion, though a few 
sides reveal more than traces of her 
ultimate disintegration. Hearing them is 
painful, unless of course one enjoys 
pondering how America's greatest 
singer happened to die a broken junkie. 
The vast majority of these perfor-

mances ( 135 in all) are transcendently 
soulful, thanks in part to the sensitive 
assistance of pros like Benny Carter, 
Sweets Edison and especially Jimmy 
Rowles. Pressed on Japanese vinyl, 
their sonic quality is superb. Beauty, 
wrote Milan Kundera, is a rebellion 
against time; decades pass, while Billie 
Holiday's music remains as lovely and 
as fragile as a freshly-cut gardenia. 

— Mark Rowland 

SKEETER DAVIS AND NRBQ 
She Sings, They Play 

(Rounder) 

W
ell hey, if this isn't a match 
made in heaven, what is? 
Skeeter Davis owns the most 
ingenuous set of pipes this 

side of the flying nun. Even when she 
sings a song about being a whore in 
love with daddy, she sounds like a good 
girl. And despite NRBQ's multiple musi-
cal personas, they're sentimental coun-
try boys at heart. Put 'em together and 
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here's what you've got—the most de-
ceptively eccentric record of the year. 

Skeeter wrote some of these tunes 
and sings on all, while pure country 
musicians Larry Packer and Buddy Am-
mons sit in on fiddle and pedal steel; 
still, elements of NRBQ's patented 
power-of-non-sequiturial-thinking man-
age to creep in. These ain't no simple 
lovin' country songs; though Davis 
sings her parts straight, the band pro-
vides plenty of colorful variegations. On 
a typically pathos-laden lament called 
"Everybody's Clown," for instance, 
Terry Adams unleashes one of the corni-
est baseball-and-franks organ solos 
heard in these here United States (and 
that's corny). And in a fit of gentle per-
version sure to cause more of Miles 
Davis' hair to fall out, the band has also 
concocted a 2/4 country version of 
"Someday My Prince Will Come," with 
a great bop pedal steel solo and Davis 
(Skeeter, that is) rapping country-style 
over the last few bars. Other upstanding 
croonings include "Heart To Heart," 
wherein Davis and criminally under-
rated singer Al Anderson trade senti-
ments. ( Davis: " I like puppies." Ander-
son: " I like machines." Together: "We 
disagree about a lot of things/ But we're 
in love"), and "Temporarily Out Of 
Order," ("She's temporarily out of order/ 
Since he told her/ They were perma-
nently through"). An obscure Hank Wil-
liams song called "May You Never Be 
Alone" provides a nice closing touch. 

Not all the tunes on She Sings, They 
Play are memorable, and some are too 
coy for cute. But if Skeeter And The 
Boys seem like the looniest combination 
to come down the pike since an RC 
Cola met a moon pie, the music they 
make here is every bit as tasty. 

— Peter Watrous 

AL GREEN 
He Is The Light 

(A&M) 

A
l Green's gospel recordings 
never really turned on his pop 
following, in part due to their 
uneven quality, but also be-

cause hosannas, no matter how 
heartfelt, do not make for the kind of 

party music "Here I Am (Come And 
Take Me)" or "Sha La La (Make Me 
Happy)" provided. In that regard, He Is 
The Light is a troublesome triumph. 
Musically it's Green's best work since 
Belle, cannily encapsulating the best of 
the Hi sound while at the same time 
making the most of his current 
strengths. On the other hand, it is ada-
mantly a gospel album, and the inclu-
sion of the semi-secular "You Brought 
The Sunshine" (which fit the Clark Sis-
ters far better than it does Green) hardly 
lessens the blow. To be blunt, those who 
don't like to hear Jesus songs are not 
doing to be seduced either by Green's 
singing or Willie Mitchell's production. 

But that's their loss, because Al 
Green sings sweetly enough to make a 
convert out of anyone. True, he and 
Mitchell play a little heavily on past pop 
successes—"True Love," for instance, 
cops hooks from "Look What You Done 
For Me"—but that recognition only in-
tensifies its pleasures. Gospel singing, 
after all, has as much to do with remem-
brance as with hope. And to hear Al 
Green skip across Sam Cooke's 
"Nearer My God To Thee" is to know a 
kind of salvation soul music could never 
promise. — J.D. Considine 

flICHIIIID LLOYD 

flaD Of f111( 

RICHARD LLOYD 
Field Of Fire 
(Mistlur import) 

G
uitarist Richard Lloyd per-
fected his crystalline tone and 
rhapsodic phrasing in tandem 
with Tom Verlaine in Television, 

the lamentably short-lived punk guitar 
band that cut two superb albums before 
cracking up in 1978. While Verlaine has 
recorded four solo albums since the 
split, Lloyd has gone virtually unheard: 
His only venture was a slight, pop-in-
flected LP for Elektra, Alchemy, which 
did little to show off his improvisational 
talents. 

Six years after that disappointing 
project, Lloyd is again staking his claim 
as a soulful and impassioned guitar 
stylist. The unlikely vehicle is Field Of 
Fire, produced by Lloyd and Stefan 
Glaumann in Stockholm with a sharp 
Swedish back-up band. His voice hard-

ened and frayed by age and a well-
documented career of excess, Lloyd 
bites into these hook-studded composi-
tions fervently, taking every opportunity 
to spin out dizzying, ardently con-
structed choruses on his Stratocaster. 
Echoes of Television's tolling, twisting 
riffs may be heard in such memorable 
new songs as "Watch Yourself" and the 
dramatic "Pleading," while a more for-
mal approach braces the keen-edged 
rockers "Soldier Blue," "Keep On Danc-
in'," and "Lovin' Man." The record's 
most profound and exciting moments 
occur on the title track, an eight-minute 
centerpiece which, like Television's 
"Marquee Moon," affords Lloyd a grand 
canvas to splash his solo strokes. Lloyd 
does his best singing ever on this state-
ment of personal and artistic rebirth, 
and his two lengthy guitar excursions 
rank among his best recorded perfor-
mances. 

After such lengthy obscurity, Richard 
Lloyd is forging a comeback of as-
tonishing and unexpected force. Cer-
tainly his prowess, as displayed here, 
deserves a larger audience. One hopes 
a domestic label will eventually offer 
Lloyd another forum for his staggering 
six-string feats. — Chris Morris 

THE REPLACEMENTS 
Tim 
(Sire) 

-u
nlike most people who write 
about rock 'n' roll for a living, 
I do not love the Replace-
ments' three independently-

released LPs. Each album has some 
terrific individual tracks, but they're also 
all sloppy, amateurish, and ultimately 
unfinished. Let It Be, which garnered 
near-unanimous raves, seemed funda-
mentally flawed by what sounded like 
the band's conscious refusal to think 
out their material. 

In that context, Tim, the Replace-
ments' major label debut, is a shock. 
The songs are uniformly solid and 
tersely structured, while Tommy Er-
delyi's Ramonesish production re-
places the lazy excess of the band's 
Twin Tone work with a streamlined at-
tack that gives the songs more clarity 
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where the legends of rock live on 

and emotional punch. When Erdelyi 
throws Paul Westerberg's righteous 
voice against a wall of guitars on such 
no-quarter rockers as "Hold My Life" 
and "Bastards Of Young," they fit to-
gether like the old friends they are. 

But Erdelyi's production wouldn't 
matter if the band members hadn't ma-
tured. Westerberg has discovered sub-
tlety, and the guitar lines he trades with 
Bob Stinson reinforce lyrics without 
overwhelming them. His voice has also 
developed: On "Swinging Party," he de-
scribes the bring-your-own-lampshade 
event in a tone more mournful than 
exuberant, while on "Waitress In The 
Sky," a skiff le rewrite of Johnny Rivers' 
"Mountain Of Love," he channels his 
sneer into a striking lament. Tim 
shouldn't be mistaken for The Replace-
ments Grow Up, but they have tight-
ened their sound without losing their 
DIY charm, making music that's more 
accessible without discarding their 
punky raunch. It also provides a com-
pelling example that underground 
bands can broaden and tighten their 
sound without compromise. 

— Jimmy Guterman 

DIV1NYLS 
What A Life! 
(Chrysalis) 

S
ome groups you just naturally 
identify with a time of day. Abba 
are an eight in the morning 
band; Springsteen, he's a five 

p.m. man. Marvin Gaye was always a 
midnight man. But Divinyls, they're 
three in the morning. 

Part of that mood is lyrical; singer 
Christina Amphlett places many of the 
ten songs on What A Life! in the long 
hours before daylight, when memories 
and hopes are the only alternative to 
pills and booze. It's also her growly 
voice, thicker than vegemite, which 
sounds as though she'd been woken 
from a deep sleep and forced to sing 
before she had a chance to brush. Then 
there's Mark McEntee's brutish guitar 
chords, the obvious result of an 
amplifier that's been left on for too many 
days. The bars of Australia are tough 
and loud, something like the set of Mad 

Max, and bands as different as AC/DC 
and Midnight Oil have come out of that 
environment with an aggressive edge. 
On their second album, Divinyls prove 
they can temper that tempestuousness 
with a bit of radio gloss and make a 
grabby album that doesn't sacrifice any 
of their character. 

Amphlett sets the stakes on the first 
song, "Pleasure And Pain"—(written by 
Holly Knight, the Aaron Spelling of pop 
music). If the song's structure and Mike 
Chapman's production seem cus-
tomized to meet the Standards For Ac-
ceptable Hits, listen to how Amphlett 
brays "Please don't ask me how I been 
gettin' off" and tell me that's a sell-out. 
She's at her brassiest on "Casual En-
counter," while "Motion" works as a 
snarling rip-off of the Stones' "Empty 
Heart"; on "Don't You Go Walking," 
McEntee flirts with an acoustic guitar 
on the bridge before accelerating past 
Rick Grossman's punkish bass and into 
a long demolition solo. 

Producer Gary Langan, a Trevor Horn 
protégé, introduces a few weird twists 
on his tracks, notably "Dear Diary," the 
surreal dreamscape written by guitarist/ 
keyboardist Bjorne Ohlin which closes 
the album. Langan constructs a perfect 
setting with a circus organ, acoustic 
bass and carnival barker; the song 
ends with an eerie chant about " strug-
gle and strife," set to the melody of 
"Three Blind Mice" as McEntee simu-
lates the farmer's wife's carving knife. 
As a grim hallucination, it's a flip side 
of the beautiful "Sleeping Beauty," 
where Amphlett suggests that salvation 
from physical abuse, rejection, separa-
tion and boredom can only come in a 
dream. Or, she should have mentioned, 
in a good rock 'n' roll album. 

— Rob Tannenbaum 

Blades from page 52 
on the alert. Besides, my obsessive 
character would have killed me if I had 
gotten into drugs. But my talent and 
spirit are going to take me to something 
more important than snorting coke in a 
john. I've found my own way of having 
fun, reading or playing dominoes, or 
having a drink on the corner, or hearing 
stories, or sitting on a park bench 
watching people go by and hearing 
them talk. So my direct message to 
Latin American youth is that whoever is 
going around snorting let them do so, 
they must have their reasons, but the 
idea is to articulate another kind of 
reason and another kind of attitude so 
we won't lose our force for renovation, 
which is our young people. And if a pop 
figure is worth anything, given the fail-
ure of our political institutions, it's to as-
sume a responsible posture; a posture 
of salvation. M 
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Berlin from page 84 
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as flattered as all hell. I can enjoy that. 
I guess because I speak my mind, some 
people can't appreciate that. I suppose 
I've got a rep as a hard case, but I'm 
not. I love people and our fans. 
Levitz: A lot of people have called you 
a busy player. How would you reply? 
Berlin: Well, I've done about forty rec-
ords in my life that I can remember. I've 
done three Bill Bruford albums and one 
with Allan Holdsworth. My reputation as 
a musician seems to be based on these 
records. I would have to say that at the 
time with Bill, I was feeling my oats and 
with Allan I was playing more maturely. 
On these records I played a lot and I 
played strong. However, I'm conscious 
of the performance that I have to put in 
with whom I'm working. I'm a functional 
section musician. I know that people 
are going to say, "Oh, there he goes 
again, ego-ing out," but it's not an ego 
thing for me at all when I know that I 
can play funk as good as anybody. I 
can play jazz as well as or better than 
almost anybody. That was my decision 
to pursue it. Now, if I do a thing with 
somebody, I don't have to be featured. 
However, if you need 650,000 notes in 
a two-bar phrase, I'll give them to you. 
Levitz: I've heard people say that you are 
the greatest bass player in the world. 
How does that affect you? 
Berlin: It's a funny thing, when the great-
est seems to come along, 'cause the 
greatest always seems to go away. Stan-
ley was the greatest, Jaco was the 
greatest, Jack Bruce was the greatest. 
Some people think that I'm the greatest. 
It's a temporary thing to be the greatest. 
One to two is a long fall, two to one is 
a great climb, but...I've come up with 
some real different things that I think I 
may showcase on our next record. I 
may play a little more bass on the next 
record...I appreciate it all, but I abso-
lutely do not live by it. 
Levitz: Who are some of the other greats? 
Berlin: The first and foremost bass 
player that I enjoy is a guy who never 
solos, [Tower of Power's] Francis Rocco 
Prestia. I consider him the inventor of 
the 16th note staccato bass concept. 
Geddy Lee as a rock bass player is 
absolutely outstanding. So's Billy 
Sheehan. And Jack Blades from Night 
Ranger—he's one of the killerest pop-
ping string bass players you'll ever see. 
Andy West is a great groove bass 
player. Jack Bruce, because he taught 
me. To this day I still regard him as the 
great voice of rock 'n' roll, the greatest 
instrumentalist of rock 'n' roll, and a 
great composer and bass player...he's 
just a breathtaking talent. And 
McCartney...somebodY told me that my 
name came up in a conversation with 
him and he said he liked me. That really 
got to me! To even be mentioned by 
someone like him.... IV 
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Loudon Wainwright Ill 
I'm Alright (Rounder)  

Wainwright's writing boasts the same 
vituperative sparkle as Roy Blount's 
best, plus good melodies. This LP has 
the added attraction of producer 
Richard Thompson, who deftly parries 
Wainwright's thrusts with droll arrange-
ments, from a polite parlor-orchestra 
approach on the caustic " Lost Love" to 
the daffy Dixieland of "Daddy Take A 
Nap." Not to be missed. (P.O. Box 154, 
N. Cambridge, MA 02140) 

Various Artists 
Miami Vice (MCA) 

This shoot-'em-up mutation of MTV may 
make for primo prime-time, but on vinyl, 
it's just another soundtrack. Granted, 
Jan Hammer does a decent Lalo Schif-
rin, but here he's surrounded by songs 
you already have—" In The Air Tonight," 
"Better Be Good To Me"—or songs you 
could do without. Besides, if man were 
meant to buy TV soundtracks, why 
would God have created VCRs? 

Sheena Easton 
Do You (EMI/America) 

Easton is the perfect Nile Rodgers pro-
duction vehicle, a voice of striking 
anonymity. That's a problem when 
applied to "Jimmy Mack"—no Vandel-
las material here—but when left to the 
semi-Chic grooves of "Do It For Love," 
Easton does. 

Simple Minds 
Once Upon A Time (A&M) 

Although almost every track is built 
around the same galloping groove as 
"Don't You (Forget About Me)," the 
band never seems monotonous—in 
part because their rich textures still 
sparkle, but mostly due to their balance 
between gospel fervor and art-rock ele-
gance. And though Jim Kerr remains 
one of rock's most mannered singers, 
such soulfulness suits him. 

James Taylor 
That's Why I'm Here (Columbia)  

Calling this Taylor's best album in eight 
years is not saying much—you thought 
maybe Flag was a classic?—so 
perhaps it would be wiser to stress how 
fresh this sounds despite its familiarity. 

Taylor, after all, has few new tricks to 
offer, yet everything here is presented 
with such confidence and grace that he 
ends up sounding better than ever. 

Morris Day 
Color Of Success (Warner Bros.) 

You gotta figure a guy who'd dream up 
a dance craze like "Oak Tree" ("Now 
shake your leaves!") is either a genius 
or a lunatic. Day is doubtless a bit of 
both; his handy revamp of the Time 
sound shows intelligence, even though 
his laugh makes him sound like he 
ought to be committed. Still, hits don't 
grow on trees, and while there are a 
few other tracks as addictive as his 
dance craze, Day's Success is limited. 

The Fall 
This Nation's Saving Grace (PVC) 

The Fall has never been anybody's idea 
of a pop act, yet the songs here are 
surprisingly hook-laden. Granted, the 
guitar lines invariably dive into disso-
nance, and Mark Smith's vocalizing is 
abrasive at best, but there's an under-
lying melodic sense to the album that 
recalls PiL's Metal Box. (3619 Kennedy 
Rd., So. Plainfield, NJ 07080) 

Rush 
Power Windows (Mercury) 

Sure, they're intellectually overweening, 
and from the dubbed- in orchestra to 
Neil Peart's precious punning this 
album reeks of overreach. But they 
have finally figured out how to write pop 
songs, making this better-than-average 
radio fodder. 

Diana Ross 
Eaten Alive (RCA) 

Michael Jackson's title song ought to 
provide plenty of grist for the armchair 
psychiatrists in the audience, even ig-
noring the sexual innuendo. But that's 
as interesting as this one gets, thanks 
to ho-hum material and Barry Gibb's for-
mulaic production. And will somebody 
tell this woman to stop wheezing? 

INXS 
Listen Like Thieves (Atlantic) 

These Aussies once seemed prime 
candidates for Duranhood, and given 

the right mousse-and-makeup treat-
ment, they may yet become preteen 
pin-ups. Here's hoping they don't, be-
cause the band's sonic edge is too 
adult to spoil, even as they're too stylish 
to resist. It's nice, after all, to hear ag-
gressive guitar over a rhythm bed as 
slick as the title tracks, or feedback as 
delicious as on " Kiss The Dirt." 

Jerry Goodman 
On The Future Of Aviation 
(Private Music)  

The title is a wry allusion to Goodman's 
days with the Flock, and though the 
music is completely contemporary in its 
electronics, it boasts the same down-
home eclecticism of Goodman's pre-
Mahavishnu playing. Not to mention the 
most gorgeously evocative violin tone 
in pop music. A soaring success. (220 
E. 23rd St., New York, NY 10010) 

The Waterboys 
This Is The Sea (Island)  

There's a majesty to Mike Scott's writing 
that transcends his dense, opulent ar-
rangements. Sure, the sense of "Don't 
Bang The Drum" never quite lives up 
to its sound, and "Be My Enemy" is a 
direct Dylan rip. But the power and 
passion of "Old England," "The Pan 
Within" and "Trumpets" more than 
makes up the difference. 

Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds 
The Firstborn Is Dead (Homestead) 

Given the indulgent chaos that marked 
the Birthday Party, it's almost a shock 
to discover that Cave is a champion of 
the delta blues tradition. Not that he's 
another John Hammond, Jr., mind you. 
"Tupelo" may allude to John Lee 
Hooker, but Cave's fire-breathing deliv-
ery is in a class by itself, and that gives 
The Firstborn its visceral punch. (P.O. 
Box 570, Rockville Centre, NY 11571) 

The Del Fuegos 
Boston, Mass. (Slash/Warner Bros.) 

You can dress 'em up, but you can't 
take the garage out of their sound. Un-
fortunately, that goes for their writing as 
well, for as much as the Fuegos love 
rock roots, they've yet to come up with 
anything of their own that doesn't sound 
like a bad cover version. 
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It can sound like anything from 
a jazz combo to a rock band. 

And record like a multi-track studio. 
Introducing the Technics SX-K350 PCM keyboard. 

The peal of a trumpet. The whisper of a flute. The rhythm 
•of percussion. 

These PCM sounds, and more, are all at your fingertips. 
Because they're all stored in the memory of the new Technics 
SX-K350 portable keyboard with MIDI capability 
And to mix everything tog ther, the SX-10.50 features a 

4-channel play sequencer thz like a multi-track recorder. 
With it you can play and rec rd solo presets, bass lines and 
separate left and right voices on four tracks. Then play back 
one track or any combination of tracks simultaneously with 
your live performance. 
And with the MIDI terminlls you can interface with up 

to 16 other MIDI keyboards, án external sequencer or even a 
computer. Which means the SX-K350 can handle the 
demands of today's music. And tomorrows. 

The Technics SX-K350 keyboard. It can take your music as 
far as your imagination will go. Maybe even further. 

Technics 
The science of sound 



HOTLINE 

800-223-7524 
HOW TO ORDER AN AD 
Regular Classified (ads without borders) 
20 word minimum. $2.35 per word, minimum 
$47 per insertion. $ 1.70 per word, minimum 
$43, for six consecutive insertions; $ 1.65 per 
word, minimum $41, for 12 insertions. 

Classified Display (all ads with borders) 
$135 per column inch, per insertion; $ 125 per 
column inch for six consecutive insertions: $ 117 
per column inch, for 12 insertions. 
Bold Face Caps. First line, additional $20. 
Box Number: count 7 words for our Box 
# and address, and add $4.00 per insertion 
for handling. 
Payment Must Accompany Order. 
Deadline: Two months prior to date of 
publication. Cancellations must be in 
writing to be accepted. 
Address: Musician Classified Ad Dept. 
1515 Broadway, New York City, NY 10036 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Sensational new reggae release now available. 
"Trying to Stay Alive-James Morgan. Send check 
or m/o for $6.00 record/cassette. AM/PM Records, 
339 W. 29th St., New York, NY 10001.  

Investors wanted for variety of music, video and 
film projects. Contact: Consultant Roger North at 
616-344-1663. 

YOUR PUBLICITY PHOTOS COPIED. 500 
B&W glossy 8x1Os for $79.95. Free price list & 
paper samples. MUSICIAN'S PHOTO SERVICE, 
706 N 76th, Seattle, WA 98103. 

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS  

ROCK MUSIC BOOKS. Original JEFF BECK 
$9.95, Original ANGUS YOUNG $9.95, ZZ TOP 
Eliminator $9.95, SCORPIONS ANTHOLOGY 
$12.95, Original BLACKMOORE $7.95, Guitar 
techniques of ZEPPELIN $6.95, Guitar Techniques 
Of RUSH $6.95, VAN HALEN I &11$12.95, Electronic 
Projects For Musicians $14.95. Free Catalog. DIS-
COUNT MUSIC WAREHOUSE, PO Box 390A, New 
Market, VA 22844.  

MAKE MONEY COMPOSING JINGLES - 
Save yourself years of "hard knocks." Send $9.95 
for how-to book. Jingle Composer, Dept. MM-9, 
Box 53, Harrison, NY 10528.  

You can make better MUSIC WITH MIDI! 
Learn how to put MIDI power to work in your music 
with MIDI made simple The ultimate MIDI primer: 
Non-technical, 81/2 x11, 106 pp. Send for free de-
tails: MIDI, Dept. M186C, 65 Meetinghouse Ridge, 
Meriden, CT 06450. 

EMPLOYMENT 

BANDS, MUSICIANS WE CAN find you the 
band, musician, gig, manager, or instruments you 
need. Thousands of listings. Call: INTERNATIONAL 
MUSICIANS REFERRAL SERVICE, (718) 728-5650.  

FIND BANDS TO JOIN. Find musicians and 
gigs. Write: MUSICIANS NATIONAL HOTLINE, Box 
7733, Murray, UT 84107. Phone (801) 268-2000. 

FOR SALE  

MSX SOFTWARE FOR THE CX5M -over 150 
titles, arcade games, word processing, spread 
sheets, etc. To receive catalog send 11.00 post-
age and handling to: NYRAC, P.O. Box 210173, 
Montgomery, AL 36121.  

KORG POLY-800 OWNERS: 
128 excellent programs for Rock, Jazz. Fusion 
and Progressive musicians. Patches sound 
exactly like those recorded by today's top art-
ists. Send $15.00 for each set of 64 programs. 
2 sets are available. Specify A or B 

SUPER FAST DELIVERY!! 
Precision Synthi-Data 

325 Brookshire Road, 
Youngstown, New York 14174  

GUITIE OR BASS GUITIE! Anatomically correct 
fretboard neckties! Specify black or white. Send 
$10.00 each to: GUITIE, 69 Elm, Camden, ME 
04843 or Visa/MC 207-236-8051.  

STAGE EFFECTS FLASH PAPER, ILLU-
SIONSand other accessories for stage, club and 
parties. Write to: WME, 1010 Wright Ave., Long 
Beach, MS 39560. Send $1.00 for sample.  

Banjo B&D Silver Bell style #-Montana-best offer. 
(518)355-6503. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

GUITAR INSTRUCTION BOOKS. The Right 
Touch-right handed hammering (Van Halen 
technique) $8.95, Teach Yourself Lead $7.95, 
Teach Yourself Rock Bass $7.95, Power Chording 
$5.95, Scale Power $5.95, ROCK TRAX 1-book & 
cassette course to teach beginners to improvise 
rock $8.95. Free catalog. DISCOUNT MUSIC 
WAREHOUSE, PO Box 390A, New Market, VA 
22844. 

Music business careers! 
Learn the music business from the inside-

prepare yourself for the marketing management 
or technical career you want. Top pro training 
in studio/concert/video production, artist repre-
sentation/management, retail/wholesale, promo-
tion/marketing, publishing, much more. Employ-
ment assistance and financial aid available. 

Free brochure/career guide: 
call toll-free 800-554-3346, or write 

THE MUSIC BUSINESS INSTITUTE 
Dept. M-2401 3376 Peachtree Rd., N.E. 

Atlanta, GA 30326 

WALT ECKSTEIN PIANO TUNING 
COURSE:Amazing new kit includes video and 
audio cassettes, transparencies, illustrated text, 
tools and more. Write for free brochure: PO Box 
441, 630 Grant St., Oceanside, CA 92054. (619) 
722-2040.  

PLAY ANY SONG OR SOLO by ear instantly! 
Guaranteed! IMPROVISE LIKE THE MASTERS. Ex-
citing new method makes it easy. Free information! 
Write today. BATES MUSIC-MN, 5256 Beard, Min-
neapolis, MN 55410. 

INSTRUMENTS 

FANTASTIC DISCOUNT ON STRINGS, 
reeds, etc. .. for free catalog write: RITCHIE'S 
MUSIC, 80 Route 46, Rockaway, NJ 07866. 

FREE! FREE! P.M.I. '85 
Musical Instrument Catalog 

The most complete DISCOUNT listing of 
name brand instruments and accessories. 
Write R M . 1. Dept (M), RO. Box 827, Union 
City, N.J. 07087 Est, 1939 

DRUMMERS! Drum Recovering Kits are avail 
able. Over 30 choices for Pearls, Sparkles, Flames 
and Woodgrains. Send $1.00 for full info and sam-
ples (refundable on first purchase). PRECISION 
DRUM COMPANY, Dept. A, 151 California Road, 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.  

BEST PRICES IN THE NATION!! On drums 
and keyboard equipment. THE DRUM/KEYBOARD 
SHOP will BEAT any price any store quotes nation-
wide!! Call us and we'll prove it to you. (713) 524-1577. 
1-800-624-2347.  

GUITARS -  Pedal steels, Dobro, National. Vin-
tage, new. Martin, Taylor, Guild, Ovation; Gibson 
mandolins, banjos; Kentucky, Goldstar, Stelling, 
Wildwood, Mastertone; D'Angelico, amps, multi-
trackers, books, accessories. FREE 72-PAGE 
BROCHURE. MANDOLIN BROS., 629 Forest, Sta-
ten Island, NY 10310. (718) 981-3226.  

DRUMMERS! GREAT PRICES ON STICKS, 
heads, etc. Send or call for free catalog: N J PER 
CUSSION CENTER, 50 West Main Street, Rocka-
way, NJ 07866. (201) 625-8134.  

VINTAGE INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE: 
Guitars, Mandolins, Banjos, Rock, Bluegrass, Jazz. 
Send for free in-stock list. LARK STREET 
MUSIC, 221 Lark Street, Albany, NY 12210. (518) 
463-6033 except Saturday. Always buying used 
instruments. We ship everywhere.  

MUSICIANS 

SERIOUS FEMALE ROCK MUSICIANS: 
Stop wasting precious time. The all-female rock 
band, BARRACUDA, WANTS YOU! Send tape, 
photo, and resume NOW! BARRACUDA, P.O. Box 
70246, Las Vegas, NV. 89170 (702) 736-8534-24 
HOURS.  

MUSIC OPPORTUNITY/RECORD CON-
TRACT. We will present your demo tape to major 
record executives. Service FREE if not accepted. 
25 yrs experience in industry. For details. S.A.S.E. 
Milestone Media Dept. MM, P.O. Box 869, Venice 
CA 90291.  

32-VOLT PACKAGES FOR DX7 AND TX7. 
Fat analog synth sounds, dazzling special effects 
and splits-instructions and programming tips in-
cluded. (Demo Cassette available $3.50.) Write to: 
R.L. PRODUCTIONS, P.O. Box 4692, Bay Terrace, 
N.Y. 11360-4692 or call 1-718939-1649.  

PHOTOS/POSTERS  

COLOR CONCERT PHOTOGRAPHS! Huge 
selection. Hundreds of rock and country perfor-
mers. Send $2 for illustrated catalog/coupon. Men-
tion favorite. "SMILE," Box 15293-M, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320-0293.  
Jett, Roseanne Cash, eXene, Heart, Nicks, Cougar, 
Berlin, Springfield, Maiden, Ratt, Pretenders, 
Duran, Survivors, Stones, more! Sample $1.75. We-
lander, P.O. Box 2521M, Minneapolis MN, 55402.  

RECORDS/TAPES  

UK/USA RECORDS: FANTASTIC CATALOG 
of records, tapes & books. Many imports & rarities! 
Our computerized search service can find it all! 
Send your want lists, requests, + three 220 stamps 
for catalog to 28-D Pamaron Way, Ignacio, CA 94947.  

IMPORT / DOMESTIC LPs / TAPES / CDs 
Huge selection of Rock, Metal, New Wave, Jazz, 
Independent Labels. Fast, personalized service. 
Competitive prices. Latest catalog $1.00. Visa/MC 
accepted. (818) 881-9908. MOBY MUSIC, 14410 
Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423.  

FREE CASSETTE CATALOG! Be amazed! 
Your favorite Rock, New Wave, Heavy Metal, Funk 
Reggae bands. Not available on vinyl! ROIR, 611 
Broadway, NYC, NY 10012 (212) 477-0563.  

RARE 60s ROCK ALBUMS.Sealed/mint-origi-
nal. Blues Magoos, Four Seasons, Lesley Gore, 
Turtles, 5 Americans, Dusty Springfield. Hundreds 
more. Catalog $1.00 (refundable.) Harvard Square 
Records, Box 1975M, Cambridge MA 02238.  

SONGWRITERS  

SONGS? LYRICS? America's leading music de-
velopment company seeks songwriters/lyricists 
with marketable material. Best references. Strictly 
confidential. American Music Connection gives you 
the facts! Free kit: 1 (800) 257-7880.  

LEARN SONGWRITING á COMPOSE MUSIC. 
Professional instruction by mail. For course de-
scription: AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE INSTI-
TUTE, Box 31021-E, Cleveland, OH 44131. 

TALENT 
Wanted vocalist, high range to complete original 
studio recording. Submit demo to: 27000 Ketterha-
gen Rd., Burlington WI 53105.  

A SINGER'S DREAM! 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Now You can sing with the world's best bands! 

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove 
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard 
stereo record and leave the background! 

Write or call for a free brochure and demo record. 

LT Sound, Dept. MU, P.O. Box 338, 
Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493-1258 
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SING with Body Power 
ISBN 0-939 458-00-4 

Vocalists suffering from 
fatigue, hoarseness, and 
the inability to realize 
their full range, power, 
and timbre will discover 
a new dimension in 
their vocal abilities by 
utilizing the Gan-Tone 
Method. 

The Gan-Tone Method 
described in this book 
revolutionizes the traditional 
beliefs for producing the 
singing voice by revealing the 
natural laws that unify the 
body for the ultimate in 
singing energy through total 
body power! 

The Gan-Tone Method will 
enable any sincere seeker to 
develop a beautiful and power-
ful singing voice, either for 
Rock or Opera, and will enable 
the professional singer— 
popular or classical— to retain 
the voice for many years. 

In Singing Energy, Robert 
Gansert rejects traditional 
beliefs and establishes new 
reference points to enable the 
vocalist to understand and 
make use of the entire body in 
the production of the singing 
voice, resulting in previously 
unknown depth, power and 
quality. 

Singing Energy is required 
reading for anyone who 
wishes to become aware of a 
new dimension in energizing 
the singing voice! 

SINGING ENERGY 
R IN THE 

GMZNE METHOCi OF VOICE PROMON 

Mosen, Re,.hod°, 

ROBERT GANSERT 
ILLUSTRATIONS by the AUTHOR 

Illustrated 
324 pages. 
Harrd Cover. 
$37.50 
8 1/2 "X11 1/2 " 

WORLDWIDE 
SALES 

About the Author: 
Robert Gansert has been a 
performing vocalist for over 
twenty years, and has been 
featured in numerous concerts 
and recordings. His work has 
been internationally 
acclaimed. He is currently a 
noted instructor at the 
Carnegie Hall studios. 

c 1985 GAN-TONE PRODUCTIONS 

GAN-TONE IS A REGISTERED TRADEPAARKOF GAN-TONE PRODUCTIONS 

MAIL ORDER FORM 1 - 86 

Please send me copies of SINGING ENERGY in the Gan-Tone 
Method of Voice Production «0 $37.50 each, which includes postage, 
handling and sales tax. (Outside U.S.A., $38.50 U.S currency.) 
Includes a money-back guarantee. 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

CITY STATE ZIP 

Send to: CAN-TONE PRODUCTIONS, Carnegie Halt, St udio 1105, 
881 7th Avenue, New York City, NY 10019. 
(Allow 3 to 5 weeks for delivery.) 

GAN-TONE PUBLISHING CO. 

LARYNGEAL-PELVIC • FUSION • AWARENESS 



41965 STE1NBERGER SOUND 

P111 

THE TRANSPOSING TREMOLO 

KEY CHANGES 
elrE[IMBERZER 

122 S ROBINSON AVE • NEWBURGH. NY • 12550 

(914) 565-4005 FREE BROCHURE 

PAUL REED SMITH GUITARS 
1812 Virginia Ave., Annapolis, MD 21401 

SEND $2 FOR FULL COLOR BROCHURE 

Yngwie from page 78 
out all my musical theory—the relative 
scales, major to minor, Phrygian mode, 
harmonic and melodic minor, sus-
pended chords to make smooth trans-
positions, inverted chords—just by 
playing. I didn't know what to call it all, 
I just knew what it sounded like. I had 
somebody tell me all the names for 
these things, because I was hungry to 
know theory. I ended up saying to my-
self, ' I already knew all this." 
As the teen Swede burrowed into the 

sanctuary of music, " I was the total 
black sheep of my whole family, an out-
cast from society. People just shook 
their heads when they talked about me. 
Nobody believed that I would amount 
to anything. I screwed off school and 
work, messed up my relationships. I just 
practiced in my basement. Two years 
later, all the big Swedish papers are 
writing about 'our hero.' Now they're tak-
ing pride in the Swede made good." 
The good road began essentially by 

Malmsteen sending a tape to Guitar 
Player's talent scout Mike Varney, who 
was so wowed that he flew the guitarist 
to California in 1983. Recording an 
album with the L.A.-based Steeler, 
Malmsteen was fast becoming the toast 
of metal town. The new kid on the block 
gained in vertiginous ability what he 
lacked in English syntax. 
He was restless, though. A stint with 

the group Alcatrazz yielded two records 
and broader exposure, but it was a sink-
ing vessel. " It was such a weird combi-
nation," Malmsteen recalls none-too-
fondly. With his creative urge surfacing 
and dread boredom underfoot, Malm-
steen plunged into his own project. 

There's no pretense of democracy in 
Rising Force: It is, first and foremost, 
the vehicle for Yngwie Malmsteen, writ-
er, gymnast, master of tonal tormult. "My 
ideas and ideals are so strong, I don't 
want to compromise. I don't want to be 
half-assed. It works," he professes. 
"Everybody in the band thinks I'm a 
great guy, because coming in, they 
knew what to expect. They don't have 
the right to argue with me. Instead of 
working at Burger King in Stockholm, 
they can now play in front of 20,000 
people every night." Retreating just a 
bit, he allows that " I am a very loyal 
person to my friends, a jolly good fellow, 
but when it comes to my creation, I'm 
very demanding." 
There are decidely two sides to the 

man. On the limo ride to the stadium, 
he is the giddy twenty-two-year-old star, 
rattling off excerpts from the Truly Taste-
less Joke Book. On the plane ride back 
to Los Angeles, he starts singing quotes 
from the official tour album of the Bach 
Choral Society: Frank Zappa's Over-
night Sensation. Lyrics to songs are 
printed in the Society's tour itinerary, 

and now the powerhouse manager 
Andy Trueman (alias G.T.B.—Good To 
Be— King) is giving Yngwie his weekly 
quiz. Amidst a tidy group of Southwest 
commuters, Malmsteen is singing out, 
"moving to Montana soon, going to be 
a mental toss flycoon." It's a rock ' n' roll 
fantasy on a plastic platter. 

To contrast this side of the guitar 
marauder, Malmsteen can get down-
right didactic on the subject of music, 
mincing no words, sparing no opinion. 
For instance, on the subject of his evi-
dent penchant for high fretboard 
speeds: "Well, if I play something fast, 
it would still have musical value if it were 
played slow, whereas most rock 
guitarists play good, nice things slow, 
but as soon as they get fast, they play 
pull-offs on two strings [rolls his tongue 
like a broken Uzi] and it's totally worth-
less, musically." 
Somehow, it's all too fitting that 

Malmsteen's star has risen in the same 
year as the 300th birthday of Bach, the 
mention of whom sends the plectrist into 
a rhetorical frenzy. " I could compare the 
situation to architecture," he winds up. 
"Today, somebody gets big bucks for 
building a house that looks like a fuck-
ing matchbox. Whereas back then, they 
would build a church that would make 
you feel this big [scrunches his thumb 
and forefinger]. "That was architecture. 
That was creating. The knowledge they 
utilized and what they had to go through 
to do that is a lot more respectable than 
what they are doing today. 

"The same thing goes for music. 
Some fucking new wave band goes on 
to bang out a song with three chords 
and everybody goes wow. They being 
musicians, actually play something that 
people who are not musicians can re-
late to without using more than two brain 
cells, which is the key for manipulating 
people to buy the fucking record. 
Whereas rieople who do things that are 
very involved, like jazz musicians, don't 
sell anything. But you know the reason 
why? Because they stand there with 
their fucking glasses and their half-bald 
heads and beards, doing their bullshit. 
If they would do the same thing and be 
a little more energetic and try to relate 
to people they'd do better. 

"Being a musician who only plays ad-
vanced things might as well be sitting 
there wanking off, you know what I 
mean? At the same time, the people 
who don't have any musical ability but 
who become successful anyway— 
that's not right either. 

"The goal is not to educate an audi-
ence. I'm just doing the only thing I can 
do, creating something and at the same 
time reaching out, making it a mutual 
thing between me and the audience. 1i] 

SUBSCRIBE 
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You can only begin to imagine 
the sounds you and your guitar 
can create with the FX 65 Stereo 
Chorus and FX 75 Stereo Flanger, 
And they'll sound just as good 
down the road as they do today. 

Because they're built to be 
tough, gig after gig. 
Check out the entire FX line 

from 
DOD. 

The largest line of signal processing equipment in the world. 



Realistic reverb 
at a realistic price. 

YAMAHA 
I. IN .ALVENLN ItAI.,I$ 
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And not just reverb, but a full range of 
studio effects. All very controllable. All in 
the new Yamaha REV7 digital reverb. And 
all for only $1,195.* 

How did we do it? By analyzing the 
early reflections and subsequent rever-
berations of actual environments to see 
what gives reverb its natural character and 
richness. And then using specially devel-
oped LSIs to handle this immense amount 
of information and the high processing 
speeds required to effectively simulate 
natural reverb. 

The REV7 has 30 factory preset 
programs permanently stored in its ROM. 
These presets include large and small hall, 
vocal plate, gated reverb, reverse gate, 
early reflections and stereo effects such as 
chorus, flanging, phasing and echo. 

And each of the presets incorporates 
up to seven user-programmable param-
eters which can be edited and then stored 
in RAM. 

For even greater realism, you can 
alter the reverb time of the HI and LOW 
frequency ranges in proportion to the MID 
range (RT60) and simulate the dampening 
qualities of absorptive materials in a room. 
So the sound can be as live or as dead as 
you want. 

Programming is easy because of the 
REV7's logical front panel layout which 
gives you instant access to all functions and 
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the LCD readout panel which tells you at a 
glance the name of the program and the 
edit parameter selected. 

So besides the 30 presets, you can 
store up to 60 of your own programs in the 
REV7's RAM. All available for recall from 
the front panel or the hand-held remote. 

The REV7 features electronically bal-
anced XLR input and output connectors. 
And balanced TRS phone jacks which will 
accept standard phone plugs.. Both stereo 
and mono inputs can be connected produc-
ing, in either case, a simulated stereo re-
verb output. 

There's even a three-band semi-para-
metric EQ so you can fine-tune the sound 
of your reverb to work in any environment. 
And, of course, MIDI compatibility. 

Realistically speaking, there's no finer 
digital reverb at the price on the market 
today than the REV7. Available now at 
your Yamaha Professional Products dealer. 

For a catalog explaining all the fea-
tures and capabilities of the REV7 digital 
reverb, write: Yamaha International Cor-
poration, Professional Products Division, 
P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In 
Canada, Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 
Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1. 
'Suggested U.S.A. retail price. In Canada, $ 1,79S CUM. 

YAMAHA® 


